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INTRODUCTION.

In the preceding volumes of this series we have dealt with the structure, growth,

and habits of the lower forms of life ; in the present one we are to study Anthro-

pology, or the Natural History of Man. Philosophers have often endeavored to draw

hard and fast lines separating the human race from the brute world, but with slight

success ; man differs from the rest of the animal kingdom, not so much in structure as

in his mental superiority, and even here the differences, immeasurably gi'eat though

they be, seem to be chiefly those of degree. The attentive student of nature can relate

instance after instance of reasoning in the lower animals, can show cases of inter-

communication between them, and can bring forth much evidence of an intelligence,

strongly contrasted with that instinct with which some would alone endow them. In

nature sharp lines do not exist, and whenever we attempt to frame a perfect definition

which shall include all the objects defined, and exclude all others, we soon see the

impossibility of the task.

In comparing man with the lower forms, of course the standards should be the

lowest savage and the highest brutes. Thus, in contrasting the structure, the apes

would be taken ; in comparing mental characters, such intelligent animals as the

elephant, horse, and dog. Still, in all such comparisons we are brouglit to a standstill

by a something which our imperfect language will not express. While we can imagine,

and to a large extent actually demonstrate, the methods and the actual steps liy which

man has advanced from the savage state to the highest civilization of the present day,

there exists between the highest brute and the lowest of the human race an intellectual

gulf so wide and deep that no knowledge now in our possession will enable us to cross

it. Man possesses a structure essentially similar to that of the anthropoid apes, and

differs from them anatomically no more than these differ among themselves; he pos-

sesses all of the mental traits and exhibits all of the phenomena of intelligence of

the highest brutes, but in addition he possesses a power of thinking, of reasoning, and

of expressing the oi)erations of his mind in articulate speech intelligible to his fellow-

men, and also a capacity for forming abstract ideas which are so much superior to those

of the brutes that not a single parallel can be drawn. This question of the differences

between man and the lower forms of animal life, besides being foreign to the scope of

our work, has been so often discussed that no review of it is necessary here.

In the succeeding pages of this volume the different races of mankind will lie taken

up in regular order, and their physical characters, mental and moral traits, hal)its, and

implements described. It may therefore be well here, as an introduction to such a

systematic treatment, to enter into a condensed comparison of all the races of mankind,

their classification,and some of the phases of their intellectual development, as well as

a slight account of modem anthropological methods; and in the preparation of this
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2 NATURAL HISTORY OF MAN.

introduction we will admit at starting the great assistance we have received from the

works of Peschol, 'J\j])inard, and above all of Tyler, whose naethod of treatment has

been followed to a considerable extent.

When mankind began to classify the different varieties of the human race, it was by

that most obvious characteristic the color of the skin ; and since this method, to a large

extent, expresses the true relationshiiis of the different stocks, it has survived with

certain changes and modifications until the present day. The ancient Egyptian in his

own time clearly recognized the element of color which separated him from the darker

NuV)ian on the one side and the lighter Israelite on the other; and even in the present

century ethnologists have divided all mankind into the black, brown, yellow, red, and

white races; a classification Mhich is still in many respects very convenient, although

in many cases it fails to express the various relationships and distinctions of the

various stocks, and is not of itself sufficiently exact for the purposes of modem
anthropology, while, on the other hand, it involves many direct contradictions to the

knowledge derived from language, liistory, traditions, and anatomical peculiarities.

The task t)f the anthropologist to-day is far more difficult than it was a century ago.

Our knowledge of mankind has vastly increased, and now every fact is submitted to a

system of examination, criticism, and interpretation which were absolutely unknown in

the days of Buffon, Blumenbach, and Virey, or even in the more modern times of

Pricliard and Nott and Gliddon. Within thirty years scientific societies have been at

loggerheads over the momentous problem whether the Negro belongs to a distinct

species from the white race. That which has had more influence than anything else to

change the s]iirit of anthropology and to ])lace the study of mankind ujion a firm and

philosophical basis, is the theory of evolution.

To-day the anthropologist calls to liis assistance every possible source of infoniui^

tion; anatomy, language, history, traditions, myths, customs, habits, intellectual attain-

ments, all are to be weighed, criticised, and their import studied before one can arrive

at a true classification of the races of mankind, a classification which shall explain all

])eculiarities of geographical distribution and ])]iysical characteristics, and represent the

exact relationships and Inter-relationships of each and every variety. Although much
has been done in this direction within the past forty years, we are still far from our

ideal, and whether such a grouping is within the ])ower of the human mind with the

materials at its disposal, we cannot at present say.

Looking at the distribution of the human species according to the color of the skin,

and those other almost equally prominent characters the face and hair, we see tliat

there is an evident connection between color and climate; in fact, the ancients used to

attribute the color of the Africans to the burning influence of the troj)ical sun.

The home of the black races extends across the hot equatorial regions, from the

Gold Coast of West Africa to New Guinea and the Fiji Islands. The type of the

black race is, i)erhaps, best shown in the (luinoa Negro of Africa, a race typified by
a skin so dai-k-brown as to be j)0])ularly called black, a woolly hair, a long and narrow
skull, and stout projecting jaws. From these Negroes of West Africa may be noticed a

shading off toward the north and east, ])ossil)ly the result of mixture with tlie ]?crliei-s

and Ai-abs, while going towards the soutli it would seem that the milder climate had
somewhat modified the type; for while we can find not tiie slightest trace of admixture

with any foreign race, the Bushmen of South Africa, though jiossessing the narrow skull

and frizzy iiair of the natives of the (iold Coast, are of a smaller stature, while tiieir skin

is a lighter tint of yellowish-))ro\vn. Turning no«- to the blacks of the eastern seas, we
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find in the Malay Peninsula and in the Philippines, scanty mountain tribes which appear

to be the remnants of that primitive stock which now attains its greatest development

in the island of New Guinea. This race, in color and in general type of countenance,

shoA\s a marked resemblance to the African negroes, but witli important points of dif-

ference; thus the brow-ridges are much more jirominent, and the nose, instead of bein<T

flat and "snubbed," is straight, and sometimes even aquiline. These blacks of the

eastern world are largely a race of sailors, and colonies far distant from the original

home of the race are fouml in the Fijis, and with a slight possibility in Tasmania, wav to

the south of Australia. Among these eastern Negroes there is considerable variation in

color, the result of an admixture with a lighter race, and in many cases the presence of

Polynesian words in the language shows us at once from whence the lighter color has

been derived. Now this general close resemblance between the Negroes of Africa and

of the East, together with many otherwise inexplicable facts in the distribution of ani-

mals, has led certain naturalists to suppose that a large continent (to wliich the eminent

ornithologist Sclater has given the name Lemuria) once existed in the Indian Ocean,

and that here was the primitive home of mankind. This large continent, in some of tlie

convulsions of our globe, has disap])eared,— a thing which finds many parallels in the

geological history of the world. Lying off the coast of Burmah are a group of islands,

the Andamans, which have been regarded as ]jossible remnants of this now obliterated

continent, and here is found a scanty race in whom anthroijologists have been greatly

interested. These Andaman Islanders are very small, under five feet in height. Their

skin is intensely black, and then- hair naturally very frizzy or woolly. They, however,

differ from the typical African Negroes in having the skull broader, the jaws less jirom-

inent, while the lips are smaller', and the nose much narrower. Following out the idea

of this now sulmierged continent of Lemuria, anthropologists have regarded this race

to be the most perfect representatives of the primitive black stock, which has become

so altered in its sjjread east and west, and the studies of Prof. Flower upon their skulks

have the effect of strengthening this belief. It must, however, be borne in mind that

all this is supposition, that all that we have is circumstantial evidence of a very doubtful

character, and that this theory, while ojien to many objections, still gives a better solu-

tion to many problems of geographical distribution than does any other as yet advanced.

Next taking up the brown races, our first example will be the native Australian,

possibly the lowest tyjse on tlie face of the earth, and presenting many differences from

his nearest neighbors, the Tasmanians on the south, and the Papuans, or natives of New
Guinea, at the north. Their skin is of a chocolate brown, their skull, though smaller

and thicker, has much the sha])o of that of the African, the l>row-ridges and jaws being

even more prominent. Far away to the noith, the Dravidian races of India, the rem-

nants of the ancient hill tribes, more or less mixed with the more modern Hindus,

form our next examples of the brown races; while the Nubians and the IJerliers of

Africa, and, if we may trust their o\vn portraits of themselves, the ancient p]gy]itians,

though probably not ethnically connected with the Eastern foi-ms, rcjuesent the brown

races on the African continent.

The yellow or Mongolian type has its best representatives in the natives of the ])lains

of Northern and Central Asia, from whence they have spread to India, China, and Ja])an

on the south and east, and into Europe, where, among the Huns, Fins, and Laps, tlie

traces of their ancestry are not yet entirely lost. The Malays who inhabit that jiortion

of the globe extending down from the Malay Peninsula through Java and Simiatra to

Borneo may possibly be a distant offshoot of the ^Mongolian type. These JMalays have
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been much modified by contact with foreign races, and perliaps their purest and finest

development is to be seen in the head-hunting Dyaks of Borneo. Closely connected

with the ^Malays, not only in jiiiysical characters but in language, are tlie inhabitants of

the islands of the Pacific, including New Zealand and omitting the Fijians, Tasmanians,

New Caledonians, and the inhabitants of the New Guinea, which, as we have seen,

belong to the Eastern blacks. These South-Sea Islanders are a race of sadors, and even

in distant Madagascar traces of them are found, although extensively modified by the

inlial)itauts of the neighboring coast of Africa.

Turning now to our own continent, no such variety of race is found ; for, from the

Arctic circle to Cape Horn, the wliole of the native jiopulations, though presenting many

points of difference among themscl\es, may well be regarded as a whole, and possibly

as the descendants of one primitive stock. It is true that much variation occurs be-

tween the different tribes, but these points of difference, color, size, features, and lan-

guage, seem to be of secondary importance, and when the various forms are carefully

studied, they largely intergrade, and the physical differences disappear. Many attempts

have been made to account for the origin of the native red man, but all are unsatisfac-

tory. That which obtains the largest acceptance among anthropologists is that they

are possibly connected with the Mongolian or yellow race ; but the evidence in hand,

while it would admit of such an interpretation, is as yet of a decidedly msufficient char-

acter to place the theory upon a firm basis.

There now remains in a color classification the dominant white race, who seem

destined to occupy the whole world. It is not an easy task to trace the various rela-

tionships of the different groups, the dark whites of Southern Europe and the fair whites

of Northern lands. It Mould seem that here there may be the descendants of more than

one jirimitive stock, but,by crossing with each other, and possibly with the brown races

of India and Africa, the various lines of descent are so confused and obliterated that no

real knowledge of their relationships and origin can ever be obtained. In a word, the

linuts of the whites extend from India, where the traces of the Aryan conquerors are

Been in the Hindus, through Persia to the shores of the Mediterranean and the wliole

of Europe, from whence in the last few centuries they have gone forth to possess the

whole earth, and to-day there is scarcely a spot on the globe where the influence of the

white man, through his superior mental qualifications, is not felt.

As will be seen from the foregoing, there is a great uncertainty in the classification

of the human species, and while we might make an arrangement of the various races

which would be approximately true, still it is best in the jiresent work to take up the

peoples of the earth according to their geographical distribution.

In studying the races of mankind, it is necessary to obtain an idea of the average

individual, and it is among the lowest trilics where the least variation is found, and

where it is easiest to form a conception of the type. Now in regard to stature. The
tallest or the shortest members of a race are evidently not to be taken as represen-

tatives of height. The average is what is needed. Thus, from measurements of Euro-

j)ean soldiers, (^uetelet ascertained that out of about two thousand six hundred French-

men, there would bo about fifty, five feet four inches in height ; one hundred and ten, five

feet six; one hundre<l and fifty, five feet seven; one himdred .and sixty, five feet eight;

one himdred aii<l forty-five of live feet nine ; and so on until there are only ten men in the

twenty-six hundred six feet three inches in height. In roughly similar ways we may ob-

tain the aver.age color, physiognomy, etc., of any race or tribe. In regard to ])hysiognoiny

the stranger will form a better estimate than one who is well acijuaiutcd with the race
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in question, for he will notice only those peculiarities which are typical, while one more

familiar is confused by the individual variations. Thus, to one unacquainted witli them,

all Chinamen look alike : all have the peculiar oblique eye, the same long straight hair,

the same sallow, yellow complexion ; on better acquaintance one learns to recognize tlie

individuals, a thing which at first was impossible. What first impressed liim was the

general type of Chinese face ; the characteristics of the individuals came later.

The descrijjtion of the exact methods of anthropological studj', ^\ith the details of

observation and the sources of error, belong to teclniical works, and can liere he dis-

missed with a few words. The skull, which contains the lirain, naturally occupies a very

prominent position in the study of mankind, as from it can be aj>])roximately derived a

knowledge of the mental capacity of the individual or the race. As a rule, to which

there are, however, many exceptions, the size of the brain I'oughly indicates the intel-

lectual rank of the individual, and hence the capacity of the skull affords us a ready

means of acquiring information upon this ])oint. This can be ascertain9d by filling the

skull with some substance which is afterward measured. This, though ai)])arently an

easy task, in jiractice has its difficulties, as each sulistance used gives a different result.

Liquids are manifestly unsuited for the purpose, and so various granular substances are

employed. Dr. Jeffries Wyinan made some interesting observations, and found that

the same skull gave results varying from seventy-three cubic inches, when ])eas were

used, to eighty-one and one-half inches with sand. And even with the same material

one must use great care, sjiecial apparatus being usually emjdoyed, while shot or mus-

tard-seed are used for filling the skull. The ca]iacity of tlie skull varies gi'catly, as

the following averages from a largo numlier will show:—
Australians 79.3 cubic inches.

Tasmanians 82.2
''

New Caledonians 8G..5
"

Negroes of West Africa 83.

1

"

Eskimo -
. . 91.

"

Chinese . .
' 80.9- "

Europeans 9.5.
"

There is also a difference to be noted between the cranial cajiacity of the sexes,

varying in races now living from nine to thirteen and one-iialf cubic inches, while an

examination of hundreds of skulls of the Stone age of Eurojie does not reveal a varia-

tion exceeding six inches.

The next series of cranial measurements are those which determine the relative

length or breadth of the skull. The greatest breadth is divided by the lengtli from

between the eyes to the farthest point on the occijutal bone, and the result is what is

known as the cranial index. These cranial indices are divided into groups who.se

boundaries are arbiti-arily fixed, those where it is seventy-five or below belonging to

the Dolichocephali or long heads, those above eighty-three and one-third to the Brachy-

cephali or round heads, and the intermediate skulls are classed as Mesaticcpliali. Thus

among the long heads we find the Australians, Eskimo, most Africans, and Xew Cale-

doni:nis; the round heads are represented by the Indo-Chinese, Fins, La|)s, Croats,

Swabians, and Styrians, while most of the remaining races of the earth belong to Ihe

intermediate grou]). Of course this is a relative system of measurements, and is to l)e

used only in connection witli other features.

The cerebrum or anterior |iortion of the brain is now recognized as tlie sjiecial seat

of the mental faculties, anil with the develoj)ment of this portion of the Itrain the fore-
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head becomes more prominent, and thus tlie profile of the face gives us a third index

of tlie mental status. Anthrojjologists have devised several methods by which this

(levelojiment of the upper portion of the face can be measured and expressed in

figures, thus enabling us to keej) a permanent record of what is known as the facial

angle, and to institute 'comparisons between widely distant races. The facial angle

usually cm]iloyed is that formed by two lines meeting at the base of the nose, one

passing thence to the auditory opening, and the other to the forehead between the

eyes. Another angle which is also widely used makes the lines intersect at the inser-

tion of tlie teetli in the u]i])er jaw. Tlie variations of the two systems are well

exhibited in tlie following table, taken from the work of Topinard, which at the same

time shows the increase in facial angle with intellectual development :
—

FiEST. Second.

European 85° 72°

Naraaqiiois Negro 62 56

Male gorilla -32 31

Newfoundland dog 25 24.5

Closely connected with the facial angle is the relative prominence of the jaws,

which, with the retreating forehead and I'csulting low facial angle, acquire in the Negro

a marked prominence or profpiatlioux condition, while in the profile of the white races

no such prominence, is noticeable.

The character and color of the hair are also important from an anthropological

standpoint, and even thirty years ago the scientific periodicals of America were filled

with discussions as to whether the Negi'o grew hair or wool. But when the subject

was investigated in a scientific manner it was found that the curliness was only

dependent upon the shape of the hair, that the straight hair of the Chinese and native

American was nearly cylindrical, while in the wool of the Xegro and the frizzed hair of

the Papuans the hair was greatly flattened, and that in fact the curliness and the amount

of flattening are coincident, and that these discussions,which the slavery question forced

even into scientific bodies,were only equalled by tlie scholastic problems of the Middle

Ages.

Had we some method of classifj-ing smells, the odors arising from the body might

be of some use in the study of the races of man. Each race has its peculiar body
smell, that of the Negro being a familiar example. The missionary Hue declaied that

he could recognize the Negro, the Tartar, the Thibetan, the Hindoo, the Chinese, and

the Arab by their effluvium, and added that even when disguised as a Chinese, the

Chinese dogs by the smell recognized him as a foreigner and barked at him.

Where the human race originated is as yet unknown ; whether the theoretical

ancient continent of Lcmuria ever had an actual existence, and was the original home
of mankind, or whether the high lands of Central Asia were the first inhabited sjiots,

no knowledge now in our jiossession will enable us to say. But wherever that sjiot

was, everything goes to show that primitive man was exceedingly rude and barbarou.s,

and that from a low condition he has arisen to his present high estate. In every phase

of life, ill his arts, his habits, his languages, and in his pleasures, Ave find a development

correlated with his intellectual grow tli. There are races, like the ancient Eizvptians, tlu'

earliest accounts of whum picture a people far along <iii the road to civilization, and of

whose earlier condition not a trace is left. When we first know tiiem thev iiave

arrived at a high state of culture, possessing a written language, skilled in the arts of

agrieultiiri-, ]ios.sessing an excellent knowledge of astronomy, and superior mechanical
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skill. But such races did not make their first appearance in such a high state of

civilization ; every analogous fact of history, written or unwritten, points to the fact

that behind the liistorical culture of ancient Egypt and ancient Assyria there were long

ages when those people were passing through the various stages of development from

a state of savagery and barliarism to the high position which tlicy occupied at the

beginning of the historical era. ,\nd further, all e\'idence goes to show that the same

general steps are passed througli in the de\elopment of all peojiles under all varying

conditions and climates ; that while some early attained to a state of civilization, and

others are even yet in a savage state, still all have advanced far from tlie conditions of

primitive man, and that all have travelled in nearly identical routes.

Let us examine more in detail some of the various phases of development of the

human race, as exhibited to us both in the races now living and in the memorials so

.abundant of ancient man. Obviouslv, the first necessity of primitive man was food

;

.-Hid, setting aside for the moment the edilile roots and fruits, the most .abundant source

for su]i])lying the demands of hunger was to be found in the flesh of the animals

around him. Tliese he could of course run down .and capture by main force, or, as is

done by the Australian of to-da}', lie in wait until some venturous Ijird or beast came

within reach, only to be captured and devoured. A stick or a stone flung as a missile

would early suggest itself as .an easier method of killing or dis.abling game, and from

the stick to the spear the transition is an easy one. Sharpening the point of the spear

would render its use more effective, and this was either done by charring (which, as all

savage tribes the world over know, at the same makes the wood harder), or by

attaching a bit of bone or stone ; and the immense numbers of spear-points found in

all parts of the globe bear witness to the fact that in this respect mankind have all

travelled a similar path. Occasionally a variation occurs when a better point is found

ready at hand, as when tiie Polynesian tips his spear with the tooth of a shark; and, in

the ease of our American Indian, Sir Walter Raleigh relates that in the Carolinas fossil

shark-teeth were used for a shnilar jmrjiose. Where tribes have arrived at the dignity

of metals, iron or copper repLaces to a certain extent the cliijiped flint. The barlis on

the spear naturally (.)riginated to prevent the weapon from falling from the wound.

The same stick held in the haml and usimI in striking makes without much mollification

the club, which reaches perhaps its highest development in the beautifully carved war-

elub of the South-Sea Islands, and which still survives in civilized countries, though with

a changed function, in the sceptre — the emblem of royalty. How the bow came to be

invented it is diflicult to say. Still, from its almost universal distribution, it is seen to

lie a natural product of the savage intellect, while the numbers of arrow-heads found

among the relics of ancient man show that it was the ]iroduct of an early age. The

.arrow, however, is readily seen to be but a small spear adapted for use with the bow.

The blow-gun would naturally arise in a country with large hollow reeds oi- canes.

In these the missile is a ]iebble or poisoned dart impelled by the breath. With tlie

invention of gunpowder the breath was replaced by th.at powerful ex]ilosive, and the

result was that large series of niodian arms which culminate in the I)reec!i-loading

rifles, the Galling guns, and the monster cannon of the present day.

Referring now to the vegetable world as a source of food : Fruits and roots form a

considerable jiortion of the diet of savage tribes, and liie <adtivation of the earth early

occupied the attention of mankind. The spear thrust into the earth for the purpose of

uprooting some plant furnishes us with the origin of the spade, .\mong the stone

inijilements of the native American .•hiii|jc'd stones, whii'h were useil to scrape tlie
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surface of the eartli, are coininon, ami these are clearly the descendants of flat stones

taken from the bed of some brook. Another form of hoe wliich has a wide distribution

is that where a stick bent at right angles, one part serving as handle, the other as

blade, is used. Such, to a large extent, were used by the Xortli-American squaws,

and even within a hundred years in the interior of Sweden. Tlie ancient Egyptian

fastened together two pieces of wood with a cord to niak(? his hoe, and from it the

origin of the jjIow can readily be seen

in the figures copied from the monu-

ments by Rawlinson and liere repro-

duced.

After the food was obtained the

earliest man doubtless made a feast

of the uncooked material, as it would

only be by a lightning stroke or by

some lava flow that he could obtain

fire ; soon, however, some happy acci-
F.O.I.- Egyptian Ho«.

^^^^^^ ^j^^^^,^^ j^j^^ ^ ^^,^^. ^j- ^,,j.j;„_

ing the needed element. A study of a race utterly ignorant of fire would be highly

interesting and instructive, but unfortunately no reliable accounts of such a race

exist. Wlien the various stories of fireless races come to be carefully analyzed and

critically e.\araiued,they are all found to be faulty. Strange and detailed accounts are

told of South-Sea Islandei's without fire, and how, when it was brought to them by

white ex])lorers, they imagined it to be an animal which fed on the wood ; but all such

stories are extremely apochryphal. The best authenticated of all is the account given

by Commodore Wilkes of the Bowditch Islanders :
" There was no sign of places for

cooking, nor any ajijiearance of fire, and it is believed that all their provisions are eaten

raw. "What strengthened

this opinion was the alarm

the natives felt when they

saw the .sparks emanate

ing from the flint and

steel, and tlie emission of

smoke from tlie mouths

of those who were smok-

ing cigars." It is rather

peculiar that in the other

]iublishc(l results of the

Wilkes expedition direct

evidence is given that fire was a familiar thing with them, while Hale, the ethnologist

of the ex])edition, even gives their name for fire. The Rev. Mr. Turner, who visited

the .same island several years later, also gives abundant evidence that they had known
fire for so long a time that the origin of their knowledge had passed into a myth.

One of the simplest methods by which mankind produce fire is by rubbing

together two sticks, and in this savages acquii-e great expertness. For this purpose

one stick is of hard wood and the other soft. In some of the South-Sea Islands the

stick of hard wood is laid on tlie ground while the otlier is rubbed back and fortli in a

groove until the heat generated by the friction cliars and finally sets fire to the dust

produced l>y tlie operation. Another method has a greatly wider distribution : the

Fig. 2. —Egyptian Plow.
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stick of soft wood is rapidly rotated between the palms, the point resting in a depres-

sion in the harder stick. In each the princi])le is the same. This mode of j)roducing

fire is found in Australia, Sumatra, India, the whole of the American continent and

tlie West Indies and in South and West Africa. Among uncivilized races still another

method has a more Ihnited distriljution,-the production of sparks by striking together

pieces of flint and iron pyi'ites, and, with the substitution of iron or steel for the

jiyrite, this means of obtaining fire 1ms l)een in use in the more civilized portions of the

globe from time immemorial.

With an increasing knowledge of chemistry the present century produced the

lucifer match, in which at first the flame was produced by the action of sulphuric acid

on a mixture of chlorate of ])otash and sugar. At the present time, however, it is

interesting to note that man has returned to the primitive way of creating fire liy

friction, the modern lucifer differing from the stick of soft wood of the Polynesians

only in the introduction of the more easily ignited phosphorus and sulphur.

Roasting or broiling by direct exposure to the fire seems to have been the one

universal metliod of cooking used by mankind, but as this is apt to burn portions of

the food before other parts are cooked, the use of some kind of oven luis a ^^•ide

distribution. Examples of these ovens are familiar to all. Potatoes or other edibles

roasted in the embers or hot ashes rejiresent, possibly, the most primitive method,

•while the hunter's way of roasting game is a slight advance u]ion it. The quadruped

or bird, without skinning or cleaning, is completely covered with moist clay and

buried in the hot coals until cooked. When taken from the fire the baked clay

is broken and removed, taking with it the skin, hair or feathers, and the resulting dish

is far better than that cooked in any ordinary oven. Another method, which is

common, is to build a tire in a hole in the ground, and when the earth is reddiot the

fire is removed, the food jilaeed in the hole, covered ^\itli a stone, and allmvi'd to

remain imtil cooked.

Uoiling, though a more complex process tlian roasting, is widely used, and through

it we are brought to the potter's art. It would seem that the possible way in which

pottery was first made was by coating some gourd or wooden vessel with clay to

enable it to stand the fire, and when, by excessive heat, the gourd was l)urned, the

baked clay was left. The next step would be to build u]i the clay inside a net, and

among the remains of ])rimitive man many vessels have l)een found which were evidently

made in this manner ; and even in more recent times, when the American Indians had

passed beyond this stage, this process can be traced in the cord and net ornamentation

of their pottery; what was originally a necessity still renutining as a step in the

JEsthetic direction. History does not inform us of the date of the invention of the

potter's wheel, but it was in a remote antiquity, for it was used in ancient Egy)>t,

where the illustrations on the monuments show a form essentially the same as that

employed at the present time, the only difference being that the foot or stcam-jHiwer

is now employed to turn the wheel ; in the older form it was turned by the hand.

Nakedness of a ]ieo]ile is always consiilered as an evidence of a low gi'ade of

human development, and not onlv is it so among highly civilized races, Init also with

sonu^ that we are accustomed to regard as savages. Mr. Williams, who was for numy

years a missionary among the Fijis, says that one of the natives who wore only a niasi,

or scanty hip-cloth, on hearing a description of tlie naked New Caledonians and their

idols, exclaimed, "Not have a masi and yet pretend to have gods!" The use of

clothing has arisen not from any feeling of modesty, but from a need of pi-otection
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against the inclemency of the weather. Among various jieoples the portions of the

body which conventional ideas demand shall be covered, widely vary. The Arabs

c-onsiilcr it highly indecorous for a woman to ex]iose the back of her head, and among
the Turks the face is always to be veiled, while the gauze-like garments allow the body
and limbs to be clearly seen. In China a woman is considered immodest if she permits

her deformed feet to be seen. And, strangely enough, among many of the African

triljcs the women go entirely naked, \\liile the recognized ideas of ])ro]iriety demand
that the man shall be clothed. On the other hand, the Maoris of Xew Zealand, who
liave not the slightest ideas of modesty or decency, are always well clad, and there is

abundant evidence that even among the Japanese clothing is worn more for its protec-

tion than from a desire to hide any portion of the person.

The simplest form of dress consists of leaves or twigs stuck into a girdle, and

evidently deri\ed from this primitive garment is the fringed girdle of the i\Iohave

Indians and the " Liku " of the South Seas. For protection a more extensive garment

is needed, and according to the habits of the people they either wear the skins of

beasts or the bark of trees, in the same manner that we now wear a shawl, and from

this primitive clothing the steps which resulted in our modern raiment have often been

described. A cloak is an inconvenient garment, and it is but a step to make the sleeve

and the resulting jacket. From pinning together the portion of the petticoat between

the legs, for greater freedom in running, arose the modern breeches, and even the now
useless buttons on the backs of our coats and the curious nicks in the collars of the

same article are relies of a previous usefulness, and what an evolutionist would tei-m

"rudiments from disuse." In the material from which clothing is made a similar

development can be seen. The Tapa of the Polynesians is but a slight advance from

more primitive bark, for it is in fact nothing but the inner liark of the paper mulberry,

beaten to make it soft, and stamped with various ornamental patterns. A higher

development leads to plaiting and basket-work, which in turn were the ancestors of

cliitli and weaving. Leather is but the skin of animals exposed to certain softening

and preserving processes.

Closely allied to clothing are the dwellings of mankind, and the bark or leaf huts

of the Australians represent the idea of a house in its earliest stage, and of but slightly

higher character are the skin tents or wigwams of the American Indians. More
permanent structures ai'c seen in the buildings of the Malays and Polynesians, and

while the former people use the crookcdest sticks they can iind to stiffen the walls,

they have just escaped discovering the principle of the strut or brace. In New
Guinea, Borneo, and especially on the northwest coast of America, these wooden

struc'tures attain at times immense size and accommodate many families, some at

Nootka Soun<l affording shelter for several hundred Indians. In Australia and the

South Seas clay is never used to thicken the wicker walls of the dwellings, but such

structures are found in many other parts of the earth. Brick and stone for building

materials had their origin in treeless districts from a necessity of obtaining something

to replace the desired wood. In the use of all of these building materials wc discover

a direct progress among all ])eo])les. IVfankiiid had lived a long time upon the earth

and had long constructed buildings of stone ere the iVssyrians discovered the principle

of the arch, and the Romans had attained to considerable culture before they carried

out the idea in vaults and domes. Among civilized man the arch has been cojiied with

all its variations from the Assyrian discovery, and hence it is interesting to note that

another peojile working in .-i different material have hit u]ion the same jirinciple
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entirely independently. The Eskimo of Greenhiiid .iii|iloys the in-iiiciijle of the arch in

liis snow-huts.

The necessity of crossing the water frequently arises, and for this purjiose vessels of

^arious sorts are constructed, and though the contrast Ijetween the log- float of the

savage and the ocean steamer of the present day is very great, yet every step in the

evolution of these marvels of marine architecture from the jirimitive ty]ie can he

traced. It is only the same gradual imj)rovenient which is everywhere to be seen.

There exist tribes, like those of Southwest Australia, who never trust tlieniselves

upon the water, and who even do not know how to swi.n. But,with a few such excep-

tions, mankind in all parts of the earth have invented methods of su])p(jrtin<;- the body
upon the water. The savage sitting astride a log and [laddling witli his hands has

solved the first problem of navigation. "When he learns that his float is more easily

propelled if its ends are pointed another advance is made. 'Che next step is tlii'

digging out of the interior of the log, rer.dering it more buoyant. Such "dug-outs"

are common in all parts of the wurld, and as the exc.'ivation of so nuicli wood with

stone implements is a tedious job, the ojieration is acceleratecl by the use of fire. Such

canoes of the jirimitive man of Europe are oeeasioimlly found preserved in the peat or

sand in which ages ago they were accidentally embedded. Columbus, in his letters de-

scribing the wonders he discovere<l in the New World, mentions the many boats of solid

wood, ''nm.ltas scaphas solidi. ligni,''^ used liy the inhabitants of tlie West-India

Islands; and it is interesting to note, in jiassing, that this Latin term for boat, ^^ srajtha,^''

comes from the Greek verb axuniftv (skaptein), to dig out, tlms clearly showing that the

evolution of boats took place in Europe in the same manner and along the same lines

as in other parts of the world, while a similar development is to be seen in the name.

The Australians make their boats in a different way. T;iking the bark from a large

tree, they tie up the ends and insert a stick or two for stretchers. Such liark canoes

are not unknown in Asia or Africa, while with its ce<lar frame and Viirch-bark covering

the canoe reaches its highest tlevelo]iinent among the North-^\merican Indians. The

Eskimo in his nortliern home merely substitutes the skins of the aniujals lie kills for

the bark of his southern cousin, and thus builds his kyak.

Dug-outs and canoes are easily overturned, .and in two ways does man prevent such

undesirable occurrences: either by a keel, or, .-is is so comiiKin in the South Seas, by

building a double boat; and frequentlv in Polynesia the second boat of the pirogue nr

]iroa,is reduced to a mere float connected with the vessel projier by a stiff oiitrigt;-ei'.

The building of large boats from a single log is a difticult matter, and when a certain

size is passed it becomes impossible, and so the art of the joiner is called in, and from

this boat of several jneces the transitions to tlie hull of the modern ocean steatner m\-

gradual and easy. Modern naval science mei'clv rebuilds the wnodeii model with iron

and steel.

The methods of jirojiellin"- the hull tliniugli the water may tVir a moment occupy

our attention. The hand itself forms the prototype of the jiaddle, which is merely a

blade of wood used for pushing against the water, and wlii<-li in the more primitive

w.ay is simjily held in tlie h:mds. Thi' next step is to increase the amount of strength

which can be apjilied by the introduction of a fixed fulcrmn or rowlock, and from such

a boat, by merely increasing its si/.e and the numlier of rowers, the famous biremes and

triremes, the war-gaileys of ancient liome, were derived.

The use of the wind to urge a boat tiirough the water wouhl naturally arise, yet it

is strange that there are many tribes who do not thus take advantage of tills natural
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force; and since it would seem tliat a peojile who had once learned such a method of

saving labor would not easily forget it or give it up, the inference would appear to be

fully warranted that they have never known how to use the wind as an aid in naviga-

tion. The simplest form of sail is a bit of cloth, or bark, or skin, supported on two

upright sticks or masts ; then as man began to see the method of beating against the

wind, yards, sprits, and booms were introduced, and a gradual improvement led to the

sailing vessels of the ])resent day. To-day steam has largely replaced the unreliable

winds in navigation, and by pushing against the water tlie vessel is forced in the desired

direction, and it is interesting to note that the side-wheel steamers, so well adapted to

the navigation of smooth water, show in a certain way a i-eturn to the jirimitive ro\\--

boat, the i)addles being moved by steam instead of by the hand of man.

The way in which articulate speech arose is a question concerning which there has been

much discussion and much dispute, and which to-day is far from being settled. All races

of mankind have a sjjoken language by which, with more or less ease, their thoughts and

emotions can be expressed. We can here only in the briefest manner consider tlie ways

in which words come to have their present meanings. When for any reason two ])eople

find it impossible to carry on a conversation in the usual manner, they can to a limited

extent make their wants and feelings known by gestures, and among these are to be

included not only the motions of the various portions of the body and the expressions of

the face, but also certain vocal expressions and sounds, as oh ! ah I ])uh ! which indicate

certain feelings and emotions. By a slight enlargement of the meaning of the term

" gesture language," imitative words can be included. These are words which come to

have their signification l)y some more or less evident resemblance to noises and sounds;

among them might be mentioned the Sanskrit kdJici for crow, dii/ulii. for drum, the

Chinese inidi for cat, while in our own language many similar words, such as sneeze,

bulible, whack, etc., will readily suggest themselves. When we pass beyond this gest-

ure language, we come to a stop. We can trace most words of any language through

their various phases and modifications of descent, but we at last arrive at a point where

all progress is at an end. Thus we can follow back our word animal through the

Latin animus, soul,or mind, to the Sanskrit an, to breathe or hve ; so also our familiar

book goes back to the Anglo-Saxon boce, from beoece, the beech-tree, beechen boai-ds

being formerly written upon; and the word library may be traced to the Latin, the

books of the ancient Romans being frequently written upon the liber, or bark of trees.

Thousands of similar cases could be adduced in which, with various modifications of

sound and sense, the derivation of our words can be traced, but in all, except the gesture

words, we finally come to a full stop ; we cannot say how the words originallj^ came

to have their res])ective meanings, why the liber of the Latin and the beoece of the

Anglo-Saxon were the names a])]ilied to the bark and the tree.

Although we cannot find out why the words originally came to have their indi-

vidual significations, the study of language is of the utmost importance to the antluo-

jjologist. By its aid the affinities of widely seiiarated races can be traced, and to a

certain extent even the history of their travels and migrations can be known. Thus, by

tJic aid of ]>hilology, or the science of language, we have a knowledge of the great

lndo-<Jermaiiic or Aryan race, the distriltution and relationships of its com]Kinent

members, ami, still more, we can trace in order each successive migration of this jx'ople

from their home in Central Asia, learn of their conquests, and even tell the character of

the tribes, whether nomadic or pastoral. All this the structure of language tells us,

and tells it of times concerning which both history and tradition ai'e silent. From the
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fossils embedded in tlie rocks geologists tell us the history of the world, and here lan-

guage represents the fossiliferous strata, and the various forms and modifications of the

word-roots and the structure of language correspond to the fossils of the [laheon-

tologist.

Language is constantly changing, words arc altering both in form and in significa-

tion, and this in spite of such conservative agents as the printing-press. In our Eng-

lish language, the Bible and the works of Shakespeare have had an incalculable influence

ill restraining the natural modifications of our tongue
;
yet, notwithstanding this, the

version of King James, though in daily use by millions of peojile, contains many
archaic expressions and obsolete words. Other languages show similar modifications.

Only three hundred years ago Martin Luther cciuld still write that, " Gott thue nichts

als schlechtcs, nnd das Evangeliuni sei eine kindische Lehre": " God does nothing but

what is ba<l, and the gospel is a childish doctrine." J»ut at that time schlecht (bad)

meant something schlichtes (smooth, honest, upright), as in thi' idiom " recht und

schlecht" (upright and downright), and kindish (cliildisli), Sdinething kindliehes (child-

like), thus altering the entire force oi the sentence. When with such restraining

iutiuences such changes are seen in the languages of the jiresent time, we can easily

see that in the days jirevious to the invention of printing the changes must have been

far greater and far more rapidly effected.

Still, in the Aryan languages, which alone have Iieen submitted to exhaustive and

critical study, these variations follow almost imi\ersally in well-defined jiaths, and so

tlnn'oughly are these modifications known that by following the Laws of the

brothers Grimm, we can, by knowing any root in any of the Aryan tongues, predict

almost exactly the form it will take in any other language. According to these laws,

which need not be given here, the foi'ce of h in the Teutonic tongues is represented in

the Latin by f] or p, and dh, or ih (the sound for which our Latin aljjhabet affords no
.''^ simple sign), by simjiie t, etc. Thus the Anglo-Saxon lirOd/ioi; brother, apjiears under

certain conditions in the language of ancient Kome a» /'rater ; while the (4erman Jiid>e,

boy, is in the Latin re])resented ]t\ pupus. This cotmection is common not only Xo tlie

Anglo-Saxon and the Latin, but, more oi' less clearly marked, to almost all of tlie lan-

guages of Europe. The same general modifications are found among the other races

of the earth whenever we study them tiioroughly, and the Polynesian dialects show

many similar instances, h and /, / and d, being frequently interchanged.

Let us follow out a single exauijile moi-e fully. The languages of Italy, Wallachia,

Pi-ance, Spain, and Portugal have a common ancestor in the Latin, and although

these languages show some marked differences, still they are all closely related, and

they show strong resemblances, not only to each other, but still more to the parent

tongue. Dr. Tylor gives the following proverbs which show clearly these relationships,

the grammatical construction Vicing somewhat luodifitMl to show more clearly tlie essen-

tial identity :
—

Italian'.

E meglio un novo oggi che una gallina domani.

Est melius tinain ovum hodie quid urui cpdiina dtmiande.

i. e. Better an egg to-day than a hen to-nuii'row.

Chi va jiiano va sano, chi va sano va lontano.

Qui vadit planum vadit sanum, qui vadit sanum vadit lonrjum.

i. e. He who goes gently goes safe, lie who goes safe goes far.
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Spanish.

Qiiien caiita sus males espanta.

Quern cantat suos mulos expav{ere).

L e. Ho who sings fiightens away his ills.

For la calle cle despues se va a la casa de nunca.

Per illam callem de de-e.cpost se vadit ad illam casam de nunquam.

i. e. By the street of by-and-by one goes to the house of never.

Fkknch.

Un tiens vaut mieux que deux tu I'auras.

Unum te9ie valet melius quod duos tu ilium habere-habes.

i. e. One take-it is worth more than two thou-shalt-have-its.

Parler de la corde dans la maison d'un pendu.

Parabola de illam chordam de intus illam mansioue/n de unum pend(p).

i. e. To talk of a rope in the house of a hanged man.

Taking another examjile, the verb "to be," we have in the same groujj of Romance
languages the following declinations of the ]iresent indicative :

—
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In some eases the linguistic variations are so considerable that as yet all attempts to

use lauguage for showing more than tribal relations have proved futile. When the

same study has been spent upon them that has been devoted to the Aryan tongues, it

may be that the results, anthropologically considered, will be of the greatest value.

There is another thing to be constantly kejit in mind, and that is that the evidences

derived from linguistic studies are not absolutely conclusive, that they have to be

weighed and to be considered in connection with evidence of different character ; and,

for this reason, that occasionally a race entirely loses its own language and a(h)pts that

of another, along witli its traditions and ceremonies. A notable instance is tliat of the

"Black Jews of India," who a (juarter of a century ago were often cited as an examjile

of a change of color and of features under the influence of a tropical climate, a view

which has since been shown to be totally erroneous. It is a case jirecisely shnilar to

that whicli would be afforded were a similar argument based upon the English-speak-

ing blacks of Jamaica. Language alone in such a case is misleading. Physical charac-

ters are moi'C important, and place a check upon wrong conclusions.

The art of expressing words in \\Titten cliaracters belongs to a late stage of civili/,;i-

tion, and possibly it is from this fact that we are alile to trace more or less clearly and

distinctly its development. "Writing doubtless began by presenting the idea by means

of pictures, and, even further, the statement of Humboldt that," in fact, gesture, desti-

tute of sound, is a species of w'riting," is interesting in this connection, and we actually

find that the people who excel in conveying their ideas by means of gestures are at the

same time proficients in picture-writing. The Xorth American Indians are adej)ts at

this art, and will express their ideas very clearly by jiictures, though of cour.se the

verbs have to be supplied by the reader. Now from this primitive picture-language

one finds in many parts of the world that the pictures have become conventionalized,

and each is usi'd to represent an idea or a W'ord. Such is the case in China, and

))artially so in Egypt and Mexico. In the C'hinese character the traces of the ]iicture

origin have become ahnost entirely obliterated by the conventionalizing process, while

in the other two countries mentioned the jiieture oiigin of the signs can still be recog-

nized. But though these last two languages are not in this respect so far advanced,

in another they are of a liigher character in that they are partially phonetic ; that is,

while in part they express ideas by symbols, they also use certain characters for sound,

thus resembling to a certain extent the ordhiary written languages. In the ^lexican

writing this phoneticism is usually syllabic, and closely resembles the rebus which

occupies an important position in the puzzle columns of our children's pai)ers. Here,

as in many other cases, what was originally a serious occujiation remains as a children's

]iastime. Literally read the pictures mean nothing, but by combining the syllables in

proper order sense is produced which frequently has not the .slightest connection « itii

the real meaning of the ]iictures. Our knowledge of the Mexican symbols is as yet

very deficient, yet some instances of both ])icture-wriling in its ]iriniitive condition ;uiil

in the derived phonetic style may prove of interest, and at tlie same lime illuslrative.

One of the Mexican kings, Itzcoatl, "knife-snake," is represented by a ]iictun' of a

snake, its back set with obsidian knives. The same name is also written in a diffiavnt

way; here we have an instrument with bhidcs of obsidian, !tz{tH) : an earthen |>ot,

c<>(nrit1), and the sign for water, <i(tl). This is true phonetic writing, for tlie name is to

be read not according to the sense, "knife— kettle— water," but rather according to the

sound, Itzcoatl. !Many such examples are given, but one more must answer our ]mr-

pose. The Spanish missionaries had great difficulty in making their Indian converts
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" remember their Pater-nosters and Ave-Marias, seeing that the words were of course

mere nonsense to them, and were lioljied out by tlie Indiatis themselves, wlio substituted

Aztec words as near in sound as might be to the Latin, and wrote down the pictured

equivalents for these words, which enabled them to remember the required formulas."

Thus M. Aubin has foun<l a Pater-noster made with a flag, paii(tli), a stone, te(tT), a

prickly-pear, nor/i(tli), and the stone te(Jl) again, which would read Pa-te-noch-te.

Amen was similarly written with the sign for water, o((l), combined with the aloe,

me{fl), reading ametl, a toleral)le substitute for amen.

These are examples of picture and syllaliic writing, but among the Egyptians we find

in addition a use of symbols as letters, and their origin in many cases is easily traced.

A pointed oval is readily seen to be a conventionalized picture of a mouth, and so in

the hierogly] lilies it always stood for mouth, but with time it came to be used sylla^

bically ; it stood for ro, and finally simply for the letter r, or /, which they regarded as

the same. The owl they called moulay, and hence a picture of this bird of wisdom

came to stand for our letter m. So far so good; but they were not content with hav-

ing a single sis^n for a letter, and hence we have an eagle, a leaf of a water-plant, and

an arm and hand as far as the elbow, for a; t is represented by three signs, and in by

four, etc. By being written rapidly these signs came to be gi-eatly altered in their

shai)e, until at last it sometimes becomes difficult to trace their origin, l)ut enough is

known to render it almost certain that all originated in this way.

It is not necessary here to enter into any account of the peculiarities of the

Egyjitian writing, the use of symbols aiul determinatives, such being entirely foreign to

the present discussion. It may also be noted that it is clainu'd that essentially similar

letters exist in the Aztec inscriptions, but they as yet arc but little known.

From these cursive letters of the ancient Egy]itians have been derived the al](habet

of the Greeks, and by descent, in turn, part of the Koinan characters, and of com-se our

English alphabet. This is illustrated in the adjoining diagram, while those inter-

ested can trace the origin of still other letters by the aid of Birch's Egyptian Grammar

and Dictionary.

It has been considered by some that in the extent to which a peonie could enu-

merate we can have a test of their intellectual capacity and their relative position in the

scale of advancement ; and to a large extent this is true. Even our common expression

for stupidity, " don't know beans," is but the relic of an older saw, " he does not know

how many beans make five." And so when we consider the tribes which have made

the least advancement toward civilization we find that as a rule they have but a limited

series of numerals. The Tongans,or Frieiully Islanders,form oiu' of the excejitions to

this rule, as they really have numerals from one to one hundred thousand, and it is in

connection with their arithmetical capacity that a comical error occurred :
" Labillar-

dierc, the French e\]ilorer, by dint of (|Uestioning got from them numbers up to one

thous.and billions, which were duly ]iulilishe(l, but jiroved, on later examination, to be

jiarlly nonsense words, and partly iudcliratc I'xpressions, so that the supposed series of

high mnnerals forms at once a little vocabulary of Tong.iu indecency, and a warning

as to the ])robable results of taking ilown unchecked answers from questi in-worried

savages."

With our constant drill in arithmetical calculation, it is only with the greatest dif-

ficulty that we can ajijireciate the inatlK'matical deficiencies of some of the lower tribes

of mankind, and the really great advance they have made in attaining even to their

present status. A quotation from Gabon's " Trojiical South Africa " admirably illus-
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trates the numerical attainments of one of the South-African tribes :
" Wlien inquiries

are made about how many days' Journey off a place may be, their ignorance of all nu-

merical ideas is very annoying. In practice, whatever they may possess in their language,

they certainly use no numeral greater than three. When they wish to express four,

they take to their fingers, which are to them as formidable instruments of calculation as

a sliding rule is to an English schoolboy. They puzzle very much after five, because

no spare hand remains to grasp and secure tlie fingers that are required for units. Yet

they seldom lose oxen ; the way in which they discover the loss of one is not by the

number of the herd being diminished, but by the absence of a face they know. When
bartering is going on, each sheep must be paid for separately. Thus, su]ipose two

sticks of tobacco to be the rate of exchange for one sheep, it would sorely puzzle a

Damara to take two sheep and give him four sticks. I have done so, and seen a man
put two of the sticks apart and take a sight at one of the sheep he was about to sell.

Having satisfied himself that one was honestly paid for, and finding to his surprise that
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overlooking half :i dozen of her new-born ]ni])]iies wliieli liail been removed two or three

times from her, and lier anxiety was excessive, as she tried to find out if tliey were all

present, or if any were missing. She kept puzzling and running her eyes over them,

backwards and forwards, but could not satisfy herself. She evidently had a vague

notion of counting, but the figure was too large for her brain. Taking the two as they

stood, dog and Damai-a, the comjiarison reflected no great honor on the man."

Among the Australians and some trilies of South America we find that even live is

a number for which no special word is known. Thus, the Queenslander counts 1,

ganar ; 2, hurla ; 3, burla ganar (i. e., 2+ 1); 4, f)iirla bitrJa (2-|-2); for five they

use the same word which at other times means many. Still, although lacking higher

numerals, these savages can count beyond these limits, for they call into use that most

natural method, checking off by the fingers and toes. In tribes whose mathematical

attainments are a little higher than these last this finger system acquires a greater

development; for five the term "hand" is used; for ten "both hands," or " half a

man," and for twenty "both liands and feet," or " man," thus indicating the twenty

digits on the extremities. In the same system forty would be indicated by "two men,"

and so on. In forming the inteiTaediate numbers, a great similarity is found among

savages in all jiarts of the world ; thus, the Tamanacs of the Orinoco express six by " one

of the other hand," and the Greenlanders fifty-three by "on the third man on the first

foot three." In most cases it is utterly impossible to trace the origin of the names for

tlie numbers, but in a few cases they are seen to be derived from this ancient tj-pe.

Thus in Malayan Polynesia the use of the word lima and its derivatives is almost

universal for five, while it is only in :i more restricted area that the word retains its

primitive signification of "hand." In the Vei language of West Africa mo bdnde

is now used for twenty, Imt the nativt's have forgotten that the term originally

meant " a person is finished." The Zulus also have a similar system; thus, seven is

indicated by the \arious forms of the verb komha, to point ; one hantl and the thumb

of the other hand being already enumerated, the index or pointing finger comes next.

Some of the results of this are amusing. Thus, literally translated, the words amahasi

akombile mean "the liorscs have pointed," but in reality the intent is "seven horses."

This use of the digits in counting has resulted in tlie ()uinary, decimal or vigesimal

systems found in all countries. Thus we habitually use the <lecimal, but occasionally

lapse into tliat foimded ujion twenty, as when we say "three score and ten," etc. In

France the remains of this vigesimal system are even more in use than with us, as when

quatn-i'higifi (four twenties) is used instead of hnitante (eighty), and soi.va/Ue-treize

for seventy-three. In speech we never use the quinary systi'in, but in writing numbers

according to the Roman method it is in use, as VI (5+ 1) for six, etc. Thus has arisen

our decimal system, a method not nearly so convenient as that employing twelve as its

basis. In substituting figuivs for the names of numbers another great advance was

made, and the various steps in the process show exactly the same ilevelopment that we

have already pointed out in so many instances.

In leaving this interesting subject, the develoi)ment of culture, wliich has been thus

briefly sinnmarized, the writer would again acknowledge liis indebtedness to tlie works

of AVaitz, I'eschel, and esjiecially those of Tylor, where more complete accounts may

be found, though in the following pages are given facts sufficient to prove all the gener-

alizations of this Intrixhutiiin.



Thk (luesticiiis MS ti>\\'lu-ii, w Ik'iv, nnd linw the

bunuiii species arose have not as yet received

(oiii|ilete and satisfactory answers, and jierliaps

never will he conclusively settled. The nati\e

^Vustralian is, however, jiossihly the least advanced

toward civilization of any race upon the face of

the earth, and within recent times has retained

many <.if the chai-acteristics of primitive man; and,

as the German anthropologist I'eschel declares

"that the Australians are (ethnologically) the

oldest people of whom we have any knowledge,"

we may well begin our survey of the races of

mankind willi the inhabitants of this southern

continent.

In her fauna .Vustralia also re]iresenls an

older age, and liy the jircdominance of marsu]>ial

animals is widely removed from her immediate neighbors, and so it is with the re])re-

sentatives of the human species to be found there. They differ widely in physical char-

acters, in lantjuage, and in customs, from the inhabitants of Xew Zealand, Xew Gnniea,

and even of Tasmania, though only a short space intervenes between them.

19
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William Dumpier, an English sailor, landed on the northwest coast of Australia in

1688, and his quaint account is one of the first we have of these anti])odeaiis: "The
inhabitants of this country arc the miserablest ))eojjle in the world. The Ilodmadods of

Monomata])a, though a nasty people, yet for wealth are gentlemen to these who have

no houses and skin garments, sheep, ])Oultry, and fruits of the earth, ostrich eggs, <&c.,

as the Hodmadods have ; and, setting aside their humane shape, they differ but little

from brutes. They are tall, strait-bodied, and tliin, with small, long limbs. They

have great heads, round foreheads, and great brows. Their eyelids are always half

closed, to keep the Hies out of their eyes; they being so troublesome here, that no

fanning will keep tlicm fr<im coming to ones face, and, without the assistance of both

hands to keep them off, they will creep into ones nostrils ; and mouth too, if the

lips are not shut very close. So that from their infancy, being thus annoyed with these

insects, they do never ojicn their eyes as do other pci)i)le; and therefore they cannot

see far, unless they hold up their heads as if they were looking at somewliat over them.

They have great bottle-noses, jiretty full lips, and wide moutlis. The two fore teeth

of their upper jaw are wanting in all of them, men and women, old and young:

whether they draw them out I know not : neither have they any beard. They are long

visaged, and of a very unpleasant asj»ect ; having no one graceful feature in their faces.

Their hair is black, short, and curl'd, like that of the negroes ; and not long and lank

like the common Indians. The colour of their skins, both of their faces and the rest of

the body, is coal black, like that of the negroes of Guinea."

From this and many similar accounts we have come to look u])on the miserable

creatures on King George Sound, on the southwest corner of ^Vustralia, wasted to

skeletons, with slender limbs and great ])ot-bellies, as types of the Australian race.

Still other accounts vary widely from these. Lanesborough, Stuart, and MacKinlay

use nearly the same terms in describing the stately and athletic apjtearance of the

natives of the interior and of Queensland, while the accounts of Commodore Wilkes

and Dr. Pickering, of the United States exploring exj)edition, exhibit a wide variation,

the latter noticing their fine forms, while Wilkes says :
—

"The natives are of middle height, ])erhaps a little above it; they are slender in

make, with long arms and legs. From their wandering life, irregular habits, and bad

food the}' are extremely meagre ; and as their thinness is accomjianied by considerable

])rotuberance of the abdomen, it gives the figure a distorted and singular ajiiiearance.

The cast of the face is between the African and Malay; the foi'eheail usually narrow

and high ; the eyes small, black, .•mil deep set; the nose niucli lUprcssed at tlic upjier

part between the eyes, and widened at the base, whicli is done in infancy l>y the

mothi'i-, the natural shape being of an aquiline form; the cheek-bones are high, the

mouth large, and furnished with strong, well-set teeth; the chin frequently retreats

;

the neck is thin and short. Their colour usually aiijiroaches chocolate, a dee|) umber, or

reddish-black, varying much in shade; and individuals of jjure blood arc sometimes as

light-colored as nndattoes. Their most striking distinction is their hair, which is like

that of dark-haired Europeans, although more silky. It is fine, disposed to curl, and

gives them a totally different ajijiearancc from the African, and also from the I\Ialay,

and American Indian. Most of tlicm l^'uc thick beards and whiskers, and they are

more hairy than the whites."

It would appear from this, and otlici' evidence to be ])rc.sented further on, that the

Australian stock is not so ])ure as has been claimed. In fact, it is pretty <'erlain that

at least two types exist. The races of tiie western coast, being furthest removed from
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civilization and from contact witli the Polynesians, are physically and mentally lower

than the tribes of the south, and these in their turn are to be accorded a position

inferior to that of the allied natives of Queensland. Whether or no these are in reality

distinct races, it is claimed by Tojiinard that two types exist. Miiller and Pescliel

would explain this by saying that the south\\'estern tribes present the primitive

Australian race, while further to tlie east and north foreign immigration has had its

effect. Peschel says, " The sleek hair and deeply-placed eyes, which are found in the

natives of the Coburg Peninsula (North AustraUa), indicate an admixture of Malays,

who come there as trepaug tishevs. The Macassar tongue is spoken by many natives,

while the existence of rock-markings in Bugincse or Macassar characters were further

indications of a Malay presence."

Miiller expresses himself in a similar

manner, and— what Topinard denies

— attributes the physique and mus-

cular development to the food of the

region. According to this one should

find the best physical development on

the sea-coast and on the rivers where

food is plenty, which is only partly

confirmed by the observations of trav-

ellers. The smallest natives seen by

Captain Cook li\ed on the sea-coast,

and the most miserable as yet known

are those seen by Ca])tain Start on

Hood's Creek in Central Australia.

All (if tlie tribes of the desert which

Cajitain Stmt met, with the excep-

tion of those on Cooper's Creek, wqw
more degraded than the hill tribes,

from which they presented no mai'ked

physical difference. Lesson gives the

statui'e of two tribes of the east coast

as five feet two inches; and Oldfield

met natives four feet nine inches in

height. On the other hand, the natives

near Cooper's Creek will average five

feet nine inches; while Mr. Stuart, in crossing the continent, met with one six feet nine

inches ; and Alfred Lortsch saw on Clarence River a woman seven feet in height. From

these figures Topinard has made out a race of dwarfs, and a larger and more numerous

stock, with an average height of five feet seven inches. Whether this be true or not,

there is, nevertheless, a great similarity among all the inhabitants of Australia.

The tribes which have not lost their jirimitive character are not so repulsive as

those who have deteriorated, as is always the case, by contact with the whites. They

are mostly slender and tall, well-proportioned, and have a proud carriage. The counte-

nance of the men is usually serious and morose, while tliat of the women is much

brighter and more contented in appearance. In fact, many claim to tface an oriental

type of feature, while some missionaries, with an utter ignorance of anthroiiology, have

endeavored to identify them witii the ten lost tribes of Israel.

— Australian (Boouooreug Iribet.
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Occasionally, according to the accounts of travellers, paragons of beauty and

physical development occur, but they are not common. The limbs are generally thin

and slender; the hands and feet long; the toes inturned, while tlie belly frequently is

very large and prominent. The women in their early years are frequently good-

looking, but they soon show the effects of age ; and at thirty they have faded, the face

is wrinkled, the body shrunken, and as time goes on they become, as James Brown has

called them, patterns of ugliness.

The skull, when not artitieially

deformed (as is often the case, and

more frequently with men than with

women), is in general small and

long, or dolichoce])halic. Tlie ce-

phalic index, according to Paul

Broca, the Parisian anthropologist,

is from 71.49 to 71.<!. A single

brachycephalic skull is not known.

Ill the capacity of their skulls the

Australians rank the lowest of all

mankind; the average is about 76

cubic inches, the smallest about 64

luliic inches, while the largest does

not equal that of the lowest Euro-

|ii'an peasant. Profes.sor Flower,

in one hundred and nine iVustra-

li;in skulls, obtained mii average

r.ipacity of 76 cubic inches, while

a number of skulls of Kuropeans

i;ave him an average of y7.t) inches.

The smallest skull of the Australian

Nciies (a female) had a ca])acity of

only (i'i.Sf) cubic inches. Dr. (tus-

lave LeBon has pointed out an in-

1 cresting fact, that the difference in

the cajiacities of the largest and

smallest skulls of a race varies

diiectly with the relative intellects

,
I

,

I

uai rank of the race. Thus in the

modern (Jcniiaiis this difference

amounts to oviT 40 cubic inciics, in the Australian barely 'JO, and in the gorilla, pos-

sibly the highest anthropoid ape, only to 12 cubic inches. The bones of the Aus-

tralian's skull are exceedingly thick, the suju'rciliary ridges iirominent. The forehead

retreats, while the jaws are prominent. The nose at the base is small .and dei)re.ssed

between the eyes, but below it is large, and somewhat ]n-essed in, but is not so crooked

as in the neighboring I'apuans. The mouth is lai-ge and shapeless, the teeth beautiful,

strong, an<l white. The three upjier back-lecth generally have three roots, which is

seldom the case with Europeans. The lips arc red and swollen, and the chin small,

flattened, and retreating.

Till' Australian is very hairy, not only on the head, but on all ]>arts of the body. The
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men have a luxuriant growth of hair on the chin and cheeks, while the eyebrows are

very thick and sliaggy. The hair of the head is glossy and pitchy black, but not

woolly like that of the negro. The color of the skin is so dark that the name, "black

men," of the colonists' is not inappropriate, yet it is far from black, but rather a lighter

or darker coffee-brown, and occasionally individuals occur as light as the inhabitants of

the Fiji Islanils. The color of the skin is rendered darker by the practice of rubbing in

charcoal and dark eartli, mixed with fish-oil, as a j)rotection against the sun's rays, and

tliis, on becoming rancid, does not make the blacks more agreeable to civilized noses.

The Australians mature very rapidly, and at ten or twelve years are fully developed.

The extent of life is usually fifty years, l)ut occasionally a greater age is attained.

Epjidemics are unknown among them, and rheumatism was the only ailment which

James Morrill observed in a seventeen years' sojourn among them. Otliers tell of skin

diseases, fever, inflammation, and affections of the lungs. Contact witli Europeans has

brought in other diseases; and intcmjjerancc and other vices have diminished their

Figs. 7 ami ,s. — Front and side views of an Australian sliuU.

numbers. Influenza yearly carries oft' its victims ; and lastly, there is a peculiar dis-

ease in which the flesh of the arms and legs wastes away, and the afHicted limbs ajipear

like rubber-covered skeletons. Like elephantiasis, this disease results from Iving on the
damp eartli.

The ojiinions of travelU'i-s and observers rcganlmg the meutal and moral status

of the Australians vary as widely as do their accounts of theii- j)hysical characteristics.

Yet, varying as they do, all agree that intellectually they stand at the lowest place in

the human series, a few tribes only forming a ])0ssible exception. Compared with the

highest brutes, ^\e can sjieak of their e\-ident superiority, but when brought into con-

trast with civilized man they are seen to lie very low indeed. There is not known
to-day on the face of the earth a people in its |.rimitive condition, wholly barbarous,
without intelligence, without moral sensibilities, and without ;my ai)preciation of the

beautiful. Indeed, for such a being the name man would lie a misnomer. The Aus-
tralians, though ocrupying the lowest place among mankind, still lielong to the liuni:m

species; but their mental faculties attain a higher development than <lo their moral
perceptions, a condition wliich is also found among brutes, where the intellect far

exceeds the power to discriminate between rioht and \\rono-.
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The character of the " black fellows," as the settlers call them, or " black men," as

they prefer to be called, is full of contradictions. On the whole, when not provoked,

they are ijood-uatured, unselfish, and peaceable ; but without any exciting cause they

occasionally become quarrelsome and deceitful. Their rage when aroused is^ for tiie

time being, boundless, and they give

^ ^ tliemselves up to their jiassions with-

out restraint. At such times, without

a thought, the native will kill his

master, his benefactor, or his friend.

After a time they apparently regain

their former good-nature, though they

are apt to hold a grudge against tlie

person wlio has injured them. When
in their fits of ])assion all that can re-

strain them is the fear which arises

from tlie superiority of the whites.

In the wild state they have a certain

amount of valor, and will fight until

they learn the deadly effects of gun-

powder. The most wai-like tribes are

found in the neighboi'liood of Carpen-

ter's Bay; those in the south being

less quarrelsome and less cruel. At
times the Australians commit acts of

great cruelty, the killing of infants

and tlie aged, coupled with cannibal-

ism, being in vogue. Still, these acts

^i^^ JBI£|,^ ^^!^^r^@l^^^HHIID^ '"^"^ perpetrated with a perfect moral
>c«.^ MfWe^e^ki. ,^Mame4^'-^^^^^^^^^^^ indifference, the victims in most cases

lii'ing fully resigned to their fate.

They are conscious of their own
weakness and inferiority, and recog-

nize that they are best fitted for the

savage state. They are res]>ectful, of

gentle disposition, contented, regard-

ing the Avhites with a childlike con-

fidence, which makes them many
friends. Kindness ])leases them, and

they seek to repay witli slight favors

and services. Neumeyer praises their

honesty, truthfulness, and obedience, their finigal habits and obliging dis])osition.

Towards each other they are generosity personified, being ready to share the last

morsel with tlu'ir neighbor. In fact, this goes so far that it a])])roaches communism.
This is illustrated by the I'emarks of Dr. Duboc: "I presented one of the natives

with a pair of lireeches in the hopes of exciting his egotism and putting him in

an opposition to the less lucky ones, but before the next day the ])antalo()ns had

made the circuit of every pair of legs in the tribe, and had been displayed t)n the

nether extremities of the very ones whom I wished especially to humble. I gave one

Fig. 9. — Australian woman from King George Sound.
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a little flour (a coveted article), and lioped thereby to arouse the jealousy of the others,

but the same evening a fire was built, cakes were baked, and, without any distinction

of mine and thine, were jjartaken of by the whole band. All European calculations

were baulked by this communism, and no commands could produce a different result.

I had found a principle of nature." This is the first of many examples to be presented

to us which show that communism is the primitive condition of mankind, and not

the direction toward which it is tending. It characterizes the lowest, not the highest

state of man.

It is natural that in a country as large as Australia there should be as much \-aria-

tion in moral condition as in ])hysical jieculiarities; but to-day it is conceded by all that

the ethical status of even the lowest tribes is higher than was formerlj' supposed. The
answer which the chief, Yagan, gave to the Advocate General of West Australia will

indicate tlie general native intelligence, and show the ideas of right and wrong jios-

sessed by the blacks. Yagan began: "Why do j'on white people come to our land in

ships and shoot us poor black fellows, whom you do not understand'? Hear niel

These wild black fellows do not know or understand your laws. Every living animal

which runs through the land, every edible root which grows in the ground, is common
property. The black man owns only his blanket, his weapons, and his name. A little

boy, as soon as he has the strength, slays liis mother, aiid it troubles him not. As soon

as he can carry a spear, h6 kills every living beast which crosses his path, and when lie

becomes a man the hunt is his principal jjursuit. He cannot understand tliat one man
has more right to the animals and jilants than another. So it hapjtens that a party of

natives, coming tired and hungry from the liills, meets the strange animals which you

call sheep. ^Naturally the spear is thrown and a good dinner follows. Then you

whites come and shoot down the poor I)Iack fellows. But for every black man whom
you kill I will kill a white man ; and when the jjoor black women, who are accustomed

to dig up ever}' edible root, come to a field of potatoes, they pull them up and put

thcni in their bags. Then come the whites and shoot the blacks, but for every life I

will take a life."

The Australians are said to possess a remarkable imitative talent, and thus tlu'y

readily learn strange tongues, frequently sjicaking a better and a purer English than do

Germans who have lived in the colony for a long time. They also show a slight

ca])acity for music and art, though, as a rule, tlieir drawings and carvings are not

superior to those of the American aborigines. Some examples of their work exist in

caves and are thus described by Mosclcy in his "Notes of a Naturalist on the 'Chal-

lenger'":

—

" The walls and roofs of the caves are covered all over with drawings executed by

the blacks in charcoal on the i-ock. These are interesting from their rude character."

"Near one of the caves, on a flat slab of stone standing naturally erect, is a figure of a

kangaroo cut in the stone itself. The figure is five feet in height. It is marked out by

means of an incised groove, which is an inch and a half in depth. Similar drawings, exe-

cuted by cutting grooves in stone, are common about Sydney. Besides the drawings, in

almost every cave were hand-marks. These marks have been the subi'^ct of nuich dis-

cussion, and various speculations ha\e been made as to some important meaning of the

'Red Hand of Australia.' These hand-marks have been made by jilacing a hand against

the flat stone, and then squirting a mixture of whitish clay and water fmm the mouth all

around. The hand being removed, a tracing of it stands out in relief, and where the

sandstone is red, appears red on a whitish ground. The figure of a whole man is said

to exist thus executed in Cowan Creek, close by."
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The Australians have besides a keen sense of tlie hidicrous, and their criticisms of

the peculiar appearance of any person, always accoini>anied by a comical wink of the

eye, is very exasjjerating to the object of their ridicule ; but their humor, like that of the

Chinese, is untninslatable. They have a i^reat memory, and lience it is that the lilack

children frequently surpass the white in elementary studies, but it is not an intelliijent

knowledge which tliey thus acquire, and soon the superior mental abilities of the Euro-

peans assert themselves, and the blacks are left far behind. In spite of the wonderful

quickness with wliieli the lilaeks learn to read and write they cannot arrive at prin-

ciples. They are incapable of European culture, and they always show an unconquer-

able longing for the l)usli. Even when brought n\> from childhood in towns, and

thoroughly accustomed to the jiractices of civilization, they cannot resist the temjitation

of tearing off their clothes, and for a time wandering free in their native wilds. If

forcibly restrained they Avill find means to escape never to return. In all portions of

his daily life the native shows great dexterity, and his im])lements and weajjons, though

highly primitive, are very effective. In herding and grazing the blacks are very useful,

and show themselves Avell qualified for such Avork. They have such a knowledge of

locality that they are never lost even in the wildest regions, and in this resjiect they

make far better shejihenls than the whites. Their absolute hatred of Avork utterly

unfits them for field-laborers. They have in times past done good service in the

"Black Police," an arm of the colonial militia, Avhich Avas chiefly used in the pursuit of

malefactors, Avhere their ability to tind and follow a trail made them valuable, but they

had so great a dislike to passing outside of their ancestral neighborhood that frequently

the most beautiful trails were lost; and for this and other reasons this branch of the

service Avas mustered out several years ago.

Accoi'ding to the accounts of nearly all travellers the Australians are deficient in

higher numerals. Some tribes at the best can ct>uiit to three or four, more than that

they call "many." Only in West Victoria do tlie nati\es have terms for 1, 2, 8, 4, 5,

and 6, Avhile the native names for ntimbers are generally but two, higher quantities

being indicated by a repetition of these. Out' examjilc will suflice: The Lakehind

tribe counts l,keyap; 2, ])ullet; o, puUet-keyap (that is 2+ 1); 4, pullet-pullet (2+ 2);

5, pullet-])ullet-keya|i (2+ 2+ 1) or "many "; beyond this they rarely go, the exer-

tion being too great for their intellect. Still it does not foUoAV that they have no idea

of higher numbers. Indeed, the contrary is the case, "for they use eighteen different

terms for children, according as the child designated is the first to ninth-born boy, or

the first to ninth-bom daughter." Occasionally a l)lack will be found who can enumer-

ate to 25, and Don Salvado Rudesindo, a Ilonuin Catholic missionary, even asserts

that the uativi' children in liis school master the elements of arithmetic in a few

Aveeks; but others Avho have attem])ted the education of the blacks It'll a far different

story, and say that mathematics are far beyond their capacity.

Certain characteristics of the period of childhood among civilized nations persist

with the Australians throughout life. A child of fifteen is as far advanced as the

oldest among them. They enjoy toys and the sim]ilcst ganu's as well in old .age as in

youth. This childish spirit ])roceeds from their utter disregard of I'xcrything exce])t

the present moment. The past and the future are thoughts which tlo not enter their

minds. 'J'he Australian lives Avholly in the jiresent ; eating, sleeping, hunger, and the

chase embrace his Avhole ideas of life. To-morrow is .-i time he thinks not of.

Dampier says of the Australians, "They have no sort of cloaths ; but a piece of the

rind of a tree ty'd like a girdle about their wastes, and a handful of long grass or three
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or four small green boughs full of leaves thrust under their girdle to cover their naked-

ness. They have no houses, but lie in the open air, \^"ithout any covering ; the earth

being their bed and the heaven their canopy."

In regard to clothes tlie Australian is far frcmi particular; for the costume of both

sexes, at least in the warmer parts of the country, is a literal nakedness. In going

through the thorny underbrush, skins or bark of trees are occa,sionaIly worn, and in

the south in cold weather, especially in winter, they usually smear the whole body

with fat, and on the coldest days wear a cloak of ojiossuni skins. These opossum-skin

garments often consist of seventy or eigiity skins, are ^•ely warm and soft, and have to

some extent been ado}ited by the squatters. The blacks clothe themselves but rarely,

and tlie idea of wearing garments on the ground of improper nakedness never enters

their lieads.

In all places where Euroj:)ean settlements exist this nakedness is very offensive t()

the new-comers, and missionaries beIio\'e that the work of civilization cannot be better

advanced than by persuading the natives to clothe themselves. The English govern-

ment requires that every native on entering the streets of any Australian town shall

not be naked, and the natives conform to these recjuirements in the most peculiar

manner. The women consider themselves as in full compliance when they have on

nothing but a man's cotton shirt, while the men are contented with wearing any article

which has been given them. Bangari, "The King of the Blacks," well remembered by

tlie older colonists, enjoyed displaying himself in the streets of Sydney in a costume

consisting of a cocked hat, the coat of a general officer, an old sliirt— and that ^\•as all.

No one ever saw him in pantaloons, shoes, or stockings. In the civilized districts the

natives like to put on all tlie clothing they can obtain without any regard to its original

jnirpose, and the result is an anuising masquerade. A dress-coat of itself they cimsider

as sufficient to cover tlieir nakedness, and Alfred Lnrtsch nnce received a visit from a

black whose only apjiarel was a disniembereil pair of jiants, eacli leg worn as a stocking.

At another time lie saw a bhu-k lady wlio had on no garment except an uncovered

crinoline. In some ]>arts of the continent the women wear on their backs a sort of

basket work, but they I'annot be made to recognize any jirojiriety in covering any other

jioi-tion of tlieir body. As a rule, clothing is most lacking where, according to civilized

nations, it is most needed. The idea that the use of clothing from grounds of pro-

]iriety first arises with women has been shown to be erroneous, and among the

Australians it is the men who mostly wear the skin garments, and it is also to be

noticed that they also have the greater love of finery.

To the ornamentation of the head they jiay far more attention tlian to clothes, and

the hair is usually decked with teeth, fishbones, and feathers. The tail of the <lingo is

very commonly worn o\-ei' the head or forehead, and occasionally the hair is tied up

with blades of grass so that it forms a liigh tuft on the top of the head, from which a

sino'le lock always hangs over the forehead. Other tribes divide the hair into small

bunches, which they smear with the juice of the gum-tree. Tliroughout lite the beard

is an object of care and pride. The delicate way in which it is smootjied shows tin'

pleasure its owner linds in its liushy graces. The bi^ard is not only an ornament, but

its jiossession is accom|)aiiied with certain ]iri\ ileges, of which not the least are the right

to marry and to hunt the emu.

Tlie use of oniMiiieiits is nineli older than t'|othes, and tlie coni|)letely-naked savage

often loads hini.self down with trinkets or jiaints himself from head to foot long before

he wears the simj)lest garment. His skin it is that he strives to beautify. The Aus-
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tralian has but three colors wherewith to paint his skin— the white, chalk; the red, ochre;

and the black, charcoal. The most usual decoration in North Australia is a stripe an

inch in width extending across the nose and cheeks from ear to ear. On Kins Geoi-ge

Sound the whole face and hair are painted red, while in southeast Australia the red is

used in broad diiunonds and the white in stripes, while the face is covered with dots

and a circle around each eye. In some portions of the continent the whole body is

painted and the colors have different significations,— red is the color of ])leasurc, and

white generally that of war or mourning. A sort of tatooing is found among the sav-

ages of all parts of Australia, and consists only of spots and strijies, showing little taste

in their arrangement. This tatooing is very painful; at the time of jmberty, with

certain solemnities, the skin is gashed with a sharp bone or shell, and the ^\ounds so

produced ai"e kept open until welts as large as the finger are formed. The shapes and

jtositions of these marks vary according to the tribe. Associated with this tatooing is

the extraction of both of the upper incisors, or occasionally only tlie right or the left.

The girls also suffer mutilation a few months after birth, the two last joints of the left

little finger are chopped oft". The skull is not unfrequently artificially deformed, and

the nose of the newly-born infants of both sexes is pushed in, thus changing the aj)pear-

ance of that organ throughout life. Piercing the septum of the nose is not unfrequent,

and a bit of kangaroo bone is kejit in the wound until its borders have healed. Accord-

ing to Friedrich Miiller, this is not a native custom, but one received from New Guinea,

though it occurs among the natives of the south coast.

The dwellings of the Australians as a rule are of the most jirimitive character. In

the east jjart of the continent numerous caves are found which jiresent evidences of

human occupation. In the milder parts of the continent huts are never found, and

whole tribes lie in the open air, protected only by skuis, in a circle around a fire. The
appearance of such a camp is one of the few jiicturesquc scenes afforded by the life of

the Australian. Where huts are found they are of the rudest character. In the

summer a couple of leafy boughs aft'ord a protection against the wind ; in the winter a

hut of bark, turf, or _gi-ass. These huts are generally formed of jiieces of bark, one end

resting on the ground, the other sup])orted on a stick, three sides being open. Another

method is to i)lace two pieces of bark in the shape of an inverted V. These huts are

usually very small, but occasionally one llnds them large enough to accommodate five

or ten families. The huts of the chiefs are usually a little better, and are built of sticks

driven into the ground and covered with leaves or bark. These " gunyas " are about

four feet high, four feet wide, and ten or twelve feet long. The floor is covered with

dry leaves, and the entrance is in the gable end. "When the liut is occupied the fire is

in front of tlie door. In West Australia the dwellings are only about three feet high,

and so narrow that a man cannot lie stretched out in them, yet they are occupied by
three or four p'eople. Usually ten or tweh-e of these huts make a village, but occa-

sionally as many as seventy are found together. In North Australia dwellings of a

better character are found, l)ut these may jiossibly be the result of foreign intluence.

Before each hut a fire is always kept burning as long as the tribe remains in the

vicinity, and when they take uji their departure the women load themselves with all

the j)Ossessions, including their babies, and leading the children by the hand, follow the

men, wlio carry only their lighter wea])ons. When the journey is to be a short one, the

materials of the hut are added to the impedimenta of the women ; when they go a

greater distance the huts are left intact.

The Australian is far from being an epicure; he is rather omnivorous, for he eats
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anything that can possibly afford the sliglitost nourishment, and which is not evidently

injurious. The catalogue of liis food embraces all of tlie beasts of the field, from the

great blue kangaroo down to the little kangaroo rat ; every bird that flies or swims, eels,

fish of every sort, including the "barramuda" (the remarkable Cerutodus fotitei'i, a

delicacy indeed!), frogs, snakes, lizards, insects, worms, and other palatable delicacies.

All qualmishness regarding the character of the food is lacking; a favurile food, for

instance, being the white larvoe of a moth, which al)ound in the bark of trees. White

ants and frogs in all stages of development are devoured while living. Of snakes, the

head alone is rejected. Eggs are highly prized, and, as well as all flesh, are very often

eaten in a half-decomposed condition. Fat is an especial delicacy, and hence a stranded

whale is a treasure for these Ijlacks.

The Australians are wholly without domesticated animals, and the land is also defi-

cient in any food-stuff which can be compared to the Indian corn of America, or the

Fig. 10. — The Barramuda {Ceratodus fosteri).

grains of Europe. The plants for the greater part produce fruits deficient in nourish-

ment. Among the vegetables wliich we may mention as contributing to the sustenance

of the black is the native arrow-root, which grows in large quantities in the rivers, and

which resembles the cultivated form, but is coarser and more bitter. The jVustralian

grinds the roots between two stones as he does with the " Xanlu," the s])orula of the

cryptogamous aquatic, 3Iarstlea qiiadrlfdd. From the resulting meal cakes arc liaked.

Tlie wild yams are also eaten, though Europeans cannot bear them. Wild figs, a

few miserable berries, the pith of several plants, and the " Padlu," a large l)ean, tast-

ing somethinij like our sweet potato, all serve f(.)r food, as also do the nuts of one of the

])ahns, which when fresh are jwisonous, but, [lassing through a fermenting process in tiic

earth, are rendered harmless. An important article of food are the

roots of the bull-rush
(
Ti/'pJta lati/o/ia), which are roasteil and

ground into meal. Salt and sjiices the Australian never needs, but

sweets are always acceptable to him. I>ec hunting is a summer

occupation and the honey is for months his food. The savage

attaches a small feather to a cajiturcd bee, and then follows it in

his impeded flight to his h<»iic. In this he has not arrived at the

more ingenious plan of the .\merii-an Indian, who ca])tures two

bees at different places, and, relying on the well-known fact that the

insect always travels in a direct line, has nidy to go to the intersec-

tion of the two routes.

The blacks also are aliundantly |iro\'c(l to be cannibals, ami recent investigations

sliow that antliropophanv has a wider distribution airiong tiiem than was formerly be-

lieved. Peschel, Smith, Stanl)ridge, ]\Iarcet, Yung, aii<l lunnerous other observers

confirm this. Marcet savs that two children were eaten ne.-ir iiis camp, and he asked

FlCi. 11. —Spores of the
Nardil.
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the blacks " in their own language, ' Pioanninv budgcri jiatta ?
' that is, do children

taste good? Licking their chops, they answered, ' joai cobong biidgeri,' yes, very good.

I made use of the opportunity to ascertain whether :ill portions were eaten, and they

told me that only the legs from the lii])S to the knees, and that the best of all were the

hands. All the rest was for the dogs. Human flesh, they said further, tasted far

better raw than roasted."

Yet it is noteworthy that, with the exception of human flesh, the blacks cat nothing

entirely raw. Everything is first roasted in the Are, and then, even if three-quarters

raw, is greedily devoured. The cooking of the blacks is usually of the most primitive

sort, and when a single burnt spot a]ipears the article is considered cooked, even if the

bulk of it is merely warmed tlirough. Only in the north of Australia is a better method

of cooking to be found, and there the natives have adopted the process of "stone-

boiling," from the Polynesians, where water in a hole in the ground is heated by hot

stones. Nowhere do we meet with even the rudiments of the ]iotter's art.

The Australian finds great difficulty in obtauiing tire, and so when on their travels

•-^"^^M"

Fig. 12. — Australian bark canoe.

they always carry fire-sticks of a punk-like character, the extinction of which they care-

fully guard against. If by any misfortune their tire goes out, the primitive method of

rubbing together two sticks of wood is resorted to. The Australian selects a flat stick

of soft wood, j)laces it on the ground, and taking a small pointed stick of liard wood,

presses the point into the underlying piece, and then revolving the stick between the

palms, at last the heat generated by the friction is sutiicient to kindle the dust pro-

iluced by the operation, and then leaves are thrown on and fanned into flame by the

breath.

The Australians in a state of nature know absolutely nothing of intoxicating licjuor,

thus affording additional evidence of tlieir low condition
;
yet he shows liis connection

with the rest of mankind by his fondness for such drinks when he has made their

acquaintance. Uangari, "the king of the bliu'ks," who has already been mentioned,

was not very ]iarli(ulnr in regard to the li<|iiiirs he used— rum, gin, luandy, wine, beer,

vinegar, inushroimi sauce, and "bull" (fermented brown sugar dissolved in water,

wiiich intoxicates the natives as completely as alct'hol), were eipially acce]itable to him,

and the only liquid toward which he appeared to have an aversion was pure water.

Dninkcnncss is not "beastly," it is but a sjieci.al characteristic of mankind.

('onij>are<l with those of theii- neighbors the wea])ons and implements of the Aus-
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tralians are so few, crude, and simple as to be scarcely worth desfriiition, yet they
show a higher skill than the clothing, cooking, or dwellings would indicate. Then-
implements are very few and of the most i)nmiti\e sort,

serving for their daily avocations, the cutting of wood
or flesh, and the preparation of their scanty vegetable

food. With them are also to be classed their vessels

of ruslies, leaves, and bark, for, as has already been

mentioned, pottery is not known among them. In the

south tlie skull of an enemy or, preferably, of the

nearest relative, is used as a drinking-cu]), perhaps

the only instance in our times where any part of tiie

human skeletDii finds a use as a utensil, though in an-

cient times such utilitarian disjiositions of the liunian

frame were frequent.

On the ]ieninsula of Carpentaria, the natives, before

the introduction of tiie Papuan pirogue, had long pos-

sessed boats, although the best specimens were not

equal to the bark canoes of the Xortli American In-

dian ; for they consisted of nothing except a piece of

bark, its ends tied together, while the middle is kept

spread open by a few sticks. These are the best native

contrivances for navigation, but are seaworthy only in

a very slight degree, as they cannot pass waves or

breakers. On the east coast of Queensland the use

of these i-aiiocs e.vtcnd no further south than Rocking-

ham Bay (18° S. lat). While in the interior, Fcrd.

Midler found the natives, for fear of alligators, cross-

ing the streams on rafts of two or three logs; and

when lying behind Dam])ier Island in 1861, Gregory's

vessel, the Dolphin, was visited by natives who used

trunks of trees in their natural condition instead of

boats. Finally, ou the southwest coast the natives

never go to sea, and, if we may credit the statement

of James Brown, those in the neighborhood of Swan
River are not only destitute of boats, but do not even

know how to swim.

Possibly the natives display the greatest skill in the

manufacture of fish-nets, -which are made from fibres of

the nettle-tree. Their fishing-lines of opossum wool are

also to bo noticed, as they are really very good. Their

method of spinning them is to lay the filivc out u]H)n

the thigh, and with a downward strike of tin' pahu give

it the desired twist.. To the end another p(jrli(in of

wool is adiled, and the jirocess is repeated, and the

resulting cords are i-emarkably uniform in size. The making of nets, spinning of yarn

and preparation of food fall exclusively upon tiie women, while the men occupy them-

selves with the manufacture of weap<ins, which are of necessity entirely of wood, stone,

and bone. The Australians at tlie time of their discovery knew absolutely nt)tlung of

Sp^
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Fig. 13. — Weapons of ilio Australians.
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metals or tlioir manufacture, and had only just entered u])on the beginning of the stone

age, for of stone inijilenienls the A\istralians have only

spear points, lianimers, and so-called axes.

The tomahawk or hammer is a rude, chijiped piece

of stone, fastened in a slender wooden handle h\ means

of the " blackboy wax " of the grass-tree, and is prin-

cijially used in notching tree-trunks so that they can be

moi-e readily climbed in the jiursuit of ' )ney, or the

favorite ojiossura. In West Australia a war-hammer,

mogos, is found, made of a i^iece of gi-anite imbedded

in the blackboy wax so that the ends alone jn-oject,

while the handle is similarly fastened by insertion in

the same substance. Polished stone imjilements are

very rare, and pierced stone is entirely wanting. The

'/ ;
true weapons are almost entirely of wood, simple and

'/'
' of inferior character. Bows and an-ows are entirely un-

f
''':

, known except in the northeast, whither they were brought

.% .: by the more civilized Papuans. The principal native

'^'^ wea])ons are the spear, the boomerang, and the club,

while for defence a shield is used. The natives strive

-. to produce as deadly a wound as possible, and so their

spears and clubs are nsually armed with sharp shells or

bits of quartz fastened with sinews or Ijlackljoy wax.

The spears are of two sorts, according as they are thrown

by hand, or with the inamera, or throwing-stick. These

spears of both kinds are made of sticks of wood, reeds,

or the Hower-stalk of the grass-tree, and have their

ti]is variously arme(l. Those used with the throwing-

stick are from two to six feet in length, an<l are very

effective at distances of thirty to one hundred paces.

The spears used free-hand are larger, twelve to fifteen

feet in length, and are usuUy thi'own ten to twenty

paces.

The throwing-stick, wamera, is a flat stick of hard

wood, usually a foot or a foot and a half in length, about

three inches wide in the nii<ldle, and tapering to each

I'nd ; on one of which a hook, usually an opossum tooth,

is fastened, while the other is imbedded in a mass of

wax and o]iossum hair, so that it will not readily escape

from the hand in throwing. In use, the hook is placed

in a notch in the hinder end of tlie s})car, and throwing-

stick and s|M'ar held with the separate<l fingers of the

right hand; the wlmle is then brought to the level of

the eye, and thin tiie sjiear is thrown. The stick doubles

the throwing power of the arm, for if it be imagined,

says Jukes, that the forefinger is the same length as the throwing-stick, ami that the

spear is held with the thumb and iniddli-linger, while the last joint of the foi'efinger

is bent around the end of the sprar, this explains the increase given by the throwing-

Fio. 14.— Weapons of the Australians;
the thrue-poiuteti spear is used in tlshing.
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stick to the initial velocity of the spear. The ^^ aiiiera never leaves tlie hands of the

Australian, and if his spears are gone he uses it in hand-to-hand fight as a sword or

battle-axe, and its sharp edges jiroduce nearly as deep a wound in the head of his

antagonist as a sabi'e in the hands of a dragoon.

But of all wea|ions of the Australian the 1 nierang, or as it is called by some

tribes waixjno^ or kilie^ is the most remarkable. Though verv simple, it is in

the hands of the natives very effective, and is fouml in all parts ipf the contment

with the exception of the peninsula of Carpentaria and the region of the lower Murray.

The boomerang is a thin, flat, crescent-shaped piece of liard wood, about sixteen inches

from point to point, and nearly two inches in breadth. It is usually made of the

branches of the Acacid ptndiila^ the natives choosing those which are bent so that they

form an angle of about one hundred to one hun<b\Ml and thirty degrees. When thrown

^"^,

Fig, 15.— Australian throwiug a spear with a wamera.

against the wind, the booinerano-, turning I'oimd and round, tlies a considerable distance,

an<l then comes back to the point from which it was thrown ; but when it hits the

mark at which it is thrown, it does not, as is sometimes erroneously stated, return to

the thrower, but falls to tiie ground. A skilful native can give to this weapon any

desired direction, an<l it is used princi]ially for the killing of birds and small nunnmals,

and can be thrown to a distance of two hundred paces. In war this weajion is of great

use, for it is impossilile to say in what direction it is going, or wliom it will strike. A
piece of cardboard cut in a similar shape will readily illustrate the motions of this

peculiar instrument. We arc accustomed to consider the boomerang as peculiar to

the Australirms, but the sanu' princijile is involved in the throwing-stick of southern

India and the trumbateh of the African luigroes. The third weapon is a club made of

myrtle-wood, the knob being rough, and, when ))ossible, set with nails.

In more or less common \ise are the katUt (irirris, a sort of two-edged sword,

armed with quartz or broken shells, and the paddlmilla stick, a club with rounded

proininences, which is usually thrown cithrr in liattle or in hunting the paddimilla,

one of the smaller kangaroos. Tlie shield, tar-ratn, is made of bark and wood, and

VOL. VI. — 3
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varies sonnnvlmt in size ami sliajio, tliougli it is always small. Tlip most common

shades are oval or lenticular. In leng-tli it is from two feet to two and a half, in

breadtli eight to eighteen inches, anil from a half to an inch and a half thick. A bent

stick is inserted in two holes in the shield, and serves as a handle. In times of war the

shield is painted with icd m- Mack stripes. The .skill of the Australian with his

weajions is truly astonish-

ing, notwithstanding tlie

fact that from childhood up

tiicy are liis constant com-

panions.

The favorite way in

which an Australian would

pass his days is in sleeping,

:!wakening only to gorge

liimself with food and then

to sleej) again. "Give an

Australian a kangaroo and

lie will eat until he is nearly

'lead from rej)letion; and

he will go on eating, with

^hort intervals of rest, until

he has finished the entire

kangaroo. The animal that

' iiiglit to serve him and his

family for a week is con-

sumed in a few hours; and
IS long as he does not feel

the jiain of absolute hunger,

uotliing can compel the man
to leave his rude couch and

no off on a hunting expedi-

tion."

But such a Itizy life can-

not go on forever, and the

nuu devote a large part of

their time to hunting and

lighting, and esjieeially to

the care of their dogs, which

usually occu]>y a higher place

in their affections than even

their children, and a white man c:m do them no gi'eatcr injury than to kill one of these faith-

ful friends. The women for their ])art tend to the collection and ])re])aration of the vege-

table ))roducts which enter into the Austi'alian diet, or spen<l their hours in catcjiing fish.

In hunting the blacks show themselves thoroughly at home, and they can readily

follow the track of game or tell whether any gum-tree hides an 0])0ssum. At times a

general hunt is ])lanne(l, and the game, frightened by jirairie fires, is driven to the

ainlnish, where the hunter wtiits with club and spear. Ktmgaroos are generally captured

in ])itf:ills or killed with si)uar.s, while tlie boomerang bring-s down the birds. In

Fio, IG,— Aiistralian tlirowiiiK llie buomorang.
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fishing tlic natives use fisli-lioolvs of birds' cIuavs, lioiic, or .sliell, or a tlirec-jirongcd spear

is emi)loyed.

The opossum forms an inijiortant article of diet, and as tliis animal frequents tlie

Jiighest gum-trees, the native lias to climb

for liis dinner, and Jiis method of doing this

is truly original. lie takes a tough \ ine,

about a dozen feet in length, passes it amund
the tree, and then holding tlie ends in the

liand, regularly walks up the trunk wlien it

is rough enough, or when the ste])s of a pre-

vious climber are jiresent. When climbing

a smooth tree for the fii-st time the native

cuts little notches about a quarter of an inch

in depth, as high as he can reach, and then

climbing u]) as far as they extend, liolds his

cord with one hand and repeats the process.

It will readily be seen tliat this method of

climbing requires great strength, as for some

minutes the whole weight of the Itody has

to be sup])orted by one hand and tlie tips

of the toes of one foot inserted into the

small notch. Arrived at the to]i the black

hunts out the opossum, knocks him to the

ground, and then leisurely descends to his

feast.

Neighboring tribes often have joint

Imnts. For clays they go out t<.) hunt, re-

turn and gorge themselves, and dance until

hunger drives them out again. At fii'st all

goes pleasantly and friendship reigns; but

usually some misunderstanding brings the

hunt to a less pleasant end. iSonu'Tjld feud

is remembered, words lead to blows, and

soon the fight is general, and so violent do

they seem that it would a])]iear to an out-

sider that it ('(iidd (inly result in the exter

mination of all conccM-ned, but the death of a

single combatant always l)rings ,'ni end to the

battle. In other of tiiese fights they do not

begin their quarrels until an hour l)efore sun-

down, and terminate them at the a])])roarh

of darkness. At the beginning of the tight

a black advances from each tribe, each one

heaping the most insulting epithets ujion the

other until patience is exhausted and the

battle begins. First the lioomerangs arc used, then the spears ami chibs, and finally the

battle-axes, hatchets, and knives, and yet amidst all tlu' cxcitenu'ut n\u\ fm-y, care is

taken to avoid all vital jioiuts of the body, but at the same time to make the greatest

liiiil'in^ a Ir
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possible wouiids in the flesliy parts, the scars of which arc always considered badges of

honor. The fi^ht ret,Milarly tenninates with a dance and a feast, the bodies of the slain

forming the iirincipal viands.

The j>rincii)al amusements of the blacks arc the throwing of the spear, dancing, and

singing, in all of which they show considerable skill. The dances are of various sorts,

some imitating the motions, hal)its, and actions of various wild beasts, while others are

of a different character, and belong to the circle-dances, of which the currobori is the

best known. At the close of the day the blacks, smeared with fat and grotesquely

jiainted, gather together, while the lahra (the native name for women) build a large

fire, and sitting at some distance from it begin a monotonous singing, beating time with

the boomerang. Shortly the dancers appear with sjiears and flaming firebrands and

begin the dance, which at first follows certain figures, but at last degenerates into a

howling mob of frenzied savages, chasing one another in a circle and striking the earth

with their firebrands. It is usually stated that the corrobori takes place at the time of

the full moon, but this is not invariably the case, though it always occurs in the night.

The signification of these dances is not known, though usually the subject of the song

is some single phrase connected with animal life, repeated over and over.

Even among the Australians the social relations are regulated by many laws. The
land is divided into districts, and any infringement of territory is always met with force.

Yet this ownership is communistic, for the rights are vested in tlie tribes, not in

the individual. Although tribes exist, the languages of the Australians arc deficient

in every name for chief, and, in fact, among most of them no such head exists. One
occasionally hears of some important person among the blacks, but he is cither the

oldest of his family, or some native, who by strength and cruelty has brought his

associates to follow him thi'ough fear. In the East we have something which corre-

sponds to an hereditary rulershi]), yet among these tribes each indiviihial has absolute

freedom except in battle.

In (Queensland, according to Marcet, it is the oldest woman in the tribe to whom
the power of ruler is granted, and who gives the commands to the warriors in time of

battle, and even has the power of life and death, recalling the state of affairs among
some of our North American Indians.

The family relations, as might be supposed, are exceedingly simjile. Polygamy is

widespread, yet it is rare that any black has more than three wives, and as the numbers

of the sexes are about equal it necessarily follows that many of the natives arc A\ifeless.

The wives are obtained partly by purchase and partly by stealing.

The whole native popiUation is divided into two castes, and each of these m turn

into two families, and native law says that every man must marry out of his caste

and family. This is thus expressed :
—

Family Najik uf Man Fasiii.v Xa.mi: ok Womax.

Higher Caste. I|)pai. Ip]iata.

Kunibo. Ibita.

Lower Caste. j\Iurri. ^lata.

Kubbi. Kuliliota.

Now, contrary to the custom of Europeans, the family nanu' follows the woman, and

the results can be seen by the following possible combinations:—
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Ippai mnrries Kiililiota

:

the rhililrcn are Mnrri and ]Mata.

]Murri ' Uuta: " " " Ijipai and I]ijiata.

Kubbi " Ippata : " " " Kumbo and Buta.

Kumbo " Mata: " " " Kuljbi and Kuliliota.

From tliis it is seen tliat the eliildrcn follow in the caste of the mother, but in a dif-

ferent family from that to whieh she belongs. Low as they are, the Austi'alians

still arc sensible to a certain extent of that poetic feeling which Ave call love, and in

Victoria the natives tell love stories which closely resemble ours, except that kissing is

wholly luiknown. Oberliiuder heard ironi a widower an account of one of their love

affairs, which, with the changes incident to translation, we reproduce ni his own

words :
—

•

"Young man sits down,— very beautiful young man; sees Ltibra,— very beautiful

younii' Lubra. She sees him, says. Very Ijeautiful young man ; he looks at her, says.

Very beautiful young Lubra. He sjieaks to her, she speaks to him ; then nuich talk, a

day, many days. Tlien he says, You my Lubra ; then she says, you my Man. Then he

savs. You go with me if I wish ; she says, I go if you wish. Then she tells it to another

Lubra, wholly same friend. She says. Very beautiful young man. Do you go A\-ith him

to his camp ? One day young man goes much great way, two Lubra go much great \N'ay.

Then beautiful young Lubra takes hand of young man, and runs in young man's hand.

By and by, much mad father of young Lulira. Tril.ie comes to tribe of young man.

Much spear and boonu'rang. So lilack fellow gets Lubra" (Globus, iv. p. 27!)). All

ceremony is entirely lacking. If the U\<^ are agreed, the bridegroom brings the bride

home, and they are at once man and wife. But e\en with these savages the course of

love runs not always so smoothly. OiWn the maiden, with down-hanging head, shriek-

ing and crying, is surrendered by her father to the future spouse, and if she resists the

transfer, her father knocks her down, and she is straightway dragged orf to lu-r future

home.

Among most tribes, however, the bride is w on by i-obbery, and in such cases is fre-

quently stunned by a blow, and carried off while in an insensible condition. The

relatives do not attempt to revenge such outrages, but await the first opportunity to

retaliate in kind. Even after the bride is obtained, the man has still to defend his

rights against the wifeless men of his own tribe, while the woman is taken in charge by

the old women, who ]iroceed to amjjutate the last two joints of the little finger of the

left hand as a sign of a married condition.

Marriage does not confer any great benelits upon the woman, for at tlu' moment she

is brought home she begins the life of a slave, while her husband plays the jiart of a

tyrant. The hardest and dirtiest occupations l)econie her duties, and at the slightest

offence she receives severe imnishment at the hands of her lord. At meal-time she sits

at a respectful distance, and shares, with tlie <logs, the renniants of tlie dinner, whii-h

])erclinnce was wholly pirovided l)y herself. ^Marriage is not unfrequently unfruitful,

and when twins are born one is inv.ariably killecl. At the birth of a hii;;h-caste cliild a

war-dance is hdd. and the child itself is anointed with emeu oil. and then striped willi

red ochre, while a low-caste infant is only blackeneil with charcoal.

As soon as they can walk the children are taught the use of wea])ons, and ai ihe

early age of nine are left to shift for tlu'msclves. \n Victoria at this lime llic boys are

called WaHl:mn, and have the front teeth extracted. At sixteen ihey are made

JibboH, with numerous ceremonies, and jibl)on they remain until twenty or twenty-
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four, wlion they enter upon the estate of manhood, receive a new nairie and are per-

mitted ti) eat all kinds of food. The eereinouies connected witli tliis hist clian<;e iu

Status vary in different parts of the continent, Imt arc generally such as to test the

endurance of the candidate.

Sickness or death, especially of a young indivi<lual, is ascribed to the malignant

enchantments of some enemy, and it becomes the duty of the relatives to hunt out the

foe by certain signs and omens, and to slay him. This leads to family feuds which

often last for years and only end by the extermination of all concerned. The dead

are usually buried in a deep grave in dark woods; the corpse being inhumed in a

sitting postm-e. In some localities it is customary to place the dead upon a scaffold

Fio. 18. — Scaffold grave of the .^.ustrali.ins.

high in the air, and cover it with bark and boughs ; while in other regions cremation is

practised. The name which the dead ])erson bore is not permitted to be spoken, and

if any one in the tribe iiappens to have the same aj>]iellation he must straightway

change it.

Among the western tribes nothing like a priesthood can be found, but in Queens-

land and New South Wales the " Karadais," or "Koradjis," seem to have some such

functions. These Karadais are men who, through a gloomy appearance and strange

acts, have so excited the awe of the rest of the tribe that they are sujiposed to have

power over ghosts and enchantments, and who attempt to heal the sick by mild jiallia-

tives and blood-letting.

The blacks are very superstitious, and have a great terror of the nigiit, for then

" Pedall " is abroad. This Pedall by day is a good sjjirit, and he it is who, as the

story goes, long years ago created the Australian Continent by boiling do\\n thick

mud, and then tilled it with ]ilants and animals, and at last with l)lacks. A thunder-

storm causes them great anxietj-, for Pedall is angry with. them. Hut at uiglit

Pedall changes his character and becomes the embodiment of all that is evil and

harmful. Heyonil this they have no concejition of any divinity ruling the whole

universe, while all idea of a life of the soul after death is lacking, except amon<4 a few

who lieiii've that at'ler de;ilh I'dhiJl cliaiiges them to wiiite people, a lielief which it

is said existed before the colonization. Some blacks claim to ha\e seen Pedall on

his nightly rounds, and descrilie liiiii as beiiiL;; very large, having a human sha]ie, and

eyes of tire. Yet they <lo not i-egard him as liaving any influence u]ion their li\ es, and

in no way worslii]) iiiui.

Among the tribi^s of tlu^ Barrens the idea of divinity reaches a liigher ex]>ression,

and in some respects seems almost a travesty upon certain features of Christianity.

Their " Baiames," Creator, has created the earth, the water, animals, plants, and men

;

he makes the rain to fall and the grass to grow. He has set free the father of all bad
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spirits, and takes the good after deatli into jiaradisc, jierniitting them to fish in tlie

Milky Way.
The Australian dialects are very numerous, a natural result of the splitting up of the

natives into numerous small tribes, and the differences are so great tliat the names

given by one tribe to certain rivers or mountain ranges, are sometimes wholly imin-

tellisrible to their nearest neio-hbors. Yet, although the same words liave different

meanings among the different tribes, there is always a resemblance to be traced,

as is evidenced liy the term for two : puUef, hiiUaf, jiuUa^ bolita, poIaV, etc. The

accent is usualh' placed on the penultimate syllable, while the frecjuent use of vowels

and liquid letters renders the sound of the language rather melodious, although

spoken quickly with a toneless voice. The languages are wholly isolated, and show no

connection with any other group, although, as has lieen said, Polynesian words are found

in the northeast. Of the structure of the languages Init little is as j-et known, yet that

little enables Pesehel to say that, "If the profusion of forms briefly expressing minute

relations wei-e to decide the rank of a language, we and all tlie nations of Western

Europe might envy tlie miseralile tribes of King (4eorge (Sound, for tlieir language

possesses four more ease terminations than the Latin, and a dual as well as a singular

and plural. The verb is as rich in tenses as the Latin, and has also terminations for the

dual and three genders for the third jierson; in addition to active and ])assive, it has

reflective, reciprocal, determinative, and eontinuative forms. In ]ioint of structure of

language, the highly-cultured Polynesians and even the ancient Chinest' nuist yield to

the Australians."

It is needless to say that the Australians are entirely ignorant of any form of

written language. This art belongs to a much higher stage of civilization. They make

attempts at poetry, and we find atuong tliein the names of renowned poets.

At the time of its first colonization the native populatioTi was estimated at not over

1.50,000, distributed in all parts of the continent. Jiut here, as everywhere else, savage

life must give way to a higher cultivation ; and European habits and diseases, and
' especially the use of intoxicating liquors, are rapi<lly reducing the immbers of tlie

natives, although it will })robably be a long time liefore the race is extinct. The
inhospitable regions of the interior present but few attractions for Europeans, and there

lies the only ho]>e of the black.

THE TASMANIANS.

To the south of Australia, and separated from it hy IJass Straits, lies the Island of

Tasmania, or Van Dieman's Land, as it was formerly called ; and although the distance

sejiarating it from the continent is but a Imndred inilc's, the inhabitants show some im-

portant differences from those of the mainlantl, and tlu'ir proper relationships are not yet

settled. That the conmuuiications between them ami their nearest neighbors have not

been frequent is evidenced l)y the fact that they liave no domesticated animals, know

nothing of the throwing-stick (wamera) or boomerang, liave no shields, are not can-

nibals, and do not practise circumcision. On the other hand, tlu' extraction of the front

teeth and the ornamentation of the body by welt-like tattooing ri'inind us strongly of

tlie Australians.

The body and head are well haired, and the hair is cillier \-ery dark brown or black,

and frizzy or woolly like that of the Negro or Papuan. 'I'lii' skin is d.ark brown, the
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nose is broad, the lijis moderately protuberant, while the mouth, though large, is well

shaped. While the heiglit is usually given as much larger, Davis finds the average to

be five feet four inches for the men, and four feet eleven inches for the women. The
skull approaches the dolicliocephalo\is tyi)e.

These points of restjmblance and difference all go to show that although closely

allied to the Australians, the Tasmanians have been modified by foreign blood, .ind the

character of the hair points at once to the Pajjuan uegi'o, who before the advent of

the Malayo-Polynesians existed in New Caledonia, not very far from the land of

Tasman.

Fig. 19. — William Laiiucy, the last Ta-sniaiiian.

Both sexes went entirely naked. In the « inter tliey bujli Imts of bark and boughs.

Of agriculture or grazing not a sign occurs. TJicir only m.iinifactures were weapons,

nets, and cords. The small bones of the feet of the kangaroo served for needles, awls,

and ptinches. Their weapons were simply wood, hardened in the fire, and were two

in number, — the throwing-club (iradffi/) and the spear. These were never armed

with Hint or fish-bones. Hatchets were made of quartz or greenstone, fastened by

tendons to a wooden handle. Thus it is seen that this ]ieople in their manufactures

were excelled even by the i)rehistoric lake-dwellers of Switzerland. The Tasmanians

were never cruel, blood-thirsty, or treacherous, but Avere timorous. Polygamy Avas

the universal custom; but their methods of obtaining a wife were not nearly so rough

as those of their neighbors. Chastity was the rule at the times of the early voyagers.

They usually burned their dead, and in a certain way believeil in a future life. Four

Tasmanian dialects exi-sted wliich were well developed, and, like the Australians, were
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deficient in terms for numbers. Taken all in all, we have in the Tasmanians, even more

than iu the Australians, the stereotyped type of primitive man ; and more, we have

seen it comjjletely pass away. The Tasmanians are an extinct race.

When the first colonization of Tasmania occurred, in 1803, the number of natives

was between six and seven thousand. But here, as everywhere else when civilized

Europeans and people of a lower status are thrown in comjietition, sooner or later the

weaker must succumb; so it was in Tasmania. Besides the forces which always are

o]ierat!ve in such conflicts of races, tliere entere(l into tlie relations of the whites and

blacks a persecution so bloodv and cruel and jiersistent as to even exceed the atnicitics

jierpetrated by the English in the Sepoy rt'bcllion. It was a common thing to say that

Fio. 20. — Lalla Ilookli, the last Tasmaniau womau.

such a man had killed so maity "black crows," and certain of the colonists used to

boast " that they were accustomed to go hunting the blacks to olilain food for tln'ii-

dogs." During the last half of this century thi' policy towards the lilacks was changc^d,

but their extermination was inevitable. They were wholly unfitted for civilization,

and as Hellwald expresses it, " the T.'ismaniaiis wci-e bv missionaries ami ' tViends of

man,' civilized under the earth." On the 1st of Octulicr, 1.'^47, there were left twelve

men, twenty-two women, and ten children. On the od of ]\rai-ch, ISli!), William

Lanney, the last man, died; and in .lunc, ls7i;, \y.\\\:\ Bookh, the last of the race, passed

awav.
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THE PAPUANS.

StretchiiiLT away to the north and nortlnvest of Australia are numerous islands and

archipelagoes which are customarily regarded as belonging to Asia, but which, as Wallace

has shown, both zoologically and geograpliicall}', embrace two distinct groups ; the

eastern portion being more closely related to Australia than to Asia. And the same

fact is shown in the distribution of man in the same islands, for we find two sharply-

defined races occupying them,— the Papuan and the Malay. From every point of view

the term Malay Archipelago, when used to embrace the whole, is a misnomer. The

line ilividing the races, it should be said, is a little farther east than that which limits

the zoological provinces.

The Malays will be considered further on, but here we will for a moment regard

their relations to the other inhabitniits of the South Seas. Here we meet with

considerable differences of opinion among ethnologists, although the most recent inves-

tigations show a near ethnical relationship between the Malays proper and the natives

of the easternmost islands of the Pacific. These relationships show us that it is to

eastern Asia that we must look for the cradle of the Polynesians, from w'hence they

have spread over all the islands of the Pacific, excejrt those occupied by the Papuans.

The date of the division into Malays and Polynesians, in the absence of actual history,

cannot be accurately given. Yet we kno\\' that it must have been before the Christian

era for the following reason : Among the Malays toddy, or palm wine, is a common
beverage, and as its name is derived from the Sanscrit, it would ajipear that its maim-

facture was introduced into the islands of southern Asia by Bi-ahmiiiical Hindus. Now
it is hardly ci-edible that if the Polynesians, before their migration, knew how to

prepare jjalm wine they should ever have lost the knowledge. But as this beverage

was entirely unknown to them at the time of the first visits of the Europeans, their

emigration must have taken place before Sanscrit-speaking Indians reached Java,

about 78 B.C. How long before this date the separation took place we have no means

of knowing.

In contrast to the Polynesians, both in color of skin and shape of skull, are the

cris]iy-haired black dolichocejihalic Papuans, whose centre is in the large and little-

known island of New Guinea, from whence they spread over the neighboring islands to

the southeast, the Louisades, New Caledonia, New Britain, Solonum Islands, Queen

Charlotte Island, New Hebrides, Loyalty, and Fiji Islands.

Turning now to the northward, a similar l)lack race is found in the Eta or Ita of the

Phili]i]ienes (Negritos of the Spanish), whom Meyer, Semper, Peschel, and Hellwald

lielieve to T)e closely allied to the true I'apuau type; and in the interiors of Sumatra,

Borneo, Celebes, and Gilolo, and in the mountains of Malacca, and at last in the

Andaman Islands, wc find pcojiles closely related ; and following Peschel, we may
divide the whole of the eastern blacks (excepting of course the Australiims) into

Asiatic and Australasian Papuans ; the latter inhabiting New Guinea and the islands

mentioned to the south and east. In other of the islands of the South Seas traces of a

black race are to be found, but so mingled with Polynesian and ^lalay as to vender

them fit subjects for treatment mider the chapters on those races.

The name Papua comes from the Alalay word papuwah, cris])y-haired, and is the

name which the Malays apply to their black neighboi-s. In New Guinea, the centre of
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the Papuans, the name is nut kni)\vn, nor have tlie different tribes any eonnnon name

for themselves.

In body, eonformation of skull, and in general appearance the Papuans present a

very close resemblance to the African negroes, and afford a strong contrast to the neigh-

boring Poljaiesians, even in habits, some of which may here be mentioned. The Poly-

nesians tattoo by puncturing the skin and rubbing in pigment, the Pai)uans by cutting,

and the consequent formation of scars, as among the Australians. The Polynesians

drink cava, which is wholly unknown to the Pa])uans. The Papuans on the otlier

hand chew the betel nut, and ^ ^^
make earthen pottery. They

have bows and arrows, wliile

the only weapons of the Poly-

nesians are the spear, club, and

sling.

Of the interior of New Guinea

but little is known; only the

coast tribes have been seen by

explorers, and the accounts that

we have of them are not so com-

plete as we could wish. Before

going into details, tlie following

sjiirited account of the natives of

Humboldt Bay, by Lord George

Campbell, who accompanied the

" Challenger " in her voyage

around the world, will serve for

an introduction to this little-

known people :
—

" Xext morning, awoke by

a tremendous noise outside the

ship, I went on deck, and what

a wild, strange scene ! The ship

was snrrouruled by canoes filled

with an almost black, savage-

looking, and perfectly naked

mob. Here we were in tlie

midst of a seething, shouting

crowd, eacii man of which was the heau ideal of a savage. It was splendid,

and something in our ex]ierienee of life quite new, and not easily to be tcirgdt-

ten. IIow and where shall I begin describing them? Their frizzly hair is wdi'ii in

a thick, stiff mop, many inches long, and stainccj dull rc(l ; stuck in are long-prong

combs, their handles ornamented with tippets of ciim-iis fur, crocodiles' teeth and

small shells; on the top of all, flicking aliout .as tiiey iiio\c ihcir Iieads, are a number oi

large black and white featliers. In front, lic<l over the forehead, are wigs made of

cassowaries' feathers, about eight inches liigli, sewed on to a band of plaited fibre,

painted red, white, and black, the ends of wliieli, o\er tlie ears, are also ornamented

witli tippets of cuscus fur. In a few cases the t'ront of this wig was |iiastered with

crimson flowers of the Hibiscus, forming a high and brilliant semi-circle of color above

Flu. 21. - I'iipuau from the interior ot Now (.iuiiiea.
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a liideous and jiitch-blai'k fiirc. TIk'M- fai'i's, ugly eiKJugli as natiiiv fasliioiierl tlieni,

they make still iiku'o liideous by ai'titieial means, painting them wlmlly hlaek, or in

curved patterns, with a bi-oad (hirk-i-i'<l liar across tlie eyes, from temple to temjile.

Tlie septum of the nose they jiierce witli a great liole, through wliich are thrust short

thick bits of bamVjoo or boars' tusks of different sizes, some laig'e and curling u]) to the

temples on each side of the face, giving tliem a most ferocious a](pearance. Dore has

drawn 'El Diavolo' strangely like these savages here. I need hardly add tliat this

nose ornament does not tend to beautify the shape of the nose, which is dragged down,

and the nostrils opened to a hideous degi-ee.

"Large rings of tortoise-shells, one dejiending from the other, hang from the

distorted ear-lobes; necklaces and bracelets of boars' tusks, or rings of bones. Above

the elbows, a fillet of finely-plaited grass, or of some creeper twisted round like a rope.

In these they stick bundles of yellow or green leaves, or gi-ass, also their vicious-looking

bone daggers, made from the leg of a cassowary. Below the knee are more ])laited

fillets of grass or fibre, ornamented with small cockle-shells, hanging from short pieces

of twine. The most i)icturesque jiart of their finery are the leaves tied to tlieir neck-

lace behind, and falling down the back. These are of two different kinds and fashions

;

one is a red-colored, dark-edged leaf, worn in twos and threes, covering the shoulder-

blade; the other is large and round, with such long green stalks that the leaves reach

below the back. These last have a fine effect, trailing behind on the top of the water

when the men are swimming."

In New Guinea itself sever.il distinct tribes are found, and the jihysieal measure-

ments of the people vary widely from this reason. So we find the statements of their

height varying between four feet and four inches to five feet nine, and with an average

of something like five feet five inches, whicli closely approximates that of the Malays,

(xenerally the natives are well formed, but not infrequently well-developed bodies ai*e

supported on slender and illy-projiortioned limbs. The hands and feet are small and

well shaped, and by constant practice the feet have considerable ]irehensile c.aj>acity.

The skin is generally a dai'k-brown, varying sometimes to a grayish black, but never

reaching as deep a color as some of the African tribes, though much darker than the

Malays. On Astrolabe Bay, however, the natives are of a chocolate brown, not darker

than the Samoan Islanders. The skin in the young is ligliter, and soft, and smooth,

but with time it loses these characters and becomes rough and coarse. In New
Caledonia the color of tlie skin is much darker, almost black.

Tlie hair is long, abundant, and crispy, growing in tufts, and surrounds the head like

a periwig or crown seven or eight inches, wliich is the object of much care and

constant attention with a three-jjronged comb. In this respect they resemble some-

what the Hottentots, from wliom they are however different in an abundimt growth of

beard. The hair is black, but becomes blanched with age, and much more frequently

than among the negroes. Not satisfied with its natural color, they usually color it a

dull red. The body also is usually well haired, and the ]u'culiar bluish-black shade of

the skin noticed in the Fijiaiis is due to the ]iresence of a light-colorecl down.

As in stature so in ]ihysiognoiny, it is ditlicult to I'xpress their appe:ii-anee in a few

word.s, and for the same reasons, the <lifferences between the various tribes. The dark

eyes are large, and are ojiened widely; the nose is broad and hooked, giving the coun-

tenance the Jewish cast noticed by all observers, while the naturally large nostrils are

increased in size by the universal i)iereing of the se]itum of the nose and the wearing

of ornaments in the o])ening. The jaws are protuberant, the mouth large, tlie lijis
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thick, the teeth large and white. The skull is usually (lolichocephalous, long and high,

but recently brachycephalic skulls have been found uj>on Xew Guinea itself.

The Papuan is of a sanguine tenijieranient, inipulsixe and demonstrative in speech

and action. His emotions and passions are expressed in the most violent manner.

Beyond this accounts vary widely; some picture him as wild, deceitful, treacherous,

bloodtliirsty, and cruel; while others, as good-natured, friendl)', and honor.able. At

times they freely permit strangers to visit them, .-nid again any <'()nnnunication with

Fi.i -P.ipiuin chief in full dress.

them is impossible. i\[any Germans ha\e visited New Guinea and spent much time on

the island, but the nieml)crs of the "Challenger" expedition were not allowed to land.

For m;uiv years the Papuans have l.ieen considered .as among the lowest of mankind,

but as Virchow remarks, where the skull is as Large as theirs, (here is always to be

found a corres])oiiding develoi)ment of the brain, and more recent accounts conlirm

this, and the natives of New Guinea are now .•is>igiicd the liiglie-^l place among the

blacks of the South Sea, notwithstanding the lad that in their numerals they are l.)ut

little better off than tin' Australians. The natives of .\s1rolabc Bay count only to

si.x; the Arfakas count only to li\c by distinct words, and after this have recourse to

their fingers and toes. Tn artistic tastes and manual skill they are not lacking. Their
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houses, boats, and utensils arc decorated with carvings, and tlie pcojik' of Iluinlioldt

Bay, when the Dutcli sailors gave them paper and pencil, which they could certainly

liave never seen before, drew birds and fishes with a firm hand. This artistic skill has

a certain interest besides that which would immediately suggest itself, for associated

with the remains of primitive man in Europe have been found the beginning of art,

but whose authenticity has-been doubted. Now, in their manner of life we know that

the rai)uans are nearly on a level with the Troglodytes and Lake-dwellers of ancient

Europe, and the fact that they possess such rudiments of art lends additional probability

to the view that the carvings found in Europe were the productions of ancient man.

In some portions of New Guinea cantiabalism exists as a regular jiractice, and not

onlv are those killed in battle cm))loyed as food, but the members of the tribe who have

died a natural death are eaten. On the other hand, there are other tribes who from

one reason or another h.ave left off this jiractice.

According to our ideas, the clothing of the Pajiuans is exceedingly limited, for

with the exception of a fringed girdle over the loins, the so-called maar, both sexes go

entirelv naked. This garment reappears in most of the South Sea Islands as the niaro

or malo, and consists of bits of the bark of some species of Hibiscus, about four

inches in breadth, strung on a cord which is tied around the hijis. With the women

this garment acquires a shghtly different character, and somewhat resembles the Scotch

kilt, reaching halfway to the knees. The chiefs alone clothe themselves at the approacli

of strangers, in cotton garments of Malayan character and origin. Insufficient as this

raiment may appear to us, still, in the eyes of many Papuans, it approaches luxur_y, for

the necessity for it is not apparent, and in secluded shores and islands, a leaf, a gourd,

or a shell supported by a string around the loins is sufficient for the ]nir]>ase of decency.

The children of both sexes go entirely naked until the twelfth year, and among some

tribes the women wear no clothing whatever until after marriage. Still another style

of garment is that mentioned by Lord Camjibell in the quotation on .a preceding page,

where leaves of the Pandan are fastened to a band ]iassing around the head and hang-

ing down, cover the entire back.

The endeavor to decorate the jjcrson is more evident in the northwest than in the

southeast. The materials for decoration are partially acquired by trade, and partly are

the juvjduets of their own industry. Among the former are glass beads for necklaces,

brass wire for bracelets, cojipor buttons and finger-rings; while the scarlet-spotted black

beans of Abrus prcecatorius and small shells arc strung for necklaces. They also make

arm-bands and bracelets of shells and the tusks of wild boars, and fasten them so tightly

that it is impossible to remove them without cutting the string which binds them.

The calves of the legs are similarly ornamented, and frequently a string of beads is

hung over each shoulder, and these, ]iassing umler the arm of the o])positc side, cross

upon the back and breast. Ornamentation of the ears is common. The hole througli

the lobe of the car is frequently so large that two or even three fingers can be put in

it, and this ojiening is always well filled, while there depend from the ear, rings of

silver, brass wire, or tortoise-shell. The septum of the nose is picrce<l in like manner,

and through the hole .ire thrust bits ol' bamboo or boars' tusks, dragging the whole

down until it rests upon tlu' thick ujiper lij). Cassowary bones are used in ornanu'nta-

tion under a belief that they will imjiart to the wearer the swiftiu'.ss of that bird.

Fiiialh', all (4' the men wear susjiended from a string around the neck a stick with a

human iiguie on the u])i)er end (IConiHibo the natives call it), which, however, is to be

reirarded as a talisnum rather than an ornament.
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TIr' hair receives great attentiDii, ami a detailed deseri|iti(iii nf tlii' c'dift'ures and

frisures of the Papuans would make a book oi itself. Our illustratii)iis show four forms.

The hair is constantly jiicked u\> and prevented from matlint;' together by the use of a

tliree, four, or six-toothed roiiib made from bandxio, tlu' handle of which is ornamented

with a feather from the white cockatoo. When not in use, this comb is worn in the

hair just over the forehead. From its crispy character and its constant care the liair

stands out from the head as a thick mo]), sometimes eight inches in height, while at

times jiortions are cut off or bound up in thick rolls, which are allowed to stay in this

condition for montiis. To j)revi'iil

mussing the hair in sleep, a small

wooden pillow is placed under thi'

neck, a custom widesj)read among sav-

age tribes, not only of the South Seas,

but of Africa as well. The hair is fur-

ther ornamented with feathers, leaves,

and flowers, usiuilly the blossoms of

JlibiscKS rosiishiviiKlt). AVashing is a

custom unknown to the Papuan, and

even when f(jrced to go into the water

great care is taken that the hair is not

wet.

Tattooing is not jiractised l)y all

tribes, the Arfakas, for instance, ne^er

ornamenting themselves in this man-

ner. The usual tattoo is similar to

that of the Australian, and consists in

the production of large scars ujion

the body and face, whicli are often as

large as a silver dollar, and stand out

nearly a quarter of an inch from the

rest of the skin. Painting the skin

and hair eitlier dull wA or white is

common, wliile the pearly white teeth

an' freqtiently filed to a triangular

jioint. Among the natives of New
Guinea the ])ractice of changing tlie

shape of the skull lias not been observed, though, as we shall see further on, it is com-

mon among the Papuans of other islands.

The villages on the northwest coast all look as if going to decay. The houses all

stand com])letely in the water, and are reached by long, rude bridges. They are low,

with a roof shaped something like a large lioal buttoni u]iwarils nr a |iriuiitive oven.

The posts which support the houses, bridges, and jil.-ittorms, are small crooked sticks

placed without any regularity, and looking as if they were tumbling down. The floors

are also formed of sticks, ei|ually irregular, loose, .anil far .'ipart. The walls of the

houses consist of bits of lioards, old boats, rotten mats, ami palm leavi's, stuck in any-

how, here and there, and pro<bicing altogether the most wretched and dila]iidatcd

appearance of which it is po.ssible to conceive. Under the eaves of many of the houses

liang human skulls, the trophies of their battles with the savage Arfakas of the interior,

who often come to attack them.

Fig. 23. — I'liiiuuii headdress.
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Fig. 24.— Large P.-ijiuan hut built on piles.

A large boat-shaped council-

house is supjiorterl on larger posts,

each of wliich is grossly carved to repre-

sent a naked male or female figure, and other carvings

still more repulsive are ])laccd upon the platform be-

fore the entrance. These pile dwellings recall the

ancient lake-dwcllcrs of Switzerland, to be mentioned

in the latter poition of tliis work. Tliey arc usually from si.\ty

to se\enty feet in length, twenty or twenty-five broad, and twelve or
^~ fifteen liigh. Each house is divided into two rooms by a hall through

tlie middle, and each room in turn is divided by wicker-work into

smaller a])artments, one for each family occu))ying the house. These

rooms serve both for sleeping an<l cooking, the smoke escaping tlirongh the

^/ gajJS in the roof. On the bridge leading to the Inils tlicre is usually a small

hut, which is occupied by the widows of tjic men w ho wlicn ahve lived in the

larger dwelling. From these dwellings at Dorey, we can trace almost every stage until,

on the shores of the j\Iariana Straits, the houses are miserable huts, so low that a man
cannot even sit upright in them. The Arfakas of the interior build smaller dwellings

than the Doreys, but still erect them on jiiles, possibly to prevent the entrance of snakes

and vermin.

The household utensils of the Dorey tribe consist of drinking-vessels (either cala-

bashes or shells of the Nautilus), boxes of bamboo or plaited leaves, cocoaniit mats on

which they sit and slce]i, and lastly the wooden jiillow {(ijfi(i)i which has already been

referred to. This is usually about seven inches long, four high, and above has a semi-

circular notch in which the neck rests. Tlie whole is fancifully carved. For cooking,

the Papuans use iron frying-pans obtained in trade, earthen pots of native manufacture,

wooden s])ooiis for cooking, and spoons of leaves for eating, bowls o{ cocoanut shells,

and small knives; many of these arc carefully made and ornamcnti'(l. The iron vessels

arc all ol)tauKd in trade, although on the west coast iron ore is found and smelted by
means of a JM.'ilay bellows.

The weapons whicli the Doreys, too lazy to make, accpiire by jiurchase from their

neighbors, are the club, sjiear, and liow-and-ai row spe.ir. The bows are made either

from jialm wood or bandioo, and are about six I'et't long. The arrows, ornamented with

feathers, are fashioned from the stems of a strong and light cane, and among the
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Aiiakas the tip is painted with a (hirk-V'rown jilant juice, but fdi- wliat reason is

unknown. The spears are made of bamboo with a ]ioint of bone. The defensive

weapons are a small carved and painted wooden shield, and a pearl oyster-shell worn

over the left hip.

The principal articles of food ai-e sago and fish, especially the formei-. This is

cooked to a thick porridge, and as the nati\-es ai'e ignorant of salt, is seasoned with sea-

water. The fish ai'e cither dried in the sun and eaten raw, or roasted on the coals.

Besides these two articles of diet, the Papuans eat everything tliat comes in their way;

and from the productions of the earth,— corn, melons, ])otatoes, plantains, sngar-cane,

and cocoaiuits,— they are able to have a considerable variety in their bill of fare. Fire

is obtained in the usual savage manner of rubbing together two sticks of wood or pieces

of bamboo. The usual drink is water or cocoanut-milk. At places on tlie north coast

])alm wine is made and extensively used, while the fermented juice of the sugar-cane

furnishes another alcoliolic stimulant. The use of to-

bacco is universal, and the weed of native production is ^^
said to be of good quality. On the seacoast it is usually

smoked in the form of cigars, while the natives of the

interior manufacture pipes of wood. Only a small quan-

tity is smoked at a time, but the intervals between are

so short that the smoking may almost be considered as j^
constant.

The coast tribes, and especially the Doreys, are pre-

eminently a race of sailors, and from childhood up are

accustomed ti> the use of lioats and a life on and in

the water. The canoes are of different sizes, sometimes

fifty or sixty feet in length ; they are very narrow, but

the addition of an outrigger prevents their being easily

ca]isized. The hull is dug out from a large tree-trunk,

Avhile the crossbars leading to the outrigger are of

bamboo, so fastened as to be easily removed. Tlic

bow is frequently richly carved and painted, tassels of

human hair being sometimes added as an additional

ornament. In the larger vessels a low roof is thrown

across the middle of the boat ; the removable mast has

three feet; the sails are large mats, while for rigging, ropes of ):)ark or rotang are used.

Hunting is a favorite pursuit, and the wild animals of the island are taken with the

bow and arrow or in snares and pitfalls. Fish are taken in nets or shot with the arrow.

At the time of the full-moon, the still reef-bounded lagoons are the scenes of a ]ieeuliar

fishery. Sacks of the strongly narcotic roots of a species of MiUetki, are jilaced in the

water, and then the fish, benumbed by the poison, are taken without difficulty.

Agricultm-e occupies but a small portion of the attention of the I'apuaus, and is

confined to the raising of maize, a few roots, sugar-cane, bananas, tobacco, beans, and.

ill the west, cotton. Ownership of the land is unknown, each cultix'ating any spot

wliii'h strikes his fancy. Tlie dumcsticateil animals are dogs, hens, ami s\\ inc. Tlicse

latter animals are slender, long-legged beasts, nothing like our well-fed porkers, and

strange to say, are great pets with the Pajjuans.

Warfare among the Papuans is either carried on for the pur])oses of robliery or to

revenge some personal insult or injury. If a memlier of one village is killcil or harmed

VOL. VI.—
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by another tribe, his companions call in all the assistance

they can from the neighl)onng vllhiges, and then, lying

in ambush near tlie oftVnding settlement, carefully wait

until some man, woman, or cliild approaches them, only

to be assassinated. If the ambush is discovered no one

leaves the village, and hence the attemjited revenge is not

obtained. Occasionally two wai- parties meet in the open

field, each individual using every art to make himself

more terrible, and to frighten his adversaries. Here the

head-dresses of cassowary feathers come m play, for one

feather is added for each person killed, and hence a large

number of these ornaments indicates that the wearer

is a terrible warrior. Like the

Uyaks of Borneo, the Papuans are

" head-hmiters," and the skulls of

tlie enemies slain ornament the

walls of their houses under the

eaves. In one respect the Papuans

are fai- in advance of the Aus-

tralians, they have a mercantile

sjiirit, and are always ready to

trade with the Malays, who
bring them iron and lirass,

cloth, etc., and receive in excliange

tobacco and skins of the birds of

paradise.

The state of society among the

Papuans is, as might be supjjosed,

very jirimitive ; each one does as

he pleases, and obeys the com-

mands of the chiefs just as far as

convenient. Of course, with such

ari-angements tlie power of the

chief is but slight. Among the

Arfakas we find slaves, the abso-

ute projicrty of tlieir masters, who
1.I0 with tliem as they please, hav-

ing even the power of life and

mil. Over each of the villages

(Ml Geelvinsk Eay is a eliief, wlio is

invested by the Sultan of Tidore

with the titles of Kajah, JNlnjor,

Captain, and Judge, and who
wears as the insignia of his office

a cotton shirt and hat. Eaeli year

of turtie-slicll and birds of jiaradise is expected from him, which he in turn

(im his pe()|iK'.

()ucstioii pcrtaiiiin!

Fig. 20. — I'row ol' l';ii)Uilu boul.

to tjic tribe is discussed in a general assembly, wliiU
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till' family relations the man is the lioad, the women having no ]iositi(in in societ}-, ami

being nothing but beasts of burden. Tlie village anil family regulations are very lax,

so that each man is ahnost entirely his f)wn master. To the women falls all the labor

of preparing the food, making nets, and the rudimentary agriculture.

If a crime occurs in the village, the elders pronounce the punishment. Murder is

punislied with death, the nearest relative of the murdered man being the executioner.

Yet murder can be atoned for by niduey if the rel.-itives sd choose, and every other

offence can be compounded in tlic same way, except that if one be guilty of wilful

arson he becomes the slave of the cjue wliose property is injured.

There is no especial restriction of the relations of the young people, and as soon as

possible each man takes his wife home. After ha\-ing obtained the consent of the

Fig. :
- Papuan Pirogue.

future wife, he goes to the parents, makes all arrangements as to dower, wliieh is

usually paid in Trepang (dried holothnri:ms), and then the couple seat themselves on

the floor before the "Korwar"or liousehold god, and in the ]n'esence of tlic parents,

the right hands are joined and the marriage is comjileted. Sometimes the coiipU' are

betrothed in childhood, and then a jiart of the dower is paid, the remainiler awaiting

transfer until the actual marriage ceremony. After marriage, the liride remains a few-

days with her ]i:n'ents, and then is taken t() her new home, anil always by water, the

bride being in one canoe, the husl);md in another. AVhile jiolygamy is iiermilted, most

Pa])uans are content with a single wife.

The funeral ceremonies are r:itlier |u'culiar. Aftei' the death of a Paiman, all of his

household utensils are broken ami thrown away; the relatives are assembled, a feast is

jirovided of which all jiartake, )iortions lieing |>laeeil in the mouth of the deceased,

wliilc till' koruar is o\er\\ helmed with iiiipi-ecations .-iiid abuse. J>'inally, the body is

buried, together with some of his weapons, in a gi'a\c threi' or fo\U' feet in de]ith, his
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ear resting upon a small piece of crockery. Tlie grave is then filled with earth, and cov-

ered with ail onianioiitt'd wooden protection, the korwar being placed ui the middle. As
a sign of sorrow, the widows wear a sliort petticoat reaching to the knees, and when this

is laid aside, it is known that she Avishes to marry again. The projjcrty of the deceased

goes to the children, or when these heirs are wanting, to the nearest blood relation.

The diseases of the Papuans are few. Intermittent fever, catarrhal difficulties, and

affections of the bowels and skin being the most prominent. Cascaclo (ichthyosis, a

white, scale-like appearance of the skin), M'hich exists as a result of undeanliness, affects

about a thu-d of the population, while a someM'hat similar disease causes a large mor-

tality among the children.

The remedies employed

are few, mostly decoctions

of leaves and bark. The
mode of treatment of in-

termittent fever is very

natural if not very effica-

cious. At the time of the

chill, the afflicted one either

seeks the heat of the sun

or strives to warm himself

before the fire, while the

fever is treated by cold

water applied both extern-

ally and internally. If the

disease yields to no treat-

ment it is then regarded as

the result of the machina-

tions of some evil sjiirit,

and is considered as a mis-

fortune to be endured.

With the Pai)uans
every opportunity— birth,

marriage, death, the first

cutting of tlie hair of chil-

dren, or the making of a Korwar or god— is made a festal occasion. When a korwar
is to be made, the evening before there is singing and dancing in the open air,

and the next morning the young people go into the forests, cut down a tree suitable

for the purpose, and bring it to the artist, who, sitting on tlu' I'arth, carves and sings

while the villagers surround him, watcliiiig his motions and dancing. The songs on
these occasions are many, and one relating to the dead may be here inserted as a

speciinen of the language:—

Fig. 28. — Papuan in tijihtiiig costume.

Ei WHO, pombesso randisa.

Kip o kwiri.

Marinbo kora.

Pombesso randisa.

Iii]) o kwiri.

Marinbo kora.

Your dead one goes forth on the sea.

Tlie clouds look on.

They scatter and I depart.

Goes forth on the sea.

Tiie clouds look on.

They scatter and I dejiart.
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This continues until tlic iilnl is finislie<l, aii^l tlicn, if time jiennits, tlicy have a feast,

all sitting eross-IeggeJ, like Turks, on the ground and eating ; the liigher castes from

china jilates, the lower from Pisang leaves.

The war-dances, especially those held after a successful battle or tlie avenge-

ment of a murder, are of a different chai'aeter. llosenljerg's account of a war-dance

in which men, women, and children take part will answer our ]iurj)ose. The men
carry their weapons, and liave the hair ornamented Avith flowers and feathers, many
liaving the face jjainted Mack and white. The widows wear on the right shoulder

large yellow leaves, which liang down o^-er the arm. The dancers stand in two

rows, tlie oldest man at the head, and fulhjAving liim six ilrummers, three in each

line, and then all the rest of the men, with the boys here and there between them;

the women, likewise in

couples, being at the foot

of the columns. Xow, tak-

ing hold of hands and bend-

ing tlie line around to the

right, a circle is formed,

and tlien the dance begins.

At first the dance reminds

one of a lot of soldiers

marking time, for each

goes througli the motions

of rapid running without

clianging position, keeping

time to the drumming of

the drummers, and a

slightly varying singing,

which frequently changes

to a hissing. When the

dancers are thoroughly

exhausted the dance

ceases.

The musical instru-

ments of the Pajjuans are many; large and small drums, stnu-k with the hand; wind

instruments, pipes, and little harmoniums made of bamboos, and large trumpets made

of shells.

Like many a low race, the religious ideas of the P.ajiuans are confined to a belief in

the existence of a spirit, "Manoen," who works evil to man, and whose dwelling-place

is in the most diverse situations. This demon is never pictured or figured, and the

wooden idols, or korvxcrs (spelled also karwar or kai-awari), are but images of deceased

])eojile wlio are supposed to play the |)art of intercessors, and wliose influence is sought,

by gifts to the korwar, to prevent the manoen from injuring the jiersou or property

of the sup))liant.

I'lie kiirwai-s, whose general a|ipearance can be seen from the next cut (tig. :!()), .are

Innn.-m figures made of wood, without much regard to proportions of jxirts, and usually

are about sixteen inches higli. The fiuure represents a korwar of a woman, tlie ])eculiar

ornamentation ou the tup lieiug a snake, the tail nf which is seen hanging dciwn mi one

side of the face, wldle the head is hclil in the h:uiil. The male korwars hold a shield

- Papuan grave.

;:^
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in the left liaiid and a sword in the right. The insertion of tlie eyes, which are Hue or

green beads, is a matter of some ceremony, for hy them tiie dead are snpi)osed to

recognize their effigies. The korwars are placed on the graves of the people they

represent, and when tlieir mediation is wished, the jietitioner places before the image

the offerings— tobacco, cotton-cloth, beads, etc.— which he has brought, and prostrate

on the earth tells the korwar his desire. If during this the supplicant sneezes, shivers,

or makes any involuntary motions the petition is supposed to be denied.

Sujierstition and witchcraft play a prominent jiart in the life of the Papuans. They

have a great fear of the ghosts of the slain who lie unburied on the place where they

were killed, and when one of a village is struck down, the inhabitants assemble together

and with loud cries try so to frighten his ghost that it will not return to haunt them.

When one dies from sickness or some accident, the re-

lations make a small model of his house and place it in

the woods, and his spirit then makes this his dwelling.

The necklaces of sticks and rags, worn by the men, have

the power to protect the wearer in dangerous places.

Before undertaking any doubtful enterjirise, various

omens are consulted ; for instance, a drop of spittle

is allowed to fall upon the hand, and if it spatters or

breaks in two the result of the undertaking will be^

favorable. When questions of guilt arise, tests are

aj>plied which recall the tests for witchcraft of our own
and European countries. If boiling water or glowing

coals produce no harm to the accused then he is inno-

cent. If a house tumbles down, the whole village thinks

that the korwar is angry and has urged the nianoen to

the deed. When a journey of some duration is to be

undertaken the inhabitants of the village are divided

into two nearly equal parts, one representing the trav-

ellers, the other those left behind. Then ensues a rope-

pull almost exactly similar to that which occurs in some

of our colleges, and should the rope break or be ))ulled

away from the jnu-ty rejn-esenting those left behind,

success is to follow the expedition.

The Pajiuans have but a dim conception of a life

after death. Priests ai-e unknown, but they have sorcerers who make incantations,

exorcise evil spirits, and heal the sick. Since 1855, missionaries sent out from Berlin

and Utrecht have labored among these people, but so far without result, and for this

reason: The societies sending them outdo n(jt pay them asullicicnt sum to sujtport life,

and so they must eke it out by trading, a proceeding whicli places tlnni in the eyes of

the natives on a level with all traders, and tends to bring the doctrines of Christianity

into disrepute among tlieni.

The language of the Papuans has a pleasing sound and is very rich in words. For

one and the same thing there are freipiently several names; for instance, for tlie cocoa-

nut there are eight, and besides, every jiart of the nut has also a distinct term.

Naturally there are many things for which they have no name—bottles, nails, etc.— and

for these they have adopte<l Kussian words, tiuight them by Baron Mikluelio-Macleay,

who spent some time on the island. The language contains roots of one as well as of

Fig. 30.— Ki'Umii.
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several syllaljles, whose meaning is clianged by both prefixes and suffixes, whicli are

regarded as native. Far more study is needed before we can clearly know the relations

of the language to other tongues, though the evidence collected by German pliilologists

indicates a slight affinity to the Polynesian. It is only very recently that anything has

been known of any dialect of New Guinea, except the iMaforese, and to-day the connec-

tions between tlie idioms of the different parts of New Guinea are difficult to trace.

THE MELANESIANS.

That large group of islands, which for want of a better name is called Melanesia, is

inhaluted by a dark-skiimed r.ace. Mcl.anesia, projierly sjieaking, emiiraces all of the

islands from New tiiunea on the west to the Fiji or Viti Islands on the east, but

geographical and ethnographical lioundaries do not exactly correspond, for the Pa])uan

race extends across the l)road straits which separate Micronesia as well as Pdlynosia

from Melanesia. Thus the Fiji Islands are bj' geographers considered as belonging to

P(,)lynesia, but that they V)elong to Melanesia, so far as human inhabitants are con-

cerned, no doubt exists. On the other hand Baron jMiklucho-Macleay has recently

shown that the inhabitants of some of tlie islands of the Ninigo Archipelago {e.'j. the

Echequier or Chessboard Islands) are to be reckoned among the Micronesians. But, in

general, we can say that the purity of the Papuan tyjie is diminished as we go toward

the east, while the Polynesian influence, Ijoth in words and customs, decrease in going

westward ; still not only on New Guinea, but among the islands of Melanesia, there is a

large field for discovery. In treating of the Melanesians we shall take them n\\ in

geogi-aphical oi'der.

AxcHORiTE Islanders.

The Anchorites (or Anaehontes, as the name is often spelled) are a group of three

islands close together, lying about 2S0 miles nortli of New Guinea, of whosi' inhabit-

ants our knowledge is chiefly derived fri.im the accounts of the officers of the Dutch

ship " Gazelle," which, «>n returning from the observation of the transit of Venus,

stopped a few hours. They found there a brown race about the color of a castana

nut, not very muscular, of uu.Mlium stature, but with good phvsiqiu'. The nose was

slightly aquiline, but unt broad ; the jaws but slightly protuberant ; the hair crisp, thick,

but not growmg in bunches. It is usually worn short, but when long it is tied up in

two rolls lying on the shoulders. The beard is long, and is usually ornamented after

the usual manner of the Papuans. Clothing is very scanty,— the men wearing a piece of

bark, while the women have an ajiron, worn in front and suspended from a band around

the middle. The only weapon is the spear, which is made of a hard wood, the point

behig barbed. The houses are simple roofs of |ialm leaves, which are sometimes even

thirty feet long. The use of metals is entirely unknown. The boats, which are roofed

over and have sails of mats, are of a ty]K' unknown in the neighboring New Britain

group, while tlie Anchorites on their part are ignorant of the use of the outrigger.

AliMIlIAl.TY AKCIIirELAfiO.

Twi'iity-five islands stuitiieast of the .Vnchorites, and northeast of New (luinea,

compose the Admiralty Archipelago. Miklueho-]\[acleay visited Taui. the jiriiicipal
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island, wliile the "Challenger" expedition lauded on Wild Island. The general type of

form and features is not much different from that found on Xew Guinea, thougli the

color of the skin is a little lighter. The hail- of the head, closely resembling that of

the true Papuans, is worn long and done up in different ways, while that of the face,

especially the eyebrows, is

shaved close with obsidian

knives, which are also used

in tattooing. From chewing

the penang and betel-nut the

enamel of the teeth has ac-

quired a black polish. The

incisors are very large, and

even when the mouth is

closed may be seen between

the lips. In stature there is

a considerable variation, some

being as large as the average

Polynesian, and others nearly

as small as the Hottentots

and Kaffirs. The great toe is mncli shorter tlian tlie second (sometimes to the extent

of half an inch), and combined witli f liis the natives ha\e such control over the motions

of the different toes that tliey can be used with nearly as much facility as the fingers,

and the feet thus show the closest resemblance to those of the apes which has yet been

found among the races of man.

Fig. 31.- Hat carved from wood and painted rod, white, and black.
Admiralty Archipelago,

Fio. 32. — Obsidi:i :(.,! ^11. Ill the Admiralty Archipelago.

Tattooing is coiiiiiion, and many liave a half-ciivlc burnt in tlie skin as :in additional

ornament. The members of the "Ciiallenger" expedition fomul thi' natives of Wild
Island very hos])itable, inviting tliein to llicir houses. Hut notwithstanding their

friendsliip, the f;kt that they are t'annibals is certain, for not only were numerous

liiinian l)oiies found in every house, but the natives, talking by signs, signified their

perfect willingness not only to eat each other but the Englisli as well. From the fact

that no graves or otlier modes of disposal of the dead were found, the conclusion
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was drawn that all were eaton. The natives were accustomed to strangers, for tlicy

had mother-of-pearl and tortoise-sliell ready for sale. In exchange for these commodities

they gladly took iron rings, bright cloths, and axes. Their canoes were mnch different

from tliose of the Pajiuans, being much larger and holding from ten to sixteen men.

Their only weapon was the si)ear, from five to seven feet in lengtli, tipped with a piece

of obsidian. In use it is grasped near the head, and then thrrnvn with great force and

jirecision. The only other implement worthy of note is a curved axe ma<le from a

shell. Though so near to Xew Guinea, it is clearly evident that the relationships with

that island are not very intimate. Of any .'ipjirdacli to civilization not a trace was fouml,

though their boats, houses, weapons, and ornaments show consideraljle artistic taste and

mechanical skill.

New Bkitaix Archipelago.

Tlie group of islands lying to the east and northeast of Xew Guinea, the largest of

which are New Britain, New Ireland, and New Hanover, are known by geographers as

the New Britain Archipelago. The inhabitants of these islands have been the suliject

of recent study, the "Gazelle" having visited them in 1875, while the English mission-

ary, George Brown, puMisluMl liis

account in 1880. - •
^ ^"^ ^*^

The inhabitants of New Han-

over are of middle size, reddish in

color, well-formed and sti'ong. The
forehead is retreating, the nose

broad and thick, and the crispy hair,

which grows in bunches, is usually

closely cropped. In New Ireland

the inhabitants are smaller

and weaker, and of a slightly

lighter shade. The New
Britain Islandei's are still

lighter, their hair is longer

and not so tightly frizzled,

while the body is poorly

proj)ortioned, and the mus-

cles but slightly developed.

The skulls are small and

high, and have an a\erage

capacity of about seventy-

five cubic inches. In char-

acter all of the natives of

this gr(mp are kind, gener-

ous, and cheerful, but on

New Hanover a thievish disposition lias been noticed, while the Xew Irdandi-rs an; sly

and timid. The N"cw Britain Islanders make the best im]iressiou, and from a more
frequent contact with civilized people have lost all titni<lity and reserve. Accoi-ding

to Mr. Brown, the missionary already referred to, there exists in the interior of the

island a race with a noticeable tail-like a|>pen(l.-ige, l)ut fnrtiier conlirniation is needed

before this stati'ment can be accepted.

.V

Fig. 3:5 -Native of Xow Brilain.
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Of their customs, Dr. Stiuler, who accompanied tlie " Gazelle," says that they have

fixed homes, pui'sue fishing and agricnltiire, are skilful wood-workers, warlike, treach-

erous, and cannibals, but on New Britain the women never indulge in human flesh.

The thick, crispy hair is colored with a yellow clay, and cut into steps or terraces.

They wear heavy ear ornaments, which draw the lobe of the ear down so that it some-

times touches the shoulder. They pierce the septum of the nose, and wear arm-bands

carved from sea-sliells. The most desirable objects of trade are empty bottles and red

cloth, and for the latter they will exchange even their weapons, which consist of spears,

bows and arrows. At the west of the group iron is unknown, but further to the east

iron was found in use by the natives. Stone axes and shell knives were the common
implements. In New Ireland there was found a temple on a high plain, with curiously

carved wooden masks. The language is musical, but wholly different from any of the

known New Guinea dialects. New Britain, which has possibly an immigrant popula-

tion,— a view which receives additional confirmation from the fact that the races of the

coast and of tlie interior are in constant wai-fare,—has made the greatest approach

toward civilization, yet even here cannibalism exists.

Of clothing little can be said, for little is worn. In New Britain there is absolutely

nothing to cover the body, while in New Hanover and New Ireland the bit of bark

which fastens the hair of the men can scarcely be considered as clothing. The women
on these two islands, however, wear an apron of red and yellow cord, or a kilt of simi-

larly colored bits of bark. In New Ireland a cloak of matting has been seen. Orna-

ment is much more in use than clothing, and in the adornment of the person the men

surpass the women. Necklaces and bands for the limbs and forehead are common,

while the hair is vai-iously bedecked. The usual material for these ornaments are

shells, the motherof-pearl being the most highly prized. In the pierced septum of the

nose a bit of polished shell or wood is carried. On festal occasions masks of wood,

curiously carved and of different sizes, are worn. These masks, however, are not worn

over the face, but on the head, the featui-es of the weai'er being concealed by a piece of

bark which depends from tlie mask, ])ierccd with holes for tlie eyes. There is another

and smaller mask, which frequently is held before the face with the hand. All of these

masks are representations of the human face, however caiicatiired. Tattooing is un-

known; but the use of clay and a red coloring substance (tannu) for painting the back,

breast, and especially the face, is very common. Betel-chewing, with its accompanying

discoloration of the teeth, occurs only in a part of the archipelago, principally on New
Ireland.

The workmanship of tliese islanders is of a higher grade— though it ah\ays takes a

fantastic course— than would be indicated by the articles in daily use, and is to bo found

in the highest perfection in the masks and the larger carvings, the composition of which

is trulv wonderful ; the faces of men or forms of aninials, however, are always distorted

or caricatured. The implements and tools are always of a rude charactci-, and no

m.'ittor how much they may be ornamented with carvings, feathers, paint, or shells, the

workmanship is always of an inferior grade. The most important iiii]ilement is a stone

axe with a crooked handle, but here and there iron blades are found whose origin is

unknown. That they are not native ])roduction is certain, though they are far inferior

to anything of P^uropean manufacture. Tlie domestic utensils are cups of cocoanuts,

with covers of the same, calabashes, and jilaited baskets. Three different musical in-

struments are found: Pnndean ]iii)es, of different sizes and a varying number of tubes;

Jew.s-liarps of bamboo, and drums of the same material. The only weapons are spears,
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clubs anil slinii's. Bows and arrows have not liecn fcjuml. Tlio jioints of the s))cars,

either bone or shell, are fastened with pieces of bark, ami the shafts are painted and

decorated with feathers. One club which is in freijuent use is armed with a bit of

stone stuck through it, while others have three sliar]i angles. On account of the searc-

city of game, hunting is not possible, and fishing affurds most of the food. Fish are

taken either with a spear or a net. Some of the nets are very interesting, as they

closely resemble our seines, the upper edge being sup]iorted liy wooden floats, the

lower weighted with stones. The boats of the different islands are constructed on dif-

ferent plans. That of New Ireland has the sides straight, in Xew Hanover the gun-

wales are cut away at the side, while on New Britain frequently two planks are used

in the construction, one on either side and the liow and stern are highly ornamented.

These boats are highly interesting, for they show the transition from the "dug-out" to

the vessel built up from timbers and jilanks. The only domestic animals are hens and

dogs, and the natives have to depend upi.>n the sea and the vegetable kingdom for

most of their nourishment. Taro (the roots of a species of Aria/i), yams, bananas, and

especially cocoanuts, are the principal food, and are eaten either raw, steamed, or

roasted. These ]ilants, as well as the highly-esteemed sugar-cane, .are cultivated with

a rude agriculture. Camiib.alism has already been mentioned, but 3Ir. Brown says that

this is the result of necessity, and does not follow from any love of human flesh.

Water and the milk of the cocoanut are the only drinks.

The houses are of wood, with a gabled roof of jialm leaves placed over a framework

of bamboo, which in New Ireland is frequently arched, while the overhanging eaves

form an open veranda. These houses are rectangular, and have an average size of

twelve by twenty or thirty feet. In New Britain the houses are narrower in jiropor-

tion and the smaller sides are rounded, wiiile the palm leaves of the roof are shaped

into two small steeples, on the top of which a bunch of reeds is fastened. A single

door serves for entrance, illumination, and ventilation.

Of religion, culture, and the like, scarcely anything can be said, our }iresent knowl.

edge being too deficient on all of these subjects. The so-called temples adorned with

masks may possibly jirove to be council-houses.

The word " Salick," it would appear, has an import similar to the "Tabu" of the

Polynesians, which we shall consider further on. Chiefs of ilifferent ranks, vested with

consideralile authority are found on New Britain, but have not elsewhere been observed.

Monogamy seems to be the rule but occasionally a man has more than one wife, while

marriage itself seems but a trade, the Ijrides being purchased.

The Solomox Islanders.

Continuing in our southeast course, we next meet the Solomon Islanders, the most

deceitful, false, and treacherous of the Melanesians. Ver)- recently (autumn of ISSO)

the captain and six men of H. M. S. "Sandfly" were nnirdered by them. Tliey ai'i'

undoubted Papuans, althoiigb much darker in color, while the thick crisjiy hair stands

far out from the head. There exist, however, marked differences between the inhaliit-

ants of the northern and southern islands, the prol)ability being that an invasion of

lighter-skinned Polynesians (the old and oft repeateil explauatiim of otherwise inexpli-

cable facts) has taken jflace, and modified the original stork. In the iiortii the skin is

lighter and the jihysical characteristics are of a higher order than in the south. In

their advance toward civilization they are ahead of the New Britain Islanders, and
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mciita!ly they stand near the head of the Melanesians ; but all accounts agree upon their

untrustworthy and bloodthirsty character.

Their food is principally vegetable, but they show not the slightest objection to an

animal diet, eating with the greatest gusto shell-fish, fish, and turtle, as well as the

animals of the islands,— pigs, poultry, and rats. From jireference they are anthropojiha-

gous, and eat strangers as well as the unfortunate in battle. Their ruling idea is every

stranger who touches their shores shall be killed and eaten as soon as possible. The

clothing is of the primitive character of all this region. A fringed girdle or a few

leaves form the sole dress of the men, while frequently the widows and married women
wear short kilts or petticoats, the maidens having no such dress. The hair of the

head is colored white, red, or yellow, but that On all other parts of the body is carefully

shaved. The use of the betel-nut has blackened their teeth, and this, with the face

striped with white and red, adds not a little to their wild appearance. In the southern

islands tattooing, especially of the back, is frequently seen, and on Isabel Island orna-

mental scars, produced by burning, are found. The ears are pierced, the nose bored,

and the arms are ornamented by bracelets carved from some large sea-shell. Other

adornments, made from shells and bones neatly carved and ornamented, are worn as

necklaces, etc.

The weapons of the Solomon Islanders are the finest examples of savage art to be

found in the South Seas, and are models of skill and patience. Bows and arrows here

reach the higliest develo]jment to be found among the Papuan races, the arrows being

usually poisoned by insertion in decomposing human flesh. The clubs, often, taking

the form of sabres, and the spears, with a great variety

of points, are highly worked. Some of the spears are

armed with bits of bone from the human arm, others

are tipped with pearly shells and ornamented witli

marquetry of mother-of-pearl, which is con-

fined to these islands. The Solomon Is-

landers plait shields from rushes so thick

and strong as to resist arrows and spears,

while they frequently serve

the purpose of umbrellas,

protecting their owners

against the sun and rain.

Naval architecture, if we
may apply that term to their

efforts in the boat-building

line, acquires a high devel-

opment among them. Their

canoes are built of planks and boards, carefully fastened together by cords. The stem

and stern are usually high and pointed, and the whole is elaborately carved. Besides

these the natives extensively use small wooden floats as an aid in swimming.

The dwellings are quadrangular in shape, and are built with ]iosts driven iiit(^ the

earth and supporting a roof thatched with grass or ]ialin leaves. While all of the houses

are ornamented, the greatest care is given to those of the chiefs, which are adorned

with can'ings, ])aint, and human skulls; and tlie common council-houses, which also

serve as temples, are ornamented to an even greater extent. The villages, often con-

taining a ])opulation of fifteen hundred or two thousand, occur in the interior as well

Fig. 34.— Section of boat with double out-rigger, from the Solomon Islands.
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as on the coast, and many of them are ijvotected by a vudv f<irtificatii)ii. Agriculture

is confined to the cultivation of yams, cocoa pahus, and bananas, and in many of the

islands is extensively followed. Fishing is carried on by means of nets and liooks and

lines, and also largely by night-spearing by torchlight

Intellectually the Solomon Islanders stand at the head of the Papuan i-aces ; they

readily learn European languages ; their musical capacity is A\ell developed, though

their instruments consist only of drums and conch shells. From the resin of the Taku-

maka ( Culop/ii/lluni) they make candles, which l)urn more brightly than our wax tapers,

and which form an article of barter with them. They ha\e also established a sjjecies of

money, made from shells, which is in common use throughout the wliole southern part

of the archipelago. They use iron, make earthen pottery, and are familiar with the

charms of tobacco.

Regarding their religion we know as little as of their jiolitical relations. Of the

latter we only know that the islanders are divided u]i into a numlier of distinct tribes,

under al.)Solute chiefs. War, which is waged to ol)taiii liuiiian flesh for IVmmI, and hu-

man skulls for decoration of the dwelliugs, is the normal condition of affairs. Tlie

men, as a rule, have two wives, who are usually kind and faithful, notwithstanding

their hard treatment. T!ie dead are usually ]>laced upon a high scaffold, beneath which

a trench is dug, which receives the bones after the flesh has disappeared. They have

a god, " Yona," who is blind and deaf, but priests are uid^nown, supplicants casting

their offerings into the sea. They make wooden idols, which are kept in the council-

houses, but which are seldom worshipped. Among the southern portions of the group

the Polynesian taboo is well known and practised. Both Roman Catholic and Pro-

testant missionaries have labored for several years among the Sol(JUu>n Islands, but

the proselytes, as yet, are very few.

QuEEx Chaelotte Islanders and 'Nhw Hebeideaxs.

Lying to the east of the southern extremity of the Soldmon Islands is the small

archi])elago of Queen Cliarlotte Islands, among which the best known is Vanikoro.

The New Hebrides lie to the southeast of the group just mentioned, and consist of

some forty or fifty small islands, of which Espiritu Santo, MaUicollo, Ajii, Sandwich,

and Ambrym are the most familiar. In these two groups is found a race, the darkest

of all the Papuans, and numbering, according to the latest estimates, about seventy

thousand individuals, showing every evidence of their Xew Guinean origin : the dark-

lirown, nearly black skin, the abundant cris]iy hair, the high, small skull, with its

prominent brows, the fleshy li]is, the somewhat .Jewish type of nose, the moderate

stature, and the dispro]jortionately slender lindis, are here found as in the larger island.

Tiie many dialects or languages are not so pure as on New Guinea, for the enterprising-

Malays liave everywhere left traces of their visits. On the New Hebrides occurred a

war of races; tlie jMalays had to yiehl, ami now they occupy only a few, and unim-

portant, islau<ls. It is interesting to see how sharp a line is drawn between the two

races. For instance. Sandwich Island is iuhabiteil by Paimans, but the two nearest

islands, Mele au<l Tila, are peo])led by Malays. The natives cif Aniwas, although

natives of New Guinea, speak a Polynesi.an dialect, most nearly allied to tlial of IJ.ara-

tonga, lint between them and the latter is the island of Tainui.

In physical characteristics much iliv('r>ilv is found. Tlie inliabitants of the soutli-

ern islands are far better deveioiieil than those of the northern. On Tanna they are
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more hanclsome, harcly, and lionorable than elsewhere. On A\n they are lean and ugly,

but large and somewluit ape-like ; while the natives of Mallicollo have retreating

foreheads, broad and flat noses, prominent lips, and thick, crispy, but not wooly, hair.

In variety of languages and dia-

lects no other portion of the earth of

equal size can compare with this, for

no less than twenty distinct tongues

occur. On Tanna, wliich is less than

twenty miles long, three are spoken

;

and the very small island of Mai
(Three Hills) has the same number.

In other islands of the grouj) the

same diversity is seen.

The food is largely vegetable, but

an esteemed delicacy is a large wood-
boring larva. The usual drinks are

water and coeoanut-milk, but on

Tanna the Polynesian kava is known.

On the coast cannibalism

^- has had its day, but it is

said that in the interior of

some of the islands the

bodies of those who fall in

battle are roasted \\ith a

dressing of yams. The flesh

of whites is not so highly

esteemed as that of the na-

tives, for it is tougher and

Salter.

The usual costume is

that provided by nature, but

a breech-covering of bark

or shells is not unconnnon.

Where there is nuicli con-

tact with whites, European

fabrics are commonly used,

bright cloths being sus-

pended around the hip. After marriage the women wear a garment made of cocoa-

nut fibre or bark. Ornamentation of the body by ]iaint is very common, but tattooing

occurs only on Vanua-Lava.

In the northern islands the hair is done up in great bunches, and colored with

chalk, ochre, or a yellow root ; on Tanna, Erromango, and some of the adjacent isles,

the colossal frisures of the true Papuans are found, and upon the flrst-named island

the beard is so dressed that it would seem as if the ancient Assyrians had served for

a model. The head is frequently ornamented with feathei-s, bits of sandal-wood,

flowers?, and birds' claws. This apj)lies only to the men, the women wearing the hair

close-cro|)ped. Ornameulation of the nose .also occurs, the perforated sejitum usually

sujiporting a bit of jtolished ebony or shell. The ears are similarly mutilated. Around

I'lG. S6. — Mative ot the is'ew Hebrides.
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the iit'ck oi- u]>ou the forehead is supported a shell or a liuiuau hone susjiended from

a cord of bark or hair, or sometimes the shell is replaced by a necklace of whale or

liuman teeth. One custom, which reminds us of the Australians, is the knocking out

of the two upper incisors of the widows.

The inhabitants of St. Bartholomew are without weapons, but the natives of all the

other islands are never without their arms. The bows are about six feet lonij,- ; the

arrows, which are aliout two-thirds that length, are usually pointed with stone or

lunnan bone, and are smeared with a vegetable }ioison. ]31(.)\v-guns are also used ; these

are made of rolled-u|i palm leaves, and their jioisoned darts are said to be effective at

from thirty to forty yards. Long spears, \\ii\\ barbed lieads, and often elaborately

carved shafts, are in use, and are thrown by a tlirowing-stick fastened to the little

finger of tlie right liand, very similar to, but smaller than the waniora of the Aus-

tralians.

For the more domestic avocations stone axes, three and four-pronged Ksh spears,

and well-made nets of cocoa fibres are emjiloye<l. Canoes are hollowed out from the

trunk of the bread-fruit tree. These in the Northern JMallicoIos are made large

enough for fifty or sixty, while in Api they are usually achijited for only four or

five. The bow is sharjiened and the interior is hollowed out by fire. An outrigger

is always found, and with these canoes the natives venture far out to sea with com-

parative safety. Short jinddles, placed vertically in the water, furnish the motive

power.

In tlioir architectural attainments the New Hebrideans have made no great ad-

vances. Their houses are built of jjosts and sticks, the roof being thatched with jialm

leaves, while the sides are enclosed with leaves, branches, etc., the front being more

elaborately constructed, and ornamented with paint and carvings. On some of the

islands, however, houses built entirely of wood are found, and occasionally the posts are

carved to represent the human figure, the hands being almost mvariably folded across the

breast. The interior is decorated after the usual fashion, with skulls and bones. A
l)ed of bark and leaves occupies a corner. The ordinary houses are small, but those of

the chiefs and the council-houses are much larger, sometimes reaching a length of nearly

a hundred feet, with a width of about thirty. In the council-houses are a numlier of

drums made of the trunks of plantains, the interior being hollowed out ami the thin

exterior forming the resonant portion. In a village usually as manv as a hundred

houses are gathered around tlie council-house.

The chiefs have Ijut little infiuence or authority, almost tlieir sole prerogative con-

sisting in the right to carry a sceptre, which also serves as a club. The occupations of

the men are about the same as have already been detailed in treating of other races;

the women attend to the cooking and the rude agriculture ,vlii<-li exists.

Weddings are occasions of great show an<l display. They are usually solemni/.ed

on tlie " warum" (the open place in front of the council-house). In the centre of this

square, which is forbiihlen to women and childi-en, is placed ;i large k:iva dish. Then,

with mvocr.tions to the deities and songs to the dejiarted, kava root, which h:is jire-

viously been chewed by boys, is mixed M'ith water in the bowl, and the resulting liquor

forms the fluid portion of the entertainment. Occasionally it is the good fortune of the

natives to have the body of an enemy to furnish the more solid portion of the feast

;

but in the absence of such a delicacy a ]>ig is killed and roasted, with a dressing <if yams.

After the feast a dance follows, the music lieiiig furnished by Pandean pipes an<l the

drums mentioned above.
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When an islander is taken sick, they sound the conch-shell through the wood in an

endeavor to make the " sickness causer " cease his magic. Should the patient recover,

well and good ; if he dies, the trumpet Avas blown too hard or not hard enough ; and

the body, enveloped in. a bit of bark, is buried, the face having pre\iously been ])ainted

red. On some of the islands, on the death of a chief his wives are killed so that they

may assist him in the other world. The good go to a beautiful land in the west, where

they have nothing to do except to smoke tobacco and to eat bread-fruit, yams, and

kava ; while murderers and other very bad individuals go to a land of continual hunger,

and where they must travel over sharp stones. Gods are numerous in the theology of

these islanders. They have divinities for every occupation, time, and place— as hunt-

ing, fishing, for rivers and springs, for seasons, and even for meal-times. The sun and

moon are also included in the list. The taboo, which is so universal among the Poly-

nesians, exists here with its full significance.

Loyalty Islanders and New Caledonians.

The inhabitants of the Loyalty Islands, niunbering from ten to fifteen thousand, are

of the Papuan type, much mixed with Polynesian blood. They are skilful sailors and

shrewd in trade. They speak English, and ai-e largely employed in British ships, al-

though the islands belong to France. They have largely accepted Christianity, there

being both Roman Catholic and Protestant missions in the group. On the large island

of New Caledonia, which is less thickly settled than are the Loyalty Islands, the con-

verts are much less numerous. The New Caledonians are much less pure Papuans

than are the Loyalty Islanders. In their language they are allied to the inhabitants of

New Guinea. Ethnically, according to F. Muller, tliey are largely Polynesian, as is in-

dicated by the existence of customs and a lighter skin. The New Caledonians are of a

chocolate or dark copper color, shading into a rusty black, with crisp but not woolly hair,

thick lips, large mouth, and bright, expressive eyes. The natives pride themselves on

their broad flat noses, which are compressed in infancy so as to increase this desirable

peeuliaritj-. The jaws are prognathous, the forehead high, narrow, and round. The

men are variously regarded ; Meinecke considei's them ugly, but Captain Tardy de

Montravel does not; but all agree that the A\omen (who age early) soon lose every trace

of l)eauty. The pojiulation is estimated at about seventy thousand.

Cajitain Cook pictures these islanders as mild, friendly, and gentle, but, on the other

haiiil, later observers consider them barbarous, although they have changed but little in

customs since Cook's time. One Frenchman, who spent fifteen years among them, says

that they are earnest, and seldom laugh, never lie nor steal, and in all respects con-

duct themselves quietly and decently.

In dress the New Calc'(lonians have nothing to boast, a leaf or a bit of bark forming

their sole garment. Like all Pa])uans, tlie liair is carefully cared for, and painted now
with red, now with white. Tattooing is extensively practised, and the women gen-

erally ornament themselves in this manner. They also pay more attention to dress, for

they wear a long and narrow fringed girdle suspended about the liijis. The cars are

bored. Simple as their dress is, tliey spend much time upon it, and in the neiglibor-

hood of the houses arc found troughs cut from the cocoa trunks, which the older trav-

ellers described as water-buckets, but which in reality are employed as mirrors. The

New Caledonian eats only vegetalile food; his ])igs and poultry ho kee]>s to trade with

ships. There is (or was recently) an exception to this statement, as human flesh is

highly esteemed.
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In tlic-ir battles with the French, as soon as they hean.l the report of a gun they fell

upon the earth, and as soon as the bullets whistled liy were up again striving to exas-

perate their enemies by the same unseemly ges-

tures that soldiers, the world over, employ in like

cases. Their weapons consist of slings of cocoa-

nut fibres, with which they throw egg-shaped

pointed missiles to a distance of four or five hun-

dred feet, and spears, which are thrown forty or

fifty paces by means of a throwing-stick, which

grasps the spear just behind the heavy point.

For hand-to-haud fighting they use weapons of

polished serpentine.

Like all the Papuan races, the New Caledo-

niaus are pjoor sailors when comjiared \\'ith the

Polynesians, never going out of sight of land in

their double pirogues. Their circular houses are

built by driving stakes in the ground and weaving

in a sort of wicker-work, the roof being a straw

thatch, and the whole, with its very small door,

strongly reminding one of the conventional bee-

hive. The huts are usually ornamented, as shown

in the cut, those of the chiefs some-

times being very elaborately carved,

and decorated with human skulls.

The manufactures are very few, and

of an inferior quality. Only a single

musical instrument is known, — a

flute a yard long, upon which the

natives execute a far better quality

of music than would be sujiposed

possible.

They also have a literature con-

sisting of fairy and ghost stories
"

and travellers' tales, and these ro-

mances have one pleasing characteristic,

they always "end well." They liave

numbers up to one hundred. Like all

people of a low stage of culture, they be-

lieve that sickness is a result of sorcery or

demons, and their remedies are influenced by this belief. Yet they employ one

agent of a possible therapeutic value: green bananas are boiled, and eaten when
very hot.

Woman's condition here, as elsewhere, is that of a slave. Polygamy is tjie rule,

but a man rarely has more than three or four wives. As among all ]i()lyganiic jieoples,

more females th.an males are born, and the iiuuicrous battles still furllur iurrease the

disproportion of the sexes. A Xew Cali'ddiiiiiii may marry any nrar Relative on the

father's, but not on the motiier's side; but a marriage of broilu'i- and sister is not

allowed. Scarcely a race on the earth leads as restricted a life :is tliis, for from birth

VOL. VI. —
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until (loatl), tlio imlixidiial but rarely leaves tlie narrow district of his tribe. His only

emjjloynient is an agriculture of the rudest sort.

Regarding the religious views of the New Caledonians, we can only say that Ba-

lansa declares that they' have not the slightest idea of a divinity. Leques, on the

contrary, maintains that they have a Goil, and that they believe in a futiu'e life. At

any i-ate, their religious and theological views are but poorly developed. In every

tribe there are men who are supposed to possess powers akin to those claimed by the

mediums of our own country, and who, when in a trance, carry on conversations with

the spirits of the departed. They describe their condition as essentially similar to that

existing upon the earth, except that they have an abundance of yams. The good are

rewarded, and the bad punished.

THE FIJIANS.

The last of the Papuan races to be described are the inhabitants of the Fiji Islands.

(Concerning the spelling of the name of

this group much diversity exists, Feegee,

Fiji, P^idschi, and Viti being employed.

The natives themselves say Ve'-te, the

accent being on the first syllable.) These

islands number more than two hundred,

of all sizes, of which hardly a half are in-

habited by more than one hundred thous-

au<l blacks. It is among these people

tliat the labors of missionaries have ac-

complished the most striking results, they

having largely accepted the customs of

civilized nations.

Regarding the position of the Fijians

in the systematic classification of the

races of mankind, there exists consider-

able diversity of opinion, but the weight

of authority seems to regard thorn as a

mixed race, with a large i>reponderauce

of the Papuan element, but in the con-

formation of the skull the Polynesian

t^•pe is strongly indicated, and the same

may be said of the language and myths.

The Fijians are handsome, slender,

and nniscular; on the average taller and

stronger than Euro])eans, but without

great extremes of stature. The counten-

ance is pleasing, the nose broad, the nos-

trils ojK'n, as in the Polynesians, the jaws

„ .,. „ , ., „... , , ^ stout, and but sliLjhtlv iirognathous, the
Fio. 30. —Boy from the Fiji Isluuds. '

%,
mouth large bi t not ugly. The eyes are

usually dark blue, the skin some shade of brown, varying rom chocolate to a reddish-
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brown, sometiuR'S lighter, sometimes darker. Tlie erisp lilack hair is frequently colored

red, the beard is well developed, and both usually turn gray with age.

The skulls are doliehoeej)halie, and liave a larger average capacity than those of

the other Papuan stocks, a fact which well agrees with their jiosition at the head of

the Melanesian races. Frcmi their frequent interi'ourse with tlie neighlioring Tongau
and Samoan groups, there occur many customs common to all, such as the drinking

of kava, the amputation of finger-joints as a sign of monrning for the dejjarted, tat-

tooing, the precedence of the brother before the son in the line of inheritance, the

descent of family through the mother, etc.

The language, an offshoot from the Polynesian, has as pleasing an effect as that of

the Maoris of New Zealand ; and the articulation of the Fijians leaves nothing to be

desu'ed. They use a pure lingual R, while among the Kanakas of the Hawaiian Islands

a guttural R prevails. Together with the Samoau Islanders, they jiossess a sibilant S,

which is lacking in all other Polynesian tongues, but Sh is not heard, shilling being

invariably pronounced " thilling." Another peculiarity is worthy of mention : d, g, k,

and m are almost invariably preceded by an n, and b by m,— e. g. Mhuhi, Nclala, ISTgaloa,

— strongly reminding us of some of the languages of "Western Africa. Many dialects

are found, possibly as many as the number of islands. Here, f(.)r the first time, we
meet with the beginning of a written language, and of printing as well, for the fabrics

of the Fijians are ornamented with designs, each designating the tribe and family, and

these are first engraved, and then reproduced by essentially the same process tliat these

letters are made to appear on the "white [japer.

The desire for ornament is strong, and reaches its greatest develo]:iment upon the

breast, which is covered with rings, necklaces, and the like. The use of shells as orna-

ment is far less common than upon New Guinea, whale's teeth taking their i.)lace.

Though the ears are perforated, ear-rings are seldom used, teeth or shells being

inserted in the holes, or, as is frequently the case, these large openings are filled with

tobacco leaves, the natives carrying their daily supply in these convenient receptacles.

Both kinds of tattooing are in vogue, but that which is produced by ])ricking in color

with needles is not so common as the welts which have been described in treating of

the Australians and the Papuans proper
;
yet warriors frequently have tlie face deco-

rated with red, white, and black figures, pricked in, in order to make themselves more
horrible. As a rule tattooing is more common with the women than the men, but

those parts which are thus ornaniented are usually covered with the scanty garments.

The weapons consist of spears, which are either simple pointed shafts or have barbs

fastened with cocoa fibre, throwing clubs, otlier cur\'ed clubs with an ornamented head
and sharp striking point, and lastly bows and arrows, the latter either simj)le pointed

or with four diverging tips. In the fabrication and carving of these weapons the

Fijians display the highest skill, far surpassing any similar work by the other

Melanesian s.

In point of intellect these islanders appeared to Dr. Biichner to bi' on an ecjual

with the (ierman peasants, but in appearance and behavior are far their superiors.

Their good-natured, friendly ways win every one who has passed beyond the pre-

judice excited by their color. In every respect these natives appear to Ik- the most

cheerful people imaginable.

Before the advent of missionaries the Fijians wore their hair, after the Papuan
fashion, in a large coil on the top of the head, and tliis style of head-dress had a utili-

tarian purpose, as it protected the wearer from the full weight of a blow from the
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clubs so extensively used in the fre-

quent quarrels of the tribes. Until

the age of ten the children went en-

tirely naked, and after that date a

bark cloth, " malo," was worn around

the hips by the men. The women
wore the hair short, and their sole

garment was the "liku," a petticoat

of rushes strung on a string of cocoa-

nut fibre. Since the missionaries have
come among them the liku and malo
have given way to cotton cloth, worn
in a similar manner, and when attend-

ing church the women add a pinafore

to their raiment. Yet, though going

nearly naked, a kind of modesty is

found among them. Their dwellings are of

various shapes, a low quadrangular form pre\ail-

ing. They are constructed of palm leaves, canes,

etc., woven into a framework of wood ; tlie roofs

are regular gables, and the eaves project a yard

beyond the walls. The doors are so low that one

must go down on all-fours to get in, and a small

palisade keeps out the swine, which roam at large

through the village. The floor is covered with

mats, laid over ferns, so that it serves at once

as carpet and bed, and is kept scrupulously clean.

On this floor the native sleeps, his head su|>ported

by a pillow, which is made of a bit of bamboo
sujiported on four legs. In every hut are found

drinking \essels made from cocoanuts, and usually

two or more of these arc fastened to a cord, wliicli

is passed around the neck, like a kind of neck-

yoke, when bringing water from the nearest

spring. A fireplace occupies one corner of the

single room, and in it are kept the pots in which

everything is cooked. This brief list, — mats,

kettles, pillows, and drinking vessels,— includes all

the movables in the majority of the houses, and

in those of the jxxir even the mats are wanting.

The diet is largely vegetable, taro and yams,

kumala, bananas, and bread-fruit forming the bulk.

Poultry and ]>igs abound, but tliey are eaten only

on special occasions, but tjie sea furnislies a daily

su]i|)ly of fish, an<l an occasional turtle. Doves

and jiarrots are |ilcnty, but arc never eaten.

Knives, forks, and s])oi)ns are ncit used, though in the old cannibalistic days a wooden

fork was in use, but this was regarded as sacred, and only ust'd Uw lutman tlcsh.

Fig. 37.— Fijian clubs ami Hin.':irs, ;\iili Migar-
cane and brancliL-H of Ibc bread-fruit tree
{Artocarpus inctaa).
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This brings us to the subject of antliroiioplmgy, and the Fijians are celeoraicd as

having been the worst cannil)als known, but there exists strong reasons for a belief that

t.lie accounts of their propensities and desires in tliis direction have been exaggerated

by interested parties. Some estimate the individuals of the cainiibal tribes as liigh as

twenty thousand, but others, with more probability, at only five thousand. Among
them the same preferences for certain j)ortions of the body were found, as among almost

all other cannil)als, the heart, thighs, and upper arm being esteemed as especial delica-

cies. Since the missionaries began their work this pi-actice has become entirely extinct,

but in 1851 the inhabitants of Namena had a grand feast, no less than fifty human

bodies being roasted and eaten at one time.

In the house of every chief (and of some of the white settlers as well) a kava bowl

is always found. Kava is a drink common to all Polynesian races, including even that

distant offshoot, the Maoris of New Zealand, and from the Polynesians the Fijians

have undoubtedly learned the method of its lu-ejaaration and its charms as a beverage.

Kava, which is known to these islanders as " yankona," is prepared by chewing the roots

of a sjiecies of pepper (Piper ?nethi/stic>ii)i), and then mixing the chewed roots with

water. It is commonly supposed that a fermentive process is involved, but this is an

error. Fermentation requires the la]ise of a certain amount of time, but the kava,

which is usually made in the evening, is drank as soon as it is prepared. Tlie duty of

chewing the roots devolves upon the l)oys ami younger men, while the elders and the

cliiefs alone are allowed to jiartake of it. The cliewed portions are taken from the

mouth with the fingers, jilaeed in the bowl, witli an abundance of water, and the whole

is then vigorously stirred and then strained. The resulting liquid resembles strong tea

with a small quantity of milk, and tastes like soapsuds mixed with tannin. Keliable

accounts of the effect of kava are wanting, and most ethnologists arc inclined to re-

gard the statements that it produces inflammation of the eyes, skin diseases, and lame-

ness, as combining a certain amount of the fabulous. Kava is nut an intoxicating

drink, but rather an infusion like our tea. To European jialates kava is at first very

disagreeable, but soon an appetite for it is developed. Tobacco is used by old and

young.

Polygamy was the rule among the Fijians before the advent of Chri.stianity, and

the marriage laws were even more strict than those of the Jewish dispensation.

Tlie industries of the Fijians are well developed. Prominent among them is the

manufacture of " masi," a fabric made from the bark of trees, which is ])rinte(l with

various ornamental patterns, in the manner referred to on a preceding page. The women
make the beautiful mats which play such a prominent ])art in tlie domestic economy.

Tlie ]iottery is well made, the glazing on the surface being produced l)y rubbing with

the resin of tlie kauri jiine (Deinindra) wliile the vessel is liot. The vessels are double

pirogues, with a deck connecting the two canoes, and are managed with a sail and oars.

Hatchways give entrance to the small cabins in the canoes, while a larger cabin occii-

j)ies the after-part of the deck, and <in t"]i of this the cajjtain stands and gives his

orders to the crew.

Branchi's observations of their metlmd (if exciiaiiLje jiossess a certain iiilercsf. .Vt

the time of his visit they were in the transition stage between barter and a true pur-

cliase and sale. The value of money had Iieen imjiressed upon tliem, and tliey appre-

ciated it so much that they preferred it to .-iiiy other medium of exchange, luit they did

not know how to distinguish between the different coins, but tried to estimate thi'ir

relative values by a comparison of their size. "Wlienever I wished to make a new
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purdinsc, the merchant first conijiared tlie ])ioce of silver wliich I offered him Avith one

which I liad previously given one of his companions. Were the size the same, it was a

trade, without regard to the value of the goods concerned. If it were smaller no bar-

gain was possible. This compelled me to lie imfair in some cases when valuable things

were offered ine ; willingly I offered the proj)er price for the wares, but it was rejected,

and a smaller amount taken. I had to pay the same price for every purchase. Soon

the number of small coins that I paid out astonished these good islanders, who formed

a very exaggerated idea of my wealth. But this was not surprising, for before my

amval the only coin in the village was an English shilling, obtained from a missionary,

which was brought to me to see if it had any v.alue. As soon as I had told them, the

question arose, how many such coins did I possess. At first I hesitated, but at length

I showed them the contents of my ])urse, which held some twenty or twenty-five shil-

lings. Never in my life have I heard so many and such varied expressions of astonish-

ment and wonder as those which the vision of so much wealth drew from these simple

Viti-islanders."

In early times wiicn a man liccanic old and feeble, as on New Caledonia, he was
killed, and his wives furnished a funeral offering. Their bodies were called the straw

for his gi'ave. Pet)])le who were alHicted with a lingering illness were strangled by

their nearest relatives. With the .advent of Christianity these heathen customs natu-

rally disap]ieared.

One P^ijian village is but the counterpart of every other one; everywhere are tlie
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same rude huts, irregularly arranged, and half hidden behind small clumps of trees.

In the centre is the somewhat larger and more carefully built Christian church, called

"hale ni loma" (house of faith). Usually this is whitewashed, and thus is far more

prominent than the dwellings. On a nearer approach another feature strikes the eye.

The gables of the church are ornamented with strings of white shells ( Ondum ovum),

which formerly were the insignia of the chiefs, but whicli now proclaim the supremacy

of the church. Before each church are two bells or drums (the latter made of hollowed

tree trunks), one with a high, the other with a deeper tone, and their music it is that

calls the converts to the service of God, where we will leave them.

Fig, 3S«.— Papuan stamp for ornamenting pottery.
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THE MICRONESIANS.

Micronesia maybe divided into three great arcliijielagos,— the Mulgrave to the

east, the Carolines on the west, and the Ladrones or Marian Islands to the north. The
Mnlgrave Archipelago is formed of two small groups,— the Gilbert or Ivingsmill and the

Marshall Islands. Xorth of the Ladrones are a number of small islands, Bonin being

the best known. The inhabitants of these islands are divided by the German anthro-

pologist, Gerland, into two great stocks, the eastern extending over the Carolines, Mar-

sliall, and Ivingsmill groups, the western confined to the Ladrones or Marian Islands.

These Marian Islanders are the more advanced of the two, and from their nearness to

the Philippines may jjossibly have received a later immigration. In social and mental

characteristics both stocks are very similar, and also agi-ee very well with the Poly-

nesians. There is no reason for regarding the Micronesians as a distinct type, but

they are rather to be regarded as a mixture of Papuans and Polynesian people, the

latter element predominating.

In these islands there is a considerable variation in the form of skull, varying from

dolichocephalic, reaching its culmination on Ponape, the most eastern of the Carolines,

to the brachycephalic skulls of the western islands of Yap and Pelew. Thus we should

conclude that on the Gilbert Islands we had the closest ajiproach to the Papuan tji^e,

while on the Carolines the Malay influence was visible,

a sujjposition which is confirmed by weapons, customs,

and clothes. In the other physical characters a similar

variation is seen, some being of a yellowish cast, some of

a cojjper-red, and others of a dark brown ; and even on

the same group considerable variation is seen. The hair

is long and black, sometimes straight and sometimes .show-

ing a tendency toward the crispiness of the pure Papuan.

On the Carolines the growth of beard is heavy, the whole

face, even the forehead, being hairy, and IMiklucho-

Macleay saw three girls on this group who exhibited this

peculiarity. The shape of the nose is frequently diffi-

cult to arrive at, from the habit, which is rather preva-

lent, of crushinn- this feature in infants less than a month

old ; a Jewish type is, however, frequently seen, remind-

ing us of the natives of New Guinea. The body is gener-

ally well formed, though in some islands {e. <j. Ivota) the

legs are short and the muscles poorly developed. ^lany

of the women are really beautiful, the large black eyes, shaded with heavy eyelashes,

adding consideral)ly to the effect.

The inhabitants of the Mulgrave Archipelago show the greatest resemblance to

those of the eastern Carolines, but their color is a darker cop]>er-brown, ajiproaching

that of the Polynesian. On the Marshall Islands occur two well-marked forms. The
families of the chiefs are better formed, better looking, and more intelligent than the

majority, who are small, weak, and early begin to show the effects of age. The beard

is sparse, and is frequently wholly absent from the cheeks.

Throughout the whole South Seas we find the natives divided in aristocrats and ple-

beians, the former hohling their higher ])lace from their superior physical and mental

Fio. 3'J. — I'ure i\licruiii^siaii face.
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attainments. This aristocracy presents a so nuicli better njijiearanee tliat the older voy-

agers were accustomed to regard it as a distinct race, but in reahty the better nuurish-

ment and better cnre which results from this superiority perpetuates here, as elsewhere,

a better type of manhood. Among all these S(.nit]i Sea Islanders the common method

of greeting is by rubbing noses; and this custom is found anmng Fa] man as well as

Polynesian stocks; but this is not, as is commonly supposed, a meaningless ceremony,

but a last trace of an animal habit of primitive man, fur the two at such times smell oi

each otlier, and breathe

each other's breath, ex-

actly like two apes ; and

in each tribe where this

jiractice is found the word

which means greet signi-

fies smell as well. The

custom which also prevails

of anointing the body with

rancid oil does not render

this form of salutation

agreeable to Eurojjeans.

In character, the Mi-

cronesians, as a rule, are

far from nnitleasant, the

Caroline Islanders, for ex-

ample, being pictured as,

without doubt, one of the

best-natured and free-

hearted people of the Pa-

cific Ocean. Yet this will

not npply to all, for the

inhabitants of the Gilbert

gronji are reputed to be

malicious, and to the high-

est degree inhospitable,

usually putting strangers

to death,— a massacre of ,'

foreigners having taken

place, by command of the

rulers, in 1878. Although

brave and courageous, the Micronesians are not a warlike race, the Gilbert Islandi'rs

being the most so. Yet even there war seldom degenerates to cruelty, and the practice

of true cannibalism cannot be laid at tlu-ir door ; for although a Gilbert Islander may eat

a portion of the enemy killed in battle, he does so, not from a love of human tlcsli, but

from an idea of revenge. The Pelew Islanders are usually consiilered as cannil)als, yet

Carl Semper denies this, and instances of aiithro]iophagy among the ^licronesians are ex-

tremely rare. Clieerfulncss and light-heartedness as well as laziness are the further trails

of these iieojile, to which is added a certain slyness, combined with a highly-dexehiped

mental ability and manual skill. Although honest among themselves, they do not bring

tliis trait consiiicuously to the front in their dealings with Euroiieans, and the Ladn>nes

Fig. 41). — Y'oung \Yarrior from the Lailroiies.
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receive their name (Thieves Islands) from the experiences of the discoverer, the cele-

brated Magellan. In fact, the rule laid down by Captain Cook that all light-colored

South Sea Islanders thoroughly enjoy stealing, but the dark-skinned races are honest,

has a gi-eat deal of truth for its foundation.

It seems probable, for many reasons, that the Micronesians are a degenerate race.

On many of the islands, for example Ponape, among the Carolines and Tiiiian of the

Ladrones there exist ruins, whose origin is as yet problematical. These structures

were built of volcanic rocks, mostly basalt and lava, and are examples of cyclopean

architecture,— large blocks of stone piled together without regard to size, appearance,

or regular joints. Similar ruins are found, not only throughout Micronesia, but in

Melanesia and Polynesia as well, and Dr. Krause thinks it probable that they are to be

ascribed to the ancestors of the present Polynesians. In the Pelew Islands Carl

Semper foimd traces of an artistic skill, which has now passed away. With this decay

of art and architecture there seems also to have been a decrease in the numbers of the

inhabitants, and a still more marked degeneration of body and physical charac-

teristics.

The foods of the Micronesians are few. The vegetable world furnishes cocoanuts,

bread-fruit, rice, flour from the bulbs of the Taro {Arum esculentum), arrow-root, and

here and there bananas and sugar-cane. These, with fish, form the usual diet.

Animal food consists of shell-fish, turtles, crabs, and sea^fowl, and very rarely poultry.

The Caroline Islanders have also pigs and goats, but prize even higher than these the

flesh of dogs ; while in the eastern and central portions of Micronesia vermin of all

sorts is eaten. Salt is unknown, although sea-water is used for seasoning. All meats

and fish are cooked, either broiled, roasted in the hot ashes, or stewed in pots placed

before the fire. In their cooking, as in their eating, they are extremely neat and

cleanly. The universal drinks are water and cocoanut milk. Spirituous liquors were

formerly unknown, though they have since been introduced by Europeans. Kava, the

universal drink in some jwrtions of the South Sea, is only found on two groups.

Tobacco is universally used by both sexes, from the early age of five or six ; betel

only in Pelew, Yap, and the adjacent islands.

The clothing is largely of European origin, though it is not very extensive. Of

domestic manufacture we find the girdles of bark susjiendcd from the hips, and among

the women longer skirts of matting. On many islands the men go entirely naked,

only on special occasions decking themselves out in Spanish finery, bright colors being

the most prevalent. The hair is worn as nowhere else in Oeeanica, either hanging

down upon the shoulders or tied up in a bunch on the top of the head. It is well

oiled, and decorated with feathers, flowers, teeth, and all sorts of things. The Mul-

grave Islanders never shave the heard, but the inhabitants of the Carolines carefully

cut all tlie hair from the face. The lobes of the ear of the Ladrones are always orna-

mented or, better, disfigured after the usual custom. Arm, neck, and ankle bands are

common, and the custom of tattooing is found among the Mulgrave and Caroline

Islanders, but is at least very rare among the Ladrt)nes. The face is very rarely tat-

tooed, and even less frequently among the women than among the men.

In the Marsliall Islands the dwellings arc miserable huts, covered with pandan

leaves, and so low that they can only be entered by creeping. Those of the chiefs are

somewhat better, but are of the same general character. Aroinid these latter are

smaller huts for the wives. In the Carolines we find better habitations, which, on the

whole, resemble those of the Polynesians, but varying in character in the different
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islands, tliough the quailraiiL;'iil;ir shape jirevails. The houses of the old Chainorro

amono- the Ladrones are described in the highest terms, as far surpassing anything to

be found in any other portion of the Pacific Ocean. They are made of woo<l, and

are supported on low posts. The roof is thatched with palm leaves. The kitchen

is always separate from the house proper, as is also the case in the Mai'shall Islands.

Agriculture has a varying status among the Micronesiaus. In the Mulgraves and

the Caroline's it has acquired considerable development ; elsewhere it is slighted. In

fishing, the natives have acquired considerable skill,— using nets, hooks, and lines, and

fish-spears. The fishing-boats are small and simjile, but they have other vessels, the

flying proas being the most promint'nt. Tliese are large vessels, with high prow and

stern, both ends being alike, so that it is not necessary to turn around. Frequently

one side is flat and the other convex, while as frequently both sides are rounded.

From one side extends the outrig<;-er, which gives staliility to the whole, while (ju the

deck of the boat proper is the cabin, in which the goods and provisions are kept. A
large mast supports a three-cornered sail, while a sort of helm is in use. Anchors are

not employed, and when the boat is not in use it is hauled ujum tlie I)each. Among
the Ladrones this type of boat is very seldom seen, l.nit in its place short, liroad, and
clumsy row-boats are found. The Marshall Islanders and the inliabitants of tlie

western Carolines are the Ijcst sailors in the whole Pacific, far surixissing any of the

pure Polynesians in their nautical attainments. Every year large flotillas start out on

trading exjieditious, guided by the stars, for tlio compass is unknown. The Marshall

Islanders construct a sort of chart from sticks and stones, the courses and distances

being marked by strings. In recent years a change has been produced. No longer

do the Micronesiaus willingly go to sea in their native boats, but they by preference

pay their fare, and take jiassage in some Europiean vessel. Their boats are esj)ecially

interesting from the fact that they were constructed without models, without plans,

and without tools other than a stone axe, and stone-or shell chisels. Of late Euro|)ean

implements have become common. The women show considerable skill and taste in

the mats which they plait from ]ialin nr pandanus leaves or other material, whih> the

men make ropes and cords fmni the fibre of the cocoanut. A cloth is made (ju all the

islands, jirineipally, but not wholly, fi-om banana fibre or Manila hemp. Bowls, cups,

and the like, which are used in domestic life, are made of cocoanut shells, wood, sea-

shells, etc. Plaited baskets of grass or leaves are common, and on the Pelews a, burnt

but unglazed pottery is manufactured.

The native weajions are in-inci)ially spears, which are I'ither sim])ly jxiinted or

barbell, or armed witli shark's teeth. In the Marshall Islands these spears are long

and large, l)ut in the Gilbert and Caroline j\.rchi]ielagos they are small, and armed
with the spines of a sting ray. In Ya]) they are thrown with tlie aid of a bit of liamboo,

in the same manner that we have already desci'ibcd in treating of the Australians (p. ?,•!).

Heavy wooden clubs and slings of cocoa-fibre are used in the Jlulgrave and Caroline

Islands, and on the Gilberts occiu-s a sort of wooden sword, the two edges of which are

armed with shark's teeth, making a frightful ucajioii. In the same islands a coat-like

armor or corslet, woven from cocoa-fibre, and supplemented with a helmet of fish-skin,

completes the armament. Usually from the back of this coat-of-mail a stiff jiorlion

extends above the head, the object of whicii is to protect the men tl^lii in<4 in tlie front

ranks from being injured by misdirected missiles thrown l>y the women and children

in tlie rear.

We do not yet know enough of the Micronesiaus to give a complete and well-
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rounded account of their social and tribal relations as a whole, but of certain islands

we are very well informed. Possibly the most is known of the Pelew Islands, thanks

to the labors of Professor Semper ; and then, in order, the Carolines and the Ebon Isles,

and lastly the Marshall Islands. On the Marshall Islands the social relations are

simplest. There e.xist four classes or castes. First, the "kajur;" second, the

" leadagedag," whom the kajur must serve and obey; third, the "budag," composed
of the sons and brothers of the king ; and fourth and last, the " irod," or king. Many
strict laws govern the relations of tliese social classes. In the case of the death of

a king the succession does not go direct to his son, but to his younger brother (if he

Fig. 41. — Jlarian IslanJer.

has any), who must also take the wives of the departed ruler. Polygamy is the rule,

the kajur alone being restricted to oneAvife; the others are usually contented with

two or three. In the Jlulgravcs the women are highly esteemed, and frequently have

great influence. Their duties are those of the house, and the slavery and servility

found on other South Sea Islands is lacking here. On all of the islands of the Marshall

and Caroline grouj)s the starting-])oint of the social structure is the same,— the name and

family follow the female line. The island of Yap forms tlie sole exce]>tion, but even

here traces of tliis custom are not lacking. The line of descent follows the mother's

blood, and the honors and title of chief descend to the brother rather tlian to the son

of the father. In the ]\Iortlock Islands tliis family condition is the li'ast modified, and

th(; union of families into jjolitical confederations is least marked. A brother or sister
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is kuowu among the Mortlock Islanders as " piii," and the same term is enlarged to

incluile all relatives on the mother's side, but not on the father's. This system of

relationshiij is carried out to its farthest extent, regulating the tribes in all their con-

cerns, and also declaring what wars may be allowed.

In all the group the oldest woman of each tribe has as much infltieuce as the male

head or chief, but the relative positions of the other women differ in the various islands

of the Carolines. In the Pelews, besides the oldest woman, the queen of the women,

there are a number of female chiefs who have great uifluence in the deliberations of the

tribe. The political head is the oldest man of the oldest family, and bears the name
" Somol." When he dies the succession goes to his brother, or, in default of such

relative, to the next of kin. When the oldest family dies out, the office descends to tlio

family next in age. In like manner the same succession exists among the villages, each

in turn becoming the seat of tribal government. The members of each tribe ha^e a

parcel of land, which is divided into smaller holdings, each individual having his own

settlement; each of these settlements is called "key," and with the land belonging

thereto " bey." The tribe is also divided in bey, each division having its own male somol

as a rejM-esentative. The constitution of the key— a large house, " fel," wherein the

head of the village lives with the men, surrounded by small houses inhabited bj- the

women and their husliands (who do not belong to the tribe)'— is a visible impress of

the tribal rule that the two sexes are to be regarded as brothers aiul sisters. The key

is not a village in which the men and women occupy the houses in common, but the

men and women of the tribe are strictly separated. A brother and a sister never

occu])y the same house; the son always sleeps in the fel, the daughter in an " im," one

of the smaller houses. The results of these social relations are many and interesting.

As was seen al)ove, a man must go outside his tribe for his wife, and when married he

must live with the tribe to which his wife belongs, though he does not become a

member of it. The second wife must always be taken from the same tribe as the first.

Regarding the first wife there are no restrictions. The young man goes from one

village to another xuitil he finds the woman of his choice, when, without long and

tedious courtship, the twain are made one. Another result is that a man may not say

the least thing against any woman in the presence of any member of her tribe : and this

is carried so far that a father cannot com])lain to the mother of any short^comings or

misdeeds of a daughter. An infraction of this law is regarded as a capital offence.

One occasionally sees it stated that the "tabu" or "taboo," — a semi-religious

interdict which protects man, animals, land, and other possessions from approach or

use— is exclusively a Polynesian custom. This is not so. We have already men-

tioned its presence, tliuugh under a mudified name, anmng the Fijiaus and the inhabit-

ants of the New Hebrides. It likewise has an extensive distribution in Micronesia,

cs]iecially in the Pelew and Caroline grou])S, where the names, "blul" and "puauu"'

are applied to it. In the Mortlock Islands, besides his ]iower over tlie tribes, the chief

has the right to place the land under ])uauu, the result of which is that no one dare eat

the products of the forbidden laud. The reasons for which the chief can jironounce the

puauu are many, and at no time is it an autocratic exercise of power. Ordinarily the

interdict affects only the cocoa-palms, and usually excepts those standing around

the houses. Such a puaun is usually pronounced eacli year at bread-fruit time, and is

an economical measure. Without the forl)iddance the natives would eat the nuts and

negU'ct the bread-fruit, and the result would ln' that at the time of the north winds

starvation would be iniiiiiucut. But during the three or four monliis of the interdict
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the natives gather enough nuts to tide them over the time of scarcity. Another occa-

sion for the pronunciation of the puauu is the death of a member of the tribe, or even

occasionally one who does not belong to it. Such a moui-niug puauu lasts for a longer

or shorter time, and may extend to the whole island or he contiued to a small portion

of it. The interdict bears the name of the departed, and during its force all nuts

collected go to the relatives. Other forms of this taboo exist.

Though the power of the chiefs is gi-eat, it at no time extends to life and death.

They derive their greatest influence through their religious jiractices. Among the

Mortlock Islanders the spirits of their ancestors are the gods, " Anu," and naturally

the gods of the chief hey become the chief divinities. These principal divinities care

for and protect the chiefs and avenge every wi-ong done them.

Not less peculiar are the political and social relations of the Eastern Carolines,

especially on the Pelew Islands. There one soon leams the force of the word " mugul,"

and its opposite, "tokoi." The former means bad, the latter good custom. Slugul

is also the expression for anything contrary to the conventional morality of the Islands.

The Pelews are also divided up into a number of small states, several frequently

existing on one and the same island. In the state of Aibukit, on Bathethaub, there

are two kings, "Mad" and "Krei." Mad is the king proper, and Krei acts as

commander-in-chief and major-domo. Each of these rulers occupies a large house,

surrounded by his followers, the nobiUty proper, united into large clubs or clobbergoell.

Each sepai-ate rank in society likewise forms its own clobbergoell. In each of these

the members have their own work to ])erform, — some being the soldiers, others the

fishermen, and still others the housebuilders, etc. At the fifth or sixth year of age the

boys are compelled to enter one of these clobbergoell ; but, as each club is allowed to

have only so many members, transfers are frequent, and in a life of ordinary duration a

man will belong to at least three or four. The women also form similar associations,

the points of difference being smaU.

In the Pelew Islands the line of succession is slightly varied. It still follows the female

side, but it is the male children of the ruler's sisters who are called to tlie tlirone. Here

each village constitutes a state, the ruler of which always bears a title distinct from

that found in any neighboring state. The usual badge of nobility is the first neck

vertebriE of the dugong. It can be bestowed by the king alone, and he also has the

power to take it away in certain cases. The putting on of the badge is always a cruel

operation ; by force the hand is pulled tlirough tlie narrow hole in the bone, wliich is

then jjushed up to the shoulder. The skin is always torn off in the oijeration, while

the loss of a finger is no uncommon circumstance.

In the IMarshall Islands battles are very frequent, and usually have their origin in

one party burning the houses or stealing the cocoaimts of the other. But these fights

are rarely bloody. One party, usually the weaker, fortifies a ]ilace M'ith a thick stone

wall, which is armed with old and useless cannon. In the interior are the huts con-

taining the families and worldly possessions. Tlie warriors are oiled from head to foot,

wear feathers and bits of lirightly-colored pa]ier in tlieir hair, and wreaths and strings

of shells about their waists and shoulders. Thus attired they stalk majestically around

among the houses. Armed with flint-locks, with here and there better gims, the

attacking party advances, burning much jiowdcr, but doing no serious dam.age. Three

or four deaths is about the average for a month's siege. At last either the attacking

party becomes tired out or the beleagured army is starved out, and the war comes

to an end
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Dance and song are the favorite amusements of the Microncsians. The dance

consists in a movement to the time of a monotonous song. Usually the motion is

confined to the upper portion of the body, wliile tlie feet :iud legs remain stationary.

In the Pelew Islands there ai-e very numerous forms of dance, those of the men being-

different from those of the women.

The religious condition of the Microncsians is very like that existing in Polynesia,

but with this difference, that an utter disregard of human life is lacking. They have

a superior, universal, and a lower assortment of gods, liut the latter, who are deified

ancestors, alone receive any worship. The true religion of all Micronesia is the wdi-shiji

of ancestors. Katurally these gods have <lifferent names in tlie different islands. In

the Pelew group "Kalid" plays an imi)ortant rule, and, according to Professor Semper,

is identical with the Totem of the Xorth American Indians. Every native has liis own

kaUd,— usTially an heirloom from liis ancestors. A native said to Professor Semper that

"we call kalid anything that lives iu the sea or in fresh water, and also all beasts of

which we are afraid; and we believe that dur ancestors li\e in tliem." Idols, ])ictnres

of gods, and temples are almost entirely absent, and worship consists of jic^titions,

together with offerings of food and flowers. A lielief in sorcerj', in the taboo, and in a.

future life in another world are universal. The disposition of the dead varies greatly.

In the Gilbert Islands the body is washed, clothed, and oiled, and then exposed in the

open air until the flesh has all disappeared, when the Ijones are luiried. In the Marshall

Islands after two days the Ijody is envelojied in mats, and then cast into the sea. The

Caroline Islanders combine the two. The rich are treated in the first manner, while

the poor are disposed of as in the Marshall Islands, only the body is ])l;iced on a lioard

or iu a small boat. Priests are found on all the islands, and a form of divination liy

means of oracles exists. For the last two centuries the Ladrones have been nominally

converts to Roman Catholicism, ami in some places the missionaries of the English

Church have obtained a foothold ; but according to Ilei-nsheim, who spent much tune

among them, their Christianity is all on the outside. Many have learned to read, and,

having ascertained that in the United States wages amount to two or three dollars a day,

they therefore demand a dollar a day, although five of them are not the physical e(|ual

of an European.
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THE POLYXESIAXS.

The liiiht-skinned Polynesians occupj- the whole

eastern portion of the Isles of the Pacific, standing,

as we have seen, in the closest relations to the Micro-

nesian Islanders. The principal groujis of islands

embraced in Polynesia are the Samoan (Xavigators'),

Tonga (Friendly), Ellice, Union, Karatonga (Cook's),

Tupuai (Austral), Tahiti (Society), Paumotu

(Low) Mangareva, Markesas Islands, and

Easter Island away to the east, the Hawaiian

(Sandwich) Islands to the north, and New
Zealand to the south. These two last-men-

tioned groups can best bo considered under

se]>arate lieads, but the rest of the Polynesians

will be united in one common sketch.

According to most observers, the Poly-

nesians esteem personal beauty as the most

important cliaracteristic of man; and ac-

cording to all accounts, from Ca])taiu Cook's

down to the i)resent time, the Polynesians

are pictured as handsome, well built, tall,

strong, and muscular, and far above any of

the Pa])uan races in their progress toward

civilization. They furnish one of the many
proofs of a noteworthy fact,— that a capacity

for civilization seems to increase with the

fairness of complexion and beauty of form.

According to Dr. Krause's researches on the

f the Polynesians, the tyjic is purest on the Tonga, and perhaps on the neigh-

EUice and Ilervey Islands, where are found beautiful brachvcei)halic skulls,

6

Fig. 42. — I Jeal Polynesian type. .Maikesan tattoo

ing.

skulls <

borin"'
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presenting the strongest contrast to tlic (li)lichiice[ih.'ilous forms found on New
Ciuinea. In the capaeity of the skulls a like difference exists, tlie Pi.ilynesian liaving

an average of 1,481 cubic centimetres, while the average Papuan's measures but 1,'JS3

cubic centimetres. We place in contrast skulls of the Polynesian and Papuan races,

Figs. 43 ami +4. — Skull of a. Kanak.-i, Hawaiian Islands.

and altliounh tliat of the former is taken from a Hawaiian Kanaka, and does not illus-

trate the tyjie in its purity and perfection, the differences are certainly striking

enough.

It woiiM ;iiipi'ar tliat most of the South Se.'i Islands were originally ])eopled with a

Figs. 45 and 4G. —Skull nt a Papuan woman from New Guinea.

dark, long-skulled race, and tliat the lighler-skinned Polynesians have spread from Tmiua
and the Samoan Islands as a centre. On some of the islands the evidence of JMalay

invasions is very apparent, and the ruling classes, the nobility of the islands, are formed
from this foreign element, while the lower classes are modified to a greater or less

extent from the primitive type.

VOL. VI. — I)
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The Polj'iicsian languages form witli the Malay an isolated linguistic stock, which

has no affinity with any otiier. This is the descendant of a primitive tongue, which

became divided into three or four branches before its structure had become fixed. Ap-

parently this division occurred during the formation of its grammatical construction,

and after the roots were fixed. The Midayo-Polynesian dialects agree in all those

points,— pronunciation, common form of roots, and the elementary principles of gram-

matical construction,— which would warrant such a conclusion. There has been a

gradual development of these branches, and the Polynesian idiom has advanced the

least and occupies the lowest place. This is evident in various ways, as the monoto-

nous vocalization and limited sounds,— the Samoans requiring only fourteen letters to

spell all their words. The older custom writes "Toga," but pronounces "Tonga"
(the n a pure nasal), while different numerals are required for different objects ; thus

for "two men" a different "two" is used than that for "two trees." Since the

division the people must have formed at least a third of their words anew. From the

Dutch they have received many words, and nearly all names of animals, as lion, bear,

goat, etc., are of Dutch origin.

Undoubtedly the Polynesian races are the highest, most intelligent, and best developed

of any to be found in the three great divisions— Melanesia, Micronesia, and Polynesia

— of the South Sea Islands, but at the same time they are the farthest on the road

to extinction. This rapid decrease in population dates from the first contact with Eu-

ropean civilization, from fifty to a hundred years ago. In Melanesia, where Christianity

has scarce obtained a foothold, and where anthropophagous habits are in their fullest

development, the population is the greatest. On the other hand, Polynesia is nearly

all Christianized, and the designation of the natives as a wild people is only partially

coiTect. The South Sea of the time of Captain Cook is far different from that of to-

day. Nearly all the islands have adopted European forms of government, with

ministry, ji.irliament, and the like, while on almost every one of the numberless

islands Dutch, English, or American traders dwell. Cannibalism, except in a very few

places, has become a thing of the ])ast.

The Polynesians are of middle stature, though larger than the other branches of

the Malayan stock. The hands and feet are usually small, the arms and legs sinewy,

the latter somewhat shortened. Aylmcr pictures the Tahitians as a well-developed,

light-olive-colored race, with beautiful eyes, teeth, and hair, and Darwin as large, broad-

shouldered, athletic, and well proportioned. The Paumotans differ from the TaJiitians

in their darker color and their smaller size. The Tonganese are a highly-devcloi>ed

])eoi)le, with fine bright countenances. The oft-praised beauty of the Polynesians is

])ossessed only by the men, the women having less beautiful forms and faces, and early

showing the effects of age.

The Polynesian skull is broad and high, .iceording to Dr. Krause, the Toiigau

skull has a cranial index of 83.5, thus placing them among the brachyccphalic group.

All have broad and high foreheads, flat and overli.inging occipitals, a brotul face, large

eyes, and but slightly prominent jaws. Anatomical anomalies are exceedingly rare.

This applies especially to only the pure PoljTiesians, as exhibited on the Tonga Isles,

the cranial index decreasing to 77.5 on Tahiti and 74 on the jNIarkesas Islands. But

what is especially characteristic of all the Polynesians is the miconimonly large

capacity of the skull. In the Tongans the .•iverage is about 1,540 cubic centimetres,

which exceeds the average in the German skull. In tlie other groups this ca|iacity is

much less, being 1,510 cubic centimetres in Tahiti, 1,4U5 in the Markcsas, and 1,440

in Paumotu.
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The coloi' of the skin is of a varying' f^hado of limwn, and, strange to say, is liu'liter

on many of the equatorial islands than in tlmse furtliest n(.irth and south, as the Ha-
waiian Ishnids and Xew Zeahnid. In tliese islands the color is a coffee-brown, but the

Samoans and Tongans are lighter colored, and ni(jre golden-yellow than tlie Chinese,

while the Markcsas Ishiuders are co]]]icr-coloi-ed. The hair is coarse, sleek, with a

tendency to crispness, and black in color, even inclining towards bhie. Occasionally,

howeyer, hair of a red or tlaxen shade is seen, apparently the result of a use of coral

lime. The lieard is scanty, but still is better <levelojied than that of the Mala}-. The
nose is large and jirominent.

Tlie Polynesians are generally healthy, Imt they are occasionally the \-ictinis of

elephantiasis, ichthyosis, and especially lejirosy, and since they have been brouoJit in

contact with Europeans, influenza, measles, small-jiox, and clxdera have lieen intro-

duced.

In character and mental characteristics the average Polynesian is the opposite of

the Papuan. He is reserved, polite, ceremoni<Kis, witli a phlegmatic temperament, and
never demonstrati\e. He is cjuiet and peaceable, but on occasion can be deceitful and
cruel to the highest degree. In former times cannibalism was very prevalent, but since

the advent of Christianity it has become almost if not entirely extinct. In 1878 the

officers of the "Ariadne" were shown the place on Nukuhiva (ilarkesas Islands) where,

six years Ijcfore, the last human flesh was eaten. The custom is said to still exist on
the island of Dominica, in the same group. Together with these anthropophagous cus-

toms a system of child-murder went hand in hand, but like it is a thing of the past.

According to their moral ideas, to steal from or lie to a stranger is in nowise rejireliensible.

Gerland has well described the moral character of these islanders. "The Polynesians,

with the exception of the most highly gifted, are covetous, thievish, greedy, unrelial^le ;

they are liberal, hosjiitable, revengeful, n(.)t always brave, Ijut always sa'-ayv and cruel;

generous, nol)le traits are seldom found, but instead they are proud, boastful, conceited,

and in both the good and bad sense of the word very sensitive, even to melancholy.

. . . They also have a melancholy-choleric tcmjjerament, which often api)ears to be
sanguine, but never is."

If one wishes to see the Polynesian in all his ]iurity he must go to the small and
isolated islands. If, for instance, a Nukuhiyan speaks, his black eyes sparkle, and with
his laugh he shows a row of pure white teeth. He is hospitable, and his manner
engaging, gentle, and cheerful ; he knows how to conceal his cunning .-uid du]ilicity

behind a mask of goodnature. The tacitui-iiity of the Polynesians is so ureat that

two will frequently face each other for :ni hour without a word being spoken. They
do not lack a jiower of comprehension ;md a clear distinction between right :nid wronu',

but their laziness prevents a full developuu'nt of their gifts. Tliey .-n-e, liowever, cou-

rageous and adventurous : the Tongans, f(jr example, ]ilay in the South Seas a Norman
role.

The geographical situation of the I'olynesians is such that in their material con-

dition they do not present such differences from th" Papuai'iS and their ilescendants, as

would be exiieeted from the difference in race. The Polynesian Islands lie under the
same heavens and have the srnne jihysical surromulings as tlie other islan<ls of the

Pacific and Indo-l'ai'ilie. TIk'V all have the same climate, the same flora, the same
fauna. It is only noticeable that the iidiabitants of the atolls or low coral islands are
both mentally and )ihysically less develoiie(l than those of the hi-her isl.-mds. Apjia-
rently the uniformity of diet — fish and cocoanuts — is unfavorable l(j both. IJesiiles
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the change of temperature, either with the season or with the day, is but slight on the

atolls, while on the mountainous islands there is a nightly dew, and the winds wliicli

come down from the heights so reduce the temperature as to render a better shelter

necessary. But in general, in clothing, food, and habitations, the Polynesians closely

resemble all other Soutli Sea Islanders.

Until the age of twelve or fourteen both sexes go entirely naked. After that time

they wear a girdle of grass or plaited jjalm-leaves around the hips. This in the men
forms but a narrow band, in

tlie women it usually hangs

down to the knees. In later

years, liowever, this has all

been changed, and fabrics of

European manufacture are

employed for clothing. On
the Paumotus the women
wear a long band of cotton

cloth passing over the shoul-

ders and hanging down to the

feet. This cloth is always

brightly colored. On the

Tongan and Tahitian Islands,

a somewhat similar garment,

the "jjarehu," is worn by both

sexes. It is made by taking

a piece of "tapa" (a native

cloth made fi'om the bark of

the paper mulberry) about

two yards wide and two and a

half in length. This is doubled

and placed around the hips,

being fastened in front so

that the lower h.ilf reaches

down to tlu' middle of the

legs or even to the ankles.

The other portion in stormy

weather or at night is fas-

tened around tlie neck, at

other times being allowed to

hang freely down. Usually

a white or red flower is worn

on the back of the head or hanging down in front of the ear. Of course European gar-

ments are worn to a slight extent ; but even in Apia, the ]>rinci]>al town of tl\e Sainoan

Islands, clothes are worn mostly for ornament, and chiefly on Sunday, at which times

the natives feel thorouglily uncomfortable.

The men wear the liair either long and tied u]) in a knot, or all cut off except one

long lock ; the women nearly always closely croj)]>od. Frequently the hair, at least

on certain spots, is bleached by coral lime to a reddish or even flaxen color. On Tahiti

occasionally all the hair is shaved from the top of the head, leaving only a narrow ring.

Fig. 47. — Samo.an Islaiul chief.
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The missionaries have often tried to aseertain the reason for this peculiar custom and

invariably receive the reply "Oh! it is the fashion," and this answer suttiees in Tahiti

as well as in Paris.

The ]irincipal ornament of the Polynesian is tattooing, of which our illustration at

the head of this section is a good example. It represents a Taliitian woman on which

the most beautiful tattooing, that of the Markesas Islanders, has been displayed. The

tattooing is usually done at the age of ten or twelve, and consists of pricking certain

lines and figures in the skin, and then rubbing in some pigment mixed with fat. The

]Hinctures, which are very tiue, are made with a comb-like instrument. The operation

is only slightly painful, but is very costly, for those who jierform the work have

acquii'ed considerable skill, and demand pay accordingly. Wiien the whole body is

tattooed, as on many islands, it appears as if enveloped in a skin-tight garment, and

relieves much of the appearance of nakedness. Usually, among tlie Markesans the

tattooing is dark blue, but among the Pauniotu Islanders it is Ijlack. According to

Aylmer, tattooing is no longer practised in Tahiti, tliough at the time when Darwin

visited the island (183.5) most of the men were tattooed. A very frequent pattern was

a garland (.)f palm-leaves, which arose in the middle of the back, and twined itself

gracefully on bnth sides of the body. In numy of the older jieople the feet were so

ornamented that they appeared as if enclosed in a stocking. The women were usually

tattooed the same as the men, the markings extending even to the fingers. Some
recognize in the pi'actice of this art a remnant of a religious ceremony.

Usually the habitations of the Polynesians are large houses, about thirty feet high

in the centre, but sloping down to five feet at the eaves. The framework is of poles,

the roof of leaves, and on account of this flimsy structure the houses are very airy and

cool. Usually the interior forms one large room ; but occasionally it is divided into

apartments by mats. In the ilarkesas Islands the floor is raised above the outer eartli

to prevent flooding by the violent tropical rains. The interior is divided into two

))arts by a transverse timber, and one portion, which is carpeted with mats, and has a

stick of wood for a pillow, is used as a sleeping-chamber, occupied by old and young of

both sexes in connnon. The houses of the Samoans and Futniuuis arc usually (.)val,

and like those of all the South Seas are without windows or doors ]ii'i>per. The thatch

is usually the leav<'s of the sugar-cane, which :irc laid shingle-like and tii'cl with <-ords

to the tindiers of the ro(jf. On Nukufelaii and Xauomea the houses are quadrangular.

The vegetable food, like that of the Papuan race, consists of bread-fruit, cocoanuts,

yams, taro, and sweet potatoes, wliile the iminnd kingdom furnishes fish, poultry,

turtles, shell-fish, dogs, anil jiigs, liut these are used only on special occasions. The
food is usually cooked by roasting on hot stones or in the glowing coals. Meat, while

cooking, is sprinklccl with si'a-water, as the use of salt is unknown. Fire is obtained in

the usual mauiu'r, by the friction of two sticks (()»&p. 9). When a snurll fire is kindled,

the Tahitian ])laces aI)out twenty stones the size of a cricket-ball upmi tlie l)laziiig

sticks, and in about ten minutes the wood is biuait out and the stones are hot. Xow
small pieces of meat, fisii, lipc and gri'i^n bananas are enxclopc'd in leaves and ])laced

among the hot stones, the whole licing covered with clay so thai the steam camu)l

escape, Imt instead |ilay its jiarl in cooking the food. In .about half an hour all is

cooked, and is c.atiai from ]ilates of Ijanana leaves. These islanders have good a]ipetitcs,

.and manage to ilevour large cjuantities, and llieir enormous stonntchs are attributed to

the little nourishing qu.alities of the fruits wliicli they e.at, but this can hardly be the

reason, for the flesh-eating Es(|uimaux havi' appetites and stomachs fully as large.
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Poi, or poey-poey, is a favorite clisli on some of the islands. It is prepared by roast-

ing bread-fruit, and then taking off the shell, when the interior closely resembles our

ordinary wheat-bread with the crust removed,— whent-e the name of the fruit. This

roasted bread-fruit is finely broken up and mixed witli more of the same fruit, which

has been buried in the earth, tliere vindergoing fermentation. This acts as a leaven as

well as gives the poi a sour taste. Milk from the cocoanut is now poured over the

mixture, and the whole is cooked. It is tlien eaten by dipping the fingers into the

dish and wiping them with the lips. Europeans who have tasted it say that it is A'ery

palatable.

As a favorite drink the juice of green coeoanuts is highly prized, while the aris-

tocracy alone can partake of the ka\:i, which is always drank before, instead of with or

Fig. 48.— lio.ii uu UU'1j;,:;lT. :Mai'kes.is IsUiuds.

after the meals. It is said that the kava produces a species of intoxication, and results

in a leprous-like skin disease, which loaves l)ehind very distinct scars. Since the kava

can only be drank by the aristocracy these scars are regarded as badges of honor.

There are two sorts of

vessels in the Polynesian

Isles,— one a long, narrow

canoe with an outrigger; the

other a double canoe, like

that described in connection
Fio. in.— Front view of boat with outrijigcr. .

, , „... ^ , i -.i.
With the I' iji Islanders, with

a high and richly-carved prow. Among weajions are clubs and slings and spears.

Theclubs are usually curved, and frequently are rendered more formidable by an
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armature of shark's teeth. The sjjears arc

some eight feet in length, and are pointeil

with iiah-boiies. Bows awl arrows are occa-

sionally found, but they are only eniploycil

in shooting hinls, never in war. Our figure

shows a collection of implements from the

South Seas, those in the upper portion lieing

Polynesian, in the lower Melanesiau in origin.

The domestic utensils are few, and ju-esent

but little variation fr(.)m tliose already notici-(l

in coimection with the other inhaljitants "f

the South Seas.

Among all the peoples of the world the

South-Sea Islanders are the most immoral,

aceonling to our ideas of immorality, and

here the Polynesians excel the others.

Every one who has been among them tclK

the same story, from Cook and Banks down

to the officers of tlie corvette "Ariadne.""

which explored those regions in 1S78. Th-

practice of polygamy is the rule, and eacli

has as many wives as his station and means

will alli.w, the poor liaving at most only

one, Avliile the chiefs have five or six. Tlic

condition of woman is tliat of a drudge,

—

she has the cliildrcn to care for, the fish

to catch, the ciKiking to do, and the mat-

tings to wea\e, in short, e\ery particle ot'

lal)or ; hence, the more wives a man has

the more he ]irospers. Another ground fur

polvn'amv is the raiiid development and

quick decline of the women, while tlio men

retain their strength fi>r many years. The

missionaries have largely put a stop to polyg-

amj', but in its stead divorces are frequent,

a man setting .aside his wife as soon as she be-

gins to show tlie effects o'l time. Marriag<'

is not a thing of much ceremony. Amoinj

the Sanujans, for example, the marriage i-

comjjleted as soon as the man has brought

liiswife into his house. He pro\ides a stock

of ]iro\isions, domestic .anim.als, weapons,

and houselioM utensils; she, cloths ami m;it-

tings. On the IMarkesas the conscTit of the

parents is necessary, but if it be lackinu' an elojieinent is not umisual. The niai'i'iage I:

as long as it is agreeable, and during its coni inuance chastity is expected in tlu' w
A different feature occurs in "Xtd^uhiva of the IMarkesas Inlands, where the '• .\l:ipeii

or female chief, has several husbands.

isfs

ife.

,.. "
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The children are brought up in the simplest manner jiossihle. Tliey learn from

their elders the methods and means of existence, and as soon as they are able they are

left to shift for themselves.

The principal amusement of the Poljaiesians is the dance. The dancers of botli

sexes enter a circle of spectators, who beat the time on wooden drums. The dance is

mostly confined to movements of the body and limbs, and takes place at the " koika,"

the great feast of the Markesas Islands. We are indebted to a French eye-witness for

a description of the scene. The men were decked out in their national costume,—
bunches of dark feathers as high as the beai'-skin cap of a grenadier. There were

about fifteen hundred natives present. The feast began with a sacrifice. In about an

hour a procession of at least a hundred savages appeared, bearing loads of roasted pigs,

fruit, and pirogues full of poi. This was divided among the crowd without the slightest

confusion, so that each one received his proper portion at the proper time. At about

four in the afternoon, when the fresh breeze sprang up, the dance began. It was

opened by about a dozen women, who danced a death-dance in honor of the departed.

They threw aside their clothes, and endeavored in pantomime to express their grief.

Then the celebrated " comumu p\iaca," the pig's hymn, was struck up. The subject

of this song, the peculiar feature of which was that the women accompanied the dance

with a general grunting, was not discovered. At sundown there was a torchlight pro-

cession to the " tiki," or idols, and another sacrifice. When the French visitors re-

turned on the third day from the koika the feast was drawing to a close, but the scene

was not a pleasant one. Kava and namu had overpowered most of the natives, and

they lay on the ground in the greatest confusion, scarcely able to open their eyes.

The women who came to the feast so jn-oud of their head-dresses cared for them no

longer. A closeness of the air spread over the gathering ; the remains of the feast lay

under foot, and a sour smell offended the nostril.s, while swarms of mosquitoes filled

the pestiferous atmosphere. Formerly dances of the same character were much in

vogue in Tahiti, but they have been forbidden by the French officials, and now various

games with cards reign in their jilace.

There are now few islands in the South Sea where Europeans have not effected a

foothold, and wherever they have gone tiiey have greatly modified the former political

institutions. In many cases the islands have passed into possession of European

nations, while in many others they lia\ t' adopted Eui'opean forms of government. But

with these we have nothing to do. It is the native political institutions which interest

us. Friedrich iliiller has made an exhaustive study of tlu' aboriginal governments of

the South Seas, and it is his account which we here condense.

According to this .authority the ])olitical institutions of the Polynesians were

founded on the old Malay tribal structures, which, in turn, were only the family relations

enlarged. Therefore, the communities, es])ecially of related families whose liouses and

lands were usually united in a village, were originally independent of each other. At
the head of each of these independent villages was the chief, who in war and peace

had a certain amount of authority, but was in no other way distinguished from

the other members of the community. Soon there arose certain phrases and exact

titles, as in all of the IMalay races. Next, several of the indejiendent villages became
united under a higher chief, —sometinu's from outside causes, sonuitimes from the ]>re-

eminence of oiu' village and its chii'f, as is the case on the Tongan, Tahitian, and Ha-

waiian Islands, wlui-c a true king now bears, or recently bore, a sceptre, whili' on tiie

Samoan Islands tlu're was a cuiitiMual strife <if factions. In times of peace these rulers
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act as jurlgos. Upon important occasions tliey call the community together in a large

field shaded with liread-fruit trees. This is the " mara " of the Penrhyn Islands, and is

identical with the "moral" of the Markesas, hotli Iieing taboo to the women,— that is,

they are not allowed to enter its sacred jjrecincts. At these gatherings the family

heads form a congress, or a parliament, while tlie chiefs and king give their attention.

Such councils often extern! over day and night, for the formalities connected with

them occupy many hours. These old-]Malay assend^lages contain the germ of jiarlia-

mentary proceedings, which, tln-ough ign<irance, has often been claimed as an Aryan,

and even a Germanic product ; and it is doiibtli'ss froiu these oldru custmns that the

Polynesians take so reailily to jiarliamcutary goverimieut.

On nearly all the islands society is divided into three classes : aristni'racy, jilebcians,

and slaves. The latter are alumst entirely jirisduers taken in war, and are so small in

number as to be practically of no account. The P^'ench discoverers found the Mar-

kesas Islanders thus diviiled, ami the nuliility there possessed all political rights and

powers. They had a right to a tenth nf the gains of the plebeians, and alone had the

power to pronounce a taljoo.

For many years there have been tun opposing parties on the Samoau Islands,— one

that of the chief Malietoa, who is recognized as the king of Savaii .and Manono, as

well as a part of Upolu; the other tliat of the old Malo government,— a parliament con-

sisting of the houses of Taiiinia .and Faijiule. In 1^7',) the (piarrel came to an end,

and a treaty was made with the (iermau>: by " tlieii- excellencies the lords of

Taimna, in the name of the gmcrnmcnt of S:imoa." The taimua is a council of

chiefs, corresponding somewhat in functions to our senate, while the fai])ule is more

like our house of representatives. Over all is the king, .and tin.' goxcnimeut is a con-

stitutional one.

To-day Polynesia is largely converted, at least nominally, to Christianity, and th<'

ancient beliefs and the former religious are fast passing away. To the ethnologist, how-

ever, these outgrown and aliandoiu'd faiths possess the highest interest, for the Poly-

nesian religion is, next to that of the Iluddhisls, tlie most extensive in the world. The
gi'catcst similarity exists over the whole of tlie I'aeitic Ocean, excepting Micronesia

and Melanesia,— over a ijuarter of the cartirs surfai'c a uniform system of religions

thought is spread. Unfortunately we know liut \-ery little of this theology and my-

thology, for the priests guard their secrets in the most jealous manner, and travellers,

only in the rarest cases, can penetrate the mysteries. So we possess only a confused

knowledge of a few myths, and this in onl\- a xcrv su]ierticial m.anner. Of their deej)er

siguificance we know nothing, and our chances of learning more are rapidly decreas-

ing. Only the older generation retains the f.aith and customs of the ancestors;

the young are skeptics and doul)tcrs. The old religion consisted in the woi'shi]) of

certain gods, some of which extended over all Polynesia, while others were more local.

Tlieir numbci' was \ery large, and thev L;ave ori^iu to a series of m\t lis, which, for

]ioetical power and depth of meaning:', will bear comparison with tliost' of many
higher races.

Taiigaro, Taaroa, or Kanaloa, is the (Vcator of the I'olynesiaus, who appears in

many different forms. Thus on iiaiatea he dwells in a shell, or goes abroad as a turtle;

lie is the tutelar divinity of the Tongan boat-builders, and they have carried his \\-or-

ship to other shores. In Xew Zealand he walks as a goblin on the waves. On the

]Markesas I.slands liis creative powers are cejibi-ated in ,a sono-, wliicii has recently

become known:—
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" In the beginning space and time,

The space in the vault of lieaven

Tanaoa filled; ruled over the heaven,

And Mutuhei spread himself there.

At that time there was no voice, as yet no sound,

. Nothing living in existence.

As yet no day, there was no light.

Only a gloomy, dark, black night.

It was Tanaoa who ruled the night,

. From Tanaoa arose Atea (the light).

Increasing in vitality, powerful and strong

It is Atea now that rules the day," etc.

The Polynesian cosmogony always begins with the conception of the original night

"po," in which infinity and eternity are united. From this original night the world

arose, and also the " atua fauna po," the night-born gods, in contradistinction to the

younger and lower gods. The divinities are divided into three groups; the gods to

whom are ascribed the creation of all existing things, the lower gods and the daimons

of the elements, and lastly deified men. Po embraces the whole ; it is the germ and

primary condition of all tlie later creation,— the causa ahsoluta jjrima of Spinoza. On
most of the islands rude wooden idols, with human features, are found. These are

called " tiki," but they represent many different grades of divinity, some being so low

that tliey receive the most shamefid treatment from the natives.

A favorite occupation of the Polynesians is to picture the life after death. Accord-

ing to the older ideas, the aristocracy alone had a future beyond the grave, for they

alone possessed souls ; the common people, in this respect, not being different from the

lower animals. More recently these ideas have changed, and an after-life is accorded

to all. Rewards and punishments for the good and the bad are not a portion of the

religion, and heaven and hell differ only in the amoimt of happiness. Heaven is

inhabited by the higher gods, by the suicides, the women who die in childbirth, and the

chiefs of this world. In this paradise there is poi, pork, and fish. In hell, which is

managed in a more frugal manner, are the plebeians. Besides, these inhabitants of the

lower world can at times visit the scenes of their life, where in the day they appear as

beasts, but at night as goblins, exercising a great influence in the affairs of men. The
Polynesians, like all savage and barbarous peoples, have the greatest fear of these noc-

turnal spectres. Death, to tlie Polynesian, is only a change to a lietter life. The
spectators of the last sad moments console the dying by telling him it will soon be

over, and by making the preparations for the funeral before his eyes. He, on his part,

accepts this all in a matter-of-fact way, and designates those who shall prepare his body.

As soon as the death-struggle begins, kind friends tightly close his nose and mouth so

that the soul cannot escape.

After death the body is oiled and wr.apjied in cloth. If the deceased were poor, it

is then placed in the earth without any further attention, but the rich arc placed in a

l)oat-like coffin, or in a boat itself, before being placed in the grave. The head is

always placed to the east, a stone is placed at the grave, and trees are ])lanted near it.

Several times in the preceding pages we have mentioned the t.aboo. Tliis is a

residtant of the Polynesian religious faith, and as such will be explained here at some

length. Through the taboo any object is regarded and honored as the jiropcrty of the

gods. Regarding the ])rimitive meaning of tlio word there is some difference of opin-

ion ; some saying that it signifies holy, others mark or token, indicating that the object
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is the 251'operty of the supernatural powers. It is applied to eatables, drinks, trees,

places, temjtles, jjersons, and certain conditions. It exists thronghout Microiu'sia and

Polynesia, but here, in its greatest force. It is a religinus interdict far stronger tlian a

forl)iddance. Whoever breaks the taboo is a "kakini" (criminal), jiuuishable by death.

Sliduld the crime be un(hscovered, so that it cannot be avenged liy human hands, it is

believed that the gods will punish tlie imj)ious one witli sickness or death. The system

is complicated, and Euro|ieans who knowingly or unwittingly have disregarded its

existence have frequently jiaid the penalty with their lives. Captain Cook was nnn'-

dered on account of an infraction of the talx'O. The power of jilacing the taboo is

largely in the hands of the rulers and the priests, but under certain circumstances the

common i)eople can use it, especially in tlie protection of their own pro])erty. If a

king enters a house it is straightway taboo, and its rightful owner can no longer occu]>y

it. If he crosses a field, its productions are henceforth his own. On the otlier hand,

the common man can protect his property from thiexes by the exercise of this same

strange interdict. These taboos have their uwii peculiar signs. If a man ]ihu-es the

taboo on his bread-fruit lie hangs on the trunk of the tree a jialm-leaf cut into tlie

shape of a shark, which signifies, Whoever steals nn' liread-fruit will be eaten by sharks

as soon as he goes fishhig. To us this whole system of taboo seems extremely childish

and foolish, but it is far different with these South Sea Islanders. They thoroughly

believe in it with a sincere faith. It is seldom an .autocratic power, but it always is

used to protect one's own or to guard against famine, as was mentioned on a ]ireeeding

page. Naturally the native heathen priests ami their possessions are guarded by this

sign. These priests are greatly feared throughout all Polynesia, and have not yet U)st

their power. They are divided into two classes, — " Taliua," who have religious and

medicinal skill and authority, and " Taliuna," a sort of serving priesthood, whose duty

it is to beat the tamtam and perform other minor services.

The Maout of N"ew Zealand.

The inhabitants of the two islands of New Zealand are usually called ]\Iaori, from

a word in their language which signifies native. They are in language and customs of

undoubted Polynesian stock, and have travelled here from other islands far to the north.

Fig. 51. — New Zealand war canoe.

The type is not a pure one. Iloclistetter says :
" Among one hundred individuals there

are about eighty-seven brown, with thick black hair. These are the purest representa-

tives of the Polpiesian ty\)e. About ten have a more reddish-brown skin, ami either

short crispy or long thick hair, which has a dirtv, rusty, or reddish-lirown c.-ist. 'i'lie

remahiing three have a blackish skin, and crisjiy, but not woolly, black hair. The
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mixture of JMalay anil Melanesian blood is plainly visiljlc. The chiefs commonly
belong to the j^ure Polynesian type." The Maoii are one of the best physically

develojied wild races with which we are acquainted. In stature they average but

slightly below the English soldiers. Their cephalic index is about 76 or 77, while

they have a cranial capacity of 1440-1420 cubic centimetres. The limbs are larger

than those of the average European.

The tattooing of the New Zealanders is remarkable, and exhibits much artistic skill.

The figures are symmetrical but vei-y complicated, and are seen in their greatest beauty

Fig. 52.— ilaoi-i chief.

u]M)n the face. One traveller says: " The strongest impression, at the (list gl.nice, is

produced by the wonderful tattooing, by which the skin is ornamented by arabesques

of a liigli grade of art, which comjiletely cover the face, so that at a distance it a]ii)ears

blue, giving to their large features a strong imjjression of wildncss." The language of

the Maori is musical and pleasing. When conversing among themselves they usually

accompany tlieir words with numerous gestures and changes of countenance, as do all

easily excited peoples. Their quick teni])er and sudden rage have become proverbial

among the colonists, and they say of any one who gi\es vent to sinMeii outbursts of
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passion, he has a Ma(iri tcnipiT. Tlic ^Mauri are vindietive, courageous, and warlike,

and liave had many IJoody Avars with tlie wliites.

At. the time of the explorations of Tasman and Cook, the Maori were a rude but

intelligx'iit [ieoi)le, occupying a ]]osition at the top of all savage races. Since the

English seized Xew Zealand, and startc(l their prosjierous colony, the Maori have

liecome so greatly altered liy contact with civilization that scarcely anything remains

of their primitive conditions. Those wdio wish to study the early customs from a

thoroughly reliable source, will liud "Old Xew Zealand," a work by a Pakelia Maori,

very interesting. This gives us a picture of a jieople and a social structure wdiich no

Fig. 53. — Maori woman.

longcir exist. The Maori of the present tiiiu', in this respect, are entiridy different.

Many of them can read and write, and some develo]> an astonishing capacity for geog-

raphy and history. In a comjietitive examination in Otago, in 1870, between five of

the best Maori students in the school for natives and the same number from the Knglish

schools, the Maori were easily beaten in dictalidu; in arithmetic they suhe.l twenty-

two out of thirty problems, the white children answering only fourteiMi. Tiie result

in geography was about the same, only a little more in favor of the natives. In writing,

the Maori also came out aheail. While agrii-ullure and grazing are the jirincipal occu-

pation, tlicy are also emjiloyed in tradi's and busitu'ss, while the greater part of the

coasting-trade is in their hands. Afany have accunmlated a competence, and live after

the Ivinipean fashion. Their clutliing is nnicli the same as that of the white colonists.
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Fig. 54. —New Zealand tattooiug.

There exists a gentility among tlieni, and a year or two ago three of them occupied

seats in tlie colonial parliament, and, according to their pliotograjjhs, they presented a

thorouglily respectable api)earance,

aside from the tattooing, which is

never lacking in the Maori aristoc-

racy. How great tlie advance lias

been the reader can determine by

a glance at our cut of a jilaori

chief.

Christianity, which is generally-

accepted Ijy the Maori (a few' old

chiefs excepted), has done much
for the bettering of their condi-

tion. In outward observance the

Maoi-i are the strongest and best

of Christians. Regularly the bells

in the villages call to morning and

evening prayers, and the natives

are as constant in their attendance

at the Sunday services as are the

English themselves, while their

knowledge of the Bible is astonish-

ing. But when carefully examined, their religion proves to be a queer combination of

Christianity and heathenism. During the last war between the whites and the n.atives,

the so-called "pai manri" originated. This was an astonishing compound of Christi-

anity, spiritualism, and Maori superstition. Its liturgy— for it possessed such a fea-

ture— was a jargon of jihrases fi-ora

the hymn-book, the missal, and the

multiplication taltle. The worship

consists of magic spells, while the

other fe.atures of this religion were

not less strange than the liturgy.

They embraced polygamy, the

taboo, and, at least in war, cannibal-

ism. More lately this has become

changed, and the " hau-hau," as the

believers in the ]jai mariri were

called, have become extinct. The
last case of anthro])ophagy is said to

have occurred in 1843. There are

many yet living who have ])artaken

of human flesh in their younger

days, but their recollections are re-

gai'ded by the younger generation

as legends. Polygamy is also ex-

tinct, and the families live in a ])atri-

arcliul mannei'. IMarriage is con-

trolled by tines imjiosed for its Fig. 50.— New Zealand womau.
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inlringcmfHt, but, on tlio contrary, tlic influonce of the tahcio has increaseil its power.

In many places the natives are very strong;- in their superstitions, liavini;- returned to

their old beliefs. An anonymous writer, who spent a week among the Maori, describes,

in the " Conihill Magazine," a festival of death wliich he witnessed, and which lasted

several days. Great piles of sweet ])otatoes were roasted, smoked fish was j)assed around.

Flo. 5lj. — Mauri with chib ami spfar.

and liad I'um and whiskcv were uiven In all pi-csciii. The natives (,",me from .-dl direc-

tions in numbers of small canoes, and in two days sever.-d huudrt'd indiviiluals were

collected. The corpse, decked in liright colors, was jilaced liefore the council liouse,

and a number of women were emplnyeil in kee]iing the Hies away from its face. Thc^

house and the j)ossessions of the dead man were taboo. On the open space in front of

the Louse a large circle was formed, the members of which kept up contiimally the

loudest lamentations. Besides this, a disgusting, grolesijuc dance was kej)t uji in front
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of the corpse, while around on the grass the mourners, male and female, lay in a state

of intoxication. The same author also describes a "liaka," or national dance. All of

the dancers were men, and were arranged in a rank and file order, the fugleman

standing a little in front. They shrieked and gesticulated in the most violent manner,

Fig. 57. — Point of the ** Hani," the sceptre of
the old New Zealand chiefs.

Fig. 58. — New Zealand weapons.
1. Palu(chib and spear). 2. Hani
(sceptre). 3. Merai telub made of
nephrite). 4. Merai (club made
of a bone of a whale).

and one youth e.xcelled them all in every imaginable deviltry. The import of tho

dance seemed to be a challenge to all the seven deadly sins.

The Maori tillages consist of irregularly arranged houses, each suiTOunded with

a liedge, and with small paths twining about. Somewhat elevated above the rest, on

a knoll, sits tho assembly house of tlie community,— a h>iig, wooden structure, the

roof of which e.vteuds on each side to the ground. lu front are the door and two
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windows. The interior is oraamented with heaiitiful wood farvin<Ts of the same
general character as that occurring on tlie licjats, \vea]j(>iis, and utensils, some of wliirh

ai-e shown in our ilhistrations. The ridge-]Miic hcai-s a hell. 'Jlic dwcllinn-houses aiv

small, and have walls of hflsket-work and roofs of straw. No I'egular shaiie ]ire\ails.

The interior is of a severe simplicity. A coujile of tooth-brushes, a conili, a mirror,

an axe, a tiiiit, and similar things are stuck into the straw walls, all usualh' in a half-

broken, slovenly condition. The tioor is the earth, and the beds occujiv the corners.

They are iiuade of ferns and are covered with woollen blankets. The rii-her iu<lividuals

possess also sheets and feather pillows, and are much more cleanly in their haljits. In

the mi(hlle of the house is the fire, which is more for warmth than foi- culinary pui-poses.

Their cooking is of a ]irimitive character. A hollow is exca\ated in the earth, and
filled with dry wood. This is ignited, and as soon as it is burning l)riiihtlv is covered

with a couple of stones, which, when the lire burns out, tundile into the hole. The
coals are then swept nut, a ])ail of water jjoured in, and then tisli, jxitatoes, and a species

of melon are )ilaeed in this prinntive kettle, the |-esult being a ragmft of ipiestiouable

cleanliness.

The former clothing was (;f a vei-y pi-imili\-e cliai-actei', and, together \\ ith tile native

weapons, is well shown in our illustrations. Tlie latter, though not possessing the ele-

gant forms and skillfid ornamentation of the weapons of nmny of the South Sea Islanders,

are always well made and finely finished, the stone

merai always ha\ing the finest jiolish attain;\ble.

The original garment was a mantle, which was

called ''kakasu'' when worn by the m<'n and
" koroai " when it covere(l the female form. It

was niaile of Xew Zealaml fiax {Phorniiiini

tena.i;) or from ilog-skins.

jVmong the old Xew Zealanders it was a com-

mon ]iraclice to jjreserve the hea<ls of enemies by

drying, and our early sea-cajitains brought many
of these ghastly objects to this country, as well

as to Eunj]ie.

The number of IMaori is rapidly decreasing.

In 1S40 they were estimated at 100,()0(), and in

18f)(j at ()."),000. A cens\is was taken in ]\Iarch,

1878, at which time there were only 2:j,:j;i;i

males, and 19,;28() females, a total of 4-2,819.

An e]iidemic of fever in 1880 carried off large

luunbers.
Fl<;. 59.— TattouL-tl :iu<i prci-an-il .Mauri head.

The Hawaii.vn Isi.andkks.

Like the New Zealanders, the inhabittints of the Hawaiian Islands .are Polynesians.

In their own language they call themselves "Kanaka," which, when translated, simply

means num ; but this term has become fixed in ethnological works as the name of the

race, and is sometimes extended so as to embr.ace all of the I'olvnesians, anil at times

even the Melanesians as well, though improperly so. Like the .Maori the Kanakas are

far from lieing a ]iure race, and in ajipearance it isdiflicult to distinguish between them
and the Xew Zealanders. They are, howevt'i-, not so tall ami larii'(> franu^d, and are

more ajit to become corjiulent. In color they are of diffei-ent shades of bi-ow n, but

vol.. VI. —

7
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never so dark as the Fijians, or so liyht as tlie Tongans. Tlie hair is usually straight,

but occasionally curly, or even crisjiy, but not more frequently so than among- Europeans.

Tattooing is very rare, and never of the comjjlex style found among the Maori. Occa^

sionally one sees an old woman with a blue ring on the fingei's.

Going more into detail, we can say that the average stature is somewhat above

middle height, only the kings and chiefs having especially athletic bodies; the occipital

bone is somewhat full, the forehead low, and the jaws but slightly protuberant. The
skin varies in its color from bi'ownish-yellow, and reddish-brown, to an olive-bronze,

the latter two predominating. Onlj' occasionally does one see a very dark brown skin

;

the jet black of the negro, never. The skin is kept clean by daily baths, and is usually

well oiled with cocoa-nut oil. The beard is sparse and little cared for; the eyes large

and prominent, though shaded with heavy eyelashes. The lips are but little prominent,

and enclose two rows of beautiful teeth. The nostrils are full and open, the hands and

feet well shaped and small, and the limbs are well developed. The women are also

well formed, the wives of the chiefs especially so, although they are somewhat inclined

to obesity. They pay great attention to their hair, which they dress in many ways,

usually bedecking it with orange blossoms and wreaths of leaves.

The native diseases are few, and consist jiriiicijially of a kind of skin disease allied

to the itch, ophthalmia, rheumatism, and influenza. From the Chinese, however,

they have received that most loathsome disease, leprosy. The lepers are now confined

in a lazaretto in the Kalaupapa,— a secluded valley on the island of Molokai.

The languase of the Hawaiian Islands is so similar to that of New Zealand that

it is said that a Kanaka can still understand a Maori. The sounds of IS and F are

lacking. While the Fiji and Maori dialects are nearly as musical as the Italian, the

Kanaka tongue is harsh and rough. Frecjuently a single vowel forms a syllable, and

the repetition of these sounds produces a disagreeable effect, as can easily be seen by

pronouncing the word maalaea, in which there are five syllables (ma-a-la-e-a). The

frequent occurrence of cha, ka, and a hard L (with a 11-like pronounciation, like the

Swiss double L), together with the great uniformity in the sound of the different words

which are largely palatal and nasal, still further increase its harshness. Like all

Polynesian languages, there is a lack of consonants, and, as a result, the same words

frequently have very different significations. Thus the common greeting, "aloha oii,"

literally means I love you.

The Kanakas are good-iuitured, obliging, and hosjntable, but are also lazy and

indolent. Light-heartedness, and an utter disregard of everything except the moment's

pleasure, are further mental characteristics. They exhibit a curious mixture of civili-

zation and barbarism. Vanity leads them to change their old ways of living, and they

ape the whites in every way. On holidays, and in the vicinity of the towns, the natives

may be seen tricked out in Euro|)ean linery. At the court there is no end of splendid

uniforms with golden epaulettes and the broad ribbon of the order of the grand cross

of the Kamehama. The jioor, and especially when at home, wear the national kihei,

a cloak made of the bark of the paper-mulberry tree. All, however, free themselves

of their burdensome finery when at home, and take their comfort in a most uncere-

monious dishahiUe. The houses in the cities are generally European, but in the country

they are shabby straw huts, which are lighted by torches. On sultry days natives of

both sexes, dressed in the costume of our first parents, may be seen standing in small

rooms, without roofs, behind the hedges which border the streets of Honolulu, scpiirt-

ing water all over each other. The hedges conceal their nakedness, and while being
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squirted at tliey look out on the street ami ehat jileasantly with the passers-by. Their

food lias not been sensibly changed since Cooli's visit; |ioi, a somewliat sour bread, of

taro Hour, with raw an 1 dried tisli and dog-flesli, form their favorite diet, but otlier

kinds of meat and bread are now more common. Tlie meals are eaten sitting on the

floor, and it matters little if tlie richer ])eojile and tliDse of rank ]Jossess the most beau-

tiful tables and cliairs they all the same prefer to sit on the matting. Kava is here, as

everywhere in Polynesia, the most delicious nectar, but is called ava, instead of kava.

Canniljalism is now extinct, and has besides never been as universal as in Xew Zealand

and the Fijis. It was decreasing vwu in the time of Cook. One of their old chiefs,

nevertheless, confessed on his deathlieil, some years ago, that his last wish was to have

the pleasure of eating a young missionary. The Kanakas are at present all Protestants,

but Dr. Bechtinger does not feel very confident as to their religious zeal, and thinks

that most of them, particularly the old islanders, wlio only ^jro forma conform to the

new creed, are devoted with tlieir whole souls to their forefathers' religion, wltli all

its superstitions.

There are \ei-y few or no traces to be found in the different Hawaiian Islands of

the old temples (Ileians), where the heathen jn'iests sacrificed human beings, who
were subsequently eaten, — of the sacred Moral, with its chapels, and of the e(]ually

sacred places of refuge, Pahonua. The stranger is, on the contrary, full of ast(jnish-

ment at tiie great number of chapels and chui'ches, which remind him cjf IJome and

the Tyrolean mountains. Most of them i-emain till they fall to ])ieci'S, as the Kanakas

do not care anything about them. The old superstitions still live in the Kanaka's

heart. He is, as before, confident in his own doctors, who are both jiriests and healers,

and wlio still flourish in spite of the IVilile. There is hardly a full-lilooded Kanaka
who does not jiay divine honor to lizards, in the firm belief these reptiles embody
something sacred. They are therefore not allowed to be injured, and aie taboo, which

idea plays as great a part in their lives to-day as centuries ago, wlien Cciok fell a

victim to it.

The murder of Cajitain Cook, the dis(.-o\erer of the Hawaiian Islands, when we
are more familiar with Polynesian customs and ways of thinking, liears an entirely

different aspect. When Cook appeared, he was first considered a god, and to be even

Lono himself, the most ]ioj)ular deity. .\s the strangers carried "thmider and light-

ning" with them, they were of course believed to be the highest deities, the god of

fire, the powerful Vulcan, Pele, which among them meant the same. Priests and ser-

vants were selected for his service. Whenever Jie ai)peared the people fell on their faces,

and all that he desired was given him. We can easily imagine Imw grossly the sailors

abused this erroneous faith, but the Kanakas submitted to cvei'ythiut;' \ery jiatientlv,

or, as was then believed, with treaciierous friendliness, until the last day when the cri'w

of one of the ships felled a wood whicli was taboo, to get fuel, and by this ])roceeding

outraged the Kanakas' religious sentinu'uts. This was too much, and their auticr and

fury knew no bounds. They pursued the whites to the shore, and killed Cook among
the rest. Dr. Winslow, who lias lived several years in the islands, has related the fol-

lowing facts about the natives' behavior, after the great ti-aveller's death. The natives,

he says, were surprised and vei-y soiT(Jwful, and treated his remains as those of their

mightiest chiefs, and as if he were a god. They cut tlie large bones from his arms and

legs, as a special honor paid oidy to their own dear ones. The body was then placc(l

in the temple, among their greatest idols, and they sacrificed to Ids memory swine and

dogs. His intestines were carefully ]ilaeed in a bottle-gourd, and put aside for burning
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in some future ceremony. When
the officers of the ships, later on,

tried to recover Cook's dead

body, and heard tliat tiiere was

nothing left but the big bones,

they believed that the tlesli had

been eaten by the savages, and

the whole civilized world raised

a cry against the Sandwich Isl-

anders, whom they accused of

being cannibals, which was not

in reality the case.

The Hawaiians are dying out

most rai)idly of all the Polyne-

sians. According to the census

of December 28, 1878, the num-

ber of the inhabitants in the

whole kingdom was 57,985, of

which 44,088 were Kanakas,

about 5,000 less than six years

before. In 1823 their number

was 142,000. Dr. Biichner con-

siders, from a medical ])oint of

view, the principal reason for

this decrease to be partly owing

to the women's passion for horse-

riding, in which they indulge recklessly

and without moderation, riding their

horses just in the same manner as the men.

The princi])al reason is, nevertheless, the

existing immorality, whit'h is almost be-

yond belief.

In the Hawaiian Islands one finds a

curious mixture of natives, Chinese, and

Caucasians. The Chinese, about 10,000

in number, arc largely em])loyed on the

sugar ])lantations. This large proportion

of the almond-eyed foreigners has caused

no little worry to those having the good

(if the islands at heart, and to offset tliis

^Mongolian element they have encouraged

the innnigration of men, women, and cliil-

drcii from other islands of the South Seas,

notably from the Gilbert, Caroline, and Mar-

shall grou])s, and also colonists from the

island of Madeira. The future population

will therefore be even more comjiosite than that of the present day.

The American ty|)c is, liowcver, the jiredominating one. Most of the merchandise

Fig. 00. I'l.ali. r h.lmrt. o|jc:irs and cocoauut
palui, Hawaiiau Islauds.
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is im]iorte(l from the States. Americaii iiitliieiico is everywhere tci be felt. The eoiii

and the postage stain[is are made in tlie United Stati.-s, j\mei'iean drinks inaj- be had

at every bar. The very liberal constitution is nianifi'stly intlueneed bv, and modelled

after, that of our own go\'eruinent. It is monarehieal, but the king's power is not any

greater than that of a rejiubliean president. The law-giving assembly meets e\ery two
years. It consists of nineteen members of the ITjiper House, elected for life l)v the

king, called nobles, to whieli also the four cabinet ministers (nf the intericir, justice,

exterior, and finance) belong ex officio, and twenty-eight mendiers nominated bv geuer.-il

election, of which number the ishuuhs Oahu (with tlie capital), Hawaii, and Maui each

send eight, and Kanai four; in all f(ii-ty-se\-en members, who ha\e their common sittings.

There are among them only three white men; the others are natives or of mixed
nationalities. The insuhir military force is very modest, and consists, besides the verv

good j)olice body, only of a band of musicians and a few dozen palace guards. The
first wear dark-blue coats, the others light-blue hussar jackets trimmed witli whitt- liraid,

and both wear white breeches and kepi. These soldiers saunter the whole dav ai'ound

the streets, so that they are seen everywhere, and make one believe their number larger.

The Kanakas are also in other respects anxious to kee|> alireast with the foreiii'n civil-

ization. In I'STS, on the "Jlst of Febru.nry, the first tcleui'aph-line w.as opened in the

Sandwich Islands, between Haiku and ^V:uluku on the islan<l of Maui. The length is

only twelve miles, and there was also a railway under construction on the island H.'iwaii.

Later tlie semajihore on Diamond Head, which sigualk'(l the arrival of ships to Hono-
lulu, was replaced by the tele]ihone. The founchition-stonc of a masonic temple was

l:iid on January 4th, 1S79, and a scientific society was formed in 1875, for the study of

natural liistiu'y, of which the king is president.

It is only lamentable that the peojilc for which all these great things have arisen

perish without proh'ting by them.
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THE RACES OF AJyiERICA.

We how take up the American tribes, and im-

mediately find ourselves plunged in a sea of etlino-

logical problems and unsolved questions. As soon

as it became evident that America was not, as its

discoverers sujiposed, a part of eastern Asia, but a

se]iarate part of the world, in reality a " new world,"

the question arose. Whence was it peopled? The

religious thought of that ejioch flavored all depart-

ments of knowledge, and the Garden of Eden,

located in Biblical lands, was regarded as the point

of origin of the whole human race. The presence

of human beings on this new world, so unexpectedly

arisen from the waves, seemed to conflict with ]ire-

conceived ideas, and innumerable attempts were

made to explain the ajiparently inexplical)le fact.

Xobody then knew that the Norwegians, five cen-

turies before, had discovered the new world, landed

there, and even established colonies. For this

reason the population of America was readily

attributed to various European peoples, as

the Scyths, PhaMiicians, Carthaginians, Jews,

^longols, Hindoos, and Malays, and the

slightest similarity between the Americans

and other peoples in religion, customs,

culture, language, and jihysique was

quickly a]ipropriated as support for

some cherished theory. In accord-

ance with the spirit of the times re-

semblances in religions were regarded

as affording the strongest proofs. Similarities were traced between the religions of

ancient Egyjit and Mexico, between Budilhism and the sacred rites and ]iractices of

the semi-civili/.ed American states, and between Christianity ami the ideas claimed

now to e.xist in Mexico and now in Peru. But most frequently, and with the greatest

care, were the resemblances pointed out between Judaism and the Indian religions, in
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support of the theory that here were to be fouml the descendants of the ten lost

tribes of Israel. Montesini, as quoted by Tsehudi, informed the celebrated Kabbiii,

Menasse Ben Israel that in the seventeenth century he met in the i)rovince of Quit

(South America) an Indian from whom he learned, in their conversation, that he was
a Jew, and that (juite a number of Jewish Indians, descendants of Keuben, lived in the

Cordilleras, that they recognized ^Vbraiiam, Isaac, and Jacob, and that their God was
called Adonai. It is needless to say that these Jewish Indians have not since been

seen.

In Yucatan the Spaniards thought that they had discovered the same lost triljes,

while others, and es]iecially the English, claimed to trace in the red men of \orth

America Jewish language and lineaments.

These questions were then dropped for a considerable time, liut in the last ]i(irticiM

of the eighteenth, and the beginning of the present century, ethnologists returned a^ain

to the problem. Peschel, the celebrated anthropologist, is esjieciallv prominent in

this discussion. He claims that neither of the Americas nor Australia could have been

the cradle of the race, and hence he looks for the situation of "Paradise" (as lie pre-

fers to call the centre of the human creation) in the old world. This makes it necessary

for America to have received its poj^ulation from the eastern continent, ami, as Peschel

is unwilling to resort to long voyages to explain the presence of men in xVmerica he

turns to Behring's Straits as the point of immigration. These straits are only fifty

miles wide, and across this narrow sea the opposite shores are visible. No foolhardy

voyage of discovery was necessary when the Asiatic hordes, liaving pressed forward

to the Straits, descried the o])posite continent. The passage seems the more probable

from the fact, that on the ^Vmeriean side, though so near, there is a milder climate and

more luxuriant vegetation. It is, however, certain, that if such migration took ]ilace,

it was at a day long before historical times. We tind in America, as elsewhere, traces

of pre-historic, and even paheolithic man. Besides, the evidence is not to be set aside

that even farther back, in tertiary times, man existed on the American continent.

We shall return to this sul)ject later, after the consideration of Dr. -Vbbott's contri-

bution to the knowdedge of man in the glacial epoch, kindly |>re])ared for the present

work.

Pal.eolithic M.vx IX America.

Tlie earliest traces of man in P^urope are those "of the drift, when man shared the

possession of Europe with the mammotli, the cave bear, the woolly-haired rhinoceros,

and other extinct animals. This we may call the ' PalaBolitliio ' period." These traces

of man consist of rudely fashioned flint implements, of large size, which vary but little

in pattern. They have ])roved to be very abundant in France and England, where

search for them has been most systematically made. ^lore recently they have been

found in Asia and Africa.

Since attention was first called to the artificial character of these chipped flints, l>y

Boucher des Perthes, as long ago as 1841, nuicli has been written concerning them,

and the implements are now familiar objects in all the principal ethnological museums
of Europe and this country.

These stone implements, which are believed to be the first step in tool-making by

primitive man, are found in extensive deposits of sand and gravel, of recent origin,

geologically considered, that were laid down when the physical geography of the sur-

rounding country was essentially different; the rivers at the time, flowing at a higher
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level, were of greater size, and the climate iiuicli colder. Tlic connection of the de-

position of these gravels with the glacial ei)oeh is the subject of much discussion, but

the evidence, both in Europe and this country, seems to jioint to the conclusion that

their accumulation was, in all cases, the result of enormous floods, arising from the

melting of the glaciers characteristic of the great ice a<i;e.

For a thoroughly exhaustive account of the implement-bearing gravels of Eurojie,

their age, origin, and the fossil remains found in them, reference should be had to the

writings of Lubbock, Evans, and Davvkins.

In North America similar evidences of the early presence of man, in the same

stage of culture, have been found in the valleys of several rivers flowing into the

Atlantic, but as yet such traces of man have been found abundantly only in the valley

of the Delaware river. Attention was called by the writer, in 1872, to the occurrence

of rude ini])lements of argillite in New Jersey, which, although found upon the surface,

seemed to indicate the presence of man in a pahieolithic condition, at a very recent

date, it being supposed at the time that these rude implements were made by the im-

mediate ancestors of the Indians, who, when first known to the Europeans, were in

an advanced stage of neolithic culture, or that in which the utilization of stone for

tool-making reached its highest develojiment.

The similarity of these rude im])lements to those found in EurojH' was subsequently

pointed out, first by the late Professor Jeffries Wyman, and recentlj- by Professor

Ilaynes, who remarks: "I trace m.any striking resemblances between these argillite

objects and the paleolithic implements of Euro]>e, made from flint or quartzite. It is

undeniable that the argillite im]ilenients are of ruder workmanship, l>ut I think tliis

arises solely from the circumstance that tlie material from which thev are fabricated is

much less susceptible of being finely worked. Esjiecially is the flint <lerived from the

<-halk, of which nearly all the European inij)lements are made, cajiable of being chipped

into much more perfect and symmetrical shapes than is the coarse-grained variety of

clay-stone (argillite) from which the New Jersey implements are fashioned. But the

types of the two classes of implements are remarkalily similar. To whatever uses and

pur]ioses the European implements were capable of being ap]ilied I regard these Dela-

ware objects as being ecpially well adapted."

In 187(5, after most careful examination of several recent exposures of the gravel,

during which several typical sjiecimens were found in situ, I ex])ressed the ojiinion tliat

the Delaware river, "now occu])ying a comparatively small and shallow channel, once

flowed at an elevation of nearly fifty feet above its jiresent level ; .and it was when such

a mighty stream as this that man first gax.e<l upon its waters, and lost those rude weajv

ons in its swift current, that now in the beds of gravel whicli its floods have dc])0sited

are .dike the puzzle and delight of the archaeologist. Had these first comers, like the

trogloilytes of Franee, had convenient caves to shelter them, doubtless we would have

their better-wrought im])lenients of bone to tell more surely the story of their ancient

sojourn here; but, w.-mting llieni, llicii' history is not altogetlier lost, and in the rude

wea])ons, now dei'p down beneath the grassy sod and flower-decked river bank, we learn,

at least, tlu; fact of the jtresence, in the distant p.ast, of an earlier peoj)le than tin'

Indi.an."

The ])aL'eolitliic implements of the Delaware Kiver valley are made almost wholly

of argillite, an argillaceous rock, in this cast' greatly indurate<l, and breaking with a

conchoidal fracture. As a i-tde they are much wcatlicri'd, .and show plainly that the

fractures must have been made \o\vx ago. As the result of the examination of a series
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of tlicse im]ileiiu'iits foiunl at various dcjitlis in tlie gravel, Di-. M. E. Wadsworth cini-

c'ludes that "thf original clii|ij)iiig could not have taken ])Iai'e by anv known natural

causes acting upon rocks, so far as the writrr li.as any knowledge. Of course it then

brings us to the only agency that rduld lin the work: man." This author further

says, "the lithological chai-aders . . . show that the specimens are not natural forms;

that heing composed of a slow-weathei-ing rock, they must have been made long vears

ago; that many years later tln-y were subject io other conditions, ]iroliablv natural, b\-

which [lart have been modifii'(l ; thai since then the}- li.ave lain for mau\ , nian\- \cars

ex])Osed to weathering agencies, s.nne showing that tliey ha\e been subject to this

action while lying on or near the surface, and others while buricMl to some deoth.

Their weathering corresj)Ouds to that oliser\('d on pebbles of similar ci.im]iositiou in

gravels elsewhere. It is to be remendiereil that all the weathering has taken |.l.ace

since the Abbott specimens were originally chipped. The term ' weathcrin<_;-,' .as here

employed, means the alteration and dcca\- that lias taken place on the xiirfKci- of the

X.

i:>s

Fl<:. ij;;. — -Sale view ul ' Lui llt.'-lj;u'k " iumi New .leryey.

specimen, but ilocs not imply that it has been exposed on tlie .s;?r/??'r of the ground ;

it nuiy or may not have been ; the weathei'ing itself shows with greater or less clearness

wdiether this occurred from surface ex|>osure or not."

Till' many ]iala'olithic imjileinents that have been found in the Delaware I'iver val-

ley may l)e divided into three classes. First large, almond-sliaiied im])lements, h:ning

a cur\cd, blunt base, and sharp laittint;' edges i-oming together to form a weH-delined

]ioint. All the surfaces of this form are jirodui'ed by careful chi]iping, and a finished

implement of this pattern is as well deh'iu'cl in e\-ery feature as the most tyjiical Knro-

]iean specimens. A second form li.as a, well deliiieil cutting edge exicudiiig aiding lioth

sides and ends, there being no distinctly iletiueil l)ase r)r point. These usually are llat

upon one side and evenly convexed n]i<in the <ither, giving them the general shape of

(he upper shell of a tortoise, whence llie counnon n:uii<' of 'turtle b.acks,' liy which

these implements are generally know ii. A third form is more lU'arly cylindrical in

shape, often a foot or more in length, and has usually a faintly marked gi'ooxc near

the miildle, as though intended to be attached to a handle in the same maiiiua- that the

Indian hafted the common grooved stone :ixe. 'I'liis last form is much less comiuon

than iIh' pi'ecedine'.

The full siii'uiticance of the rude iuijihanenl s to which attention has been called in

the )ireceiliuLX |iao-es can onlv be dulv apprcclaleil after a careful consideration of the

locality where they occur. The geology and |iala'onlology of the containing beds must

be carefullv studied.
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That portion of the valley of the Delaware river where the tide water meets the

iinifonii ilownward current of the stream has been most critically examined by several

competent geologists, and here it is where the pal£eolithic implements are found in

greatest abundance. The river at present is bounded on either side, from the head

of tide water southward for a distance of several miles, by a deep deposit of coarse

gravel, which, on the east side of the stream, forms a steep blufiE varying from thirty

to fifty feet in height. The corresponding ridge on the western side is sej>arated from

the river by a wide alluvial deposit, but ultimately comes again to the present bank of

the stream.

The deposit of gravel in which the implements occur has l>een well described by

Dr. Geo. H. Cook, the State geologist of Xew Jersey, as follows :— " The beds of

Figs. 6t and 65.— Front and side Tievs of a tortle-back ' from Xew Jersey.

Stratified drift, at various places iu the valley of the Delaware, south of the line of

glacial drift, bear marks of having originated from the action of water. The boulders

and cobble-stones are all water-worn and round, anil are not scratched or streaked. They
have all come from places farther north in the valley and have been moved and

deposited by powerful cuiTents. Tliere are to be seen in the railroad cuts near Trenton,

where the espwisure of this kind of drift is very fine, bouldei-s of gneiss from the rock

near; of red sanistone from the country just north; of trap from Laml)ert ville ; of

altered shales from the near trap ; of conglomerate from Xew MiWord ; of magnesian

limestone from the valleys of "Warren county ; of conglomerates from the Blue Moun-
tain, and of cherty and fossiliferous limestones from the Delaware valley north of the

Water Gap. The gravel consists largely of quartz, but it contains numerous fragments

of red shale and black slate."
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Prof. Shaler has remarked of these gravels, --the various elements are rather con-

fusedly arranged; tiie large boulders not being grouped on any jiarticular level, and
their major axes not always distinctly coinciding with the horizon.""

Prof. H. Carvill Lewis thus describes the deposit:— "Upon reuchiua; Trenton we
find an immense outspread of the gravel, and numerous tine exjiosures of it, both on

tiie river bank and in the long cuts made by the Pennsylvania railroad. The forma-

tion may therefore be designated for convenience the • Trenton Gravel.'

"Trenton is in a position where naturally the largest amount of a river sxravel

would be deposited, and where its best exposures would be exhil)ited. It is at the

j)oint where a long, narrow valley with precipitous banks and continuous downward
slo])e opens out into a wide alluvial plain at a lower level. It is here that the rocky

floor of the river suddenly descends to ocean level and even sinks below it, forming the

limit of tide water. Thus any drift material which the flooded river swept down in its

channel would here, upon meeting tide watei', be in great part deposited. Large

boulders which had been rolled down the inclined floor of the upjter ^allev would here

stop iu their course, and all be heaped up with the coareer gravel by the more slowly

flowing water, except such few as cakes of floating ice could carry oceanward. On the

other hand the tiner gravel and sand would be dejiosited farther down the river.

" This is precisely what occurs at Trenton. The material, which at Philadeljdiia

is generally line, grows coarser as the river is ascended, until at Trenton we find often

immense boulders imbedded at all angles in the gravel. Moreover the river has here

cut entirely through the gravel down to the rock, exj)osing at one j)lace a cliff of

gravel fifty feet high. At Philadelphia, on the other hand, as we have seen, the river

still flows on the top of the gravel. . . . The fact of the river having cut through the

gravel at Trenton, while at Philadelphia it flows upon it, is due to tiie configuration

of the rock floor of the river, which at Trenton rises above ocean level, and at Phila-

del]ihia lies nearly one hundred feet below it."

Prof. Lewis further says, '-there is every proof that the age of this formation is

that immediately following the final retreat of the great glacier."

Having considered the character of the implements, and the more prominent

features of the containing beds, it is desirable to briefly consider the character of the

scanty fossil remains that have l>een gathered from these gravels. Prominent among
these is the tusk of a mastodon. Of this Prof. George IL Cook remarks, " there has

been found in the terrace of the modified drift at Trenton the tusk of a mastodon,

which was evidently washed there when that mass of matter came down from the

valley of the Delaware with the torrents of water from the melting ice. It was about

fourteen feet under the surface, and the gravel and stones were partially stratified over

it. From these the inference seems i)laiu that the climate at that time admitted of the

growth of animals like the elejthant in size and haViits."

In 1880 I discovered a fragment of a ]iel\ is in tiiese gi-avels at a de]ith of about

twenty feet. It was submitted to Professor J. \. Allen, of Cambridge, for identifica-

tion, and pronounccil to be that of a bison. Professor Co]ie has stated that •• the Green-

land reindeer was a resident of Xew .Jersey wheii the walrus was on its shores,

and when the climate reseniljled that of its present homo."' IJemains of the woodland

reindeer and of the bison have been found near Stroudsburg, Penn. ]5oncs of the

moose have also been found.

In the autunm of 1882, I was fortunate enough to find a human tooth, that was
so rolled, scratched and worn as not reailily to be recognized. Small frairnients of
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bone are often found, wbidi unfoitunatily are too inflcfiiiite in shape when gathered to

enable the anatomist to determine their ])ro|icr belongings, Imt they nevertheless, as

clearly as would a complete skeleton, tell the tale of life existing in abundance at the

time of the laying down of these beds of gravel. Professor Dawkins has remarked as

follows of these Trenton gravels, and their archreological significance. He says, after a

study of his collections in the Peabody museum in Cambridge, Mass., " I have had the

opportunity of examining all the specimens found up to that time, and of visiting the

locality. The implements are of the same type as those of the river gravels of Euro|ie,

and occur under exactly the same conditions as those of France and Britain. . . . The

physical evidence is clear that it belongs to the same age as deposits with similar

remains in Britain. The animal remains also point to the same conclusion."

It has been shown by the evidence that the foregoing pages offer that paUiMilithic

man once roamed the valley of the Delaware. Whence came he? and whither did he

go? are questions that are continually asked, but to which wholly satisfactory replies

cannot l)e given. That he was pre-glacial or inter-glacial cannot as yet be proved,

although there are no reasons for believing that southward of the limits of the ice-sheet

he may not have dwelt throughout the centuries of the great ice age, and still further

into the remote ages of the pliocene era.

Professor Dawkins suggests, after expressing his conclusion, that " the hunter

of the reindeer in the valley of the Delaware was, to all intents and purposes, the

same sort of savage as the hunter oF the reindeer on the banks of the Wiley or of the

Solent," that "from his wide-spread range, the river-drift man (assuming that man-

kind sprang from one centre) must have inhabited the earth for a long time, and that

his dispersal took place before the glacial submergence, and the lowering of the tem-

perature in Northern Europe, Asia, and America."

Coming to a more recent time the question of the fate of the river-drift reindeer

hunter of the Delaware valley is one that archaeologists have yet to answer in a wholly

satisfactory manner. What relation, if any, does the Eskimo bear to pahrolithic man?

Could the existence of the Eskimo so far south as New Jersey be clearly ])roved the diffi-

culties besetting this vexed question would vanish. At ])resent, perhaps, it is only safe to

assert that prohahli/ he did. Tiie writer himself is convinced of the truth of tliis, but

much additional "field-work" is necessary to fully demonstrate it. As yet the most

that can be said is that the character of tiie later stone implements, and the conditions

under which they are found, point strongly to the jiresenee of a people of a higher stage

of culture tlinn ]iaheolithic man, yel udt the ciiual (if the Indian. Have we in such inter-

mediate race, the Eskimo? Even if this were true the difficulty remains of clearly

showing that they were post-glacial descendants of the river-drift hunter. Prof.

Dawkins believes that the paheolithic man )iro]iev died out utterly. If this is tnu' of

P^urope it may be of North AnuM-ica ; but the evidences of unbroken succession of

|)alieolilhic man, the su|i])osed intermediate occupant, and the Indian, are such, in the

Delaware valley, that here at least sucii may not have been the ease.

Leaving these jileasing six'culations to those who by future labors shall cK'ar away

the mists that now surround them, we can once more, in conchisiou, refer to the rein-

deer hunter of tlu' Delaware whose existence has been ]>roved to be no myth. Sjieak-

ing of the mastodon remains that occur in such abundmice in New Jersey, Professor

Lockwood remarks, "It is jilain that the mastodon came into what is now New Jersey

ere the ice-sheet began. It receded south before it. It followed the thawing noiih-

ward, and so again ])ossessed the land. It occnpicil lliis ]iart of the country when its
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sliore-liiie was iiiik'S fartliiT out to sea than it is td-day. Wvw it was confronted hy

the human savage, in whom it t'ouml moro than its match ; for before this atitoclithonic

Nimr<]cl r>i'hcmotii lueltfil away."
C. C. AisnoTT.

Tiiis evidence presented by Dr. Abbott (whicli is also substantiated by many other

facts) goes far towards )ir(n'ing tiiat man existed in America at the ckjse of the glacial

e]iocli. JJut it ilocs not decide wiiethcr that was his first apjicarauce on our continent

or whether he was at that time an old inhabitant. There is, however, a little evidence,

fragmentary and iiiconcdusive it is true, l)ut still not to be ignored, that human beings

existed in the new worhl long anterior to the glacial period, in the later tertiary or

jilioceiie times.

In the gold-liearing gi-a\els of California liuman ini|plements arc not infreijuently

found associated with the liones of the niastod(.in, t'le|ihant, Ijison, tapir, and horse, ;iinl

a portion of a human skull was fouml at Calaveras under such circumsl.nices .-is to Ic.ail

Professor Whitney to regard it as of [iliocene age; a view which is, houevei-, uol uni-

vcrs.allv ad(.ijiled. In (ti'cgon Professor Cope has f<}und human imjilements in sucli

situations, and with sucli surniuudings, as to t-ini\ince liim tli.at their makers IimmI in

tertiary times.

In Nebi-aska Professor Samuel Aughi'y found laide sjn'ar p^iints in the loess deposits,

at depths of lifteen ami twenty ft'ct, of which he says: "Thirteen inches abo\c ilic

Jioint where the last-named arrow w.as found [al .a depth of twenty feet], ,nnd within

three inches oi being on a line with it, in undisturbed loess, there was a iumliar vcrli'-

bra of an ele)ihant (/!,7<////''x (^;/;(77Vv7«M.-f). ... It appears cleai' from this con junction

of a human relic ;md pi'oboscidian remains that man heri', as well ,as in Euroj)e, was

the contemjiorary of the ele|ihant."

The (iennan botanist. Otto Kunze, first called attention to .a cui'ious fact in the

distril)ution ui plants which may have a possible bearing on the jioint in ipiestion.

The banana (Jli/sn. jionK/isiKCK), which is now found in all tropical countries, is a pl.ant

which li\' lonij cidtiv.ation has entirely lost the power of producing seed, and is jiropa-

gated bv slips and cuttings. It is also unable lo beai- li-anspoi1alion through lenipei'ate

latitudes. Now it is almost certain that the banami is not a native of the lu/w world,

although it w.as found here in (ailti\ation at the discovery of Anu'rica, l)Ut must have

licen bi'ought here from sonu' poi'tion of the easl(au continent. How could this ti'ans-

])ort.ation have been effected':' (ieology shows us that in the pre-giacial tinu'S our

arctic regions had :i tropical flora :md fauna, .and tli:it theii- climate was as w.arni :is

that of the e(|Uatol'ial regions of the pres( nt d:i\'. T.akiug t hese fact s intci eoiisidca'af ion,

Dr. Knn/,e thinks it at least possibli' that the migrating ancestor briuight the b.an.anas

with him in his voyage across Bchring's Straits in fei-fiary times.

In still anollua' .aspe<'t this pi-oblem of tlii' :nitii|uitv of man in America presents an

interesting ph:ise. Tlna'e is considerable phmsibililv in the supposition of l)i'. .Vbbolt

that the dwellers :it the fo<]t of thegla<-iei' in thev:illeyof the Delaware were the

anci'stors of the present inhabitants of Labrador ami Greenland, and that the\, like the

butlertlies of the genus ( 'hiotiobas, liave followed the retreating glaciers. Now
Peschel has sliowji, on linguistic groimds, that the Kskimo are com]iarati\'ely recent

innnigr.ants from the old world, just as the Tschuktsch, who now live on both siiles of

ISehring's Straits, are of still later advent. If these views of Peschel ami Abbott are

both correi't, what shall we say of (he date at wdiicli the eai'liia' iimuigrations look place?
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If tliis view of a pre-glaeial iiiiinii;ration, wlit'tlier tertiary or ([iiateriiary, isi correct,

it follows that the American civili/atioii, which reached so high a grade in Mexico and

Peru, must have been of native origin. In any case we must ])icture the first wander-

ing hordes as very primitive. It has been supposed by many that at least tlie germs

of the Aztec and Incan civilization were brought by chance from the old to tlie new
world. These views present the greatest variety. Sonietiines it was the Egyptians,

at the time when Nckcn, or Neco, circumnavigated ^\frica, sometimes from the Pla-

tonic Atlantis; Carthaginians carried from the colonies in Morocco; adventurous North-

men, who puslied further south than " Vineland ;
" Polynesians who drifted from the

South-Sea Islands; Chinese, in whose fabled country, called Fusang, some have i-ecog-

nized America; and sometimes storm-driven navigators from Europe, who have been

called upon to account for a civilization which some have thought to be too advanced

to have been a wholly native product.

It is, however, highly improbable, that one jiei'son, or even a few people, could have

brought the civilization of their own homes to the inhabitants of the new world, and

thus furnished the beginnings of the great results found at the time of the conquest.

When we of European descent contrast ourselves with the lowest races of mankind,

as some of the Australi:m tribes, we are led to consider ourselves almost as demi-gods

compared with semi-animal men. Some person may possibly dream that if cast among

a tribe of such savages he would make them share the benefits of our civilization, so

that those thus benefited would in future ages regard their benefactor as a deity, and

the appearance of the white bearded-man would remain as a religious legend, and tlie

commencement of a new e])Och was to be expected when he should come for the second

time, just as the Aztecs i>romised themselves a rejuvenescence and a transfiguration

upon the reaj)pearance of (Juetzalcoatls.

What would really occur under such circumstances can be seen from the e.xperi-

ence of a shipwrecked sailor, James Morrill, who, for seventeen years, lived among the

Australian tribes. At the end of that time the natives led the same life as before, but

jNIorrill lived on shell-fish as they did, slept in their gunyahs, had thrown aside all

clothing, and had nearly forgotten his own language. The demi-god had descended to

the Australian, and the natives were in no wise benefited. It is a waste of time to

regard a few stray people from the old world as the authors of the culture ft)uud in

the new ; much more reasonable is the view of Alexander von Humboldt, that the

American Indians are a race who were cut off from all others at a \ery early date, and

who had for centuries |)ursued an independent course, developing llieir mental ]>owers

and creating a civilization without any external assistance.

The civilization of America is wholly a native product, and, further, that of the

Moithern and that of the southern half of the continent are very distinct. The Aztecs

knew about as little of the enijiirc of the Incas as did the inhabitants of Peru of tiie

wonders of Tenochtitlan or Palenque.

In subseiiuent i)ages, after we have become familiar with tlie existing natives of the

American continent, we shall return to the miuiy questions which arise regMrding the

Indians, lietween the times of the glaciers an<l the discovery of the new world.

In discussing the Americans of the present day we are nearly .-is much in doubt as

in tiie consideration of the Indians of anticputy. Are they to be regarded as an inde-

pendent race? Or are they a branch of the Mongolian? Are they one homogeneous

whole, or are there two or more distinct races? Tiiese, and many more similar ques-

tions, have been answered in every conceivable way, and the differences of opinion are
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still as great as ever. Vireliow was right when he said that if any one took the pains

to collect the already extensive literature regarding American anthroi)ology he wouhl

in a short time be inviilvcd in the greatest contusion as ti> whose ojiinion he ought to

follow regarding the inlialiitants of America.

Generally sjieaking. \\\< to the present time the best authorities have been i>t' the

o]iinion that only one race has e.xisted, from Greenland to Patagonia, there being, ol'

course, minor varieties, tribes, and nations. But Professor Virchow, the great ethnnlo-

gist of Germany, who has recently very cai'efully gone over the whole ground, is most

strongly inclined to an ojijiosite opinitm. "Hei-e," he says, 'Ms to be found no simi-

larity of ethnolngical cbaractei's, no unity of race. . . . The red race is in all jirobability

as little a unity as it is autochthonous."

When we come to divide the Americans into groups, the difllculty and confusion is

just as great. Color, sliaj)e of skull, and other jihysical characters cannot be relied

n]iou ; the t'xisting ti-aditions are eontiicting and uncertain, while language alone, though

an important element, is not an al>solute imlex. Tliis latter is, however, furnishing

to-day the most valuable results, especially in the classification of the tribes of Xorth

America ; but the time is still far distant when a satisfactory linguistic arrangement of

the Indians of the new world, north and south, will be reached. The vastness of the

work can readily be seen when it is known that many huiulreds of distinct tongues—
some say two thousand— are found on our C(,)ntinent.

With this uncertainty regarding the classification, we are coni]TelIed to adoj)t a

geograj)hical plan of treatment, beginning with the most northern tribes and jn-oceeding

southward mitil we reach the cxtrcn.itv of the westei-n continent.
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THE ESKIMO OR INNUIT.

TliL' aiicieuts had iiiaiiy tales and mytlis of

a j)eoi)le— Hyperboreans, they called them—
who lived at the extreme north of our jilauet,

and modern ethnologists have adopted the term

s a collective one for all those polar races which

are found in the extreme north of our own con-

linent (including Greenland) and the northeast-

ern i)ortion of the old world, and which are

ethnically sej)arated from the Indians on the

one hand and the liigh Asiatics on the other.

TiCaving the Asiatic branches until a later ]ior-

tion of this volume, we may now take u|p the

lirst of the two grou])S— Eskimo an<l ^Meiits

— found in America.

No matter how far the white exjilorers ])ress

towards the pole, they have always found traces

luman inhabitants. These Arctic peo])le

ari' \\\v Innuits or Eskinm, and on our eastern

coast the\' extend down through (ireenland

and into Labr.ador. 'I'he old Xorwegians called

them ' Skr.aclingjar,' or dwarfs, and when they

call tlu'insehes ' Karalit ' it is no native name

that they emjiloy, but sim])ly the best jilionetio

reproduction of the Norse 'skraeling' of which

they are cajiable. The word Eskimo is a cor-

ru])tion of an Algonquin word meaning raw-

flesh eater, and was a|i])tied by the North

American Indians to tiie natives of Labrador,

in allusion to the peculiar dietetic habits to be

referred to further on. The other name applied

to the i)eoi)lc now under discussion is ' Innuit.' Tliis is their own name for themselves,

and means ])eople, and is the ])lural of innuk, man.

Whence the Eskimo came is a question jiroductive of no little discussion, and is

one \\\nm which the doctors disagree. Possibly the view is most j)revalent that they

-Dress ami weapons ol' the Iiinuit
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liad tlieir origin in Asin, and crossed into America by that convenient route, Belirinii's

t^trails. Wfien the Xorthinen first \isited this country the Innuit lived farther south

than they do now. In llie middle of the fourteenth century they first entered Green-

land, and even as late as the beginning of the last century Eskimo wei-e occasionally

seen in Newfoundland. At the present time they live much nearer the pole, and in

nuiny respects they sliow the closest resemblance to the Tschuktsch and Tungus tribes

of northeastern Asia. Xot only is this true of the cranial characters, as was ])ointed

out by the late Dr. Jeffries Wyuian, but also of tlie languages, the Eskimo tongue

being intimately connected with that of the Asiatic Xaniollo.

The Innuit have betii divided into several groups by l)r. Ilink, a Dane who has

spent sixteen winters and twenty-two summers among them. (_)f the first of these

grou]is— the Eskimo of eastern Greenland— almost nothing is known; next come the

inhabitants of the n<}rthern portion of the west coast, the most liv]ierboi-ean of them

all ; furtlu'r dow :i on the west coast is a tliinl group, llie best know n of all ; the fourth

group embraces the Eskinui of Labrador, while the next includes those of the northern

part of continental America, which, since they extend from Baffin's and Hudson's liavs

across to the Mackenzie I!i\'er, have the most extensive distribution of all; the last in-

cludes the Innuit of Alaska. There are besides, in Asia, true Eskimo, as pure blooded

as those of Alaska. These gi'onps are seji.arated int<i two divisions by the northern ex-

tremity of the Kocky 3Iountains, an<l this geogr.-ijiliical line also cori'esponds with a

linguistic bound.ary, the natives on the east speaking a different dialect from those on

the west. The differences between the two are rather marked; individuals from one

side <'annot easily unilersland jieoj/le from the other, and even within the same group

the tribes differ Mith regard to some words, though as a whole the language is rather

uniform ; anil although the words are Init few, they are very rich in vowel sounds. In

tlie Innuit tongue new wolds are nnide by the addition of suffixes, thus resendiling the

Ural-Altaic grouji. This comliination is carried to such an extent that, by a single

word thus compounded, the Greenlander can ex)iress a whole sentence.

We will now consider the eastern grouji of Innuil. " It is well known th.at. almost

universally, mankind, as well as animals and ))lants, become dwarfed in stature the

nearer they are to tlie pole, cons])icuous exceptions being seen in the }iolar bear .and

the reindeer. This is usually attributed to the eolcl air and eiinervating fogs." AYith

these words David Craiiz, in 17(j;"i, explained the peculiar aj)]>earance of the Green-

landers, in his history of that land. Indeed, for many years the Innuit were regarded

as the smallest ])eo])le on the earth; to-day one can only say, with Tojiinard, that the

]iure Eskimo is in general under middle heiglit, yet it would ajijiear that this sm.aller

size is more apparent than real, bjr an .average of a large number of measurenients

gives a height of five feet three inches, and individuals h.ave been seen who measureil

over six feet. The skulls belong to the dolicoce])lialous or long-lieaded tvjic; the

heads .are large, and faces rouml. The skin is smooth and swarthy, the eyes are small

and s])arkling, the li)is are thick, and the hair straight, black and scanty. The large

jaws and jaw muscK's, the former slightly jirotruding, and the slia])e of the u]iper jiart

of the craniimi, gi\e the skull, when viewecl from the side, a, conical appcar.ance, and in

life this effect is heightened by the rounded cheeks and full lijis. In fact, the wlmle

presents a strikiniily Jlongoliaii rather tlian American jihysiognomy. This is well

shown in our illustr.ation, where the reader \\ ill also notice the small .and deeply set

eyes, whicli are widely se]iarate<l, and the small and flattened nose.

The color of the skin is described as a dark gray, the face dark brown with a tinge
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of red, and, were a color classification to l)e a<loi)tc'(l, these jjeople would have to be

ranged beside some of the etjuatorial races. Nuvertlieless, the children, when first born,

are said to be very light, but a combination of climate, food, and, above all, dirt, soon

produces the darker hues of the parents. In Godhavn, the most important settle-

ment in (ireenland, the Eskimo tyj)e has become mixed with Scandinavian blood, and

as a result one sees more refined faces, with blonde hair and blue eyes (the jiure Eskimo

have the iris dark bi'own), but still possessing distinctively Innuit features. The hair

of the pure Eskimo is long, straight, and black, and occurs on the face of the men only

as a scanty moustache and chin whiskers.

In temperament the Innuit are sanguin-phlegmatic ; they are peaceful and friendly,

and quarrels among themselves or with strangers are rare. Among them there is of

course all variations of character, some being ]iassionate and others the reverse. They

are far from gay and lively, but are

cheerful. They exhibit no great

care for the future, are not avari-

cious, though they ai'e somewhat

selfish. They have a great conceit,

and, although forced to admit the

superior intelligence and skill of Eu-

ro]ieans, they nevertheless look down

J; ?ii I'l'"" them. In reality they are far

less stupid than savages generally,

and although rather intelligent, they

are not so ingenious and thoughtful as

they are frequently ]iictured. They
consider themselves far sujierior to

foreigners in good manners and

morals, and so far as their cx))erience

goes they are justified in this bit of

egotism, for the whalers and sailors

who form their tyjics of the external

world are far from jiatterns in these

respects. Indeed, the self-complaisant

feeling goes so far that when they see a quiet,

good-mannered white they s.ay ' he is nearly as

well behaved as we are,' or ' that commences to

be a man.' They are j)atient and usually yield to the whites, but if driven into a corner

where further retreat is impossible, they become desperate and then fear nothing. They
are not lazy, but are .always engaged at some occu])ation. They, however, lack perse-

verance, and when unforeseen difficulties arise they abandon the task. They are very

stoical, concealing their feelings, meeting misfortunes with resignation, and enduring

much before becoming angered : but while they su]>prcss their |)assion and indignation,

they become mute and sulky, and upon oi)i)ortunity take their revenge.

Tlieir intellect is but poorly developed ; but, since they learn easily, this seems to be

more the result of ignorance than stuiiidity. ITsually, in counting, five or ten is the

extent of their ca))aeities ; but fre(iuently Innuit are found who can enumerate as

many as thirty or ev<'n a larger number. Some recent observers say that the mathe-

matical is the weakest side of the Eskimo's character, and that for all beyond twenty

Klu. li.^. — Topical lOaUiiiiii, man aiiil wuiiian.
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lie expresses by means of his fintfcrs conibiinMl with tin- wonl fi//i(f<rhii(i<lfi/^ wliicli, in

otlier connections, means Miiucli.''

For mental labor whicli (k'liianils close attention and banl study tlicj- arc confess-

edly unfitted. They iiave a native poetry, songs composed of short stanzas with lono-

refrains, in which the wiu'ds are so contracted and tlie language so moditied by the

poetical influence that it is diflicult of i-omprchcnsion. 'I'lie sentences are also so con-

structed that, when repeated, a half has to be guessed, and this adds not a little to their

obscurity. In the "Journal von (iWudand " appear many articles in the Innuit tduiiiie,

the composition of the Eskimo; and one (Trecnlandcr, whose name is honorably con-

nected with the history of modern polar exploration, has written his memoji-s, which

have been thought worthy of translation into a European toiiL;ue.

The Innuit consists of many small tribes, whiili .arc far from noiii.ailic, .-is the tra-

ditional statutes confine each to its proper

territory, and only by obtaining the con-

sent of their neighbors can they jjass their

bounds. They migrate only within their

hunting grounds, in accordance with the sea-

sons and the changing animal life. This is

more esjiecially true of the Innuit oi ihe

interior of the continent. Where they live

u[Min the seashore, as in (ireenland and in

the neighborhood of Hudson's Bay, they

are principally fishermen, .altliough they

follow the hunt to a certain extent. Their

chief source of subsistence is derived from

tlie marine animals, and the common seal

(Phoca <jrdnJ<mi1!(X() is their most imjior-

tant game, though the various members of

tlie group of whales ]ilay no uiiimjiortant

part in their economy. Tlie tlesh is partly

dried for winter use, b\it as a rule it is ealen

raw, thouL;Ii occasionallv it is roasted anil

devoured williont a ]iartiele of salt. As
we have already said, this raw-tlesh-eating

liabit has procured them their name of Eskimo, or, as

Esquimaux.

The flesh of tlie reindeer is rcgardecl as an especial delicacy, and llie choicest, tid-

bit is the stomach and its contents. This is usually eaten mixed with train-oil and

berries, and only witli chosen friends. If the Innuit jiosscssimI judgment and prudent,

foresight, they might live comfortably the whole yv.w round, since Iheii- lisiier-ics and

their game furnish tliein abundant food. But as the i.lea of ]iroviding for the future

does not enter their heads, they enjoy the jiresent hour, tilling themselves to the ut-

most, and wasting what, later on, would have ke]it them from need. The capacity of

the Eskimo stomach is almost beyond belief. I'eliable authorities state that an Innuit

returning hungrv frfun the chase can devour from eight to ten ])Oiinds of tlesli, and

that such gastronomic feats exiute no surprise. He takes large lumps of meal, forces

as much of it into his mouth as that opening will contain, and then, cutting it off close

to the lips, begins mastication, using both sides of the jaws at once. These gourmandio

-I'lulilo ol an K^^Uiiuu woiiuui Iroui
Greenland,

lied >y till' I' rcncii,
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habits must, liowcver, be attributed to
"' ^^ tlie climato, auJ Eurojieaiis wlio live

'j= for ai)y length of time in these frozen

^ regions are compelled to adopt the

rj^rt Eskimo mode of life. Cajitaiii Hall,

^^^^B who spent five years among the Iiinuit

^ of Repulse Bay and Fury and Hekla
~ Straits, living as they did, says tiiat he

iiocasionally ate twenty pounds of raw

flesh, and drank over a quart of train-oil

in one day, and enjoyed first-rate health

by this course. Tallow is esteemed a

great delicacy, and ships ])enetrating those

frozen regions have to carefully guard their

stores of candles and whale oil. Although the

importation of liijuor is prohibited, the natives

of Greenland enjoy their grog when they can obtain

it, while the privations that they will undergo to pro-

cure tobacco and snuff show that this nicotian weed possesses the

same charms for them that it does for mankind in all other parts

of the world.

Debarred as they are by a rigorous climate from agricultural or

])astoral [lursuits, they are dependent upon fishing and hunting for

means of subsistence. The sea sup])lies tiieni not oidy with an

abundance of fish, lint also with the seal, walrus, narwhal, and an

occasional whale ; the land affords hares, foxes, and ptarmigan in

large numbers, and rarely a bear. On the continent, additional

food supplies are found in the musk o.v and the reindeer. These

animals have not been domesticated, as is the case in L.a])land.

The dog is their only tame animal, and serves to draw their sledges,

.md, in cases of necessity, has an alimentary value as well. In

hunting and fishing, the Eskimo boat (kayak or umiak, it is called)

]ilays no unimportant part. The first of these names is strictly

applicable to only the double-oared form, which is certainly one of

the finest examples of boat-building to be found among savage or

semi-civilized people. Tiie kayak is from fifteen to eighteen feet

in length, and about eighteen inches in Avidth. The frame is con-

structed of light wood, fastened together with wooden j)ins and

thongs of sealskin, and then the whole is covered with sealskin

carefully sewed together, so that only a small ojiening is left on

the deck, in which the Eskimo seats himself. This oj>ening is sur-

roimdecl with a wooden ring projecting slightly above the deck,

and when in use, the Eskimo ties the bottom of his jacket around

this ring, so that the whole is nearly watertight. Tlien, wlien lie

turns the hood of the jacket tip over his head, his chances of getting

wet are very slight.

The skill of these natives with their boats is astonishing; they will venture far out

to sea, sometimes going twelve oi' fifteen miles from the shore. One of their most

-

/̂.
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Fio. 70.— Walrus lance,
Iiarpoons, spears, and
knife of the Kskimo.
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reiiiarkalilo feats, when in their kayaks, is tlie turning of a eoniplete somersault. With
a deft strolve of the oar, tlie boat goes over sidewise, is now bottom up, and tlien the

face of tlie Eskimo reajipears from the water on the opposite side of the boat from

which he went down. He shakes the water from his beard and accepts the small bit

of silver or the glass of grog which rewards his daring feat. The jiaddle used has two

blades, one at either end, the edges being arme<l w'ith Ijone to ju'event their being

rapidly worn away.

The umiak (which, literally translated, is a 'woman's boat') is much larger. Like

the kayak, it consists of a wooden frame covered with sealskin, but it is large enough

FIO. 71.-Kaj;ik.

to aceommo(hite twenty or twenty-five jjei'sons. It derives its name from the fact that

it is generally rowed by women, while for a man to occupy one of these boats is dis-

graceful, and i:)nly occurs from dire necessity.

The Innuit weapons are few in numbei-. Among them we may eniimerate bows

and arrows, a light bird-s])e.'ir, lances, javelins, and Iku'jioohs. These were formerly

tipped with bits of sfoiu- or bone, but in later years

iron and copper have been emjjloyed for this purpose.

In throwing the spears a light throwing-stick is em-

ployed, strikingly suggestive of the warmera, which

we have already descriljcd as in use among the .anti-

podean Australians. The hai'poons, which are useil

principally in hunting the seal ami walrus, are \-ery

ingeniously constructed. The shaft, iisiiallv of ash, is

five or six feet in length. Tlu' tip, w liirh is of walrus

tooth, is fitted with a socket which fits on the I'nd of

the shaft in such a manner as to allow it to be re.nlily

detached. To this head is att.aclied a [liece of cord,

about thirty feet in length, made from walrus skin, ^

the other end of which is faslcncd to a, float made of

sealskin intlate(l with air. 'I'his harpoon is lln-owii

witli a throwing-stick, and, on ])enetrating the ganu',
;

the shaft is detached and floats on the surface of the

watei', whence it is easily recovered. The he.ail of the

harpoon sticks in the wound, and the flo.at retards

the motion of the anini.al until it is exh.austtMl by the loss of blood, when the hunter

catches up with it and kills it with a lance.

A smtdler harpoon is used in lishing and in caplufing birds. The shaft is about

1 -Uimo lliiiiw iiif;-stieiiS.
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tliivi' or four tVct in leiiglli, and tlio liji is aiincil witli an ordinary nail, wliilo, lower

down, three seal ribs are so fastened that, it the game is missed with the point, the

body is oanght between the shaft and one of the ribs, much as in our familiar lish-spears.

Reeentlv, the Eskimo in Greenland have become ])ossessed of guns, muzzle-loaders,

and have ]iroved themselves good marksmen. All these weaj)ons have their place

in the kavak, or rather on its deck. On the sides of the hunter are placed the two har-

poons, llie cord is coiled in front of liim, while behind are tlie gun and the float of the

hai'jioon.

The Innnit have two kinds of lialiitaliuns. In summer they occujty tents made by

liangiug sealskins over four ])oles, much the same as among all other races. The tent is

highest at the entrance, and slojies behind to the groiuiil. The edge of the tent is held

down by stones, while all small openings are tightly stopped with moss. The entrance

is closed with a curtain made from the intestines of the seal split open and sewed to-

gether, which at the same time serves to keep out the wind and, by its translucence, to

admit light to the inti'rior.

The iglu, or igloo, is the winter dwelling, which is occupied from October to March,

Fig. 73.— Seclioii of an iglu.

or even i\I.iy, according to the latitude and the season. In shape and materials thev
dilfer considerably. They may be long and quadrangular, or round and a])]iroaching

the conventional lieehive in shajie. In the southern latitudes they are frequently
built of turf and stones, but in the far north blocks of snow or ice are employed. It

is to these latter that the most interest attaches, and many accounts have been \mh-
lishcd (if them and tlirir metliod of construction, the best being that of Lieutenant
Schwatka. The most striking feature is that those northern people have struck

upon the principle of the arch, and its corollary the vault.

The entrance is formed l)y a nairow tunnel built of lilucks of snow. It is usually

about a yard in height, and from eight to twelve fett in length. The oidv way of

entering is on all fours, ;md one may consider himself f(^rtunate if, when half way in,

he is not attacked both in front .lUil in the rear by the h;df-tanuMl Kskinio dous. This
tunnel-like entrance opens into the single room of this queer domicile, which usually

has a diameter of ten to fifteen feet. .Vround the sides runs a broad ])laIform, upon
which the family eat, sit, and sleep, together with a number of young dogs. Tlie in-

terior is lighted dm-ing the long winter nights by a seal-oil lamp, and the oidv means
of ventilation is through the snow walls of the iglu. These are so porous that, when
a strong wind is blowing outside, the air ji.issing through makes itself appreciable.
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affecting the H;uiif of tlie lamji. Still tiu' air inside is iint all that coukl be desired,

for, aside from the effects of so many peojile and dogs, one has to take into considera-

tion the smoke of the strong Danish tobacco which is enjoyed b\- lioth men and

women. Though the tem]ieratnre rarely rises

above freezing, on entering one finds the atuios-

])here fairly opjiressive.

The general appearance of the interior of the

ighi varies with the wealth and social position of

its owner. In some may be foimd various articles,

mirrors, pictures, etc., of European numufacture,

whicli may be regardeil as indicative of consiihn-

able ]irusj>erity. The most important article of

household use is the stone lamp wliich occupies

IIk' centre of the iglu, furnishing both liglit and

heat. < )\er it is usually suspended the iron kettle,

w hicli hangs from a straj) of raw hide. The other

domestic implements are few, the knife of boiu',

cop])er, or iron being the most important.

When tra\elling, c\ery night the Innnit build

a new iglu, which differs from those inl-eniled for

]iermanent habitati;_in only in its smaller size. l>y

long jiracticc they Iku e become \ery expert in the

construction of these dwellings, and the tempo-

rary structures are always nicely and smoothly

liuislieih Great care is taken to s<'lect snow of

just the riglit consistency iar the purpose. Fi-om

this, with a long wooden knife, blocks of the riulit

size are cut out, each with a convex outi'r and a

concave inner surface. These are placed in pro[ier

|)Osition, forming a circle, and others are |ilaccd

upon them, so that at Last the dome is completed

by the insertion of the last ))iece on tlu^ top nf the

ighi. Schwatka gives every detail of tlie build-

ing of an iL;lu. ch'scribiue' the method in which

the blocks .-ire lait out, the wa\' iti which tlic\' ai-e

fitteil togctliei', and all inaih' one CDUipacI wlmle.

The l)locks, instead of bein'4' laid m re'_;ular courses.

arc arr.anged in a spiral, and always emb'^ly the

principle of the .ireli and the dome. When llie

outer wall of the iglu is comphMcd, the beneli ,.n

the inti^rior is made, then couu'S the const ruelion

of the tunnel-like entr:ince, and lastly, a sort- of

porch which alTords a i-ude pi-otectii>n for the

dogs.

Among all tlie eastern Imniil the native dress is the' same, both in (Mit and tna-

lerial. It is made of the skin of seal or reindeer, or occasionally of that of birds. In

the south, woolen and cott<ni goods of European mamifacture are conunon. Both

sexes wear ]iantaloons, wliich .are fastiauMl arouuil the lii|is with .a string. The upper

- Drcs.^ of ail KsUiiiio woman
from tircenhiml.
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part of the body is usually protected by two dresses, oue over the other, the outer one

being provided with a hood like a monk's cowl, which is drawn over the head when it

is cold or wet. Below the breast this gai'nieut is shaped like a skirt, and hangs down

to about the middle of the thigh. When going on the water they wear, in addition,

waterproof garments made of sealskin and the intestines of the same animal. The

feet are covered with skin socks or boots, worn one over the other for warmth and

dryness, the number of pairs varying with the weather.

The only differences in the dress of the two sexes are that in that of the women a long

point hangs down behind from the jacket nearly to the heels, while the caps are wider

and larger, since they are used for carrying the children, much as a squaw carries her

papoose, the young Innuit not being embarrassed with a superabundance of clothing.

The sewing of the garments is all done with a needle of ivory (from the walrus) or

bone, with sinews for tliread. Ornamentation consists in luffles and the use of differ-

ent-colored leather. The hair is either braided or more frequently combed straight

back and tied up with a colored band into a large bunch on the vertex. Neat as they

look when dressed in their finery, they are far from attractive in their ordinary

clothes, for these are the embodiments of dirtiness.

A tattooing is in vogue among the Eskimo, but is confined to the face, hands, and

feet of the women. The method is very different from that in the south seas. The

skin is ]>uncturcd, and through the holes is drawn a bit of sinew blacked with soot,

])roducing small black sjiots. No religious sentiment seems to be connected with the

operation ; but the mothers fear that, unless the daughter be so ornamented, her chances

for a matrimonial alliance will be exceedingly slim.

In point of civilization the Eskimo, especially those from Danish Greenland,

stand among the highest of the hy]ierboreans. They are far from being sa\ages,

although they are still nomads and hunters. They are largely christianized, know

how to read and write, and have acquired many of the arts of civilization. Next to

the Greenland Iiniuit stand those of northwestern America. Among the eastern

Eskimo, ideas of morality are rather peculiar. Except among the Christians, polygamy

is ])ermitted, but seldom practised. Even more rare is polyandry, yet many cases

exist where one woman possesses two or more husbands. Before mai-riage, unchastity

is rare; but after the celebration of that rite, there is more freedom. ^Marriage is not

irrevokable, but no ceremony of divorce exists. When, for any reason, an Innuk is

tired of his wife, he leaves her for several days; and she, taking the hint, packs up

her possessions, and betakes herself to her friends. After the separation she usually

behaves herself as well as possible, as such a course tends to cast her quonchnn hus-

band into clisrei)Ute. Children are freciuently afliance<l by their parents when (piite

young, though no festival or ceremony accompanies the act.

The children are nursed until they arc three or four years of age, and grow u]>

without any es])ecial disci|iline.

Tlicy, however, almost invari-

ably show great res]>ect for their

|iarents. As soon as ])0ssible the

father teaches the son the use of

Fio.^._Sectiou.faku.vuk. Weapons, and at the age of fif-

teen he goes out with the seal-

catchers. At twenty he must make his own kayak and weapons, and then he is )ier-

mitted to marry. The girl at her fourteenth year begins to hel|i her mother in her
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(loiuestic duties; after marriage she goes to live with her husband's parents, and tlien

begins a life of domestic slavery. On her shoulders rest, not only the cooking and the

making of clothes, hut the slaughter of animals and the tanning of skins. The man
only furnishes the material, and would consider it beneath his dignity to even drag

the seal which he has killed fi-oiii the water to the iglu. In old age the woman is apt

to be regarded as a witch ; but if suspected of any overt act of witchcraft, death is

the ])ena!ty, except in those localities where Christianity has obtained foothold.

As they are a race of fishers and hunters, the Innuit have lint vague ideas of j)rop-

erty. Everything e.vcept strictly ])ersonal effects — as clothes, weapons, etc. — i.s

common property. Their course of life is wholly communistic. As a family increases

in size by m.ai-riage, the various branches continue to occupy one iglu (and tliat means

one room) until the accommodations beciime too small. Each ]iortinn >>( this little

community has its separate jilace on the Ijench whii'h sur-

i-ounds the iglu. When the numlK'r.beconies too large, some

members go off, build a new iglu, anil form a new commmiity.

Frequently, from motives of economy, outsiders are admitted

into these communities, but only when aercptabli.' to all the

members. Very rarelv is there a reeo^nized Iiead ; but usu.-ill\-

eacli member has (Mpial rights, and al! game is shared eiiually.

Everyone lias a rii;iit to hunt and tish anywhere in the district.

If a harjiooned seal escajies and is sulisei|uently captureil, it

belongs to him who first struck it, if the harjioon still remains

.•ittached. Whales, walruses, and bears are ct)mmon property,

as their I'apture is only effected by the assistance of many.

All work together for the connnon good, and any shirking oi-

laziness is met witli universal contempt.

The Innuit are very pcacealile, and ]iersonal conflicts are

very rare. In (Treenlaml tliis is es]it'cially the case. AVheii

conflicts arise, or a crime has been committe<l, a curious trial

is resorted to. It is the custom to sing the accusation, and

tlien the accused makes his defence in the same manner, and

tlie acclamaliuii or disa|i|irobation of thi' mnltitudi' is accepted

as a judgment. Among the continental Eskimo a more quar-

relsome disposition is found, and there exist old feuds which

have been handed down for gener.at ions. A desire for revenge

also exists; and one writer tells of an Eskimo starting on a. voyage of nearly four

hundred miles in order to avenge the murder of .-in nni'le.

Sickness is consiilered the result of witchcraft, or the work of evil spirits, and

remedies are sonuiit in charms. In extnaiu' cases, recoui'se is Innl to a few ]iriniiti\c

remedies; but, owini," to ;in <ntii-e absence nf nu'dicinal products, the healing .art is

not at all developed. In (ii-eenland the dy inii' |iers(in is dressed in his best clothes, and

his knees are bent. After death, every ai-licle is taken from the iglu, .and tnward

evening the body is buried on some neighboring hill. IJeside the man is jilaced liis

boat, tools, and weapons; beside the woman, her knife, needles, and workliox ; whiU'

with the cliild is pl.-iced the head of a dog, so that the dog's soul may show llie way
to the wor]<l beyond. On the continent the case is different. With the apjiroach of

death all relationships cease, and the Innuit dies alone, deserted by all, even his most

intimate rt'lations, who carry away all of their possessions.

. — Bow aiitl arrows
of KskiiiKi.
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In the Danisli districts the Eskimo arc iMimiually C'hi-istians ; but it must be

confessed that tlieir eonceptions of a future life are rather hazy, and much confused

with the old pagan ideas which still exist with the natives on tlie other shore of

Baffin's Bay. It is only these latter which interest us. Their religion is a much
modified pantheism. Not only man, but every living creature, possesses a soul. The
whole world is peopled by demons ; but these in turn are ruled by a supreme being,

who forces the demons, in spite of their malevolent nature, to aid the liuman race.

This deity responds to all calls upon him, either personally or through a spirit ; but to

know him perfectly requires a degree of perfection wliich raises one to the dignity of

Angagolv (or Ankut) or priest. The power of these angagok is still immense, and

they act as legislators, judges, doctors, and magicians. In them Peschel recognizes

the Shamans of Northern Asia, to whom we will

recur Inter in this volume. The jieojilc firmly

believe in the magic art. To return to tlie

deity, Tornarsuk. He lives in an infra-terre.s-

trial region, separated from both earth and sea,

which are supported on mighty pillars. This re-

gion can be reached from the sea and through

fissures in the earth's surface. The other spiritual

world is above ours, and is a repetition of it, and

can only be reached by an ascension from the

middle of the oce.an. Tornarsuk decides to

which of these worlds the soul will go ; and,

contrary to our theology, the lower regions .are

preferable. There the clim.ate is warm, and

food is plenty; while the world .above is a re-

gion of ice, the .souls living in tents on frozen

seas, suffering from hunger, and ])laying a con-

tinual game in which the heads of walruses

serve as balls, thus producing, in a way difticult

to explain, the aurora borealis. The starry fir-

mament above us is solid, and rests upon a higli

mountain in the upper world.

Fig. 77.— Inmiit, tools; pickaxe of walrus tooth
(Point Barrow), copper ami iron knives (Capt:
Prince of Wales), bone snow-knives (Hudson
Strait).

Far less is known of the western Eskimo,

who live in Alaska and the adjacent parts of

British America, than of their eastern cousins. This branch of the family is divided

up into a series of groujis, each with its own name, but the whole forming an

ethnical unity, strongly marked off from the neighboring Indian tribes. These western

Innuit follow the coast; and, in going from north to south, twelve distinct tribes are

recognized. First come the Tsliglit (singular Tsliglerk) on the sliores of the Arctic

Ocean on both sides of the mouth of tln' ^lackenzie Kiver; next, the Kaviagmut

(Anligmut) on the Kaviak peninsula and the adjacent Aziak Island; the JVlahlemut

in the neighborhood of Norton Sound .are third ; fourth, the I^naligmut (Unaleet) on

the shores of Bering Strait; the Ekogmut in the Yukon l^elta come next; the

sixth are tlie Magemut (or IMagagmiit) on Ca]ie Koiuanzov ; adjoining them, and

extending to Cape Avinov and the island Nunivak come the Agulmut; the Kus-

kwagmut occn|)y the shores of Kuskokwini Vt.\\ ; the Nu.shergagmut are next in
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onlor, ami are followed by the Agleii'iiuit, which extend from Cape Etoliii around the

shores of Bristol IJa^y and along the northern coast of the Aliaskan peninsula ; tenth

in order are the Aniagmut, (iccupying the larger part nf the peninsula just mentioned

and the Kadiak Island. The Chugach (Igniut) are found on the Kcnai i)cninsula and

t'hugash gulf ; while tlie last to be mentioned are the Okeogmut on the islands in

Bering Strait.

Some of these tribes are again divided into smaller grou])s, but for our purposes no

enumeration of thesiMs necessary. The termination ' mut,' so often repeated in tne

foregoing catalogue, is a pliii'al suffix which, addeil t<i I he name of any lo<':ility, forms

the name of the jienpjc dwelling there. Since the teriiiinatioii is plural, it is a mistake

to say xVglegniuts. '{'he singular is ' mu.'

The l)est authorities now agree that the eastern Eskimo and these western trilies

are closely related; anil in fact it has been shown liy Maurer tlnit the Tnnnit entered

Greenland in the t'oiirtcc'nth century. The western type is slightly taller, but in sliape

of skull, in habits, dress, etc., they closely resemble each other; and in fact the mon-

otonous tunes of the native of Greenland are repeated u]ion the shores of Bering-

Strait.

The western brother has, in reality, much the easier time The rivers of the in-

terioi' are abundantly wooded, affording him a su]>|ily for tlu' m.ainif.actnre of his

various im|ilcnients, while trailers and fragments of wi'ecks furnish him with iron

sutlicicnt for his needs.

Among the northern tribes, especially those from Norton Souiul to the Mackenzie

liiver, the [iractice of piercing;' the lips and the septmii <if the nose is common. With

.some the cheek near the corners of the mouth is thus disfigured, with others it is the

lower li]), and in the opening is placed a liit of bone, wood, or stone. The result is

far from |ilcasing to civilized pe(.)ple. In morals they ai'c \'ci'v nnicli like tlie Innuit ;

they have the same virtues and the same vices. I'olyandry is r:itlier conimon ; and

marriage, if that name can be applied to tlu^ relationshiji that exists, often takes |]lace

between ^•ery near relatives, even between brothers and sisters.

Many Inmiit are lujminally Christians .-uid members of the Greek church; but

their knowledge of religion scarcely giies beyond the making of the sign (if the

cross. Though for manv vears the l.'ussians tried th/irliesi to con\ei't them, they

still cling to their old iileas and to their belief in good and liad spirits. IJeligious

feasts were 'Tiven in tiu'ir honor, at ^\ hich the ]>oor and the women were not allowed

to be ]ireseiit, cxcejit in rare instances. At thcsi' feasts the religious element mani-

fested itself in dramatic m;is(|uerades.

Later travelers have iikuIc us better aci|uainteil with the two first tribes on our

list, the Mahlemut .nid the Kaviagmut. 'I'hey mingle freely with each other, and, in

f.'U't, some regard them as but a, single tribe, altliough they speak distinct ilialects.

The outer garment, of the t'oiaiu'r is of fur, <ait like a shii't, with long sleevi's and a hood.

The breeches, socks, and boots are also maile of the same material. 'I'he M.ahlenuit

live in underground abodes, of which only the roof is aliove the surface, and to which

entr;iuce is obtained bv creeping on the km'cs through a sm:ill tuniu'l. .\n opening in

the roof serves for ventilation and for the e.\it of the smoke. Close to eai-h of these

dwellings is a scaffi>lding of ])oles, on the to]i of which is a small c.-ige in which the

provisions are ke]it. Besides theii- habitations, the Mahlemut construct, or rather

excavate, larger rooms which serve for meetings and balls. The balls t^ake place only

in winter. The 'b.all room' is dimly lighted by oil lanijjs. Every family contril)utes food
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according to its means. First comes a feast, and then, strengthened by this, the dance,

which consists in a pantomimic representation of the motion of birds and beasts,

begins.

One of tlie officers in the Russian service, Lieut. Sagoskin, once had an opportunity

of witnessing a peculiar ceremony among them. This was the " sinking bladders in

the sea." This takes place on Xew
Year's day. About a hundred blad-

ders are hung on lines of walrus skin

in the front of the kasine, or winter

house. The bladders can only be

taken from such animals as have been

killed with an arrow, and are decor-

ated with all kinds of fantastic fig-

ures. On one side of them nangs an

owl with a human head and a sea gull

carved from wood ; on the other are

two white grouse. Strings properly

ai'ranged pass over a cross beam, and,

upon pulling them, the owl fla])s its

wings and turns its head, the gull

strikes its iron beak against the

ground, as if catching fish, while the

grouse run toward each other. In

front of the kasine is a pit serving

as a fireplace, and just in advance of

this is a post about six feet in length

wra]ijied with dried grass. Men and

women are decked in their best

clothes, the former wearing a kin<l oi light shoes which are only used on holidays.

The dance lasts all day long ; and after it is over, one of the men pulls some grass

from the post, burns it, and fumigates the birds and the bladders with the smoke.

The post is then set aside. Tliis ceremony is in honor of the Mahlemut sea-spirit

Juggak, but the natives could (or would) give no explanation of its meaning, but said

that it had been their custom for manv vears.

Fig. 78. - Boue tool for tlie maiiufactuve of arrows, and pieces
of ob:?iiUau.

The Aleutian Islanders.

The desert, treeless group of islands extending in semicircle fi"om the Aliaskan pen-

insula, and separating Bering's Sea from the great Pacific, is the home of our second

group of hyperboreans. These are the Aleuts, for whom we have adopted the Russian

name, j)ossibiy a derivation of the Chukchee word ilna, an island. The natives of the

different islands have their own names : thus, those of Unaliaska are called Kagataya
Koung'ns, or men from the east, those of Andreanov Islands, Xamigun, or western

people. The numbers of individuals cannot be estimated with any certainty, but it is

probably between the two extremes, four and ten thousand. The smaller ntmiber,

perhajis, will include all the inhabitants of the Aleutian Islands, while the larger would
take in .-ill living on the Aliaskan ]>eninsula and the shores of Norton Bay.

In external appearance the Aleuts are very like their neighbors, the western Innuit,

and, in fact, some travellers do not find any differences between them. Langsdorff,
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for instance, wlio has visiteil this region, and studied its inhabitants pretty thoroughly,

calls tliu Aniagmut unquestionable Aleuts. On the otlier liand, the Russians, who for

so many years controlled this region, claimed that the Chugaches were Aleuts, and

with so much force and jtertinacity that the members of the foi'mer tribe adopted the

latter name. Of course, this could not be possible if both did not posse.ss many
])hysical and intellectual qualities in common. The linguistic side has not yet been

sufficiently studied in its details to give a clear ami unequivocal decision as to the

relationships existing between the Aleuts and the other hyperboreans. Peschel, the

eminent anthrojjologist, says that the tribes now under <liscussiou are really of Mongo-

lian descent, and are (in language; related to the Eskimo only by a number of similar

words, doubtless derived through contact and intercourse. In regard to the Aleutian

language, Friedrich Miilier, the Austrian ])liilologist, says: "In external characters and

the rich develo)nnent of word-forms, the Aleutian tongue reminds me of the Turkish

Tartar idioms and the languages of the Ural ; but the vocal harmony of these Latter

is lacking in the Aleut. "Words are formeil by suffixes, and the ruling principle is

agglutination. Xoiins and verbs are rather richly developed. The absence of certain

subject or object cases is remarkable, but predicate and attribute are entirely sepa-

rated. The verb is the richest jjart of the language, and in many cases equals the

highly-developed Turkish."

The Aleuts can be divided into two groups: the Atka. or Atcha, originally occur-

ring in the western, and the Unalaskans from the eastern part of the Archipelago.

These races, however, have become much mixed, not only with each other, but with

the Russians; and it is doubtless owing to this adnuxture that they appear, both

jihysically and mentally, superior to the Eskimo, though they have a general resem-

blance to them.

The Aleuts are middle sized, or rather small, but well proportioned, although the

legs are frequently so crooked, at least in the men, as to give them a waddling gait.

They are strong and broad-shouldered ; and, notwithstanding their hard work, they

have small and well-formed hands and feet. In color they are a dark, yellowish brown,

with black, apjiarently obliquely-placed eyes, black and stiff, but uot coarse hair, a

scanty beard, and jjrojecting cheek-ljones. These characters remind one strongly of

the Mongolian type.

The dress, dwellings, and style of life are now, to a certain extent, modified by

contact with the Russians : and from the same jjeople tlie Aleuts have received an

inkling of the Christian religion, as manifested in the Greek church. A Greek ajiostle,

Innoceuz Veniaminoff by name, was the means of converting large numbers of them,

at least in form ; and the same person established schools among them. Many of the

older peoj)le read and speak the Russian language ilueutly ; but since the cession of

Alaska to the United States, in 1S67, the English tongue has begun to supplant that

of the Slav. Since the death of Veniaminoff, a considerable retrogression in their

condition has occurred ; and the change in ownership of their country has uot im-

proved matters.

These fifteen hundred people depend on the seals and sea otters for their daUy food.

Under Russian control they were forced to depend on primitive weapons for the cap-

tm-e of these animals ; l>ut now they are allowed the use of guns, and the result wnll

doubtless be that this soui-ce of supply will soon disapj)ear. The principal occujiatioa

of the Aleuts is hunting and fishing for whales, seal, sea otter, and wab'us. The seal

is the most important of these, and without it they could scarcely exist. From its skin
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Ila'y make tlieir clothes, carpets, shoes, etc., and the canoe which carries the liiiiiter or

fisherman out to sea is made of a framework of wood covered by the skins of the seal

or walrus. The flesh is employed as food, while the fat has a value as an article of

diet and also as a means of obtaining heat and light. From the skin of the throat

they make water-tight boots, and the stomach is converted into a substitute for bottles

and jugs which is used for holding all sorts of liquids. The intestines are converted

into water]iroof garments, or used in the place of glass for window-panes. Thus every

part is utilized, even the bristles jilaying a part in personal adornment. This descrip-

tion at once recalls the similar deijendence of the Eskimo upon the same animal, and,

as we shall subsequently see, the same is true of other northern peoples. With the

Aleuts and the Eskimo, the seal occu])ies the place of the cocoanut palm in the tropics.

It is from necessity that these people have been compelled to utilize every portion

of these animals, and their dependence upon them has had a powerful influence upon

every part of their life. These Sea-Cossacks, as they have been aptly termed, only

begin to live when in their boats in the pursuit of game. In all that relates to the sea,

the Aleuts of Unalaska and the Fox Islands are the sujieriors of the natives of the other

parts. They construct their single-seated boats (l)idarka, they call them) in the most

ingenious manner, and handle them with great skill, looking down upon the more

clumsy naval architecture of the western Aleuts of the Rat Islands. The one-seated

bidarkas are remarkable for their lightness and swiftness. Two- and three-seated boats

are not common, and have only been introduced since contact with the Russians. In

construction the bidarkas are much like the kayaks of the Eskimo. Each has its well,

in which the owner scats himself, while on the ujiper surface are arranged the spears,

etc., used in hunting and fishing. Besides these light boats of the chase, they have

family boats (bidarras) which are like the others in shape, material, and construction,

except that they have accommodations for more passengers. As in the case of the

Eskimo, these are used largely by the women, the men — at least in some localities—
considering it beneath them to use them.

Another point of similarity between the eastern and western l;y[ierboreans is found

in tlie laws relating to hunting. The sj)ears are pointed with trachyte, or obsidian,

marked with the sign or totem of the community to which the owner belongs. If a

whale is killed by a hunter, and afterwards drifts ashore, the property is immediately

recognized, and divided among those to whom it belongs. The dress is also similar to

that of the Eskimo. The i)rincii)al garment is much like a shirt with long sleeves, and

made of the skin of the seal or of sea birds. Over this is worn, when on the water, a

waterproof garment made of the intestines of the seal, and furnished with a hood which

can be drawn over the head. The hat, or headdress, is highly original, and is to be

compai-ed to nothing else. It is com])osed of birch-bark, painted white, green, red,

and black, and projects far forward to shade the eyes. As ornaments, it bears wooden

figures of birds and other trinkets, while from the back ])roject sea-lion bristles, which

are bent forward and strung with glass beads, sometimes more numerous than are

shown in the figure.

The villages of the Aleuts, which usually consist of twenty or thirty dwellings, are

placed upon a side-hill, giviiig a view of the sea, but ])rotected against the north wind.

To avoid, as far as possible, the cold of winter, the dwellings are built by digging a

large hole in the ground, and raising aroun<l the edge a slight wall of turf. Across

this are laid timbers of driftwood, and then the roof of turf is laid on. Around the

edges of the walls of turf are the small windows, across which the thin intestines of
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the seal are stretched, which at the same time serve to keep out the cold, and, by their

translucence, to admit the light. The grass soon grows over the roofs, and a village

seems composed of graves, rather than of Inmian habitations. Contact with civilized

peo])le seems to have affected the cliaracter of the dwellings less than anything else.

Inside, the arrangement is much the same in all. Usually the space is divided into

two rooms. The first is the kitchen, «itli ils place for the fire, and over it a lioh' in

the roof for the escape of the smoke. The other serves as a bedroom, and benches

arranged aronnd the walls serve for beds and cliairs. The other furniture consists of

a four-legged table and a few earthen dishes, jirocured liy barter from the traders.

The smell which pervades the wIkjIc dwelling is indescribaVile, for the Aleuts are none

too cleanly in their habits.

About a dozen years ago, JVIr. W. II. Dall, who spent a long time in Alaska, and to

whom we owe a large part of our knowledge of the people, discovered the remains of

some prehistoric villages, from whii'h we learn something of the life of the Aleuts

before the advent of the Russians. The old houses were like those of to-day, but

the olijects of daily use were much different. He found lamjis, still containing oil,

spoons of bone, stone knives, buttons, etc., and numerous mummies. Especially

interesting were two ornaments foi- the li|is, found with a skeleton of a woman. These

were exactly like those ni.iw in use Muuiug the P^skimo. The custom of piercing the

lips was still in vogue at the time of tlie early Russian explorers, but has long \wv\\

extinct. Dall also foimd a mnnber of wooilen masks, some of considerable size,

])ainted in different colors, and decorated with feathers and tufts of hair. These are

no longer used, but they are especially interesting from the fact that similar objects

occur in some of the South Sea islands.
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In character, the Aleuts are described as good-natured, ]>leasant, and docile. When
angered they lose control of themselves, and become cruel, and indifferent to any

danger. One of the Russian observers writes of them in flattering terms. He says

that they are brave and honest. Theft is imknown among them, and that not only

their own proi)erty, but that of strangers, may be exjjosed without danger of loss.

Murder is unknown. The Aleuts are not mendacious; on the other hand they will not

tell a lie even to escape death. They do not know what fear is, and regard it as

demeaning to express astonishment. The ruling principle seems to be nil admirari.

Nothing can delight, nothing make a profound impression upon them. Still they

have a warm affection for their families. To these may also be added the virtue of

hospitality.

The picture, however, has a darker side, although, on the whole, the morals have

much improved since the advent of Christianity. Polyandry no longer exists, the

abuses of slavery and the old funeral customs have passed away. To-day the love of

liquor is their greatest curse ; they are also fond of tobacco, especially in the form of

snuff, and will go to almost any extreme to obtain these commodities.

Though somewhat stupid, they take great interest in those elements of education,

reading and writing, and show special aptitude for handicraft, learning the details of

a trade in a short time. They now have their carpenters, tailors, shoemakers, black-

smiths, and painters, all of native blood. They have a good sense of proportion, and

hence their carvings of Avood and walrus ivory, and their embroideries, are to be enu-

merated as works of art. In de))icting the forms of whales, usually a difficult task,

they arrive at a fair degree of accuracy. AVhile a ])ractical jieople, they still have

their stock of legends, myths, and ballads, among which is one relating the story of a

great flood which destroyed their forefathers on account of their vices. Most of the

legends relate to the sea, but they have a number of erotic songs which in most cases

show a certain cynicism and a very primitive idea of love. Some of these songs have

elements of poetic beauty, and occasionally one is heard which contains far more sen-

timent than would be expected.

THE NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS.

The term " Indian " is an unfortunate legacy of those days when America was

discovered, and believed to be a ]iart of the Asiatic Indies, but it is now so well

settled upon the aboriginal inhabitants of the greatei- |iart of our conlinent tiiat no

amount of correction will ever do away with it. In another way it has done harm;

for it has been ajjplied to every tribe indiscriminately, and has had, as much as any-

thing else, the effect of checking investigations regarding the etiuiie unity of the

various tribes. Connected with the word are always associated certain ideas of what

constitutes an Indian, and a certain type is constructed to which all are ex])ected to

conform. The result has been to include all in a common grou]), and oidy within the

last few years h.ave systematic efforts been made to untangle the various threads of

interrelationship, and to formulate a classification of the various tribes. These studies

are yet in their infancy, and the results that they have produced are still insufficient to

enable us, in a work of this character, to follow other than a geographical arrangement.

Still we know enough to be sure that a geographical arrangement brings ti'ibes into

close contact, the members of which are as different as an Europt'an and .a Turk. But

while everyone is aware that a Turk, even if he live in Eurojjean Turkey, is greatly
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different from the members of tlje Aryan race, our wonl Indian is applied to all the

American aborigines, irrespective of any eomnumity of descent.

Besides tlie diftieulty arising from tlie geographical distribution of the tribes tn-day,

there is another which has also tended to confuse the student of American ethnology.

In the ])ast, as within the historical period, tribes have migrated from one ]iart of the

<'ontineut to another, and have become amalgamated with the inliabjtants of those

regions, producing strange mixtures. The extent of these migrations, though known

to the few, is not realized by those who have not studied the subject. These migra-

tions would teiul to bring the most remote tribes into ju'ijximity, intei'niarriages wouhi

occur, and the result would l)e a mixed race, liable .at a later d.ale to lie still furthei-

modified from a repetition of the same circumstances.

Many attemjits have been uuide to give the characteristics of the Indians, but

witliout much success. Hair, color, shape of skull, prominence of the malar bones,

are all uncertain; that of color most of all. We often hear of the reil men and the

copjier-colored Indian, but when, with soaji and water, we remove the enisl of diil,

from the faces of tliese people, we tind, not a copjier color uniform in all, but any num-

ber of shades varying from light or nearly white, to that of a mulatto. (Ither ('h.-n-ac-

ters vary in the same way.

The Indians are usually regarded .-IS on tli<' roail to extinction, and imlcrd some

trilies ha\e entirely ])assed aw.ay. On the otiiei' hand, some of the l.iest. aullioiiiics

state that there are to-day .as many, if not more, of the aborigines in the tcii'ilory of

the United States, than at the time when the continent was discovered, 'i'lic adxiiil

of the European has dri\eu them west fi'om their foriuei- locations, but, at the' same

time, it has largely ]jut a stop to their wars among themselves, decreased their sickness,

and during later years, by placing them on reservations and making a]ipro|iriations for

their sappoi't, the famines which in times past made such inroads on iheir numbers

have Ijcen [ire\euted.

The Triues of the Northwest.

The nearest neighbors of the Eskimo in the extreme northwest of Americi ai'c the

so-called Kenai or Kinai, or, as they call themselves, Thnaii'.a, a word meaning men.

Theii- mmd)er is estimated at about t wciity-ti\f thousand, di\ ided among several tribes

scattered through the interior i<( Alaska, and reaching to the upper valley of the

Yukon, ;md south to Cook's .Sound. KmcIi of these triln's has its name, but with lhes(?

and the regions inhabited by each w<' need not concern ourselves further than to

mention one or two of the better known. Kegarding these tribes, much has still to be

learned of their physical and mental characterislics, language, social and religious con-

dition, etc. Each of the tribes has a distinct diale<'l, which differs from that of the

neighboring Aleuts and Inmiit. Th<' Kenai :n-e .-i branch of tlie Timieh stock, which

we shall return to later on in <'oiiuection with llu' Athaliascans, the C'omanchees, etc.

Tlieir division is mentioned liere from geographic.al reasons.

Iti character they are described as much more courageous, uai-likc, .-md revcngetui

than the Aleuts, but of late they h:i\-e li\e(l in a ]ieacefnl mannci-. In times p.nst ihey

fre(|uently made considerable troulile for the Itussians, and were chaigi'd with com-

mitting several murders. One tribe has been .-iccaised of camiibalism.

IJancroft describes tluan .-is a line, manly r.'ii'c. The yoimuer women are siiid to be

tolerably good looking when young; but youth with tlu'in lasts but a short time. The

lioys at the age of ten begin their training in the ;uls of the chase, while the girls are

VOL. VI. —9
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iLsiially niarriod before the age of fifteen. Tlie dwellings of the Iiigalik (a tribe on

the lower Yukon) are like those of the Aleuts in being underground, but the method

of construction is different. The entrance is covered with a square wooden structure

with a door on one side'; from this a ])erjiendicular shaft, si.x or seven feet in dejith,

leads to a horizontal tunnel, through which one creejis on hands and knees to reach

the dwelling-room. This is simply a large hole in the earth, roofed over with timbers

covered with turf, a hole being left in the centre for the escajie of the smoke. The con-

dition of one of these interiors is better imagined than described, for, like many
other northern people, cleanliness is not regarded as a virtue. At night the embers of

the tire are thrown out through the smoke-hole, and men, women, children, and dogs

go to sleep. Besides the smell emanating from their Ijodies, the air is still further

vitiated by the more or less decomposed flesh or fish which serves as food, by the skin

garments, and by the remaining smoke of the fire.

In dress, the Koyukun of the Yukon peninsula are iieculiar and can at once be

recognized from Eskimo or Aleut. The princijial garment is a double-tailed coat;

one tail han!2;ing down in front, the other behind. The effect of this is much as if one

Fig. 80. — Section of an Ingalik lupek.

s!i(Jiild |iut cm .mh (ivdiiiarv dress cdat in the nonual manner, and then, oxer this, another

with the back across the breast, and then button it u]> behind. T)ie dress of the

women lacks tlu^ long tails, but the fair sex ornament thi'mselvcs liy |iiercing the seji-

tum iif the nose and lin-ustiiig through tlie opening a tooth-shell (DenUifiiini).

Fnither up the Yukon, the custom changes, and only the nu'ii adoi-n tliemselves in this

manner. In the spring, to ])rotect the eyes against the condiinecl effects of snow and

sun, they wear wooden goggles, with a narrow slit to ailmit the light, and fastened

to the head by means of strings. Snow-shoes made of birch, rounded and turned u]>

in front, but ]iointed behind, an^ worn.

'I'lie Kenai su|)i)ort themselves jjartly by tlie chase and ]iarlly by fishing. In the

wiiitci- they fish tlu'ongh the ice. As soon as the rivers are fro/en they cut holes in

tlir ici' and drive long stakes down to the bottom, .and .around each is jiut .a liarrel-

sliaped wicker b.asket. Leaders of wickerwork direct the lisli to these baskets, each of

which lias a fMniiel-sha|ied laitrance. Every day the basket is raised and is usually

found to cont.aiii a number of lish. (ii'eat care is taken to keep the water open aromid

the jioles. The Kenai are appaiuaitly less fond of li(|Uor than are nu)st savage races,

but they are intenij)erate users of snuff aiui tobacco.
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Schiefncr, ;i Uussbin, Iims told us something of their religious life and ideas. Tlu'y

people nature with numerous spirits; they liave mermaids and nu'rmen, light-ccmi-

plexioned an<l tlaxen-haired spirits, niueh like the German nixies and hobgoblins (Toili-

tenai), whose leader, Kluesh, jdays a most important role, for to him are reported all their

actions. On this aeeoimt every act and every word, when in the territories where lie

is supposed to dwell, are moditit'd to please him. lie does not like the custdinary

language, and hence certain things are called by other names. At death a Kiaiai

separates into three ])arts. The spirit ])asses into the air, and the l)ody remains on

the earth, but the third, the shadow, goes to an umlerground realm, wliere, uith the

shades of others, it continiu's to dwell. In sympathy with this lielief, they have their

medicine men, which here, as elsewhere, comliine the offices of physician and ]iriest.

Each one of these meilicine men has his own songs and incantations, and dares not U)

use those of another. After tliis religious artist has tricked himself out in his linerv,

]>ainted his f.ace and ]jut on an ermine skin, he |)laces a mask over his face ami walks

ai'ouiul the tire, and those ]>resent re])cat his words in chorus. After he has finished a

song, he begins a second, then a third, according to the importance of the case. In

these songs he describes what ho sees, ami tells abcjiit his intercourse with the spirits

wlio serve him, a proceeding ]:)aralleled by the operations of elairvovants in ci\ ilizcd

communities. The medicine man is c;dlc-(l to both the sick and the dead. The fir.vt

he is exiiecte<l to restore to health, and W'liyTuper has <lescrilied the incantations used.

A group of Indians surrounded the patient, and in their midst was a low tire. 'J'hey

sang a subclued song, which accompanied the C(.iniplicated motions of the nie<liciiie

nuui, which cannot easily be described, .\fter many circlings and contoilions. he

appeared to draw the bad s])irit out of the sick man, fight with it, and throw it into

the tire. Then he ran away with simidated fear, and, returning, again got one of the

demons in his p(iWer, and then gesticulated and groaned until he frothed at the mout li.

All this time he kept up his song, which accorded well with the chorus. As the end

(h-ew neai-, the song became louder and (|uicker, and at last the sick luan was relieved

of his demon, and thv ma'_;ician lioliblcd from the scene.

If the ini'autations should prove of no a\ail, and the sick man die, the services of

the meilicine man arc again re([uired to see that the shadow dcjcs not go astrav.

'I'licre ai'e two undrrL;'ri>und hea\cns or regions of ^h.|des, one foi' the dous, the wicked,

and the iidios|iitable, the other for the good ami upright. Occasionally it happens

that a shade who has lived an nprinht bfe Ljels st.-irted wrong, ami goi-s off on the Jiath

leading to tile dogs' hereafter, and the spii-its of the medicine man unist follow him,

bring liim b.ack, and stai't him on the proper course.

Kxteiuling aloiii; down tlieco.asl of the Pacific from the region occupied by the

Kenai to California, .and reaching back a \arying distance info thi' interior, are a,

number ^i\ tribes which have resisteil all attempts .at classification, though <-ertain

relationships have been observed among them. First in order comes the small tribe

of Vakutat, whicii oceu]iies the coast between 3It. St. Klias and ^ft. Fairweatiier.

One autliorit s thinks lliem .illied by their l.anguaue lo ijie Tlilinkil. who follow the

coast down from Mt. Kairweather to flu' mouth of ihe Colundiia. 'I'he name Thliid<it,

like that of m:my othia- savagi' tribes, means nun: but this race exhiliits a certain feel-

ing of snpei-ioi-it \ , for it canploys, to designate its mendiers, the iiaim^ Thliiikit-Ant.a-

<|uan, meaning the men of the uui\erse. In many win'ks tliis I'ace is known as the

Koloshes, a term probably derived from the Kussian, and alluding to the [)ractice of
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piercing the lijis and inserting in them a phig. The nienihers of the Thlinkit are

apparently diminishing; in 1840 they were estimated at twenty-live thousand, but in

1875 it was thougiit that they did not number more than twelve thousand. As both of

these numbers are mere'guesses, it is not certain that they are ])assing away as rapidly

as the figures mentioned would indicate. The Thlinkit are of course divided up into

numerous groups, each taking its name from the place in which it dwells. Some of

these names, with their transliteration into the Russian and then liack into Roman
characters, are puzzles in pronunciation, as the spelling Schitkhakhoan and Tschischl-

khathkhoan shows. These many smaller divisions may be arranged under two prin-

cipal tribes,— the Stakinkwan or Stickeenkoan, and the Sitkakwan ; the one occujiying

the country around the mouth of the Stickeen Ri\ er, the other Sitka and the adjacent

islands. Another classification divides them into the raven and wolf races. They
possess a myth about two gods, who, in the beginnings of time, created the world for

the benefit of the human race, and that they are the lineal descendants of these two
divinities. Each of these races

5J&^^ is again divided into different

families or stocks, each taking its

name from some animal, as the

bear, eagle, etc. Each family

wears a representation or easily

recognizable jiart of the animal

from which it receives its name.

This symbol figures on the huts

of the chiefs, on boats, imple-

ments, etc., and at the various

feasts and ceremonies many dress

and try to conduct themselves

like the animal from which the

family derives its name.

This assumed connection be-

tween tribes of savages and some

of the animals of the country

which they inhabit is common in various jiarts of the world. Sometimes a jilaiit

or otljer object is taken as the insignia, but usually the animal kingdom furnishes it.

This is especially the case in North America, and the name of the animal is used to

designate each of the various clans into wiiich the tribe is divided. Among the Algon-

quin tribes the term for an animal thus ado]ited is 'dodain,' and this, in its modified

form, 'totem,' has now become the univei'sal ethnological e.vpression for the designation

of a tribe, or portion of a tribe, by the name of an animal. The origin of the system

is naturally to be traced to the mythology and the social divisions and distinctions, and

connected with it is a most im])ortant chapter in the history of the civilization which

exists among ])eople of a certain grade. The totem h.as its religious place just .as far

as the animal is an object of reverence among the tribe, and is regarded as its tutelar

divinity, as is often the case. At one time this (if we m.ay use the word) totemism

was regarded as jieculiarly American ; but this has been shown to be erroneous, for

essentially similar conditions are found not only among the Yakuts and other .Vsiatic

races, but among the ]>etcliuan:is of South Africa, and I'ven among some of the

Australian tribes.

FiG.Sl.— Hat from Kootk:i .-m ma, u II 11 : inliuii'ii of whaling.
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The Tliliiikit are of iniiklle stature, with hristly, straiglit lilaek bair, and a coni-

jilrxioii liiit little darker than that of some of the inhabitants of southern Europe.

I'iiey are quick and active. They formerly painted the face with Mark and \('nniliciii,

and disfiu'ured the already thick tnider lips by the insertion of plu;4s in tlicni. This

was esjiccially characteristic of the wnnien and the old men; and the farther the lip

was thus forced to jirotrude, the inni-c \W jesthetic sense was gratified. Ilussian influ-

ence has had a large effect in rendering this custom olisolete. The face differs some-

what from that of other Indians; the eyebrows are small and dark, th<> cheek-bones

jirominent, and tlie eyes large anil lirilliant. The head is usually uncovered, l)ut occa-

sionally one sees bark hats shaped much lik<' those of the Chinese. The ajijiarel of the

www is a woolen horse-blanket, underneath which is an apron of coarse linen or cotton.

The women wear a long skirt, to wiiich a cloak is attached. The children are fas-

tene(l to a wooden frame, which is carrit-d on the backs of the women. When ]>icking

berries, or engaged in like occupalion, the papoose is hung on the bi-:ini-lies of a tree,

or laid in the grass. The men .are picture<l as lazy and indolent, v.'alking slowly about as

if engaged in deep thought, or reposing .after their ]iromenades, always covered with

their blankets. Under tliese cloaks they caia-y two-edged knives, the edgi's being ke]jt

as sharp as possilile. Before the achcnt of the whites they knew how to uurk metal,

osjiecially cojijier. Since they lia\e been supplied with tire-arms, they ha\e turned

tlu'ir bows and arrows over to the ehiMi-en.

In their wars (wliich are of fre(|uenl occurrence) they wear wooden arnujr ami

caps, from wdiich depend visors car\cil and painted to represent the most grotesipie

faces. Frequently, as a jirelude to battle, ;i sacrifice was made of some of (he slaves.

The old Russian accounts of the Thiinkit .all a^-ree that thej- treat their ]>risoners «ilh

great cruelty, torturing them, and gradually killing them liy overwork. They ti-\- to

inure themselves against all sorts of ]iain and suffering, beginning th?ir trainiuu in

childhood, in which they are like most other American fril)es. It is deemeil an e\i-

dence of manliood to endure any torture withotit a murmur.

The Thiinkit have ti>;ed habitations only in the winter. In the summer they wan-

der abciut the country, gathering ]irovisions for the time of need. Their houses, built

of bark and boards, are ^ery flimsily constructed, and can lie quickly erected, or as

rapidly taken down ami renuived on sledges to some other locality. In shape these

houses are long and narrow, witli ;i gable roof, and the entrance is closed by furs or

)ilaid<els. In the neighborhood of Sitk.a, the dwellings are more permanent and sub-

stantial. They arc liuilt of logs so carefully hewn that one can .scarce belie\'e that

they have not seen a plane. The roof is of slabs split from spruce logs, and in the

centre a rectangular hole is left for the escape of the smoke. The only entrance is

Ihrougli a circular hole about two feet in diameter, jilaced about six feet abo\-e the

ground, and reached by a flight of ste]is. The interior is sometimes floored, except in

the centre, wliere the earth is left bare for the lire. The inner furnishing is exceed-

ingly simple, a few shelves for holding tlie stores of food being the most jirominent.

Their boats aix' made like those of the jMeuts ;md Innuit. Formerly they had but

one seat, but, as in the casi' of the jieople just ment iotumI, within the last century tliey

liave adojited two- and three-seated boats. The nutans of ])ropnlsion is a t wo-bladeil

paddle. The Thiinkit are good workmen, and have consider.able aptitude tor car\iug.

Tlie Women make fine liasket-work, ami \i>ssels of burnt cl.ay. In the use of color,

they have not yet arrive<l at :i hi'_:h stage, and the contrasts they produce are some-

times far from pleasing. They ha\'e a good e\i for proportion, and the blaid<ets which
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tlioy wear upon #i>ooi:il oooasions aix» ornamented with figures and prv-iups which show
oonsiden»l>le anistie skill. It is, liowever, in the manufacture ot tolK»cci>-|>ipes that thev

show the gix>atest skill, and in this line they an? s:ud to excel any other American nice.

Some of tliese aiv gniti-stjue, but others are in imitation of animal forms, and some-

times of those that they have never seen. Thus the writer has seen a pipe made l>y

the Thlinkit, which repivsonteil an elephant. The artist who carved it must have

oopieii a picture.

A nobility exists among the Thlinkit, and is henniitary in certain families, but its

pennaneiice depends on the retention of wealth. The principal wealth is in slaves,

,\.>,> w ...;<.,.....•.; ;>. Tlieir wars. Marriage oivui-s only in different totems.

Polygamy is common :unong the wealthy and the

nobles, and by thus coiniccting themselves with

other families they still further incivase their intlu-

enco. The preliminary courtship is aceomplislievl

by deputy, and the marriage is celebr:iteti by songs

and dances, but without any religious ceremony.

A nephew is always foroetl to marry his uncle's

widow. As in so many other cases among sjivage

races, the woman carries the gens ; the children re-

main with the mother and bear the totem of the

tril>e to which she Wlongs. If rich, tlie child usu-

ally receives later another name fivm the father's

side.

On the women falls almost all the work. The
children are taught to pay piv}H?r respect to their

paixMits, and the old and feeble are cared for in a

tender manner. The Thlinkit scalp those kille»l

in battle, as do ahnost all of the American tril>es,

and these scal}^ ai-e worn on special occasions as

ornaments. The fret^uent quarrels between the

different totems are usually settled by duels in

which daggers are the weajnins. The }HV>ple sur-

round the two duellists, and sing while the ooml>at

is going on.

One of their funerals has been describeil in the

following manner by an anonymous writer in the

American Naturalist : " In one corner of the room

we found the corj^se, ctimpletely encase»l in blankets, which in turn weiv enveloped by

a large woven sea-grass mat, and tietl up in such a manner as to bring the knees nearly

to the chin, and, tints enshroudetl, it w:\s place^l in a sitting j>osture. The house was

.-jlKiut half filleil with Indians— men. women, and childi-en.

" On one side of the rvx>m a young bnive w:is busily eng:»ged with a i>air of scis-

sors in cutting off the long black hair of all the near relatives, male and female. This

seems to W one of the nsual mourning customs among these Indians, After he had

corapleteti this tonsorial duty, during which he had Vkh^u frequently interrupteil by

their sudden outbursts of grief, a procession of about twenty Indian warriors, headed

by old An-a-hvxits, the war ddef of the trilx', fiUvl th^^^ugh the sm.tll )>ort.il. Each

carried in his hand a lonsi slender staff nmde of hanl wooil, and carve«l all over with

r 10. si;.— I^jv> Ir.^n Iho ii,4rth«Mk£4 COASt
(Uaidah, Thlinkil, etc.).
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fantastic figures, while briglit-coloieil IIuilsoii Bay Maiikets fell in not uiiirraceful foMs
from their broad, square siiouMers. 'i'liese staves hore eviilence of their irreat a"-e hv
tlie liiiiii jjolisli tliey possessed, as well as hy their smoky color arnl jdin'a-nt odor.

The warriors ranged themselves in line along one side of the house, facing the centre

and immediately began a lugubrious death cliant, keeping time bv i-aising tljeir staves

about three inches from the floor and letting them droj. to'_'i-lher. This doleful air

was much more monotonous than musical.

"All this time the relatives of the deceased were rending the aii- with their lamen-

tations. Every Indian ]>resent had his face thickly smeared witli a fresh coat of se;i]

oil and l»lack |>aint, thus rendering himself inconi-eivaljly liideous.

" At the close <;f tiie death song two stalwart young Ijraves mounted to tlie roof

and lowered l)ark ropes tlirough the aperture, which were made fast to the matting
that enveloped tlie cor)ise. An-a-)]oots .,_.---:— .

made a sign to the young men, and they

began raising the body towanl the ojjen-

ing in the roof. They alwavs remove

their dead from their houses in this

manner, instead of througli the door, on

accomit of a superstition they have that

the spirit of tlie defunct made its exit

in this way. But just as it arrived at

the ioof, one of the ropes broke, ])re-

cijiitating the lifeless bimdh- ujion the

fire lielow, scattering the burning coals

in every direction. For a moment all

was terror, confusion, ami dismay. The

sjnieks and yells of sujierstitious horror

that went u]) fi-om tlie women and chil-

dren baffle description. The body was

hastily snatched from the fire and hui--

ricdly carried out througli the door to

the funeral pyre, which was about forty

yards in the rear of the house. X'l

second attempt was made to take it

through the hole in the roof, as they

thought the old woman's spirit was angry and did not desire it."

The ])yre was made of ce(hir logs, and on it the body was ]>laced, while tlie mourn-
ers seated themselves with their backs to the pyre. When the torch was apj.lied, the

warriors began tlieir chant, which did not cease until the pyre was entirely consumed.

Then the ashes were gathered up and placed in one of the little mortuary houses.

Tliese are much like the regular houses, except that they are only about three led
long, two wide, and two high, and frequeiitly painted and carved in a calmlistir niaii-

iier. Tliey are supj/orted on four posts about ten or twelve feet aliove the irromid.

Formerly slaves were killetl ami burned with the eorjise, but this is now forbidden.

^leilicine men seem to be wanting among these peo](le, Imt in their place are sooth-

sayers, wlio are consulted as to whether the sick will live or die. The treatment of

the patients is almost wholly in the hands of the old women, who are really skilful

herl>doctors.

Fhj. >;:;. - - XllUiaii licuii ^llo^villg tlie extent reiii<>veil iji

scalping.
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Of late we have gained considerable knowledge of the southern division of the

Thlinkit, known as the Haidah Indians. These are principally found in the Queen Char-

lotte Islands, and are one of the most marked tribes on the northwest coast. In 1840

John Work calculated their numbers (including 1,735 Kygani) at 8,4"28, but in 1880

Prof. G. M. Dawson estimated them at 1,700 to 2,000, and Mr. W. H. Dall that of the

Kaigani at 300. This rapid decrease, which promises the early extinction of the tribe,

is traceable tn the sickness and vices which have followed contact with the whites;

In physical condition the Ilaidah are perhaps the finest

in North America. They keep their bodies clean, though

their huts and cabins are just as filthy as those of any other

Indians. As far as possible they have adopted and adapted

the dress of the whites, though some of tlie older individuals

still cling to the nakhin, a cloak made of the finely frayed

inner bark of the cedar, iu which the wool of the Rocky
Mountain goat, colored white, yellow, brown, or black, is

woven in such a pattern as to show the totem of the tribe.

One of these nakhins is valued at .about thirty dollars. It

figures in their dances, together with a small wooden mask

inlaid with mother-of-])earl. Painting the face is still in

vogue, but other parts of the body are left untouched ; tat-

tooing is rapidly disajipearing, and only old individuals can

be seen with the plugs in the lips.

They are not great hunters, but are skilled in the use of

the canoe. Poole, who spent two years with them about

twenty years ago, found that they knew nothing about swimming,

and learned the art first from him. They show a peculiar ajititude

for l)nilding, wood-carving, and other handiwork. They live almost

wholly in permanent villages, the houses of which are more sub-

stantial than those of the Thlinkit. Tliese houses are ornamented

in front with gi'otesquely carved pillars, which show the extent

of their artistic development. The enaction of tliese houses and

the ornamentation of the jiillars requires a deal of time and labor,

and is only ])0ssible by combined effort. Other similar jiillars are

used to m:nk the graves of the more jiroinineiit ]>ersons. Here

property is estimated in blankets, and these pass current for

money, just as beaver skins or horses do in other ]iarts. Be-

sides, they have large plates of copjier, sometimes two feet in

i''iu. t.4. — Msii iiui.ks length, which arc imported from Chilcat, and which are used as
from Nootka Sound. '

money.

There are seven divisions or sub-tribes of the Ilaidahs, which diifer but little in

their customs and dialects, while, on the other hand, the Ilaidah are but remotely allied

in language to any other of the races of the coast. On the adjacent mainland around

fSalnion River are the Chimseyans (including the Sebassa, the Neecelows, and the Xasse,

as well as the Takulli, a wild Athabascan tribe), which are nearly related to the Hai-

dah. Tliey also have many similar customs, such as wearing plugs in the lips and

erecting carved ]iosts. The influence of the missionaries has led to the removal of

most of these. Still further south on the northern jiart of Vancouver Islaiul, e.v-

tending to Nootka Sound, are the Hailtsa. On this island there are twenty totems,
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oml)rncinfr about seventeen thousand, or, according to otliers, only seven thousand

]ie(i|il('. These tribes may V>e arranged in four great groups, eacii characterized by

a language so distinct tliat a member of one can only with great difficulty, if at all,

understand one of the othei's. Among the peculiarities of these languages arc to

be nientioned the existence of the sound of the German ch, as in ich, and the

absence of the sound of r. Of these the grou)i known as the Aht (the term ai'is-

ing from the syllable aht, wliicli terminates most of the sub-trilial names) has been

most studied, but aside from difference in dialect these differ but little from ollicrs

on the island. They are rather well formed and dark brown in color. The face

is of the usual Indian type, but the practice of fiattening tlie skull in cliildlidod

modifies it exceedingly. This flattening is accomplished by binding a piece of b:nlc

on the forehead of the infants while the Ijones of the skull

are still soft and cartilaginous. The coarse black or brown

hair is worn long, and is frecpiently cr(]wnc(l by a chaplct

of leaves, giving tliem a grotes(pie resemljlance to the old

' heroes of Greece and Rome. It is merely for convenience,

and not from any iitlier cause, that these garlands .are wurn ;

I lie leaves serve in a measure to drive away the numrrous

tlies. Il.ats of cclar bark are also (iccasionallv wurn. Tlu'

women are especially fond (jf tiner\', and tlicv also jiav con-

siderable atteiitii.in to their hair. Dlankets are n(jw the prin-

cipal .ai'ticles of clothing; the women, in addition, \\(:irinL;-

woolen skirts.

The Aht are strong and agile. They make line basket-work

and splendid boats. These latter are usually ilug out of the

trunk of a tree, and so carefully finished that li'it a lucre shell

is left. They change their cam]i with the salmon, which fur-

nishes llie ]irinci|>al jiart of tlieir food. These fish are caught

either with sjiears or with hooks. 'J'hese latter .are made of

wood or bone, bent by the aid of heat, and are es|iecially inter-

sting sinct' the jiatterns an- much like those iised by sonu> of

he South Sea islandt'rs. .\t the season of the salmon run, they

mild their camp of woo<len huts near the sluu-e, and s]K'ud the

time in lishiii'4' and curing the fish for drying; and in the fall

they return with the stores of j)rovisions to theii- winter cpiar-

ters. Game of all sorts is eaten, and now |iot:iloes .aie <'ulii-

vated. Salt is not used nor relished.

In their social relations they are communistic, and are go\-erneil by strict rules

of rank and precedence. During the winter great feasts are freipu'ut, and whiai

a whale is caught the whole eoniunniily is happy. \i the meals ii is not reg.arded

.IS polite to break the silence by talking; but when all are lillecl, the praises of

war and of the chase are recited in epics of considerable Icneth. Thi' women .are

not admitted to these feasts, but in all othei- respects ai'c as well li-catcd as are llu"

females of most savage tribes, which in the case of the Indians of Xoiah .Vinerica

is better than is tisuallv supposed. Polygamy is the rule .anioii^- the wc.allliy, but.

Ilie ]ioor ha\e to be content uilli but a. single wife. 'I'hc usual price jiaid for a wife

is ten woolen blankets or a gun, but for the daughter of a chief a liigher piiei' is

di'iiiandecl.

Fui. »5. — Fisli liooks
from tlie Soutli Seas.
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Slavery exists all over Vancouver Island, the prisoners of war being either iilaced

in bondage or beheaded, decapitation having formerly been a favorite diversion. The
chiefs have a peculiar method of expressing their regard and admiration for each

other. When they meet, instead of embracing, they bite each other on the shoulder,

and the scars thus made are regarded

with considerable satisfaction. The Aht
have a native music, but most prominent

among their amusements is the dramatic

performance known as the Xuk-dance.

They are also fond of horses, and the

instinct for tiamblins; is stronu' amontr

tliein, and, not infrequently, play goes

to such an extreme that, as among civil-

ized people, the loser connnits suieiile.

They believe in spirits, spooks,

omens, and sorcery. They are very

careful where they spit, as this affords

an easy means for an enemy to bewitch

them ; so, when away from home, if neces-

sary, they spit on their own persons, so

that they may the more readily watch

the dangerous fluid. The dead are

placed in a sitting posture in rude

wooden coflins, which are then covered

with stones. Before these graves, game
:ni(l s.ihuciii ;nv liunied for several days to nourish the soul. This

is said to be the only evidence of their belief in a future life.

The confidence in the exorcisms of the medicine nien is great.

These Taraannoes (a word suggestive of the Shamans of Asia)

rm a limited society into which a person is admitted only after

long ceremonies and great expense. After the initiatory ceremony

they sometimes have a theatrical performance, in which the chief

takes all the leading ])arts. In one of these, as described by an

English traveler, tiie chief first appeared with a roar as a panthei-,

then as a bear, and lastly, as the rising siui in whicli a mask with

feathers arranged as rays was supjiosed to represent the luminary.

Then the others came on and illustrated love, jealousy, ami other

similar ])arts, as wvW as a battle l)etwet'n a chief and a wolf. From
this and other similar aceo\nits it would appear that the dramatic

art has advanced further among the Aht than with any other

Fio. 8(i. - Masks aiui American tribes, the ancient Mexicans alone excepted. The man-
wooiiiMi swonls from

e p
Nootiia Siiiinii. ufacturc of masks has reached a high point among the Vancouver

islanders. They make them of wood carved to represent .almost

every sort of animal, or in some strikingly grotesque ]iattern. On the inner side are

leathern thongs which are held by the teeth, and form the sole mode of fastening the

ma.sks. Some are like birds, and have beaks which can be moved by iniHing the ]iro])er

strings, while others re])rcsenl the huntan fac<\ These masks are used in various

ceremonies, and recall those of the carnival. It may be mentioned, in passing, that
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siiiiilnr masks were fouml liy Spix and ^Martins, and by Bates, in use by the Tecunas on

the Amazon. j\ito\v points are made liy tlie Aiit by fialiing off small ])ieees from a cor'

of obsidian, by pressing' against it a tool made of lione, and tlius gradiiallv working

out the desired shape. Essentially llie same proeess is followed by (jihci- Noi-lh

Ameriean tribes.

TllK XaTIVKS of BkITISH CVlLl-JIIilA ANII OllEGON.

In the territorial iinnts indieatrd Iiy the heading are a nundier of tribes and lan-

uiiagcs wliii-ii ha\e not yet been brouglit into a satisfac-

tory ethnologit'al arrangement. The system of totems

here reaehes a great development, .and this, combined

with the fact that a man is not allowed to marry a woman
f his own totem, is largely the cause <if the confusion.

Did space permit, we wouhl gladly linger aimjiig tln'se

tribes and give with some detail the results of (iibbs,

Dall, Swan, and others who liave studied them. This

urou]i dilfers nnn'kedly from the northern Thliid<il, but

ill tli<' natives of Vancouver a j)artial transition m.ay

ixist. It is distributed over the country between the

l''ra/ei- and S.acr.amento rivers, an<l east to tlii' head-

waters of the Missouri. In most res[)ects these Indi.-ins

.are inferior to those of the more northern regions just

described, .ami it is also to l)e noticed that, the f:ntln'r

we jiroceed from the shores of the Pacific, the lowci' in

intellectual development do we Hnd the various tiibcs.

Contrasted with their neighbors, they are lackiiiL; in

artistic skill, and, if jiossible, e\cn nmrc dii-ty. They live on sab

moTi and on roots. Those nearer the coast thus have a iire.iter

abundance of food, while those further up the ('(.lundiia have

to struggle for the 7iu-aus of subsistence. 3Ii'. Swan has gi\cn

a louii' and det.ailed ac<-ount of the IMakahs, a small XvWtv in-

habiting the extremity of ('.ape ]*d;ittery, wliiidi nniy be taken

as a representative group.

In this tribe a flattening of the skull is not usual except, .-nnoug

families which have married into the Chin(jok, C'lallams, and otlu^'

neiuhboriuii' tribes. They are not remarkable for any sjiecial

phvsical development. Their houses, which acconnuo(late sev-

cr.al families, are at times si.xty feet long and thirty wide. .\

fr.amc-work of posts and timbers is first erected, an<l the cov-

erings of boards, split from logs of cedar, are fastened on with

withes, and then all seams are stuffed with nmss and seaweed. Th<' beds are pl.iced

around the wall, and are covered with m.afs of bidrushes ]>rocurcd by barter from

the Cl.-dl.ams. These houses are collectecl in villagi's of ten or tifleen. each house

facing the water, and having a single (hmr in the front. The roofs .are as nearly

fi.at as can be and still allow the rain to run off. The i-e;ison of this is that they

use it for di-yiu'j,- h.ilibut. The di'ess of a man consists of a shirt and :i blaid<et. the

older individuals dispensing with the former garnuait. '• .V ^I.akali b<'lle is considered

in full dress with a clean chemise ; a calico or woolen skirt; a plaid shawl of bi-ight

Fl<;. ST. - linpleinGiits
i'rrmi NniUlia Souml.
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colors thrown over her shouklers, six or seven pounds of glass beads of various colors

and sizes on strings about her neck ; several yards of beads wound around her ankles

;

a dozen or more bracelets of brass wire on each wrist ; a piece of shell pendant from

her nose ; ear ornaments composed of sliells of Dentalium, beads, and strips of leather,

forming a plait tliree or four inches wide and two feet long ; and her face and the

parting of the hair painted with grease and vermilion."

Formerly the tribe had a chief or head, whose word was law, but in later years all

questions are submitted to a council. They are said to lielieve in a supreme being,

whose name is never given except to those who have been initiated into their secret

orders. They have many myths, including the great thunder-bird which lives in the

mountains, and by the rush of his wings i)roduces thunder, and the snake that produces

the lightning. The thunder-bird feeds on whales, and they show piles of fossil or

semi-fossil bones as the remains of his feasts. They believe tiiat all sorts of animals,

trees, etc., were originally Indians transformed on account of bad conduct. Thus the

seal was a thief, who on this account had his arms shortened and his feet tied together.

The tamanawas have their peculiar ceremonies of initiation and exorcism, and among

the near Clallams mesmerism is practised in connection with the other rites. Masks

play an important ]iart in their ceremonies, but they are mostly bought from neighbor-

ino- tribes, the Makah only doing the painting. Besides the labors of the medicine

men in extracting the worm which is the cause of sickness, they place great faith in

bones and other relics of the thunder-bird. The dead are burled. If rich, the body

is placed in a rude box, but the poor are simply wrapped in mats and placed in the

earth. Among others of the tribes some differences are noticeable. Some have but

the vaguest conception of any divinity, and the missionaries find it difficult to find any

words to convey any idea of God.

These Indians may be divided, according to present knowledge, into six groups.

First, come the Kertani or Flat-bows (or, as they call tlicmselves, Skalzi) a group of

aliout a thousand lazy individuals on the upjier Columbia. Next comes the Selish

reaching from the Flatbows to the sea, and enbracing, among others the Cliillaras and

Kwillevutps to the south of the Straits of Fuca, as well as several to the north. The
I

Selish proj)er live near the Gulf of Georgia, and have made some considerable progress to

civilization, owing to the influence of the Jesuit missionaries, who liave converted many
of them to Christianity. They have turned agriculturists, and have ado))ted the cloth-

ing of the whites. They ai'e pictured as an honest and peaceful tribe. Their language

is very difficult to learn.

The third group, commoidy known as the Nez Perces (the |iierced noses) mostly live

in Idaho. They have various names, such as Sahajitin, Numcpo, and Shopumish. They

are now placed on four reservations, in which are found about twenty-eight hundred

souls, and others live an independent life, roaming about without control, hunting

the buffalo, or fighting with the neighboring tribes. Tiiey are wild and not easily

restrained, but they are also said to be, for Indians, tolerably honest. Missionaries are

doing good work among them, and have established churches and sc^liools. Some of

them have attempted agriculture, and now have many acres under cultivation. Among
the nearly relatecl tribes may be mentioned the Wallawalla and Yakima, with about

two and four him<lred individuals res]iectivelj', and tlie much larger Kliketat tribe,

which is largely on reservations near Foi-t Simcoe. Others are the P.alooses, Caj'uses,

and the Wascoes.

The Ciiinook are the real Flat-Heads, since the process is almost universally followed,
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though, as before remarkeil, it occurs in other tribes ; but here it is carried to a greater

extent tliau elsewhere. The babe is strapjied to a board cushioned witli moss. On its

forehead tliey }iut a cusliioii, and over this a piece of baric, which is held tiglit by leather

strajis passing around bark and boai-il. This j)rocess is begun at birtii, and continues

until the age of twelve months, when the skull is permanently deformed and pressed

into the shape of a wedge. The children never cry wlien thus confined, but a loosening

of the bands is followed by pain. This tiattening does not seem to change the mental

condition of these peoj)le, and the capacity of the skull does not seem to be altered.

The slaves of the Chinook never have the skull thus flattened, and hence these people

regard the wedge-shaped head as a sign of su]ieriority, and look down u]ion tliose, even

the whites, with normal skulls.

The language of the Chinook

is one of the wonders of the west

coast. It is so full of sounds not

expressible with any alphabet, that

it is next to impossible for any

white man to learn it, while the

task of redu<-ing it to writing has

not been aceoinplished. Thisdifh- t

culty led to the fdrmatiim of the

celebrated Ciiinook jarg(jn. This

forms tlie medium ^)f communi-

cation with all the surrounding-

tribes ; the construction of the

language is very sim]ile, and the

jargon vocabulary embraces but

about five hundred words. Of these about two hundred are Chinook, seventy Eng-

lish, forty French, and the rest taken from other Indian dialects. One example will

suffice: The usual greeting is Clak-hoh-ah-y:ili. In the early days, one of the officers

of one of the fur com|ianies was Clark, and the usual greeting of "Clark— how are

youV"— was regarded as the proper thing at all times.

The Chinook, during winter, dress themselves in a cloak of fur; but in the sumnier,

clothing is regarded as a su|)erfluity. The women Avear a little more, their summer

dress being a girdle from which (juantities of strings forming a fringe hang down to

the knees.

The Chinook are exceedingly dirty, and somi' nf their dishes would scarcely be

eaten by any other tribe on the face of the earth. They are great gamblers, and they

will spend days playing a game somewhat like tlu' familial- ' hunt the slippei',' some-

times losing their all in their l.)ets. The Chinook ]iro)ier ai'c rajiidly dis;ip]iearing, .'ind

number at the ]>n'sent time only about two hundriMl individuals. They .are ]ilaced i>n

a reservation in Washington Territory. To the Chinook grouji lu'long also the

Katlamat and the Clatsoji, or Cl.astop, and .several smaller tribes.

The Callapootos arc nearly if not rpiite extinct. In IStiG the tribe contained over

eleven hundred meinbei's, and ten years later the number was liut twenty-foui'. The

Calla]iootos lived in the valley of the Willamette. The last to be mentioned is the

small Yakon tribe.

Besides these six grou]>s of what may bo called Cohnubian Indians, other tribes

occur in the region west of the Ilocky ^Mountains and north of California, which
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belong to a totally tlistiiict linguistic stock. Most proniiiK'iit arc a grou]) sjieaking

dialects allied to those of the Tiiineh, and embracing the QuahjuiiMjua, the Tlatskanai,

the Umkoa, and the lioopah, the last extending south to the head-waters of the

Sacramento. Powers thinks that the Shasta, Modoc, and some other tribes also

belong to the Tinneh stock. These tribes possess the whole of northern Cali-

fornia, and are more warlike than the Californians, whom we will take up later.

These tribes are sometimes collectively known as the Klamath. The warlike charac-

ter of the Modocs is well known, and one readily recalls the Modoc war of 1873.

At its termination a large part of the tribe had been killed, and the remainder were

transferred to Indian Territory, where they promise to become good Indians, in the

sense that the only good Indian is a dead one. The climate does not seein to agree

with them, and of one hundred and fifty-two individuals who were taken east, no less

than fifty-eight died in three years.

Tribes East of the Rocky Mouxtaixs.

The Ivocky Mountains do not mark an ethnological division of the North American

Indians, for some of the stocks which find their headquarters to the east of that range

also extend west of it, while there are some to the east which differ greatly from the

others. Still there is a certain convenience in this method, lor the larger portion of

the aboriginal inhabitants of this region are closely connected, and but comparatively

few of the great groups extend beyond that barrier.

Of the original distribution of the tribes of Indians over the area of the United

States and the adjacent British possessions, we shall have occasion to speak, iu connec-

tion with the various families. The ])resent locations are, however, much different,

owing to the settlement of the country by the whites, and the placing of the remnants

of the tribes upon reservations. These are tracts of land (there being some in almost

every state) which are set ajiart for the use of the former inhabitants of the country.

Connected with each are agents and teachers, who endeavor to bring the Indians into

sympathy and accord with modern civilization, and although considerable has been

accomplished in this line, still the results are not all that can be wished. Most of the

Indians in Xew York state are nominally Christians, but in secret many still cling to

their old medicine, and have not yet lost their old religion and sujierstition. The same

is the case elsewhere.

In this vast territory, extending north to the Arctic circle and south to the Gulf of

Mexico, are, or were, a vast number of tribes, each with a distinct name and dialect:

but these can all be divided into a few linguistic families, each characterized by ]iecu-

liarities in the formation of the language. Of these minor divisions we can mention

but a few. Indeed many have long been extinct.

First to be mentioned of these families are the Tinneh. This group extends

over a vast amount of territory, reaching up to the Arctic circle, and extending a

branch out in the valley of the Yukon, between the Aleuts and the Eskimo. From
this they spread over the whole of the Dritish ]>ossessions, as far east as ILnlson Bay
.•ind south to Lake Athabasca. Another division we have already mentioned as occur-

ring in Oregon, Washington, and Cilifornia, while a third occurs in Arizona and Xew
]\Icxico. This southern grouj) is widely sejiarated from the others geographically, but

in language the connection is close, a fact first pointed out by the philologist Buscli-

maun, and subsequently fully confirmeil by the investigations of American ethnologists.

According to Buschmann there arc four Tinneh groups, the fourth being the Kenai.
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We have already mentioned the two western divisions of the Athabasean faniilv, and

will here take mt the main stoek, leaving the southern yroup to follow in geographieal

seijiieuce.

A neighljoring peojile, the Crees, eall the main stork of the Tinneli Chiii])e-

weyans; and most English authors follow this exanqile, which gives rise to consider-

alile confusion with the nearly similar name of an j\.lgon(]uin tri'ie, the Chippevvays,

who are better called Objibways. Chippeweyan, more projierly C'hijiwayanawok,

signifies " Tailskins," which is easily explained from the dress (in \dnne also among
the Kenai) with points hanging down hefore and behind. Moreover, accordinu- to the

latest investigator of the Chi|i]iewayans, Abbe Petitot, who dwelt among them as mis-

sionary for twelve years, all designations, as Athabascans, Cliip]iewevans, MontaLjn-

anles, Tinneh, etc., are arbitrary names, and apply only to se])arate triljes of the family,

which he names after its southern and northern members, Deneli-Dindschieh. The
i-eal name (if these Indians is simply 'man ;' but, accurding to the dialects, this soumls

in their speech deneli, dineh, adeneh, daneh, dimeh, adoneh, dua'ineh, dendshieli, dind-

sliick, so that it is difficult to select from these many forms one for a universal, cur-

rent designation. U]) t<j this time Petitot's designation, Deiich-Dindsliieh, has not

been able to replace the native though inaccurate name, Athabascans, and therefore it

is retained here. These Athaljascans comprise a number of tribes, which may be

arranged in tViur groujis. all lia\ing essentially similar habits and customs. These

groups are the Montagnais, Moiitagnards, Slaves, and Loucheux.

The Athabascan ty])e is greatly different from that of their n(_irtliern neighl)ors, the

Eskimo, but, on the other hand, it is very similar to that of the niori' southern grou]>s.

The various tribes ai'e very distinct, but IWbbe I'etildt draws tlu' fdllowino- general-

ized picture of an Athabascan, which, since the French missiouai-y is not an autliro-

))ologist, is lacking in some desirable details. lie has recently made the imporlant

discovery that even the Chipiieweyans artilicially sliajie the heails of their new-born

children; they do not flatten tliem, as is elsewhere in ]practice, but rallna- make them

as round as jiossilile. This is accomplished without other meelianical assistance than

the daily re])eated ju'essure of the mother's hands, which are carefullv liusied in

rubbing out every natural ]ii'(itnberance of the still pliant skidl. By nature, tlu'

Athabascan head is aiiparently dolichocejilialous. The greatest breadth lies between

the cheek-bones; the forehead is high, retieating, cunical, pressed in at the ends, and

(•om]ileted above with a iMundeil ]init uberance. "^I'lie eyehrow is sharp and hiu'hlv

arched, the eye large, black, flashing, with a snake-like exjiression. The nose, seen in

]iroHle, a))pears aquiline, liroad, and somewhat flattened in front. Tiie sej)tiun is

strongly visible, especially in the T.ouclieux, wliu wear in it a swan's bone. The
mouth is broad, with small, good teeth ; the up]ier li]i projects beyouil the lower, espi>-

cially in those dwelling in the mountains, wliose a)ipear:nice recalls the birds of ]jrev;

tlie chin is pointed, long in the one, retreating in the other. The hair, black and stiff,

falls in long locks over brow and shoulders. The conijjlexion changes from ti'ibe to

tribe ; hut the fairest never lia\'e the \yhiteness of the Euro)>eans. 'j'he Hesh is lirni.

The Athaltascans are tall and well dcvelojied and never incline to corjmlencc. Ilump-

liacked, lame, and eri]ipled jieople are not found. ]!efore the arrival of the Eurojie.ans,

with the e\ce|itiiiii of rheumatism, ojihthahuia, ami deafness, no di.seascs were known;
still, sijuinting was widely jirevaleut ; likewise, among the Dog-rib Indians, stuttering

was eonnnon and hereditary. An older traveler, Alexander Mackenzie, on the other

hand, says of this tribe: "Their stature 1 tbink nothing striking. Even without
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being very thick-set, tliey are at tlie same time strong. Children and young women
are often very tlesliy ; old j)eople, on the contrary, thin. Their com])K'xion is

swarthy ; their features gross. Tlieir unkempt hair is not always black ; moreover,

they have not, as a general thing, the piercing eye wliich enlivens the pliysiognomy of

the Indian. The women ajipear moi'e jjleasing than the men." According to John

G. Shea, the Athabascans may quite easily be distinguished from the other families

by their square, massive form of skull, short hands and feet, and an amount of beard

quite unusual among other Indians. The Chippeweyans wear evil-looking moustaclies,

and a pointed beard on the chin. The nostrils are wide, the countenance usually for-

bidding, but the eyes sometimes beautiful.

In the character of the Athabascans, Abbe Petitot and others have found many
dark shadows The English missionary, Kirkby, who became acquainted chiefly with

the Loucheux (the wildest and most ferocious of the Athabascans) calls them incar-

nate liars. This Petitot aflirms of the race in general, and he further accuses them of

harshness toward women, the aged, and the feeble, of blindness to the faults of ciiil-

dren, of cowardice, idleness, and egotism. He calls them dirty and inliospitable, wiiile

Kirkby ^jraises the Loucheux as uncommonly hospitable to those who visit them in

their camps. At the same time they are, he assures us, bloodthirsty and treacher-

ous, jealous, arrogant, and conceited, and ostensibly honorable ; that is, they will not

steal about the fort, or take away the property of the white men, and still they often

plunder distant Indians of their furs. The other Athabascans undoubtedly do not

possess these dark traits of the Loucheux, or at least not in so marked a degree. In

the list of virtues, Petitot places first mildness toward their kind ; Ihey avoid injuring

or misusing anybody ; they contradict no one to his face. Loyalty they regard as the

good custom of their ancestors ; they are reserved toward strangers ; they are tem-

perate and abhor spirituous drinks; they are indefatigable, and patient in Inuiblc.

Toward those who have won their confidence they are open-hearted ; in other respects

they remain for their whole lives overgrown children. They are timid, and ]\Iacken-

zie describes the Chippeweyans as the most peaceable tribe known in North America."

Their intellectual powers are moderate. Their sense of numbers is a very limited one,

and they are much addicted to exaggeration and false estimati's. They do not know
their age; after from three to four years they no longer know Iiow old their children

are. They count on their fingers, and when the fingers of one liand are exhausted,

they proceed to the other. Their reckoning of time does not pa.ss beyond a year.

Their animal instincts, on the contrary, are strongly developed; their rememlir.ince

of place is excellent ; their sight is equal to that of the falcon; tlieir sense of smell

good; taste and hearing, on the other h.ind, less (l('vel()|)cd. There are no idiots,

although they often suffer from hallucinations. Fre(juently, in individuals, :in extiaor-

diuary excitement of the nervous system manifests itself, which then imparts itself to

neighbors, hastens contagiously from tribe to tribe, and brings the afflicted to the

maddest deeds.

Every year, during tlie sunnncr, an epidemic lit of fear mauifesis itself, which

makes all the people cowards, and in tlie most honilile anguish places them before an

imaginary foe. Petitot ascribes to these •iffections the I'ases of cannibalism which

formerly existed among the Athabascans; hunger and the fear of di'ath made the

people mad, and they fell upon ainl devoiiri'd one .•inolher. This observation of the

French abbe is exceedingly valuable, and can be estimated in its entire scope only in

connection with related phenomena in the European nations. The rage for dancing
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and flagellation, the mania of witeh persecution, and the belief in demons in the

Middle Ages, appear to us, since deception with regard to them is no longer possible,

as veritable popular diseases, as types of physical contagion ; and it is in the highest

degree interesting to study so striking an example of this phenomenon in an uncul-

tured people of the present time. That an illusion can be transferred from one per-

son to another by 'physical contagion' cannot be denied, and in the further progress

of this volume there will be ample ojiportunity to show that these appareutly inexpli-

cable crazes, which have in the jiast afflicted races high in Ihc intellectual scale, are far

from isolated, Imt are ratlier manifestations common to all mankind.

The Athabascans are hunting and tishing nomads, and their state of civilization,

and their methods of living, are modified aceordinglj*. Tiiey hunt for food the caril>()\i,

moose, musk ox, buffalo, mountain shee]i, beaver, and musk rat, while the skins of the

two latter, together with those of maitins, foxes, and hares, are bartered at the posts

of the Hudson Bay Company for weapons, .mmiunition, nets, Ijlankets, and the like.

This trade in pelts necessitates frequent journeys to the jiosts, which are made in

small companies. In winter they travel on show-shoe.s, but at other seasons largely

on rafts or in canoes. The tribe of Rat Indians, from the neighborhood of Fort

Yukon, a liarmless and industrious race, frequently extend their trading journeys to

the Eskimo tribes on the coast. In these trips they make use of a sled, which is

indeed the simplest contrivance of its kind ; for it consists of a board, the front end

of which is made pliant by steam, then bent upwards, and held in this position by

braces.

For dwellings, the Athabascans use tents of moose or reindeer skin, of a conical

or half s])herical form. They are constructed with a framework of poles, and have an

opening at the top through which the smoke escapes. On the inside of the house old

clothes of reindeer, moose, and bison skins hang upon a fi-amework of brr.nches, repre-

senting at the same time both table and bed. Besides a white or yellow skin smock,

bordered with fringe and Itits of bright metal, the Atliabascans further wear leggings,

which are richly ornamented, and also united with the boots. Men and women wear

this sort of hose. The u]iper dress of the women is -very short, and richly adorned

with fringe, bead work, and patclies of wool. Still, in di'ess, mam' distinctions seem to

exist between the different tribes. Among the Loucheux, Kirkby jxunts out one note-

worthy difference in the costume of the women and the men,— thiit the leather tuiuc

of the women is somewhat the longer, round instead of pointed in front, and is more

richly ornamented with jtearls an<l mussel shells. JMnckenzie, who traveled thi'ough

North America during the years 17S9 to 1793, and followed the stream named after

him to the Arctic Ocean, describes the dress of the women as entirely different from

that of the men. Their stockings are tied beneath the knee, and their shirt or che-

mise is broad, hangs down to the ankle, and is tucked up at ])leastn'e by means of a

girdle .about the body. In the case of those who have children, this garment is very

full .about the shoulders, since in their journeys they first carry their children in the

skin on their backs, a feature which strongly reminds one of the simil.nr custom among
the neighboring Eskimo. The clothing, once put on, is never removed, except as,

with age, it drojis away bit bj' bit. It is not necessary to say anything regarding

cleanliness. Tattooing is common, but is limited to a few ]):ir,-illel lines drawn about

the chin, tlie corners of the mouth, and the cheek-bones. Still the Montagnais,

according to Petil-ot, have discarded all these usages and their old clothes, and dress

themselves according to the European manner. The tribes in the Rocky Mountains
VOL. VI. —10
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arc the most primitive ; but even among them, piercing the cartilage of tlie nose is

fallin'T into disuse. The wearing of a broad tonsure is widely prevalent among the

mountain dwellers. Formerly the Athabascans parted their long hair iu the middle,

and let it hang down on both sides. Only the aged now do so, the young parting it

after the European manner. To-day we seek in vain for one of those masks formerly

used in the sports throughout the entire valley of the Mackenzie, though they are still

numerous in Alaska and British Columbia. The European ritie, likewise, has banished

the bow and arrow, which Mackenzie found everywhere in their hands.

Wherever the Athabascan pitches his tent he is at home. He doesn't trouble

himself about the right of hunting and fishing, or about territorial questions ; he wan-

ders whither it pleases him, camps where he wishes, eats as much as he can, but always

with a good appetite, and sleeps according to his heart's desire. The tent, a rifle, a

kettle, and a sled for transportation, cor.stitute his possessions. Only the Loucheu.Y

collect riches and have a system of trade. They are much attached to both ; above

all, mussel shells and glass beads, which are jirocured from the Company, are their

means of barter. The man who possesses the most beads is considered the richest.

Thus there are among them, as among us, millionaires and poor people ; and among

the millionaires, again, misers who buiy their treasures. This hoarding and burying

of glass beads is not so foolish as it at first seems. The savages are fully justified in

their surprise at the way the whites will work for gold dust, an object with far less

beauty than some of the products of the glass-blower's art. One bit of foolishness

parallels the othei-; money is money, whether in the shape of dollars or of beads.

The Athabascan is a positivist ; he knows nothing of poetry. To live comfortably

is his chief concern. He does not grumble at his inhospitable climate. He is provi-

dent, and never devours all his game at one sitting, but still at times they have periods

of want. He has his various pleasures,— music, songs, and dances; but that which

gives him the most enjoyment is sleep.

The women are hard workers. They have to perform all the household duties,

prepare the skins and furs, and make the garments. They are submissive to their

husbands ; still there is no mention of connubial love, as in general our conception of

love is foreign to them. Formerly a sort of community in wives frequently prevailed.

The woman is called "Sheha," my slave; but, besides this, also "Sehdezeh" my sister,

as she is always taken into council, and exerts there a weighty influence. Still again,

on the other hand, a deep disregard of the female sex manifests itself. The Loucheux,

for example, multi])lies his wives exactly as the farmer does his beasts of burden.

The more wives he has, the more flesh he can draw-, the more wood he can hew, the

more other possessions he can have. Young women are purchased from their parents

for a blanket, a gun, or a pair of dogs, and are also affianced in a very worldly way,

without regard to their own inclinations. In marriage, the men do not look for beauty.

The goodness of a wife depends upon whether she is clever, industrious, and fruitful.

Divorces, which sometimes occur, de]icnd entirely on the option of the husband.

The Athabascans, as .already observed, are divided into many small tribes, each of

which has its own chief. Among the Loucheux and the Chippeweyans, certain ranks

exist ; all, without reference to tribe, are divided into three grades, which have a faint

resemblance to the upper, middle, and lower classes of civilized nations. Among

the Loucheux, these are called, " Chit-sa," "Noti-sa," and "A-tal-sa"; the first are the

richest, the last the poorest. It is the ride that ti man takes a wife, not from his

own, but from one of the other two classes; still the children always belong to
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the rank of the mother. The children do not receive names after their parents, but

tiie motlier and father change their name after the birth of their eldest son and take

his name.

The Athabascans have accepted Christianity. Tlie French Catholic missionaries

of the northwest possess the full confidence of the Indians, and it is not easy for the

Protestants to force themselves between them. In fact, according to Petitot, all the

Athabascans are Christians and Catholics. How deep their religion goes is a question,

foi- the good Abbe was compelled to dilute his teachings with some of their former

rites and beliefs. In their own religion they have one good and supreme being, called

by various names, and besides a woi'sliip of animal fetiches. Thus the Ilai'e Indians

and the Loucheux regard the musk-ox with reverence, while further west the dog is

lield in similar esteem. Besides these feti<'hes the Atliapasipies recognize :ni evil spirit,

which bears different names; they have great fear of liim, and make him an ol)jcet of

their magic. They believe also in the innnoi'tality of the soul and in another life, in

an upper and a lower world, with which man stands in union by tlie migration of the

soul. Children who come into the worlil with two teeth are regarded as possessed of

the sonl of a still earlier living being. Finally, they jiersonify all the elements, watei-,

fire, wind, and streams; and pretend to lie able to converse with them l.)y magic art.

Their religion consists in the exercise of different traditional customs. There is no

regular order of priests among them. Whoever feels a desire for it can be a meilicine

man. His functions consist in the well-known magical incantations to the drum, and

the other mummery as among the Shamans of tlie Kenai. The seimlture of the dead

was the same; but now they bury their dead after the Eurojiean usage.

South and east of the Atliabascans are the Algonquin tribes. The name Algon<iuin

was transferred to the entire group from a single, now extinct tribe, which by old

authors was also pronounced Algumenquini. The group of nations to which we now
apply this collective design.ation is rich in separate tribes and widely sjiread. Since a

great ])art of them live in British America, we meet them as next neighbors to the

Athab.'iscans and Eskimo. To them apjily most of the descriptions commonly given

of the redskins of Xorth America. In times ])ast they yielded to anthmjiopliagons

desires, anil even now have not completely conquered them. All Algonquin tribes

resemble one another very much in manners and customs, and their speech, although

they differ in dialects, points to a connnon origin. Of Algonquin idioms are those

formerly known as the idioms of the ]\Iikmak, tlie Lenni-Lenape, the Crees, and

the Objibways; the princijile lying at the bottom of these is the so-called polysyn-

thetic, or, strict system of incorporation. An essential characteristic of this idiom,

which, liowever, it shares with other languages of America, is the want of distinction

between subjective and possessive pronominal elements. The Algoiujuin languages

know only the last, and can fonn niei-ely iiDuiinal forms.

The Algonquins are usually jiictured as nomads, wandering about, and wifho\it

fixed liabitations. Tliey are commonly said to have been hunters and fishers. If we
are to accept the contemporary accounts, this characterization is far from correct. At
the time of the settlement of the country by the whites, all of the Algonquin tribes

lived in fixed villages, and tilled the soil. At eert.ain seasons those living near tlie

coast went down to the shore and lived for a time in lem|iorary villag(>s, but they soon

returned to their moro inland homes, where they cultivated corn, squashes, etc. This

picture is true of all the tribes east of the IMississippi. Later on we shall have OCCO'
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sioii to speak of the agriculture of the Huron-Iroquois, but hei-e we may mention that

of the Algonquins.

Indian corn was their staple of subsistence. They planted it and cultivated it by

means of inijjlements 6f wood and stone. They knew the uses of manure, fish being

a favorite for this i)urpose. Bradford, in his history of Plymouth, says that an Indian

told the colonists in regard to their corn, that "excepte they gott fish and set with it

(in the old grounds) it would come to nothing ;

" and a French writer says that (1612)

the Virginians also used fish for enriching the soil. Their cornfields were large, some

of them embracing several hundred acres. Some of the corn was stored in cribs, or

in tlie tops of their houses, and more was buried in pits in the earth. These pits were

lined with bark, and covered with a water-tight roof of the same material, over which

was placed a layer of earth. Green corn was charred and then stored in a similar

manner.

Slavery existed among them, as among all the other families. These slaves,

together with the women, cultivated the fields, and, contrary to the common opinion,

the men of the tribe did not disdain to lend a helping hand when the chase and their

wars would permit them. Each tribe had its own peculiar territory, in which its

members were allowed to hunt, and most of the tribal wars were due to trespass upon

this region by other tribes.

The Algonquins' villages were ])laced near their cornfields, and each consisted of a

variable number of wigwams. Besides they had forts, defended by stockades, to

which they could retire when attacked by any marauders. Sometimes these forts were

placed near the villages; at others they were in swamps, or in other places readily

defended.

Like the rest of the Indians east of the Mississippi, the Algonquins were worshi])-

pei's of the sun ; the moon and stars being regarded as lesser divinities. In some
j)laees, every remarkable creature was regarded as having a peculiar divinity in or

about it. Numerous are the tales of their belief in a Great Spirit, but when searched

to their source, these are almost always to be traced to connection with the whites.

Connected with their worship was the myth, almost world-wide in its distribution, of

the conflict between light and darkness.

Concerning the position of woman in these tribes, the prevalent ideas are far from
correct. It is true that upon her fell a large portion of the agricultural and domestic

labors, but on the other hand she had a voice in the councils of the tribe, exerting a

powerful influence, and in some cases at least deciding important questions, even going

so far as to say that war should or should not be declared.

Farthest North of all the Algonquins live the Crees, without doubt the oldest

branch of the family. Their territory stretches between Lake Athabasca ;iiid Lake
Winnepeg, Hudson's Bay and the Rocky Mountains. Englishmen call them Crees;

F'rench Canadians, Knistinos, Kristenaux, or Christenaux; they call themselves

Naehiaok. Finally they ajipear under the name Cyininook. They are a nation of

conquerors, who have ever driven other tribes— especially their northern neighbors,

the Athabascans— further and further back ; while in consequence of their knowledge

of fire-ai'ms they have acquired a great sn]>remacy.

They are of medium stature, well built, co]i|H'r-colored, with black hair which is

cut differently, but sometimes also worn long. Their eye is black, sharp, and piercing;

their countenance jileasing. They are considered activ(>, teachable, industrious, and

honor.able, hos])ilable, .and peaceable, and besides, are the Indians most friendly to the
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whites. In later times the Crees nve said to have made important progress in civiliza-

tion, and, nnder the iiifluence of Englisli missionaries, in some jihiees to liave engaged

in cultivating the soil. Tliey have leariieil to read and write, in chararters ada]ited to

their idiom. The inventor was no Cree, but a white missionary, James Evans.

In the early years of this century the Crees were greatly reduced by .small-po.v, and

other diseases ; their entii'c number is placed at about fifteen thousand souls. To the

Crees belong the Monsoni, and Muskegon, and finally the Naskapit, (Naskopis or Ne.s-

kaupe). The latter occupy the interior of Labrador .and Ungava. They sav that

their national name means " one who stands ujiright
;

" they number about one hundred

fighting men. They believe in one highest ruler of the world and originator of all

good, and also in an evil being; and the wily medicine men stand almost in the same
light as spirits. Long before table-rocking turned the minds of enlightened and

cultivated people, the medicine men of Labrador knew how to cultivate, as a profit-

able trade, the mysteries of involuntary muscular movements. The magicians of the

Naskajiit shut themselves up in their leather tents, sit there apparently motionless a

few moments, and then bring the tent to a rocking and twisting motion. According

to the rocking and springing of the tent are answered the questions which are

brought to the oracle. By the French they are also called 'Tete de boule ;
' and P.

Petitot conjectures that the heads of their new-born children are artificially rounded.

According to Hind, however, the Tete de Uoule form a separate .although ajiparently

closely related tribe of jieople, whom small-po.v, measles, and rum h.avo reduced to

about thirty families.

Then there are those under the name of Montagnais, Mountaineers (better known
as Mountain Indians), in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, who, however, are not to be con-

fused with the ^lontagnard of the Athabascans. The Nehiroirini, of whom about

seventeen hundred still wander about Labradoi-, are hunters of the cariboo. Catholic

missionaries live among the Montagnais, and have imparted, together with Chris-

tianity, a knowledge of reading and writing. But, say what we will, civilization is

not an unmixed good for the Indian. Formerly tliej' anointed themselves fi-om

head to foot with seal oil, which rendered them less susceptible to heat and cdld, and

lessened the torments of black-flies and mosquitos. Xow that they have discardcii ihc

oil and ado]ited European clothing, they arc less offensive to European nostrils, but in

payment they suffer from colds, influenza, and consumjition, and die with great rapidity.

This nam.e Jlontagnais is frequently given to all the Algonquins who range from

Labrador to Pupert's Land, and eke out a miserable existence by hunting atid fishing,

and by trading furs at the posts of the TIu<lson Bay Company.

In Xew IJi'unswick .and Xewfouudland occur members of tlio Algontiuin family

belonging to the groii]) of the Alinaki. In X<iva Scotia and Xew Brunswick are tiie

remnants of the once mighty Mikmak, now ostensibly converted to Catliolicism, but tliey

still remain, like their ancestors, inuilcrs and tishcrs. Onlv a few himdred near i;<'sti-

gouche have .adojited an agricultural life. Their ]]rogress is, however, slow, and most

of them still live in tlieir old wigwams, and strive to avoid every a])iiearance of work.

The total number of Mikmak is now about tliirty-six humli-cd, ncai-ly the same as that

whicli inli.abited the same region at its occup.ation by tlic l-'i-eni-h nearly thi-ee hundi-cil

years ago. The Mikmak have a system of hierogly]ihics, the best among any X^orth

American tribes. Imjiroved and extended by the French, it is still in use. .Vnother

curiosity coimected with the tri!)e has been the cause of endless dispute both in the

early history of the country and at the present time. .\t tlie time (ir):j4) that Jacques
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I or we

tliou

ho

light or
heaven

forever

3S " f '" ^^ earth

many

likewise

FjG. 8D, — Mikniak hieroglyphics.

Cartier discovered the bay of Cluileur, he found the oross. Some would recognize in

this the remnants of Cliristianity taught tliese Indians by the Northmen centuries

^^ before, but otliers say that it may be a pre-Cliris-

OjTj his father tian symbol like that found in many other parts

V ^^ of the World. The question is one that can never

be definitely settled.

Besides the Mikmak, the Abnaki stock con-

tained the Penobscot, Passamaquoddy, Norridge-

wocks, and Androscoggin tribes, which were more

^^ closely related among themselves than they were

OcL*''*^^ C^ "°'' ^*^ *^® Mikmak. The members of these tribes

can understand each other without difficulty, but

-^«' J ^ve are ^\^ now ^^ Mikmak dialect has varied so much that a

t/ f"'^^ Penobscot cannot understand it. Remnants of

C C . tijpy „i.j.
these tribes are still to be found in northern Maine,

t/w f^aX^ ^y where they lead the life of hunters and guides, or

work in the lumbering camps. But very few of

them possess pure blood. At Oldtown is a res-

ervation which now contains about four hundred

individuals.

The other Indians of New England scarcely

exist except in name. The Wampanoags, Ni)>-

muks, Narragansetts, Massachusetts, Pequods,

and the like, are either extinct or so merged with

other tribes that their identity is lost. Against them the whites waged a war of

extermination which need not be detailed here. To-day, one or two resei'vations

like the one at Marshpee, Mass., contain them all. Some of the tribes are sup-

posed to be utterly extinct, yet the late Mr. Morgan, while collecting the mate-

rials for his work on systems of consanguinity, on asking an Indian whom he met, to

what tribe he belonged, received the astonishing reply "]\Ie a Pequot." It would

appear probable that at the time of the Pequod war a few escaped and united tiieir

fortunes with other tribes, while they still retained their foi-mer tribal name.

With these we begin the large group of Algonquin tribes, known as the Lenni-

Lenape, which extends south as far as Cape Hatteras. At the time of the settlement of

the country, some of these tribes were large and powerful, while others were weak, and

have left nothing behind except their names. In the following account only the

prominent members can be mentioned. In Connecticut, and extending across tlie

Hudson into the interior of New York, were the IMohicans, jiart of whose history

Cooper has given with a detail more artistic than truthful, while to the north lived the

once powerful Adirondack tribe. Soutli of the Mohicans, and extending into Penn-

sylvania and New Jersey, were the Minsi and tlie Belawares, two closely related tribes,

and also a few isolated Shawnees, to whom we will return later. It was with these

tribes of the Delaware ^' alley that Penn made that celebrated treaty of which it has

been said that it was the only one not ratified by an oath, an<l the only one which was

not broken. It is to be noted that the Delawares "were at this time a eoiKpiered

tribe and held their lands on sufferance In the figurative language of the Indians,

the Iroquois had put jietticoats on lliem." The Delawares gradually retreated west-

ward before the increasing numbers of the whites, crossed the Alleghanies, and for a
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while regained some of tlicir foriiier iinportunee. In tlic French and English wars

they sided with the former. When the lievolution began they took the part of tlie

British, and later they were at the liead of the confederacy which for several years

defied the American authorities, hnt which was finally l)roken up liy General Wayne,
in 1794, at tlie l)attle of the Maumee. To-day a large iirn)i(irti"n of the Delawares

are on their reservations in Indian Territory, while others may lie found in smaller

groups in various States of the Union.

A little farther to the south of tlie original location of the Delawares were the

tribes of the Su^ciuehannocks, Conestegos, Nauticokes, Mamiahannocks, etc., some

of which lived on or near the shore, and others in the interior. Of these but little

remains except the name, and, in most cases, all kn<iwledge of the languages has

become extinct. Just below them was the Powhatanic confederacy, which embraced

between twenty and thirty tribes scattered along the shores of the Chesapeake and

its triluitaries. They were an agricultural people, building their houses in tiie midst

of their fields of corn, and having stockaded forts to which they could retire when
menaced by hostile tribes. It was to their stores of food that the early colonists of

Virginia owed their lives for several years. The war of 1G'_'3 broke the strength of

the confederacy, and, though they several times afterward attacked the whites, tiiey

were gradually driven back and exterminated, and to-day the Powhatanic tribes are

extinct.

At the earliest period of which we have any knowledge, the Shawnees lived in

central and western New York, and extended south and west into Ohio. From
this region they were driven in all directions 1)y the Iroquois, probably near the close

of the sixteenth century. W^e have already mentioned the existence of some in the

valley of the Delaware, where to-day their memory lingers in the name of a village

and an island just above the Delaware Water Ga]i. Together with. tJie Delawares,

they were conceru( d in the treaty with William Penn, and, as late as Vi'l'l they had

a parchment copy of it in their possession. Others fled to the southwest and took up

their residence on the Cumberland anil Teimessee rivers, while a few villages existed

in southern Illinois. Another lot fled to the Carolinas, where they jiossibly formed

the tribes known as the Savannahs and Yamassees, which lived for a time on good

terms with the Creeks. After a while these southern Shawnees moved back to the

Scioto, where they were joined by other members of the tribe. In 1805, Tecumseh

(who was half SliawiuH> atid half Creek) and his lu-otlier Elskwatuwa, "the ]iro]ihet,"

tried to form a confederacy of all the Nortli American Indians against tlie whites.

For this purpose Tecumseh went south as far as the Gulf of Mexico, while his brother

went west to the falls of the Missouri. This project was defeated by General Harrison

in 1811 at the battle of Tippecanoe. In the wai' of ISl'J, Tecumseh and many of his

braves joined the Britisli, and Tecumseh was killed at the battle of the Thames, Oct.

5, 1813. The remainder, formerly on the Scioto, remained neutral, and in 1831

sold their lands aiul moveil west to a reservation. 'I'o-day their numbers amount to

about sixteen huiidreil, scattered among various other trilies, some living with the

Quapaws, some with the Sacs and Foxes, and others with the Senecas. They are

said to be well along the road toward civilization. They are intelligent and industrious,

but still retain their fondness for fishing and hunting.

The name Illinois is given to a group of five vVlgon(|uin tribes whicli formerly

occupied the region between the Waliash and the jMississippi. These were the Kas-

kaskias, Cahokias, Taniaronas, Peorias, and Michigamis, tiic latter l)eing a foreign
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tribe admitted into their confederacy. They ceded their lands to the United States

by the treaties of 1803 and 1818, at which time they had become reduced to about

three hundred individuals. The Miamis or Twightwees and the Piankashaws lived

between the Wabash and the Maumee. When first visited by the French missionaries

in 1669 they were still a numerous nation. For a long time they sided with the

French in their quarrels with the Five Nations, but later they were more or less recon-

ciled to their ancient foes. The migration of the Delawares and the Sliawnees

separated them from the Six Nations, and they no longer had any cliaiice for their

quarrels. During the Revolution and in the subsequent wars, they took up arms

against the United States.

The Sacs (Sauks) and Foxes (Outagamies) form a single nation, which, when first

discovered, lived near Green Bay, in the present State of Wisconsin; and closely

allied to them in language arc the Kickapoos, who lived farther south, in the northern

pai-t of the territory now embraced by the State of Illinois. From this point tliey

moved South, driving the Illinois tribes from their homes on the river of that name.

From this region they migrated across the Mississippi (exact date uncertain). Tliey

ceded their lands east of the Mississippi to the United States in 1804. The rem-

nants of the tribe are now mostly inhabitants of Indian Territory and Iowa. Their

numbers are now less than one thousand. Those in Iowa are somewhat industrious, serv-

ing as farm hands, and cultivating the soil a little on their own account, although they still

retain much of their former roaming and hunting tendencies. Those in Indian Terri-

tory are even less civilized, and reject churches, schools, and other enlightening

influences. Black Hawk, the most celebrated chief of the Sacs and Foxes, was a

Pottawatomie by birth, while Keokuk belonged to the Sac totem. The Black Hawk
war of 1832 need only be mentioned. In this the Sacs and Foxes wei-e aided by the

Winnebagoes. It may be said, in passing, that according to their own tr.aditions the

Kickapoo nation was an offshoot from the Shawnees. They retained their possessions

east of the Mississippi for several years longer than their relatives, selling the last to

the government in 1819.

The Pottawatomies were first found near the entrance to Green Bay, but some

years later (about 1700) they had removed to the region around the soutliern end of

Lake Michigan, dispossessing the Miamis of the territoi-y which they formerly held.

About two thousand members still remain, of whom sixteen lumdred are in Indian

Territory. If the reader will recall the distrilmtion of the Alg(in((uin tribes so far

mentioned, he will see that the course so far followed in our enumeration is ap]iroxi-

raately circular, and our next tribe, the Ottawas, who are linguistically closely allied

to the Pottawatomies, complete the circle. At first most of the Ottawas lived upon

the banks of the river bearing the same name, where they exacted tribute from all the

. other tribes (Ilurons, etc.) which ha<l occasion to jiass up and down that stream.

Another band of the same tribe was also found at an early date occupying the ujiper

part of the peninsula of Michigan. In 1649 the Five Nations attacked the Ilurons,

and almost totally destroyed them, and the remnants of this tribe, together with most

of the Ottawas, fled before the w.arlike Iroquois, and sought refuge at the southwestern

extremity of Lake Superior. Gradually they worked their way back, and about 1680

were .again occupying their former home on the western shores of Lake Huron.

When the Ottaw.as made their western flight, they were hospitably received by a

related tribe, the Chipjieways or Objibways, which lived at the western en<l and on

the northern shores of Lake Superior. Of tlic two names applied to this tribe, the
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latter is possilily jjreferable, as by its use we av(nil any confusion with the Tinneh tril)e

of Chipijcwayans, a totally distinct group. These Objihways are to-day a])])areutly as

numerous as ever. They are still hunters, and pay but little attention to agriculture.

A few of them have adojjted civilization, and two of their native historians, George

Copway and Peter Jones, have attained some prominence. The total number of the

Objibways in the United States and in Canada is now estimated at aljout twenty-tlve

thousand. Of the several tribes which compose the Objibway nation, the Windigos

still retain a reputation as c;uniibals. Formerly all the North American Indians occa-

sionally ate human flesh, but within recent years no authenticated cases have occurred.

The Mississaquies were a small tril)e which formerly had its centre on the northern

shores of Lake Ontario and Lake Erie; some of its remnants still exist in Canad;).

During the wars between the Ilurons and AlgoiKiuins and the Five Nations, tlu'y

maintained a discreet neutralit)-. The Menomonies were another small Algonquin

tribe occupying the peninsula north of the Straits of Mackinaw.

Last to be mentioned of the Algonquin trilies are the Blackfeet, which, when first

mentioned, were settled along the Saskatchewan, extending south to the upper Mis-

souri. About the beginning of this century, they, with some n<)n-Algon(|uin tribes,

formed a confederacy which ac(iuired great jirominence in tlje northwest. In 1S80

this confederacy contained over thirty thousand members, but soon an ejiidemic of

small-pox so reduced their iunnl)ers that, twenty years later, only about ten thousand

belonged to the Siskekwanak confederacy. In 1870 the total was about thirteen thou-

sand, of which about seven thousand were within the limits of the United States.

The Blackfeet have always been warriors, and have made but little jjrogress towaid

civilization. They are good horsemen.

Related to the Blackfeet are the nomadic Arapahoes, the Dog-eaters of the Sho-

shonis, and the Gros Ventres of the Frencli. Tiiey are warlike, nomadic, and excellent

horsemen. The Cheyennes are also a related tribe, possibly tiie greatest enemies of

the whites within recent years. To-day some of the Cheyennes and Arapahoes remain

in Wyoming, but most of them are ])laced on lai'ge reservations in the northwest ])art

of Indian Territory. They ;n-e rich in horses, anil but little inclined to look favorably

upon the efforts of the te.-u-liers ;in<l missionaries who have gone among them.

As was pointed out above, the Algonquin tiibes formed a circle, and inside of this

circle were the linguistic group of the Iluron-Iroquois, the most w;irlike of all the

tribes with whit'h the early settlers came in contact. Surrounded as they were by hos-

tile tribes, the Iroipiois were the aggressors in all the numerous wars. The early history

of the stock is very obscure. Whence they came, and what relationship they bear to

the other linguistic families, are unknown. When .lac(iues Cartier (irst ascended the

St. Lawrence in l.Jo.5, he found at Ilochelaga (on the present site of oMontreal) a

stockaded Inxpiois \illage. Between this time and that at which we next hear of the

Iroquois, the .\dirond.acks descended upon Ilochelaga, and i)ut the Iroquois to flight.

Some, at least, fled to central New York, but whether the Huron brnnch was originally

a part of the original Hochelaga colony is md<no\vn. Tliis ex])ulsion ])robably took

place near the end of the sixteenth century, and Chanqilain in IGO!) found the Iroquois

confederacv', known as the Five Nations, occupying the same |iortions of New \ ork

state which they held until after the close of the lievolution. When they entered

this country, according to their own traditions, which are doubtless reliable on this

point, they foiuul it in the possession of the Shawuees, but, as we iiave already seen,

they defeated this tribe and scattered the remuiuits in every ilirection.
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This New York branch of the Huron-Iroquois is called the Five Nations. It was

a confederacy of the live tribes (proceeding from east to west), Mohawks, Oneidas,

Onondagas, Cayiigas, and Seuecas, and was formed for offensive and defensive pur-

poses. In the state of affairs then existing, the territory which they took from the

Shawnees was admirably adapted for their military supremacy. Their fields were fer-

tile, and game abounded. They could go by water hi every direction. Through the

great lakes they could travel north, east, and west ; the Mohawk River gave them a

road to the east, the Susquehanna to tlie south, while by the Alleghany and the Ohio

they could travel to the southwest. From this central point they sent their war-

parties in every direction. Some penetrated the New England states and fought a

battle with the Massachusetts Indians on the ground now occupied by the city of

Cambridge; others went against the Ottawas, and reduced them to a condition of

vas.salage. This was a matter of some importance to the French, as all ti-avel between

the St. Lawrence and tlie upper lakes followed the Ottawa River, and at one time

(about 1646) the missionaries for tliree years were cut off from all supplies from

Quebec.

They also waged their wars against the Hurons (a tribe belonging to the same lin-

guistic family), and in 1649 all tlie force of the Five Nations was directed against

them, and the Hurons were all but destroyed. In the west and southwest, the Eries

and the Andastes were nearly exterminated by the Iroquois. Both these tribes were

members of the Huron-Iroquois stock. The Eries, who occupied the southern shores

of the lake of that name, succumbed in 1665. The Andastes, who lived along the

Alleghany and the upper Ohio, wei-e a more powerful tribe, and the war against them

was waged with varying fortunes for about twenty years. At times the Andastes

were aided by the Mianiis and the Shawnees, but, according to Charlevoix, they were

finally destroyed in 1672.

Tlie war ])arties of the Five Nations descended the Susquehanna to its mouth, and

reduced the Algonquin Susquehaimocks. We have already alluded to their having

conquered the Delawares. These wars to which we have alluded were all with the

immediate neighbors of the Five Nations. They, howevei-, fought with enemies farther

away. Their parties went south and engaged with the Cherokees.

South of the Algonquin circle were a few isolated tribes belonging to the Huron-

Iroquois stock. Their centre was in the region around the head waters of the James,

Roanoake, and Kanawha rivers. Of these tribes the Tuscaroras were the most ]iromi-

iient ; among the others may be mentioned the Monacans, Chowans, Tutelocs, and

Nottoways. The Tusoaroras were principally situated on the Neuse and Tar rivers.

They lived peaceably for many years, but in 1711 the_y massacred a large number of

whites. In reprisal, the British, assisted by a number of friendly Indians (mo.stly

Cherokees, Creeks, and Catawbas), besieged these southern Iroquois, and in 1713 took

eight hundred prisoners, most of whom were turned over to the friendly Indians, and

by them sold for slaves. Most of the remainder of the Tuscaroras then went north

and joined the Five Nations, which henceforth figures in history as the Six Nations.

The home of the Hurons, the last of the Iluron-Iroquois to be mentioned, was in

the peninsula bounded by lakes Huron, Erie, and Ontario. Next to the Five Nations

they were the strongest of the North American Indians, and formed the head and

front of the Huron-Algonquin alliance against the warriors of New York. The

Hurons, or Wyandottes (Ycndots) as they are often called, consisted of five confede-

rated tribes, the Avendahs, Ataronch, Attiquenongnah, Attignaouentan, and Tionoii-
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tatcs. Notwitlistaudiiig their strength and their AlgoiKjuiii alliance, the Hurons were

nearly destroyed by the Five Nations in lG49-r)0, some of their members fleeing to

tlie north of Lake Sujierior, others to QueViee, while tlu> Ahrendahs and remnants of

some of the others surrendered and were incorjiorated into the Five Nations.

During the many wars, the Five Nations (and the Six Nations) were uniformly

friendly to the British. During the French ami Indian wars they alone resisted

French influences, ami played a far from unimportant part in that struggle. When
the Uevolution began, they still retained their friendship for the English, and partici-

pated in many battles. It was not until General Sullivan, in ITT'J, was sent against

them that they ceased their depredations. To-day the largest jtart of the Six Nations

are on reservations in New York state, some being in Canada and some in Inilian

Territory.

The tribal relations of the Five Nations were rather complex. Apparently at a

comparatively recent date this group formed but a single tribe, divided into eight

totems, arranged in two series; to the first belonged the turtle, beaver, bear, and wolf;

to the second the heron, liavvk, snipe, and deer. Since marriage was only permitted

in different totems, it followed that the members of each totem were jiretty evenly

divided among the various parts of the tribe. With growth, and consequent geo-

graphical extension, a new basis of division came in, and the Iroquois tribe became

divided into tliree jiortions or nations, the seat of government remainitig with the

central one, the Onondagas. With this division the fifty sachems were also separated,

the Onondagas retaining fourteen, while each of the others had eighteen. Then tiie

two lateral branches in turn l)ecaine divided; the western into the Seneeas and Cayii-

gas, the eastern into Oneidas ami Mohawks. In the case of the eastern tribes, each

retained after the division nine sachems, but of the western, the Seneeas had only

eiglit, and the Cayugas ten.

Of the Five Nations, the Seneeas were by far the most warlike; and in numbers

formed fully lialf of the confederacy. Of course the wars tended to decrease their

numbers, but tliey made them good by the incorporation of portions of the vanquished

tribes. At one time, individuals thus adopted from eleven distinct tribes were found

in their midst. The Cayugas were a weaker nation. The Onondagas had their centre

near the present city of Syracuse, and were thus residents at the centre of government
of all the Five Nations. Tlie Onei<las were situated near the shores of Oneida lake,

while the Mohawks inh.abited the valley of the river t<> which they gave their name.

All of the Huron-Iroquois were agriculturists. They cleared large tracts of land

by girdling the trees, and then, when dead and dry, burning them. The soil tlius

rendered available was eullivatcd with wooden hoes and imjilemi'nts of stone. The
principal crops were corn, l)eans, squash, and a]i]iles. Their fields were enormous in

extent, and they raised each year more than they could jiossibly consume. In KIST,

the French burned four of the Seneca villages, and, accoi-iling to an ohl chronicle,

destroyed over twelve hundred thousand bushels of corn. This is doubtless an

exaggeration, but the amount was very large, since they were engaged for a week
in cutting up the corn of these four villages. One of tlie Imli.an allies of the Freiu'h

did not have much of an opinion of this injury to the Seneeas, for he said that the

Seneeas would not mind the loss, for the other Iroquois nations were able to sujiply

them. Wlien, near the close of tlie Revolution, General Sullivan iinaded the territory

of the Six Nations, he is said to have destroyed, one lumdred and sixty thous.and

bushels of corn, and in one ordiard to have cut down fifteen hundred apple-trees.
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Like the Algonquins, the Iluron-Irociuois woishiiijied the sun and moon. They

had the myth of the fight between light and darkness, under the names loskelia and

Tavviscara. "They were twins, born of a virgin mother, who died in giving them

life. Their grandmother was the moon, ealled by tlie Ilurons Ataensie. . . . The

brothers quarrelled and finally came to blows, the former using the horns of a stag,

and the latter a wild rose. He of the weaker weapon was very naturally discomfited,

and sorely wounded. Fleeing for his life, the blood gushed from him at every stej),

and turned into Hint stones. The victor returned to his grandmother, and established

his lodge in the far east, on the borders of the great ocean whence the sun comes. In

time he became the father of mankind and the special guardian of the Iroquois. The

earth was at first arid and sterile, but he destroyed the gigantic frog which had swal-

lowed the waters, and guided the torrents into smooth streams and lakes. The woods

he stocked with game ; and having learned from the tortoise how to make fire, he

taught his children, the Indians, this indispensable ait." In another place we learn

that loskeha is the sun. " Without his aid they did not think their pots could boil.

... He it was who gave them the corn which they ate, and who made it grow and

ripen ; if their fields were green in springtime, if they gathered plentiful harvests, and

their cabins overflowed with grain, they owed thanks to no one save loskeha," the

Sun.

In the region south of the Algonquins and Huron-Iroquois, and east of the Mis-

sissippi, were a number of tribes which have not yet been brought into systematic

order. It is certain that they embraced several linguistic families, but for our purposes

we may group them all under the common name of Appalachian tribes without in any

way indicating thereby that they constitute a linguistic stock. The more prominent of

these are the Creeks, Cherokees, Catawbas, Choctaws, and Cliickasaws. Besides these

there were others of which our accounts are fragmentary, and which may have been

minor divisions of those just mentioned. Thus the first settlers formed four liostile

tribes (the Stonoes, Edistoes, Westoes, and Savannahs) occupying the regions between

Charleston and Savannah. Other tribes, of which we know only the names, are the

Congarees, Waterees, Waxsaws, Wynsaws, Chitaniachas, Panacns, Adnize, etc.

First in our geographical list of the Appalachian tribes comes the Catawbas, which,

when the settlement of the Carolinas was begun, were a tribe of importance on and

near the head waters of the Santee and the Great Pedee. In 1700 they numbered
several thousand souls, and could muster .ibout fifteen hundred warriors. Forty years

later the w.irriors were not more than four hundred. They were perpetually at war
with the Shawnees, Cherokees, and the Six Nations, and had but little time to molest

the whites. Indeed, with one exception, they. regarded the English with favor, since

through them they obtained weapons and ammunition, for use against their Indian

foes. The Catawba nation probably included the Woccons, Congarees, Cheraws,

Waterees, Enoes, and Esaws; but definite details on these points will never be obtained.

The langu.ige of the Catawbas is said to be totally distinct from that of the Cherokees,

but it has some affinity with the Creek or Muskogee tongue and a little with the

Choctaw.

South and west of the Catawbas, in the country around the head waters of the

Tennessee, and extending west some distance along that river, were the Cherokees, a

brave race, embracing at the time of the first settlement some six thousand warriors.

They were constantly at war with some of their neighbors, especially with the Shaw-

nees and the Five Nations. Their country was strong in a military sense, and hostile
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tribes found it difficult to jienctmte their mountain fastnesses. Tiie Cherolcees were
an agricultural nation, and, even within the historic period, it is to be noticed that

the men worked in tlie fields. In the earlier days they had Indian shives, but later

they had also those of African blood.

Among the most interesting things connected with the Cherokees is their alphabet.

One of the.se Indians, Sequoyah, or George Guess, as he is commonly called, was the

inventor. lie was unacquainted with any language e.xcept his own, but saw some
books in the missionary schools and was told that the characters contained in them
represented the words of the whites. Having thus obtained the idea of a written

language he at once set about reducing the Cherokee tongue to a visible form. At
first he tried a system of hieroglyphics, in which each character represented a word,
but he soon saw that this was impracticable. He then analyzed his languaoe and
found that, although the words were numerous, the syllables of which it was com]joscd

were few, and for each of these he invented nr adopted a sign. He even went further

and reduced some of these syllabic sounds to their elements, and also recognized the

affinities of certain vowels and consonants. As a result he found that the whole lan-

guage could be expressed by eighty-five characters, .and for these he .-idoiited a number
from the Roman al])habet and invented a nmnber of others. It needs to be carried

but a little farther to produce an alj/habet equal or superior to ours. It has, liowever,

a considerable advantage over ours, for when once these characters are learned, one can

read at once anything in the language, without having to master any such complexities

as are involved in our words '|)hthisis' and 'througli.'

Whether the Cherokees .ire remotely related to the Huron-Iroquois is uncertain.

There are, however, certain similarities in prommciation and accent, and in the termi-

nation of syllables, whi<li may in<lica.te that in time long past the two spoke a common
tongue.

The Cherokees have been regarded .as the most civilized of all the tribes of the

United States. Previous to their i-emoval to the West, many of them had become
thrifty and enterprising farmers in Georgia. In 1809 they nundjered about twelve

thousand, twenty years later fifteen thousand. In 1838 th(^ greater jiroportion of

tlu' tribe was removed to a reservation of nearly four million acres in the northeast-

ern corner of Indian Territory. A few still remain in the Carolinas. The western

branch of the family forms one of the four "civilized n.ations," and now end)races

about twenty thousand individuals. Their govei-nment is a democracy.

The ]>resent states of Georgia, Florida, and Alabama may in a rough way be said

to correspond to the territory of the Creek confederacy. On the north, the boimdary
line lay along the thirty-fourth parallel of latitude, above which were the Catawbas
and Cherokees; wliile the liighlands between the Tombigbee and the Alaliaiua rivers

marked their extension towards the west. The Creek confederacy end)i-.aced several

tribes. Of these, the Muskogees were the most numerous, ami aiv said to have

formed about seven eighths of the whole nation. The Seminoles were an offshoot

from the Muskogees, which extended south into Floriila. Their name, Seminoles or

Isty-semoles, means ' wild men,' and was given from the rea.son that they paid but

little attention to agriculture. Tint lived by hunting and fishing. In the north were
the Uchces, while in the west and southwest the Ilitchitecs, Coosadas, Coosas,

Talepoosas, etc., were members of tlu- confederacy. Later, the Natchez, leaving

their home on the baidss of the IMississijipi, wandered east and entered the con-

federacy. The lichees, Coosadas, .and the Natchez spoke a langu.age totally diiTerent
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from the Muskogee. The llitchitee and Seminole tongues were but dialects of the

Musliogee.

At tiie time of the settlement of Georgia, the number of aborigines in the terri-

tory was estimated at about fifteen thousand, but if tlie whole Creek confederacy is

considered, this number is much too small. Excejiting the Scminoles, these tribes

were largely agricultural, and lived in fixed villages. These villages were fortified by

palisades, and frequently an embankment of earth was tin-own up about the base of

the spiles, contributing materially to the ease of defence. In the village the houses

were all much alike, except that of the micco. This was either j)artly below the sur-

face of the ground, or was placed upon an artificial mound of earth. The houses were

circular or quadrangular in outline, and were covered with moss, canes, palmetto

leaves, or the like. Those intended for summer use were more open than those in

which they dwelt during the winter months. If located at some distance from a

stream or spring, an artificial channel was dug to supply the village with fresh water.

The government was patriarchal. The chief ruler had almost despotic powers, and in

apjjroaching him the subjects used much the same gestures as in worshipping the sun.

This chief ruler was aided by a council, composed of the miccos of the various tribes.

His office, as well as that of the miccos, was usually elective. Next in rank was the

war chief, and then followed the high priest and medicine man.

Within the historic period the Creeks were mound-builders, a fact of no little

importance, as will be seen when, later in this volume, we mention the ancient monu-

ments so numerous in the Mississij)pi valley, which have given rise to such endless

speculation and hypothesis. Soon after contact with the whites, this mound-building

was discontinued. Some of the mounds were for the residence of the chiefs, some

for temples, and some for sepulchral purposes. Others, which rejiresented animals,

were evidently emblematical, and still others were clearly defensive in their nature.

Tliough we shall return to the subject later, it may here be mentioned that, aside from

the accounts of early explorers in Florida, the existence of glass beads and articles of

iron and brass in such positions in these mounds that they could only have been placed

when the mound was built, proves that at least some of these structures were erected

after the advent of the whites.

The Muskogces were skilful workmen, and their arrowheads, celts, hatdiets, and

axes were nicely finished. They exhibited a certain ;esthetic taste, and many of their

arrowheads were made of jasper, quartz, or chalcedony. Their pipes were skilfully

carved, some of them in the shape of birds or animals, and occasionally they were

inlaid with other stones. In pottery they also excelled, although they did not know
of the potter's wheel. They were careful in the selection of the clay. A favorite

mode of construction was to mould the clay inside a wicker basket, and then jilacing

it in the fire, the article was baked and the wooden mould destroyed, its impress being

left on the exterior. At other times gourds were carved on the inside with various

patterns, and then, the ])ot being formed inside as before, after burning, the outside of

the vessel reproduced, reversed, the ornamentation carved in the gourd.

For many years after the settlement of Georgia there was no serious collision with

the Creeks. During the Revolution, and during the war of 1812, they fought on the

British side. In the latter war they received a severe chastisement. In 18:]0 they

sold their lands to the govermncnt, and received a reservation in Indian Territor}',

adjacent to that of the Cherokecs. At the time of the treaty, the Creek nation was

estimated at twenty-eight thousand, of which the Muskogces made twenty-three
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thousand, the Sciniiioles twt'iity-four liuiidred, tlie lichees twelve hundred, the Ilitchi-

tees six hundred, the Alibamons and Coosadas five hundred, and tlie Nr.tchez tlircc

hundred. They have now become jiartially ciNilized, hut retain witli some modifica-

tions tlie jiatriarchal system of govermnent w liich they had wiieii first known to the

whites.

The treaty of 1833 was not accejiti'd as binding by all the Creek nation. The
Seminoles stood out for several years, and, being reinforced liy Muskogees and run-

away slaves, defied the authorities of the United States. Led by Osceola they waged

a war for several years, which cost the general government over ten million dollars

and fifteen hundred lives. In 1842, having suffered ninnerous losses, tliey aceei)ted a

reser\ation just west of that of the Creeks, and like them have become industrious

and prosperous farmers. Their numbers to-day show but slight variation from that

given in the preceding paragraph. About a hundred and fifty still remain in Florida,

and an uncertain number have gone to Mexico.

The Choctaws and Chickasaws, though speaking closely allied dialects of the same

language, are distinct tribes. They formerly lived in the territory between the Creeks

and the small tribes upon the Mississii)pi IJiver, the Chickasaws being the more nortliern

of the two. The Chickasaws were a warlike tribe, continually embroiled with the Chero-

kees, Illinois, Arkansas, the Five Nations, and occasionally with the Choctaws. They
were uniformly allies of the British and inveterate enemies (jf the French. During

the lievolution they sided with the English, but since then they have had no troidsle

with the whites. According to their traditions they originally came from the west,

but the Choctaws have no such recollections. That the Chickasaws are now more nu-

merous than when first seen is beyond a doubt. Adair, who lived among them for

many years, and who has given us one of the best accoimts of the southern Indians, esti-

mated their warriors in 17(33 at four hundre(l ami fifty. In 1835 the total number of

souls in the tribe was about five thousand. They are now' mostly gathered on a reser-

vation in the central southern part of Indian Territory, .and numlier not far from six

thousand souls.

The Choctaws are a much larger tril)e than tlie last, and are to be regarded as among

the best of all the southern tribes. They have never had any serious (juarrels with

the whites, although they have been brouglit in contact with English, Freneh, and

Spanish. Tlieir only wars were with the Creeks. They were largely engaged in agri-

cullurc, and depended less on (he cliase than most of their neighbors. Since their

removal to their reservation of six million acres in the southeastern corner of Indian

Teri'itory, tliey have retained their agricultin-al proclivities, and, together with the

Chickasaws (with wlioni tlicy are eonfedcrated), they form the fo\irth of the "ci\ili/.ed

nations." They have good farms, are good mechanics, and, l)etler tliim almost any

other tribe, they profit by the labors of the schoolmaster and missionary. The}- liav(>

a constituti<inal govermnent, and a code of written laws. They nundier now about

twenty thousatul.

The Choctaw language shows some siuiilarity to that of the IVIuskogees, and it is

possible that they should be regarded as forming one linguistic stock. The language

is among the easiest for a Euro])ean to learn.

Tradition and the little wi' know from .u-tual history all jioint to the fact that the

Creeks, Clierokecs, Choctaws, and Chickasaws came from the west, and en(H)unt.ered, in

the territory which they occupied at the beginning of the historic jieriod, a group of

tribes now extinct. That this is true of the sea-coast is more than |)robable; indeed,
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until the middle of the last century the Coloosas and Mickasuekees of Florida retained

their distinctness. Of most of the others even the names have been forgotten.

Of the many smaller tribes living along the Gulf of Mexico and the lower Mis-

sissippi, we need say but little, indeed of most of them but little is known. So far as

W'e know, they sj)oke several distinct languages, though possibly some of them are to

be regai'ded as members of the Creek or Choctaw families, or, on the other hand,

allied to some of the tribes west of the Mississippi, of whom we will sjieak fai'ther on.

One of these tribes, however, needs more of a notice on account of our detailed knowl-

edge of it.

The Natchez, whom we have already met as members of the Creek Confederacy,

when first known to the whites, occupied a small territory- on the eastern bank of the

Mississippi, near the city which j)erpetuates their name. They were farthest advanced

toward civilization of any of the tribes yet described. "There the machinery of

temple, idol, priest, keepers of sacred things, religious festivals, sun-worship, and all

that, Avas most elaborate, and there the ])reservation of the eternal fire enlisted the

utmost solicitude." Contact with the Europeans served to change all this, and in later

years the worship of the sun has almost entirely disappeared. In 1729, the N:itchez,

although numbering but a few hundreds, massacred about two hundred of the French.

For this they were severely punished by the combined French and Choctaws, and driven

from their country. They fled to the east, lingering now here, now there, until they

reached the Creeks and were assimilated into their confederacy. The French took a

number of prisoners and sold them in St. Domingo as slaves.

Among the most interesting things in connection with the Natchez arc the travels

of Monchacht Ape. About these there has been considerable discussion, but the

recent researches of Mr. Davis renders the story probable. According to the rela-

tions of Du Pratz at about the beginning of the eighteenth century, Monchacht Ape,

a Natchez Indian, wished to learn from whence his peojile came. To accomplish this

he went north and east until he came to the ocean apparently on the New England

shore. On his journey he failed to find any trace of his ancestors, and so he returned

home, visiting on the way Niagara Falls. Soon his curiosity returned, and he started

again, this time to the Northwest. He followed the Missouri to near its source, and

then, going north, struck the head waters of the Columbia, which he followed to the

Pacific. On this journey he met with no better success than on the other, and, retrac-

ing his steps, he returned to the Natchez after an absence of about si.\ years.

The greatest objection to this story arises from its ai)j)arent imj)robability, and by

many it is supposed to be an invention of the Frenchman who told it. That this

could not have been the case seems to be shown by the fact that the wliole description

of the journey to the nortliwest is tolerably accurate in its description of the ]ihysical

features of the country ti'aversed, and at the time Du Pratz's account was published

nothing was known by the whites of the country described. Whether true or false,

the story possesses great interest. At a later date sevenil Indians have been known

to cross the Rocky Mountains and to have seen the Pacific.

Having now, in this rapid manner, defined the limits and outlined the history and

relationships of the tribes and slocks originally iiihal)iting the region east of the ]\Iis-

8issip]>i, it remains to describe, as far as space will permit, the customs, social condi-

tions, etc., of these Indians as they existed when the whites first knew them. Later,

their autochthonous conditions were modified by contact with the Europeans; but
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with this we need not concern ourselves. In the preceding jiiiges it lias Leen shown

that the aborigines in this region were divided up into several groups, dift'ering mark-

edly in language, and each of these linguistic stocks divided into tribes and totems.

In these points the distinctions and deuuircatious were very evident, but in all that

pertains to the mental condition, religious views, and manner of life no such distinc-

tions are found, and all di\ ergences are to be readily explained by climatic or other

physical causes.

Among all the American aborigines the social framework was foumled on the gens,

and terminate<l in the confederacy. The gens emljraced all having a common descent,

and bearing a connnon name or totem. The different totems were arranged in groups,

to which Mr. Morgan has given the name phratries, and these, in turn, in tril)es, which

embraced all speaking a commim language, or a C(jmnion dialect of a language. Be-

yond was the confederacy, which was composed of tribes, usually speaking languages

or dialects of the same character, united together more or less closely for social or

political puqioses. Sometimes the confederacy and the linguistic stock were coex-

tensive, sometimes one overlapped tlie nther.

To illustrate these points we will turn to tiie Iluron-Iroiiuois, prefacing our remarks

by saying that essentially the same conditions occurred everywhere within North

America south of the Eskimo. In the Six Xations the highest numloer of gentes or

totems was eight, each taking its name from some traditional animal ancestor. In the

Senecas these eight were the wolf, bear, turtle, ln>:[\er, deer, snipe, heron, hawk. In

the C.ayugns the same totems were found, except that the heron was replaced by the

eel; uhile in the Onondagas the last two totems were those of the eel and ball. In

the Oneidas and Mohawks only the wi.ilf, b^ar, and turtle totems occurred, the others

having become extinct. In the Tuscaroras an additional feature was introduced.

Some of the gentes h.'id died out, but others had lieconie verv large ami Inul divided, so

that we had f<_)r the eight the gray \v(ilf, bear, gi'eat turtle, beaver, yellow wolf, snipe,

eel, and little turtle.

Each gens was endowed willi certain riuhts, :md had certain restrictions placed

njion it. It could elect and tlejiose its siiclienis and cliiefs. It had common religious

rites, .and ,a common burial-place. It could adopt strangers, and was bound to defend

its members and to redi'ess .-ill injuries done by one to auotliei'. Lastly, no one was

allowed to marry one belonging to the same totem.

Among almost all of the-Anierican tribes descent follows the female line. The
only exception to this among the tribes so far mentioned was hi the case of the Ob-
jibways, where it had changed to the male line. The late Mr. Morgan investigated

this subject in a very thorough manner, and he came to the conclusion that the con-

dition existing among the Xortli Amei-iean Imlians, where the female 'carries the

gens,' was the primitive one the world over, the Polynesians only excepted. In the

case of the Greeks and Romans, descent in the female line persisted until after civili-

zation had commenced, and the system of gentes remained until a very much later

date. Mr. ]N[organ remarks that in onler to understand fully tlu> social relations of

the two nations just mentioned, -a knowledge of the functions .and of the rights,

])rivileges, and obligations of the numbers of the American Imlian gens is impera-

tively necessary."

The reason why the woiiu'u carried the L;'eiis, wliv the children belonged to the

same totem as the mother rallna- than to that of the father, is to be sought in the

primitive condition of maukin<l. The lime once was when marriage in pairs did not

vor,. VI. — 11
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exist, and paternity could not, except in rare cases, be traced. Descent in tlie female

line was easily followed, and the archaic system of relationship was retained long after

monogamic mavriage was introduced. Marriage outside the gens was apparently a

])rovision against tlie too close relationship of man and wife, and the consequent dete-

rioration of the jirogeny. It was, however, not always effective, as it guarded only

against such marriages on the mother's side, but made no provision for such occur-

rences among tlie relatives of the father. So far as the law went, it was very strict,

and infringements were severely punished, sometimes by deatli.

The phratry was an evolution from the gens which arose from tlie increase of the

tribe, and the necessity for some division between the gens and the tribe. Among the

Senecas there were two of these phratries, one embracing the bear, wolf, beaver, and

turtle totems, the other the deer, snipe, heron, and hawk. Among the Chickasaws there

were likewise two phratries, but in the Mohicans the number was three. In the case

of the latter, m'C have a jn-oof that the phratry arose from the gens. Originally it had

three totems,— the wolf, turkey, and turtle. Each of these, with growth, became sub-

divided, and the divisions took the rank of gens, the former gentile divisions being

changed to phratries. Thus to the wolf phratry belonged the wolf, bear, dog, and

opossum totems, the turtle phratry embraced the little turtle, mud turtle, great turtle,

and yellow eel gentes, and the turkey j)liiatry included the tt)tenis of tlie turkey,

chicken, and crane. At first, marriage was ]iermitted only between different phratries,

clearly showing the origin of the system from that of the gens, l)ut later this restric-

tion died out, and marriage was allowed anywhere outside tlie resulting gens.

The phratry jilayed no important part in tlie political organization of the tribe,

but in social and religious matters it was very important. It had no official head. In

the case of the death of imjiortant persons, the jdiratry to which he belonged were

the mourners; the other performed the funeral ceremonies. In the election of chiefs

and sachems of the totems, the phratry had confirmative and veto powers, and these

extended not only to their own gentes, but to those belonging to the other jihratrj-.

The totems varied in rank, some having a higher position and nrore influence than

others, while usually the priests and medicine men were taken from a jiarticular gens,

which also jilayed an important jiart in the religious ceremonies and observances. An
offence of one Indian against one of his own totem was settled by the members of

that totem; but if the injury came from without, not tlie individual, but the gens,

demanded satisfaction ; and occasionally the whole jihratry was called in, if the offen-

der belonged to another phratry. Keparation was usually made by the gens or the

jdiratry to which the criminal belonged; if not, the wronged totem took tlie affair

into their own hands.

As was mentioned above, the gens is distinct from the tribe: it has iiotliiug of

tribal character. Usually the gentes were distriliuted more or less equally throughout

all parts of the tribe, yet occasionally a geogra]>liical distrilmtion was seen which,

carried further, would result in tribal or sub-tribal distinctions. Thus, among tlie

Dclawares, the wolf or Minsi totem had becouu' ]iartially separated, wliile two Shawnee

totems, the Cliillicothe and the I'iqua, are said to ha\e had their distinct homes.

A tribe is really composed of two or more totems sjieaking the same dialect, and

closely related by intermarriages. "To a stranger the tribe is visible, not the gcus."

A tribe has its tei'ritory and its name; it is governed by a council of chiefs, and in

some cases it possesses a chief ruler, or head chief. It has the entire regulation of its

domestic affairs. A confederacy is composed of tribes, usually speaking dialects of
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tlic same hiiigunge, united for offensive nnd defensive purposes. Best known of those

eoiifederaeies is tlie Five Xations. This was governed by a eouneil of fifty sachems,

disti-il)uted irregularly through the tribes. Later a eomuion head was necessary for

niilitai'v ]iurposes, and two war chiefs were elected; two being chosen so that one

niiulit to a certain extent counteract the other, in the same way that in the Roman
republic three consuls were a]i]iointed. In the case of the aborigines, the plah, how-

ever, worked better tlian with its Latin prototype. In this case the war chiefs were

bdth taken from tiie same tribe,— the Senecas; and it is to be noted that but rarely,

if ever, were the sachems elevated to this rank. The sachemic office was hereditary,

descending, not from father to son, but to the sister's children. The office of war

chief, however, was not necessarily obtained by inheritance; frequently, as in the case

of Brandt, the celebrated chief of tlie 3Iohnwks, the chief rose from the ranks, and

exercised far more influence in the tribe than did the sachems.

As a result of the system of consanguinity described above, woman had a far more

important ])osition in the social scale than is usually siii)posed. 'Sir. Carr has recently

shown that among the ITuron-Iroquois (and the same is true of all the tribes east of

the Mississippi) " woman, by virtue of her functions as wife and mother, exercised an

influence but little short of despotic, not only in the wigwam, but also around the

coimcil fire. . . . Cliiefs, warriors, and councils were all obliged to yield to her

demands when authoritatively ex]iressed; and there are few scenes in Indian story

more dramatic than those in wliidi the eliM|ueut lied Jacket, and that niaijnificent

lialf-breed, Ciirn-]ilantei-, were constrained to do her behests in the face of their

repeated declaraticms to the contrary." The woman, e(|;ially with the man, possessed

tlie jiower of divorce, and when the couple sepai'ated, all the property, even the

weapons of the warrior, belonged to her. She owned the land; it descended to her

children, or slie could make such dis])osition of jt as she wished, without consent or

hindrance l)y the linsbuud.

At the council held in 17'.»1 (alluded to above). "Ilie women told Colonel Proctor,

the American C'onimissiiuiei-, •. . . you ought to hear ami listen to what we, women,

shall speak, as well as the sacheiris; for vc are tlie oviitrsof this leoul, and it is ours.

It is we that plant it fm- our and their use. Hear us, therefore ; for we speak of thino-s

that concern us ami our childi-cn, and you must not think hard of us, while our men
shall say more to you; for we ha\c lold them.' 'I'his statemeul as to the ownership

of the land was not denie(k and on tlie reopening of the council, l.'eil .lacket, through

whose instrunu'iilality it had .at a previous session been most imi'eremoiiioush- closed,

was made spokesman for the women, and in that ca]iacity was obliged to yield to de-

mands which he had ]ireviously bitterly fipposed. This he did in the following' emphatic

language: ' Now, listen, brother : you know wli:il we \\^\^^ Ik'cii doini;- so louo-, and

what trouble we lia\e lieen at; and you know tiiat it has been al the request of our

head warrior (Coiaqilanter) that we are left to answer for <uir women, who are to con-

clude what ouLiht to be done b\- both sachems .and warriors. So hear what is their

conclusioii."
"

Besides her power o-\'er the decisions of the councils, as iiiilicalerl in the Jirecedim;'

])aragrapli, llie women had the jiowcr to 'command or prohibit :i. war, as seemed good

to them." After a victory the caplixes were turned over to the women, and they h.ad

the say whether they should be ado|>ted into the gens, be ke]jt as slaves, or be Vuirned
;

and llieir decisicius on these points were final. .\s illustral ivc of IJiis. we inav men-

tion the c;uise which led to the extiiictiou of the Erics. In oiu' of their battles thev
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had taken prisoner one of the Iroquois cliiefs, and at the distribution of the cap-

tives, he was allotted to one of the sijuaws. The rest of the tribe, knowing that if he

was injured they would suffer the vengeance of the torrilile Five Xations, used all

their jiersuasive powers to'have her save him. But no; regardless of all consequences

she ' threw him into the fire,' and in retaliation the Senecas and their allies descended

upon the Eries and exterminated them.

A further prerogative of the woman was the right to say who should be the sachem

of the gens. In making tlie selection she was under no constraint, but could choose

as she wished, without regard to age or priority of birth ; and it occasionally hajipened

that a third or fourth son was chosen, oi- even an infant. This choice was ratified by
the gens, and then by the tribe. If an infant were ajijiointed, a regent was selected to

act for him until he arrived at years of discretion. C'oncuri'cnt with this power to

nominate a chief, the woman had also the i-ight to dejjosc him.

Throughout all the region east of the Mississi]i]ii (as well as west of it) the sun

was an object of adoration, and in the South and West one of the totems was said to

have descended from that luminary. In the North the worshiji did not attain so great

a development as it did in the South, and it died out or became coirupted much sooner.

At one time every tribe kept burning its perpetual fire in honor of the sun. North of

Mason and Dixon's line this custom died out soon after the arrival of the whites; but

soutli of it, it was kept up for a much longer time. Here, within the historic period,

they have been known to build large mounds, on the summit of wliicli was the temple

of the sun, in wliich the perpetual fire was kept constantlv burning. It was regarded

as too sacred for ordinary use. Even in its care certain details wei'e observed ; it was

fed with sticks, the bark of which had been removed. The arrangement of these

sticks, radiating like the spokes of a wheel from the fire as a hub, had its significance.

Priests were detailed to watch the fire, and its extinction was regarded as foreboding

dire evil to the tribe. In such cases it could only be rekindled by lirands from some

other similar fire.

"First among the priests or guardians of the tom))le and fire among the Natchez

was the chief of the tribe, or, as he was called, the Great Sun. Every morning at

sunrise he appeared at the door of his cabin, and, turning to the east, ' he howled three

times,' bowing down to the earth. Then a calumet, used only for this purpose, was

brought him, and he smoked, lilowing the smoke first towards the sun and then towards

the other three quarters of the world." In some parts the sacrifices to this divinity

went so far that the first-born were offered as propitiatory gifts.

Each nation, each tribe had its own territory, over wliich each member could hunt and

fish at his pleasure. Even when conquci-ed, as were the I)elaw:ircs liy the Five Nations,

these rights were still reserved to those who remained on tlic land. They retained

their ownership, not the sovereignty. This was jilainly shown in the case of Penn

and his followers. They bought their lands from the Delawares and Sliawnees, but it

was also necessary for them to make a second treaty with the Five Nations, ratifying

the sale. Within tribal limits all land was held in common, but when a tract was

reduced to cultivation tlu' owner was guaranteed the unrestricted ]>osso.«sion as long

as it was tilled. This property in land could be transmitted from one to another

either by sale or by inheritance. The woman retained her property after marriage,

and could at any time make such disposition of it as she wished.

Almost all the Indians wei'c agriculturists, but the extent to which they tilled the

soil was regulated by the abundance of fish and game. Wiicre these were plenty the
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soil was move or less neulcetcd, yet everywhere large fields existed. Tims on Mount
Hope, in Rhode Island, Kino- Philiji had a cornfield of nearly a thousand acres. Adair

describes one among the Catawljas seven miles in extent, while General Wayne, writ-

ing just after the battle of the Maumee, says: " The margins of these beautiful rivers,

the Miamis of the Lake and the Au Glaize, appear like one continued village for a num-
ber of miles, both above and below this j)lace [Grand Glaze] ; nor have I ever before

lieheld such immense fields of corn in any part of America from t'aiiaila to J''li>rida."

Indian corn was the great staple, but according to the climate other vegetable pro-

ducts were cultivated. In the North were beans, squash, ])umjikins, and apples, while

farther south peaches, plums, grajies, and other natives of a warmer clime furnished

additional elements in the diet. The most common tool used in the cultivation of the

soil was a wooden hoe, shaped much like a mattock; but implements of stone, bone, or

shell were frequently used. Toliacco, of course, was raised everywhere.

In hunting, the arrow was ])rincipally used, but besides this the Indians cmploved
spears, jiitfall-;, traps, and snares. In the southern states, where reeds grew, the blow-

gun was used for shooting l.iirds. Bows were made of ash, hickoi-y, or other touo-h and
elastic wood, and frequently tliey were strengthened by working into the back, sinews of

the deer or buffalo. The an-ows were of wood or reed, tijiped with a point of stone

or bone. These arrow points, which are among the most abundant relics of the

aborigines, were fastened to the shaft either );iy withes or sinews or liy a cement. The
shaft was feathered, and in many cases the f(\ithers were arranged in a slight sjiiral,

thus producing the same effect as tiie rifling of modern guns.

In fishing, besides the use of hooks and lines, they made nets and weirs, and also

took the fish with the arrow or the spear. Their nets were made from filires of bark

and were weighted with stones. These net-sinkers are very common in some parts of

the Union, and are merely stones so notched tliati the string which fastened them to

the net would not slip off.

The Indians were great traders, always ready to l)arter their own property for any-

thing that seemed desirable. For money, wampum was usually employed. This was
bits of shell worked to a circular outline, perforated, and strung on a strin"-. Two
kinds of wam]nnn were ma<le, the ]iurple from the shell of the quahog ( Venus merce-

ncvi(i), and the white from I'yriila and other shells. The former was regarded as

twice as valualile as the latter. Trading was carried on between the most distant

tribes. Sliells from the Gulf of Mexico found their way to ^Visconsin and the North-

west, wliil<' the copper from Lake Superior ^^•as distributed airing the whole seaboard.

Peddlers existed who went from tribe to tribe. Cabefa de Vaca, one of the four who
escaped at the massacre of the unfortunate followers of Pamphilo de Xarvaez, and,

who, between the years IWIX and \W.\i\, workcil their way across the continent fr^un

Florida to the Gulf of California, adopted at one time the ]ieddler"s life. " With mv
merchandise and trade I went into tlie intcrioi- as far as I jileased, .and ti-aveled alont;

the coast forty or fifty leagues. The ]irin<'ipal wares were cones and ollu'i- jiicces of sea-

snail, conches used for cutting, and fruit like a bean, of the highest value amonu:lliem,

wliich they nse as a medicine, and employ in their dances and festivities. Anionii- other

matters were sea-beads. Such were wlial I carried into the interim-; and in barter I

got and l)rought l)ack skins, ochre, witii whirh they rub and color the face, hard canes

of which to make arrows, sinew.s, cement, .-nid flint for their heads, and tassels of the

hair of deer, th.-U by dyeing they make i-cd." In other parts iniies, ]iottci-y, wicker

work, etc., were among the articles of tradi-.
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Ill weaving, the Indians were more expert tlian i« usually ronlizeil. Besides their

mats of reeds and bark, they made cloth, using for this ]nirpose, west of the AUeghanies,

the hair of the buffalo. Their textile fabrics reached their highest developinent in

their feather coats, and the pages of the old accounts of America and its aborigines

are filled with praises of these garments. In the weaving, feathers of the turkey or

other birds were fastened in the fabric so that when the whole was completed nothing

but the feathers showed, and the coat or cloak looked as if made of the skins of birds.

These cloaks were very warm, and were highly prized by their owners. In their maim-

faetuix' the exact size and shape were decided upon, and then, with the greatest patience

and without a loom, the work was slowly put together. Feathers and porcupine quills

were extensively used in ornamentation, while the ])art |ilayed by beads after their

introduction Ijy the whites is well known. Though weaving of cloth took place in all

parts, garments of skin were most used.

We alluded above to a communism in lands. The same among many tribes ex-

tended to the liouses. At the time of the early explorers, the Iroquois and the Pow-

hatannic tribes possessed large houses, the common property of a large family, all of

wjiom, with some exception, belonged to the same gens. Among the Iroquois some

of these houses were eighty or more feet in length by about twenty wide. There was

a door in either end, and the interior was divided up into a series of apartments each

about seven feet square, and 0])ening into the common passage, wliich extended from

one end of the Jiouse to the other. Each of these ajiartments was occuiiied by a fam-

ily, the sons usually bringing home their wives, the daugliters usually going away with

their husbands. The walls of the house were made of bark bound to a framework of

poles, while the niof usually had a semi-cylindrical shape, the rafters being formed of

bent poles. Above the separate rooms was an attic, more or less coiiqiletely flooi-ed,

and here was stoivd a large part of the family sup])lies. The fires were so placed in

the passage that each one accommodated f<mr families, while the I'nof was pierced with

corresponding holes to permit the smoke to escape. The size of a village was esti-

mated by the nuinber of houses, and the size of these latter by the number of fii-es.

Thus a house with six fires would accommodate twenty-four families. 'I'lic same

description will in the main apjily to the dwellings of the aborigines of Virginia. In

some other parts the wigwam, a conical framework covered Avith skins, bark, or mats,

was ill \'ogue, b'.it it is still to be nntcd that these were ciiiiniiunistic in character, and

were usually occu|)ied by several families.

As a result of this comniuuistic life, itself an outgrowth of the gens, hospitality

was everywhere the rule. This extended not only to individuals of the same tribe, but

to strangers, and usually also to the whites. lT])oii entering their houses one was

immediately ottered the best they had, which must be at least tasted or it was regarded

as an affront. Usually but one meal was cooked in a clay. This, of course, varied in

its nature with the food. Corn was eaten green, either boiled in the pot, or roasted

in the embers. The ri])e corn was cracked in stone or wooden mortars until it was

about as fine as rice. This was cooked by boiling, and was calletl by tlie ^NFassachu-

setts Indians sanpac, a word and a dish which now ajipears under the name samp.

Some of tliis was eaten warm, and llu- rest was laid aside. Besides, they made from

the corn a sort of unleavened breail. Tin' rule at first was but one meal a day, but

the kettle always hung over the fire, and anyone was at liberty to help themselves at

anytime. I-ater two meals were eaten. The men formerly ate lirsl, and after tliem

the women and children. This custom was set aside lom;- after llu' first contact with
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the whites. "There is a trailition still current among the Seiicca-Iroquois, if the

memory of so recent an oeeurrenee may lie ealled ti'aditional, that when the proposi-

tion that man and wife slmuM eat together, wliich was so contrary to inimeniorial

usage, was first determined in tlie athrmali\e, it was formally agreed that man aiicl

wife should sit down together ;it the same dish, and eat witli the same ladle, the man
eating first, and then the woman, and so on alternately until the meal was finished."

The m;iimer of the disposal of the dead hy various races will iiiidnulitedlv throw

considerable light on the religious ideas, and the way in which they ha\e arisen. At
jiresent the study in a conii)arative manner is but just begun. Within the region

embraced in the eastern Llnited States, various methods were in vogue. Most promi-

nent were those of burial and cremation. I'sually in burying the body, a lari;e hole

was excavated, and in this, eitliei' with or without anything corresp(.)nding to a cotfin,

the body was placed in a sitting posturr. Then a ro<)f was built over the corpse to

prevent its being pressed Ijy the earth which was heajiecl aljo\e. ()ccasi(inall\- the

dead were placed in caves or in liollnw logs. With the body were placeil the imple-

ments, weajions, and ornaments, surely an indication that the departed was supposed

to need them in the world to come.

Cremation, as practised by the southern Indians, has for us a spet'ial interest, for,

as we shall see farther on, it was in some cases almost exactly paralleled 1]\ the mound
builders. After death the bodit's were retained above ground for some time, and thiai

primitive umlertakers, who made it their business, stripped the deca\iiig tlesh frnm

the bones and Ijurned it. Then they disjointed tlie skeletons, and ]ilaee(| tin' Ijones in

baskets or coffins made of reeds and splints, each of which \\ as plai'iMJ in the \ ilhige

bone house, so labelleil that the relatives coidd ri'adily recognize it. When a large

number of these coffins had accumulati'd, the final ceremonies took place. The coffins

were taken by the relatives of the deceased and carried to .an appointed spdt, where

they were arranged in order on the ground, .ami surrnunded «itli wuo.l. Fire was

then ajiplied, anil while it burned the trilie sat around smoking and chanting death

songs, or danced and jiroiiounced eulogies upon the deceased. ^\s soon .as the fire was

nearly or (juite extilU't, the tribe began \n he.ap earth upon the ashe-. thus building;

the grtive mound. When cremation occurred, no additional burials took jilace in the

mound, but it remained as when first erected. These southern Indians also ])ractised

the ordinary latrial, and its modification, known as t'ist burial. A \ault was built of

stones, pa\ed with boidders aiLil enwred by slabs. Some of these cists were seven

feet long, (Jthers but a foot and a half. Scimetimes the bodv was e\teude(l at fidl

length, but as fre([uently tlu' bones were separated and ai-ranged as c(.>mpacllv :is pos-

sibfe.

Still another mode was that known ,as urn burial. This was used ]iarticularlv with

children. The bones were separated and ])laced in an urn of clay, or sometimes the

urn was built up around the remains, as its mouth was too narrow to allow the skull

to jiass.

Turning now to the tribes west of the j\Iississi|ipi, we first meet with the great

Dakota stock, or, as they are better known by most jieojjle, the Sioux. Their orit;i-

nal range was west and south from Lake :\lichigan to the Rocky Mountains and the

Arkansas River. The name Sioux is derived from the Objibway name fm- these

peoi)le,— Xadoessi. This liy the French w:is niodified into Xadowesioux. and then,

by drojiping all except the last syllable, Siou.\. As in the case of the Algonquins,
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already described, the Dakotas are divided up into numerous tribes, and these in

turn into smaller divisions, all speaking dialects of the same language. Before

])roceeding to the enumeration of these, it may be said that the late Mr. Lewis

H. Morgan, one of the most indefatigable students of American ethnology, regarded

the Huron-Iroquois as offshoots from the Dakota stock, and he thinks that before

Cartier found them at Hochelaga they had migrated from the west. That such a

migration was taking place is shown by the first of the Dakota tribes to be mentioned,

the Winnebagoes.

When the French first visited Lake Michigan, they found the tribe -which they

called Puans, but which the Algonqulns termed Winnebagoes, in the neighborhood of

Green Bay. About 1G40 they were nearly exterminated l:»y the lUiuois, but tliey

regained their numbers, and later, moving back a little from the lake, thev formed an

alliance with the Sacs and Foxes and the Pottawatoniies against their relatives, the

Dakotas [iroper, and those scourges, the L'oquois. They were largely agricultural, and

retained their jjossessions in Wisconsin until 184S, when they were removed to Minne-

sota. In ISGli the Sioux massacred a large numlier of the whites in that state, and

the Winnebagoes, being suspected of conii)lieity, were taken to Dakota in 18G3, and

in the next year to Nebraska, near the Omaha reservation. Those in Nebraska now
number about fifteen hundred, wiiile several hundred more live scattered along the line

of their travels. The eastern members of the trilie are well advanced and are self-

supporting, but those in Nebraska so far jirofit but little from the teachings of the

missionaries.

Closely allied to, and [lossibly descendants of, tlu- Winnebagoes, are the Omahas,

lowas, Kansas (or Kaws), Qnapaws (or Arkansas), Osages, Otoes, Missouries, and

Poncas. The Omahas and Otoes lived, one north, the other south, of the Missouri

River, near the mouth of the Platte. The Otoes were reinforced by some of the

lowas, and later by the Missouries. The combined numbers are now about five hun-

dred on a reservation in Nebraska. The Onuihas now number about a thousand

peaceful and industrinus Indians, placed on a reservation in Blackbird Count}',

Nebraska. The lowas formerly lived near the Mississi])pi, in the state to which they

ha\o given their name, and may have extended east into Illinois. They were driven

back by the Sacs and Foxes, and now are amalgamated with other tribes. The Qua-

paws or Arkansas tribe is said to have formerly lived on the Ohio, but was driven

west. They were the firm friends of the French, and, when first seen, lived at the

mouth of the Arkansas River. Their reservation is in tlie extreme northeastern

corner of Indian Territory. Their nunibei's are now about two hundred, but they

have associated with them a number h\n\\ other tribes. The Osages anil Kansas dif-

fered lint liltic in langungc, liut in other respects their differences were formerly the

cause of innumerable wars. The Osage Indians were the most imjiortant of the

soutliern Sioux, and at one time embraced about five thousand souls. Their reserva-

tion is in the northern ])art of Indian Tcnitory, and their ancient feuds liaving been

quieted, the Kansas now live witli tiuMu on friendly terms, the two intermarrying.

The Poncas are among the most civilized of the western Indians. Their recent suffer-

ings at the hands of the whites need only be mentioned. They ninnber less than a

thousand, and were placed on a reservation at the mouth of the Niobrara River. This

land becoming valuable and desirable, in the most unceremonious manner they were

hustled off to Indian Territory ; but, not wishing to be thus treated, they escapeil. and

wandered back to their friends, the Omahas. They were arrested, but abli' lawyers
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interested themselves in tlieir behalf, and the result was a decision that they were not

to be deprived (if their rights, 'i'his P(inca (jUestion is but a sample of the whole of

the dealings ui the United States with the aborigines, the government having Ijcen

ahncist invariably in the wrong. The jiroblein is an important one, and its sdhition

diHic'ult, but tlie course juirsued in the jiast is far from the right one.

The Dakotas proper— llie Sioiix, celebi'ated t'ui- their cruelty and warlike disjiosi-

tion, a reputation which they have preserved since lUOti, when Father Alli)ue/. first

mentions them— com]irise seven tribes, originally found in the territory now endjraced

by Minnesota, Iowa, and Wisconsin. These tribes, the Santecs, Yaidctoiis, Tetous,

Sissetous, Brules, Minikanyes, and Unkpajias, form a confe(k'racy much like that of

the Si.\ Xations. Each preserves a certain amount of independence, can declare war
without consulting its fellows, Viut if it deems .assistani'e ilesii'ablc, or if it wishes to con-

sider matters of importance,

tlie assistance of the (jthcrs is

invoked. The name I)akota

means 'allied,' ami an<_ithcr

name which they sometimes

give thenrsclves— Ochente
Sliak<ins— means "seven fires,'

an evident allusion to thi'ir con-

federacy. The total ininiber of

Siou.x; is large, and the confed-

eracv is estimated ,as embrac-

ing between fifty and sixty

thousand members. When the

Ottawas and the Ilarons were

driven west by the Five Xa-

tions, and took refuge among
the Objibways, tiny fouml an-

other foe in the Sioux, and as

soon as possible tlie\- wandered

east again. The Sioux also

fought with theii- Algoni|uin

neighbors [or years. ^^'heu

the whites began to settle in

their country, tliev kept (piiet foi- a nundna- of veais, liut in 1 Stj'i they broke their

boiuids anil massacred hundreds of the ^linnesota ]iioneia's. For this they were

soundly puni.shed and driven from the state. Again in 1875-7(), under the h'ad of

Sitting JJidl, they arose again against the whites. Again they were jiursued by the

Fnited States troo]is, and ;ift<a' ^howiilg sti-ategic powers and military abilities e(pial

to those of the army officers, Sitting Bull nuide a ready esca|)e to Canadian soil. But

few of the Sioux show .any lemlency tou.ard civilization, but remain w ilil, and retain

thiir hunting habits, ^rissioiiaries anujiu:' lliem ti>-day meet with e\en less success

than did the French fatliers two Inindred years ago, and the little they absorb

becomes so confused wilh iheir pi-e\lous ideas tliat almost a new- mythology is the

result. In handiwork they are apt. They are great gamblers,— almost rival the

Chinese in this res]iei-t.

Although far from civilLzeil, man}- of the Sioux take kindly to some of the neces-
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sities and luxuries of tlic whites. Those on reservations have hirgely replaced the

buft'ulo meat and venison, as articles of diet, hy beef and meal. They like coffee, sugar,

tobacco, and, it scarcely need be said, spirituous liquors. Their native garments are

made of buffalo skin, worn the smooth side out,

and decorated in rude outline with scenes of their

lieroic deeds. Their leggings are fringed, and

their well-made moccasins ornamented with beads

and ]>orcupine quills. Xo article of aii])arel is

jirized more highly than a stove-pipe hat. They

]iaint the face in the most wonderful i)atterns.

When fully dressed, one article more is needed

to complete their happiness— the}' must have a

mirror in which to see all their magnificence.

Since the Sioux are nomads, they have not the

sul)stantial dwellings of the other tribes. Their wig-

wams are merely conical frameworks of j)oles covered

with skins, Ijark, or boughs. The firejilace is in the

centre, and the smoke escapes tiirough a hole in the

ajjex of the structure. These wigwams are ])luced in

villages, but as the season changes, or game becomes

scarce, the village is pulled u]i and removed to some

more favoralile s])ot. In nu)ving, the poles are ])laced

in e<jual numbers on either side of a horse, the ends

dragging IjeJiind on the ground. The skin covering

is then ]iacked on another horse or on the dogs, and

thus the wliole is transi)orted. In their life a com-

iiiuiusm exists somewhat similar to that before described,

and this extends to food and dwellings. One of these

sin.ill wigwams accommodates more than one family.

'I'houuh they have not a tribal stock of food, that of each

household is owned in common. Among themselves they

:ii-i' hospitable.

As an example of the dances common among all tlie

x\meriean tribes, we may give an account of tlie sun-dance

as performed at Fort Peck by the Sioux in 1879. A large

l)lace was cleared, and in the centre was erected the

'medicine wisiwam.' This was very large, and was built

of trees, twigs, and boughs, and was roofed only by the

sky. In the middle was tlu' ' medicine jjost,' a stake about

forty feet high. Only the men were admitted to the en-

closure, wliere, during the twenty-eiglit hours of the \wr-

forniance, a nieal was served consisting of juicy roast dog,

as well as great i|uantii ies of Imffalo me;it, wild turnips,

and other vegetables unknown to modern culiiuiry art. There wei-e about live

thousand Indians ])resent; but since entrance into the inner s])ace was only granted

to the warriors, the women and cjiildreii had to be satisfied with looking through

the broad entrance or tiirough lioles in the leafy wall. When all preparations wore

made, fifty warriors entered the space marked off as the stage, each an Aj)ollo,

Fio. ai. — Weapons, tobacco
pouches, etc., of the Kortli
Atnericaii Indians.
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stripped, and painted to liis heels, .-iiid hedet-kt'd with cmiamenls nf every sort,

with a headdress of featliers, under wlurli his glistening black hair reached down to

his artistically arranged breeclies. Each had in his hand a whistle of the wing-hone

of an eagle, which was blown dui'ing the dance; each also appeared with a liouquet

of wild flowers. Tlie jierforniance of these heroes was imposing ; theii- reception on

the jiart of the spectators very warm. The pluck and strength of will with which

they endured bodily pain was simjily wonderful; foi-, in the pauses of the dance,

jiieces of flesh are cut .and haggled from the arm and liack. The dance coiitiiuied all

nii^ht In- the light of an innneuse Are, liy which the d:mcers devise new tortures; for

instance, some danced with two, three, or even four buffalo heads, whicii are made

fast in holes cut in their own flesh. One huge Indian dragged after him on the ground

eight buffalo heails whicli were fastened iu the flesh cjf his own back; others allowed

themselves to be boinid so strongly to the medicine pole that the cords cut deeji into

the flesh. 3Ianv of the dancers, who during the dance did not ]>artake of any refresh-

ments, fell down exhausteil. Tlie incessant wild yells, the din of music, the monoto-

nous songs iiitroduccMl by way of change, made .a deep impression upon the spectator,

which was still further enhanced by the fact that the dancers placed their faces to the

buffalo ln'ads and murmured

prayers for luck for the hun- ' "

ters. The medicine m.an jieti-

tioned for a successful hunt,

for bread for the women and

children, fm' an abundance (>:

horses, .and for assistanci

against their enemies.

Most northerly of the Sioux-

stock are the Assineboins or

Stone Indians, who, accord-

ing to their traditions, are an

offshoot from the Yanktons;

which is rendered more i)rob;ible from the fact that the othei- Sioux call them Iloha

or 'rebels.' The ilate of separaticHi is nnkiKJwn. It toi>k pl.ace some time before the

travels of Pere Mar(piette. Their home was abotit Lake Winniiieg. They formed

an alliance with the Crees and expelled the native tribes. At various times their

numbers have been (stimated at lietween Ave tliousaml and twenty thousand. — the

former numljer being the more [irobable. They are now coin[iarati\ely few in num-
ber, and are peaceal)ly disposed.

The LT])sarokas or Crow Indians, another of the Dakota stock, have the reputation

of being cowardly. Their home is in ^lontana, iu the valley of the Yellowstone, and
their reservation is in the same region. They are thoroughly disliked by the settlers,

and are regafded as a tril)e of horse-stealers. .\llhough of D.akota ^tock, they are

hereditary enemies of the eastern Sioux. Their nundier now is about lour tliousaml.

The Minnetares or Ilidatsa were offshoots \'\;,\u iheCrows. Since ihe lasl of llii' eigh-

teenth century they liavc been closely couucctr.l \\l\\i llie;\raii<lan-. Uoth <if these tribes

h.ave alw.ays been friendly to the whites, but are not g 1 friends with the Shosliones,

Flatlieads, en- the Sioux. In IS:J7 sin:ill-|>o\- luade fearful ravages among theni, and
while before that date the two tribes togethei- had aboul live lliousaiid members, they

now number only about a thousand. From tiiis scour:;e the Maudans suffereil the

Fig. 92. — :\Ioccasius.
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most severely, and when its course was checked only about a hundred and fifty remained

to represent the tribe. Tiie Mandans are said to liave a lighter color than the other

Indians, and this is supposed to have given rise to the accounts of a Welsh colony in

America. The story goes that in 1170 Prince ]\radoc of Wales sailed west and dis-

covered America, living here for a long time and then returning to Europe. Again

he sailed to the west, and was never heard of again. He with his followers founded a

Welsh colony, and the early explorers constantly heard accounts of a white tribe, now
here, now there, in the interior. Whether or noMadoc ever made the voyage is uncer-

tain, and the story is generally doubled. It is, however, beyond a doubt that the Man-

dans are not the descendants of the Welsh, and no other trilje has yet been foimd

which would fill the bill. Wiien a tribe has lived from time immemorial in a country,

they almost universally have a tradition that they came out of the earth, or had fallen

from the sky. This was the case with the Creeks, and, according to the traditions of

the Mandans, " they came from under the ground by means of a great vine, which,

Fig. 93. — -Mandaii house.

breaking under the weight of some of them, has left behind a part of their nation,

whom they expect to join after death."

The Mandans were hospitable, and, though depending largely on buffalo meat for

food, they cultivated corn, pumpkins, and tobacco. They lived in vill.ages sumiunded

by ]i.'ilisa<les. Their houses were sujjcrior to any north of Xew Mexico. They were

circular in outline, anil fnun forty to fifty feet in diameter. A framework of poles and

]iosts supjiorti'd the walls and roof, which wei-e covered with earth, which was ])re-

vented from f.-illing through by willow mats and a thatch of grass. The entrance was

by a long passage like that of the Eskimo iglu. The outer walls of the houses

inclined inward, and were about five or six feet in lieight, while the conical roof

reached a height of twelve or fifteen feet, aii opening being left in the centre for the

escape of the smoke from the fire, which was built directly beneath. Inside, curtains

of willow matting divided the space aroinid the walls into a series of apartments, each

of which acconnnodated a family. One of these houses would accommodate five or

six families or about thirty individuals. It scarcely need be said that comnnniism

existed. At first there were nine ^landau villages, but at the time of Lewis and

Clarke the Mandans had been driven west by the Sioux into the Arikaree country,

and they are now associateil with that Pawnee tribe on a reservation on the Yellow-

stone River. One of their villages, visited by Callin in 183:2, contained about fifty
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of these dirt lodo-es, tlie dcscriiitiou of wliich will ajiply to tlie dwellings of the

3Iinnitarees.

Amoinj,' the ilaiidaus the sexes wear a different dress; both wear moceasins and

leiiuinns, but the men wear sliirts and jaekets, while the women wear deerskin sacs,

so eut that they cover the arms to the elbows and the liody half way to the knees. The

dead are wrapped in skins and placed on scaffolds, where they remain until they fall

to pieces. The skulls are then eollerted and placed in a circle, each i-estinu on a hand-

ful of sage, where they are daily fed liy the sur\ i\ing relatives, food being left at

niglit, and the dishes collected in the morning. In the centre of the circle is a mound,

on which are placed two buff.alo skulls, .and fi'om which arises a medicine i)ole.

Ill this region occuiiicd by the Dakota stock are also found the Cheyennes, Arapa-

hoes, and Blackfeet, .already mentioned among the Algonquin trilies. Exactly where

tliev belong is uncertain, and it may ]iossibly be that they are as closely related to the

Diikota as to the Algomiuin stock, and for that reason we speak of them in this con-

nection.

The Pawnee or Pani stock embr.aces three groups of tribes,— the Pawnees proper,

the Arickarees, and the Wicliitas. The Pawnees proper— called Louii by the French,

from their principal totem, the Wolf— belonged in the region of the river Platte and

the Loup Fork, west of the Otocs ami Omahas. Like them, they were an agricultu-

ral people, though not to so great an extent. The Pawnees arc comjiosed of four

confederate<l tribes, and now number about t Wfnt\-li\'c huiidrrd in all, though at one

time they could muster two thousand w.arriors. Some still remain on ;i reservation

near their ancestral home, but others were removed in IST.j to Indian Territory, where

thev live just south of the ( )sagr Indians. They are not to be regarded in too bright

a lii;ht ; they are rather :i thievish, begging set, m.it (jver cleanly, Ijut, like all the jirai-

rie Indians, they are good horsemen. Though jihysically well developi/d and cajiablc

of cjreat endurance, when any wnrk is to be done the men are found wanting, and the

labor falls upon the squaws. The wives arc b(iuglit, a horse being the usual jiricc, and

since the man thus owns her, he uses her .as he will, hiring her out at times to the set-

tlers to labor in the tield, or, if hi' tire nf her, he sell> her and liuys another.

The Arickarees, Kickarees, or, still further abbreviatcil, the lici's, are members of

the Pawnee stock who separated fmni the ri'st near the end of the last century. After

the sejiaration they made their way to the Fpjier ^liss.uiri, and for a time lived on

good terms with tlte Mandans, then (piarrelled and made up again, and now live on

the same reservations with them, 'idii'y are none too friendly toward the whites, and

more than once h.ave euiiie in coiilliet with them, ^\'ars and disease have greatly

reduced their numbers, and their total is now about one thousand souls.

Last of the Pawnee stock are the \Viehit;is, .and here may jiossibly l)elong the

Adaize, Caddoes, X.achitooches, ,\ttaca|ias, and others who formerly lived on the lower

Mississippi. The .\Vicliitas,when iirst known, lived in the country between the Arkan-

sas and the Red rivers, and tn-day their rcserv.atioii embraces a portion of their former

range.

In'dtaxs of Cai.ifohnia.

Passing now to the Pacific coast, we liiid within the limits of the state of Califor-

nia a ntimbcr of linguistic stocks, which bear, so f.ar as has yet been discovered, no

relationshi|)S to their neighbors, or, indeed, with each other. However, we may imitc

these with the aljorigincs of Lower California under the name Californians, using the

designation in a geographical, not an ethuieal. sense. Says Powers in the [ireface to
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his large and careful work on these farailiis : " There are several ideas which the

i-eader who is acquainted only with Atlantic tribes must divest his mind of in taking

up the study of the California Indians. Among them is the idea of the 'Great Si)irit'

[which is really not American but adojjtedj, fur these people are realistic, and seek to

personify everything ; also that of the ' happy hunting grounds,' for the indolent Cali-

fornian, reared in his balmy clime, knows nothing of the fierce joy of the Dakota

hunter, but believes in a heaven of hedonic case and luxury. Tlie reader must also

lay aside the copper color, the haughty aquiline beak, and the gorgeous barbaric orna-

mentation of the person. He must lay aside the goi-y scalp-lock (for the most part),

the torture of the captive at the stake, the red war-paint of tcrril)le import (the

Californians used black), the tomahawk, the totem, ami the calumet."

Their climate seems to have had an enervating effect on them, and in their

approach to civilization they stand far below the aborigines of the cast. They were

more quiet and far less warlike, fond of taking life in the easiest manner, and hence

they succumbed very readily to a foreign power. According to Powers, before the

advent of the whites, California was more thickly pojjulated than any other part of

America, and here the mortality has been greater than anywhere else. This mor-

tality has occurred within the nineteenth century, and even within its latter half, or

since the discovery of gold.

In our enumeration of the California tribes we omit tlie western Athabascans, of

Tinneh stock, already mentioned, and also those belonging to the Shoshone family, to

be described later. The former have jiressed in from Oregon in the north, displacing,

exterminating, or absoi-bing the autochthonous stock ; the latter extended themselves

across the southern portion, following a nearly north and south course, and reaching

the sea in the vicinity of Los Angeles. Passing from north to south we find a number

of families, differing most markedly in language, customs, etc., and each in turn

divided up into separate tribes, each speaking a dialect of the common tongue. An
enumeration of all of these peculiarities of their languages, aiul the boundaries of

their territory, would prove tiresome reading, and so we refer only to the more promi-

nent, directing the student who wishes to delve deej)er into the confused ethnology of

this region to the masterly work of Mr. Stephen Powers, published by the Bureau of

Ethnology as the third of their series.

Most northerly are the Yurok and Karok families on the lower Khnnath, who

differ entirely in their language, not only in the roots of the words, but in their

accent. The Yurok tongue is harsh and guttural ; that of the Karok soft and musical.

Just south of the Yurok on Humboldt Bay was tlie Wishosk stock, and between these

two neighboring families sonic similarity in tongue can be seen. The Tinneh tribes

have insinnated themselves in between the Washosk and the Yuki to the south, and

occupy the region on the Eel and Trinity rivers. Tlie Yuki are divided into two

groups, one extending from John's Peak to the Pacific, the other being to the south of

Clear Lake. The Yuki and tluir Timuli neighbors are considered as especially

degraded and .abject, and have but few friends. They have extensively intermarried,

and a mixed race is the result. Both are thievish and revengeful. The Porno family

extend along the coast from Mendocino City to Russian River, and east to Clear Lake.

It is divided into a number of tribes and bands.

Just south of the Karok was the Chimariko stock, now nearly or (juite extinct,

being reduced by coin]ietition with the whites, and the aggressions of the Iloopahs, of

Tinneh stock. When Powers made his investigations ten years ago, only about half
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a dozen were left. The western side of the valley of the Saeramento, from Mt.

Shasta to Benieia, was the former lioiiie of the Wiiituu family, eoinposed of several

tribes, but capable of being divided into two yroujis— a northern Wintiin jiroper, and

a southern Patwin. East of the northern Wintun, and extending to the Shoshone

stock of Nevada, was the Aciioinawi stuck; and south of these, and east of the

southern Wintun, were the Maidu. The Maidu, going from north to south, show a

gradual transition in language, and also in customs, the great yearly dance in honor of

the dead being slightly modified in the different regions. East of the Maidu, and

around Lake Tahoe and the Truckee I{i\ei, was the Washo family.

The Mutsun extended nearly across the state, from the Sierra Nevada to the Paci-

lie, along which they reache<l from a little above San Francisco to Monterey, the

P"'resno River marking their soutln^aslern extension. Within this region the tribal

relations are very complex, but all the tribes may be arranged on linguistic and

geograjihical grounds into four great grou]is, of which we need merely mention the

'"^

I 1 1

in )4 — Maidu lo le,e in the Sienas

names. In the east were the 3Iiook; in tlie south and southwest, the Mutsun ])roper;

in tlic northwest, Olanu'utke ; ami in tlie nortli and northeast, the Talatin. Tlie Yokuts
is an inland fainil}-, living to the snutli of the ^Iiitsun, but forced into an irregular

territory by the invasion of the ['i-Ftcs. Tlnir i-ange east and west was between the

Sierras and the Coast l>ange. South lliey extend to Tulare L.ake, and over a narrow

stri]) of country to Los Angeles county. Here, as in the case of the ,'\Iutsim, we have

a munber of tribes, but between these there is a stronger connection than in the case

of the other. In certain ri'spccts they form a confederacy. Each of the trilies is in

some matters free, wjiih' in otiicrs its rulers ai'e subordinate to a lu-ad chief of all

the Yokuts family. Each year a comu'il is held, and each tribal chief presents a report

on the condition and doings of Ids followers, and the great cliii'f, whose offii'C is here-

ditary, counsels, warns, or opjioses, as seems to lie best. Two other f.amilies -.ivv to be

mentioned in California,— one which liad its centre at San Antonio, and is known as

the San Antonio family ; the other, farther south, is known as the Santa Barbara family

from the town of the same name.

It must not be understood that these tribes and tribal limits as above described
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exist to-day, but ratlier these were the conditions which existed before the exten-

sive settlement of the country. Now some of the tribes are nearly or quite extinct,

some have been widely removed from their oi'iginal range and placed on reservations,

while others range irregularly through the less settled districts. In only a few places

to-day does one find the original inhabitants still dwelling on the soil of their ancestors.

In physical characteristics the Californians are scarcely to be distinguished from

their neighbors to the north and east, except that they are darker in color, and in

Lower California they reach almost a swarthy hue. Powers claims that j^hysically

they are superior to the Chinese, but among these Indians no inconsiderable differ-

ences are to be observed. Those on the mountains are better developed than those of

the lowlands. In youth they are apt to be fat, but in old age they generally lose their

I'll., li.'i. - l;.il>y-l>usUet, aconi-batkcls, silK-i-.

flesh. The native clothing was mostly made of skins, but now they have adopted

largely from the dress of the whites, and the result is that so often noticed in these

pages,— thev suffer from colds, influenza, and pulmonary complaints, which have done

so much to reduce their numbers.

Mr. Powers claims that in times jiast the land of California supported far larger

numbers of Indians than it will of whites during the next century ; and while his esti-

mates are greatly exaggerated, there is some reason for his statement. The jiopulation

which a given country will sui)port deiiends of course upon its capacity for jirodncing

food, and since tlie aborigines arc not so limited in tliis respect as are tlie whites, this

country, even without agriculture, was caji.able of suijjiorting immense numbers.

Most iirominent among their articles of diet were the acorns of Quercus gambellii and

other sjiccies of oak. The acorns are gathered, the shells removed, tlie meat powdered,

and soaked in water to remove the bitter taste. Then the acoru flour is cooked, either
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by boiling in baskets by means of heated stones, or by leaking in rude underground

ovens. Next to acorns in importance conies tish, then vari<ius beriaes, and so on down
thvoug'li the list, anything [lossessing the slightest amount of iniurishineiit Ijeing utilized.

Roots, kelp, field-niiee, angle-worms, etc., all had a [lart in their bills of fare, and the

fact that many of these had to be extricated from the earth explains the origin of the

term Digger Indian, so often apjilied to the aborigines of California. They were not

given to gluttony, and intemperance in primitive times was unknown, for they had no

intoxicating drinks, except small ipiantities of ci<ler made frciin manzanita berries.

The native Californian was insufferably <lirty, and yet no pe(i]ik' nu eailh, except

possibly some of the South Sea islanders, were more fond of bathing than he. One

Flii. 'JG. — Eanli lodges in the Sacramento valley.

peculiarity was his fondness for a sweat and a culd liath. Each community had its

sweat-house, a low, conical, earthen structure. In this all the community would
gather, and, closing all the openings, would st.-iy fcn' :i li.iig lime around the lire, and
then would rush out and plunge into the cold stream that flowed near I>y. In their

primitive condition these I)aths did not seem to hurt them, but when they began to

adopt clothing, they produced effects readily imauined.

Their wea])Ons were few, for they were not a warlike race. They had uo shields,

while their arrows and spears were irioiv eruile than those of ihe more warlike pco)ile

to the cast. Among themselves a difference in martial character existed, for the tribes

of the mountains were more given to lighting (liau those of the lowlands. They did

not torture their in-isouers. As in w.ai-, su in hunting the Californians reached but a

VOL. VI. — 12
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very moderate flegrce of skill, deiicinliiig rather upon snares and traps than npon theiv

weapons for the capture of mammals and birds. One of their ways of capturing game
was to run it down. " I have seen," says Powers, " an Indian boy of fourteen run a

rabbit to cover in ten niiniites, split a stick fine at one end, thrust it down the hole,

twist it into its scut, and \n\\\ it out alive." Essentially the same jiroeess was followed

with otiur animals, and occasionally even deer were followed by relays of Indians

until, winded and exhausted, it took to the water or stood at bay. At other times

they built converging lines of light brushwood fence, with a snare at the angle, and

into this chased the game.

They are capable of great bodily endurance, and the examination of candiilates for

the profession of doctor consists in a coiupetitive dance, the one holding out the long-

est being admitted. They are crafty, cunning, and intriguing, and with them honesty

is but a policy, for, if not afraid of the conse-

quences, they do not hesitate to aip])ropriate

anything that may strike their fancj-. In all

their games they take but an inane enjoy-

ment. They care nothing for coming out

ahead. Even when gambling, the loss of

everything, even the last ai-ticle of wearing-

apparel, is a matter of no importance. Naked
as when born, or, ]ierhaj)s, clad in a borrowed

shirt, the loser lays himself down and within

five minutes sleeps the proverbial sleej) of the

rig'hteous. They are great slee]iers, and will

dcize away fourteen and sixteen hours of the

twenty-four, and during a good share of the

i-emainder will freijuently exhibit inclinations

toward a somnolent conditicm. They are

strikingly jjrosaic, and their names of jilaces

and of individuals are almost always without

significance.

With the possible exception of a few tribes

in the north, they have no concejition of a

God. At the present time they have their

names for such a being, but these are evidently of very recent origin, for as soon as

any mention is made of the origin of the world, of the creation of man, or any similar

problem, the "old man al)ove" at once disajijjcars, and the coyote, which, according

to their theory, is responsible for everything, comes to light. Thej' have various evil

spirits, some very powerful, others of sni.aller capacities, and these they try to propitiate

and render serviceable. They expect their aid only on the rarest occasions, and feel

l)erfectly satisfied if they can bring about a cessation of liostilities.

They have numerous dances, some celebrating a bounteous crop of acorns, some

a plenty of salmon, some the killing of a bear or even the purcha.se of its skin, but

none of these dances and festivities liave the slightest religious significance. Their

so-called )iricsts are but shamans, sujtpo.sed to have intluence with the evil sjiirils.

The montion of the names of the dead is forbidden, and this has its influence on all

their myths, many of wliicli are related by Powers. Our sjiace will allow the relation

of but one.

Fig. 97.— NisUinani (Maidu) buy with oi-iLinieiits.
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"Oiife there was a time wlieii ihere was iiotliiiig in tlie wni-lcl Imt water. .About

the ]}kiee where Tulare Lake is now, there was a ]>ole stamliny far n\> out of tlie water,

and on this pole perched a hawlv and a crow. First one of them would sit on tlie ])ole

awhile, then the other would knock him off and sit on it himself. Thus they sat on

top of the pole above the watei-s for many ages. At length they wearied of tlie lone-

someness, and they created the liirds which prey on fish, sucli as the kingfislier, eagle,

pelican, and others. Among them was a very small duck, which dived <lo\vn to the

bottom of the water, picked its Vieak full of mu<l, came uji, died, and lay floating on

the water. The hawk and crow then fell to work and gathered from the duck's beak

the earth which it had brought up, and commenced making the mountains. They

began at the place now known as Ta-hi-cha-])a Pass, and the hawk made the east range

while the crow made the west one. Little liy little, as they (h-opped in the earth,

these great mountains grew athwart the face of the waters, pushing north. It was a

work of many years, Init finally they met together at Mount Shasta, and their labors

were ended. But, Ijchold, when the\' compared their mountains, it was found that the

crow's were a great deal the larger. Then the hawk 8ai<l to the ci\iw, 'How did this

happen, you rascal? I wan-ant you have been stealing some of the earth from my bill,

and that is why your mountains are the liiggest.' It was a fact, and the crow laughed

in his claws. Then the hawk went and got some Indian tobacco and chewed it, and

this made him exceedingly wise. So he took hohl of the mountains and turned them

round in a circle, putting his range in the place of the crow's ; and this is why the

Sierra Nevada is larger than the Coast Range."

At a possibly still lower stage of civilization stand the Indians of Lower California,

who resemble physically the |)eople of northern Me.\ico, lint otherwise have nothing in

common with them. They know nothing at all of the art of building, of agriculture,

or of the other arts of daily Wiv. " In tlie whole peninsula," says Clavigero, " no trace

of a house was found, iioi- of a single hut, of an earthen \essel, a metallic dish, or any

iinplenient whatever." ^Vmong the languages of these people three are regarded as

the most important; namely, the I'ericn, the ^loncjui, and the Cochima. To the

Pericii belongs the trilieof Cora, in tlie extreme south of the iieninsula; ami the 3Ion-

qui, the Guaicuri, or Waieura, who dwell in the north, and the L'chitis. In the north-

west dwell the Coehima, originally settleil on the (iulf of Loreto ; their very difficult

language, which abounds in guttural sounds, extends however to the middle of the

peninsula, and is distinguished from all the other Lower Californian dialects.

As neighbors of the Californians, we have a series of tribes occupying the south-

western part of the United States, near the liorders of IMexico. They speak idioms

which reveal to us in many u ays the spirit in which the Amcricnn languages ha\c been

evolved. The tribes who speak them in part wander aliout as nomads and robbei's, or

liave been accustomed Init for a short time to the civilizing influences of agricidture

;

in part they have been settled as far back as historical knowledge reaches. Individual

ditferences in res]ieet to intc^Uectual abilities, as well as jihysiognomy, exist among
these Indians to a scarcely less extent than among the whites. Some readily accejit

and ado]it English or Spanish or other liulian languages, while others prrtinaciously

cling to their native tongue. Of some the features .are coarse, whili' others have a

countenance as intelligiait as that usually seen among whites. These variations occur

even within the same tribe. The complexion also has .a considerable range; some are

dirty brown, some reddish yellow, while among the Pueblo tribes genuine albinos
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occnsionally occur. Amonsx them sun wovsliiii occupies an important place; some

believe in good and evil spirits ; the few are converted to Christianity. America sends

its missionaries to every foreign country, and even tries to convert the adherents to

the mother church, but shrinks from the task of enlightening those within her own
boundaries. The Indians arc apathetic; they care nothing for Christianity, and soon

the missionaiy goes farther, and, may be, finds a people who will take more kindly to

his instruction. Of course numerous attein]its have been made to elevate these savages,

but the result is far from encouraging, and hence a hundred dollars are sent to India,

or Far Cathay, where one is spent in our own territory upon our nation's wards.

Since the conquest of Mexico, the Jesuits have labored among these people, but the

converts soon returned to the worship of the sun, an object which the savage naturally

adores.

First and most important of these Indians is the Yuma stock, which is distributed

over southeastern California and the adjacent parts of Mexico and Arizona. The
chief tribe of this family is the Yuma proper, on the Gila and the lower Colorado

Rivers, with whom the Maricopa and the Cocopa are intimately connected. A hun-

dred years ago the Yumns numbered three thousand ; to-day they are reduced to less

than a third of that number. They are an agricultural people, cultivating wheat,

barley, corn, and melons. Closely allied are the Mohaves, who occupy that part of

Arizona south of where the Colorado bends toward the south. They are wild and

uncivilized, and although reservations are provided, only about a quarter of their total

number (four thousand) have settled upon them. The remainder wander about at

will. They wear but little clothing, or none at all, but paint the body and face with

the brightest colors obtainaljle. The principal garment is a fur cloak, but if one can

obtain a discarded vest, or other article of wearing-apparel discarded b}- the whites, it

is worn with no inconsiderable degree of pride.

The women do most of the work, carrying on their heads baskets filled with the

products of their fields. These baskets are very nicely made, and so closely i)laited

that they will hold water. Tiieir princi]ial article of diet is cakes made of meal.

They grind the corn between two stones, mix it with water, and bake it, producing an

unleavened bread. They live in thatched houses built of cotton wood, sticks inter-

woven with straws, cornstalks, and the like. These huts are some thirty feet across,

and afford a home for several families. These houses are not placed close to one

another, but are scattered here and there, with small intervals between, thus forming

a contrast with the Pueblo type of Indians, with which the Mohaves have much in

common. These houses arc also found among the Maricopas. In each house are large

earthen vessels which contain their stores. Besides, they have the baskets already

alluded to, smaller pottery articles, and dishes of gourds. In each village is one or

more storehouses filled with mezquitc beans, which are not intended for daily use, but

which are kept as a provision against a failure of the crop of maize, and a consequent

famine.

The Mohave men naturally have a well-developed beard, but they rub it off with a

stone, singe it, or pluck out each individual haii-, so that they appear clean shaven.

Polygamy is allowed, though not connnoidy ]>ractised ; and a certain amount of mora-

lity may be observed in their family life. They are said to worship a good and an evil

spirit. In case of a death, the mourners perfoi-m re]ieated ablutions for many days,

and they kill a horse so that the dt'acl m:iy ride in the world to come. The dead arc

burned. The office of medicine man among lliem is not to be greatly desired, as
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the third mistake in divination is ]iunish(Ml liy strangulation. The language of the

Mohaves, like that of all the Yuma stock, is rieh in vowels, sonorous, and polysyllabic.

Next we take up the southern members of the Tinneh or Athaljascan stock, widely

separated from the branches we have ])reviously met in Alaska, in British America,

and in Oregon and Washington. Still, in their language, a marked resemblance may
be seen. These southern Tinneh, which may be included under a general name,

Apache, are divided up into a number of tribes, of which we may merely mention the

names :— Mescal eros, on the Pecos ; Llaiieros, between the Pecos and the Uio Grande,

and also extending to the east of the last tribe ; the Xicarillas and tlie Taracones live

near the Llaneros. The Xavajocs are the strongest and most northerly tribe of the

southern Tinneh, and range through the northern parts of Ai'izona and Xew Mexico;

the Chiriguais live in the soutlieastern part of Arizona, the Pinalefins in the Pinal

Mountains, and the Coyotero and Gila ^\]iaches on the head waters of the (iila, the

latter formerh' having the re])Utation of lieing the most cruel of all the ^Vpache tribes.

The Minibrenos dwell in the MimVires Mountains, extending southwest to the corner

of Xew Mexico; the Co])]iermine Apaches extend from the east of the IJio Grande

west to the Pinalenos ; while tiie Llpans, the most southerly of all the Tinneh stock,

are found across the border in IMexieo ])ro])er.

In a certain way tlie A])aelies in the south represent the Dakotas in the north.

They are the most numerous .-uid the most restless of the Indians of their region.

Together with the Comanchees. uf Shosiione stock, they have a vast reservation in the

southwest of Indian Territory, while many of the tribes have smaller tracts set

apart for themselves in Xew ^Mexico and Arizona. A pastoral life, h(i\ve\er, has but

few charms for them, and though living in a country where they were bnuight in con-

tact with a peoj)le more civilized than themselves, they h.ave been content to lead a life

of hunters, warriors, and robbers. A few have now begun agriculture on the reserva-

tions, and as long as they are su])])orted by the "great father at Washington," they

live in a state of contentment.

Tliey are ]>ossessed of gre;it ]iowers of emlurance, hardly to be expected from their

lank and poorly develoj)ed bodies. 'I'lieir face is ugly, except for the brightly sjjark-

lingeyes; the yellow or reddish brown skin a]ipears thick and leather-like, affording

a com]jlete substitute for clothing. In going through the cactus bushes and chaparral,

the skin of horses and mules is often torn, but ne\er that of the Apache. Xow they

are beginning to adopt articles of clothing, among which woolen Idankets are the rao.st

common. Xo hair is seen, exce])t u|i(ni the scalp. Formerly, notwithstanding the

heat scorching sun, they went bare-headed, or at the most ]irotected themselves l)y

smearing clay over the head. Scmic now near straw h:Us. The hair is dead l)lack,

and is worn reaching down to the shoulders, but when mourning for a lost husband
the women crop it short. 'I'he architecture of the Apaches may be described as briefly

as the owls in Iceland in the famous Xatin-al History of IIorrel)ou ; thev have no

houses, and seem to show an especial dislike of everything that resemViles one.

Should the weather be very coM, the Apache liuilds a fire in a hollow in the <;round,

or erects a slight shelter of stones or eailh .-n^iund the lire and crouches down, enjoying

the warmth until the temperature changes. The princip.al jiersonal adornment con-

sists of shells of the pearl oyster, and rude wooden carvings. Occasionally thev paint

the faces with red or lilue lines; tatooiug docs not exist among them. Their food

consists of acorns, mesquite Ijeans, pum]ikins, ganu-, including rals and snakes, and also
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horses and mnlcs, when ruined by hard riding. Formerly they exhibited a detesta-

tion of the flesh of swine.

Their implements and weapons are few. The bow an<l arrow are used in hunting;

the spit, of hard wood, m cooking tlieir meat. There is apjiarently a deterioration of

their slvill in the use of weapons. Catlin, who was among them many years ago,

praises the excellence of their markmanship, but some later travelers do not give very

flattering accounts of their sliooting. They do not throw the spear, and the sling is

unknown among them. Usually the Apaches wander about singly, or in bands of ten

or thereabouts. When they wish to start on plundering expeditions, these bands are

much larger. Marriage is almost unknown ; occasionally a chief will make a squaw

his wife, the ceremony consisting in breaking a bunch of arrows over her head.

When about to die, the sick one is left behind, or carried away from the rest and

left to finish this life alone. A death chant is seldom heard, and the body becomes the

property of the coyote. In the case of a chief, however, an interment takes place.

The corpse is enveloped in strips of skin, and buried in the earth. Among the Nava-

joes a slight improvement may be seen ; the body is usually covered with brush or

rocks so that wild beasts cannot get at it. Medicine men are said to be unknown.

The Apaches have no belief in a life after death, and no conception of a God. Their

only festival is a celebration of the full moon, and this does not occur every month.

Courage is an element lacking among the Apaches, they always fight from behind
;

in every respect they resemble their associates, the coyotes. They speak but little, and

use gestures more than words. Their vocabulary is limited, and the language is gut-

tural and not easily spoken in a loud voice. It abounds in repetitions, lacks the

auxiliary verb ' to be,' and is deficient in persons and pronominal forms.

The Navajoes are an improvement on the other Apache tribes, and deserve a sepa-

rate mention. In language they differ but little from the others of the stock. They

have a reservation of about three million acres in northwestern New Mexico, and have

largely become a grazing people, adopting many of the customs of the Pueblo Indians.

They have large herds of sheep and goats, the wool of which they spin and weave into

excellent blankets. Tliey wear a leather cap, like a helmet, ornamented with feathers,

and besides bows and arrows, they have a lance, in the use of wliich they are very

expert. Their number is about ten thousand, and of these over nine thousand are now
settled upon their reservations.

Pueblo Tribes.

Our next group of tribes embraces the P\ieblo Indians, who recently have become

so well known through the investigations of various anthropologists. Where, in a

systematic arrangement of the American aborigines, these Pueblo Indians should be

placed is uncertain. Apparently they have no connection with the stocks so far

enumerated, and possibly none with the Mexican families to be mentioned soon.

Some, however, would recognize in them the modern rejiresentativcs of the old Toltec

or Aztec stock, which in Mexico was at its height at the time of the conquest, a view

which seems rather improbable. In southern Colorado, New Mexico, and Arizona,

occur this grou]) of tribes, which from time immemorial have occupied fixed dwelling-

places, erecting hirge buildings of stone or adobe, and sujjporting tliemselvcs by stock-

raising and agriculture. Thus they present a marked contrast to all their neighbors,

and, in fact, as we shall see when we examine them more closely, to any of the peoples

met so far in the present work. Their villages bear the Spanish name 'pueblo,' and
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this is sometimes applied to the towns of the Pina, Maricopa, and other tribes. As

here limited, it includes only those Indians living on the upper Rio Granile, and on the

near tributaries of the Colorado. These tribes are entirely snri-ouii(k-d by others of

Apache or Shoshone stock. Whence tlicy came, no one know s ; their habits, dwel-

lings, rock carvings, etc., have been used in the attempt to prove tlicni the representa-

tives of the mound buihiers, or, as we liave mentioned above, as the descendants of

the Aztecs or Toltecs. iSo far none of tiiese sujipositions has been maintained. The

Pueblo Indians are the most peaceable and friendly people in America, welcoming-

strangers, and extending hospitality to all who vi^^it tliem. From a long contact with

the Mexicans, they have

adopted many of their cos-

tumes and customs, and

to-day many sj)eak the

Spanish tongue.

Of the Pueblo Indians,

according to Major Pow-

ell, there apiiiear t<_> be

four linguistic groups, of

which one, the Moqui, or

Shinumo, belongs to the

great Shoshone family.

The other three are the

Zuni (to be sjioken of far-

ther on) ; the Keran, witl)

a northeastern branch nii

the liio Grande, enibi-aeing

the pueblos of Santo Do-

mingo, San Felipo, Cot-

chita, Santa .Vna and Cia,

and a western on the San

Juan, with the Pueblos of

Kairaikome, Laguna, Pm-
vate, Hasatch, and Mogi-

no; the last group is the Tc-

wan, embracing the largest

number of the Indian

towns in New Mexico

along the Rio Grande.

Of the Tewan, five main di\isioiis ai'e made, endiraeing all tlie PiieMos not already

mentioned, except the Moqui, and one uf these speaks the dialect cif the Tewan.
In lo4U to 154'i Coronado, a Spanish ofticer, went on an exjiedition of exploration

and con(|uest, north from Mexico, penetrating to tlie territory now enibraee<l in the

limits of New Mexico. Souu'whei'e on this expedition he found a uronp of towns, or,

as they were termed, the "Seven ('itie< of Cibola.'' Of the wonder .and magnitieenco

of these cities the Spaniards had often lieen toiil, and hence ('(U-onado was greatly

disappointeil when he found tlieni. lii^ letter to the \iceroy runs as I'ollows : "It

remaineth now to certify Your Honor of tlic seven cities and of the kingdoms and

provinces whereof the Father I'rovincial made report unto Your Lordship. And, to

OS.—Puel)ln Iiuiians.
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be brief, I can assure Tour Honor he said the truth in notliing that he rejiorted, but

all was quite contrary, saving only the names of the cities, and gi-eat houses of stone

;

for although they be not wrought with turquoises, nor with lime nor bricks, yet they

are very excellent good houses, of three, or four, or five lofts high, wherein are good

lodgings and fair chambers, with ladders instead of stairs, and certain cellars under

the ground, very good, and paved, which are made for winter. ..."
This description applies ]ierfectly to the Pueblo villages, and as it ])roceeds, it gives

further details which aid in the determination of which of the many Pueblos he

visited. Some think it was the Zuni village, while, with considerable plausibility,

Morgan argues that it was the now ruined and deserted group in the canon of the Rio

Chaco, one of the tributaries of the San Juan, in northern Xew Mexico. Here with-

in a distance of nine miles are seven large and two small pueblos, and if we disregard

the smaller ones, the correspondence in number M'ith the ' seven cities ' is all right.

Otlier details as to method of construction, situation, etc., apply well to the Chaco

pueblos and not to any others.

A pueblo building is a communistic structure, often of great size, and accommodat-

ing a large number of Indians. All are constructed on a plan calculated to subserve the

interests of the community, and to afford protection against nomadic foes, and though

considerable variation exists in detail, all agree in their broader features. They are

built of stone or adobe (sun-dried bricks), and, contrary to any Indian dwellings so far

met, they are from two to four, or even six stories in height. Apparently the inten-

tion was to liave each pueblo, when completed, enclose a court ; but in most this was not

attained, and usually the enclosure was completed by low rampart of earth. The

general character of a pueblo is shown by the restoration of the Pueblo Bonito, one

of the Chaco group. The various stories were terraced. So that the roof of one formed

the promenade in front of the next, Init it is to be noted that, in some, this terracing

was all upon the side toward the court, the outer wall usually being mibroken to the

top of the highest storj-. Each story was divided into a series of rooms, varying in

size, and each was occupied by a single family. In many cases there were no doors in

the lower story, and, to obtain entrance to these apartments, one had to climb a ladder

to the roof and then descend througli a hole in the roof by means of another ladder.

When attacked by enemies, all tliat was necessary was to pull \\\> the outer ladders, and

then prevent any one climbing up on the jilatform. In some cases doors exist, but

these are alwavs capable of being barricaded.

The rooms vary considerably in size, those on the ground floor being usually

smaller than the others. The roof of each is formed l)y timbers; on these are laid

smaller sticks, then a layer of bark, mats, grass, or the like, and then a coating of clay,

which forms the floor of the room and i)latform above. In Pueblo Bonito, the largest

of the group, there were about six hundred and fifty a]iartments, sufficient, as the

Indians pack themselves, to accommodate about three thousand people. Besides tlie

dwelling-rooms, each pueblo had one or more large circular rooms (estufas), which

were for religious or social gatherings. Formerly, chimneys were unknown, but they

have been ado|ited from the Spanish.

Of the thirty ]iueblo villages now occujiied, that of Zuni is the largest, jiossibly

the best known, and certainly the most interesting, since it has been the least modified

by contact with foreigners. It consists of several buildings placed on a slight knoll

near the head waters of the river Zuni. At the time of its greatest jirosperity Zufii

contained about five thousand inhabitants, but now the number is reduced to about
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fifteen luimlred. Each building is on the regular juielilo type, and each suite of rooms

is the i>onie of a faniiiy. Tlie floors are ]iavc(l with stone, or with adobe clay. Social

rank jilays a part in the location of the different families in the jmeblo, the wealthy

living in the lower jiortions, while the poorer have to go >i]i stairs. The Zuiii are an

aii'ricultural people living principally on a thin crisp cake made of Indian m(>al. The

corn is ground by nibbing in mills of stone, the jneal is then sjiread in a tliiii batter

ou the surface of a smooth stone, and baked. The Zuni .-ire worshijipers of the sun,

and ]\Ir. Frank Cushing tells many wonderful tales of their myths, their secret socie-

tii's, and the like. Mr. Cusliing was sent by the Smithsouian to investigate their

ethnology, and he so ingratiated himself with them that he was admitted to full mem-
bership in the tribe, and also to all their mystic orders. Of these latter they have

thirteen, divided into four groups, pei'taining to war, tlie priesthood, medicine, and the

chase. Each of these grouj)S consists of but a single order, except the medicine group,

which I'onsists of ten. The martial order somewhat resembles the ]\Iasonic and has

twelve degrees. Besides there is an order of tlie dance, less secret than the others.

Each of these orders is connected with the rest, at least to a certain extent. Certain

traditions among the Znili possibly jioint to a former belief in a tr.ansmigration of

souls anil a lielief in a life .after death. Criminals are trieil by a comicil of the order

of war, but only witchcraft and cnuaidiee in battle are pmiished with death. The
accused person is taken at night \i> the secret ehamber of the order, given a long and

fair trial. If he confesses his guilt and iiromises that all will be right, well and good
;

liut if he kee])S silence he is tortured. !-iilence at this time, or a failure of his j)romises,

brings hiui a^ain to the setax't council I'mim, fi'imi whence he never comes out alive.

The Zuni language is well de\ eloped; the \crbs, with jierhaps lialf a dozen exceptions,

are regular; mood-;, tenses, and cases .are much like the Greek, while singular, dual,

])lm-al, ami ciilleeti\ e ]ilural numbers exist. Syncuiyms are numerous, different words

being used to express c\en the slightest shades of meaning.

Se\er.il (itliei- pueblns exist, but we neeil mention but two. The pueblo of Taos,

in uorthern-eentral New ^lexieo, is supposed to be the ISrabaof Coronado's expedition.

It consists of two luieblo buildings, sep.arateil by the Taos creek. The total population

of both is now about four hundred. Santo Domingo is another pueblo, consisting of

several buildings.

In this connection shouhl he luiticed the cliff dwellings in this region. Far up on

the ])recipitous sides of many of the canons are found more or less laiined houses. The
waters, in times [last, have (ait their way down through the rocks, making these vast

gorges, which here and there expand so that sludves and caves are forme<l. These

were occupied ; with intiuite toil the Indians built houses of stone or adobe in these

crevices, cut stejis in the rocks to give ease of access, and, in some instances, excavated

great reservoirs to contain a supply of water. Some of these cliff puclilos are of

great extent, one running along the cliff for three hundred yai'ds, and containing

seventy-five rooms, ami in the centre a circadar estufa. In the cafiou and valley of the

Montezuma (southeastern Utah) tluac is an almost continuous series of ruins for

twenty-tive miles. The Indians who in times |iast occiqiied these cliff dwellings were
devoted to agriculture an^l eulti\aled the arable bottoms of the canons. When the

foe came, they could retreat to these .aiaial dwellings, from whence an army could not

dislodge them. Whether tlie Indians w lio liiiilt these dwellings were allied to the

Zuni, or were more nearly related \u llie Moipii, to be mentioned with the Sho.shone

family, h.as not been and probably cannot be decided. They occur mostly in the lateral

canons of the San Juan. >
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In northern and northwestern Texas exists the remnants of a once jiowerful tribe,

the Tonkaways or Toncahuas, who are, so far as we know, completely isolated from all

others, while in northern Mexico, extending to the Gulf of California, are a number

of other tribes as little kiiown, of which we need merely mention the names, Tepoka,

Guaima, Seri, Huraba, Tobosa, Gabilau, Xazu, and Pelon.

Mexican Teibes.

In our enumeration we liave now taken up all the prominent groups of aborigines

within the United States excejit one. This is the linguistic, family which takes its

name from the Shoshone tribe, the most northerly of its members. This family li.as

purposely been left to the last, since it forms, ethnologically, a member of the Mexican

series, and is connected, through

the Moqui, one of its members,

with the Pueblo group, at least

in customs. Buschmann, who
first placed the linguistic classifi-

cation of the soutliwestern In-

dians on a scientific basis, recog-

nizes five linguistic families in

his Sonora group. Of these

the fifth is the Shoshone. The

Shoshone stock is distributed

over a vast extent of terri-

tory, some living in Idaho

and Montana, and ex-

tending thence into

the adjoining states

a n d territories,

while to the

sontli thegroup

of tribes s] leak-

ing essentially

; the same lan-

guage extends

away into Mex-

ico. Through

all this extent

of country the

language varies but little, "and any one speaking the Shoshone language may
travel without difficulty among the wild tribes from Durango, in Mexico, to the

banks of Coliunbia IJivcr." Of the northern members of the family there are

two well-marked groui)S of tribes— the liannacks and the Shoshone ])roi>er or

Snake Indians. The latter are divided up into many tribes, of wliich we need only

mention the Wininnsht, "\Val]iahpo, Yahooskins, etc. Some of these nortiiern tribes

have always been friendly to the whites, while others have regarded them wilh any-

thing but favor. The Modocs, in their war of iSTo, were assisted by Snakes, and

those living in eastern Oregon allow no op])ortunity of molesting Ihe whites to ]iass

without using it. The first Shoshones were seen by Lewis and Clarke in 1805. They

-'-:!^

Fig. 99.—Slioslioiio Chief.
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were miserably poor, but kiiul and frieiully. They were improvident, and far behind

tlie other Indians of the United Stales in tlieir mental condition. Tlicy knew but

little of jireparing ami preserving food in the seasons of })lenty, anil hence often

suffered want. The Shoshones live in wii;'wams covered witli buffalo hide, painted

on the exterior, and internally divided into com[iartments, in which are beds of buffalo

or beaver skins. They live on buffaloes, antelojie, and fisli, ami, wlien tirst nu't,

knew nothing of agriculture. No tril>e can exceed them in vanity and love ot' finery,

and they think no people so tine as they. At |)reseut the number of Shoshones is

about 8,000.

Going south, tlie next tribes of Shoshone stock which we meet are the Utes, or

Utahs, with their subdivisions, Utes, Washoes, Pah-Utes, Gosh-Utes or Gosi-Utcs,

Pi-Utes, etc., some of which are the mi.ist ilegraded of all the Xortli Amei-ican

Indians. The total members of

the Ute triljcs are estimated at

about fifteen thousand. Their

range embraces portions of

Utali, Colorado, Xew ]\Iexico,

and Ai-izona, while some have

extended themselves nearly or

quite across the southern por-

tions of California. They have

several reservations. In char-

acter the Utes arc much like

the other Indians of the Iiocky

Mountains, au<l have few re-

deeming features. I\Iany of

them are \cry low jn the so-

cial scale, >liaring with the

Californians the nickname Dii;'-

ger Indians. (_)f them all, tin'

Pi-Utes are ])ossibly the high-

est, or the most warlike, b\it

these aie-iiot held in high es-

teem. Tiiey are plundering,

misiM-able savages, living on

wiiatcver the country affords,

roots, grass-seeds, grnssho])-

]iers, and reptiles.

The I\Io(|ui Indians, as we
lia\'e said, belong, linguistic-

ally, to the Shoshone stock, lint from their mode of life they are commonly included
among the Pueblo tribes. Coronado, during the expedition liefore alluded to, sent a
jiarty to visit the '-Province of 'i'usayaii,"\-md tliey were the first to see the seven
Moqui villages. They capturcl the country, and soon the Franciscans converted the
whole connnunity. In 1(3S0 tl,,. :\Io,|ui, togctlier with the surrounding tribes, rebelii'd

against the Spanish power, massacred ],li^.^is au.l soldiers, and siiu'c that day the
Moqui have always been free. 'I'lieir vill.ages .arc scattered through an almost imjias-

sable country north of tju' Little Colorado, near the Mocpii liuttes. In that country,

Fig. 100.—Ute Woman.
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so interesting geologically, are numbers of hills (mesas they are called) with level

tops and precijiitous sides, tlie result of the erosion of the surrounding territory in

a time when water was more abundant there than now. Each of the Moqui villages occu-

pies the summit of one of these mesas, this position affording protection against wan-

dering hordes. Access to the village is by means of stone steps up the side of the

mesa. The village is a pueblo formed around a square, and, like those already

described, is built of stone and adobe. To enter the dwellings one has to climb up

ladders, and when these are pulled up a storming party would have hard work to take

the town.

The seven Moqui villages occupy a comparatively small country, the two extreme

pueblos being less than twenty miles apart. Si.v of them are inhabited by Indians

speaking dialects of the Shoshone, the seventh, Tewa, containing linguistic relatives

of the inhabitants of Taos and other pueblos east of the Kio Grande. In 1877 Tewa
had a population of 132, and all seven Moqui villages 1604. In 1870 their total

number was estimated at 3,000, and in 1853 at G,7"20. These figures indicate a rapid

decrease in numbers. The Moqui are very industrious. Corn is their great staple,

but they cultivate many other things. Their pottery, like that of the Zuni, is ser-

viceable, and jiossesses a certain beauty. They weave a coarse cloth, on ])rimitive

looms, and bake the same paper bread as the Zuni. Some of these fields arc in tlie

lower land, but all over the sides of the mesa, where space can Ije found, are their

garden patches. These are irrigated by pipes leading from reservoirs.

Distantly related to the Shoshoncs are the Kioways, a tribe of wliicji liut little

good can be said. Their home was formerly on the luadwateis of the Xortli Platte,

but they are now placed upon a reservation with the A]iaches, and their relatives the

Comanchees, in southwestern Indian Territory. They have the name of being treach-

erous, thievish, and everything else that is bad.

Not only in numbers, but also in extent of country over wlych it ranges, the Co-

manchee tribe is one of the most important in North America. In the older works

they figure as the Paducahs, the name a])p]ied to them by the Osage; their own name

for themselves is Na-uni, the "first living." In summer they range north as far as

Santa Fe, and in times past much farther to tlie north and east. Their southern limit

seems to be near the city of Durango, in Mexico. Their total numbers may amoiuit

to four thousand. Those in the United States are at least nominally jilaced on a

reservation in southwestern Indian Territory, along with the Kioways and some of the

A])aches. Their property consists mostly of horses and cattle, always stolen from the

whites. In times i)ast they gloried in plundering ex]ieditions crossing the plains.

One of these plundering parties, composed of about thirty men, would start out, but

the time of its return to the rest of the tribe was extremely uncertain. It was con-

sidered a disgrace to return empty-handed, and sometimes even two years would elapse

before they had a chance to capture a train of emigrant wagons. They scaljicd tlie

men, Init the children, an<l occasionally the women, were adopted into the tribe. The

Comanchees always light on horseback, and when mounted tliev feel thoroughly at home.

They arc well supplied with guns, but tliey are also adejits in the use of savage weapons,

the bow and arrow and the lance. Connuunism prevails ; land is held in connnon, and

when a hunter kills any <j;amc he is allowed to keep only the skin, the flosli is the com-

mon property of the XvWw or liand. '^riicy nexcr till the soil, l)ul hunt the l)un'a!o and

other game. Like other Imlians their religious conc('|itions arc very vague, and with

the few ideas they have it is ditlicult to say what is original and what adopted. Wor-
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ship of !tnything is unknown ; they do not belit've in evil spirits, but have m conception

of a future life. T^ire has a sacred symbolisui anions;- tlieni, and tliey liurn the bodies

of tile dead, tile arms and the fa\-orite horse lieiuu- innnolated with a warrior.

The bonds of relatioushiji are strong, but marriage is not permanent, and divorce

occurs at jileasure. Polygamy is practised. The wives are bought of the fathers for

liorses or other articles of jiroperty, and after marriage their position is far from one

of honor. The Comanchees are fond of ornament. The dress of the men consists of

leggings and moccasins, a buffalo-robe being thrown over the shoulders; around the

waist is a broad girdle, while on the breast and around the neck are \ arious ornaments,

silver being a common material. They paint their bodies with vari(uis pigments, while

the decoration of the head is e.xtensive, — cloth, feathers, shells, horsehair, and even

cows' tails Ijeing introduced. The arms, nose, ami eai's are also ornamented, while,

when they can, they weave bits of red cl(jtli into the manes and tails of their horses.

In war they employ a shield of buffalo-skin.

The Comanchees coimt on their lingers, and di\ide the vear into eiuhleeii months,

of twenty days encli, in which they agi-ee with the (jld Mexican calendar. Their

astronomical knowledge is limited to the pole star, the guide (in their journrys. The
nation is divided int(_) three trilies, northern, middle, and southern, and these, again,

into mnuerous bands; but, throughout, the same language is spoken, the dialectic <lif-

ferenccs being slight. They li\ e in villages, eoniposeil of wigwams coxered with skin,

with the usual outlet for the smoke. Their chief amusements are gambling and

dancing.

Buschmann's fourth Sonora family embraces a nunibei- of inconspieiicjus trilies—
Kizh, Xetela, Kahuilla, Chinudnie\-e, etc. — in southern California, extending east to

the Colorado. The third family is the Xexome, which lanbraecs the I'imas, the Papu-

gos, or Papabotas, and the Tapegiiana. The Pimas li\e (ni the Gila River, and the

Pa]iagos are to the wot of them. The Pimas now in Arizona number about four

thousand, and are on a reser\ation. The Pimas, ;it lirst settled in thi' .Vltai- di>tricl,

northwi'st of .Sonora, subjected themselves to the dominion and the Christimi f.-iitli of the

Spaniai-ds. Those, however, who wished to pi-escr\e their independence niox'ed t<i

the north, into the territory now called Pinu'rica Aha, whei-e tli<'y ado]ited the name
Papago ; while their brethren, strongly hai-rassed by ihem, oc> upv Pimerica IJaja.

Their nundier might amount to lifteeii thousmid. The\ are good-naluicil, peaceable,

and h.alf-civilized,and live mixed with, the whites, and still more with the Opata Indian^.

Still they have always proved themselves able warriors, and have alwa\s succeeded in

repelling the iutluence and incursions of tlie Apaches. Thev h.ave :dwa\s, as tar as

tlu'ir knowledge of the Jiast extends, followed .agriiadture, though in a rude wa\- ; this

]ioints to a <'ertain relationship with the I'lieblo Indians. Witli regard to the wliites,

a friemlly disp<isition has always pivvailed. The Pima, dies peaci'fnlly, and easts olf

his earthly form without worldly care of any sort. His property is diviiled honorably

and equitably anuing the trilie. If he be ,a chief, and jiossess hands, gi-.ain, :nid cat-

tle, all the villag<'rs are invited to the funei-al, .and at the gi-.-ive—-to which the corjise

is brought in a sitting posturi'— a gre.at feast is celelirated. Cattle are dri\'en u|) and
immediately slaughtered, and everyone, however lieavily oppressed with sorrow, loads

his wife with ln'et'. 'i'heii, all d.iy lou^-, .a glorious feast is celebrated. .Ml the posses-

sions of the deceased become comn.on jiroperty. E\en the widow Jir.ays for the one

who wants a wife. If she is a strong woman, and childless, she usually linds a new
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husband in a few days, altliough custom allows her to mourn for her dead until the

conventional mourning has been done. But since there may V)e drawbacks in taking

a wife with face besmeared with tar, the new husband usually tars his own face, which

doubtless results in cementing the union more closely. Marriage ceremonies are lack-

ing, and divorces, arising from the wish of either husband or wife, are frequent. The

Pima ai'e said to believe in one highest being, in one 'jirophet of the earth,' in an evil

spirit, and in a future life ; but they liave no form of worshij), no idols, and no priests.

Tliey have medicine-men, who possess the secret of discovering witches and rendering

their charms powerless ; for all misfortune, sickness, and death result from the machi-

nations of witches.

Buschmann's second Sonera family consists of five tribes, arranged one after

the other from north to south. These are the Opata, and their neighbors the Endive,

the Jaqui or Iluaqui, the Mayo (not to be confused with the Maya), and the Tubar.

The Opata, about thirty-live thousand in mtniber, have been half civilized by mission-

aries, and are largely engaged in fanning. They live on the upper tributaries of the

Jaqui. They ai'e strong and enduring, and are hereditary enemies of the Ajiaches,

against whom they have always ably defended themselves. The accounts of their

moral character are possibly drawn in too bright colors ; still, to-day they are all

Christians. Closely related to tlieni, in manners And character, are the Endive, in the

mountains of Chihuahua and Duraiigo, whose idiom, the Ileve or Dohema, a dialect of

the Opata, no longer exists.

The most important jieople of this group are the Jaqui, who live in the middle

and lower valley of the river of the same name, where, converted by the priests, they

till the soil. In nature they are gentle and industrious, and many seek service as

peons at the haciendas, as porters in the towns, as mountaineers in the silver mines, or

as pearl h'shers in the Gulf of California. Annually, however, they are accustomed to

come home, where, after a few years, they start new rancln's with the results of their

frugality. That they have attained to civilization is the work of the Jesuits. Now
every village possesses a governor and a militia captain, to whom all cajiable of bear-

ing arms are subordinate, while all power is put in the hands of an alcalde mayor,

generally a white man. As weapons the bow and arrow are still used. Their language

is flexible and musical. Less diligent, less intelligent, and also less warlike, are the

Mayo, altliough they often quarrel with the Jaqui, in sj)ite of the common origin of

both tribes.

On the east coast of the Gulf of California dwell the Caliita and the Cora, the one

north and the other south of Sinaloa. Tiiese, with the Tarliuniara, who are settled

south of Chihuahua and nortli of Durango, and the Tepchnana, who dwell in Durango

and in Guadalajara, form a family, Buschmann's first division of the Sonora group.

Of the Cahita and Cora little is to be said. The Tarhumara are more intei-esting.

They are exclusively agi-it'ulturists, and of gentle character. Their social organization

rescml)les that of the Jacpii; every man must be a soldier, and have a quiver well filled

with arrows. The female sex largely predominates, but monogamy prevails. INIar-

riages are solemnized by local usages, often by ])riests. Tiie cliosen maiden is invited

to the hut of the young man's parents. Here she and her fatiier domicile themselves,

and the young man has thus an opportunity to study the characteristic qualities of the

maiden. If this test prove satisfactory, the couple are wediled, and both families unite

to build a new hut for them. The Tarhumara are medium sized, and copper-brown,

with black, sometimes long, stiff, and curly hair, s])are and thin, which makes tiiem
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capable of pi-olongod running. Tho inhaliitants oi the mountains are stronger, and

but seldom have a heard. They ]iart the hair iu twn tufts; sometimes, however, they

wear onlv one. For clothing they use a ]il:iin jiiece of material, with a hole through

whii-h to thrust the head, tlie parts falling before rind behind are united Vietween the

leus. The women wear about the liijis a woolen garment, i-eaehing to the ancles, and

very closely Itound ; the upper parts of the body remain free. Straw hat and sandals

complete the costume. Tiie liouses are of adobe or boards; the roof is made of

]iamilla leaves or fine boughs. The principal article of nourishment is corn, in the

form of 'tortillas,' thin cakes baked nu the fb-e ; to this, alsn is added ' frijoles,' beans

prepared in fat or with red pe]i)iei-. Asa driid'i they use the pleasant >tescpuno,'a

decoction from sprouted corn, which is distilled iu watei-. From the wild niaguay

plant thev make su'jar, and they also distil fnim the juice of this plant a sort of

mezcal.' Tiie Tarhumara are all Catholics, but those in the ravines of the Sierra

Madro liave remained essentially as they were, and hold fast to their old suj>erstitions.

The Tepelmiuia, few in number, are now in the heart of the Sierra Madre. They are

eharnctcrized by their faint yellow tint, ])i-(iminent cheek bones, the obrupiity of their

eyes, the largeness of their skulls, and their physiognomy. Their language is said to

show several characteristics in common with the early Asiatic tongues. They are

Catholics and farmers.

The most important family of the whole Mexican series is the Aztec-Toltcc. Its

original home was in the noi'tli ; and it has wandered from the northwest into those

districts in wliic-h it has developed itst'lf into a historical signiiicance. For to this

assumption we are forced by the tradition of tlie last branch of tins family, tlie.Vztec,

which s])eaks of a wandering over a great water, by which possibly the Gulf of Cali-

fornia may lie meant.

Among the members of the Aziec-Toltec family the Toltecs were the first iunni-

grants, since, long before the maturity of the Toltec culture in ^Ii'xico, we find them

already settleil in (Guatemala ami ^ni'alaii. From tliei'e, if llie nati\c' tradition is

correct, they must have canaed the germs of Toltec culture to Mexico, and there have

developed it further, so that the entrance of the Toltecs into ^lexico must be regarded

as a return from the south to the north. The I'oltees found iicre those tribes which

are designati'ii as primitive ]\rexicaus (to whom we sliali return) and coni[\iered their

country. This invasion took ]ilace about six huinlred yeai's after Christ. Like other

governments the Toltec hail its rise and its ilecay, and, when weakened by internal

dissensions, the oliler trilies, who had tieen driven awav, not exterminaleil, came in

and again ])ossessed the laml. The Toltecs, liowc'ver, did not surrender the table lands

of Mexico, hut liere held (heir own until aiioiher innnigrating hiu'd<' came m, the

NahuatI, tlie A/.tecs of history. This was about the twelfth century. The .Vztecs

regained ;ill that the Toltecs had lost, and foundeil a L;overmuenl which lasted mitil

its tragic end at the hands of Cortez.

The Aztecs and Toltecs a]i])ear to ha\e s]ioken the sanu' or ilialects of Ihe same

language, and .are not to be easily se]i:n-ated. Some of the tribes, as the Cullnm,

Acolhna, Olneece, Chicalauciai, and Te]ianees, .are ]irobably Toltecs. <bi the other

h.and the Cohuixhen, TIajiauecs, ami Cuitlalecs in ^Mexico, the Nazaiiileii to the south

east of (biad.ala jar.a, anil the Tlascaltecs, were |u'ol)ably .\ztecs. The Chia|ianecs, the

old inhabitants of the State of Ciiiapas, were Toltecs, who, in their fuither spread to

the south, reap]ieai- iu tiiiatemala and Nicaragu.a under the name of I'ljiil. j\.11 of
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these various tribes, between wbicli only iTiconsideraljle <lifferences exist, may be

embraced under a collective name of Aztec or Xahuatl.

The Mexican Indians ai'c small and thick set. The skin is soft, the hair black, thick,

and sleek, and among the tame Indians, tlie 'Indios niansos' it is seldom cut, but

hangs from the head over the brow, giving the face a somewhat stupid or snake-like

expression. The wild Indians, 'Indios bravos,' comb the hair carefully back, or even

shave it from the front of the head. The growth of hair upon the face is sliglit,

baldness is unknown, and but rarely does the hair turn gray with age.

The tame Iiulian is i|uict, melancholy, and silent, never betraying his feelings or

his jiassioMS in his face, tliougii he can be fearful if he wishes. He is usually moder-

ate, teachal^le, tractable, and at the same time, ignorant, unimaginative, lazy, obstinate,

mistrustful, and superstitious. Catholicism is only a cloak under wliich lie hides his

heathen belief : his old gods are subdued, \w\. dead. He allows himself to be ])leased

with the ])omps of the mother church, Iiut, l)esides this, lie retains the solemnities of

his old religion.

This old religion possesses a certain interest for us, as in several points it ]iaralle]s

tliat of the Jews under the old dis])ensation, a fact which led some to think that here

were to be found the remnants of the lost tribes of Israel. The Aztecs believed in a

creator of all things, Taotl, who was sui)reme, but under him were a large number of

lesser divinities. Each of these had its spci'ial festivals, but one of them, Iluitzilo-

pochtli, the god of war, was made es])ecially jirominent, and the worship accorded

him surj)assed tliat of Taotl. He was the tutelar divinity of the Mexicans, and his

temples were the must imposing. To him human sacrifices were made, and it is said

that in the years preceding the Spanish e(>U(piest twenty thousand ]ie'!|)le were

annually immolated in his iionor. 'J'he god himself was ke]it in the temple in the

city of Mexico, and Cortez and his followers were permitted to see him. " He had

a broad face, wide mouth, and terrible eyes. He was covered with gold, jiearls, and

precious stones ; and was girt about with golden serpents. . . . On his neck, a fitting

(HMiament, were the faces of men wrought in silver, and theii- hearts in gold. Close by

were braziers with incense, ami on the braziers three real hearts of men who had that

dav lieeii sacrificed."' With this cruel worshi]) was mingled a much milder one, con-

sisting in offerings of fi'uit and flowers. .

3Iany wonderful tales ai-e tohl of the civilization found by the conquerors, but the

tendency of modern investigation is that these are greatly exaggerated. For this

two reasons can be assigned. First, the conquerers wished to make their achievements

seem as great as ]>ossible, and, second, they utterly failed to ap]ireciate the basis of

the civilization which they found, and, judging by European standards, they were

justified by what they saw. The whole social framework of the Aztecs, like that of

the Indians of the United States, was founded upon the gens. Failing to recognize

this, many other mistakes followed as a logical sequence. Of these gentes, according

to the investigations of Bandelier, twenty existed, and these were probably arranged

in four phratries, tliough this last point is not certain. An advance, however, had been

made over the system of Indians farther north, in tliat the line of descent liad changed

from the female to the male line, and farther, only the sons inherited tlie ]iossessions

of their father, the daughters retaining only their clothing and a few ])ersoiial effects.

Starting with this foundation of society, we can more reatlily understand tlie whole

social framework of the ancient Mexicans, ami since these points have so often been

misrepresented, it may be well to outline the condition existing in Teuochtillan
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(Mexico), merely snyincc tliat tlie same conditions existed throughout the whole of the

Aztec realm.

Tenoclititlan was divided into f(jur quartei's corresponding witli the four relation-

ships (possibly phratries) which were termed caljiulli. This term was used also to

designate also a gi-eat house, whence the inference, that, originally at least all the

members of a kinshi|i li\cd under a common roof. The ground occupied by the

capulli was not allotted to it by a higher or tribal jiower; it could build upon it as it

wished, the houses were Large, and a communistic life seems to have ])revailed among
the Aztecs as late as the pericnl of their greatest power. The 'floating gardens' have

often been described. These were the ]n-operty of the capulli and were assigned by it,

not by the tribe, tn the individual members. With growth, segregation occurred, and

also the uee(l of a council house for the whole community. This was the tecpan and

gradually from a })laee for the meeting of the chiefs, it was changed to the dwelling-

place of the head chief and such assistants as he needed. Connected with this were

the gardens necessary f(ir the su]i])in-t of all coiux'rned in the government. Before

the conquest, sale of lauds was unknown. If a calpulli weakeneil, it could farm out

its land and receive subsistence from the rent ; if it died out its property was given to

another, which Iiail nut enough for its needs.

Tlie hiiuses uf the ^\./,tecs were probalily far less magniticeut and substantial than

they are usually descrilicd. Cortez, with his few followers, levelled three quarters of

Tenoclititlan in the seventeen <lays of his siege. The houses were conmiunistic, and

each was " occupied by a number of families, r.-mging from ti\e ami ten to one hundred,

and pcrha|is, in some cases, two. hundred families in a house." They were constructed

of adobe and stnne, and jilastered with gypsmn, which gave them a glistening white

appearance. The best houses were two stories high. Of the old city of Mexico not a

trace exists, a tittinii' comnu'Utary on the accounts of the histories.

The valley of Mexico and the surrounding slopes embraced an area about equal to

Rhode Island. It was held by three Aztec tribes, but whether these formed merely

an offensive league, or a conredcriu^v like that uf the Iro(|uois, is uncertain. Notwith-

standing the accounts of the Spaniards it is jirobable that this territory did not, and

could not, support more th.an two himdred and fifty thousand people, and with even

this inuuber the population would be nearly twice as dense as that of the state of New
York. It was lulcd over by a |)rincipal war chief, elected for life oi' for good behavior,

but behind him " was the council of chiefs, ' the great council without whose authority

he might not do anything of importance.'" "The government of the Aztec confed-

eracy was essentially democratic, because its organization :uid institutions were so. If

a more special designation is made, it will be sufficient to describe it as a military

democracy."

Failing to appreciate all these facts, — the social organization, communism in mode
of life,.and democratic institutions,— and judging by Eurojiean standards, the con-

querors regarded the war-chief as a king, his council as lords, and the ])ueblo buiUlings,

with their numerous rooms, as ]ialaces. They even went further; they made of Mon-
tezuma, the ruling war I'hicf at the time of the coin[Ucst, almost ;i deity, and in all

their accounts of subsei|uent times they picture the Indians, not oidy of ]\Iexico but

of all New Sp.ain, as looking for his return, lit' was trausfortned into the ])atron saint

of the Aztecs, but they ami .all the Indians repudiate Iiim. and regard him as a S]i:niish

god. Wonderful tales are told of the diimers of Montezuma, of the state in which he

lived, each new narrator adding new embellishments, until we have presented for our
VOL. VI. — 13
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admiration a gastronomic refinement and a splendor of service which has never been

equalled in the history of the world. It has running through it a slight thread of

trutli, but the rest of the fabric is evolved from the imagination. The whole history

of Aztec civilization needs to be rewritten, from an entirely dLtferent point of view.

The new account must take into consideration the social structure pervading the whole

of North America.

The Aztecs cultivated the cotton plant, and from the fibre wove the cloth they wore,

they had hieroglyphics to record their events, they knew how to fuse metals and work

the hardest stones, constructed sun-dials to tell the time, and divided the year into

eighteen months of twenty days each, adding five days every year, and twelve and a

half every fifty-second year, which brouglit their calendar into very close agreement

with that of ours. There is also reason to believe that they understood the causes of

eclipses.

Wc may now return to the Aztecs of to-day. Besides the characteristics enume-

rated on a preceding page we may say that while he submits to the white, and is

apparently gentle, he knows how to dissinuilate, and rai'cly or never acquires a real

attachment for his superiors. He has a I'cmarkable talent for imitation, and this, com-

bined with his patience, renders him an excellent workman, especially in those lines

requiring fidelity to detail. Their pottery is celebrated, and in silver and filagree

work they excel. Possibly best of all, from the artistic point of view, are their mod-

els of the luunnn form in burnt clay. These rejiresent all branches of industry and

_ all states of society, and all, even

those but an inch in height, are

perfect in proportions, and so

graceful and expressive as to ex-

cite the admiration of all. Their

feather work is also unsurpassed.

Socially the Indians of the

Mexico of to-day occupy an an-

omalous condition. Creoles, and

even the meztizo, look down on

them, and yet they enjoy equal

civil rights with their social su-

periors, and many of their nuni-

l)ers, as Hidalgo, Morelos, Jua-

rez, and JMejia, have risen to

proniini'nce. These .Ire of

course exce])tions; the Indian,

as a rule, can go only so far in

intellectual devel(i]iiiunt. There

is another thing in the way.

He is proud of being an Indian,

and such he wishes to remain

;

his bitter hatred of the whites cannot be dispelled. lie is disinclined towards civiliza-

tion, not because he does not see its use, but because it comes from his enemies. His

costume is that of his fathers. The man has short, white knee-hose of deer-skin or

coarse cotton ; a sort of long jacket or frock, without a collar, belted about the hips,

covers the upper part of the body; he knows no shirt or vest. On his feet he wcai-s

Fio. 101. — Geu. Thomas Mejia, a fuU-blooJed Indian.
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sanrlals; on his head a. small sti'aw liat (ir a large lilack felt hat,— many tribes go bare-

headed. Among them shoes and buots pass for a eorrupting iininvatinn. A largo

woolen cloth, striped with a single color, the so-called 'scrape,' wlndi li.is a hole in

the middle, through which to thrust tlic hcail, is by day tlie ]irotectioii against cold

and rain, by niglit his only lilaid<ct. The cldlhiiig of the women is a sort oi sack or

garment, fastened about the hips with a girdle, and reacliiiig to the Feet. The upper

])art of the body is clad in a white uuuitle 'huipile,' which has oj)t'nings for the head

and arms, but no sleeves. This dress is mostly of woolen, and in some districts

artistically worked in colors, '^rhe thick shocks of haii- arc iutci-\Mi\rn wilh \arie-

gated bands, and adorned with white ilowcrs. (ii-eal ear-rings .and broad broi)ches

of glass beads complete the toilet, in which the delicate forms seem like bi-on/.e cast-

ing.s. Shoes and liead co\ ering the\- never wear— at most they jiut on the head, in

the strong sun, a folded cloth,— bul :i small g.arlauil of I'oscs, and the strong thorn

of a cactus, as a tooth])ii'k, hangs about the brown necks of both sexes.

The manner of life of the Indians is an \\\ minonly simple one. In the Tierra

Caliente tllev liave simple I'ced huts, surrouiuled by a little gai'den, with high sp.an-

roofs, in which they are born and clie. .\ i-ojie of aga\c fibres, which runs through the

hut, holds their wardrolie ; .a (day grate, for char<'oal, is their licailh; .a h.ainiuock, or

.a l)ench of bamboo with a skin thrown o\(a' ll, their licil; a sli-a\v mat ihcii' tabic and

chair. Since nothing is to be stolen from llu'sc huts, the door consists of b.iuiboos,

which are rolled together, and the cnlrance bairi'il to animals at night. In the Ticrr.a

Templada the liuts are of earth and boa I'd s, .and arc covered with aga\c l<'a\-cs; in

the Tiiaa'a Fria of stone oi' other ni.ilcri.al, wliirh likewise protects ac'aiusi cold and

weatluu'.

In tliese huts the Indian lives, wholly conlcnl, from hand to mouth. He e.ats flesh,

if he has it. In general, howe\er, his nourishmiait consists almost exclusivciv of veg-

<'tables, fruits eousunied raw; chiefly, howevca-, of ni.aize flour from which the 'tor-

tillas' are |irepared. But instead of converting the com into me.al for the pi'cpai'.ation

of bread, the Indians cook it, .and .add lime lo il to make it soft .'nid white. Then it

is woi'ked on a flat, smooth, inclined stone, ami by iihmiis of a soil of ro|liu^-|iiii is

brokt'u until it forms a tough, firm, e\cii mass. I''.\-en for this. 1 he most energetic Labor

of a full hour is necessary to prepare .an .inioimt for the lU'cds cjf one famil\-. When,
at last, the mass is thus far along, small, thin cakes are foiane(l in the hands, .and these

arc baked on a heatt'd clay jilate. These mis(a-.able things, without sail or grease,

which seem as hard .and tough .as sole-le.allua-, and which lia\c no l.astc, are the cele-

brated, though, on aiH'ount of the ingi-cdicnl lime, uuhc.alth\ loiaillas.

In the table lands the usu.al drink diiting and .aflcf meals is ' puhpU',' llic dislilled

sap of the m.agiiey jilant (Aijurc ((iii<-rii-ii,iii). Tlua-c .arc, liowcMf, iuau\ other dis-

tilled drinks. In the coast districts is the palm w iuc, or '
I ub.a,' aiul ' Icpalsclie,' or

'castile,' |)rep{n-eil from the raw sap (.f the sugar-cane with b.inanas, .and m.ade sonu'-

what bitter with the roots of the miuios.i. .\ll ihcsc drinks aia' .alcoli,,lic :iml iii(,,xi-

cating. The Indian li.as tdso .adopted .all lh<' distilled diiuksor the iMii'opcaus, and
the ])resentation of u jiocket-flask is iuh' of the mos| unfailing me.aus of celling from

him what is wanted. Of domestic anim.als the Indi.an usually owns an ass, nuu-e

i-arely a mule or a horse, swine .and luais, together with and amon^ wlii<'h his children

grow up. The wife has not only the household to look .after, which, on ai-coiint of the

torlill.a l);ikiug, is no small matter, luit she must work in the Held wluai necessary, ami
attend the small children. The latter she carries very skillfully, bound on her back,
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and thus does all her household work. The cradles consist of baskets, suspended from

the roof.

For the most jinrt the Indians are farmers and gardeners. In the mountains and

the coast districts tliey make their little plantings without the ]ilough. They plant

corn, black beans, pumpkins, Spanish pepjier, and tomatcies. Many Indians of the

table lands go out to work as day laborers on the plantations, for they then receive a

definite amount of maize, according to the number of their family, and a daily com-

pensation in money for each working individual of their family. Most of the Indians

live in a condition of peonage. A poor Indian gets in debt for a small amount to a land-

lord whom he cannot satisfy. He is then declared a peon, and becomes the propertj'

of his lord. Only once a year has he a few days which he can call his own. Tlie

creditor takes care that the debt shall not be jinid, and if he dies it falls upon his

children.^ In short, the distinctions between j)eonage and .absolute slavery are ]iracti-

cally difficult to discover.

The Nahuatl, the language of the Aztecs, shows that agglutination characteristic

of most American tongues in the highest degree. The real nature of the incorpora-

tion and the superabundance of sound relations, which seem to us useless, may be seen

from an example. "I have forgiven my son (his) sins" appears in Nahuatl as,

" oniktlatlacolpopolhuia in nopiltsin." The last two words mean 'my son.' In the

first word, ' o ' is the sign of the perfect tense, ' ni ' means ' I,' ' tlatlacol ' is abbreviated

from tlatlcolli, transgressions, sins, has no plural since abstract ideas are without
;

'polpolhuia' indicates forgiveness, and refers to 'k' in the second syllable, so that the

word refers to one and only one person. To us some of these verbal elements, wlieii

analyzed, seem to exist merely to confuse. Another featm-e of the language, common to

many South American tribes, is the fact that the women employ different expressions

than the men. The plural forms of the noun are different, according as it aj)j)lies to

an animate or an inanimate object. The possessive jironoun jirccedes its noun. The

indicative mood has five tenses, and certain peculiarities of the verl) are found accord-

ing as it applies to a person or a thing. Notation is a ditticult matter with tlie

N.ahuatls. They do not know the decimal system, but have constructed a method of

counting by fives.

Nahuatl is at present spoken in Durango and most of the states south to Tabasco

and Tehuante|iec, and in some districts of the neighlioring states of (Tuatemala and

Nicaragua. One of these ethnological fragments dwelt on the larger islands of L.ake

Nicaragua, upon the narrow strip of land between this lake and the Pacific, and appa-

rently to the south, as far as the Gulf of Nicoya. Quite an extensive ]iortion of the

great Nahuatl family is even now found between Nicaragua and Guatemala, chiefly in

the present state of San Salvador, and has there retained its old speech and many of

its old customs and usages. These are the Pupil of old authors, on the so-called

Balsam Coast. E. G. Squier had o])])ortunity to study them, and convinced himself

that their language, in spite of many dialectic tlifferences, is almost exactly identical

with Nahuatl.

Scattered throusrh the <xreat tribe of the N;diu;itl l':imil\- are now livino' in Mexico

nmnerous groups of the primitive Mexican ])ec)ple. To them belong the Totonaci,

south of Panuco, as far down on the eastern Mexican coast :1V; .lalapa. These, with

their brilliant white clothing and black head-dresses, which are wouuil in a fantastic

way about their heads, and interwoven with sky-blue, red, or yellow bamls, with their

wonderfully beautiful, great-eyed ciiildren who arc always laughing, bring to the mar-
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ket of Cordova hens ami all sorts oi trojiical fruit. The most interesting tribe of

tliese people is without doubt that of the (.)touii or Iliahia. I'hcy ai-e considered one

of the very oldest ])re-ToItee peoples in 31exico, an<l have from tiiuc immemorial been

in jiossession of the table lands of .\nalmac anil ]\Iiclioaean, as far as Jalisco and Tlax-

cala. ,\t the lime of Cortez, the Olonn are said to lia\e extended to the state of

Tamaulipas, which is situatcil in the north. The comjilexion of tlu' Otomi, whose

name siniufies ' wanderinu' about,' is Mue brown; their heads are usually so large that

their shoulders .are oidy little or no broader, giving them a very peculiar ap]iearanee;

in many ])arts of the Sierra the_v are \'ery large ami strong, liut those h.alf-civilized

individuals who are met in Orizaba are small, ugly, and spare. 'I'he southern groups

of these jieople, those about Zacapoaxtla, are com|iletely uncivilized, while in Mich-

oacan thev have shown many traces of former culture. But all are dirty in the high-

est degree. If a m.an is jjossessed of the tisually sim])le national costume, consisting

of a small palm hat, and a brown woolen blaid<et, with a liole in the middle for the

head, neither shirt nor trousers, lie wears it without w.ashing till it ilrops fiuni his body

in pieces. Their dwellings, although of stone, resemble very small Eurojican slice])

stalls. In the district of Zacatlan they live by burning charcoal: west of Huasteca

they deal in sarsaparilla. The Otomi women who .-ijipear in the m;n-ket at Aca-

cingo liriiig sour apjiles and woody pears for sale ; more rarely they live by agriculture,

but most freqiiently by robbeiy and theft. Even the Otomi on the haciendas, who are

driven to work with the whip, occupy their spare hours in highway robbe]'\' and

burglar}'. In spite of these notorioitslv e\il jiropcusil ies, wliich cause their name to

be the meanest designation which can be ajiplieil to an Indian, the Otomi on the (itlua-

liand deserve the mention that, in o]i])osition to the ilexicau Indians, they do not abuse

their children, but give them sufiici<'nt nourishment. Each individual works for the

house, and not, .as among the neighboriug tribes, merely for himself.

Most amusing is the courtliness ])revalent anioiii; these jn'ople. 'I'hus .a dirty

Otomi will ask a market-woman, barefooted and cl.id in rags, ' Domia Laur.a, how did

you spend the night? How are your children and youi- g 1 husband '.' How are you

satisfied with your hens':"" Now after the unsjiod Diunia Laura has answered all the

questions separately, .and the two in a very cereinoni(Uis way li.ave touched the finger-

tips with deep courtesies, it is her turn to make the self-same impiiries of our lonl Don
Miguel. Not before this does he begin to make impiiries .about the [irice of the wares

which Donna Laura has for sale. If the buyer or seller, however, are clad in leather

shoes or jacket, he is not less Seiior or Don, but is not without the grace and suaxity

demanded for a cavalier. From an ethnological stand])oiiit, the Otomi are interesting

on account of the controversy which has arisen concerning their language. 8ouie

claim that it belongs to the isolatiiiL;', monosyllabic oi-dcr, and thus occupies a strange

position among the tongues of .\merica, which behmu' to tli<' :igululinate or polysyu-

thctio groii]i. This, howe\-er, is doubtless an eri-iu-. !( is, howcvci-, <-iT|aiu that the

language is harsh and heavy, dillicult to ]ironomic<', and unpleasant to \\r:w. 'J'hr let-

ters f and 1 arc l.ackinu, while words for .abstract iilcas :i]ipear. A branch of the lan-

guage is founil in the JMazahui, the dialect of the .Mazatces.

.\nother of the primitive i\[exic;m peo|ilcs is the T.arasc, fouml in Mic-hoacan. It

has a language which, in smoothness of sound and pKantndeof \(iwels, is sur|iasseil

by few rndian tongues. Se\-er.il otlua- tiihes speak dialects of iIh" same linguistic

family. F.arther to the south dwell other primili\c tribes, of conrsi' modilied like all

llie Indians of Mexico by coiittict with the Sjianiards. One of the most important of
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these is the tribe of Mixteeas in tlie jirovince of Mixteca. They also occupy portions

of the states of Puebla, Oaxaca, and Guerrero.

Of all the Indians of Mexico, the Mixtecas are the most influenced by the Spanish.

Men and women speak' Spanish very fluently, but with a very peculiar intonation of

the r, so that it is possible to recognize them immediately among tlmusaTids. Their

own speech, of which the Tepuzcolanic is the most imjjortant dialect, has in the west

a mixture with the Aztec ; toward the east it is modified by the Zajiotec ; and these

mixtures, moreover, are not confined to the language alone. Mr. Antonio Pascoli

asserts that the Dutcli colonial soldiers, who formerly came to Mexico at the time of

the empire, without knowing a word of Spanish, could make themselves well enough

understood by the Mixtecas by means of Malayan ; he relates further that, on the

assurance of a Dutch officer, costume and type of features are entirely similar, while

language very strongly resembles that of the Javanese. These statements are, to say

the least, extremely doubtful. In external appearance the Mixtecas are characterized

by flat faces and large heads, which are less striking in Tepuzcolula and in the parched

Sierra de la Piila. Like the Aztecs they have all small hands and feet, but in a notice-

able way the left foot is always turned in. In the east the complexion is light brown,

in the west darker, and in Tehuantepec nearly blue black. With regard to their chai--

acter the accounts are not the most favorable. They are diligent farmers, and till their

fields with the plough, but otherwise they are malicious and fickle. Their children do

not love, like other Indians, to sport in the ojien air, but cower all day long in a corner

of the paternal hut, ^^ith their flat, full-moon faces always wet with tears.

South of a line drawn from Oaxaca to Tehuantepec dwell the large tribe of Zapo-

tecs, the most numerous and most interesting of all of the natives of the Isthmus,

but of whom, nnfortunately, but little is

known. The ruins at Mitla, Oaxaca, and

Tehuantepec, as well as the remnant of

the Zapcitccs now living in this region, all

show that in times past the tribe was one

of high standing. In several ]ilaccs, as at

Oaxaca, ten-accd ]iyramids are found, on

the summit of which was a tem]ile.

These oi^cur in various parts, but the so-

called temjile at Mitla is not easily jiaral-

leled. It consisted of a ]iortico a hun-

dred and sixty feet in length, its roof being sup]iorted by six pillars, and, behind,

a square building with four rooms, communicating with a central court. One of the

most marked peculiarities is the fact that the walls slope outward, and are orna-

mented with a fretwork not found outside of tropical America.

The tribes on the Isthmus of Tehuantepec are fond of bright colors and a varie-

gated costume. Their dress consists of a garment for the hijis, which reaches almost

to the groimd, and a short-armed jacket of light material which does not reach to the

liips, and is deeply cut away. On the head they wear a mantilla of white airy texture,

which f.alls down over the back ;hi(1 shoulders. Here are seen more beautiful forms

and faces than anywhere else in Mexico; and since they walk u]iright and gracefully,

and understand the art of carrying burdens on the luad, or on dtie shouMer, or on the

hand Ijcnl u]>wards, the market life in T('liuante|H'c ]iresents :\ very pleasing and fasci-

nating picture. The Zapotecs of Tehuantei)ec are somewhat larger than the others,

Fic. 102.—Pvramicl of Oaxaca.
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but all have an elegant apjieai'Mnce, in part having light hair and complexion. Black,

brilliant eyes, long lashes, beautifully arched eyeljrows, and rich hair often falling to

the ground, together with regular features, constitute the charms of the female portion

of the population. The sense of sight of the Zajiotecs is well developed ; they

rejoice in a strong j:>hysique in spite of evil of intemperance. The uncounnonly nnisi-

cal Zapoteca, similar in sound to tlu' Italian, shows very consideraljle kical differences

in dialect. The greatest difference shows itself among the Zapotecs of the Istlmnis,

fartiiest removed from this centre, where, besides, they have lost tlieir national cjiarac-

ter by repeated crosses with other races. According to Mr. Pascoli, the Zapotecs

speak the same language as the Totonacas, with but few dialectic differences. This

view is erroneous. Zapotecs and Totonacas are two different peoples, with different

languages. The same observer extols their versatility and intelligence. A child of

Fig. 1U3.—Temple at Mitla.

five years has almost the understainling of a grouii-u]) jierscm, whirli, wliile compli-

mentary to the child, is the reverse to the man. ''I'lii' men wear white cotton shirts, a

leather girdle, holding the 'machete' (a slnirt knife which is also used in agricidlurc)

over the left shoulder, and loose breeches adm-ncd with points and wide borders on the

ends, which for tiie niost ]iart they ttn-ii up. Ifat-s which are bought ready made, are

only used on festive occasions and in tln' city, otherwise they go bareheaded in contrast

to the other Indians of ^lexico, who are I'xtremely susceptible to tlie sun's rays. Tlie

women ;dso make their clotliing out of the cotton tiiat is planted and c\dti\alc(l l)y

the men. In the cooler Sierra, the Zapotecs wear also sonu'whal tliickcr matci-ial.

They are skilful hunters; they cultivate, besides cotton, rice, tobacco, bananas, and

sugar-cane. In the mountains tliey mine rock salt, whicli tlicy carry to O.-ixaca. Foi

crushing tlie sugar-cane tliey use a mill, w liicli is set in m.ition eillier by lium.an liands

or Iiy mules. ]Maize, in the form of the well-known tortillas, forms a great |iart

of their nourishment, still they enjoy meat, roasted on coals, or cooked in Sjianish
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pepper-sauce. Maize, with molasses and tropical fruits combined, gives the favorite

confectionery, 'beinoll.' The brown molasses, which they make from sugar-cane,

they sell ; they i)repare also from this and from bananas a very good drinlc. A lemon-

ade, of rice, sugar and the zarzaraoi'a root is

also very refreshing ; while from molasses a

still stronger though not very clear rum is

manufacture(L

Among the Zapotecs, marriage is contract-

ed under difficulties. The bridegroom must

not merely obtain the consent of the maiden
and her parents, but also of the sisters then

living. Then he must mal^e for the bride beau-

tiful ornaments as a present, and for full six

months, or even a year, provide her whole

family with meat, and before the wedding

must pay to the mother-in-law th;it is to be

from eighty to tuo hundred pesos. Now if

the bride returns the presents to him after

some time, or even not before a year's time,

which often ha])pens, the meat and the gold

are lost, and tlie wedding does not take place,

but the rejected lover may slay the girl's father.

In the household, the wife holds the reins.

The Zapotecs are of extremely (juiet tem-

perament, very friendly toward strangers, but

avoid and hate the Mexicans, and especially the thieving Otonii, to whom they will not

show the slightest hospitality. Their honor is proverbial in the land. Neither thiev-

ing nor robbery exists among them. On the other hand they are very unfriendly to

people whom they do not know ; and even among themselves, father and son ply differ-

ent trades as soon as the lad is in condition to saw wood in the forest. At harvest the

shai-es are accurately counted out and distributed, but if one's su]iply runs low, he

must buy. They do not encourage beggary, and will give a friend a cigar only on

condition that it shall be repaid.

Most southern and last to be mentione(l of the aboriginal INIexicans is the group

formed by the Zoque and the Mixes, or Mijes, who dwell on the borders of Chiapas

and Tabasco. Linguistically connected with them are the Popoluca of Vera Cruz.

Besides this exception, the Mije-Zoque language at present seems isolated, but its

relations to others cannot be ascertained until the other dialects of the <listrict are

better known. The Zoque and Mije are mountain peojtle, who by preference inhabit

the higher portions of the central mountains; the Zoque, on the border of the states

of Tabasco and Chia])as, over a portion of the latter state, with some few villages in

the plains of Tabasco and on the shores of the gulfs of Tehuante]]ec, in the state of

Oaxaca. The ^lije dwell in the western spur of these same inoiinlairis in Oaxaca.

The villagers, who live nearei' to the road that crosses the Isthmus, mingle very much

more with the whites, half-breeds, and Za])otecs of the district, than with their own
tribal coinpanions. Hence little \\nyv blood is t'ound there, aiul :\ greater a]tiiroximation

to the methods and ways of life of the rest of the ]io]iMlation. The Mije are well-formed,

strong, bold, and active ; they wear a beard, but have re])ulsive features. The Zoque

Fig. 104.—Human skull inlaid witli turquoise ;uul

obsidian; (Ancient JMexican.)
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are very similar to tliem ; tlieir countenance is likewise ugly, Init they are apparently

stronger. • The Mije, once the most powerful trilje in southern Mexico, still retain

their courage, their industry, and their wealth, raising large numbers of mules, oxen,

and horses. In some of the mountain villages, according to Natzel, each year a young

man dedicates himself to the service of the virgin, carrying her picture in the jiroces-

sions, assisting in the celebration of the mass, and vowing celibacy. If he breaks the

latter vow, he must die in the forests, a custom which recalls the traditions of the old

Zapotecan worship.

Before closing this section on the tribes of Mexico, we must mention tin- jieculiar

Indians who dwell in a narrow space in the mountains near Aca]iuleo, and who number

about eiii'ht thousand souls. They receive their name — speckled Indians— because

their Vilue-brown skin is actually covered with irregular white spots. These spots, in

which the skin appears as if sci-atched, do not result from sickness, but the children

are born with the spots already on them. Pascoli has visited such a village of the

Pintos, with its little stydike stone houses, and to bis surprise saw nothing else come

forth but speckled men, sjieckled women, and speckled children, all of whom abstained

as much as possible from intercourse with the whites. Diego Aharez, the so-called

'panther of the south,' so prominent during the empire, was one of these Pintos.

The Cextkal Ameeicaxs.

At the time of the discovery of America, the Sjuuiiards found on the River Panuco

a colony, or a fragment of the great family of people who, under the names 3Iaya,

Tzendal, Catschiquel, and Quilche, inhabited the peninsula of Yucatan, as well as

almost all Chiapas and Guatemala. These were tlie Huastecas, with regard to whose

origin we know absolutely nothing, but who, nevertheless, s]ieak a language whicli

points to a connection with the Central Americans. The chief people of this group

are the Maya, given at present to the Catholic faith and to agriculture, in northern

Yucatan, where there are numerous extensive ruined cities with temples, palaces, and

statues, such as are found nowhere else in ^Vmerica in greater glory,— eloquent wit-

nesses of the high stage of civilization to which the M.aya had attained in the time

before Columbus; for surely they occupied those districts long before the innnigration

of the Toltec-Aztcc people. That tlu' ^Faya are of Toltec origin is not |)riil->able,

although, to all a])pearances, the Toltecs in all ])arts of Central America were after-

wards the founders or advancers of civilization.

Like all of Central America, Yucatan seems to have been the field of numerous

immigr.'itions; in the earliest epochs it was probably inhabited liy Indians; without

political organization, they lived in isolated groups, and nourished tliemsches jirinci-

I^ally on the results of hunting and fishing. According to the legend, .a band of

strangers came from the west; at the head stood Zamna, to whom the invention of

the grai)hic art is ascribed. lie is the founiler of the civilization which pre\ails on

the peninsul.'i. On his arrival he found the ^[aya language in use. The name Maya,

signifying laud and water, denotes the land as well as the iuhal>itanls. In the neigh-

boring laiuls, in Chiapas, for example, the 'IV.endal |irevailed, and it is still spoken

there. The ^Faya is ]irolial)Iy the stock of the other, and also of nearly all Central

American dialects, which in general have a considerable resemblance to it. It is tluTc-

fore to be regarded as the oldest of the coin)try, and aliont it tiie (ithers are to be

grouped. This priority of the Maya gives some idea of the .antiquity of the peojile

who speak it. Here was the earliest abode of culture in America, which extended
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back into a gray antiquity. Zamna, the reputed father of Maya civilization, is

regarded as of divine descent, and in tlie traditions seems wonderfidly like Quetz-

alcohuatl of Aztec mythology. His symbol is repeated on all the ruins of the land.

At his death an immense pyramid was

reared on his gra\-e, and around it

arose the city of Izamal, the oldest in

Yucatan. Somewhat similar is the

myth of the mysterious Cucnlcan, the

founder of the city Mayapan. It was

after the founding of Mayapan (say

700-760 A. D.) that the Toltecs in-

vaded the country and introduced

their civilization.

Yucatan, with its trojiical climate,

limestone soil, and few important

rivers, furnished a fit place for a civi-

lization to flourish, and in comparison

with the ruins there found the old

world has nothing to offer. The num-

ber of the buried cities found in Yu-

catan is fiftj-foiu". The ruin-world of

Chichen-Itza is very impressive. It

seems if the spirit of destruction had

swung over it his sce])tre and all was

dead and still and dumb. Of thepeo-

])k' who created it, nothing remains,

and the present inhabitants seem to

mourn over their lost glory and liberty.

These ruins lie on a plain of several

miles extent, about 1(10 miles from the

coast. Below the temple and a little south is a ]iyrainid. The most liriiliant remains

of former culture are to be found in Uxmal, which was ))robably founded about

^ ^^ S70-894A. D. In the northwest jiart

jfi^^y '^i -'^ %. 1 f"- , of the land the ruins of city after city

of *'^^i ^ J 'fW T^'-^^M^^"^ are to be seen, and in the east at the

'I^^Tp'^'^Tn''^']^'^'"
—-^--^^^

• time of the Spanish discoveries mag-

^.r _j/Jj_ iiiticent structures wore found.
r--,^^^

,

jf
, ,

.„ On the ])latforms of the ])yramids,

the temples are usually built, and are

reached by high ste]is. The masonry

is of unhewn stone joined with mor-

tar; they are often plastered on the

outside, and this often bears decora-

tive jiaintings and bas-reliefs. The
dwellings of the priests and the vir-

gins dedicated to the sun usually sur-

round the tem|)les ; they are little structures, divided into cells, into which light is

admitted only through the doors. The people, in their architecture, seem to had a

Fig. 105.- Bas-relief of Cuculcan (Palenque.)

I'art ot a buiUiing at Cluinjiiju.
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preference for squnres nnd angles. Few rouml buildings are found ; but almost all

buildings, in their minutest <letails, doors, windows, roofs, etc., are characterized by the

square. Tliis is true also of the ornamentation.

This architecture of Yucatan is so superior to that found in any other parts of

America that a word fiu'ther concerning it seems to be needed. After what we have

seen of the home life of the American Indians as exhibited in the long houses of the

Iroquois, the wigwams of Sioux, the mud houses of the Mandans, and the j)ueblos of

the Zufiis, it may be well to question whether these large structures in Yucatan were

Fm. 107.—Tlie Uovcruor's House at Uxiual.
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I'cally ])alaces, houses of the nuns, and the like, as they are usually called, or whether

they were mostly conununistic structures, like those of the other alxirigines. Mr.

Morgan takes this latter view and ably enforces his arguments. The Mayas of to-

day practise communism; the ancient buildings can be ex]ilaiiieil on that gi-oiiiid ; while

to call in any other exiilanation is t<i introduce into American society conditions

which do not elsewhere ajipear, and which immediately vanished l»efore the Sjianiards.

Those who regarcl the

' governor's house ' at

Uxmal and the ' jialace

'

at Palencjue as the re-

sidences of the rulers

with their retinues of

servants, have to su])-

)ioso that a city has ex-

isted around them, but

of this no evidence

exists. Morgan says

"Nothing can l)e ]ilain-

er, I think, than this

-additional fact, that all

there ever was of Pal-

enque, Uxmal, Cupan,

and other Indian pue-

blos in these areas, building for

The buildings of Yucatan ai'i

Pi rt of the Palace itZiji

ImililinL;' and stone foi- stone, is there now in ruins,

liuilt of stone laid in courses, and are extensively

ornamented externally. The character of some of this ornament has given rise to
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Fig. 100.—Plan of the ' Palace ' at Zayi.

much speculation : lliiis in one case the head of an elephant appears. More common
was the general style shown in our figures. The iNIayas had not arrived at the prin-

ciple of the arch, but, instead, used a triangular vaulting as shown in the case of the

'house of the nuns.' -This was constructed by building up a solid core of rocks, the

size and shape of the desired interior, and then forming the room over it; and when
this was done the core was removed. That this was the case is shown by the condi-

tion of the 'palace' at Zayi, which has a large proportion of its rooms (those shaded

in the figure) filled with solid masonry, a condition which long excited curiosity. The
same figure of Zayi will serve to

show the general arrangement of

the rooms in the Maya buildings.

These buildings were placed on

pyramids of greater or less height,

doubtless a provision for defence.

]\Iuch is yet to be learned con-

cerning the antiquities of Yucatan
;

and until we have exact accounts

and accurate pictures, speculation

on these peoples is almost certain

to go astray.

It is surprising how little we know of the higher culture of the former inhabitants of

Yucatan. Except the buildings, the numerous carvings, great images and the like, and

the natural inferences to be drawn from them, we have nothing of their intellectual

life except a few fragments. We know they had a calendar and a written language,

and that their characters were in use at the time of the conquest, but beyond this,

nothing. It is true that Landa, who was once the bishop of Merida, has left a

key to the IMaya characters, but so far all attempts to decipher the hieroglyphics

have ignomini-

ously failed. The
A b b e Brasseur

de Bourbourg at-

tempted to deci-

])her one of the

manuscripts, and

gave a long ac-

count of geolo-

gical convulsions

and the like, but afterward admitted that he had made a mistake and had begun at

the wrono- end. Apparently the INIayas divided the year, as did the ancient Mexicans,

into eighteen months of twenty days each, and Landa has left their signs for months

and days. A quotation from Landa may be pardoned. "The people made use

also of certain characters or letters with which they wrote down in their books

their ancient affairs and their sciences, and by means nt' these and by certain figures,

and by certain signs in these figures, they understood their affairs, made others

understand them, and taught them. We found among them a large number of

books written in these letters, and as there was not one which did not contain

superstitions and devilish lies, burned all of them, which hurt their feelings in a mar-

vellous manner and gave them pain."

Fig. 110.—Hieroglypliics from Ocosiiigo.
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To the Maya belong, as already mentioned, the Tzendal in Ciiiapas, whose speech is

only a dialect of the Maya. Among their other relatives is the Catchiquel, whose
idiom is the real Guatemalan language. Of the height of art among this tribe the

numerous ruins lying heaped amid the woods — among others the celebrated buildinojs

of Palenque— are a witness. In language as well as in culture must be classed with

them the Quitche and Zutuhil in Guatemala, the Pocontchi and Ciiorti, whose lan-

guages I)elong to the same stock with the Maya, more distant the Lacandon below

lake Peten, together with the Mopan and Ciiol who inhabit the Southeast. All

these Indians are far below their f(.)rracr greatness. They are Christians, to be sure,

and use the Spanish language, but they can only be regarded as half civilized, and

there is scarcely an uglier countenance than that of these brown men.

The clothing of the men consists of short hose, a shirt, and an ordinary straw hat.

In many the shirt is wanting, and the breast, neck, arms, and legs are completely

bare. They carry their burdens on their shoulders, and by a broad band, which is

laid over the forehead. Thus they march in single file to the city, jogging along in a

peculiar (juick step, always in parties of from six to twelve, with women and children.

Often one Indian thus burdened must drive two or three mules. An Indian carries

half the load of a nude.

The women also carry burdens, but on their heads. The dress of the women and

girls consists of a piece of variegated or red woolen material, which, hung about the

hi})S, reaches down to the knee, and is held together by a red scarf, and a shirt. The
children, up tn the tentli year, especially in the interior, go ontireh' naked. Towards
clothing, Clint inudus work, and tlie use of suap, they have an insuperable repugnance.

The face, in wjiich the cheek bones are jiromiuent, has a charm on account of the dark,

soft eyes. This, however, is almost destroyed by tlie bristling, dirty, black hair that

hangs down over the brow. The Wdmcn nstinlly let their hair hang down in plaited

braids. Many Indians are occupied with making rude vessels, water-jugs, etc., of

clay.

The district from Honduras to the Gulf of Daricn is, with the exclusion of a few
Nahautl trilies of whom mention has already been made, peopled by tribes who have
no connection with the Aztecs or Mayas, and seem even to be without relationship

with one amithi-r, altliough, w illmut doubt, further in\-estigati<in will result in bring-

ing tlie different tril)cs into sejiarate groujis. Tliese uncivilized tribes of Honduras
and Nicaragua are citeil by older and later authors under a great number of names.

During tlie se^venteenth and eighteenth centui'ics, tlie accounts of missionary exjiedi-

tions give us the names Xica(jiR> and Poya, which are occasionally used as collective

names. Accounts of the languages rarely occur in these relations; still the Lenca
language is named as sjx^ken liy the Xicaqiie, or in their neighborhood. Jloro latelv

these districts of the east coast lia\e been investigated, chiefly by European travelers,

to whom wc are indebted for a second scries (jf names for Indian tribes, which need

not be nieiitioned here. In many of these names we recognize the older names, or

have others with merely a local signiticance. Lately these tribes of Nicaragua have
been called ("arilis. Then' is no ground for identifying them with tlie Caribes of the

Lesser Antilles and Soutli America, or, indeed, with tlie Corovici, or Corihici, whom the

Spaniards fouiKl three huiulrcd and fifty years .ago, willi their own language an<l tlieir

own home in Costa Hica. Later accounts do n<it mention tliem. ( )f the languages of

these Nicaraguan and Honduras Indians (called collectively Palenque), we have but two
small vocabularies,— of the Xique and of the Wuhva,— and these show no relationships.
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At the time of the discovery of America these Indians, in civilization, stood far

beneath the Quitche, Maya, and Nahuatl, who inhabited the high lands of Guatemala,

San Salvador, and the western part of Costa Rica. They were, however, far above

the roaming fisher-tribes who occupied the great districts now called the Mosquito

coast, on the Carribean Sea. Portions of these Xicaque and Poya tribes have received

the Christian (Catholic) religion, and live in friendly relations with the whites.

Besides there are many others who live in the mountains, and hold more firmly to

their original ways of life ; still they too are peaceable. The Toaca, Tanca, and the

Seco belong apparently to the Poya; they are people with long hair falling over their

shoulders, a very broad face, and small eyes that have a peculiar expression of sadness

and teachableness, which wins the favor of the beholder. They can bear heavy loads,

and are distinguished l>y their truthfulness and honor, although thev show a great

love for spirituous drinks. They bring to market sarsaparilla, cocoa, allspice, bread,

fowls, etc. They are mild and good-natured, industrious and skilful in the preparation

of a sort of cloth from wild cotton. They are given to the grossest superstition, and

their idolatrous festivals are more numerous than ever; their wild character has disap-

peai-ed ; they are now a gentle, peaceable race of men, who, in their little handicrafts,

show no little tact and acuteness. Besides these there are the Poya, who stand much
lower in civilization, for they wander as it suits them, and plant their fields, which

they visit again after some months in order to harvest the fruit. The villages of the

Poya consist of a few large houses of oval form, in which the whole family of rela-

tives live together in a genuine patriarchal way. The Seco Indians have almost the

same character as the Poya. The Toaca are also worthy of note for their industry

and good nature. They are, upon the whole, a moi-e beautiful race of men than the Poya

and Seco, always speak easily and with great calmness, and have a gentle melancholy

expression. They make the letter ' s ' heard in almost every word. They are noted

on account of their skilfulness in making boats. Their favorite dwelling-])lace is in

the neighborhood of the chief source of the Patuca River; they are distinguished for

their loyalty and honesty. They are good marksmen with bow and arrow, and excel-

lent in everything that requires sharpness of vision and endurance.

Of the second great group of languages,— the Wulwa, or Ulua,— Dr. Berendt has

found that it or its dialects arc spoken by the great majority of tribes in this region.

To this group belong, besides several inconspicuous tribes of the interior, the natives

of the Mosquito coast, of Honduras, and Nicaragua. These are a mi.\ture of several

tribes, in which negro blood is not wanting. The characteristics of these coast tribes

are the thin sharp nose, thin lips, large, handsome eyes, and a dark complexion.

The older accounts of them are not especially favorable, but Captain Bedford Piin

speaks highly of them, and says that the Spaniards accused too many tribes on the

shores of the Spanish Main of cannibalism. Cajitain Pim, however, was one day

startled when an Indian woman brought him for breakfast a cooked child, done up in

an immense lianana leaf. It could not have been an Indian liabe, as its skin was

entirely white, and a little investigation showed that the infant was really a monkey.

This he could eat and relish, but he could not like tluir cocoa, which they served boil-

ing hot, without milk or sugar, but highly spiced with i)ep])ers ])lueked fresh from the

bush, a few spoonsful of which would convert the mouth and throat of an European

into a purgatory. The Mosquito Indians make good boats, and are skilful in handling

them. They are hollowed out fron\ the trunk of a cedar or a mahogany tree, and are

driven by an immense sail, the sheet of which is never belayed, but held in the hand.
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One of their customs connected with burial is, so far as is known, unique. From

the liouse of deceased to tlie grave tliere stretches in a line as nearly straight as pos-

sible, across water, marsh, hill, and ravine, a cotton cord, the significance of which

does not appear. The graves of the Ulna are always dug near the shore, and over

eacli is placed a roof of plaited straw, similar to those of the Imts of the living.

After death the name of the deceased must never Vie mentioned. The Mosquitos

destroy everything belonging to the departed by lire. The fruit-trees alone form an

exception, and these are cut down. As a sign of mourning the widow, or widows (for

polygamy is allowed), cut off their long liair. The Ulua are said to have no cliiefs

and no larc'e villages. Their houses, which are scattered here and there in groups of

two or tliree, are without walls, but are open on all sides. They present, on account

of their wiclcer-work, a liunibh- ajipearance. Tlie interior is adorned witli the lower

jaws of swine and wilil dogs, as well as with the bleached skeletons of great fish.

Sometimes racks of split bamboo are erected for the ])reservation of corn ; and bows

and arrows, the only weapons of their own construction, are stuck in the fold of a

blanket. A hut is usually occujiied by three or four families, each of whicli has its

own fire in one of the corners, over which it cooks its plantains, and around which it

gathers, prattlino-, the women in llieir different and incomplete toilet. The flattening

of the skull in new-born infants is very connuon in all tribes of the Mosquito coast;

the malformation, however, is less apparent because it is covered by the mass of hair

falling over it. The Ulua impose upon their youths at the attainment of manhood

different hard tests, among them one in which the youth has to submit to numerous

liard blows delivered upon tlie back, and, curiously enough, administered Viy the

elbow.

First of tlie Xicaraguan ti-ibcs is the family of tlie Chorotegas, the aborigines of

the country. It embraces fnur tribes extending akmg the west coast between the

gulfs of Fonseca and Xii'oya. Xotliing was known of them until Dr. Berendt sliowed

that they forniecl a cimnecting link lietween the Aztec civilization of Anahuac and

the Indian^ in the northwest of South America. They are the ^langue ui the early

Spanish chronicles. Their language is all but extinct, and Berendt heard it spoken

but twice, but he collected a vocaljulary sufficient to show its similarity to the Cliia-

panec of IMexico. He denies the existence of a grou]t of Chorotega languages.

The Chontales, livitig on tlie north shore of Lake Nicaragua and in the mountains

in the interior of the republic, are different from the preceding group. This na-

tion, which the older authoi's, np to tlie end of the last century, alhuled to as Con-

tales dc llatagalpa, Berendt has rediscovered in an Indian tribe which oceujiies the

greatest ]iart of the villages of Segovia and several of JMatagalpa ; and, judging by

the api learaiice of local names of their language, they have sjiread themselves over a great

part of the territory of Chontales. Tribe and language are to-day designated by the

whites, as by the Indians themselves, by the name Popoluca. Their number is

computed at aliout 10,000 or 12,000. The Guatuso live on the borders of Costa Rica,

and in the interior of that republic. Little is known of them except through the accounts

of the catchouc gatherers, but Berendt gathered a vocabulary from a boy of twelve

years, which shows that they are not, as has been sujiposed, descended from the

Xahuatl. They have a remarkably clear complexion, ami in the shape of their limbs

seem to resemble the Meztizo ratlier than the full-lilooded Indians. Their hair is

shiny lilack, not blonde as the old story goes, which would ex]ilaia their name by that

of the reddish hair of the "uatusa or tatusa, one of the armadillos.
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Of the natives of Costa Rica and Panama our knowledge is defii-ient. Tlie names
of several tribes are given, and Dr. Berendt, who has done so much toward clucidatint''

the ethnology of Central America, would divide them into two distinct linguistic

groups which have no- relation to each other. One of these gi-ouj)S is formed by the

Chols or Choco idioms. They are spoken in the Columbian Department of Choco
between the Rio Atrato and the Pacific Ocean, and also in some villages on the east

bank of the Rio Chucunaque. Tlie others of this group occu])y the Isthmus from the

source of the Rio Tuyra to Panama. The Spanish conquisatores found this territory

divided into small independent territories, throughout which the same language, the

Cueva, was spoken. A dialect of this, in the territory of Chame, west of Panama, is

called the Coiba, and is considered more elegant than the usual Cueva. Farther to the

west the discoverers came upon a number of languages ; almost every village had a

separate dialect. Among these may be mentioned the Chiru, Escoria, etc., and south

of the lagune of Chirique, where, twenty years ago, numerous gold idols were found,

was the language of the Dolegat, who to this day have great skill in metal work.

It is now believed that Cueva is simply corrupted from Coiba, which in the Cueva lan-

guage signifies " far away."

The Cueva jjeople, at the time of the discovery, enjoyed a tolerably high stage of

culture. We have accounts of their customs, dwelling-places, dress, ornaments, and

usages of war; Ovideo and Andagoya have preserved for us about a dozen words of

their language. As it appears some isolated fragments of this tribe still exist on the

Atlantic coast and scattered .along the banks of the rivers, living in complete or ])artial

independence of the government of Columbia. The different e.xpeditions to the

Isthmus of Darien in pursuit of the project of an inter-oceanic canal have produced a

number of vocabularies of different tribes and places, a comparison of which shows a

very close relationship between all these dialects. Dr. Berendt unites them under the

designation Darien languages, and concludes that the identity of the old Cueva and

the modern Darien, if not strongly demonstrable, is at least highly jirobablc.

Lucien de Puydt has made us acquainted with several of the Indian tribes on the

Isthmus. The natives whom the Spaniards found there at the time of Balboa are no

longer settled on the Pacific slope. The fragments of the Chucunaque have moved

northward since 1861, the Mandingesas have established themselves on the coast as far

as the Bay of Caledonia, and the Cuna tribes are on the shores of the Gulf of Uraba.

All the inhabitants of the Pacific slope are half-breeds and speak only the Spanish lan-

guage. Their dwellings are dirty and poorly furnished, although in their evening

social dances and on fair days they wear many ornaments and much tinsel for show.

As weapons they make use of fire-arms and bush-knives, while nobody knows how to

shoot with bow and arrow. By name they belong to the Catholic church, and by

name the village Yavisa is a parish. Entirely different is it beyond the Cordillera on

the Atlantic slope. There lies the district of the Caribi-Cuna, who arc recognized by

the United States of Columbia as an entirely inde]XMident "Confederation of the San

Bias Indians." Some of their villages are entirelj- indejiendent ; six districts, however,

recognize the unlimited power of a 'cazica'or 'grand captain.' Tiioir war-power

L. de Puydt estimates at 400-.500 courageous warriors, who in tlu'ir native woods

are not to be d('S])ised as oj)]ionents. They all carry firearms, and hanclle them with

great skill, but they seldom use thcTn \u hunting, on account of the expensiveness of

powder and lead. Therefore bows and arrows are still in vogue ; these they also use

for fishing ; they arc, however, never jjoisoned.
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Besides these, they carry tlie l)usli knife and spear, with flint or iron swords.

Their villa<;'es lie in happily chosen jilaees on llie river-banks. The houses are spa-

cious, and are built of bamboo, with great care in all jiarticulars ; the floor is raised a

yard above the ground, as a protection against (hnnjmcss. Inside the greatest cleanli-

ness jirevails. The C'aril)i-Cuna are of medium strength, broad shouldered, but spare

about the hips ; their arms and joints are well formed, the feet very small; the hair

of both sexes is long ; only among married women it is worn short. They let it flow

freely, or bind it together on the head. The men have no beards. For their com]»ara-

tively sound condition, the Caribi-Cuna are indebted to a rigid abstinence from all

intoxicating drinks, with the excejition of the harmless chicha, which is made from

the kernels of corn, first chewed, then sjiit out, and left to ferment. Thieving is

entii-ely unkncnvn. The Caribi-Cuna are, however, highly watchful and nnstrustful

;

they do not suffer either a white man, or a negro, or a mulatto among them. Their

lieathenism is still unadulterated, for roughly ]ir(']iai-e(l fetiches are worshipj)ed a.s

household gods, and certain trees are regarded as sanctuaries. Still, a highest being is

recognized, from whom proceeds everything good and beautiful. The men usually

wear only knee breeches, a few, besides, an airy smock, or a shirt of European cut, and

sometimes about the head a bound strap, which they call 'anti-poison,' because on the

bite of a snake they bind tightly the limb with it, to prevent the circulation of the

blood until they reach tlie nearest village, where other remedies are ajiplied, usually

with success. The women clothe themselves in short-sleeved chemises, which reach to

the knee ; around the neck they wear strings of animals' teeth, and, in the sejitum of

the nose, gold and silver rings, often so large that they reach to the chin. Many of

them have beautiful faces, but all have well-formed bodies. On great occasions they

l)aint their faces with 'rucu' {L'i.rd orellana), drawing a traverse line from one cheek-

l)one across the nose to the other cheek ; and from this then otlier lines fall jierpen-

dicularly. The traverse stripe is the tribal designation of the Carilii-Cuna, while the

l)Osition and luuuber of the other stri])es change according to the village. Polygamy
is allowed, but a moderate use of it is made.

The Mouxd Builders.

Having now traversed all of Xorth America, ami studied in a rapid manner all of

the prominent grou]is of aborigines of whom history gives an account, it remains

to metition those remains in tlu' Mississi])])i valh'v, whicli liave given rise to more
speculation and a greater amount of literature than any other ethnological or

arcliEcological problem, unless, ]ierchance, it be the lost tribes. Throughout nearly the

whole region draineil by ihe ."Mississippi ri\cr and its tributaries, are numberless

mounds or earthworks thmwii up by human hands, but so long ago that tlu' Indians,

m most cases, jiave no traditions concerning them. This absences of knowledge
lias been the cause of nund)erless speculations of greater or less merit, some being so

wild that they ti-anscend the bcunids of reason.

These mounds are di.striliuted from western New Vork, across to Ihe valley of iho

Yellowstone and even into Ori'gon, north into Wisconsin, and south to Georgia,

Arkansas, and Louisiana. It is lieyond our ])urj(ose to describe these remains in any
detail; such accounts slmuld be sought in the special works of Sipiier and Davis,

Short, Lapham, Jones, Foster, Force, anil others. We may, however, say in passing,

that they vary greatly in size and shape. Some were conical or jiyramidal, others

VOL. VI. — II
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took tlie shape of enclosures, apparently for defensive ))urpoRes, while still others are

supposed to resemble certain animals.

Of the first group, the highest is the pyramid mound in Early county, Georgia. It

has a base in the shajje of a parallelogram measuring three hundred and fifty feet in

length by two hundred and fourteen feet in width, while the summit is ninety-five

feet above the surrounding country. The toji is tlat and has an area of about a third

of an acre. The Cahokia mound in the Mississippi valley, opposite and a little above

St. Louis, is the largest of these artificial mounds. This stands in a group of sixty or

more smaller ones, and has for a base a j)arallelogram seven hundred feet in length and

five hundred feet in breadth. The top is nearly ninety feet above the base. The
smaller mounds, however, possess more especial interest, for they have been the more

thoroughly explored. In most, if not all of them, remains of human bodies are

found, the bones in some instances showing the effects of heat, in others no traces of

fire occur. These are plainly sepulchral. The larger mounds with flat summits may
have afforded a place for the dwellings of the tribe, their council house, the place

where the bones of the dead were kept until the tribal burial, or the temple of the sun.

The so-called fortifications were evidently defensive. They were placed on high

bluffs, at the junction of streams or in other places of strategetic importance.

The openings through the walls were defined by small mounds placed opposite them.

The en<rineerin<r skill evinced in the construction of .some of these works was considcr-

able, while the size of many was enormous. ' Fort Ancient ' in the valley of tlu!

Miami, had walls the total length of which was between four and five miles. In and

around these forts were small mounds of the conical type. The so-called animal or

emblematic mounds are difficult of explanation. These are irregular in shape, and

people with a vivid imagination seldom fail to trace in them the outlines of some

animal, but it rarely occurs that two indejiendent observers recognize the same design.

Indeed, notwithstanding all the labor that has been spent upon this subject, our i)lans

of the mounds of this character are wofully deficient and not to be relied ujion.

The measurements of the 'great serpent' mound in Ohio vary between themselves

about four hundred feet. Some are said to be shaped like a turtle, while others say

that the same mound looks like the hide of a buffalo; some are called bird mounds,

but another observer sees in them liut the representation of a bow and arrow, or the

human figure; and so on through the list. Speculation on their significance is useless

until their outlines are known.

To explain the existence of these mounds three jilausible hyj)otheses have been

advanced, besides a number of others too absurd for notice. First is the view that

the mound-builders were totally distinct from the Indians of historic times ; that they

were, in fact, a race distinct from every other on our continent, and of which all traces,

except those jireserved in the mounds, have disappeared. To i)rove this, the peculiar

shape of the skulls found in the mounds, and the flattening of the shin bone, are cited,

together with the statements (to be noticed farther on) that the Indians of the historic

period never constructed any such works, and th;it the buihlers must have been wor-

shippers of the sun. The second view regards the motnid-liuilders as the ancestors of

the Aztec-Toltecs or Mayas. As arguments for this view are cited, the existence of

the mounds and pyramids of Yucatan, supposed facial similarities as exhibited by

the carvings and ])Ottery found in the mounds and that occurring in the regions to the

south of the Kio Grande, and lastly the fact that both Aztec and Toltec traditions say

that these people came from the north. The third supposition is the simplest of all.
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indeed it is so siiupk' that it really requires explanation, paradoxical as it may seem.

It is that the ancestors of the Indians constructed these mounds, and that some

of them were built even after the whites discovered the country.

This last view has been ably supported by Mr. Lucien Carr. For various reasons

it is evident that the mounds must have been built by a settled people, whose numbers

must have been considerable, and this density of jiopulation is only possible with

agriculture. All of the Indians within the limits of the United States and east of

the Mississippi, were, as we have seen, tillers of the soil, and all were worshippers

of tiie sun. Further, some of them are knov.n to have constructed mounds within the

historic period. According to the traditions of the Gherokees, some of the mounds in

their country were built by their ancestors, and in other trilies, both Iluron-Iroijuois

and Algonquin, similar legends existed. Thus a mound near I>atavia, X. Y., according

to the Seneca traditions, was erected over those slain in a battle between that Irocjuois

tribe and their western neighbors, soon after they entered that country after their

exjiulsion from Hochelaga. The mound on T(.inawanda Island was erected over

those slain in the decisive battle between the Iroquois and the Xeutral Nation, when
the latter were destroyed about the middle of the seventeenth century. Mr. Carr has

collected other similar traditions and accounts among the Creeks, the Delawarcs,

Choctaws, Usages, etc., and quotes the statement of McKennev, that the two mounds
on Lake Winnebago known as le grand and le petit butte des morts were erected

over the Fox warriors killed in a battle with the Iroquois.

Professor F. W. Putnam has recently explored in a very careful manner one of tlie

mounds in the valley of the Little Miami, in Ohio. Besides other things he found

a number of skeletons, the bones of some being calcined, those of others not. Around
each of these skeletons logs had been arranged in the form of a jiarallelograni, and in

some cases these were completely consumed, in some they were charred, while in

others they were but slightly affected by the fire, and the state of the bones within

corresponded witli the evidences of fire as exhibited by the logs surroundini;'.

From this it would appear that the builders of this mound had, like the other

Indians within the historic period, the hal>it of saving the remains of their dead for a

time, and then having a tribal cremation and burial. The skeletons were arrange<l in

order, the logs ]ilace(l around tln'm, and then the tire was start eil. When it had

iairned up pretty well, earth was placed u])on the burning hea]i, and the mouiul

was constructe<l. This extinguished the flames, and thus some of the wood was con-

verted into charcoal,while other sticks, which had not yet caught fire, i-emaiue<], and in

the subsequent ages rotted away. Tlie account of this mound is very interesting, as

It so closely resembles the account of the incineration ]iraetiscd among the Creeks,

as mentioned upon ]iage 1(j7 of the jiresent volume.

The length of time and amount of work necessary to construct one of these

mounds is not so great as is \isually thought, (h']iending largely upon the nature of the

soil. Anyone familiar with the construction of our i-ailroad emV)ankments will realize

how rapidly a few men working with barrows will build uj) a large mound. Accor<ling

to a statement quoted by Mf. Can-, a hundred and fifty negroes in twelve hours easily

brought aboard a steamer oiu' hundred tons of coal, using only l)askets for the purpose.

This would make a cube of twenty by twenty by ten feet. AVith such a basis one can

readily calculate the time ami numbers necessary to build one of the mounds.
A further jiroof that some of the mounds were constructed by the red Indians of his-

tory is found in their contents. In one of the Florida mounds were found ornaments of
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silver, copper, and lirass, glass beads, and iron implements. Near Murfreesboro, Ten-

nessee, a sabre was found in a mound; while in one of the Circleville (Ohio) grou])

the explorers brought to light the remains of an iron, or steel, knife, together with a,

plate of iron. All these objects were found in such positions as to place it beyond a

doubt that they were dejjosited at the same time with the objects of aboriginal manu-

facture, and were not later intrusions. It is beyond a doubt that the Indians knew
nothing of working iron, and even were ignorant of its existence, except in the shape

of meteorites. Glass and brass were also beyond them. The existence of these

objects is conclusive evidence on the point in question. Here we can do no better

than quote the words with which Mr. Carr concludes his able paper on the mounds of

the Mississippi Valley.

"In view of these results, and of the additional fact that these same Indians are

the only people, except the whites, who, so far as we know, have ever held the region

over which these works are scattei'ed, it is believed that we are fully justified in aban-

doning the seemingly negative position occupied at the outset of this argument, and

in claiming that the mounds and enclosures of Ohio, like those of New York and the

Gulf States, were the work of the red Indians of historic times, or of their immediate

ancestors. To deny this conclusion, and to accept its alternative, ascribing these

remains to a mythical people of a different civilization, is to reject a simple and satis-

factory explanation of a fact in favor of one that is far-fetched and incomplete ; and

this is neither science nor loofic."

Fig. 111. Ancient Murtar und Postlc, from California.
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THE SOUTH AMERICAN INDIANS.

As a corollary of the j>rece(liiig accounts, so far as our jirosent olisorvations sliow,

the apparent conclusion to be drawn is that the North Americans, from Huilson's Bay

to the Isthmus of Panama, are alike in many important pdints, ami w iilely separate <in

many others, the probabilities being in favor of their ellniii'al unity, ami that, so far as

we know, no other race of men has ever oe(aipie<l tlie Ncirtli Anna-iean ecmiinent.

The strongest line that can lie drawn is tliat which appeal's at the Pncbli) gronji,

dividing those noi'tli (witli the exeeji-

tion of the Shoshone stock) from those

south. This line, hnucver, is less

marked if we consider the social condi-

tions and the communistic mode of life,

not as given in the older works, but .as

jiresented in thr light of their go\ern-

nu'Ut, founiled njion tlie gens. 'I'his,

however, is not conclusive ; for, as

Mr. JMoi'uan Inis shown, nKnd<in(l, in

all parts of tln' Woi-M, h:is .-ijiparently

passed through the same lower social

relationshijis, one tribe or one jieo[ile

stoppinu' .at one stage, while another

has reache(l a point neana- tli.-il exist-

ing in the nnist highly civili/.ed com-

munities of to-day.

The line of dem.arcation between

the abori'^inal iidialiitants of ihelwo

Anuaicas is even strongca' than thai

between the ^V/.tec stock and those of

the United States; yet here great dirferenccs are seen. ^Vpparentlv, before the con-

(|iiest, the fanu' and knowledge of the Aztec-Toltee (adture extended lint little, if

any, south of Lake Nicaragii:i. [n the southern continent it htnl its jiarallel in tlie

civilization of the Incas; but, except in the Cordilleras, the social condition was, at

least, no higher than among the tribes of the United States i^ast of the .Mississi|ipi.

The empire of the Incas was not the oidv state in South Anua'ica which was

struggling toward civilization, fii (^nito and in the jilateaiiv ot' Uo'^ota and Tun ja

wen! tribes or n.ations which had arisen to a comparatively high condition, and their

civilization could have been but little below that of I'ern. The r.apid urowth of the

<lominion of the Incas from its small li(M_;iinrin'_;"s in, at most, il\e, perhaps in only

tiiree, Imndred years, lias been satisfactorily explained by J\lr. S(|uier, one of the most

able anthropologists America lias )iroduced. It arose on the Puno, or the ( I plal-

eaiiv, fr<im ten to sixteen thousand fei't abo\ e th<' sea. between the Cordillera.

lietween the westiaai slope of these niouiilains and the sea stretclu's a narrow strip of

coast, where the rain rari'lv, or ne\cr, falls. ( )iilv w here the ri\crs descend to the sea,

is agriculture jiossible ; and these ri\crs are few and f.ar betweiai. iielween these

rivers the country is a desert, iiicaiialile of su]iporting lil'e. Thus, along this region

Fk;. ill*.—S'lUlli AuiiTiran Indiiius.

Lnrgi -Kn»\.fl 'I'lipc. SiitfiU-yosud Tijpr.
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numerous tribes might dwell, eacli on tlie borders of its own stream, and maintain

tiieir separate existence for a long time unmolested by any neighbors. But when a

powerful tribe arose oij the plateaux, the isolated bands along the coast streams would

be easily conquered and incorporated in the government of the high lands, thus

increasing its power. Where the rainless belt stopped (in Chili), there ended the

emj)ire of the Incas; nor could it extend througli the forests on the eastern slope of

the Andes to the plains of the Amazon. The civilization of these table lands was

largely due, says Peschel, to three products of nature, the llama, the jiotato, and the

quinoa (the seeds of Chmnopodiiun qnlnoa). Garcilaso da Vega, the Inca who iias

described so fully the life of ancient Peru, speaks repeatedly of the lack of meat.

Only at the great feasts did tlie common people receive the flesh of the llama ; at the

smaller festivals, the meat of rabbits, and this as an especial delicacy. In the rainless

region, the only animal food was iish. Hence it follows that it was not the weak who,

ojjjiressed by more powerful tribes, lied to the table-lands, but rather the stronger

who mounted to these heights to hunt the llama. Still, they would not have been

able to found much of a nation, since Indian corn grows there only in sheltered spots,

had it not been for the potato and the quinoa. That the Andes peojile did not come
from the vast plains to the east is shown by manj- facts, among which may be men-

tioned the existence of the sling, which no forest-dwelling tribe has yet invented, the

lasso, and the jjceuliar bola, a cord with one or more balls at the ends, which is used in

capturing wild animals. The use of the bow and arrow was not common among
them, but still it existed ; for among the ' children of the sun ' were hunting tribes

who used them, but the more common weaj)on was the pike.

In the social development of the South American Indians, one inijuutant fact at

once appears. As we proceed northward, the status of the tribes improves, and the

converse is true of the North Americans. With a tropical vegetation, man had to

spend less time in obtaining the necessities of life, and consequently has greater

oi)portunities for advancing his intellectual side. The lowest of the South Americans,

as the Botocudos, Puri, etc., lielong collectively to southern Brazil. On tlu' Amazon,

Spix and Martins found tribes of a liigher rank ; and, if we are to trust the accounts

of the first discoverers under Orcellana, the njiiK'r courses of the great river were

lined with large villages anil temjiles containing idols, the p.arts of which were moved
by machinery. Later IraveUrs have failed to find this wonderful people ; and, even

were the accounts partially true, it might be that they were offshoots from the civili-

zation of the Incas. North of the Amazon are the wild iVrauacus, among whom
woman takes an honorable position, and whose priests j)reserve the history of the

tribe. Next north come the Caribees, who extend to the sea named from them. These

irrigate their fields by artificial watercourses, and hold markets, in which salt ]il;iys

the jiart of money.

It is usually said that the South Americans have neglected stock-raising. This,

however, is not true. Besides the Peruvians and the Araucanians, who bred the llama

and the alpaca for their wool and for beasts of burden, numerous other tribes domesti-

cate various animals, and in the Tnj)i langiuige the word for domestication exists. In

the valley of the Amazon beside nearly every house is a vivarium in which various

birds and other animals are bred and ke|)t for food. On the coast of Venezuela the

Spanish ex)ilorers found animals wluch they alluded to as ral)bils, geese, and pigeons,

while further east was the Guinea pig. Tapirs are readily tamed, but do not thrive in

captivity.
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In both North and South America many similar onstoms appear. Thp jugii'lcry of

the shamans or medicine men is mueli alike in lioth; the plugs in the lips of the

Botocndos are paralleled l)y the lahrets of the inhabitants of Russian .Vnieriea;

the dressing of men in women's elotlies was found l>y xnn ]\Iartius among the

Guayacura of Brazil, Cabeea de Vaea found the same among the tribes in Louisiana

and Texas; the Brazilian Indians speak of the other tribes as relatixes, brotliers,

ii'rainl fathers and the like, and so did the Indians of the United States; in both, the

In<lians lived an agricultural life, the maize of the one being replaced by the ma]nlioe

or cassava of the other. Tliese points, however, are far from conclusi\'e as to the

unity of the races of nnm in America, for all of them re.-ippi'ar in t)ther ]iarts of

the world.

The Tmr.ics of tiik Andes.

On n-eotiTaphiea!, not on etlinoli)nic.al grounds, the inhabitants of the Cordilleras

are here groujied, together with the tribes on the western slope of the backbone of tin-

Soutli American continent. This region, with its liroad table lands, <loes not form a

triljal <listrict, for on its eastern sIo[)e the tribes extend themselves down v\ aril in a wry
com])licated manner, nn<l hence the grouping hei'e adopted includes the tribes who

dwell in the reu'ions of the up]ier jMaranon ami 3Iadiera and their tril)utaries from near

<_'irnnl]ora/,o to Illiniani. Tiiese triiies liave a more or less dark olive brown (a)m-

i)lexion, small stature, low or retreating brow, ami horizontal eyes that are never

contracted at the outer angle. Tliey may l)e divided into four large groups, the C'un-

dinamiuva, tlie Peruvians, the Andesians or .\ntesians, an<l the ^\.ran<'anians.

The most northerly of these are the t'undinamarca of the taliledands of Bogota.

At the time of the conquest the watersheil of the IMagdnlena was occupied by the

("iiilicha, or, :is tliev were called b\- the Sp.-niiards, ^[uvscas. \{ that time theCiiilicha

were the most ]>owerfuI of all the autochthon(.)us tribes, had ft long history Itehind

them, ami were well advanceil toward civilization, to which numerous antiipiities liear

witness. The Chibcha of to-day no longer speak the welI-develoj)eii and musical lan-

guage of their forefathers. It became exlinct about 1730, and it can now onlv

be inferred from existing dialects of it ; these an' the lauQu.ages of the Tiiriero, a tribe

dwelling north of Bogota, and of the lloro Indi.ins who live in the neii;hborhood of

III.' celebrated emerald mines of JIn/.o. 'I'he whole diibcha nation has |)reserved the

physical characteristics of their forefathers, and from these it can be decided that the

nation was not a homogeneous ]>eople, but consisteil of different tribes. .Vmong

the people of (4ustavita and Tunja, the regular, gentle features of the old Chibcha are

still preserved; the eastern trilie of the (';ii|uesio, on the other han<l, .-n-e noticeable for

their |n-oininent cheek-bones, their large month, and their si|uare skull. To-day all

these tribes wear the regular costunu' of the Ignited States of Columbia : the straw hat,

plaitecl afti'r the European fashion; the 'ruana' or 'poncho,' a scpiare jiiece of cloth

with a hole in the middle, through which the head is thrust ; breeches, and occasionally

a kind of leather sandals, known as (piindias. 'I'iie poncho we ha\e already met

in .Mexico under the name serape ; it exists throughoul .all Spanish .\.nn'ric;i under

various names.

The whole coast from i° X. to ">()" S. cont:iins a nnndier of ti'ibes which, without

indicating thereby any connnunity of descent, «<• may group under tin" collective

name Peruvians. The chief tiibe, the so-calleil Qnichua, is the modern re]iresentalive

of the Incas, so celebrated in the history of Spanish .Vmerica. 'I'o-day it is nmch
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chnngcfl by various mixtures with otlicr tribes, and Iicncc all attempts to recognize in

them the physiognomy of Chinese, Japianese, or Polynesians are of no value. Tliese

would-be ethnologists investigate, not a whole tribe, but isolated examples, selected

here and there, and on this slender basis build the broadest generalizations.

Of the empire of the Incas at the time of the discovery we need say but little ; the

Story has often been told, but as often exaggerated, and for the same reasons, but possi-

bly not to quite as gi-eat an extent, as in the case of the Aztecs. Manco Capac and

his wife were the traditional founders of the civiliza-

tion of the Incas, and played in Peru the same role as

Quetzaleoatl did in Mexico. Manco first appeared on

the shores of Lake Titieaca, announcing himself as the

son of the sun. He bore a wand of gold, and where this

should sink into the earth he would found the capital

of his empire. He traveled north, and at length, on

striking the earth, the wand sunk out of sight. This,

of course, was the aiijioinlcd spot, and here Cuzco was

built. IManco became the first Inca, taught the people

the elements of the arts and of agriculture, and gave

them a stable government and a ])urer religion, while

his wife instructed the women in sewing, weaving, and

tlie like. The territory held by the subjects of the

lirst Inca was small, exteniling l)ut about ninety miles

east and west, and eighty north and south. The date

of his death, or, rather, his ascension to the sun, is usual Iv

given as in the latter half of the eleventh century, but

on this ])oint and on the various rulers of the Inca

dynasty our accounts are none too accurate, and oiir

whole knowledge is based u]ion traditions. It is true

that the Incas had their records, but these were kejit

in such a manner that it is now impossible to decipher

them. Indeed, they are so peculiar as to need further

mention. Tlu'se records, called (iui])us, consisted of

woolen cords upon which knots of various colored string

were tied. With these, historical records were perpetuated, accounts were kept,

and, in short, according to tradition, they served all the ]iurposes of a written

language. The color of the threads, their length, the manner of tying the knots,

their distance apart, and their relative position on the main cord, all had their signifi-

cance. It seems more jirobable that they served as a system of mnemonics, and one

needed to know the subject of which each treated, in order to inter|>ret them. It is

said that a few Indians have ]ireserved until the present time the knowledge of their

signification, but that they carefully conceal it ivowx the whites.

Owing to our inability to read the (|ui]ius, we have no accurate knowledge of the

Incan liistory earlier than the centm-y before the invasion of the Sjtaniards under

Pizarro. Shortly before this, the em]iire reached its highest <levelopment. It

extended from the ecjuator to south of Santiago, and from the Pacific to the valley of

the Amazon and the sources of the Paraguay. This immense territory was divided

into four ])ortions, and over each was a viceroy. From Cuzco, the centre of govern-

ment, the most substantial roads branched off in every diicetion. The most im]>ortant

FlO. 113.— liioiizi' knives .liiil sloiiu

axe (southern I'crn.)
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of tlicse wfis the great avenue leading north ami south. It started at Quito, :uid,

passing through Cuzco, cxtende<l south into Cliili, having a total length of hetweeii

fifteen hundred and two thousand miles. It was aliout twenty feet in widtli, and was

paved with heavy blocks of stone. It turned aside for nothing: valleys were tilled

with Solid masonry, or crossed by susjiension ))ridges built of |)laited osiers, while for

miles tunnels and galleries were excavated in the solid rock. On all these government

roads snndl houses were })Iaced, about li\c miles apart, and in these li\ed runners, who
carried the messages of the sovereign.

The architecture of the country is e(ju;dly interesting. Before the advent of

]\fanco Capae, the country was well ]ieo])led ; and ruins of the Ijuildings of this jjre-

Incan people are abundant, I he nmst noticeable being those near Lake Titicaca. AW
tlu'se structures

of the older race,

tlu' so-called Ay-

Tnaras, arecharac-

teri/.e(l I)y the fact

that the jambs of

tlie dooi-s are ])er-

])endi<Milar , and

tiu' angles are

right angles,while

in In<'an architec-

ture right aiiLjlcs

are not connnon,

and the sides of

the dciiirs slojie

inwai-il. jVmong

the Aymara build-

ings, the size of

the stones used was remarkable. The gateway figured was a monolith, and before
it was bmken (apparently by mi eartlujuake) it nu'asured ten feet in height by over
thirl (H'n across

the tup. Even
larger were the

slabs forming the

so -called 'seats

of tlie judges.

'

There are three or

four of these, each

formed of .a sinL;h'

stone thirty-six

feet S(]uare .and

five feet, tliick,

with seats exca-

vatecj on one side.

Tlu'ir idols, also,

were enormous
, some reachim:- n length of thirty feet, a bivadth cif eiithteen, and a

thickness of six. These are in tlir I'.irm i.f sL-ituvs. How this am-icnt citv ever came ti>
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M

1 tl
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itv-.
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1(0 built ill sucli an inli()S]iit;i1)lo place cannot easily be ex]>lainecl; the tempernture of

the place ami its lieiyht above the sea (TijOSO feet) rendering it far from a healthy

place. At another place, Pachucamac, twenty-five miles south of Lima, exist the

ruins of another jire-Incnin city, the temple which is interesting from the fact that it was

said to have been raised to an invisible deity. Other ruins of the same time, or of

the same people, occur in various jiarts ; but all have the same general character, and

are noticeable for the size of the stones employed and the accuracy with which they are

fitted together, no matter how iiTegular the outline. Among them all, possibly the

most interesting are the ' sun-circles,' circles of upright stones, which strikingly recall

the standing stones at Stonehenge and in other jiarts of Britain and Brittany.

The structures built under the Incas all have the characteristics already nc.ted.

Their nuns are numerous in all jiarts of the former em](ire, many being used as the

foundation of the later buildings. Thus the temple of the sun at Cuzco has been

rebuilt, and is now the convent of Santo Domingo. Cuzco was surrounded with a

wall exhibiting a degree of military skill which elsewhere was not paralleled until the

invention or introduction of gunpowder.

The government of the ancient Peruvians was a ilespotism. The sitccessive Incas

were the heads of the government, and made all the laws, levied all the taxes, and

directed the energies of the state in every direction. On account of their descent

from the sun, they were the head of the priesthood. The skill witli which they gov-

erned was wonderful. The whole proiterty of the state was divided into three jiarts,

one for the sun, one for the Incas, and one for the peojile. The revenues of the first

sujiported the priests, the second the government, and the third the common people.

All were compelled to work for the common good. Arable land was scarce in Peru,

but what there was was utilized. "Walls of masonry were built up on the sides of the

mountains, and here was gathered the soil, converting the slopes into a series of hang-

ing gardens. The desert between the mountains and the sea was rendered fertile by

irrigation, vast aqueducts being constructed to lead the water from the mountain lakes.

The religion of the Peruvians seems to indicate a twofold origin. The earlier was

apparently the purer. It recognized the existence of an invisible, spiritual creator of

the universe, and believed in a future existence of the soul. Upon this was engrafted

the worshii) of the sun. The Incas, in inti'oducing tlie latter, Avere jiolitic enough not

to strive to set aside the pre-existing religion ; and after tlieir a])])earance the two

went hand in hand. They represented that 'Con,' the invisible diAinity, was a child

of the sun, and hence he and the Inea were equal in Y:\i\k. The teni])les were magnifi-

cent; gold and silver were used in the greatest pi-ofusii>n. These were found in

every city and town, but that at Cnzco surjiasscd them all in magnificence. The
jiricsts were sometimes allowed to marry, sonietinies constrained to a life of celibacy.

Tlu're was also an ordei- of nuns, likewise vowed to chastity, unless, perchance, they

slmulil bo chosen as wives of the reigning Iiu-a.

Various methods of soi)ulture existed. In some, the body was envelo]iod in

cloths, tied with cords, and ])laced in the earth. The dry atmosphere and the

nitrogenous soil combined have sor\ ed to niununify some of these, and specimens

may be found in almost every museum. Sumo wore placed in square or round towers

(cliulpas), either by a door in the si<le or through tiie top, while <ithcrs were simply

interred. With the corpse were placed corn, articles of silvi'r, gold, or clay, the Incas

having a scei)tre or other badge of authority in their hands.

With regard to the em])ire of the Incas, no doubt the exaggeration of the current
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Fig. IIG. — Sfiuau- clmliia at L^iciiii, IJolivia, a hill-luit in the distance.

nc'couiits i.s .'1.S great as tliat wliich is known in the ease of the Aztec civilization. Tiie

hite Professor Orton, one of the most careful explorers, and a thorouu'hly conijieleiit

authority on all

that relates to eq-

uatorial America, ^=—

^

says: "I question ^-^^sggsg

the glory of the 3_^r?^ t v; JUiS-

raee tiiat met I'iz- — >ir-SiT.'\' ,
!~^-^^'--

arro. Our magui-

ticeut iilcas of tlie

lucas are ihawn

from the liistorian

<Tarcilhiso di' in «,,„

Veg:i, maile ]>artiai

liy ties of relatiiiu-

sli i |i, and from

]'i-esc(itt, who lias

foUoweil him. (_)iie

has oidv to see the

liaiidiwork of tliat

general iou in the

(^'llteiio eoHeetion

at Cuzco to he eon\ ineeil how [luerili' anil feelih' t liey were, lioth in eoueeption and

e.vecution, and of the i)0verty of theii- means. . . . Surely the empire must li.ave

heen oidy a shell to have so suddenly coliapsi'd on the ajipearanee of a imudreil

Spaniards." ^Vnd again, '• ^Vll these monuments in C'lizeo are su]i]iose<l to he later

than tlxise at Tiahuanuco, Paehae.-nnae, and Trujillo. \\'ithont douht, tlu'V are anti'-

dated l)y the monoliths south of Titie.aea ; hut aliout tlieir heing erected hy tiie r.nee

ih.-it. nu't the Sjiani;irds, I am skepticaL Tlie relies jireserved in the two largest

collections of antii|ulties in C'lizco, the ' C'enteno ' .-nid ' Montez,' are e<unparali\ ely

recent. I can readily lielieve tliey were made hv a ]ieo])le as weak as Pizarro

found; they e.vhihit a state of society in tlu' last stages of decay, "riu're is nolhin'4

nohle or intelligent in their handiw(U-k. It is incouceivahle th.it the s.ime people

reared the walls oi the temple of the sun and made these rude, paltry, ohsceiie

images, many of them ohscene enough to make Sodom and Pompeii hlusli. . . In the

entire C'euteno collection of a tliousand .mtiiiuities, only one specimen, a large (.iiitaro

or jai-, wciuld arrest the attention of an ai'tisl."

" In reviewing tlie aiu-ienl works existing in Ciizeo, one is striu-k with the paucity

and simplicity of the instruments r< iiuiiniiiL;, .'iiid, tm the other liand, with the won-

deiiul arliicvcmeuts in masonr\'. ^\ll the ediliees are without cement, and also

unrelieved hy coi'iuce, carving, column, oi:irrh. The architects seem to have Ijccn ahle

to follow straight lines oulv ; whei-e <-ui'ved lines were necessarv, as in rcpri'scutiu'^'

anini:ils, they f.ailed. Hut, h hile the few exist iii'4' hie ro'_;hphi<'s are insia'utalile, and the

([uipus is a i-iddle, these plain, solid Mcirks, ruined though they are, express the genius,

the industry, the social institutions, and the reliuion of an unknown jieoplc. They
coulil cut stones more easlh' than timhrr; luil tiny i-.mld iiol make letters. It is

ottener asked than answered, 'IIow was it jiossiMe for this |irindli\<' race to transport

the huge blocks in Sacsai-huaman ?' ^"on Tschudi lin<ls an answer in the social insti-
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tutions of the old Americans, — all tlie people assembled. But it is not possible for

:i stone weighing one hundred tons to be carried by the niaxiinuni number of men who

can get hold of it. They evidently had machinery which has not come down to us.

Another question, still harder, is, 'How could they cut granite, porphyry, and alay-

mosca without iron ?' That they were not acquainted with iron is proved, fii-st, by

the fact that no iron mine shows signs of having been workeil ; second, no iron imple-

ments have been discovered ; and third, there is no word in Quichua for iron, any

more than for horse or cow. No copper alloy I liave seen was sufficient; and if

chanij)i [an alloy of gold and copper] had been used, as many think, some ])articles

of gold would have been left on the faces of the stones. I have no theory but that of

attrition, the 'diamond cut diamond' principle."

In conclusion, we may say that the Peruvians understood the art of working all

metals excej)! iron ; and they wove cloth from cotton and the wool of the llama,

vicuna, and alpaca. Among them, descent ha<l changed from the female to the male

line. In astronomical knowledge and mathematics they were inferior to the Mexicans.

They divided the year into twelve months of varying length, and realized the necessity

of intercalating a day every fourth year. They made good pottery ; and among the

curiosities of the ceramic art are the two-necked bottles which whistle when the Huid is

poured from them. They had various musical instruments; flutes, drums, and guitar.s,

and pipes of Pan. One anatomical feature should be noticed; this is the frequent,

.ilmost universal, occurrence of an additional bone in tlie .skull. This occurs at the

junction of the occipital and parietal bones, and is like the Wormian bones occasion-

ally occurring in other races, except that it is larger and more constant in position ; it

is called the Inca bone.

The changes wrought by the .Sjianiards were immense. 'I"he story has been well

told by Prescott. 'I'hey ravaged the

countrj', killing and conquering the

inliabitants, whose number was esti-

mated at about thirty millions, or

driving them into the im]icnetrable

forests to the east. In twenty-five

years they ex]iorted to Spain over

four hundred million ducats of gold

and silver. To-<hiy, the descendants

of the ancient Peruvians regard the

whites with any but ]iK'asant feel-

ings. Thev are (if mudcrale, or even

large, size, their chests being well

developed
,

]iossibly the inherited

ri'sult of breathing the rarified atmos-

jihere existing at an elevation of ten

or twelve thousand feet for hun-

dreds of years. The limbs, however,

are weak. Lean and lank iii<li\iil-

uals arc rare, and obesity is never

seen. The hair is smooth and black,

but the beard is sjiarse. On the plateaux the Indians are little subject to disease; but

if they descend to the lower and warmer regions, they (juickly succumb to the climate.

Fk.. U;. Au.l ...lUj ikluimcil .skiiUlroniaii oUl IV nu
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It is not possible to draw :i general picture of the I'eruviuii Indians, for strong

differences appear, especially between the coast and the mountain Indians. The
fi.irnier m\\ and were, indeed, from of old, as aj>pears from the discoveries of the rich

prediistoric burial places of Ancon, a brachycephalic race, among whom the asym-

metric fronto-oceipital deformation was in vogue.

The race of men on the desert coast is geuerallj' Indian, but now somewhat mixed

with the white race. The fundamental type is not essentially dift'erent from that of

the Indians of the highlands : the complexion is yellowish, the expression of the face

half Chinese. To-ihiv tiie peojile sjieak onlv Spanish, ami have ailopted nu)re of the

modern civilization than the inhabitants of the highlands ; but, on the other hand,

they show themselves much more degenerate than the latter. With tlie exeejjtion of

.stock-raising, the people are occujjied almost exclusively with j)laiting straw hats.

Hence come the tine Panama hats. They receive the name from the fact that they

come across tlie Isthmus; but the most and the best of them are made in Equador.

Tliis industry is the only one of this tribe. Since no agriculture can be followed, all

the means of life have to l)e drawn from without. Their food is of a very simple

nature, and consists chieHy of rice, yucca, some vegetables, and green bananas, the

latter not being fit for fooil mitil they have been roasted in hot ashes. Their taste then

resend)les bread, which they commonly re]ilace. Thus, every day at noon one must

be content with rice ami roasted bananas, and .at evening with roasle<l bananas anil

rice. To this may Ije added the ' saucoelio,' a kind of st)up from the root of the man-
dioc, or yucca (a Euphorbiicious ])l:nit). This, in its green couditicjn, is jioisonous, on

aci'ount of the ])resence of ])russic acid; but ground, ]]ressed, and dried, it forms one

of the chief articles of subsistence in all South -\merica.

The houses are alike throughout all ti-opical Ecuador, and furnitui'e does not exist.

At most, a ct)whide takes the place of al)ed. It is incredible wh.at a niiseral.)le life

tlk'sc pi'ojile lead. The equitable climate renders them careless and lazy. They are

all very obliging, and friendly. E\ery house and every hut is a hotel; it is not

necessary first to in(iuire if oiu> can stay o\-er night or a few days, if something will lie

in-eparcil t(j eat, and the like. All this is understood. Xever is a stranger turned

from the doors; he always expects a friendly rece])tion. Hospitality .seems to be a

characteristic feature of all South Americans. Still, wc must not forg<'t th.-it E. (J.

Squier gives a thoroughly l).ad ri'port of hospitality in Peru, and another obsei'ver

says: If the traveler mounts into the highei- region of the Sieri'a, on .iccoinit of the

mistrustful character of the Indians, he obtains oidy with ditli<-ulty the hospitality and
the other assistance he ncM'ds. The Indians sell luithiiig ; ami their constant answer,

when they arc .asked nua'cly for a drink of water, is, Mimnii caiicln) (I ha\e n't any)
so nothing remains but to take by force what one need^.

On the wliol,', the (Juichna of the ]u-esent make a sorrowful inq)i-essi.>ii. Tiio

prouil name of the Incas, whic-h the forefatlu'rs of this ti'ibe bore, sounds like a jest.

Scarcely three humlred years \v.\\v made from a nation w hi<-h once threatened to bring

the entire north of South Aima-ica inider its dominion a, host, of cowar<lly slaves,

.stupelicd and apjiarently mlibed of every moral ]iower by the knavery which they

have had to sulfer foi- so many generations. I5y nature I'ontented and dirty, like most
southei'n Iribi's, the nati\cs tliri\c in their mountains like the trees uiuler which they
grow u|i. Our plate nIiows the (iuichua of Iluarochiri.

Their dwellings .are Miiall huts of a cir<-ulai- form, with a single low and mirrow
opening for a door. They are built of unhewn stone, and (ai-]ieted with dried grass;
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the whole family dwells therein, torjether with ilogs, hens, laiiihs, and Guinea pigs.

Their entire household equijtment consists of some earthen dishes and gourds, some

cotton or wool for the women to sjiin, and some sheepskins on which they sleep.

Many Indians do not lie down to sleep, but sit crouching with their elbows on their

knees. They never undress themselves on going to bed, and very rarely wash them-

selves, on the cold ]ilateaux. Tlie fire is situated in the middle of the hut, and fills it

with smoke. Although they raise a few hens and swine, they rarely eat flesh ; they

feel so strong an attachment for their domestic animals that they raixly kill one.

They eat moderately, if they tliemselves bear the cost ; but if another provides, they

can perform gastronomic wonders. 1'heir chief food is, in Peru, boiled or roasted

maize and potatoes; in Ecuador, it is the 'macha,' or roasted barley meal. Pumpkin
shells serve them for plates, the fingers for forks, and good teeth for knives. A
wooden or tin spoon is all they need, but one is enough for four or five persons. An
entirely indispensable dessert is made from the stimulating leaves of the coco ; they

are dried, and chewed with mussel lime like tobacco. Not all coco is equally good

;

the best is the sweet. Pleasure is completely attained by smoking a cigarette, which

wanders from hand to hand, so tliat each one draws from it a couple of puffs. Their

greatest enjoyment is in drunkenness. The favorite drink is ' chicha,' a decoction of

fermented maize, cooling, aperient, nutritive, and intoxicating if used in excess.

Characteristic of the Quichua is his indifference; fortune or misfortune, wealth

or poverty, good or bad fare, it is all the same ; if he can only fill his belly and chew

his coco, he is content. Money, honor, and even fear, have little influence on him.

" I have no hunger," can often be heard as an answer when one wishes to hire an

Indian laborer. He is careless and slow, impractical and obstinate. He generally says

little, and says nothing at all when one tries to cora]>el him. He never says no,

always yes. If one says to him, "You are a scoundrel," he rei^lies, " *SV, se/tor" (yes,

sir). The Quichua is an enemy to all change. He is the type of stability. As to-day,

so also to-morrow ; and he does only as his father and grandfather have done. Very

singular is his timidity of the whites, although when led by white men he often shows

great courage. To rouse him from his laziness is always ditiicult. Bodily jjunish-

ments have the most effect, since they occasion jiain. Soon after, however, when

the ]iart beaten no longer aches, lie too has forgotten it. IMost labor he resigns to the

care of his wife. At most, he tills a little field ; Init even here the women do the

sowing, reaping, and harvesting. What the men v.wn as day laborers, shepherds, or in

the mines, is expended mostly for chicha liquor and church festivities.

The religion of the Quichua is a mixture of Koman Catholic cert'nionies witii

thoroughly heathen views. One writer, in subst.auce, says :
' One can form no idea of

the piety which the people exhibit on all religious occasions; but, alas ! along with

this piety is found a great deal of the human element. On Easter, tiie joy which fills

the people over the risen Saviour manifests itself in an excessive use of chicha.

Everywhere there is a lack of diligence, and consequently there are neither orderly

streets nor well-tilled fields. If it be necessary to till a field, six Indians may be seen

with as m:my yokes of oxen hitched to a thing that is said to represent a jilow. One

of the Indians whistles, and the oxen go in whatever direction it pleases them; then,

when a few lines are drawn, \\ liicli approximately represeiit furrows, the seed is cast

in, and the ))lanting is done. Tiie dear Go<l must do the ri'st. He gives the sunshine

and the rain, and the children reap as nnu'h as they need for their sustenance. It is a

matter of religions glory, since they are in his liand.' Liki' all tmeducated peojile,
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thoy are in a liigh dcgrui' sii|iri-stitious, ami full of u thousand ideas in reference t<>

the dead, especially the eorjises of former times. The universal superstition is, that

if they remove tliese remains, they have to suffer pains in then- Imdy during life.

Hence the belief that many who from cupidity have dug after liiddeu treasure have

languished in a short time, lost all a]ipetitc, and in a slow declint^ yielded to death.

The Indians attrilnite this moral sickness to certain vapors which exude from the

corpses of mummies ; and in many places they call these the vapors of the dead, in

others, the air of the heathen. The idea of death, and the fear at its ajjjiroach, has

less weight among the ]'cru\ians than among other ]ic(iplc. 'J'lir death of a very

.small child is, indeed, a joyous event, because they believe it is innncdiately changed

into an angel. For the i-est, the Indi;uis know veiy little of Christianity, and the

priests complain of their iudd'i'erence to religious things. They do not ret^ard a mar-

riage as binding, if it be contracted without a celebration ; the bare union by the priest

in the jiresence of witnesses thi'y consider insufHcient, and believe that tlien they have

the right to eliaiiije the wife, as if no bond united them. .\s soon as a young Quichua

wishes to marry a maiden, and the consent of the ]iarents is obtained, the betrothed

begin to live together, as if they liad already been man-ied. Often, however, he al)an-

doiis the girl shortly afterward.

In the mamu'r of life, gi-eat dift'ei-ence jjrcxails among the highl.-nid Indians.

Some si'rve, bound by clebl, to the liaciendas, peoiuige ]ire\ailing iK're with all its tei'-

rible severity, as in ]\Ie.\ico; otiiers live free and indejiendent by themsehes, cLdti\atini;-

a little farm ; others form societies, villages, or even small towu.s, an<l, enjo\ing niore

or less the ad\antages of social and t-ivilized life, are the real workers and artisans of

the highlands. It need not surprise anybody, then, that a great diversity shcndd like-

wise be found in the ajipearance of the Indians, especially in their complexion. This

last is almost entirely white among the Indians of the third class, their faces seeming

scarcely (barker than those of Europeans tanned by the sun. IJut nnniv of those on

tlie haciendas have a light chocolate-brown complexion. If one imauanes the condition

of servitude in which these unfurl unates nnist live, if one sees how from chililhood

they ser\'e, almost naked, as shc|iherds, exposeil now to the scorching ravs oi the mid-

day sun, now to inclement weather with r.ain and hail storms in the afternoon, now to

the icy Cold of the night, then, indeed, is it p<issible to realize the extent of tran.s-

formation which they have undergone, a, transt'oruuitiou whicli has affected, not oidy

the color, liut the exjiression of tlie face, a transfornnUion which, working through

generation after generation, has served to sink these poor unfoi'tunates lower and
lower.

The free Indians differ from these virtual slaves to :i great extent, especiallv where

they lia\e remained free since the cinupu'st ; and in sonu' jjrovinces there are men and
women so white in color, so well formed, of so jilcasing and intelligent a ]ihvsioL;nom\

,

that they could scarcely be distinguished fi-om Eurojieaus, if they \\<u-e the same
clothing.

Wild Indians are not found on the high ]jlains of the Coi'dilleras, but only east (if

the great mountains, on the ti-ibularies of the Aui;i/,on. Only the .livaro and other

tribes who differ essentially in ])hysi(jue and language from the Ciuichua are ungovern-

able. On the slo|ie of the eastern Cordillera, and in the missions of the Kio Na]io,

al.so live Indians of the wide-s|.i-ead tribe (if (Juiehua, who rarelv descend into the

wanner regions. They might be designated as half-wild, for tlu'y mute in :i renun-k-

able way a few elements of civilization with the barbaritv of the wilderness. How
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came these highland Indians liLTe? The most probable sii]i])osition is that they are

descended from those brave warriors who at the time of the conquest j)referred rather

to retreat into the forests of the east than to submit to the Spaniards. At limes,

some of them come to Quito to the council. They go entirely naked, excei»t the loin-

girdle of hemp, and even these the heathens throw away. They paint the face, espe-

cially about the eyes, with red and blue stripes. Arouiul the neck they hang strings

of monkeys' teeth, snail shells, and beetles' wing-coverings.

The Quichna language is beautiful and rich, and is spoken, at the present time, by

about two million people. None of the better-formed languages of America surpasses

it in the fulness of forms, in the richness of word-formation, in sharpness of distinc-

tion, and in the capability to represent every expression of feeling or existence so

musically. It is, at the same time, a language inclined to be guttural, and has a tone

which no European aljihabet can express. This marked gutturiziug of the throats

sounds offers to the inhabitants of the coast, who are accustomed to the smooth

Spanish language, many difficulties. More difficult still for Europeans are the word

intiexions and the syntactical constructions ; for the Qulchua lacks both the relative

and the indirect mode of address, while the partici])ial terminations come into very

frequent use, and in a pecidiar way. The so-called transitions, or changes of treatment

of the verb from one person to another, and the nuxles of conjugation corresponding

to this, are comnu)n in Quichua, as in the neighboring Araucanian and Guaraniaa

languages. The peculiarity of adding a final syllable is a rich source of word-

formation. Lacking words are supjilied from the Spanish. The language is far from

dying out. Many, both of the lower and the upper classes, prefer it to Spanish.

Priests, merchants, officers, and farmei's, could not do without it.

" The Quichua language," says J. J. von Tschudi, " has an immeasurably rich litera-

ture, which for us, however, will always remain covered with an impenetrable mantle.

On strings made of bright-colored llama wool or the hemp of the American agave,

tlie so-called 'quipu' (knots) [already referred to], are tied theanmdsof Peruvian his-

tory. They can be found by hundreds in the burial places of the ancient Peruvians.

The majority are destroyed in their continuity by the salty ingredients of the ocean

sand that covers them ; but many have been co\ered so carefully by the dry earth,

which is never soaked by the rain, that the centuries which have jiassed over them have

not even been able to bleach the l)rigiit colors that are so very important for an under-

standing of them." Tsehuili is certain that the key of this writing is at hand, yet

only among a very small number of Indians, who conceal it as the ))ure Indian

llational possession. Since not only the hieroglyphics of the ^Mexicans, but also the

quipus of the Peruvians, form relatively only a very limitt'd visible re])resentation of

thought (and therefore a connected speech or a poem cannot be ]>reserved by tlu'ui),

the (^)nq)ositions of these peo|)le must be ]U'eserve<l by oral tradition. It is llieretore

easily con)pi"ehensible tlial during a great confusion of .ill state and social relations,

such as Mexico .and Peru actually passed througii at the htmds of the Spaniards, all

would be forgotten. In Mexico this was the case to a far greater degree than in

Peru. We possess of tlie poems of the old .Mexicans only a very insigniticaut number

of verses. In Peru, on the contr.irv, there still live in the mouths of the jieojile songs

which were com])osed at the height of the hu'a enqiiri'. IJesides these songs, a drama

has been transmitted to us, \\ iiicli was acted frequently under llu' last Incis, and even

after the Spanish conquest, before tlie unhappy Inca, Tupac Amaru, toward the end of

the si.vteenth century. This is a work of considerable merit, the interest being purely
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hunian and personal, and tlic motive |H.\ver Ijeiiig love. The following (juotation from

it is an unint'trieal translatinii from Coyllur's Dirge: —
Ves, llie suifs gulden sliiiimun'

And tlie moon's glittering light,

Both in their brilliance lovely,

Shine purely on her biow ;

And her name includes wholly

Within itself one of the two laminaiies.

Soft as silk her lUuk hair,

Sliinnnering, clings to her limbs,

And in a light glory How

Down the two black plaits.

•' Lovely as the rainbows

Are the sweetly-arched brows.

Her eyes, pure and nuld.

Are the sun's double ;

But tly anil hiile yourself,

The lashes lift their mantle.

For from this charming night

Winks upon you death and destruction.

And from these graces that which

Makes the heart sick, threatens yon."

The songs whicli still live on tlie people's lipis, often very graceful, hnt mostly of

erotic nature, are rich in similes taken from Nature, and mostly very touching, indeed

sometimes passionate, as, e. //., the following strophe: —
" Thy proud head subtluing.

Would that I might strangle myself in thy hair
;

And thus (lying in thy hair.

Bury myself in thy heart."

As we ha\-e said, nnisic existed among the old I'eruvians; ami to-day tlieir

descendants elicit from the (plena, a thite of ])rimitive structure, mehMlies, mostly in

minor and without rhythm, which move the Indians even to tears. 'I'hese 'yarivi,'

as the old national airs of the Peruvians are called, are [lerfonned, for the most part,

liv the Indians on the (plena without any ;iccompanimciit, and are, in fact, of impre.s-

si\(' action.

'I'hc nearest neighbors of the (Juichua are the Ayniara, who occiipv the whole higli-

land lietweeu the coast Cordillera on the west, .and the Andes on the east, as far

south .as Oruro, and to the Lake of Titicaca on the north. They are regarded as

civilized Indians; .and form, in union with the (iuiclnia, whom they generally resemble,

the so-called " Inca [iidiaiis." 'l"he older Spaniards called the Ayinara more properly

C'olla Indi.ans, because they inhabit the Coll.a suyo.

Tlie -Vymara paid tribute to the liicas, but were not incorporated iii the canpire
;

they did not adopt the language of the (ijuichua, rcauained isolated, bore their yoke

only unwillingly, but were beaten every time tlie\- revolt('(l against the Peruvians.

Under tlu^ Spaniards their f.ate was very pitiable, for never were negro slaves treated

more tyrauuically. In eoiise(|ueuce their nuinber has decreased ; at every step (Uie linds

an aliandoued village. After the e\|)ulsioii of the .Spaniards, the internal feuds in

Peru and IJolivia contiiiue(l. The gre.at niaj(U-ity of the pure Indians did not partici-

pate ill these, but remained on one side as sjn'clators. Tlieir number increased ag.ain ;

VOL. VI. — 15
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gradually they became conscious of their power and took uj> the struggle of the races.

The Ayinara cherish a iierce deep hate toward their white opjiressors. The
Bolivian constitution is professedly free, still they are scarcely better than bond-ser-

vants ; they pay a yearly tax of from four to ten Bolivian dollars jier family. At the

head of the commune stands an Indian as ' alcade.' A communistic society has Ijeen

independently organized by them ; and they distribute the land among themselves

according to their need. In Peru the tribute of the Indians has been increased, and

they are obliged to labor on bridges, roads, and streets without remuneration.

The entire number of the Aymara may be three quarters of a million, five hundred

thousand in Bolivia, the remainder in Peru. This estimate, however, is possibly too

high. The Aymara has a powerful physique, with broad shoulders and an abnormally

large chest which enables him to breathe the rarified air of his mountain home. AVhen

he descends below an elevation of eight thousand feet he does not feel comfortable ; in

the plains he quickly dies. The disproportionate size of body in comparison with

the legs and thighs is striking. The face is round and flat, but its ]n-ofile is good, the

nose mostly hooked, the mouth not excessively large, the eyes black or deep brown,

and set a very little obliquely toward the middle. The hair grows far down over the

forehead and in both sexes is full and luxuriant, l)lack or deep black-brown, and never

grows gray or white. The men are beardless and in general hairless on the whole

body. The skin is brown, but changes accoi'ding to locality and occupation ; in new-

born children it is reddish and not much darker than on a white child, but becomes

very dark and assumes a l)rown tinge, which does not hinder blushing, as is sometimes

asserted. His expression is melancholy, but resolute ; his character moi-e headstrong

than that of the Quichua; like him, however, he continues to hold fast, for the most

part, to the old views and customs; his religion, therefore, is a confused mixture of old

heathen beliefs and Catholic ceremonies. The Aymara seems somewhat stiqiid. This,

however, he is not; often he ap])ears intentionally dull. He is always earnest, silent,

reflective, mistrustful, suspicious, and stiff-necked in a high degree. Many imi)ute to

him falsen.ess and maliciousness. He is by nature very lazy and dirty. A crust of dirt

forms on his body, which lends a still darker cast to his deep brown coloring. Tiie

chief article of clothing is the poncho. In the highland the Aymara wears a felt hat

Avith a broad brim, and under this frequently an embroidered woolen cap, which some-

times covers the whole face and has openings for eyes, nose, and mouth. A coarse

shirt of unbleached llama or sheep wool, knee breeches of similar material, and sandals

of the skin of the llama, complete the toilette. The women go bareheaded at home and

let their hair liang down in two braids; they wear a woolen or cotton shirt; over this,

from the waist down, a woolen garment, and over the shoulders a thick piece of cloth

fastened on the forehead with the '])ichi,' a sjjoon-shaped silver ornament. Outside

the house, while they always go barefooted, they wear a peculiarly formed black

or dark blue hat fastened witli a red scarf. A bed is unknown. The Aymara sleeps

on a baidv of eiu'th, and )>uries himself in a few skins and in a 'scanien,' a very thick

poncho of llama wool.

The Aymara are regarded as the oldest semi-civilized ]ieople in Soutli America, and

the ruins on Lake Titicaca are attributed to them, while those at Pachacamac are

known to liave been constructed by them. Their language still exists. It ri'sembles

closely the Quiclma, but is niiuli harsher; it agrees with it in many words and in many

points of grammatical construction, but the Aymara stands cm a lower stage i)f develop-

ment. Of it several dialects exist.
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In the Andean region we meet a series of tribes which are in no Avay connected

with tlie Inc-a Indians, or apparently with one another. These are the Barbaeoa and

Iscuandi in tlie northwest, and tlie Quilhicinga in the southeast of the Oohiinbiau state

of Pasto ; the Puruaye south of Cliiniborazo; the Huancas and Yaiiyo near Lima; tlie

Atacanias, who inhabit the coast between ^Vrica and Atacania, while to the south of

these last are Chango, Llipi and other tribes. There is no accurate boundary line

wliich separates these and a number of smaller tribes from those here groupe<l under

the common name Antesians.

^ Vfl*,>S,Vs-^W>, *,VS^'v ^^^vv^^v^v^..- v-^'-^*N^^.-.X-^V?.-v^'*^^^**'*i;>*.-^<v

The term Andesians, or Antesians, is used with geographical rather than ethnologi-

cal liuuts, and embraces a luimber of tribes. First (.)f these are the Cofan in P](|uad(jr,

east of Cliimborazo. They fought valiantly against the Spaniards, and in times past

killed nuany of the missionaries sent among them. Now they are greatly recluced and

have become more gentle. The Iluamboya are their near neighlxirs. The Jivara,

west of the river Pastaca, arc a warlike tribe, who, jiossibly thmugli a mixture of Sjian-

ish blood, have a European cast of countenance and a beard. The half Christian Napo
or CJuijo and their jieaceful neighbors, the Zaporo, live on the Rio Napo. The Yamco,
living on the lower Chainbiva and crossing the JIarauon, wandering as far as Saryacti,

have a clearer complexion. The I'acamora and the Yuguarzongo live on the JVIaranon

where it leaves its northerly course and bends toward the east. The Coclii(iuima live

on the lower Yavari ; the Mayoruna, or Barbudo, on the middle Ueayali Ix'side the

Cam]io and Cochil.)o, the most

terrible <.if South American

Indians ; they dwell in the

woods lietueen the Tapiehe

and the .Alarannu, and, like tin-

Jivaro, have a beard. The
Pano, who formerly dwelt in

the territory of Lalaguna, but

who now live in villages on

the up])er Ueayali, are Chris-

tians, and form about half the

]wpulati(in of their district.

Their langu.'ige is the principal

one on the I'i vei-, and it is shared

by seven other tribes called

collectively by tlie missionaries

Manioto or^Iayno. They live

exclusively on the banks of the

river in tixed villages, and some
of them have an anthropopha-

gous reputation.

Within the wctods on the

right bank live the jVmahuaca
and Sliaeaya. On the north they join the iienio, a powerful tribe who are <listingiiisheil

from all the others by the custom of tattooing. Outside this Pano liiiguistii' gmup
stand the Camjia, Cami)o, or Antis on the east slope of the Peruvian Cordillera at the

source of the Rio Bcni and its ti'ibutaries. The Clionta(piiros, or Piru, now occupy

Fig. 118.—Alayoruiia ludian.
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almost entirely the bank of the Ueayali l)el()w the I'achilia. The Mojos or Moxo
live in the Bolivian j)rovince of Moxos with the small tviljes of the Baure, Itoiiama,

Pacagxiara. A number of smaller tribes belonging to the Antesian grouj) need not bo

enmnerated.

The late Professor James Orton deseribed the Indian tribes of the territory between

Quito and the river Amazon. The Napo approach the type of the Quichua. They

live under local authorities, who, thangh recognized in Quito, are, however, ruled by

the ]]riests. The natives live as Christians in monogamy, and marriage is usually con-

tracted at sixteen or seventeen. As food they chiefly use the roots of the yucca,

which are sometimes roasted, sometimes ground into meal, sometimes in the form of

chicha. Monkeys, manatees, and peccaries afford flesh. The clothing consists, for tlie

men, of a cloth for the loins, for the women of a sho]-t cloak ; on festive days, however,

ti'owsers and ponchos are added. The burden of the daily toil falls on the women, the

men hunt a little, and rest a long while hi their hammocks. If the women grow tired

of their husbands they give them a decoction of Datura scair/iii/iea. If the one

poisoned succumbs, the wife hastens to another marriage. Tlie blow gun, by which

they shoot darts poisoned with curare, is the favorite weajHin of the Najio, wliose chief

virtue, howevei-, is not courage. This is also true of the Zajiaro, whose faces resemble

those of the Chinese. Their language is very simple, but rich in nasal and guttural

sounds. They have numerals uji to three, then they count on their fingers, but with

ten tlu'ir knowledge of numbers is at an end.

Among all the Indians of the Provincia del Orieute, the tribe of Jivaro is one of the

largest. These people are divided into a great nund)er of sub-trilies. All of these

speak the clear, musical Jivaro language. They are muscular, active men. Many
have a tolerably white coiujilexion, ;u)d, as already mentioned, something of a beard.

The Jivaro cany shields and lances with three-cornered poisoned points. In war the

victors cut off the heads of the conquered and subject them then to a peculiar ]>roccss

of taxidermy- They boil the head, then <lraw the skin from it, and let it dry in the

smoke. Of the skins they make masks. As soon as the skin is prepared, the people

are called together to a great triumi)hal festival, which must be celebrated before nine

days have passed since the last battle. Then, with the aid of the medicine man or

'capito,' the trophy ('chai)cho') is elevated to the rank of an idol or talisman, which,

when it no longer excites awe, is thrown away. All of the van(|uished are not treated

in this way ; only the bravest are worthy of so great an honor. >s^ot only are their

heads thus pre]iared, but their hearts and brains are eaten. This is a universal itractice

with many tribes. The Morona are cannibals in the full sense of the word. Among
the Gualaquira Jivaro one of the greatest festivities accompanies the breaking-in of a

three or four year old child in the art of smoking. The whole family :issemble; the

head of the same makes a speech and ]>raises the virtues and deeds of the chihrs lore-

fathers, while he gives expression to the hope thai the youth m:iy emulate them.

Upon this, the lighted ])ipe is handed to the child, w ho takes his lirst whiff, and from

this time on he becomes a sniokei-. .\11 ])rosent |»ass the pipe round in a circle and

then hold a chicha carousal. Peculiar also is the custom of the Jixaro living on the

Pintuc, of vomiting by artificial nu'ans almost vyrry morning. For this they use a

feather, with which they tickle the palate. In this they proceed on the view that the

food which remains in the stomach over night and is not digested must be harmful, and

must be removed. The Jivaro interchanges wives, and one finds among them also the

world-wide custom that when a woman has given birth the husband takes to his bed,
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and has liiiusrlf tVd (Hi li<l-l)its. I'liis (.•iistdiu is kiKiwn iinilor tho name of

't-ouvailc'

The Cain]»), still very littK' i^iiouii, is [K-rhaps the hiruc'st Iiuliaii triln^ in I'astri-n

Peru, and, ac'c-ordiiiL;' tn scmic, is related tci the Inea race, or al least with their succes-

sors. Tliev are said to lie caiiuihals, though James Ortoii does iiotthiuk this possible.

In former cent lilies they had a wiiler ilistriliuliou than now. The ten or twelve tril.)cs

of this people lived in friendly intercourse with one another, and the eastern slo[ie of

tlie Andes formed their western boundary. At tin' present, nine of these tribes are e.\-

tinet, or are reduced to n simple tribe banded touether for <h'fensi\ e and offensiN'o ]iui--

Jioses. The once \vv\ warlike Cainpo are now ih-nenerated, and are no lonu'er so l)ra\<'

and cruel as their forefathers. The C'anipo ;ire of mediuin stature; .'i few, imleed,

are oven lall. The C'anipo has prominent I'lieek-b.mes : the nose is Homan, but is

sliu'litly turned up and is furiiisheil with a thick septum. The eves are not well ojienetl

and somewhat slanting. The females ha\e while leclli ; in tlie men, on the contrary,

the teeth are dark, because they constantly chew the b.ark (jf a species of Bin'uouia.

The men have little or no beard. The hair is black, the color of the face ruddy or olive

colored; in the children, however, almost white. The Ioiil;' hair hangs down and is

brushed away in front, so I hat the I'ves .are not cox ered, but when a relative dies it is

cut off. Silver is attached as an ornameiil lo the nose. IJesides this they have neck-

laces of beads, the seeds of different plants, and biilliant bir(l-skins, etc., as tassels.

The Ctimpo clothe lhenisi-]\cs in a white, sack-like, cotton garineiit, whieh is W(n'n b\-

tlie women and sometiuu's iias stripes of ;i rc(l(lish color. It reaches down to the

ankles. Wherever they go, they ttike ;i Large cotton s.ack, which contains till their

woildly treasures. In this sack are a comb of the thorns of the choiita palms, a ]iiece

of cucii, a mirror, some thread, wax. a pair of tw('e/,ers for jmlling out the hair, a snuff

box made of the shell of a large sn.ail and stop]>ed with a plug of cotliiii, knives, a pair

of scissors, iron fish-hooks, .and other iron imjilemeiits, and alwtiys a box of anatto, witli

wliich from time to time theysme.ar the faces, so th.at the natur.al color is seldom seen.

Their dwellings ari' sin.all .and peculiar, oiilv a bare straw roof, fourteen or sixteen

feet in lengtli and ten in breadth, resting on poles dii\-eii in'o the ground. Under
this is the sleeping apartment, a conical hut of p.ilm leaves, lookini;- like a hen-coop.

The tilthiness inside is soincthing leri'ible, .and the smell, for whites, uncndur.able : for

mcai. dogs, hens, monkeys, and jieccai'ies, .all dwell In re together. The tire is some-

times in the middle, sometimes on the side. In this limited sp.ace they sleep, fi\a' or

si.\ together, oiU' o\'ei' the other, in order to protect tlnaiiseh'es, as they sa\-, from the

bites of bats. ^Vlual the nights ;ire clear, they h'ave their Imts and slee]) in the opien

air beside a tin-, stretching tlienisel\-es on the ground, and wra|i|iing their feet in tlieir

sticks. "As often as I came to :i hill," says It.aimondy, " the Campo husband gave

liis wife a. sign, tiiiil she broiiuht jiineapijiles or cookeil ym-ca for the gmst." 'I'luar

chief food is boiled or roasted yucca, together with lisli .and products of the chase,

such as fajacii ami inonki'ys of dilYereiil sorts. Their l.ingu.age is >mootli, has niiiner-

ous \-owels, and netiiiy all words end in i. ii, or o. Their method of speaking is soft,

olliii in a singing tone. Tlna-c are t imes, how e\ cr, w In n this mode of speaking is

entirely diffia-eni ; it is llnai a re.al falsi-l to, especially when tlieyha\c not seen one

another l(U' .a long time. Tlic^ir weap<ins are slinks, bo\ss, ami .arrow s. 'I'hev poison

the brooks tiiul inlets \\ itli ^Ii ni^jii riHiiin ciiciihui^ in ordca' to catch the lish easih'.

Of social union there is no tr.icc amoiiL;' them ; .a chief is oiilv chosiai in «ar times.

The girls are maiaatigeablc at the twelfth ye.ir. The childixai grow up without
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supervision, but learn in the fifth year to swim and to slioot tlie arrow. The Campo
<;an count to five (according to Raimoiidy, only to four). If they wish to exjiress a

larger number, they i-esort to their hand.-*, feet, and jiieces of stone. Polygamy is very

rare, and is limited ahnost entirely to the chiefs. Concerning religion, neither idols

nor religious ceremonies are seen among them. The medicine men attribute to them-

selves, however, supernatural powers, and ]ioint out the limitation of others. They
don't trouble themselves much about their dead; a stone is bound to the corpse, and

it is then cast into the river. Then the hut of the deceased is torn down, his bows,

arrows, and crockery are broken into pieces, the ashes of the hearth are scattered to

all the winds ; in short, everything is destroyed, and tlie whole place is regarded as

unclean. The year is divided according to the months, the seasons according to the

l)lossoming of the trees. The Campo are hospitable among themselves, but have no

"

(lances and festivals ; the songs sound monotonous and dreary ; their only musical

instruments are the Hate and the drum.

The nearest neighbors of the Campo are the Chontakiro, or Clioutacpiiro, or Chon-

(piiro, called also Piru, who, according to Paul 3Iarcoy, are said to be of the same

origin with the Camjio ; but the language is wholly different. The old missionaries

knew the warlike spirit and wildness of the Cliontacpiiro. To-day, they are arch

thieves, wonderful and unaccountable, stubborn, knowing no trade. They are noisy,

garrulous, a comi)lete opposite to the mild and melancholy Anti, and to the silent,

reserved Quichua of the mountains. The Chontaquiro is stronger, more compact, and

much nimbler. He has a short neck, broad shoulders, and strongly develo]ied muscles.

These Indians are adroit sailors. Their dwellings lie not far from the bank of the

river, visible to every eye; for the Chontaquiro h-.n- no otlur tribe. Their great

roomy huts are entirely open to the east and west ; to the north and south the roof

inclines to something over a man's height ; the whole rests on posts, and is uncommonly

airy. For a roof, palm leaves are used. Usually, near the house, a piece of land is

jilanted with bananas, sugar cane, cotton, tobacco, and yucca. On the cross beams

within the hut hang large and small baskets of corn, peanuts, and meat, mostly of the

peccary, dried in the smoke. To these are added all sorts of things made by the

women, curtains, sacks, capucas, which are fastened to the cloaks for a protection

against the sun's rays, raw cotton, S])un yarn, bows, arrows, oars, slings, ami the like.

Tlie women clothe themselves onlj' with a striped cotton garment, which they weave

themselves. This reaches from the hips about half-way down the upjier leg. Their

ornaments are chiefly beads. The hair is coarse, stiff, and Mack, with a yellowish

cast, and is cut off in a straight line above the eyes ; the skin is thick and coarse.

The face is round, the bi-ow narrow and low, the cheek-bones prominent, the eyes

small, oblii|ue, and narrow; the whites have a yi'llowish cast, and I'lX'ipicntly the eye-

lashes and brows are ])ulled out. The nose is either very flat or iniusually arched, tlie

mouth large; the lips ar(^ thick, the teeth short and l)rilliantly white. The color of

the face is like sepia mixed with yellow ochre. The checks and circles under tlie

eyes are often )iainted black, as are the hands and the feet as far as the ankles. Tlie

men mix with genijia, also, rucu, and smear themselves with this black-brown. The

Chontaquiro arc far more skilful than the Campo. They live separately, seldom more

than three families near together. P'ormerly there were villages of from six to fcven

huts, but these have long since jiassed away. There are chiefs only in war. Poly-

gamy is allowed, but is the exre]ition ; more than four wives are rare. The elder

wives are overseers of the younger; l)ut they have to ])erform the most difticult work,
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\vliik' the latter only sj)iii and weave. The religious views are crude. Many have

heen converted to Cliristianity, and show themselves friendly to the missions; but

they still remain the same old swindlers.

Among the Pano jieojile are the wild Coniljo ; they are the most interesting, but

are ]-)assing into extinction. The Conibo lias a nearly circular face, with good-natured,

almost naive jihysidgiiomy ; the white of tlie iibli([uely set eyes is yellnwisli, the ])uj)ils

tobacco-brown, the nose short and broad at the end, the lips are thick, the teeth are

yellow, but well set, the gums are colored bl.-ick with Peptronia tinrtovlorJus. The
complexion is very il;irk, l)ut <.>f a mixed and indeterminate coloi'. Tln' hair is black,

coarse, and thick, almost no lieard. U"he women ai'e small ; they go ahnost entirely

naked, and have only a narrow ajircm of brown cloth about the hijis. The men wear

a lirown sack (tari) of cotton cloth, painted with all sorts of figures. Both sexes

jiaint themselves, the face red, other ]iarts of the body black. The men are more fond

of di-ess than the women ; for hours at a time they sit ]ilucking the hair out, iir piaiut-

ing themselves. The women wear neck bauds, and susjiend from them a piece of silver,

a co])per coin, or a tinger-joint of a monkey. Tlie women sow, ]ilaut, harvest, carry

wood and water, prepare food and drink, weave, colh.ct wax .and honey, and mould
and burn the ]iottei-y. As weapons, arrows, bows, wooden clubs, and the blow-gun,

are used. The Conibo is a tortoise-eater; and the tort(_iise ]ilays a chief role in his

wiiole life and being. In regard to the means of life, he never thinks lieyond to-day,

and goes out to hunt only when hunger compels him. In the mi<lst of the nuist boun-

tiful nature, lie has often scarcely the necessaries of life; liut even then he is hosjii-

table. lie is fond of vermin ; even nios(juitoes which have tilled themselves with

blood are for him .a tid-bit. \ few Couilio have .acipiired in the missions a taint

conce]ition of agriculture, and have little f.arms in the woods. Their agricultural

imiili'ment consists of .a slioulder-blade of a manatee, fastened to a handle. At mar-

riage no especial festi\itii's take place. Fornu'rly the children's heads were pressed

flat, but for about a century this has not been done. When the girls come to maturity,

there is a celebration. The Conilw have foinied f(n- themselves an idea of a highest

being, who has created heaven and eai'th, and wlio is called sometimes "pa])a," father,

and sometimes "huchi," grandfather. This spirit has a human foian, and tills the

imivers(>, remains invisible, and guides everything from the stars down. They accord

him no worship, and remember him only in earth<|U.akes : then the Conibo run out of

theii- huts, dance, leaji, and pray that they may li\c. The e\ il spirit. ' Yunim.a,' lives

in the dejiths of the earth. From him comes every misfortune, and lie is so greatly

feared th.at only unwillingly is mention made of him. The magicians, who arc also

pliysicians, stand on good terms witli him. 'J'hey Ikhc ri'medies for the biles of

snakes, the stings of insects; they have annilets and love potions, the latter made from

the flesh and eyes of the inia, or Amazon dolp.hin. These devil-doctors are consulted

on all weighty occasions; often, however, they are seveix'ly beaten, as when tiiey lia\-o

promised recovery and the sick ]ierson dies. 'I'he Couil)o goes to a heaven in which
things take place in a warliki' manner. 'J'lie cor]ise is wra]i])ed in a 'tari,' bow and
arrow .are placed in the right hand, the face is ].ainted willi red and black, and fur-

nished with a drinking \-essel. Then the body is enveloped in a manatee ski?i, and
now looks like a carrotte of tobacco; the wonuai dance and sing, and at sundown the

body is laid in an earthen vessel and liuried. The Conil)o have lost some of their

wildness, but h.ave not attained to civilization. Orton calls them an agricultural

]ieo]ile.
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In the region above tlie falls of the 3Iatleiia live the Moxo or Mojos in fifteen reii-

ulavly laid-out villages, founded by the Jesuits as missions. The number of the Moxo
is coinimted by Keller-Leuzinger at about 3(1,000. They are genuine, unniixeil Indians,

well-built, ]>owerful i)er&ons, but they have eonie to a condition of degradation and ])ov-

erty. Under the Jesuits (among all missionaries the only ones who show an ethnologi-

cal understan<ling) the ]Moxo enjoyed a better condition ; after the exjmlsion of the fathers

by the Bolivians, they were misused, and now they live in a terribly destitute condition.

Their tine herds have been killed of? merely for the |ielts. Thirty years ago some of

them were car.nibals; they liave an exclusive and unfriendly nature.

Similar is the history of the now lialf-savage Chiquito, wlio wander about the wide

provinces of Bolivia tliat are named after them. They were intelligent and indepen-

dent, brave and warlike; occupied the hills and table-lands ; followed agi-iculture and

manufacture. They lived in a family way, were converted to Christianity, and were

even in a better condition than the Spaniards themselves. All this was brought about

within fifty years by the Jesuits. The Jesuits were driven out, the Indians began to

sink, and in thirty-four years two thirds of the Indians had disappeared, and now they

number scarcely 25,000 souls.

The land of Chili from 30° south latitude was and is still in part occupied by several

tribes who speak the same language. They form the fourth and most southern group

of the Andes jjcople and are called Araucaniaus. Like almost all American tribal names,

tlie term Araucaniaus is indefinite; sometimes it is restricted to a single band, and

sometimes extended so as to embrace a group of tribes. Some regard them as a seji.a-

rate family, calling them Chilians, while others, whom we follow, regard them as the

southern members of the Andes grouji, and still others class them with the Pampas

In<lians. The name ^\raueanian is an im])roper one, introduced by tlie S])aniards, but

it is so firmly fixed that it cannot be changed. The native names are Muluche (war-

riors) and Alajnu'he (natives.) Originally they extended from Cocjiiimbo to the

Chonos Archipelago and from ocean to ocean, and even now they extend, though not

very far, to the east of the Cordilleras. They are divided into four (or, if we include

the Picunche, five) tribes, the names of which all end in 'tciie' or 'die,' the word for

man. Other minor divisions exist.

The entire number of the Araucaniaus is comiuited at about 30,000 souls, but it is

decreasing by sickness as well as by vice. Tliey are owners of their land and have

cattle in abundance, pay no taxes, and even their labor in the construction of liighways

is oiilv light. They are warlike, brave, and still enjoy some of the blessings of the

Inea civilization ; only the real, western Araucaniaus in Chili have attained to a seden-

tary life; for a long time these have been an agricultural jieople. Long before the

arrival of the Spaniards the government of the Araucaniaus offered a striking resem-

blance to the military aristocracy of the old world. All the rest that has been written

of their high stage of culture has proved to be an empty picture of fancy. They

followed agriculture, built fixed houses, and made at lea.st an attcmjit at a form of

government, but they still remain, as a whole, cruel, ]iliinderiug savages.

The western Araucaniaus are rather small, with brown skin, coarse features,

small eyes, bi-o.ad and flat nose, pi-ominent cheek-bones, thick lips, low forehead, and

very small skull. A bath would imjirove any one of them. The ordinary Araucaniau

wraps himself u]) to the knees in a 'calamaco' or ' chiripa.' a brown striped cloth which

he makes from the W'ool of his herds, and which envelops him like the swaddling
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clothes of nil infant ; tlu' t^houlders nre co\erc-(l with a brilliantly colored cloth jioncho,

the feet ari' naked oi- covered with sheepskin shoes, and, naked or shod, fnrnished with

enornKins simrs, which, if it can 1k' afforded, nmst he of silver and of certain tashion-

able ])atterns.

The head is wrajipcd with a rope-like hand, the hody jiainteil i-ed or hltie, arid

the hair tlntters in tli<' wind when the Araiicauian uallops o\ er the plains on his

horse. 'Idic coslunics of the chiefs are of the most manifold sort. IJeil and Iilne

paint also ajijiears on Ihc face. I-'reipicnt-

Iv streaks are seen from the month or

Host' to tin' temjiles; often the forehead,

le circle of the eyes, the eyehrows, and

le check-hones show an arfiitrary nii.x-

ire of .all the different colors which they

se. Manv pluck out the eyehrows in

ich a maniiei- that only a very fiiu' even

ne remains: they also jndl out their

ttlc ti'i'owth of lieanl : a few, however,

,1 ir a thin monsl.achc, which, thin .and

strau^linu', is colu!-i'd aci'iU'ilin^ to

the comple.xion; this is the indica-

^\ ti(Ui of a ci'oss of races. Tlie

\ (uaiament of the women consists

. y cliiefly of heads of all colors, and

cojijicr ihinihlcs. The most co-

(pu'ttish have the iiead covereil

\\\i\\ a wel) of various coloreil

V)eads, which is dixided .at the

nape into two jiarts. The fin^-er

joints and the feet .aliove the ankles .ai-c also (U'namented with lie.ad Ijands, the nails

are ]iainte<l red, and even tlie very ]ii-oniiiu'nt cheek-hones .are covered with the same

color. Their chief .article of clot hi u'.;- is, as anion u' the nuat. the c.alamaco or the chiri]ia.

'J'he men are expert horsemen; from youth n]i they are accustomed to the saddle.

The different tribes, even the different f.amilies, live in constant hostilitit's. In the

f.amiU' thehusbaiiil is lord and masti'r. A\'ith the exceptimi of eatinu', sleepinu', and rid-

ing, he does little. All bun lei is, from ]ilowiiiu' and cookiiiir to saddling; and unsaddliui;'

the horses, fall upon the women. Tolygamy jirev.ails. IMarriages are not indissoluble;

a husliand ma\' send his wife b.ack tcj hia- father aL;aiii. A wi<low is jier own mistress.

The dwelliii!j,'s .are ri'_ilit-aiiL;led c:nie Inuisc'S, aliont thirty feet huiL;' by fifteen feet

broad, and covered with sti-.iw. A hole in the roof and the little docir form the only

openings. As nourishment, meat is cliiefh used, boile(l or roasted, .ami is seas<iiied w itli

rcil pe])per to sui-li a deuree that it .assumes the color of that condiment. »\s drink,

they prefer ' mudoi ' a dist illed liipior of .a |ile;isiiiL;' taste. whi<-li is |ire|iareil like chicha.

The .\i-aiicaiiiaiis lo\c tobacco, and inhale the smoke until the\ become drunk and fall

down in con\ nlsions. Tlic\' lia\c ph\ sici:nis, •niacins,' who practise with einetics,

blist(a's, and sndorilics, and are good surgeons. The social ple:isiires are ball-playing,

and roundelays on their favorite instrument, the Jew's-harp. 'I'lie Araucanians live in

tribes in dilTereiit districts under hereditary chiefs, with patriarchial ]iower, callecl,

'ajionlmeiie ' (liy the C'hilians ' ea(,ncas'). They are independent of one another; the

i'u\. 1111. — Aiauo.lTiiaii chief.
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chiefs of the different districts elioosc ngain, however, a superior for the wliole jjrovince,

who bear the naiiie 'toci.' The toci together form the peace council at whose head

stands the great toci who looks out for the common good and convokes the assemblies

of the chiefs. In time of war, the war council go to the place of meeting and a new toci

is chosen, who has unlimited power. Keal laws the Araucanians have not, but old

usa<ies and traditions are regarded among them as sacred. Blood is avenged with

blood, and thieves must restore stolen jn-operty or pay the penalty. The Araucanians

have no priests, no temj>les, uo idols ; they believe in a good and an evil being. The
first is the 'great toci' of the world, under whom are lesser spirits for separate things,

as the war god, the beneficent god, etc. Guecubu is the evil god. The gods receive no

tribute from men. Still human sacrifice sometuncs appears, for which jirisoners of war
are used. The soul is immortal and goes after death into the land beyond the ..Vndes.

The Araucanians, east of the Andes, offer some variations from the above descrijj-

tion. The Picunches, who stand lowest of all, have a darker tint, live in the passes of

the Cordillera, plunder all travelers, and arc governed by jietty chiefs. Very note-

worthy is the obedience, especially of the Chenna, otherwise known as Alauzaneros, to

their capicas. His word is law, his jjower is absolute ; at his slightest motion the most

distant of his subjects leaves his home, wife, and child, arms and mounts himself, and

jjlaees himself at his chiefs command. These half-civilized Araucanians are also supe-

rior in every respect, save bodily strength, to their southern neighbors ; and their fixed

abodes in the midst of a fruitful territory gives them great advantages over the nomadic

Patagouiaus. They cultivate nut trees ; and, besides making cider of unusual strength,

brew an intoxicating drink called 'pulco.' Their language is softer and more

melodious and has a richer vocabulary than the neighboring Tehueltic on the south
;

a good observer, Mr. Clusters, thinks it closely related to the Pampas tongue. Their

clothing is generally neat and clean, and the moraing bath is never forgotten.

Clusters could discover nothing of their religious usages : still lie is convinced that they

worship the sun, but no trace of idols is to be found. Their ceremonies on festive oc-

casions, as births and the like, are nearly the same as those of the Tehuelts. They
never begin a meal without first casting a piece of bread or me.at on the ground and

murmuring a few magic words, to jn-opitiate Gaulichu, for, upon the whole, they arc

more superstitious than the other Indians. They have some knowledge of precious

stones, to which they seem to attach wonderful jjowers. The bridegroom does not ask

the consent of his bride, but sim])ly takes the girl after having paid the parents the price

demanded. Polygamy is allowed. The most important of these eastern Araucanians

are the Ranqucles, formerly numbering about 8,UO0 to 10,000 souls ; at present, how-

ever, they are very much reduced in consequence of the great expedition of the Argen-

tines in 1S70 against these Indians, by which all the men and even the old women were

killed, and, the girls, boys, and youth were brought to lifelong slavery. Since the

Ranqueles are nomads they have no fixed abodes, but live in tents. In every tent lives one

family which in consequence of jiolygamy seldom numbers less than ten and frequently

even twenty i)ei'sons. The j>risoners which they maki' in their plundering exjieditions

.against the white people form an element in the jiojnilation. They ]>erform most of

the work, and conse(]uently the native women are, upon the whole, well used. Their

clothing is very i>rimitive; in summer they go mostly naked, with the excejition of a

strij> of cloth about the loins ; in winter their garment is similar to that of their western

brethren. Like these, they love a complex ceremonial, and receive guests with the

strictest etiquette, which gives the .stranger no little fatigue.
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TiiK C'akibs axi) Tiii;iii Ni;igiii!Oi:s.

Wu now turn ti> tliosr trilns livini;' in the mirtli anil east of Soiuli America.

Some of these are noma.ls, wamlerinii aliout in the forest, some live in tixeil villages,

some differ remarkahly from otliers in languaLie ami customs; Init for the greater

jiart they may he arranged in gronjis wliich mnst ha^-e had a commimity of descent.

Others [iresent ethnological jircjhlems of no little ilifficulty.

The trilies which arefirstmet by the stranger landing on the northern coast aretlie

Carilis and their relatives, «ho occujiy the district called Guiana, l)etween the Amazon
and the Orinoco. The Sjianiarils classed with the C'aribs every cannibal trilie. Ijefore

the arri\al of the Euroj)eans, the seafaring and ]>iratical Caribs had extended as con-

querors over the smaller West Indian islands, and along the Amazon as far as the Kio

Xegro. While the West Indian Caribs are to-day reduced, and have maintained them-

selves oidy on Dominica and St. Vincent, on the mainland they are still ]jo])uloiis and

flourishing. In British Guiana they number oidy si.x or seven hundred souls ; but in

Venezuela they are coinjmted at several thousands. There are Caribs also in Hon-
duras, where they are much mixed with negro blood. Their wide extension in the

interior of South America makes it proljable that there is their original home, and
that they have ncjt, as is often stated, reached the continent from the Antilles, 'i'heir

migration to the West Indies took jilaee only a short time before Cohmdnis. They
killed off the men, and took the women as wives ; and from this fact, here, as else-

where within reach of Carib influence, different languages exist for the two sexes.

The women, being deemed iniworthy of ciniverse with the men, have retained more
or less of tlieir own tongue. Still, it must not lie sujijiosed that two distinct languages

exist side by siilc. The women now retain certain grammatical constructions and

about four hundred words (the Caribe language has a vocabulary of about three

thousand) different from th(.)se emjiloved bv tlie men.

The island Caribs are not mati-rially different from the others. They owneil,

besides the Les-^ci- .Vntillcs, the eastern half of Porto Uica, and even extended their

expeditions to Ilayti, and founded there a settlement on the east coast. Their war
shi])S, forty feet long, cai-ried fifty seamen, and wcr<' ]>rojieIled by cotton sails <u' liy

oars. Siiii-e the Caribs came fi-oni the mainland, wln'iv they li\cd bv the roults of

hunting, it is clear why they have never entirely gi\en u|> the bow and arrow. Tiie

remnant of tlu' Cai'ibs still living in Dominica and St. Vincent havi- been visited by

]Mr. Frecl A. Ober. and his account of them is interesting and valuable; indeed, it is

the only accurate one regarding their jiresent condition. Still, had lie been able to

make coni|iarisons A\itli the Caribs of the ni;iinland, he would have avoided some
erroneous generalizations. He says they count oidy to twenty ; on the mainland they

go considerably farther. Their word for twenty is the same as that for man : twentv-

iive, a 111:111 and a liaml, .-md so on in the manner described on ])age IS of tlje jiresent

volume, -\gain, the island Carilis know nothing of spinning; elsewhere, even when
remote from ci\ilizeil ]ieo]ile, they spin ami weave. Further, the 'melapii' (a jieculiar

wicker-work cylinder for extracting llii' juice in ]ire]iariiig cassava) is not |ieculiar to

the Caribs, but occurs among many other trilies.

When first visited by Europeans, St. Vinci'iit w:w inhabited by two <lit'fer<'nt kinds

of natives, having a common language, but differing in color and manner of life. 'I'hey

arc called the black ami the yellow Caribs. Considerable jealousy exists between
them, which sometimes results in wars. The difference in color is probably due to a
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mixture witb iiet>ro Mooil. The libick Caril)s are the stronijer, and are even more

violent and active than \\\v yellow. The latter are small, but strongly built. Both

arc quiet and industrious; they are civilized, and live in well-built houses or huts that

ai'e kept clean and eonifortalile. They still speak Carib, but nnuiy have a knowledge

of Spanish and English.

The Caribs in Honduras jirofess the Catholic religion, but retain many of their old

usages and superstitions. At tlie same time, they are a good and useful laboring

population. All travelers si)cak in the highest terms of them. They are jieaceable,

friendly, sharji-witted, and industrious. They exhibit a preference for ornament, hang

red bands about their hiji.s, as an imitation of sashes, wear straw hats, clean white

shirts and cloaks, long, closely fitting pants, and carry a jnii-asol or a cane for the

ap])earance of greater inde])endence. The Caril) women ornament themselves with

colored beads worked in different forms. When they bring the ]iroduc.ts of their

farms for sale, they appear clad in a calico bodice and variegated ajiron, and about

their heads is wound a handkerchief, which falls down carelessly on the back. These

Caribs cannot be regarded as beautiful, but they arc hardy and athletic. The differ-

ence in complexion is worthy of notice ; for some are coal-black, and others nearly as

yellow as saffron. They are clean, and have great talent for the acquisition of lan-

guage ; the most sjieak Spanish and English as well as Caribe, and some Creole-French

and Mosquito. Polygamy jirevails among them; the liusband, however, nuist have a

se]iarate house and a sei)arate fai'in for each wife, and when he makes a gift to one, lie

must also make one of the same value to the others. Moreover, he must divide liis

time equally among them, s|)ending one week with this one, another with another, and

so on. If a Carib takes a wife, he makes a clearing and builds a house : the wife then

takes charge. The wife cares for these farms or gardens. Since the results are

wholly the ]iro]ierty of the wife, she keejis at home a sufficient sujqily for her husband

and her family, but the rest she disposes of to buy clothing and the other necessaries

of life. Immediately before Christmas the women hire several boats, load them with

rice, beans, yams, ])isangs, etc., for Trnxillo and Belize, and bring their own husbands

and others as sailors. The men accomjiany them on their trading expeditions, but

never bear the Imrdcns, since they consider this far biMicath their dignity. Industry

and )>rovi<lence .are jieculiar characteristics of the Carib women ; and they love to

sun-ound tlu'insehes with the necessaries of life and comforts of every sort. The

men c;in hew wood, ]ilant, hunt, fish, erect a comfortable housi', Imild .-i gooil boat,

make the sails, etc. Some are skilful tailors, others good waiters. The houses of the

Caribs arc all well built ; the roof is covered with cahoon leaves, and woven with cab-

bage ; tlicv ha\-c o]icnings for windows, with shullcis, which at (.Ncning are closed, so

.•IS not to admit the land wind. In the fact that the Caril) houses are ojien to the sea

breezes, but always shut against the land wind, lies, without doubt, the chief gi'ound

for the healthiness of their villages; much, also, is to be attributed to their cleanliness.

If we would draw a picture of the Caribs of South America, we have to alter only

a few features in the above descrijition, or, more accurately, to accentuate them more

sliar|ily. The Caribs are distinguished from all other Indian tribes of tiuiana by the

fact that their coinjilexion is darker, and their body more muscular, while their features

are coarse and repellant ; this is likewise true of the w (imen and girls, who, thougli

voluptuously l)nilt, have homely, yes, liorrible, faces. \ ]ieculiarity is the develop-

ment of the calves of the legs to a disgusting extent by binding them above and below

with cotton bands. This peculiarity occurs also among the Tupi. Tiie Galibi in
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French Guiana are small, have thin limbs and long hair, wliirli, together u ith the

absence of a bear<l, gives them a feminine ai)])earance.

IJelated to the Caribs stand a long list of small tribes, llie relation cif which, to-

gether with tiieir habitats, would weary the readi'r. Many of these tribal names will

ineidentallv a])j>ear in the following account. Like tlie Caribs, they are all inhabitants

of the ureat piameval f(jrest in and near (iuiaiia. They may lia\e characteristic differ-

ences, but none worthy of mention are known. In bodily aji]iearance, according to

all accounts, tliese relatives of the Caribs are beautiful. In Georgetown the Arauacas

are celebrated f(jr their lie;uity. They are slemler and graceful, and their features

handsome and regular, the face ha\ing a Grecian i)rotile, and the skin being of a red-

dish cast. ^V little farthei- inland we find the Macushi, with a lighter complexion

anil a Homau moe. These two types are ix'peati'd in other triljes, except in the Ta-

ruma, who are decidt'dly ugly. In mental ch.aracteristics great similarity prevails, and

a description of one answers for all.

Among them there is a tendency towards laziness, and the activity they exhibit

si)rings from necessity rather than from nature. Like the Lidians of North America,

they are jiroud, and conseijuently taciturn in the [iresence of strangers, but among
themselves they are anything but reserved. With the exce|ition of the Wapishiana

they are honorable, that tribe alone iiaving a I'eputation as thieves. The spirit of

revenge is strong, and the lajjse of vears does not efface the memory of an injury. To
avenge some wrong, especially one that touches his honor, lie will take the longest

journeys, suffering every ju'ivation on the w.ay, and is not satisfied with the death of

the offender, but rei|uires the extinction (jf his family, 'i'o accumjilish this siinster

])ur]iose he em]iloys poisons of various sorts. These are nmnufactured by some of

the tribes, and form a regular article of connnerce. Most of them are in the shajje

of a powder, which, f\'vt\ when sprinkled on tlie skin, ]iriMhiees a liigli fever and a con-

suming thirst, .and eventually destroys life. The Indian pui'sues his \ictim night and

day .and at last finds him aslee]i, and thiai sjirinkles the powder around his mouth .and

nose, so that it may be inhaled ; ov, failing in this, he feigns friendshij) and liides his

lime, but, when opportunity offers, the poison is administered.

'i'lie Indian of (iuiana is ungrateful; he accepts a gift without a thank, ami in a

short time entirely forgets the kindness, while on the other han<l he never makes the

slightest ))resent without demanding an eipdvalent. Another feature is his mendacity,

and its ally, e.xaggeration. Further, he neglects or deserts the sick and suffering, but

his treatment of idiots is marked with a superstitious timidity, since he believes theni

in connnunication with the gooil spirit. Besides, lie is proud, conceited, ami and)i-

ti(jus, and though these characteristics .are limited to his narrow rangi' <if life, when
given a broader fii'ld of action they show a corresponding development.

Most of the coast tribes have become civilized and have adojiteil Christianity, .and

at the srnnc time have aci|uireil the vices existing among ci\ili/,ed p(.'ople. In the

interior it Is diffca-ent ; only a few have become 'civilized,' .and it is the rule with trav-

elers never to trust an Indian who can speak English. 'i'lu- others can usually be

relied upon except when <lruiik. Aiuoiil;' theinseh I's, their int(a'course is mai'ked with

politeness, ami great res])ect is shown for the elders, and viohait quarrels are rare,

'i'lieii- menioi-y is wonderful, and ihev \vA\r a marked talent for mastering :i foreign

tongue, the Lidi.an laneuages being ac(iuir<'d more easily than the Eurojican. Their

power of iinderst.anding is good, and a Carib usually can make most of the things lu;

sees. Their spiritual side, however, never develops beyond the outer sensual limit.
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On the coast, as we have just said, they have lieen ehristiani/A'd, and at the command
of tlie missionaries they clothe themselves— the men in shirts and short pants, the

women in cotton cloaks fastened around the shoulders. When liy themselves this

clothing is cast aside, and a small apron answers all recpiirements. These aprons are

tastefully made, and ornamented with beads or fringe. Among the Macu.shi this is

the only article of clothing; the Carib women, however, wear a 'salempor,' a gar-

ment made of blue cotton cloth, and fitting like our bathing-trunks. A peculiar shirt

is worn by some tribes. A certain species of tree is felled and cut into pieces a few

feet long; tlien the outer bark is removed, and the inner pounded until it readily

comes off. Then holes are cut for the arms, and the garment is complete. This shirt,

however, is not common. With these exceptions the Indians of Guiana go intirely

naked, and hence they devote their a3Sthetic energies to the ornamentation of the per-

son proper, and especially to the hair. This is worn cut short or coiled in a loose coil,

or lastly, in loose braids, the fashion varying with the sex and tribe. Hair oil is in

frequent use, and the body also is well greased. Among the Arauacas there is a little

tattooing on the face. Both sexes pierce the lobe of the ear and the lower lip. In the

former, ordinary ear-rings are worn, while in the latter are kept the pins and needles

used in extricating the jigger flea from the feet. The men pierce and variously orna-

ment the septum of the nose.

As a protection for the feet, all the Iiubans wear, when going on a journey, no mat-

ter how short, slippers cut from the lower broad leaf stems of the palm, Mauritia Jiex-

%iosa. It takes about ten minutes to make a pair; they are easy and elastic, but last

only a short time. -They are fastened to the feet by cords spun fi'om the tough epider-

mis of the leaves of the same tree. Occasionally slippers are made from the skin of

the tai)ir, and these, of course, last much longer.

The dwellings of the Caribs and Arauacas are mostly square, and often consist of a

high palm-leaf roof resting on posts and reaching nearly to the ground ; some, how-

ever, are enclosed with mats or earth, and even have a second story, reached by a

ladder.

The dwellings of the Acawai are similar, though the hut forms arc sometimes

found, such as the Macushiand the Wapishiana build. Tlie huts of the INIacuslii are

round, and consist of a mud wall about seven feet liigli, on which rests a high, round,

and generally projecting roof, whicli imparts to the building the a]i]>earance of a

Chinese house. A small entrance is tlie only opening, so tliat on the inside of it an

Egyptian darkness prevails, which only in a few places is lightened l)y the lire within.

Besides this, they have other huts of a bell shapi', which are made of palm fans only,

and that too hi the most durable and beautiful w:iy. In their settlements are found

square huts with clay walls and ]>alm roofs, and others which consist of great palm roofs

which rest on posts and reach almost to the ground. Every IMacushi settlement lias

one great house for the reception of visitors and travelers. In all these huts great

cleanliness jn-evails, which is also characteristic in a great measure of the persons of

the inmates.

Usually several families live in one house, without many quarrels. The Ijeams to

which the hammocks are fastened, a few stones to form the heart ii, the household utensils,

which, like the needs of the family, arc very simjile (only in a few, earthen vessels of

<lifferent forms and sizes are found) the necessary utensils for the ]ircparation of cas-

sava bread, weapons for hunting, lishing, and war, form, togetlu'i- with the hammocks,

the entire household furniture, to which is added sonu'tinies a mirror, a comb, a Hint,
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and a hatchet— the highest desire of the Indian. The [irniierty of each separate

family is lield sacred by the otlier occupants of the Imt.

Their piittery iias a chissical appearance, and a yreat reseniMance to tlie ol<l

Etruscan vases. Tlie women nnilie these vessels with the hare hand, nsinf; the clay

found on tlie banks of the forest brooks ; they dry their work in the sun, and coat

tlieni \\ ith a varnish iuade from socit and the sticky sap of a jilant ; after this, they put,

the puts and covers together,

kindle a fire alx)ut them, and

then let them conl gradually.

The vessels made liy the Caribs

are easily recognized from the

fact that their ornamentation

consists of straight, crooked, and

circular lines, while that of all

other Indians is compuseil of

straight lines alone. The Caribs

make vessels which huld from

twenty to thirty gallons, .and

these, vu account of their fra-

gility, .are firmly bound with

i)ark.

The \\'eajions of the Indians

consist of bows six cjr seven feet

long, arrov.-s of different sorts,

together with war clubs, of which

each tribe has its ])e(adiar form,

to which is .-iilded, .•inioiig those

of the interior, the blow-gun,

with which they shoot little

poisoned arrows. The last is a

weapon in the use of which the

skill of the Indian is celebrated.

He carefully selects the straight

shaft of the reed jjahn and

liangs it U]> to dry for a year

in the smoke of his hut ; then he

sjilits it Uaigthwise into two
pieces, burns out the white inner

part, polishes it, then cements the two J.arts together accurately, binds them in narrow
spirals with bast, and cov<'rs it with the black wax of the wihl bees. The dart, m:ide of

light wood, scarcely an inch long, of the diameter of a knitting-needle, is pointed, and
])oisoned with curare. The hinder end is wound with cotfiui, so as to fill the tube, and
fre(|ueiilly is snn^ared with moist clay to give it greatia- weight. To aim the blow-gun,
which is ten or fifteen feel long, re(piires a strong arm, .-md to drive the d.-irt (some-
times to the distance of two hundred and fifty ]iaces needs strong lungs. The children

begin the |U-acfice at the .-ige of eight ur ten, with shorter and lighter tubrs. The boats
of the Indians of (iuiaiia v:iry in shape and construction. Some .are regular ' dug-outs

'

made, by the aid of fire .ami the ;i.ve, from the trunks of trees, while others are of bark.

Flii. 1 I'll.— Pottery, fe;ithercro\vij, fiul>, iJiuldlcs, etc., of the Caribs.
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The few wants, ami the readiiK'ss with whicli they are supplied by troijical nature,

allows tlie Imliaiis to remain iu idleness most of the time. On the woman falls most
of the work, anil in the morning, while her lord is yet asleep in the hammock, she is

np preparing the food. -This largely consists of cassava bread, the same ]irodnct which
we met on the Isthmus and in l^eru under the name yucca, wiiich appears iu Europe
as arrowroot, and which we shall again run across in Brazil with the name mandioca.

Besides cassava, meat and fish are important articles of food. After breakfast the

Indian retires to his hammock to sleep or while away the time until the next meal in

the easie.st manner possible. The hammock is all imitoitant to the Indian ; Iving in it

he carries on his intercourse with the occupants of his own and the neighboring huts,

plays with his dogs, or, if he has a mirror, admires his beauty. The Indian eats little,

but frequently, and always alone ; the women have to take his leavings. When the

weather permits, the meal is in front of the hut. The food is spread on the ground,

and eaten without the aid of forks. Fishing plays a chief role in the life of the coast

Indians, since fish is their chief diet.

Tiie root of the cassava is for the Indians what corn is for us; it gives them their

daily Ijread. It is the root of the plant alone that is used, though this, unprepai-ed, is

deadly jioison. It is ground in a rude mill, then put into a sort of wicker work, and tiie

poisonous juice extracted by pressure, the juice being caught in a vessel. The contents

of the press are then put ou an earthen j)!ate and roasted in the oven. The better

it is dried the better is the meal, since, if sap or juice be left, it jjroduces ferment:v-

tion. In the preparation of the so-called " war-meal " tiie roots, before being ground,

are soaked in Avater till a weak fei'mentation takes place. This meal is kept for months,

but protected from the damjiness to prevent fermentation. The poisonous sap is not

thrown away ; after a while a precipitate is formed, and from this comes our tapioca.

From cassava root also the Indians make their drinks ; they have many kinds, but

'paiwari' is their favorite. To prei)are it, bread is baked till the crust is almost ail

charcoal; it is then broken into pieces, put into a large vessel and softened with hot

water. After having cooled, the women work it with their hands in a long trough, and

bring it to a sort of pulp; water is then adrlcd, and the whole is left to ferment, when

the drink is ready for use. It resembles sour beer in taste, is of a dark yellow color,

and is very cooling an<l nourishing. (Jreat (piantities of it are used in their feasts,

which \isnally end in drunkenness. Another drink resembling this is 'paiwa;' and an-

other 'cassiri
;

" this is made from maize, Avhich is jiounded in a mortar anil cooked into

a pulp. It is of a beautiful red color. Tlie use of ])aiwari jiroduces cori>nlency. The

Indian will rather hunger many days than give up the jdeasure of paiwari in the feasts

even if it have to be taken in honueopathic doses. These drinking occasions occur

almost every week ; a great feast also takes place evcrj- month at the time of full moon.

These celebrations are characterized by dancing, noise, ami excessive drinking.

The Indians have a ])assionate proclivity for dissi])ation and entertainment, and

amuse themselves, as soon as tlie sun has reached the horizon and the air is somewhat

cooled, often by various games. Balls of india-rubber or corn-cobs are tossed into the

air in a circle composed of young men and boys, and the one to whom it falls in its

descent knocks it aloft again before it reaches the ground, so that the ball kee])S in

the air constantly in a dancing motion. If the ball liappens to fall to the ground, the

lidicule of the whole comi)any is the )Hinishment for the lack of skill. When the sun

has sunk below the horizon, different ilances begin. In the ai)e dance they copy the

capers and leaps of a herd of apes so skilfully that one fancies lie actually sees before
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liim suc'li ;i Iienl. 'V\\v iiitiDcliiclion .-uid tinulc iif common sports and danet's are

formed by a deafening uuiversid sereamiuy, like the Ijaying of a dog, by uliieli the

malieious s]iirits of the neighborhood are said to ))e frightened away.

TIk' women are little moi'e than shues; ujion them devohc not only the entire

care of the household, but also the heavy field labor; tliey are in the highest degree

industrious, and are constantly occupied from early moriung to late at night. Indeed

durin<4 tlie night the serxici' is not l.iroken. They are occu])ied from sundown to day-

break in keejiing up little tires under the hammocks to drive away the niosquitos and

])reserve warmth within the hut. All the field work, from jdanting the cassava, ban-

anas, yams, and other fruit, to the harvesting, the prejjaration of bread and diinks,

])rocuring of water and fuel for baking and cooking and for the tires under the ham-

mocks at night, all falls upon them ; and, besides, they must busy themselves with the

care of their children and the spinning of cotton for the manufacture of hammocks.

As soon as a child comes into the world it is breathed upon by the relatives, and

after a few <lays the grandmother or grandfather give it a name already in use in the

family. If neither of these are alive, this duty devolves upon the father, who pierces

the lobes of the ears, the lower lip, and the se])tum of the nose. So long as the Indian

child cannot run, it likewise is an inseparalile part of its mother's body, and wliere-

ever the mother goes there is the child taken

loo, lie it on the back or in the arms; later it

is sejiarated from her, goes its own way, and

mingles with the associates of its own age, till

it longs for its mother's bivnst ; even when it

is six years old it comes back in a few minutes

to its mother. Yet, in sjiite of the teuderest

love, the mother never kisses the chihl, and

never gives it such l(j\-ing names as among us

are always on the mother's lips. Xotwith-

standing the a]iparent love of the father for

his children, he is ready to sell them, in sj.ito

of the tears of the mother, to other married

couples who are chihlless. In the meantime

the b(.iy or the girl stands beside him with

unaltered mien, he;irs the trade quictlv, and

fcjllows the Jicw parents without opposition.

Boys and girls show themselves skilful in

all things from earliest youth, especiall}' iu climb-

ing and swinuning, etc. Bows and arrows ai-e

put into the boys' hands, and .a certain ]irido

in them de\'elopcd ; liy climbing ami roaming

about they ac([uire strength and agility, till iiually

they can accomjnmy their fathers to the chase.

I/itth^ girls early begin to assist their parents about

the house.

The entrance of hoys into the ranks of

the men is ditiicult, as they are sulijected to

tests, which usually consist of wounds inflicted on the arms, breast, ami other parts

of the body by boars' tusks and the like. However terrible liie pain, no sign nnist be

vol.. U.—IG.

Fig. \'1\, Maraka iiiiplemuiils ami weapons.
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expressed; the slightest change of comitiMinnc-e sends the vk-tini back into tlie old

ranks, and his will power has to be tested on the occasion of another drinking feast.

Among the Maeushi and Wajiishiana youths have to go through a terrible ordeal. A
net of fine meshes about ten inches in diameter is made, and into the meshes a mass

of ants are forced, so that their heads are on one side and their bodies hang down on

the other. This instrument the magician of the village takes in his hand; he spurts

paiwari from liis mouth on the ants to make them furious, and tlien applies it to vari-

ous parts of the youth's body. A single bite by one of these produces a swelling, and

is very painful. Tlie torture, therefore, must be excruciating, yet the victim must not

change countenance. The operation for girls is even more harsh than for boys.

Appuii saw the instrument applied no less than twenty-two times to the body of a

girl
;
yet the slightest outward sign of ])ain would have necessitated, at a future time, a

repetition of the whole process.

Marriages are never solemnized by ceremonies, and for the most jiart are concluded

by the parents in early youth, in which case the young man is plighted to his fului'e

parents-in-law to marr}- on the maturity of liis bride. Such a betrothal, however, is

in no wise binding. At the time of marriage the young man makes his bride all sorts

of presents of j)carls, game, etc., but when she becomes his wife he leads her to his

hut, and henceforth she is subject to his will. The couvade is in vogue among all

the Indians of tropical South America ; that is, the husband is not permitted for a week

to leave the hut, to go to the chase, to shoot a flint, to fell trees, etc. Usually he

spends this time in his hammock, in which he enjoys himself.

Descent among these Indians follows the female line. The uncle on the father's

side is not allowed to marry his niece, since he is the nearest relative to her; and he

therefore is called, like the father, " jiajia." On the other hand, he is ]iermilted to

marry his sister's child, the wife of his dead brother, or his step-mother, after the

death of his father. According to this right, tribal claims govern also inheritance.

The sons of the daughters of the chief have the right of succession to the title of the

grandfather, not the sons of the chief, although such a succession is in no wise strictly

observed, since, on the death of a chief, that one who feels in himself tlie powers and

cajiabilities for this dignity can step uj) as ]n-esidcnt, without the family of the former

chief feeling themselves injured in their rights or called on for vengeance. The set-

tlements of the members of a tribe consist for the most jiart of from six to ten huts,

over which a common chief presides. Might and influence is here not merely founded

on rank and jwsition, but is determined chii'fly by the degree of jihysical strength and

enterprise. The second person in the village is the 'Piai,' who is at the same time

magician and ])hysician. The Warrau regard their Piai with great reverence and

timidity. Anicnig all nuirtals, to the Piai alone is given the power, by his mysterious

art, to oppose the deadly influences of the evil si)irits or to remove them. Every

settlement has only one such magician, who delves deeply into the mysteries of the

demoniacal world, stands at the same time in constant rapport with it, ami makes

them dependent upon him ami slaves to his formulas of conjuration. The Piai, there-

fore, is priest, physician, and magician at the same time, a powerful, fearful being.

The word ' Piai ' is connnon to all the tribes of Guiana, being probably borrowed

from one another. These magicians have no high degree of culture, no great knowl-

edge of medicine ; they deal chiefly in exorcisms, and in sj)itting, strokhig, i)ressing,

and smoking the affected part. They have a little knowledge of plants. Their

knowledge and methods are transmitted from generation to generation. If the Piai
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liave no sons, a boy is cliosen from the villai^e, taken into tlie depths of the forest,

and there initiated into tlie mysteries of the art. For this it takes a few years.

Nothing indicates the Piai excejit his sinister look, seehided life, and ascetic habits.

In all meetings he lias precedence ; the whole village is subject to liis will. His influ-

ence on the female sex is especially great. lie seeks to surround himself with a cloud,

and, apparently to preserve his influence, avoids all contact with Europeans.

In their religious convictions almost all the tribes of Guiana, superstitious in the

highest degree, agree in all chief matters. The Creator of the earth and of man is for

them an eternal, exalted being, who is occujiied by tiie govermnent and jireservation

of the world, so that he cannot take especial care for indiviilual men. ^lildness, good

will, and kindness are the chief characteristics of this higlicst being. Every niortaj

influence which breaks the jieace and ha]i])iness of his creatures— sickness, death,

hunger; in general, any misfortnne of life, cannot be traced back to him, and must,

therefore, have a different source in the coarse division of the good and the bad, the

beneficent and the evil. This source of all evil and all sin is a troop of subordinate

beings, whose only joy consists in loading the race of man with misfortune, strife,

hate, and sickness. But, since all goodness is the same, and, though it manifests itself

in different forms, it is still nnited in a universal benevolence, only one good being

exists as the source of ereatiim and all hai)])iness. On the other hand, it is different

with evil : different in its manifestations, and always separated in the disturbance of

(juiet, and ajiparently isolated, this cannot be the outcome of one power, but must be

the effect of manifold powers of evil spirits. These liostile beings are known in

different tribes by different names ; the good s]iirit, too, bears different names.

In the demonology of many tribes, 'canaima' ]>lays a special role. This is a v;igue

expression. The canaima is a sort of Proteus, without fixed form and definite concep-

tion. This vague, indefinable, Imstile being is sup])Osed to roam about at night, to fall

upon and murder its victims in the most cowardly and cruel way. The name is uiven

to every poison except curare, and is also ajiplicd to the blood-revenger. To this l)eing

is attributed every case of death and every misfortune ; in short, it a]i])ears to l)e the

vague emljodiment of evil.

The belief in a continued lil'e of the soul after death, in a life of undisturbiMl haji-

piness and enduring ])leasure on the otln'r side of the earth, is universal; in this,

however, they grant good and bad one and the same resi(h'nce. Tlie dead are usuallv

wrapped up in hammocks' and buried in a sitting jiosture. All the jiossessions and

Aveapons, as well as bread, fruit, and dried fish, are laid about the cor])se. Amonii' all

tribes certain ceremonies are joined witji burial, and even a mourning during a certain

time is commonly in practice.

Among all the tribes described here, an exceptional position is taken, in uianv

respects, by the Coajiro, or (luajira, who live on the i)eninsula of the same naiiic (jn

the northwestern boundary of Venezuela. I>ounde(1 <.m all sides by so-called civilized

peoples, this Indian tribe is known to have maint:iine(l its inde]icndence, and .-iccjuired

the well-deserved rejmtation of cruelty, a trilie which, in many res])ects, can be classed

with tlie A])aclies and Conianches of Xi'W ^Mexico, the Araucanians of Chili, an<l the

Guaycara and Guarani on the Parana. The Coajiro are mostly large, with chestnut-

brown complexion and black, sleek hair. While all the other coast tribes have

adopted the Sjtanisli language, the Coajiro have preserved their own sjiecdi. Thev
are the esjiecial foes of the other pcojiles. No one is given enti-nnce into their land,

and they live with their neighbors, the Venezuelians, in constant hostilities. They Iiave
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tine liorses, which they know how to ride excellently; while the other Indian tribes of

northern South America do not know the least about riding, and to most of them, indeed,

horses are wholly unknown. They have numerous herds of cattle, the flesh of which,

together with the lish that live in great numbers in the Gulf of Maraeaybo, form the

chief article of their food. They follow agriculture a little ; and their desert, sandy

coast land is generally little suited for field culture. To be able to eat 1)read and

drink their favorite drink, eattiri, they jilant cassava, sweet jiotatoes, some corn, as well

as bananas ; however, this is scai-cely sufficient for their needs, and they are forced to

provide for themselves by bartering with the Vcnczuelians.

The Brazilian Teibes.

The vast territory of the interior of Brazil is inhabited by a number of Indian

tribes, many of which, even now, are

but imperfectly known. The number

of individuals is roughly estimated at

a million and a half, divided into two

categories, the settled or ' tame ' Indians,

and the wild or savage grouji. The for-

mer, insignificant in number, are found

in the neighborhood of former missions,

where, soon after the discovery of the

country, the different religious oi'ders

))Ogan the task of converting the natives.

They are much mixed with other races,

and have lost most of their individu-

ality. They ai-e most abundant on the

lower Amazon, where, half-civilized, they

fonn the bulk of the i>o]>ulation, and

are occupied as fishers and hunters, day-

laborers, servants, soldiers, and the like,

but chiefly as sailors in the vessels which

are emjjloyed in trade with the interior.

The settled Indians on the coast between

Bahia and llio Janeiro rarely have pure

l)lood. Their villages are overrun with

Portuguese; while the various wars, the

abuse of the Indians, and, after the ex-

jnilsion of the Jesuits, their reduction

to slavery, have all contributed to a

decrease in numbers. All laws were ig-

nored ; and the Indians were hunted like

lieasts, and o])enly sold in the markets.

The Catholic clergy first ])rolestcd

against this iuluunanity, which now lias

ceased. Though converted to C'hristi-

anitv, the re])orts conceining tlu'se Indi-

ans are not over encouraging. Tiiey have made but little i)rogrcss, and seem to lealizo

that contact with the whites means death and destruction for them. Tlic slight advance

Fia. 12 -TeciuiH WoiiKin
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tJiey h.ave made does not seem due to any fault of tlie missions. We must not deny

tiie possibility of civilizing the natives, but we must recognize the fact that this

requires a vast amount of time. Whether there will be any of tlie natives left when

that time anives is another question. The struggle for existence is for them a hard

matter. Gradually they are forced to give up their forests, their liome, thfir (ilil

inetliods of life, their moral consciousness, theii- gods, their all. They are not s[ieeially

adapted for our civilizatiiui ; but among them contagious diseases make their ravages,

and tire-water does its work. In the struggle witli the white races, the native races

must die out.

The real savages an<l the still whollj- inde|H'ndent Indians of Brazil fall intu an

extraordinary number of <lifferent ])eoples, tribes, and liordes. of whicli more than two

InuKh'ed and tiftv are said to exist. Of tiiesc, of course, we need mention onlv the

most important. Even if their ajipearances do not <lift\T very much from one

another, they show greater differences in languages, as in manners and customs.

A short, comjiact stature, a l)r()ad face, witli Hat, retreating lirow, eyes souu'what

obli(pie, prominent cheek-liones, a suid<en nose, and strongly developed lower jaw, —
these characteristics they almost all bear in a greater or less degree. Their language

is an awkwanl and very simple one ; at Irast, it wants all granunatiral IVirinatiim. No
investigator lias suceeede<l i)i estalilishiug the connection between the hundreds of

diffia-ent dialects, although the effort has been made to grou]) the Brazilian Indians

into several classes, according ti> the similarity ainl relationship of lann'uanes. Keller-

Leuzinger diviiles them into two great groups, foj- which we may take as the protot v[ie

of tlie one the Tupi-( Miarini, of the other the t'oroado of the southeiu pro\ inees.

Karl von Martius, the iir^t aiitliorifv on evervthiuL; |ieiiaiiiing to the Indians of

Brazil, has reconiiizeil se\eral lin'4uislic '_;r(iUps, tlie nuanbers of each beini;' able to

understand eacli other with little dithcult\-. Thesejue the Tu|ii, the ties or Cran, the

Gaytaea, the Creu or Gueren, the (bick or Coco, the I'arexi lu- I'aivci, the tJuaycuru

or Lengoas, ami the Arnacas, whom we ha\x' ah-eady met. The last two grotqis ari'

situ:ite<l mostly witliout the enqiire.

In g<'ographical order we first take ti]) the gi-cjup of tribes south, on, and north

of till' Amazon, and cxtiaiding as far as the Orinoco, 'i'liese are the fbick of the f(U-c-

going list. There is no comincjn name for tlie group, that here used meaning a fathei'V

lirothei-, a \ery inqiortant jiersonage in these tribes. Tlu' (iuck group endiraces a

large numbei- of tribes, some of whom we have .already studied. The truth is, there is

an extraordinary mixlui'e of tribal elements and a \critable coufusion of tongues in

Brazil, especially on ami north of the Amazon, and hence we cannot in.licate the

various degrees of relationship existing amoiiL;' them.

^\mong the many tribes of the (bick family we need enuinerat<' but few. The
Cuyriri oi- Kirii-i (also known ;is Sabaja, I'imenteiras, <'tc.,) nundier abiuit three tliou-

saml. Some of them ai-e haU'-ci\ilized, some are w ild. and, without restraint, wander
;ib(]Ul, es|)ecially in the nioimtiuns in the l'i-o\ince of 1 'eruandiuco. The Ai'aicu li\'e

on the lowei' Amazon and the Tocaiitins. \e\l come ihe !\[:niaos, who ha\c .a pi'os-

pect of maintaining tlieiris<'l\fs longer than most liabes. With them is I'onnected the

legend of the golden lord who washed the g.ild .lust ficm his limbs in a lake; lliey

.also have a myth of a nn)nster with his feet directed backw ards, and of the .lest met ion

of the earth by a great coiiHagralion. 'I'he I'irina, llaie, and Cariay li\<' on the Kio

Negro, the Cunimare on the .lurna, the iMaraidia on the .lula\. Whelhei' th<' C'liam-

icoco on the right bank of the Paraguay belong to the (iuck is uncca-tain.
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Among tlic tribi's which, thougli vitv iniu'h mixed, are still to be enumerated with

the Guelc, are the Teeutia and the Passe. In language tlie Tecunas show many similar-

ities to the Ges ; they live on the western borders of Brazil, and extend in Ecuador to

the Pastaya. Among them oeeur j)eciiliar masks which strongly recall those found on

the northwest coast of North America. Two of these are shown in our figures. They

are woven of cane, covered with bark, and then jiainted. The Tecuua are regarded

as especially exjierienced in makintjf arrows

poisoned with urai'i or curare, which they

trade to other tribes. By the settlers they

are looked upon as friendly, and sometimes

are taken into service. The Passe, on the

Amazon, likewise prove useful and service-

able ; they are distinguished from all other

tribes on the Amazon by their beautiful

bodily structure; and they stand highest

among them m their religious and cosnuv

logical ideas. But on account of this sup-

eriority and because of the disjiosition,

peaceable, diligent, and inclined civiliza-

tion, this Indian tribe is disappearing very

(juickly in the common po])ulation.

In the same district belong the Uaupc,

who are noticeable from the fact that they

live in barracks, indeed the only tribe in

South America in which this custom aj)pears.

The communistic houses of the Uaupe are

called 'malloca'; they are buildings of

about one hundred and twenty feet long, seventy-five feet wide, and thirty high, in

which live a band of about one hundred persons in twelve families, each of the latter

however, in its own room. Here, too, prevails the custom of burying the dead under

the floor of the house, a custom which we .shall see repeated among the coiumiinistic

peoples of Farther India. Finally, comjilex tribes of the most diffei-ent nationality are

comprehended tinder names which indicate only a common way of life, but are also

incorrectly used as ethnographic names. These are Caripuna, 3Iura, and ]\Iiranha, all

of whom live in the neighborhood of the Madcria River. Of the Carijiuna or Jatln-

Avo (both terms signify 'watermen') who are mixed with Quichua blood, it is

related that they not only ate human flesh, but even cured it for preservation. They

arc i)lunderiug, cruel sav.ages, with almost am]>hil)ious methods of life, the terror of

sailors and travelers. Tiiey build their canoes of the bark of trees; they follow agri-

culture a little ; and use, besides the bow and arrow, the blow-gim, whose darts they

poison with curare. According to Keller-Lcuzinger, who has visited the C'ari|)nna,

they are at times quite friendly. The men seen by him were entirely naked, but wore

so great a mass of beads about their iiei'ks that the regularly arranged rows on the

breast formed a sort of coat of mail. The head is sometimes ornamented with a

splendid diailem of toucan feathers. The women clothe themselves with small a])rons,

beautifully woven, and tastefully ornamenteil with touean feathers. In their huts lie

noticed not onlv clean hammocks, but .also delicate baskets of jialm leaves, as well as

long thin drums for festive days. In a small hut which served as an assembly house

fIG. 123. — Masks oi the Xecuua Indians.
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there were also some lrou2li-like excavations, in the mi<lilie of wliiefi lay small stone

])lates; these served as the (-overs of a snbterranean liollow ; it was the grave of war-

riors who hail heen depositcil liere in a great urn.

Formerly th(; Mura, on account of their ])liin(lenng raids on the Maderia, were

greatly feared ; this once powerful and jiopulous tribe, however, was almost entirely

destroyed at the end of the last century by the Mundruco ; the remnant is scattered;

only a few families lemain on the light bank of the Amazon, others went over to the

left bank and Iiuilt huts on Lake Cudaji/, and Lake Amana. The Mui'a are the Gypsies

among the Indians on the Amazon, and by all other

tribes they are regarded witli a certain degree of

coutemjit as ]iariahs. Far and near tliey have a

l)ad reputation ; they are also held by the half-civi-

lizecl tribes as thievish, <lirty, treacherous, and

cruel, while their opi)osition to a settled life and to

everything which even borders on civilization is

aljsoliitely unconquerable. James Orton calls tliem

dirty and coarse. They are darker tlian their neigh-

bors, have an extraordinary broad chest, muscular

arms, short legs, distended abdomen, s])ai'se fjeard,

and a bold restless expression ; they pierce the

lips, and during war times they insert ])eccary's

teeth in them. Their boats are of bark; but they

also have ' monterias,' boats which they have stolen

from the whites or half-l*reeds. They swim excel-

lently. Fish are shut with arrows and then roasted.

For 'cau-im' (rum) the Mura are very greedy,

and they are likewise ]iassionate snuff -takers.

They play on a flute which lias five holes. Tlie

chords arc always minor, and all the music has a

melancholy sound. Of the old customs of this

tribe many have passed aw.ay ; fomierly they laid

i^-eat stress on the military training of young war-

riors, but of this nothing is now seen. The Mura

are fishing nomads an<l know nothing about agri-

cidture or any otlier of the useful occu])a-

tions. They are diviiled into small hordes,

live in families, and wander .about on the

banks of rivers and lakes, catching fisli and

tortoises. At their sto))])ing places they

build wretched huts on the ))aiik. These

savages brood in sullen ajiathy, and that

which really characterizes them is a tierce

melanclioly. In no other tril»e is found so

deejily rooted repugnance to the white peo-

couraixe, and fear. They are on the decrease and are

I'ni. ii;-!.- Mur:i liitliau uith a biuttlle of
throwing-speari*.

pic. This is a mixture of liati

destined in no very long time to Ije extinct.

JIu<-h to be feared, even among the Lidians, are also the Miranha (/. e., rovers,

vagabonds), a still jwpulous tribe on the right bank of tlie Japura, who seem to know
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nothing but war, robbery, murder, and nian-liunting. To agriculture they too are abso-

lutely opposed. They hunt birds, snakes, and insects, enclose with nets the outlet of

some little lake, and in tliis manner procure fish for tlieinselves. It is said that the

Miranha, who are always starving, do not despise even the bark of trees ; furthermore,

they are commonly hated by all the other tribes, and are regarded, justly or unjustly,

as incorrigible cannibals. A Miranha willingly and gladly sells his own child if two

or three hatchets are given for it ; the mother gives a daughter for a couple of yards

of cotton, a necklace of glass beads, or any brass toy. The Miranha are a powerful,

well-liuilt. dark-colored race of men ; they gird themselves about the loins with a band

wiiich is drawn between the legs ; they wear pieces of wood in the pierced septum of

the nose
;
point the corners of their teeth ; and arc placed by Martins on the lowest

stage among the hordes of the Amazon. Still, in many respects they are not inferior

to their more peace.ible neighbors; and the female se.\, indeed, is characterized by

industry, great good-nature, and a loyal fulfilment of their despotically imjjosed

duties. We even find in this tribe a handicraft, the results of wliich find sale in Bra-

zil and even in the West Indies, namely, hammocks. The men take part in their

manufacture, and indeed it is hard work to fell tlie fan palm with a stone axe and

loose the fans from the inner crown with a bamboo knife. Tlie other work the

women do. Neighbors of Miranha are the Mesayi, between the Japura and the

upper Apopari, cannibals who belong to a branch of the Tupi, the Omagna.

The first Indians with whom the Portuguese came in contact, on the discovery of

Brazil, called themselves Tupinamba, a term derived by Barnhagen from Tupi and

3Iba, something like warrior or nobleman ; by Martins fi'om Tuju and Ananiba (rela-

tive) with the signification belonging to the Tupi tribe. These Tupi dwell on the

ea.st coast of Brazil, and with their language the Portuguese were soon familiar. It

was found especially service.tble as a means of communication with other tribes, and

this led the Jesuits later to develop it as much as possible, and introduce it as a uni-

versal language of intercourse with the savages. Thus the liiupia geral JirasiUca

arose, whieli must be regarded as a Tupi with a Portuguese jironunciation. The result

was a surprising one, for it really succeeded in forming for the tribes of Bi'azil, divided

in language, a universal means of communication. Without doubt the wide extent of

the Tu]ii Avas very favorable, especially since on this siile of the Andes, as far as the

Carribean Sea, the continent of South America was overrun witli Tupi hordes, who
have left the traces of their presence in local names, even in those places where they

are no longer settled. At the same time tlie Tii])i C(imineiid('(l itself by the ease atid

flexibility of its jtronunciation ; it is ricli in vowels, luid the syllables are for the most

part of only two letters. The sini]ilicity is still increased by the ]iovirty in sounds.

Of the Tu]>i an old Portuguese jiroverb says: It is a language scm /<, sem /e>/, e «eiii

reyj which has a double meaning; without f, 1, and r, and without religious views,

without conceptions of right, and without moral rules. Although a common language

was highly desirable, the Jesuits woidd not have succeeded in so developing the Tupi,

had it not been in the aguhitinative state, so that different tribes could easily leave

their impress on it. Tlie rapid success of the lingua r/enil conclusively shows an

inner unity among the Brazilian tribes in spite of dialectic differences. The Jesuits

also used the Guarani language in a similar way. Thus an undouV)ted relationshiji is

shown to exist between Tu|ii and Guai'ani. Tlie reason for such a confusion of

tongues as exists in Brazil is in a great measure tlu'ir great jotirncys, tlieir frequent

change of abode, and their intercourse with other tribes.
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The liistory of tlic origin, ilcvelojiiiu'iit, and wanderings of the Tiijii jiossesses no

little interest, and von Martins has endeavore<l to traee their various migrations and

abodes, by which they liave accjuired a sort of nbiijuity in trujiieal South .\inerica.

As a result of this we find that not <->uly have they ]iresse<l to the Atlantic, l)ut that

the divisions of their language have had such a wide distribution tliat its nse as the

basis of a liiujua «jeral was ]>ossil)le. This history also leads to the su]>]Kisition that,

had the discovery been delayed a few centuries, the Tu])i might have become the lords

of eastern South America, and liave spread a higiier culture over that region. The
Tu])i family may l)e divided, according to their fixed abodes, into the southern, north-

ern, eastern, western, and central Tujii ; all these are again divideil into a number of

smaller tribes.

The southern Tujii are usually called Guarani (warriors), a name which the Jesuits

first introduced. It cannot be determined from which direction they came. The
greatest number are in Paraguay an<l the Argentine jirovince of Corrientes. The
Jesuits brought them to a very high degree of civilization. The eastern Tupi, the real

Tu]iinamba, are scattered along the Atlantic Coast from St. Catherina Island to the

UKJUtli of tlie Amazon. They ai'e a very weak tribe. They say they came from the

south and west. The northern Tuju are a weak and widely scattered remnant of a

large tribe, and are now in the jirovince of Para, on the island of ]Mar,ajo, and alonii-

botli banks of the Amazon. They are good sailors, fishermen, and seat'are.s; their

hniguage is the linijua [/end. It is somewhat doubtfid if this peaceable tribe are

really Tupi. Some of the hordes bear a bad reputation ; the n;iked Parentin, esi^cci-

ally, are ]ilundering, thieving, murdering canni'ials. On .arcoiiut <jf them it is danger-

ous to \ enture into the great i-ul.iber forests that abound in their district. Some of

them artficially shape the skulls of the new-born children between two little boards, and

gi\e it a mitre-like form. Their intellectual powers do not seem to suffer from this

process. They jirejiare rubber and make from it sandals, arm-rings, etc. They know
liow (o use war-clubs, which consist merely of a stick split at one end and loaded with

a stone.

Tile central Tupi live in several free hordes between the Tocantins and ^fadcira.

They aiT clKiracterizc(| by their athletic figures, clear comjilexiou, strong tattooing,

and a mixture of coarse barbarity and industry. Cutting off the heads of enemies is

in vogue among them. Their tillages consist of well-built clay huts. In war thev

strive to surprise their enemies, the attacks being niade in a very stealthv manner.

When the enemy is slain, and the head severed from the body, it is jircjiared as fol-

lows : First, a hole is cut in tlio back of the head, through which they remo\-e the

brain and eyes. The whole is then covered with clay, ami hum;- over the lire; differ-

ent jilants are ])ut into llie fii'e, and the head is thoroughly smoked. When ready, it

is ornamented with bright cohirs
; the eye-sockets are filled with resin. These jieads

the men wear on their girdles, liy means of a cord wliich passes between the teeth.

'I'he ^lundrucu are especially the head-hunting tribe. The western Tu]>i all live in

Bolivia. They ai'c the only ones who came in contact with the Inca emjiire, and tlieir

character and manners show the inHuencc of this. Some are a picture of i.lvllic

gayety and j)atriarchal mildness.

In spite of eonsiilerable differences, the various di\isions of the T\\\A lamilv h.-ive

much in common liesides language. They are not pure hunting and fishing nomads;
despite their ]iredilection for wandering, they still are given to the culture of various

plants, as cotton, maize, beans, bananas, ])eanuts, etc. They sliow great skill in wh.at
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ever pertains to sailing. They venture, not only on the streams of the interior, but
also on the sea, in their boats, which are merely logs hollowed out. They are excellent
fishers anil swimmers. Tliey appear to be the tribe that has made the most progress,
and seem to have developed furthest socially. Their weapons are long, flat, shovel-
like axes, long, curved war-clubs of heavy palm wood, and mighty bows, the arrows
of which, however, are not poisoned. They are very obedient to their chiefs and

Fig. 125. — Mummied heads, prepared by the llumlriicu Indians.

superiors, no matter what the commaiuls they receive. They know how to strengthen

themselves by discii)line. They make no ])risoners, Ijut kill all, without distinction of

sex, and eat them. The anthropo])hagy of the Tupi has been freijuently, but unsuc-

cessfully, denied. Cannibals do not always belong to the lowest and wildest, but are

often superior to their neighbors who arc not given to cannibalism. Because the old

Romans sank to unnatural pleasures, it is no sign that such customs indicated degra-

dation ; and so with these people of Brazil. The Tupi are accustomed to bury their

dead (in a sitting or crouching ])0sture, the legs being ])ressed against the lower body,

the hands under their checks or crossed over the breast) free, or in an earthen vessel;

l)ul they raise no mounds, and have no comnnin burial-places.

A])]iai-ently closely related to the Tupi arc certain terrible Indian bands, whose

languages have not yet been satisfactoi'ily grou]>ed, ami which cannot l)e assigned any

definite position in a systematic arrangement. They bear the Portuguese name
Canoeiros (river pirates), and a])|iear accompanied by dogs of Euro]iean descent.

These boat Imlians have from of old l>een the terror of merchants; and every attempt

to enter into friendly intereom-se with tlicni is balHed by their wildness and thieving.

The savages are by nature inclined to artifice and treachery. Small traveling com-

panies or not very strong villages arc mostly exposed to the attacks of the Canoeiros.

'I'heir .•i]>petite for flesh leads them to phmdcr all herds of cattle, while robbery and
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niiink'r result on their infetinj;- white ])eo]ile. Witli ri'Ljaril to their liomo and liiding-

])i:iee, nothing definite is known, on acemuit of tlieir sudden appearance and disap-

pearance. From tlieir nautical altility, tlieir ]iiratical expeditions, and their hravery,

von Martins looks upon them as a remnant of Tujii trdies. In this he agrees with

Casteliiau. Others recognize in the Canoeiros only numbers of men, gathered from

the most ilift'erent trilies, and assf)ciated together by a common method of life.

According to Wapjiiins, a large portion of them belong to the Ges, anil of those in the

province of Goyaz, to the Chavantes, a tribe which is freijueiitly, but wrongly, regarded

as identical with the Canoeiros.

Between the eastern and central Tujii live nunierons groups of peoples, related one

to another, who are gathered together most thickly in the |n-oviiice Goyaz. The Ges

are apparently cliieHy those Indians who are called by the eastern Tupi, Tapuja; /. <'.,

the western (in a later name, the enemies), and who formerly spread to the east coast,

from which they were forced by the Tupi, and later by the Portuguese. In former

times the Tapuja of ]\Iatura were much talked .about; for here, at least, had been

really and truly found the 'men with tails." It was said at that time, about a cen-

tuiy ago, that they were a jn-oduct of red coaitis ( Ateles ruber) aniX Ta])uja women,

anil formed a separate tribe, who callecl themselves Ugina. Of course, naturalists

long since gave iij) the search for this tailed tribe. Among the (ies we find the most

beautiful, the strongest, .and the slimmest Indians of Urazil, who show much talent

and artistic ability in niechanical work. While wars rarely occur between most

linguistically related tribes of South ,\nierica, the different branches of the Ges are in

almost constant hostility. They have not attained the rank of \'illage Indians, but

prefer a roaming to a sedentary life. They are not skilful hunters, but find their chief

nourishment in fruit of the nssai palm, from which they also lirew an intoxicating

li((Uor. The bow and arrow are their weapijiis, and they use them m shooting fish.

Both sexes are good swimmers, but as sailors they rank below the Tupi. They have

only small boats, and for crossing rivers they use rafts of light wood or of the leaf stems

of some of the ]ialins. They differ from the Tupi in never eating human flesh ; and,

while the Tupi sleep in h.ammocks, they jirefer to stretch themselves on the ground.

In the line of material civilization, they stand very low ; liut, on the other hand, they

are remarkal)le for the ])urity of their social and family customs. Among the northern

Ges, the suffix ' Cran ' often appears in tribal names. This word me.ans son, and is

paralleled among the Arabs by the use of the wonl ' Ben.i.' The inference drawn is

th.at the northern Ges are offshoots from the southern trilies.

At present, almost all the tribes in the jirovinee of Goyaz arc regarded as belonging

to the Ges, although they may have distinct tribal names. Among these we may
mention the Cay upon u]i]ier Araguay, and extending west to the Piqniri. Since

the time of their discovery, they have moved more into the interior, and, having

obtaineil horses, have become a mounted tribe. They are well ]iro])ortioned, a little

aliove the average height, clear cojiper colored, with soft skin, and black, bristly hair,

which grows far down on the low forehead. Their eyes are oblique, cheek bones

prominent ; and these jioints, together with thin, s]>;irse beard, gi\e them a 3Iong'iIian

appearance. They jiaint the body and face with red and black, and jiierce the lower

lij). This last bit of ornamentation has a useful, as well :is an a'sthetic, jiiirpose ; for

by it they can imitate the sharp ci-y of the ta]iir in their hunting ex])editions. The
Brazilian government recognizes a 'Capi;io' fur the Cayapo ; but this ollicial lias but

limited power and influence. The ca(,a(|iies are far more important. The houses are
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built of earth. Pottery ami doinestic utensils are laekiiig. Their weapons are chibs

and bows made of firm and heavy wood, while for arrows they use the flinty outside

of bamboos. The principal ornaments among tlicm are strings of teeth or seeds.

They raise bananas, sweet ])otatoes, sugar-cane, and mandioca, and keep liens and dogs.

The Cayapo show but feeble traces of religious conceptions ; still, they have names

for God, for heaven, and for the evil spirits of the wood. They have little or no wor-

ship, and offer no sacrifices.

In the earlier years the Xavantcs had a reputation for cruelty and cannibalism.

They were a large ugly tribe in the centre of Goyaz. Their northern members have

now accepted Christianity. On the Araguay are two small tribes, the Caraja or Cara-

jacti and the Chambioa or Chimbioa, which are apparently related to neitlier Ges nor

Tu)>i. They are very skilful in the manufacture of earthenware, feather work, and

hammocks.

At a rather low stage of civilization stand the Goyataca, who are here and there

called Bugres, commonly a term for coarse Indians. They live mostly in the southern

provinces. They have long been gathered in villages, and, having mixed with the Tupi,

Lave lost their own language. The surviving members live in separate tribes, among
which the Coropo, in the forests of Rio da Pompa are the best known.

Von Martins has united under the common name Cren, or Gueren, a number of

tribes in the province of Minns Geraes and the Brazilian Coast Range. The term

Fio. 126. — Botocudo Indians.

Crcn (with its various piMiiunciations) is the e(|iii\ .ilciit nf the wvyA C'ran used by the

Ges tribes, and is employed because all these tribes are accustomed to regard the Boto-

cudos as the chief. The Botocudos or Aimures fornicrly called themselves Engerac-

mung, which signified ' we old ones, who look afar.' The name Botocudo is derived

from the Portuguese botoque, a jilug, and is applied because these Indians ]iierce the

lower lip and the lobe t)f the ear, and insert in tlii' opening a wooden i)lug which may

reach a diameter of tliree inches. They li:i\c tin' reputation of being the lowest of the
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Brazilian trilies, and of rt'taiiiiug their anthropophagous tendencies to tlie present time.

Tijey are cruel and warlike, and poisons are much in use among tliem. Their abodes

are mere hilling places, formerly merely huts of leaves, but lately somewiiat better,

since by tlicir intercourse with the Brazilians they have come in jiossession of axes.

Palm calibage, wild honey, and roots, are their chief food, though to these are some-

times ad<led maize, beans, ami pumpkins. The womt'u do the cooking in the simjilest

way, roasting game on a s]iit, roots in the ashes, and pumpkins in the earth, and boiling

other vegetables in jworly burnt vessels or in a length of the giant bamboo. Clothing

is wholly unknown amiHig them. As weapons they use ciulgels, as well as bows of

enormous length and weight, and unpoisoned arrows. The left hand is woinid with a

cord (this, other tribes neglect) in order to protect it from injury bv the recoiling

string. The Botocudos make use of ])olislied but iinbored stone implements, and live

in 2)olygamy, or, more correctly, concubinage. It is noteworthy that then' language has

an expression for blushing. The separate liands consist of from ten to sixty weapon-

bearing men with tlieir families, but they have no fixed abode ; only the hunting district

is established l)etween the diffi'reiit bands by pronounced or tacit agreement. Tlie in-

jured revenge transgressions in this by skirmislu's in the coarsest form nt' lio>tilUy. In

their own territory they look out for means of intercourse, for they build swinging rojie

bridges of climbing plants. Tlu' leader of the band exerts only a little power ; his rank is

not hereditary, antl his attention is m^t once directed to settling the hostilities in the

comnmnity, to which, for the most Jiart, the women give rise. The ajjiiearaiu/e of the

Botocudos is disfigured by the above mentioned lip-plugs, which occasicm a constant

hi<leous slobljering uf the moufh, by the ]>ccnliar cut of hair, and \>y the hideous jmint-

ing of the face. The younger generations have abandoned the lip and ear plugs. The
Indians can take these wooden discs from their li])s or insert them at pleasure. In

eating they usually take them out; they can, howe\er, jicrform mastication excellently

without ih>ing so. The lip-jilugs as well as the ear-plugs are, as a rule, not worn at home
and in the usual occupations. Among women the li])-blocks, aiming men the ear-plugs,

are the more common. The comjilexion is a dirty brown, sometimes clearer, sometimes

darker. Tlie bodily form of the Botocudos has a Ijetter and more beautiful build than

the other east Brazilians. The Botocudos, taken on the whole, are powerful persons,

of middle size ; some individuals, indeed, must be called large. The u]i]iei- budy is

strongly develojicd ami muscular. In both sexes tlie extremities are lank and almost

out of proportion, the hamls and feet delicate. The hair is raven black, smooth, and

coarse. Often it is shaved away quite smooth on the Inick of the head and diagonally

abo\-e the ears to a height of three lingers, and that, too, with the knife-liki' edge of a

sjilit bamboo cane. The foreheail is usually low; the cherk-bones are strongly devel-

opcfl and jiromincnt ; the active eye ratlier small than large, and always somewhat

obli(|ue. The nose is sometimes straiiiht, and sometimes slightlv archeil, the sejitum

always projecting a little, '{'he mouth is wide; the li|>s are sometimes stronglv pro-

jecting, sometimes a little less full. To this are added a great height of face, with low

eye sockets, comparatively small nosi-, a strongly prominent three-cornered cliin, and

highly developed facial musch's. .\ccordin<_;' to th<' imcsli^alions of Dr. I.acerila and

Rodregucz Piexota, the Botocudos ajiproach more nearly to what the graves tell us the

primitive ]iopulation nuist have been. .Vccording to the reports of travelers they ari^ of

pleasing character, being brave, unsellish, moderate, .and th:inkful. They are friendly

to deal with, and many have ln"_;'un to adopt permanent dwelHng-]ilaces and to follow

agriculture. Tschudi calls them |ioor lazy savages. The Botocudos all speak the
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same language, which abounds in nasal tones, but with no throat sounds ; but there

are considerable dialectical differences between the separate tribes. They are said to

worship the nioon as tlie creator of all.

According to von Martins, the Coroado, without doubt, also belong to the Cren.

Among these, some on the lower Parahiba have been Ijrought to a half-civilized condi-

tion. The Puri are closely related to them. Once they formed a single tribe, but

after division they adopted different customs and languages, and now they live in

constant hostilities. Oscar Canstatt describes the Coroado whom he met in the follow-

ing style • Tlie earth-colored, dirty yellow gray hue, the low forehead, the coarse black

hair, the prominent cheek-bones, the want of lashes on the lower eyelid, and the sly,

malicious glance of the slightly oblique eyes, give to each individual a repulsive appear-

ance. The Coroado were numbered with the cannibals until, in the year 1800. tlie

missionaries .successfully approached them ; since then a j)art of them have become

settled on the lower Parahiba, and north of this river. Their houses are very good

and spacious, built of wood and clay, and covered Avith roofs of palm leaves and cane,

like those of the Portuguese. In them are seen the suspended hammocks, and, in a

corner, bows and arrows. Their generally very simple household utensils consist of

home-made vessels, dishes, or shells of gourds and the calabash tree, baskets woven of

palm leaves, and a few other things. Their clothing consists of white shirt and

breeches of cotton cloth ; on Sundays, however, they are better clad. They are then

not different from the poorer classes of the Portuguese; still, even then, the men often

go with bare liead and feet. The women, on the contrary, are more elegant ; some-

times they wear a veil, and love to adorn themselves. All speak Portuguese, though

among themselves usually their own language is used. The languages of Coroado

and Coropo are very closely related to each other, and usually the Puri understand

both. Only one family dwells in a house. Formerly the Coroado buried their dead

in a sitting i)osture, in long earthen vessels, which they called ' caniucis.' Early at

daybreak they used to bathe themselves, but this usage they have already abandoned.

Of the Puri, the smallest of all the tribes on the east coast. Prince Neuwied draws

a not very flattering ])icture.

The most beautiful Indian tribe in Brazil is that of Guato, or Buato, who can be

brought under none of the other tribal and linguistic groups of South America. They

are still tolerably nun)erous in many districts of the Province Matto (Trosso, as on the

Paraguay, and on the great lakes connected with this river. In their appearance they

are not greatly different from the Caucasian race, and the men have a tolerable strong

growth of beard. The women wear their long uncut hair hanging down loose over

their shoulders, but the men bind it together in a tuft. Sometimes the head is covered

with a straw hat. They are unclad, with the exception of an apron about the loins;

they love to adorn themselves, however, with a little disk in the lower lip, witli little

bunches of feathers in the lobes of tlie ears, with necklaces of crocodiles' teeth, and

other things. The greatest ])art of their life is s])ent in their boats, or ])irogues, which

they enter with wife and child at the advent of high water, and do not ([uit for weeks.

They dwell together only as families, and feci themselves so drawn to the water that

even for the building of their huts they usually select spots in the lowlands or swam])S.

Their household equipment, too, is very simple, and consists only of .a few skins of

animals, which they havi' obtaiiu'd by their favorite occujjation of hunting. Their

hunting a]i)i.iratus consists of bow and arrow of extraordinary size, tlie easy handling

of which de])ends u]ioii their bodily strength and agility ; they also know how to use
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lances, whicli are about twelve feet loii^r. IJ;irely does inofi- than one fainilv live

toc;ether, and in this tliero is never more than une man; the number of women, nn the

contrary, varies from three to twelve, and as soon as a boy is L;rown uji, he sejiarates

himself to found a liousehold of his own. At definite times, an<l oidy twii-e a year,

the men usually assend>le for a couple of days to confer on the |iossible circumstances of

the ti'ibe. Tlieir ])roj)ortionally very hinh intellc<-tiial dc\ chiimient stands in sli'ikint;-

contrast with their manner of life; their hingua!j,e, too, sounds snu)oth and musical.

The Guato liave a more hiuldy <leveIo])ed system of counting than tlie other Brazilian

Indians. They believe also in a di\ini' being, and that, after death, the souls of those

who have lived a good hfe on t'artii live on, and that those of (he e\ il are destroyecL

On tlie Paraguay, these interesting Imlians, with theii- mild habits ami childlike

curiosity, often approach the ships in theii- swift boats, in orch'r to offer their services

as pilots or steersmen, to ask all sorts of (pu'stions, and to beg, in wliieli they often

know liow to express themselves very readily, ami sometimes strikingly.

Fartlier north on the « aterslieil, between the i\ma/,on and the La I'lata ri\'ers,

more accuratelv between the Maderia and Tajiajos on the one side, and the I'araenay

on the otlier, :n-e settled the I'arexi, or Parecis, more properly written Poragi {i.e.

people of the Uliland ). Thev occupv a rich district on inland lakes and (jvei'llowinu-

rivers, with swamps, thick gi-owtlis of ruslu'S, and impassable f(.)rests; thev .'ire niven

to fishing anil agriculture, ami are geiu'rally peaceable in their disj)osition. Xot only

those settled on the waters, but also those of theii- companions who lived farther

toward the interior w<'re peaceable ami teachafile, and fell, therefore, verv soon into

the ser\'ice of the whites, by which I hey have been so rt'dnced tli.at most of the for-

nitu- tribes exist at ))resent only in fragments, and others ari' entirely extinct.

If we now i-ast a gl.ance at the materi:il and intellectual condition of the Indians,

we can assert that the hordc-s in eastern South America ha\"e li\ed bv huntini;-, fishiiiLf,

and agriculture; that even the bi-eeding of domestic animals was not wholly foreign

to them, but that dairying, on the contrary, was wholly uid<nown. The culture of

tielil and tree fruits is indigenous in .\nierica, and, on biitani<-al grounds, we know it

must have extciulcd back in a long series of ages. Among the articles of i-ultivation

of the so-called savages was fonml, at the linu- of thi' discovery, the ]ialm ; they also

knew of the mai/,e and e'rew it, but it was not- the chief article of their food ; this was
fiirnislied I'ather by the mamlioca plant (cassava ), or MiDiilntt itti/ifisiiini, of which

the Manaos triln-s disi inguish not less than thirty-live varieties. Of .animal food in

South Anu'rica then' is ne\cr a want, and the natives are skilful hunters. The etitch

of fish ;ind tortoises aloui' is ample' to supply foo<l for a Ion<4 time. The Tndi.an

catches the fish in e\-ery imaginable way, with hook and line, with nets, with weii'-

baskets, by claimning the watei-, «ith ai-row and spear, by lo|-cli light, by allurement

with strongly smelling plants, ami linally liy stupefaction, by poisoning the watei-.

The South Anu'iican Indians, especially those of the .\ma/.onas, are geiu'r.ally great

mixers of ])oison, ami they know iiow to impart to their decoctions a deadlv effect.

Arrow poison is ami always has been an object of zealous in\esligati(in. It is

lirepareil in many ways, it, was known in i'hn-ope as I'arly as I.")!!.") (Sir Waltei-

Raleigh lirought it from < Juiana to England ), but for a longtime its true nature was

uidviiown. It was regarded as snake poison. Curare, the deadliest of all |ioisons, is

not tdwtiys Jirepared in tln' s.aim' wav, but the nevei'-failing constituent is the

])oisonous sap of plants of the strychiuiu' family. It is of little interest to give a

description of the pii]iaialion of the ]ioisons, as each kind is differently ])repared, and
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c-lianged, however, since they came in eontaet with tiie Europeans. Tliey have sup-

ijorted tliomselves by tlie same doniestie animals anil lia\e since also become she])henls.

They aih.ijited the horse and ln'canie a nation of ladt-rs. Xnw they are murh neire

than formei'ly vugahonds, if the expression he alloweil ; they are ol>liged uilh llie sea-

sons to seek different j)astures for their cattle. They move quickly from place to

))lace by means of their horses, hut i-arcly 1any long in the same dislrict. The I.nid

over which they roam is generally hvi'l. Their tiTi-itoi-y stretches from i\\v litllc-

kuown desert of Gran Chaco to the shore of the Strait of Magellan. The Pampas

Indian cares notliing for agi'i<-ullure, nor is he n, sailor, for Lis country does not afford

material for boats. In the south it is ilry and arid, but, along the streams, game is

abundant. In the north the Gran L'haco district is submerged for a good portion of

the year.

The Pampas Indians are proml ami warlike and ha\e ne\er lieen subdued, but are

to-dav as free and independent as they were three hundi'ed years ago. .\mong them

several groups may be disting\iisheil. First of these are the Guayaeura, wliom we

h.ave already mentioned among the Indians of Brazil, but whom jn habits an<l customs

belong to the Pampas tribos. Souu> of these Guayaeura were called Lingiuis by the

S]ianiards, on account of their inserting a tongue-shaped l)it of wood in the lower lip.

At the time of the first ari-ival of the Euro])eans the Guayaeura were the most turlni-

lent tribe in the region, and extraordinarily wai'like. They dwelt fin the wi'stern side

of the Paraguay River in the (iran C'liaeo, and there they sought a retreat from the

conquerors, and have renniined independent to the present day. In tlie middle of the

sixteenth century they lived ]iriiicipally by the chase, and undertook ]ilundering expe-

ditions into the land of the Guarani, whom they robbed of maize and other produc'ts

of the soil. They themselves despised agriculture. In so far as hereditary chiefs

exist among them, they stand liigher soci.ally than other tribes. Among them sepa-

rate languages for the women prevails ; at least for different objects and conceptions

the women make use of exjiressions different from those of the men. The Guayaeura

call themselves in their own language Oaeeacalot, for Guayaeura is derived from Tupi,

and is said to signify quick runners. The Guayaeura in Paraguay are still on friendly

terms with the related tribes who have remained behind in the Gran Chaco, and gladly

unite with them in jilundering exiteditions. A part of thent have exchanged bows and

arrows for firearms, wliich, with the necessary .anununition, they procure from the Brazil-

ians in Matto Grosso. In Brazil several tribes belonging to the (biayaenraexist under

different names, which it is useless to repeat. The body, as among several Chaco tribes

is, with the exception of the head, so regularly and jiowcrfully built that it might

serve as a model for a Hercules. The head, on the contrary, is somewhat too small in

proportion, and the features are similar to those of the Guarani, except that the face

ajijiears less Hat and has a more oval outline. All these Indians liave cattle, slieep, and

horses, but they give their attention only to the hitler. They roam about the whole ter-

ritory of the (iran Chaco, and n'ain their uncertain susti'uance by hunting and plundering.

In the south, between the Parana and the Salvador, and beyond tln-se ;is far as the

Rio Dolce, are settled the Ahipoues, who formerly inhabited the Provinee of Chaco,

but .are now also settled in Paraguay east of the Pai-ana; they are, however, near ex-

tinction. They are a nice of strong men, of tolerably clear complexion and regular

features. They are brave warriors, skilful riders, but are si ill hardened Jieathens,

among whom all missions liave no effect ; they practise polygamy, but are otherwise

strictly moral. They are divided into three tribes,

vor.. VI. — 17
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The real Painjias, tlie land between the Tlio Colorado and the Rio Xegro, is inhab-

ited by the ti-ilie of the Puelts, that is the 'eastern.' They are ueighbors of the

Araticauians, but are more jieaeeable. At tlie time of their discovery they dwelt at

Salinas and in the mountains towards the coast,

and were in jiossession of herds of cattle and

sheep which they themselves had raised ; they

also made ponchos, robes of skins, brushes of

feathers, and other trifles which they traded or

sold in Buenos Ayres, or on the borders. Some-

thing more than a hundred years ago they pos-

sessed the jdains between the Rio Negro and the

Colorado, and maintained an active trade not

only with the Sjsanish Americans, but also with

the Patagonian Indians, by whom they were

called Yonac. At present they occujiy a district

far from the sea and reaching north to the Sierra

Bentana ; they live in small bands, some hostile,

some friendly, hut all restless. In their character

and manner of life they agree well with their

neighbors, the Patagonians. They are not sail-

ors, and know nothing of boats. Their chiefs

have but little authority. They believe in an

evil sjiirit ' Gualiehu ' or ' Arracken,' who occa-

sionally becomes a good sjiirit ; they also believe

in the immortality of the soul.

The Puelts are considerably stronger than the

Eurojicans. They will lasso a wild horse and

bring him to a standstill without stirring in their

saddles ; they endure evcrj'- sort of hardship and

privation, and undertake long journeys, taking

with them only the lance, the lasso, and the ' bolca-

dora,' a weaiion used in the chase and in war. The

northern Pamperos (as the Pampas Indians .ire

called) are not so tall as the southern tribes.

Their olive-brown skin is the darkest of all the

Indians of the region; many are almost black,

and their constant exposure to the sun increases

the color. They bind the hair into a coil with a

leather string, or, in war, let it fall down loosely

over the face and shoulders. The women are

well formed, but their gait is very inigraceful.

Their hands and feet are small, though the latter

are broad. .Vround the neck they wear a band,
fk;. iiii.-Siuidie, j'»i«^;^jj»«^^8. '-""i 1'"*^° »« about two inches wide, covered witli metal discs

of native manufacture. The si/.e and stiffness of

this ornament gives its wearer a comically stately appear.inee. The women are

very industrious and very submissive to their lords; the husbands, when not

hunting or training horses, live a life of perfect indolence. When they ch.ange
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their residence, all the work fulls <iii tlic women ; they pack ami saddle the horses,

carry or care for the children, and drive the lierds ; wliile the men, mounted on

their fast couisers, trouble themselves with nothing more than their lassos and

boleadoras, and aumse themselves on the way with the pleasures of the chase, without

in the least concerning themselves about their families, however much they may be at-

tached to their children. Having arrived at the chosen spot, it is the women who

unpack the horses and pitch the tents in which their husbands stretch themselves out

at rest, while they perform the work. T'sually the Pampas Indian, who could not

exist without riding, tises a wooden .saddle. *-)nly the richest and those who have had

especial luck in robbery, saddle their horses iu the Gaucho manner. The women ride

in the same way as the men, oul}' they make use of an entirely different sa(hlle, which

is made of seven or eight sheepskins, upon wliicli they lay a couple of cushions. In

onh'r to climb on this, they use a stirrup, which is hung .about the horse's neck.

By all the wild tribes of the Pam]i:is, as l)y civilized tribes, marriage is regarded as

a weighty act and as tlie source of an honorable and liapi)y life. The bond is con-

tracted by a business transaction, iuasnnich as the women are bought with all sorts of

objects and animals. If an Iiidi;ni wishes to marry and has selected the woman, he

visits all his friends and relatives, and inijiarts to them his intentions, an<l asks for their

assistance. Each one gives his counsel in a long speech to those interested, and lends

emjihasis to his words by some acceptal)le gift,— oxen, horses, silver stirrups, or s|iurs,

or other tilings which he has acquirccl in his robbing expeditions. Father and mother

decide whether a new-born child is to live or not, hence the numlier of children

among the South Atnerican Indians is proportionally very small. If the ch'cision is favor-

able, immediately the little one becomes the object of the most extraordinary ji.arental

tenderness. Father and mother in times of need will suffer the greatest privations in

onh'r to gratify the every wish of their offs])ring. At night the children are ]iut in a

sort of cradle, which is hung over the bed of the parents ; in the morninr;-, when the sun

appears, the mother lays them on a shee|]-skin, on which they can tumble to their

hearts' content. Almost as soon as they can crawl on their hands and knees, knives

and sharp wea]ions are placed in their hands, and the parents indulge in fond hopes

that they may become distinguishe(l enemies of the Christians.

The land south of the Pamjias, reaching to Tierra del Fuego, is occupied by the

Tehuelts, or Tsouecas, or, as they are mori' familiarly known, the Patagonians. This

latter name was given on iiccoiuit of the large footprints found l)y the Sp.anish dis-

coverers. On the ma]i, and in the accounts of P.atagonia, many different tribes are

mentioned, but with these we need not concern ourselves. The real Patagonians may
be divided into two great groups, the noi-fliern and the southern. They iioth speak

the same language, with slightly different accent ; and the southern seem, on the

average, to be larger and better formed. Iioth trilies frequently intermarry, .and thus

become mixed. Musters thinks the word 'Tehuelt' a corruption of 'Penek,' (he

Indian name for pampas. A couple of sulxn-dinate tribes are pointed out. One,

called Chenna, from their speech and ]iersonal a]i]iearance, seems to be a liranch of the

Chilian Araueanians. They are le.ss nonia<lic and more intellectual than the other

Patagonians. Their number is diminishing at a rapid rate.

Of the personal peculiarities of the Patagonians, their stature is most fi-equently

discussed, .and sometimes ex.'iggerated. According to Jfusters' measurements, the

average height is five feet ten inches; while jNToreno, a latei' traveler, ]ilaces the aver-

age at six feet and a quarter of an inch. The arms and chest arc remarkably
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developed, and the whole body is, according to Musters, well proportioned. Others

say that the legs are small iu comparison with the rest of the body ; and all agree on

the fact that the feet are small, and that the name Patagonian is a misnomer. The
Tehuelts are very strong, and capable of great endurance. Their expression, of

course, varies greatly, but for the most part is friendly and cheerful, but sometimes it

can be very sinister. In their broad laughs they show a row of beautiful teeth, which

they keep clean and white by chewing ' maki,' a sort of gum. Their eyes are brilliant

and intelligent, the nose usually aquiline and without that ugly broadening of the

nostrils which is elsewhere generally observed

in savage tribes. The hair is thick, and the

brow retreating strongly. Among the old Pata-

gonians, who were found by the earliest dis-

coverers in possession of stone weapons similar

to those represented in the illustr.ition, the

custom prevailed of artificially compressing the

skull. According to Moreno, this is still in

vogue ; the head is tightly bound with a band,

in order to hold back the hair. A different

way is to bind the child, after it is born, to a

board, with second pieces on either side of the

head, so that in riding or being carried it cannot

sway from side to side ; then a wide band is tied

around all. From this it would appear probable

that the flattening is not intentional, but arises

as a secondary result. Children bound in this

way are carried on horseback on the longest

journeys.

The skin is very dark, inclining less to red

than to yellow ; the brilliant eyes are dark brown

;

the hair is coarse, straight, and shiny black ; it

falls down in thick Ibcks, and feels very harsh.

xVdults wear it about half a yard long, kee]iing

it from the face by a headband like that shown

in the cut. The sparse beard and the eyebrows

are carefully jnilled out. Orkeke, the cayicjue of

the Tehuelt tribe situated on the Rio Chico,

made a very strong impression on Mr. Mustei-s.

Fully six feet tall and well'proportioned, no one

Avould have taken the old chief for a sexagen-

arian, so strong and active did he appear, so

inured did he seem to all hardship. His thick hair had begun to turn gray here and

there; and the large, intelligent eyes, the TiOman nose, the thin, firm lij)*, little agreed

with the conventional idea of the Patagonian jihysiognomy. A retreating forehead

com])leted the face, whicli, on the whole, was earnest and meditative, and hence very

intelligent.

The women are considerably shorter than the men, and their hair is rarely so long

or so beautiful as that of the other sex. They wear it in two braids, and on gala days

the maidens increase its length bv weaving in horsehair. The young Patagonian

Fig. 128. —old Patagonian weapons.
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women look very well, witli their healthily colored cheeks (when they are not discol-
ored with jiaint). Their conduct is described, however, as very coquettish; and they
love gallantry scarcely less than the la.lies of civilization. Ilanlship and work do not
produce so evil an effect on them
as one might expect. When
once they have become old, how-
ever, they .are ugly.

The dwi'lling of the Patago-

nians is the 'toldo'; this is the

Spanish name for the Indian

tent, which is made of guanaco
skins smeared with a mixture
of fat and red ochre. The tents

are usually pitched in .sheltered

jjlaces, with the entrance toward
the east, since the winds which
blow with force come mostly

from the west. Tlie furniture

is limited almost exclusively to

cushions of old ponchos or

'mandil,' which have to serve

as seats, couches, and, for the

women, also as saddles. The
Patagonians observe great clean-

liness in the toldo, and every

particle of filth is carefully re-

moved by the observant women. The clotliin- of the men consists of a ' chiripa,' a cov-
CTing for the lower limbs, ma,le fast about the loins; this is worn on all occasions, for
the Patagonian has ninch regard for decorum. In place of other robes is seen a mantle
of g^naco skm, warm and wide, worn with the hairv side in, and painted on the outsidem different colors, especially in red, yellow, blue, black, or white. For shoes, they
make use of top boots of horsehide, which reach above the knees. Tlie hea.l co^^
enng is bnnted usually to a colored thread net, to fasten together the abundance of
liair; but, when attainable, a hat is gladly worn.

The clothing of the women is no^t very different from that of the men, only that
the mantle ,s fastened about the neck by a large silver brooch or pin, and under the
mantle is worn an article of clothing of calico, or some similar material, cut like a sack
ami reaching trom the shoulders to the hips. The children have likewise little man-
tles, but they usually run around entirely naked. Articles of ornament, especially
large square ear-rings and silver brooches, are worn by the women, and the men even do
not disdain them. In general they prefer silver ornaments. These they make them-
selves trom the silver dollars they receive in trade, using only stone implements for
tlie purpose. Flint is only used by the men for striking fire. IJoth sexes ],aiut tlu^ir
faces, and occasionally the rest of their body, with a mixture of red ochre or bla.'k
earth and fat. Their morning toilet is very simple: a bath in the nearest brook, which
both sexes take usually before .laybreak. Then conies the hair-dressino- in which the
wives, daughters, or favorites i,erform the tonsorial operations for the men. It is also
the duty of the women to i^aint the faces of their lords; in case of mournino- a few

Fig. 129.—Tebuclt cbief.
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black spots are applied ; in case of war, these spots are white. Both sexes tattoo them-

selves upon the ann^, rubbing blue earth into the punctured skin by the aid of lieated

glass. Some authors have described the Xehuelts as armed with bows and arrows,

but Musters asserts that these weapons are never found south of the Rio Negro.

The chief occupation of the women is the making of mantles from the skins of

guanacos, wild-cats, pumas, and the like. They have also to pitch the tents, care for

the equipments of the horses, and jjrejiare the victuals. The cooking utensils are very

simple ; they embrace sj^its for roasting meat, a vessel to catch the fat as it drips, and

occasionally to these are added wooden jilates and the shells of armadillos.

Tlie chief occupation of the men is hunting. This is not an amusement, but a mat-

ter of business, for on it depends their prosperity. Occasionally they come to the

settlements and barter their furs for tobacco, sugar, ammunition, and rum— rum pre-

dominating. If their wives accompany them, they act as guardian angels, and part of

the proceeds of their sales is saved.

The Patagonians are moderate eaters, but do not eat at regular times. They are

great smokers. In the absence of tobacco they use herbs mixed with Paraguay tea.

Women sometimes smoke, but only when old. Their amusements are horse-racing,

gaming with cards and dice, and ball-playing. They have a good musical ear, but

their songs are a mere repetition of senseless words. Formerly the tribal traditions

were sung, but not now. Boys play with little bolas and catch their dogs with little

lassos. Girls pitch little tents and play house. In short, children simply imitate their

parents. A horse with its equi])ments is given to each child at an earl}' age for its

personal pi'operty. They have a festive occasion on the christening of a child, and on

the coming to maturity of a daughter. They have no hereditary family names ; all

names are arbitrarily chosen. The whole village is informed when a girl comes to the

age of maturity; preparations are made; the girl is brought to a tent, or toldo, erected

for the purpose, and which no one else can enter; and the whole ends in a ball, in

which the men alone are dancers, the women being spectators.

Marriage is always contracted on the affections of the persons concerned. A
daughter is never forcibly affianced by her parents. When the girl's consent is

obtained, the bridegroom sends liis brother or a friend with gifts "of horses and silver

ornaments. If satisfactory, the parents make in turn gifts of like value, which, how-

ever, usu.ally are the property of the bride. The bridegroom presents himself in his

best attire, leads home his bride to a new toldo amid the congratulations and songs of

his friends, and a feast of mare's flesh is served. Childless married ])eo]ile ado]it, in

place of a child, a dog, make it presents of horses and other animals; and all these, on

the death of their owner,— that is, the dog,— are destroyed. In the case of death, the

corpse is rolled u]i in a mantle, put in a sitting posture in a heap of stones, with its

face to the east, and left. All liis effects arc brought together and burned, and his

name is never after mentioned.

The religion of the Patagonians is distinguished from that of the Araucanians by an

entire absence of sun-worshiji ; on the other liand, worshiji and jirayer are offered

to the moon. They believe in a good spirit, l)ut maintain that he does not

trouble himself about mankind. But they believe in numerous evil spirits that work

men ill. The iirealest of these, Gu.alichu, is often jiropitiated by sacrifices of horses.

This matter is not entirely entrusted to the medicine men, whose rank is not heredi-

tary. The medicine men are also the medical practitioners of their tribe. Divination

and prophecy is for them a dangerous business, because not uufrequently they are i)un-
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islu'J with tleath if their iJi-filiction \n- not fuifillc-il. Occusionrilly the "loath of a Pata-

goiiiau is attributed by his relatives to tlio iiia^ie of a thinl ]iarty, an assertion wiiich

is usually attended by unpleasant results to the magician coneerned.

The eharacter of the Tehuelts can be descriljed, uj)on the whole, as a good-natured

one. Among themselves they are ui)right ; but they will i>lunder a stranger without

remorse. Of foreigners the Patag<jniaiis are thoroughly mistrustful, and especially of

the Spaniards, whom they call "Christians;" still. Musters had a very interesting con-

versation with a chi(;f about the Indians themselves and their relations with the w hite

men. The I'atagonian explained that he was always for a friendly intercourse with

llie people of Bolivia in the west, as well as with the Argentines in the east. 'Miod,"

said he, " has given us jilains and hills to dwell in ; he has ))rovide'l us with guanacos,

from wh(jse skins we build our houses and make mantles to clothe ourselves; in the

same wav he has furnished us with ostriches for nourishment. Our contact with the

Christians during the last few years has accustomed us to sugar, biscuit, meal, and

other articles of luxury, which were formerly unknown to us, but have now become

almost a necessity. If we wage war witli the Spaniards, we Lave no longer a market

for our pelts, ponchos, feathers, etc., so that it is our interest to live on good terms

with them ; besides this, there is a i)lace here for all."

The Tehuelts are awfully mciulacious; only when it pays do they tell the truth.

Generally they govern themselves in this according to the jieople with whom they

associate; if one does not deceive them, they do not do so. They have been terribly

reduced by cholera, so that their entire number now scarcely exceeds fourteen hunilred

souls.

The Fuegi.vxs.

South of the Araucanians and the Tehuelts, at the extremity of the Xcw World,

on the land of fire and the surrounding islands, dwell the Fuegians. On the eastern

jiart of the archipelago some Tehuelts have settled, but these differ not only from the

Fuegians, but from their relatives on the main land, in several respects. This exis-

tence of two distinct tribes, or even races, on these islands explains the great discrep-

ancies in the accounts of travelers, one visiting one, and another seeing another. In

the west and south .ire the true Fuegians, widely distinct from their eastern neighbors.

They are divided into a number of tribes, for one of which the name Pesherilh, or

Pechere, has been used.

The Pechere, who at the most number about four thousand, .are not very favorably

described. They are usually pictured as disgusting creatures, standing at the very

bottom of the human scale. In stature these liskimo of the south are small, and in

striking contrast to the gigantic Patagonians, the averages height being five feet three

inches. The trunk is better developed than the legs, which are ])roportionally rather

short, giving the whole an ungainly ap])earance. The feet are large, and in fact these

people deserve the name ' Patagonians,' rather than those to whom it is usually ap|died.

A ])iilal rharacteristic is the fact that the big toe is separated from its fellows by a

considerable interval.

The face is flat ; indeed it almost appears as if it had been pressed between

boards. The nose is sunken, the cheek-I)ones protuberant, the brow arched and rather

low; the brilliant eye is generally dark brown, the exjiression usually earnest, sh)',

melancholy, or sad. Very characteristic is the shortness of the bridge of the nose, the

so-called length of the nose; the nostrils are usually very broadly distended, the b.ase
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is broad, flat, the bridge a little inytiuding, and slightly rounded. Generally the form

approaches veiy considerably toward the JVIongolian type. The ear is rather small and

delicate, the lobes being either wholly wanting, or only slightly developed as in the

Eskimo. The mouth is iu itself large, and apjiears much larger on account of its full

thick lips. The chin is somewhat round, indeed sometimes an almost s])herical

protuberance.

The comjjlexion is dark, often very dark, being essentially brown, sometimes with

a yellow tone, chiefly in the face. As in the Papuan and Eskimo, the covered por-

tions of the body, as the breast, are darker than the face, which is never covered,

and always appears relatively bright. The hands and arms, feet and legs, are very

dark. Only the jialms of the hands an<l the soles of the feet are, as among the

negroes, of a lighter color.

Tattooing and painting of

the skin is not practised.

The hair is as black as

possible; that of the head

is moderately long, ricli.

smooth, coarse, slightly

wavy, very thick, and

stands out like the mane
of a horse. Roth sc.xes

wear it alike, cutting it

short at the hollow of

the neck and just above

the eyes. Even among the

men the face has very

little hair ; the older ]ier-

sons have sparse mustaches

and chin whiskers, but

scarcely a trace of hair

on the cheeks. The eyebrows

ire wanting, since they are j)ulled

out or shaved off.

Of the social relations of the

Pechere not much is known, and

only a little can be said. They have no villages, and rarely any fixed abodes

or houses or huts, but lead an unsettled life, which they sjiend mostly upon

the water. Only in seasons of need, when, on account of stormy weather,

they cannot go to sea, do they make little excursions on the land. Of real

wanderings and repeated tours on foot, there seems to be no mention among

them. They are the only South Americans who tempt the sea in hollow tree-

trunks. From the constant lire which they maintain in these boats, both land

and jieojile receive their names. Peschel declares that from La Plata to Ca]ie

Horn, and from Cape Horn .along the west coast of South America almost to the Isth-

mus of Panama, at the time of the discovery, there was not a tribe who Iiad hit upon the

idea of m.aking other kinds of w.ater conveyance than r.ifts ; therefore the construc-

tion of boats must have been rediscovered in the Strait of Magellan, aTid the inven-

tors were the Fuegians, among whom the conformation of the coast produced certain

Fig. i:;o.
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customs of life ami activities. Orii;inally tlic}- li:ul canoes of bai-k, wliich was sti-etched

over a frame and sewed together. Their pivseut canoes are about fifteen feet long-

and three w ide, ami are made of slcins sewed together in a jirimitive fasliion, witli tlie

hairy side in. In the middle of the canoe is a round hearth of stones, on wliich the

fire is kej)t. The sides of the boat are held in jiosition b\' wooden ribs. It is thought

fi-iim their feeble efforts at boat Iniilding, and from thrir wcajions, clubs, that the

I'eehere were once an inland tribe.

At home the}' eat no vegetables, but live entirely on Hsh, birds, and the little game

they are able to obtain. Indeed, when hard jiushed, they kill their old wcmiiMi for

food. A boy descriljcd to Darwin the way tliis was done; namely, by holding the

victims over smoke till suffocated. He imitated their shrieks, ami told the ]iarts of

the body whicli are regarded as the best eating. The manner in which they jireiiare

their f(K)d is verv sim|ile ; they roast everything, and for this purpose use the fire they

carr\' with them in their boats.

Cleanliness is none of their concerns; they aj)parently know nothing of the cleans-

ing properties of water, still less of the use of soap, and they exhale an exquisite odor

of fish-oil. They have an astonishing ability to endure all sorts of weather in

spite of a highly deficient costume, such as we find equalled among no othei' tribe on

earth. They go— men, women, and children — eonqiletely naked, or nearly so. Dr.

Essendorfer describes the ' dress' of these people as follows : The women wrre oidy

covered about the loins with a skin, the hair side being within; the ujipcr jmrt of the

body was entirely Ijarc. One of the cliildreu was wrap]ied in a little mantle of pelts,

the other was wholly naked ; in spite of this they did not seem to be cohl. The men
wore a jielt of otter skins, which were neatly and firndj' sewed together with gut-

string, the hair side in. This robe hangs to a string which passes about the neck ; the

whole is thrown from one side to the other, so th.at the upper part of the body is com-

pletely uncovered. A wedge-sha]ied ]iieee of skin; about a hand's breadth wide and

half a yard long, is made fast about the hi]is. The wonnai like to bedeck themselves,

whenever they can, with a great number of arm-bands, rings, and charms.

Darwin fell in with them in his voyage in the ' Beagle,' and describes them as

poor, wretched creatures whose friendship could be bought with a jiiece of red cloth

which they tied round their neck. The spokesman of the jiarty he met had two

baiuls ])ainted across his face, one bright red, from ear to car across his li]i, and the

other white, across his eyebrows. Darwin also describes another grou]) w ho wei-e still

more pitiful. Of them he says, "when one sees such men, he can scarcely believe

that they are our fellow creatures, and inhal)it;uits of one and tlie same world." A
German traveler has dramatically portrayccl them in the sanu- unfa\'orablc ]\>j:h{.

Anotlier observer says, " tlu'y arc really the most wretched creatures I cvia- saw."

Rochas is of the opinion that they stand scarcely higher than the orang-utan, or

the beaver. Their ])hysiognomy shows nothing wliatever of intelligence: still the tires

of reason burn witliin, even though the tlanies are inconspiiaious.

Darwin also noticc<l the extraordinary {ibility of these savages in imitating all

movements, gestures, and I'ven tlu^ language of strangers. So soon as these eouulied

or yawned, instantly the Fuegian imitated it. They repeateil with entire correctness

every wor<l in any sentence that w.as directed to them, and recalled sncii worils—
Spanish, and even Oerman and Knglish — a considcralile time afterward. The\' bcgLiji'd

for a knife, which they <lesignaled with the Spanish word cuchilla. Of barter had

cle.ar eoncejitions. Darwin gave a man a large nail without making any sign that he
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expected a gift in return ; the Fuegian immediately selected two fisbes and banded

tliem over to him on the point of a spear.

The wigwam of the I'cehere, similar in size and form to a cock of hay, consists

only of a few broken brajidies stuck in the ground, and covered, as a rule, on one side

very incompletely with a few layers of leaves and ru;<lies. On the west coast, as Dar-

Avin relates, the huts are, upon the whole, better; foi- they are covered with seal-skins.

At night live or six sleep in them, naked, crouching together on the ground like

animals, their persons scarcely protected from the winds and rains of this stormy

climate. At ebb tide, be it winter or summer, day or night, they get up to collect

mussels from the rocks. Tiie inhaliitants of this arcbijielago, where, on account of

the moist atmosphere, it is very difficult to kindle wood into flame, belong to the few

races of mankind who strike sparks from flint and catch them on tinder. The method

of making fire, otherwise most prevalent among uncultured peoples, i.e., by rubbing

two pieces of wood together, is wholly unknown to them.

The wea]ions of the Fuegians consist mostly of bows and arrows. The shaft of

the bow is of hard wood, the cord of twisted seals' guts. The arrows are made of light

wood ; at one end they arc feathered, at the other blunt, and furnished with a cleft

in which the point is inserted. These points consist of a gTeen, glasslike substance,

Fig. 131.— Fuegian liarpoous.

and are highly prized among the natives. Originally these arrow points were made of

stone, but lately, however, they h.ave learned to make them from pieces of glass of

broken bottles. The fine arrows are furnished at the lower end with feathers, and the

Pechere shoot them with great accuracy. Then they make harpoon ami sjiear ])oints

from bone. As is seen from the illustration, the side of the ]i()ints are nicked, though

there are smooth points; both are fastened to a handle six feet long.

Lieutenant Bovc recently made some observations on the Jagans, a tribe of about

3,000 in<lividiials, dwelling on the west coast. His account to some extent varies from

or adds to that given above.

" The .Jagans imjjress one as a poor r.ace. In general the men are scarcely of more

than medium stature, while the women rarely reach it. The faces of this race are

round, large, and flat, with high cheek bones, low foreheads, large flat noses, very

black and i-estless eyes, wide ai)art, large tumid lijis, and strong jaws furnished with

beautiful teeth. The head and chest are <lisj)ro]K)rtionately large coni|)ared to the ex-

treme slenderness of arms and legs, and it is a marvel how the latter can support the

well-developed trunk and heavy head. In spite of this strange formation both men and

women have uncommon strength, and I have .seen them carry weights that would have

taxed the robustest of our sailors. No less surprising is the smallness of their hands

and feet, which, if a beauty, is very disadvantageous to the men, who can carry only-

one or two objects in their hands at the same time. Tluy have rough, lustreless black

hair, which they wear long aiul falling over face and shoulders. Some bind it with a

leather straji, but most let it grow to such an extent that they look more like furies

than human beings. The men have very little beard, and that little they jiluck out.
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while neitlier men nor women have any hair on their Ijodii's. They do not tattoo, Init

use all kinds of paint. Two or three hues of eoloron the face, ami a few necklaces of

shells or birds' bones, is the usual dress of a Fuegian. For protL-ction .-igaiiisl the ter-

rible hurricanes, the snows that fall during ten nmnths in the year, and the torrential

rains that daily visit this miseraWe archipelago, the Fuegian only wearsasnniU nnuitle

of seal or guanaco skin over his shoulders. The wigwams are only made of intertwined

branches fixed in some sheltered spot, l)iit they are too weak to kccji out snow and

rain. These wigwams are used by the Fuegians, who dwell near the few residcjits of

Uschunaia or round the mission ; the other natives scarcely ever remain niort^ than one

or two days in the same ]ilace; they lead a vagrant life in their small c:nioes among the

compIicate<I canals of this broken-up country, fishing and hunting for their subsistence,

of which the sea furnishes tlie larger jiart. The women are looked upon as slaves,

and the greater jiart of the work falls to their share. I have often seen the men sitting

(piietly round a good lire, while the ]ioor women were exjiosed in fragile skilTs to

the snow, wind, and waves, fishing for their idle and angry husbands. The greater the

number of wives or slaves a man has, the

easier for liim it is to find a living; Iience

the ]iraetice of polygamy, which is so

rooted among the Fuegians that in s]iite

of the efforts of tlu' missionaries, it is no

rare thing to see a convei't break through

restraint and add two or more wives to

the one allowed him by his new religion.

But though a F'uegian may marry as

many wi\ es as hi' jileases, he seldom takes

more than four; and even with that small

number it is diflicult to jn-eserve domes-

tic peace.

" The wigwam is the scene of daily

battles, ami sometimes the jirettiest of

the wives jiays with her life the jirefer-

ence of her husband. Sometimes, how-

ever, the wives :ill unite against their

common hiisliand. The girls begin to

Inint for husbands at, ten or twelve years

of age, l)ut they oidy become mothers at

the age of seventeen or eighteen. Tlu'

men marry at fourteen or sixteen vears

of age. The marriages are dictated bv

convenience, and are a matter of sale and

])Ui'chase i-ather than of love or reciprocal

sympathy. The father chooses from

among the suitors for his daughter the one who is strongest, most dexterous, and docile

to his wishes, and fixes the innnber of skins to be given, and days that his son-in-law

has to work for him. \ canoe, s}iears, and har|"iMns form the dowry of the bride.

When ;ill is settled the briile is informed, and, whatever may be lu'r sentinu-nts, she

takes good care to show no resistaiu'C to her father, and is taken away to herhusband's

wigwam. But generally the father's choice is also the daughter's, for nowhere do

Fk;. lo-.—Weaitoiis and utensils of tlie I-'ucgians.
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strengtli and dexterity make a greater impression than upon the Fuegian girls, wlio fly

from a crooked or deformed man as from an impure being— a pariah. There is no
feast nor wedding ceremony. Tlie bride simply goes to her husband's wigwam, or lie

establishes himself in that of her father. But some rules have to be observed. If the

husband wishes to continue to eat the flesli of tlie guanaco or seal, he must take a

purifying bath in the sea the morning after his wedding. Such a bath, especiallj' in

the depth of winter, is no doubt often the cause of many of the maladies to which the

young Fucgians are subject. The Fuegian women are very prolific. Seven or eight

is the average number of children, but often a still young woman will have ten or

twelve.

" The children, however, seldom all survive their parents, for the mortality between

two to ten years of age is extraordinary. The variable and rigid climate, the want of

nourishment, the terrible heats, and bad treatment by the parents, are the chief causes

of the death of these miserable infants, yet unarmed against the frightful struggle for

existence. The mother's love lasts, it may be said, until the babe is weaned, after which

affection rapidly diminishes as the child grows, and is completely gone when the latter

attains the age of seven or eight years. At this age the parents have no more author-

ity over the boys, who go out and come in as they like, ami are never asked what they

are doing. The only lasting love in the heart of a Fuegian is the love of self. How
often have I seen a father devouring a piece of meat or bread, while his famishing wives

and children silently watch him with their hungry eyes, timidly picking up the cruudis

that fall from his mouth, and darting ravenously upon the miserable remnants tlii'own

to them Ijy the ferocious head of the family. As there are no family ties, the word
' authority' is void of meaning among the Fuegians. Every fmnily enjoys the utmost

independence, and only the need of common defence induces a few families to form a

small tribe. But no one has the right to set himself up as chief and direct the actions

of the others ; offensive expeditions are fixed by common accord, and the products of

the chase are equally distributed among those who have taken part in it."

Of the religion of the Fuegians, Darwin could learn nothing definite. They, at

times, bury their dead in holes, though no ceremony is known which they then observe.

That they, like all other savages, have superstitious customs, appears from the fact

that each family, or each tribe, has its magician. The Fuegians have no form of gov-

ernment of their own. They live in anarchical equality of rights of one with another.

The lan<>-uage of the Fuegians deserves, according to European ideas, scarcely to

be called an articulate language. Cajit. Cook has compared it with the sounds which

a man makes in clearing his throat; but to this Darwin adds that certainly no Euro-

pean ever cleared his throat with so many guttural and clucking sounds. Still, all

judgments are not alike. Dr. Bohr found their voices not un]ileasant, and their speech

very vocalic. Mr. Bridges, a missionary, collected a vocabulary of the Jagan dialect,

containing not less than fifteen thousand words. He regards the language as remark-

able, on account of its completeness and regularity.

Of course, these inhabitants of Ticrra del I-'ui'go have been visited by missionaries.

The c'lrlv rillcmpts at con\-ersi(in tcniiiuatcil most disastrously : the whole jiarty, after

undergoing the most terrible pri\ations, died from starvation. J.atcr attc^mpts have

been more successful. About sixty have learned to read. An orphans' home has been

established, and has twcntj-five scholars; and a mission house of iron lias been built,

around which is a little village of Christian families. Little more remains to be said.

The cases actually investigated show the world that these Fuegians do not stand so
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low as was believed; that they show no bodily characteristics that betray a connection

with the lower animal world; that their condition is that which we have been accus-

tomed ti) attribute to prinntivo man in general. Vin-liDW thinks, from his investi-

gations, that thej' are ca])able of a high intellectual development. They have, at

least, made two discoveries, the building of boats ami the method of making tire, and

both these required human thought. Like the Australians, the Botocudos, and the

Yeddas of Ceylon, the Fuegian is not much different from the early man who
thousands of years ago roamed through western Europe. He lives in tlie same
migratory, starved-out way, uses the same sort of wea|>()ns, and is characterized by
the same usages and customs. The early men of Europe rose in intellectual ami

moral develojimeiit : why shonld not the Fuegians ?



AFEICA.

Uktil a coni]iai-ativc]y recent date less has

l>een known of Africa than of any otlier conti-

it, and even now we know but little of it excejit

its shores. For a long time, with the exception

of Egypt, it was believed that it was all inhabited

by black men,— by negroes; but recent investigations

show that it is peopled by tribes and families far

more distinct than those occurring on the American

continent. Notwithstanding this fact, there are hardly

two authorities who agree in their ideas of the way
these different peoples should be arranged. It would

be interesting, did space allow, to review the different

views that have been held with regai-d to the inhabi-

tants of Africa,— from that which w-oukl regard all as

descendants of Ham, to the latest theory. We can,

however, refer, and that very briefly, to but three of

these theories.

Friedrich IVrilller, of Vienna, one of the best anthro-

])ologists which our world has yet seen, recognized five

distinct races in Africa. In the extreme south and

Sduthwest were the Hottentots; next came the Kafirs,

exlciiiling to and beyond the eqtiator; third, tlie

Negroes in the Sudan ; the fourth, llie Fulahs, extend

as a weilgr lictwccu liu' northern negroes, while the last .are reg.-u-ded as belonging to

the 'Midland races.' Tlie first four of these are regarded as native, while the last

needs a word of explanation.

270
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The term '3Iiill:ni<l ' races is used for tlmse peoples who liail their origin to tlie

east of the Mediterranean. They are sujijiosed to have been early broken up into

four grfat groups;— Basques, Caueaslans, Haniito-Semitic, and Aryan. Only one of

these interests us at present. Tlie Ilanutic branch of the Ilaniito-Seniitic group

pushed into Africa from Asia, and drove before it the autochtlionous ]ieoples. The

date of this immigration Miiller places at at least COOO C C. The Hamitic branch

has l)cen divided up into three families, the Egyptians, the Ethiopians or East Africans,

and the Libyans. The first embraces the Egyptians of ancient times and their descend-

ants, the Copts ; the second, a long series of tribes in Eastern Africa ; and the last, tlie

present Berber tribes, embracing the Tuarics, Kabyles, etc.

Peschel could recognize but three groups of Africans; tliese are the Hottentots,

the Negroes, and the same northern group of immigrants of which we have just been

speaking. With the Xegroes he unites the Kafirs and the Fulah with the Sudanese,

although he admits that there are important points of difference. In the case of the

Fulahs, he says that they may be a distant offshoot of pure Negro blood, oi- a mixture

of Sudanese with Berber.

Passing by the scheme of Keene, the Englisli ethnologist, we come to that of

Robert Hartmaim, of Berlin. Althougli his travels in Africa were restricted t(_) the

valley of the Nile, he so improved his opportunities that he was able to make good

use of the results of others. Further, it is in regard to the very ])eo]ile among whom
he went that the most dispute exists, and hence his results, enforced as they are by

numerous facts, are of s[iccial inip(.irtauce, even if tliey seem to ha\e an iconoclastic

tendency.

Hartmann regards the whole of the .Vfricans as being ethnically connected and

shading into each other by insensil>le degrees. Hi' rejt'cts the idea of successive im-

migrations from Asia, refuses to believe in any Ilamito-Si'milic Africans (except those

who have entered since the historical era), and claims that the j)roblenis will not be

solved until travelers are sent better eqiiiiiped for ethnological investigation than were

those to whom we owe all our present knowledge. It would seem that Hartmann is

nearer rii;ht than his pi-eilecessor-. The theory of evolution applies to the races of

men as well as to the lower animals; indeed, it is here that it can bo most conclusively

jiro\en. Shar]) lines of ilistinction occur no more among mankind than among other

members of tlie animal kingdom.

Differing thus fniulamentally in ils foundation, Ilartmann's sulxlivisious are more

like the others than at first woulil l)e supi)Ose<l. North of the equator he recognizes

three grou]is or stocks. Tlie iirst of these, the Berl)ers or In.ioshagh, reaches from the

Red Sea to Morocco, and from the Me<literranean to the southern border of the Sahara.

It emljraces the old Egyptians, tiie Moors, and the Nubians. The second group is

found on the coast and in the highlands of Abyssinia, and in certain places to the south

and west. These are collectiveh' groujied mider the name Bedshah. The third

division inhabits the whole Sudan ami the rest of the contin<'nt as far as the eipiafor

and the great lakes. These are the Negroes, or, as Hartmann calls them, the Nigi-i-

tiers. They have dark, brownish, bluish, or gray-black skins, and usually woolly hair.

While the features of the Berbers and the Bedshah ap]iroximate those of the Euro-

peans, those of the Negroes are flat and stumpy. Below the Negroes are the ICatirs

or the Bantu ]K'ople, and the Hottentots.

In the following pages many facts will incidentally appear, some of which favor,

and some oppose, this grouping of Hartmann. For our purpose it is not necessary to
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discuss at length the question whether or no the northern tribes are immigrants from

Asia, or how tliey obtained their peculiar physiognomy and their su23erior intellectual

development. These questions, however, have their own interest, and are at the

present time of considerable practical importance. If it be shown that the natives

of the interior stand below the tribes of other parts merely from a lack of advanta-

ges, and that, when opportunity is afforded, they are as capable of a partial civilization

as their neighbors to the north, it will render the opening up of the middle of Africa

a far easier task than it will otherwise be. The old idea that man comes into the

world like a blank page upon which anything can be written has long since been

shown to be eiToneous. The truth is no longer self-evident that all men are created

free and equal. As much depends upon innate qualilications as upon external sur-

roundings.

There is one fact to be noted in passing, though its explanation is difficult. When
a higher civilization is brought in contact with a lower, the former is degraded more

than the other is elevated. The amount of degradation is limited by various accidents.

Members of the African exploring expeditions, by long isolation from the whites and

contact only with the blacks, afford many instances of this.

In our review of the African tribes, we begin with those at the south and thence

pass to the north, a course which has the result of making the transition from Africa

to Asia less abrujjt than it otherwise would be.

Tribes of the Saax, oe Bushieen.

Two great, sharply separated native races— the Kafirs and the Hottentots— divide

South Africa between them. The latter, in turn, are composed of two tribes. The

Dutch colonists applied to these hostile though related Africans the names Hottentots

and Bushmen (or Bosjemans), ignoring the native terms Khoin and Saan. The name

Hottentot means stutterers, and was given in allusion to the miserable sound of the

language ; the other is simply men of the wood or ' bush.'

The Bushmen live in many scattered hordes, in the sandy and mountainous parts

of the interior as far as the Cunene and Zambesi ; and stand, in comparison with

the Hottentots, at a very low stage on account of the scarcity of the necessary means

of subsistence. Yet they offer in body, language, customs, and manner of life, nnicli

that is very interesting,—yes, even enigmatical. Both tril)es are fundamentally different

from the Kafirs and the other South Africans. Bushmen and Hottentots stand near

each other; at least in color and ty]pe of face both are very similar. Moreover, in

both languages (although the relationship is only a very slight one, perhajis scarcely

noticeable) the same i)eculiar smacking sounds are found ; in the myths and legends

of both, sun, moon, and stars play a jiart ; while in the legends of the darker colored

Afi'icans the stars have nothing to do ; still we must not identify the Bushmen and

Hottentots.

That the Bushmen, whom we will first consider, formed at an early time a sejiarate

tribe apjicars from their jihysical i)eeuliarities. Especially striking is their small size.

The average size of six grown men from different districts was only fifty-seven inches;

while the average for five women amounted to a fraction more. According to Peschel

this striking snuillncss of the southern Bushmen should be attributed to bad noiu'ish-

ment ; because Chajiman, in the wilderness on Nganii Lake, found their stature

nuich larger. The freedom which the Bushnnm finds in the Kalahari and the country
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about the X!::;niiii Lake pnxluces his stature ; ami on the other hanil liis bearing and aftl-

tiule })roeeed from tlie independence wliich is peculiar to all trilies living in unfettered

freedom. Moreover, the interesting discovery has lately been made that even in Cen-

tral Africa similar tribes of small men exist. Krai)f tells about the small brown Doko

in Sennaar. West of the great lakes live the Akka or Tikkitikki discovered by jMiani

and Schweinfurth; and Dii Chaillu found the small 01>ono-o or Abongo, resem-

bling the Bnslnnen, on

the west coast below the

equator. Perhaps it is

allowable, with Schwein-

furth, to see in all these

trijjes the scattered rem-

nants of a great African

])rimitive race.

To all appearances the

Bushman is the real lord

of South Africa ; he was

probably here before the

Kafirs, jierhajis also !»>-

fore the Hottentots im-

migrated. At all events

the Saan first inhabited

South Africa, and held

territories in the interior

where now the black-

brown tribes are settled.

At present we find them

only in those j)laces where

they rennun uinnolested

by Hottentots, Kafirs,

and whites. The Bushmen are of spare, slim, and well-proportioned form, with a

parched skin which feels like morocco. The hair on the body is extremely sparse
;

the beard amounts to only a thin growth. The Bushman is copper-brown, though his

true complexion is usually coverecl with an ash-gray coat of dirt. In comjiarison with

the negroes, the complexion of the Bushmen is extraordinarily clear. He has co.arse,

cris]), short hair, which he ornaments with feathers, his ears and nose are decked

with bones, his liml)s are greased with fat, and indeed the more he does this the

stronger smelling he is. The small, unsteady, deep-set eyes are fiery, and his ges-

tures as animated as are those of the Hottentots.

Arranging tlie South xVfrieans, not according to capabilities and talents, !)ut accord-

ing to attainments, the Bushmen certainly stand lowest. They have no cattle, no

houses, no court, no king, and, excejiting the miserable dogs, no domeslii' anini.als.

With his dogs the Bushman roams over the desert, living a life not much above that

of the wild licasls sin'mundiiig liim. He plunders alike the Eurojx^an .and the

Kafir, and this brings him into constant war with his neighbors. The c<i|onists

for a century jiast have waged a war of extermination against them, and in con-

seipicnce their mnnbers ha\'e been greatly i-educed. The few that have been com-

j)elle(l tci live a settled life have been mixed with foreign blood. The free JUishmen.

VOL. VI. — IS

Fig. 134. —Typical Busliman.
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are the Gypsies of South Africa, for they have an unconquerable desire for wander-

ing, and never become accustomed to fixed abodes.

Tlie Bushman seeks a dwelling among the

rocks (lie is a genuine troglodyte) or in an ant-

hill, or in the burrows of the aard-vark. In de-

fault of these he builds a nest in the bushes, or

protects himself against the cold and storm of

winter by a skin or mats supj)orted on pegs.

Only those living at the Cajie build houses, and

these are beeliive-shaped structures five or six

feet high.

His agricultural knowledge is slight. The
principal instrument is a round stone with a

hole in the middle fastened on a pointed stick.

The point of the stick is driven under a root by

the weight of the stone, and the stone now
serves as the fulcrum of a lever for which the

stick is now used. Their costume also is simjile

enough— a condition of almost entire naked-

ness, for the piece of skin, which covers them in

front, (made as a rule of sheejiskin), and the

tail-like leather strip which hangs down behind,

can scarcely be regarded as clothing. If the

pelt or skin of a wild beast fails him, these are

sewed together into a mantle (' kaross '); ho

heats the earth for the length of his body with

fire, mixes the heated sand with cool, and buries

himself therein. The greasy lad fulls back on

the principle that dirt keeps warm. The women
are clad somewhat better; the hi] is are covered

with a skin, the arms and legs with copper or

iron rings, or with rings of leather. Tattooing

is not in practice, but the western Karri-Karri

are accustomed to wear in the cartilage of the

nose a piece of wood.

Game is their principal food ; still they eat

snakes, rats, ami mice ; but human fiesh tliey do

not eat. They cut out the bloody parts of their

game and devour the rest. The Bushman can

get along for four or five days without food, but,

to make u]>, he then eats all the more; five

Bushmen can in an hour eat half a sheep, and

in a half night a quagga ; it is repeatedly ob-

served that on a rich diet of from fourteen days

to three weeks, the Bushman becomes fat and

plump. He cats as much as lie can, then rests,

and only hunger can force liim to activity. In case of need he lives on grass-roots.

The Bushmen know how to drive game into covered pits with pointed poisoned spears.

I'iO. 135. — liusliman reailj' for battle.
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Tlie vulturos show them the places where, on the jircccdiiig night, tlie game of the lion

was killed. The lions themselves they surprise while sleeping, throwing a mantle or

kaross suddenly over their heads, at the same time thrusting poisoned arrows into tlieir

bodies. The game captured is consumed on the spot. When they live on fresh water

the Bush-people make fishing baskets and harjioons with b(5ne points. Thus in a wil-

derness in which a Eurojiean would surely starve, they know \u>\v to li\e verv well.

It is worthy of note that they never build rafts nor boats. Of their utensils and arms

little is to be said. They have wonderful skill in weaving nets, which they use as

baskets or sacks. Ostrich eggs serve as water vessels, for

which also the skins of animals are used. His pomade boxes

are tortoise shells, which he carries at tlie hip tilled with

bucku salve. Spears often come into his jjossession. These

"assagai" are sometimes furnished with barbs, and then

serve several jjurposes. The characteristic weapons arc the

club, fifteen or twenty inches long, made from the wood of

tiic acacia, a stick with hard knots, and especially a small

bow of tough wood, strung with the intestines of the wild-

cat, together with a quiver of aloe-wood, with a liuudle of'

from sixty to ninety poisoned arrows, which are discharged

with uncommon accuracy. Indeed the Buslnuen may be

regarded as the masters of their art. The arrows, from two
to three feet long, are made from reeds or rushes in differ-

v]\{ ways, and are tipped with jmison of different strengths,

'{'he weaker ])oison is used in liunting ; the stronger in war.

'Hie Bushmen live together in orderless bands, among which

chiefs are practically unknown. This is an important jioint,

for the constitution of the African tribes is gx'iierally patri-

archal, i. e., the head of the principal family is at the same
time head of the tribe. According to Peschel a marked
chastity prevails in s])ite of their ignorance, and the delicacy

with which they court a girl places them, according to his

account, much higher than numerous other tribes. Maren-
sky is assured that marriage and family relations are almost

non-existant. Almost every African acquires his wife by
paying so many head of cattle to her father, but the Bush-

man has no cattle, therefore he cannot thus conclude the

marriage bond. When it is said tliat they liave won the

woman, it is meant that they are to accompany the step-

jjarents and furnish them with game ; thus in many cases

a marriage lasts only so long as a j'ouiig man keejis liis

promise. Dr. T. I [aim says that the family of the Bushman is founded on a

very jiriinitive liasis. The woman is for him a mere beast of bunlen. ^Vt an

early age the father makes the cliilil ac((uaintcd wiih tlie means of sustaining

life. Whether ceremonies arc customary on coming to maturity is undclermiued.

On attaining this age, liowever, the youth seeks himself a wife. Skilful, ])owerful

men make a use of their supremacy and select the prettiest maidens, while the weaker

Lave not rarely to take up witli old women. Frecpicntly it occurs that murder is com-

mitted on account of women and their possession. It is also true that superannuated

13tj.— Arrow lieads (llush-
inau)
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people are abandoned to their fate, esijecially when, in their wanderings, tlic horde is

attacked, or a lack of food Imppcns. The ethical feeling in the Bushmen is develojjed

weakly or not at all. In his character he resembles a fierce animal. He is crafty and

cruel, and does as much M'rong as he can. Still the " tamed " Bushman is highly prized

as a servant. He is more faithful— even more energetic— than the Hottentot, and

performs the best service as herdsman and hunter, but is whimsical and disgusting.

Irregularity and dirt are, besides, chief characteristics.

The intellectual powers are much better developed than the qualities of disposi-

tion. The Bushmen have in fact good endowments of understanding. Among all the

South Africans, tlie Bushman has the greatest gift for music,,and is the only one who
adorns his dwelling with painting. In them we see a new proof that artistic emotions

are already awakened in the lowest stages of culture, and in themselves can never

serve as a sign of a high grade of develojsment.

The Bushmen are especially given to diincing and music. Their instrument is a

hollow gourd with two strings stretched over it. With this they make a mournful

sort of music. In dancing, one foot remains on the ground; the other is made to

perform rapid and regular motions. The arms are only moved slightly. The body

suddenly sinks and rises, and the dance is prolonged till the dancer sinks fi-om ex-

haustion. Only one dances at a time, but all accompany the dance with a song. The

voices, male and female, join in accord; a drum is used as accompaniment. This

instrument is merely a jar with a piece of parchment stretched over the opening. It

is beaten with the right forefinger, while the forefinger and thumb of the left hand

regulate the tone.

The Bushmen not only imitate birds and persons and certain animals with accu-

racy, but also artistic productions. Thus the grottoes, caves, and rocky walls in the

Snow Mountains, and in the Dracken, from the Cape beyond Orange River, are

covered with brown, red, white, and black colors, representing things like many old

Egyptian and Indian paintings. These are quite as surprising as the work of the j)re-

historic Troglodytes of middle Europe in precision and truth to life. Men, animals,

as, e. g., dogs, ostriches, pavians, antelopes, quaggas, hunting scenes, dances, fights, etc.,

are represented. They understood how to pre]iare a paint which would resist the

influences of the weather for several centuries. The colors used were compounds of

ochre. Rows of crosses and rings were also found in blue.

Of their religious ideas we know but little. Lichtenstein maintains that they have

an idea of one highest being; but later travelers are inclined to find in their beliefs a

male and a female Godhead. At all events, superstition places them under their

magical priests. Without exception they wear amulets, by which they hope to avert

evil sjiirits or gain fortune in their undertakings. They ])raetice divination with dice.

Some tribes have a repugnance to certain animals. Like other low ]ieo]ile, they regard

objects beyond their comprehension, like objects of Euro]iean manufaiture, as en-

dowed with magic or of personifying spirits.

There is frequently the belief in life after death. With this is connected the

worship of the dead. If a ]5ushman dies among his friends, he is buried with a cer-

tain ceremony. The head of the corpse is anointed with bueku. After this it is

smoked, and lai<l on its side in the grave, and the band unite in a death-song. With

his weapons, especially those of daily use, he is laid away in the grave. Over the

corpse, stones are piled in the shape of a roof. The mourning ceremonies at an end,

the tribe leaves the i>lace for several yeai-s, and during this time the dead is spoken of
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only with the greatest reverence, and with tears. Livingstone oliserveil, also, that his

Biisliiiian atteu(hiiit addressed the dead at the grave, and prayeil for fortune on the

journey.

Among the tril)es of the Saan, the most impcirtant are the Khuai in the north-

western Cape Colony, the Kusa in the southwestern jjarts, the so-called Nose-stick

Wearers in the western jiortions of the desert of Kari-Kari, the Kasarere and the

Babomantsu in the western districts of the Xgami Lake. The languages of these

tribes (for they are different languages, and not dialects) are very numerons. There

are as many fundamentally different languages as there are little tribes or separate

families. It is a fact that tribes separated onlv by a river cannot thorontihlv nnder-

stand each other; tlie vocabulary of one has the greatest differences in roots from that

of others. In what wa}- they jiroceed in their word-comjiosition we do not know, but

a certain relationship is almost always noticeable. On the other hand, the language

of the Bushmen is connected neither with that of the Hottentots nor with those of

the other African tribes. It is distinguishaljle from the Hottentot by a certain coarse-

ness ; and, with the exception of a few words which may be exchanged on l.iuth sides,

they have no resemblance, except that in both there are the same smacking sounds,

which are produced by putting the tongue to different jiortions of the teeth or gums
and by a quick backwanl mcition. These, with guttural sounds, anil a gurgling sort

of pronunciation, make the language discordant and unpleasant. The majority of

the words are monosyllables, and these little words end with a A'owel, of which there

are five, or with a nasal sound. Verbs do not exist. Even the wmn is undeveloped.

The plural is formed by doubling the noun. Most primitive, however, is the numerical

system. Litertdly, they camiot count three ; all numbers abo\-e ' one ' are expressed

by the same word, 'oaya' ('many').

The IIottextots.

From the Saan we now turn to the Hottentots, who, though they stand nearer to

them than to the Kafirs or negroes, are still to be regarded as a separate tribe. It

seems that the jieople in their own language have no common name. The real Hot-

tentots at the ]iresent time live in the western part of southern Africa up to aliout

19° S. P"'ormerly they, together with the Bushmen, were the aborigines of all south-

western Africa, south of the rivt'rs Zambesi and Cunene, as is shown by the remains,

and by their extension and influence on the Kafirs. The Hottentots were driven

soutli by the Kafirs until they made a halt at the Cape. Thence they spread north

along the west coast. Tliat this migration was comparatively recent is shown, not

only liy their traditions, but by the slight modifications they have produced on tiie

Kafirs of that region. On the east coast the difference is striking. Not only have

customs been adopted, but words and sounds have been given to the Kafirs living

there.

At jiresi'ut the Ilottt'ntots are but a remnant. The first Knro]ie:wis found them
apparently minierous and divided into a series of tribes separated fmm one another

by language and customs. Thus we find twenty tribes mentioned, of which not (Uie

individual now exists, since they have been destroyed either by war with the Kalirs

and es]iecially with the Dutch, or liave disappeared by mixlui'c with the peoples brought

hither by the Europeans. At present only_ two tribes, viz., the tolerably unmixed
Nama and the Kora, strongly mixed with Kafirs and Europeans, may be regarded as

representatives of the Hutteiitot people. The tribe of Cri, like the Ilottentcits living
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in Cape Colony, have lost their type and their peculiarities ; they are half-breeds.

They speak a Dutch dialect in which different foreign elements have been incor-

porated.

The language of the real Hottentots is a great curiosity ; it forms an independent

language, related with no other. It is to be classed with the so-called agglutinative

.languages. When the Europeans

apjieared upon the Cape, several

dialects of this language existed ; at

present only two are found, the

Nama and the Corda dialects. The
language has vowels, long and short,

and diphthongs, in such numbers

that there are at least from thirty

to forty vocalic sounds. Among
the consonants I and /' .are want-

ing. It has four 'smacking' sounds.

These appear only at the beginning

of words and before vowels and gut-

turals. One who will listen to the

chatterings of the monkeys in our

zoological gardens will be inclined

to think that these sounds are the

heritage of a time when man stood

nearer to the animal world than now.

The grammar of the Hottentot

dialect shows a superabundance of

forms. The roots are monosyllabic,

the words being built up by suffixes.

The remarkable peculiarity of the

speech, as also of the modes of thought of the Hottentots lies in the pronouns,

in M'hich three genders and three numbers ( singular, dual, and plural ) are dis-

tinguished. To pronominal stems pronomin.al suffixes are attached. Designations of

se.x and number, however, are not formal but material suffixes. Thus the Hottentot

can say "I," but cannot say "we." He must say " we nien," " we women," " we
things." In declension, gender, nnmber, and case are expressed by separate words.

The verb is formed by prefixing or adding these pronouns. The verb has .six tenses

and five moods. The tenses and moods are formed by adding suffixes. But with all

this we have no Hottentot conjugation, merely agglutation. They have the decimal

numerical system, and count to one hundred, which is expressed as "greater tens."

Martin Haug finds in Hottentot a refined clement which has been introduced into

the language by contact with a civilized people, and by which the wild element is lim-

ited. Whether this tribe were Egyptians, and whether Hottentot— in the grammar of

which several points of agreement are manifestly found ^^itll Egy])tian— is really re-

lated \\ ith this language, must remain an o])en question. That the Hottentot language

shows resemblances to the Egyjitian is the view of a few linguistic investigators,

— among these, Lepsius, who has iiuleed spun out of them a broad, incomjirchcnsible

theory of mixture. Evidently they were led to this highly different view by the

agreement of a few jn-ononiinal elements, above all that of the third person. This

Fig. 137, -Hottentot, Kora tribe.
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b:isis is too small for any souml reasonin<T, anil, since it is bascl on a very few and un-

important details, it is almost universally rejected.

Now that we know the Bushmen better, the Hottentots are no longer relegated to

tlie Iciwest place among the Africans. Indeed, at the Cape they have become the

most civilized of the colored tribes, but at the expense of their nationality and race-

purity. Of the pure Hottentots we may speak in the highest terms. They have

made ])rogress in cattle-raising, and have formed certain rude religious ideas. They

are distingiiislied fi-om the Bushmen by their taller stature, slimmer limbs, narrower

face with very protruding cheek-bones, less prognathism, and clearer complexion. But

this is all. They have numerous songs and animal myths. Prominent among the

latter is one recalling the well-known Reineke Fuchs, but the African Reynard is a

jackal'. Other fables are evidently borrowed, and in some the biblical stories told by

the missionaries are still to be recognized, though so modified that they uo longer

teach the iutendeil lesson.

In external ajj]iearance the Ilotte-.itots are the ugliest of human beings. Their

skin is lighter th.an that of the Kafirs, their hair is darker, and the beard is slightly

develojied. The size of the Hottentot is, on the average, less than tliat of the Eurojie-

ans. The men, esiiecially in advanced years, ;ire lank and thin ; complete muscular

development is rare. Among the Kafirs the women are ugly, but among the Hotten-

tots they are worse looking. To the remarkalile ugliness of the women is added their

tendency to run.to fat. This is a noteworthy point of difference between the two

sexes. Steato])yga is found among the Hottentot women, distinguishing them from

other races. This is a formation of fat on certain pjortions of the body, notably the

l)ack, hips, and the outside of the thighs. This passes as a sign of beauty.

Although considerably weaker than the Kafirs, the Hottentots have their powers

more under control, and in this point approach our race. Their senses are very

acute, especially those of hearing and sight, and in tiieir ability to follow a trail they

rival the American Indians. While most dark-colored races strongly resist the influ-

ences of civilization, the Hottentots as a race went to destruction with remarkable

rapidit)'. ]\Iany Hottentots can no longer speak their own language, and others can

no longer understand it. The present Hottentots of the Cape, who s])eak broken

Dutch or English, are scattered throughout the whole territoiy "f the colony as ser-

vants or vagabonds, idly hanging about the mission stations. According to Napier,

the nvnuber of Hottentots in the Cape Colony at the end of the eighteenth century

am<juuted to from 4(1,000 to 50,0(1(1, but since then the number has constantly and

strikingly decreased, so that in ISuO scarcely 20,000 were left. Their idleness has

greatly diminished their numl)er, and their utter <lestruction is seriously thri'atened.

The cause of this decrease lies in the character and tcm]ierament of the race. There

is one feature which has acted definitely on their whole course, and indirectly also on

their fate; this is an endless levity. Their temperament is strikingly sanguine, audi

from this results a miscalculation in flicir methods of business or conduct that com-

pletely cripples theii- many good qualities. The Hottentot is of thoroughly impulsive

Tiature; it is easy to excite his feelings; but he is opinionated, stubborn and disobedi-

ent, ])assionat(' and vindictive. He sipiauders his property; and withal has a bound-

less filthiness. Even hunger does iu)t always foi-ce him to labor; he rather submits to

it, seeks to sleep it away, or draws iiioii' closilv his hunger-belt. This is a broad

leather band which almost all the n.alives of South Africa wear, ;md which they draw

closer and closer about them when they feel hunger and cannot appease it. Of morals
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little is to be said. When the fear of punishment does not restrain them, conscience

will rarely be strong enough to do so. Lying, theft, and sensuality are tlierefore

prevalent sins of the Hottentots. They are mostly of good humor, love society,

laugh and joke heartily. Tlieir intelligence is in no wise small. In the Kora a certain

dulness and want of intellectual ability is seen. His deportment is quieter, and fre-

quently almost morose, and he sets himself to work as unwillingly as do the rest of

the Hottentots. In the mission schools they are, on account of their indolence, not

very hopeful scholars. An essential characteristic of the whole race is the predotiii-

nence of those capabilities which we are wont to call superficial, especially imitation,

and the ease with which they perceive sensuous impressions. The Hottentot has a

highly developed sense for music, and an unusual linguistic talent. The ease with

which they make themselves understood by Europeans, learn to use their weapons,

and adopt their morals and especially their vices, has great influence on their national

unity. Of the vices, none has become iso dangerous as the tendency toward drink.

The Hottentots are passionate smokers, for which they use wild hemp, either alone

or with tobacco.

Fig. 138.— Hottentot kraal.

Owing to the influences of the whites, an ethnological picture of the Hottentots is

not easily drawn. The half-breed tribes of the Cape are far different from the free

and purer N.aina of Great Namaqua Land. To the latter the following jjassnges refer

:

Both sexes wear a 'kaross,' a sort of kilt made of sheep, jackal, or wild-cat skins, sewed

together. This is so made that a portion can be wound around the waist like a scarf,

the rest hanging down over the upper i)art of the legs. The upper part of the body
is usually naked, and kept thoroughly greased. Lately, owing to missionary influence,

a few wear Eurojiean clothing. The men go bare-headed, the women wear a sort of

bonnet ; the latter go barefoot, while the men wear sandals. Anklets of leather serve

at once as ornaments and as a ]irotection against tlie bushes. Necklaces of beads,

bones, etc., are common. Tattooing has died out, but the women still ]iaint their faces

with red .'ind blai'k, the men restricting this (unaini ut to the upper lip and nose.

The huts are Iieniispherical, and are ten or twelve feet in diameter, and five or six

in height. The door is on the side, and the fire-]ilacc in the centre. The huts are

made with a framewmk of ]K)lts, I)ent in (he jiroper shape, and covered with skins,

mats, or bushes. The in:its are maile of the inner bark of a mimosa. Tiiis is soaked

in water to make it pliable, and then torn into long strips. These are laid on the
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prouiid in parallel rows, ami other shreds of hark are drawn tliron'j;h diao-onallv, so as

to make a sort of louse mat. In dry weather these mats let in t!ie air; and in wet

weather the hark swells and makes a tight web. In the middle is built a ruiie hearth

of stones, with no exit for the smoke. The huts stand in rows, ami tbnn a village,

most commonly ealled 'kraal,' a teian of Dutch origin. iJuring the night, the calves

are herded in the open sjiace in the centre, and the oxen lie around lK>y(jnd the circle

of huts, and are watched by the men.

The fi)od consists mostly of the products of their herds, their flesh being but rarely

eaten. The cattle are used as lieasts of burden and even as saddle animals. .\. stick

is placed through the nose and answers the juirpose of a bit, and the Ijacks of the cattle

arc»protecte<l fixim injury by skins i)laced under the load. The inetlmd of jiacking is

similai- to that Cdmmciulv employed with horses or nudes, the hiad being fastt-neil by a

leather girth. The oxen travel with an easy gait, making up in endurance what they

lack in sjieed. Besides stock-raising the Hottentots follow the chase, eating every-

thing exeejit Ijuzzai'ils and swine. They like roasted grasslioj)[iers ; lizards and ants

cooked in milk are choice articles of food. The flesh of game is thoi-ougldy driecl in

the sun and then ground to flour between stones. This, made into porridge with milk,

is very noui-ishing. All of the flesh, however, is not so treated ; much is liroughthome

to the village and then a general feast ensues, each ])erforming wonders in the line of

eating. Wlien full thej- roll upon the ground to aid digestion, and, as soon as possi-

ble, return to the quarry. Flesh is ne\er eaten I'aw, but always cither roasted or

l)oiIcd. A few roots .are eaten ; these are eaten raw. Caunib.alisin is entirely un-

known. The eonnnon drink is ' krii,' made front lionev, water, and the fermented

extract of krii root. This mixture is left to ferment for three or four hours, and a

drink is produced of a very pleasant and refreshing taste. They also make :i sort of

wine from berries, fermenting them in leather sacks.

A favorite pastime is the smoking of wild hemp, sometimes alone, and sometimes

with a mixture of tobacco. The latter is es|)ecialiy enjoyed by the women, .and the

],>assion for it is often so great that an ox is exchaiiged for an insigniflcant <juantity.

The jiipes are made of clay or white stone and set in a horn. They swallow the

smoke, so as to multiply its narcotic effect.

The household utensils consist chiefly of sevei'al blankets .and mats, in which they

wrap themselves at night, which the}' roll uj) and leave in the huts l>y day. t'ornulk

they use a leather sack or a hollow gourd. For cooking tliev use earllnai vessels of

peculiar make, very ]iorous and of tolerable ap]icaram-e. The native wea]ions ai'c the

spear, the Ijow, and the poisoned arrow. Thi-ough the Euro])e,(ns they have become

acquainted with fire-arms, and these have dis])laced other weapons.

Everything which the Hottentots have ami do bcai's the impress of tlieir tendency

to I'oam. They do nothing which is not necessary for the maintenanci' of Wfv. They
were and are cattle herders ; agriculture they seem not to havekucjwu ; and they now
follow it oidy ill rare cases. In the Nama the jiosition of woman is not so degraded

as in many other Hottentot tribes. With the exce|)f ion of Iniilding huts, weaving

mats and mantles, and caring for the milk <Mttle, which falls on fem.ale slaves, the

work of the wonuai is simple, viz., preparing their toilet, a l.i Hottentot, eating, slee]i-

ing, and smoking. Among the Nama polygamv is .allowed, but seldom .-ipjx'.ars. In

spite of tlieir sensuality and selfishness tliei'i' is a praiseworthv tendency toward mar-

riage. While the IIt)ttentot women and the Kora ai-e for the most part fickle and

unchaste, this sort of conduct among the Nama is ]Hniishable with stripes. The Hut-
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tcntots ai"e represented as enervated and weak. This is true of the remnant at the

Cape, who have been ruined by slavery and servitude, but is not true of the Nama.

Among these latter their priiiiiti\x' strength has been preserved ; indeed the women
are remarkably cajiable.

The birth of a child is for the family a joyous event, which is celebrated, according

to their means, with a head or two of sheep or cattle. The child is suckled by the

mother, and even in her work is strapped all day long to her back. During the nurs-

ing the mother strengthens herself by smoking, and when the child is unruly lets it also

have a puff of smoke.

When a girl comes to maturity certain rites are observed. She dons an orna-

mented skin as a sign that she is marriageable, and there is a general rejoicing.

Marriages are easily conti'acted. The youth goes with his parent to the hut of

the bride's father ; makes him a gift of wild lienip, lights the pipe and, when the nar-

cotic has begun to take effect, begins his solicitation. Then the bride and groom

go forth together, without ceremony, as man and wife. Divorces are very easily

effected, and in such cases the male children go with the father, tlie female with the

mother.

The Nama have not a common head ; they are divided into about a dozen tribes,

which in the main are Orlam, *. c, immigrated Cape Hottentots; the remaining por-

tion, as full-blooded Nama, call themselves ' kingly people.' Every tribe has its own
chief, whose rank is hereditary in the male line. Beyond the fact tliat he is the rich-

est man, he has no special designation ; at most his hut is a little larger, and at meal

times he receives the best portions of the meat. He detennines whither the tribe

shall go, he arranges difficulties, punishes transgressors, calls asscibblies, etc., wherein

he is sujiported by a council of the most important of the tribe.

If a murder is committed unintentionally, the niurderer can reconcile the family

by instituting a feast, in which all the relatives and friends of both parties partake.

While they consume joyously the slaughtered cow, he must satisfy himself with the

blood. If, on the other hand, murder is intentional, blood-revenge comes in to satisfy

the aggrieved family. Blood-revenge devolves on the nearest relative, or, in default

of such, on the best friend.

When a Hottentot is sick and old, he is taken into a separate hut and left with

some food and drink ; other assistance is not accorded him. If the sickness is fatal,

the inhabitants take him out of the village and abandon him to his fate. In case of

death, the deceased is wrapped up in ol<l skins, and put in the burrow of some animal

and covered with dirt .and stones, a larger heap of stones being raised t>ver a chief.

The relatives and friends tlien have a social meal in which several animals of the de-

ceased are consumed.

As a rule the Hottentots are long-lived, old men of ninety and one hundred years

being not rare. This is the nmre remarkable as their lives arc lives of constant excess

and exjiostu-e. Certain men assume the office of ])hysicians. Disease is attributed to

snakes. IJegularly before a cure is effected, an ox or a slice]) has to be slaughtered

These men excel in curing snake-bites. They also devote (hemselvi's to myst<'ries,

magical incant.ations, etc.

The active s])irit of the Nama is best seen when they have at hand a drink, sucli as

coffee, tea, or beer, or a ])ipc of tobacco. They also like social dances, which are not

only a sort of worship to (tod, but also a culture of sensuality. They take place mostly

by moonlight. The dancers— women and men alternating— join hands and dance
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around a leader in tlic middle. The daneo grows faster and faster, till tlie ring is

broken, and the dancers are Lrought to a stand-still by sheer exhaustion.

The musical instrument is the 'gora,' which has the form of a bow with a bridge

at each euil. It in some degree takes the place of a harp, being held at the lower

end with the feet. The tones produced are very simple. ITarely is a player able to

rejieat the same tone, and seldom does it happen that several instruments make an

accordant orchestra.

The religious faith of the Hottentots seems fundamentally to rest on very con-

fused ideas, and to limit itself to a certain worship of tlie dead. From this proceeds

their fear of ghosts. The hut in which any one has died is broken uj), and no one is

allowed to build another with the same wood, or to eat food cooked with the wood
when kindleil. No Hottentot, when he passes a grave, forgets to casts n]")n it a stone

or a Ijraiieh, so that in many districts the mounds erected in this way have reached

quite a height. At the same time he pronounces the name of " Ileitsi-Eibip," who
is said to lie buried how. This is apparently nothing less than a jjersunitication of tlie

soul of the dejjarted. Ileitsi-Eibip jilays an imjiortant role in the legends, as does

also Tsui-Goap. This latter god created man; to liim belongs everything good. ]]oth

are said to be great magicians. It is noteworthy- that the Kaiirs liave borrowed the

name Tsui-Goap as a designation of their highest being (Godj. A third divine jier-

sonality often mentioned in the legends is the moon. The new moon is generally

celel)rated with dances and songs, in which all members of the tril^e jiartake. During

an eclipse of the moon, chants are sung, and if a tribe is out on a hunt or similar un-

dertaking, they abandon their jirojects, since they fear misfortune. With these reli-

gious views is connected a boundless superstition and magic. Belief in ghosts is very

wide-spread. The belief in good and evil signs, too, is strong. Their magicians busy

themselves in the manufacture of all sort of amulets, which they sell. In their legends

are found traces of metaraorplioses of men and animals. The views of the Hottentots

about religion have been greatly influenced by the missionaries. However, in spite of

contrary assertions, their conversion has not greatly progressed. They are lazy and

live lives of sweet indolence. They are susceptible to impressions, they weeji and

]u-ay, but these impressions go as quicklj as received. The Kora come to the stations

of the missionaries as long as the allowances of tobacco last. For spiritual culture

they show little talent and less inclination.

THE BANTU PEOPLE.

Whoever studies an ethnographical map of Africa will find the whole south of

that continent, east of the territory of the Hottentots and Bushmen, from the Cape
to the ecpiator and beyond, colored with a uniform color. It indicates the extension

of a great circle of peoples whose affinity is sliown liy language, though the ])rimitive

language has perished among them. The name used for these peoples, " Katii-," is a

trivial name, derived from the Arabic word, "kiafir," /. e., unbelievers. Barth, Grimm
and Bleek have studied this language. Bleek calls it the Bantu language ; bantu

meaning the people, the nu'u, the tribe. The names and groupings of the trilies of

the Bantu region differ with different investigators. In a general way they may b(>

divided into eastern, western, and midland tribes. Each of these divisions has l)een

divided into numerous others. To enumerate these sub-divisions would oidy tend to

confuse the reader, and would be entirely out of jdace in a pojjular work.
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All these tribes belong to a linguistic group which is attnbute(^ to the prefix pro-

nominal languages, and which conipreheiid even now the families of Menu and Gor.

The languages are pliant and musical; the words are polysyllabic, the syllables are

mostly open, composed of consonants and vowels. The roots are jiolysyllabic ; later

on they also become monosyllabic. The j)ronominal roots are as a rule also monosyl-

labic. The formation of language-forms occurs through prefixes ; rai-ely are suffixes

found. This is the best rejjresentative we have of the so-called agglutinative languages.

It is highly complex, having, e. [/., eight forms for the imperfect, and as many for past

time. It has for the article as many as fourteen different forms. To foreigners, of

course, this excessive redundance seems useless; but still it has its benefit, giving

eveiy word a precision and clearness that precludes the possibility of mistake as to

the relation it bears to the rest of the sentence. It, too, has something of a smacking

sound. Gender and number are foreign to the language. Instead of saying ' he,'

' she,' ' it,' they have to divide things into six or eight categories, which are sharply

distinguished by prefixes. This goes to show how complicated the language is. This

complexity holds true not only of the pronominal, but also of the verbal forms. There

is a fulness of tenses which recalls the Arabic, and likewise a multiplicity of forms

of conjugation which modify in different ways the root-idea of the verb. This mul-

tiplicity of forms and complexity of structure could only be made intelligible by a

citation of actual cases, which would be out of jDlace except in a grammar of the

Kafir language.

Regarding the relationships of the Bantu family, much has been written, some

regarding them as related to the negroes of the Sudan, others denying any except a

very superficial connection. For our purposes, the question is of but little consequence.

All tribes that belong to the Bantu are characterized by a dark, swarthy-colored skiu

and woolly hair, whose length and composition vary much. The complexion, likewise

very variable, passes from deep sepia to blue-black. The body is well developed, the

form of face in a pure race never European. Wood, Barrow, and other writers ))ic-

ture them as of classic beauty and fit to serve as models for the artist. If, however,

we are to trust to the ]ihotogi-aphs and drawings of recent travelers, the j)icture is far

too highly drawn, and beauty is a rare thing among the Kafirs.

The brow is usually well arched, the forehead interrupting the face line only a

little. Very striking is the prognathism of the face, which in its lower part projects

widely; this depends upon the strong development of the jaw-bones, especially the

lower one. The chin is marked, without being strongly prominent. The cheek-bones

are likewise strong; the eye-sockets are spacious, rounded, or slightly drawn in; their

brows strongly arched. As an especial characteristic (as it ajipears in such a degree

only among African tribes) is the great breadth between the eyes, on account of the

slight development of the bridge of the nose.

The other parts of the skeleton, shoulders, upper and lower extremities, show the

above-mentioned lank, sliglit structure as the most noticeable characteristic. In the

form of the feet enormous differences exist even between tribes of the same districts.

As is the case with many wild tribes, notably the Botocudas of Brazil, the big toe

stands apart from the rest of the foot.

The complexion apjiroachcs nearly to l)l;uk. The \ cry dark varieties, however,

are not so numerous as the clearer. It is a pcniliar custom to rub the skin witli red

ochre, by which tlie skin loses its fundamental color or tone. The texture of the

skin is more coarse, and the ridges and folds of the epidermis more striking than iu
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the ease of tribes not pigmented. Even in young people, the whole body is covered

with little creases, wliieh with advancing years ))econie folds. In the Bantu people

the growth of hair is weak, so that the body is almost entirely bare, while the beard

and hair of the head have a peculiar appearance, the first being weak, the latter thick

and strong.

The general impression the Kafirs m.ake is that there is a certain laiikness about

them, which has its source in the narrow thorax and the slightly swelling hips, though

the shoulders are broad. Upon the whole, tlie men are more tyjiical than the women;
and while it is not difficult to say to what trilie a cert.:Lin man belongs, it is scarcely

possiI)lo of the women. At the best age, the former are not homely; they ap]iear

full and round, though there is even then a want of agreeableness and grace. The
limbs ai-e ]iliimp, the outline coai'se, as if cut out of wood. This m.ay please the

Kafirs, but it scarcely can us. If the girls arc sometimes pretty, the women are abso-

lutely ugly ; and their social position is not calculated to improve matters.

The Kafirs Piiopeij.

The most southern of the East Bantu arc tlie Kafirs. They occu]iy the East Cape

land, from Great Fish River to Dehigoa Bay, and form tlie chief, the native pojuila-

tion of Kaffraria, Natal, and East Transvaal. The Kafirs are divideil into a number of

tribes. Of these the most important are the Zidus, who live in complete independence

in Zuhi-land. These, too, include several tribes. We do not here purpose a descrij)-

tion of all the Kafir tril)es, but rather to limit ourselves to the most important (the

Zulus), and occasionally to observe the imjiortant differences in other tribes.

The real home of tlie Zulus is the narrow coast district between Natal, the Trans-

vaal, and Delagoa Bay. But it was not always so. There was a time when the Zulus-

overran the whole southeast of Africa, aiid, in consequence of their warlike character,

subjected all other triljcs. Chaca, the African Attila, founded a great kingdom in the

years 1812-1828, which extended from Mosambique to the eastern boundary of Cape

Colony in the south. Some idea of the martial alulity of the Zulus can be gained

from a glance at their history and their work of battle. Dingiswayo, the predecessor

of Chaca, first instituted a regular army. Then Chaca perfected the army system.

Young men were trained for the army, and were not allowed to marry. The army
was divided into regiments of 1,500 men. There were three classes, — (1) the veter-

ans
; (2) the young warriors

; (3) the baggage-carriers. The standing army consisted

of 60,000 warriors. They had regular methods of camjiing and attack. Attacks

were iisually made in the night. A detachment of soldiers, accompanied by only a

few baggage-carriers, fell with irresistible fury on the enemy. The booty was divided

among the soldiers and chiefs. Under King Ketchwayo (better known as Cetewayo)

the army numbered about 40,000 men, divided into two corps, one carrying white, tlie

other black shields. Marriage was allowed only by special permission. Every man from

sixteen to sixty years was subject to draft for the army. Discipline was very rigorous.

Originally the arms consisted of spears, but later they set their hearts on acquiring

fire-arms. So the men hired out as servants, or as diggers in the diamond fields, until

they had earned enough to buy a gun. The Zulus advance in a mass, glancing

neither to the right nor the left, nor seeking to shield themselves Ixdiind bush or

stone. While fighting they are whully invliffercnt to losses, since fighting is an almost

daily occurrence with them. They advance with the gun in the right hand, a small

shield on the left arm, and a couple of spears in the left hand. Having di^charge<l
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their guns, tliey throw them down, and advance rapidly on the enemy with their

spears, and seek a hand-to-hand conflict.

The external appearance of the Zulus differs, so that it is diflicult to establish a

definite type for them. The faces are more regular than among other Kafirs, the nose

is better developed and not so turned up, the brow is high, the lips are prominent,

the face, however, is often only slightly prognathous. The body is regular ; the limbs,

like iron, seem fitted to endure great hardships, and to perform the most difficult

Work. On the coasts arc seen their athletic bronze figures occupied in the heat of the

sun in loading and unloading the ships' cargoes. Misshapen, sickly, or weak children

are seldom seen. As might be expected, the constitution of the Zulu is exceptional

;

the whole body is well-proportioned, round, and muscular; tough in the joints; the

thorax greatly developed. The complexion is dark brown, or, at times, a clearer,

reddish-brown. In exceptional

^^,,^ '')!^/A{/i!/lh'§l'/0^/////
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cases, and frequently at birth,

the skin is almost white, grow-

ing darker with age. As a rule,

the nearer we approach the

equator the darker the skin l)e-

comes. In warmth or anger

the skin changes from dark

brown to blue-gray, and the

iris to a brownish yellow. In

cases of jaundice the skin is

lighter. The men have a

considerable growth of beard.

They shave the head leaving

standing a ring of hair, which,

stiffened by acacia giun, is

dressed in different ways, ac-

cording to the person and the

occasion.

The question of civilization,

"Wherewith shall we clothe

ourselves ? " Avas not known to

the Zulus before 1830. The
choice of colors and material of

wool and silk is no trouble to them. In times of peace the whole body, except the least

necessary covering for the hips, is naked. According to an old custom they fre(iuently

anoint the head and the whole body with oil or fat, sometimes mixed with ochre, which

protects them against the stings of insects as well as against colds and skin diseases.

For war and great festive occasions, the Zulus ornament themselves with skins and tails

of lions, leopards, white oxen, moidceys, etc., which are fastened in jiart to head, in part

to the neck, breast, arms, hi])s, and knees, anil which, together with the high ostrich

feathers of his head-dress, give them a wild in:utial a])iicarance. In addition to this

the hard shield of ox-skin, the sjiears, clubs, and sometimes guns, complete the ecjuip-

ment of a dangerous oj)ponent.

Among Zulu women there are faultless forms, with intelligent faces. Their dress

may be called classical. A sort of toga of skins covers the whole i)erson; the feet are

Flo. 139. — Ketcbwayo (Cetewajo), ex-king of the Zulu Kafirs.
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clad in snndnls. C'liililriii wear simply a leatluT sliivt. A girl, on eoming to jmltcrty,

receives a sort of education as to her later ])osition in the family, in the world, her

rights, duties, etc. During this she remains ajiart from her people ; herljody is painted

white; she is clad in a mantle and shirt of rushes. After her instruction is over she

dons the regular woman's attire, is painted with red ochre, 'nul lienceforth walks in the

circles of womanlioo<l. The whole is ended in a grand festival (if song and dance.

The appearance of the Zulu even when nut clad for war has something dignified and

imposing aliout it. Only in exceptional cases does he Icaru European languages; the

colonists are oViliged to learn the Zulu speech.

The Zulus live in roomv, bee-liive-like, nninil liuls, with a semi-circular entrance, only

large enough to allow a full-grown person to jiass in a stooping posture. In every

hut is a firmly pounded flat floor, with a flat, round hollow or hearth. Since they only

use the huts as sleeping ajiartments, and as store-rooms fm- their weapons, utensils, and

valuahles, they are rarely found there-

in during the day. After sundown

the family gather about the fire, eat,

and entertain themselves. Then the

ojieniug is closed with a sort of door,

anil they stretch themselves on mats

and skins, with their heads to the walls

of the hut, and their feet to the fire.

Each rolls himself i\\> in his blanket

with a soft skin under his head. Dogs
usually keep watch before the door.

The more wealthy have pantiier or

leopard skins for their, couch; the

poorer have frequently only a raw

leather blanket for bed and covering.

The smoke of the evening fire does

not escape, but remains in the room.

Although it would not be en.durable

for Europeans, the Zulus consider it

Healthy, and according to our latest sanitary ideas they are not far wrong.

The smoke certainly must prevent certain diseases.

The appointments of such a liut are very simjde. A couple of stools, a few mats

and skins for a l)ed, a heap of fuel, a shield, a bundle of arrows, some magical instru-

ments, are all. Although stock-raisers, the Kafirs seldom eat meat. Tliey live chiefly

on milk and clurra, the so-called Kafir-millet. All labor and pleasure takes place in

the open air.

A large nunil.)er of huts surrounded liy a thorn liedgc to enclose the cattle forms a

'kraal.' The head of the kraal is the ' Inkose ' (chief), the lord of that especial tribe.

If a chief rules over a great stretch of country, he collects aliout him many sucli \il-

lages, as a king<lom, like that of Chaca, of a hundred thousand subjects. The kraal

of such a king could alone enclose thousands of men. They occujiv a rouinl spot

from ten to fifteen hundred feet in diameter, while the ]irince or king with his wife,

chihli-eu, servants and followers," live within at the upper end, close by the oidy gate

in the liigh, double, thorn-wall, which at evening is closed after the admission of the

herds. Quite remarkable are the military kraals with their fortifications. These consist

Young Ivafir warrior.
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of Willis of jiosts, bound together with willow-work and filled in with stones, branches,

and earth. Over or through these it is difficult to pass. The king's hut is doubly

large and roomy ; around it are the huts of his wives, for each a sej)arate one ; there

are others for married and unmarried sons, and for attendants. The huts and kraals of

the Zulus are kept more clean and tidy than those of the other South African tribes, often

being surrounded by high mats of rush-work. A sort of forum is built of such rush-work

or bushes. Within this business matters are discussed, strangers are received, etc.

;

and from it women and children are excluded. The kraals are the centre of agricul-

tural and pastoral life. AT)0ut them are clustered their gardens, carefullj' protected

with hedges, from antelopes, porcupines, and

the like. Tlie Kafirs are much devoted to

stock-raising. Without oxen there are no

marriages, no sacrifices, no festivals. The
cattle yard is usually on a side-hill, so that it

is easily kept clean. They are very careful

in making their store-rooms. These are un-

derground apartments, large cnougli to hold

five or ten sacks of corn. The openings into

these granaries are so concealed as to make

it impossible for the uninitiated to find the

jalace.

For family and domestic purposes, wooden,

earthen, and iron utensils are made, the wea])-

ous also for hunting and war are manufac-

tured by them. Among them the skilful

smith is highly honored and is styled the ' iron-

doctor.' This handiwork can only be learned

by a very long apprenticeship. The secret

usually remains in the family and is transmit-

ted from father to son. The smith's equip-

ment, of course, is very rude. His shop is

under the trees close to the house ; his forge

is a large, round stone, on which a heap of

charcoal is placed. The iron or copper, as the

ore melts, is removed from the sing and repeat-

edly i)ounded and re-heated till it is sufficiently

tempered. The smith blows the coals with

a rude bellows, the air being conducted to the

fire by clay ])ipes. Thus lances, hatchets,

double-edged knives, and the like are made.

The Kafir smith also knows how to make brass and to draw wire.

The domestic work falls chiefly on the women, although to a certain extent it is

apportioned out. In times of peace the men sit together, make spears, shields, darts,

knives, cut chains out of wood, make spoons, tobacco pipes, snuff-boxes, or ]irepare

skins, and weave water-tight milk-baskets, and grain and tobacco-sacks; while the

women have to fetch wood, jiouud millet into meal on a liollow stone, cook, and care

for their families. In the evening, after fiehl-woik, the wonun tuiii homeward, usually

with their children on their backs, a burden on their lieads, and hoes and vessels in

Fig. 141. — Goza, king of the KiUirs.
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their hamls, to prepare the cliief meal of the day. As a rule, the wives and daughters

till the fields alone; the men, nsually devoted to war matters, cases of judgment,

huntinu', and herding, lielji only in cases of absolute necessity. They attend to little

more than their military ser\'ice ; only one occupation or dutj-— milking the cows— is

their privilege. The position of woman among the Christianized Zulus is much im-

jiroved : the Zulu women, though little better than a slave among the heathen Zulus,

know how to bear their lot. In travelling, the lord goes ahead of the train, carrying

only his shield, spear, and club, and occasionally a gun and powder-flask ; the women,

loaded like pack-animals, follow behind.

Although polygamy is commonly allowed, there are yet cases in which the husband

has real love and attachment for his first wife, and takes no more. The women, from

excessive work, grow nld

before their time ; then

the lord chooses a new
companion. The first

wife is usually glad to

have these new associ-

ates, since they are sub-

ordinate to her (being-

mere servants) and help

her to bear the burden

of her work. The wives

<lo not, as among the Mo-

hammedans, live togeth-

er in a harem, but each

has her nwu hut, fields,

and duties. The Kafir

nraidens are not favora-

bly disposed to marriage,

since they but enter a

heavy service for which

they get no recompense.

The marriage cus-

toms are peculiar. A
Zulu first gets permis-

sion of the king; then

goes and in the presence

of witnesses buys his be-

loved for so many head

of cattle. Ernst vou Webber tells of a Zulu girl whom he knew. A young man,
her lover, offered her father teli o.xcn for her. The father asked fifteen. Thinking it

strange that four or five oxen should stand between the girl and a happy marriage, ho

spoke to lier .about it. "Oh," said she, ' my father is (piite right. They little know
my worth. I am pretty; I can cook, sew, and speak English." Divorces are comuKin,

though attended by many difficulties with reference to the return of the jiayment.

Men who return their wives to their parents expect to receive from the latter

the price ])aid. The parents or relatives of the women seek to get out of this un-

less compelled by law. There exists a custom that the younger daughters shall

VOL. VI. — 10

Fig. 142. — Kafir of the Aninpnma/n uil.H, shnwing a peculiar modilioation of
the hair ol married women.
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not maiT)' before the elder. In cases of divorce, if children have been boj-n, the wife's

parents are to give notliing baclv. For a man who has a number of daiighteis, mar-

riage is often a very profitable business. A wife then becomes a good investtnent.

The daughters are regardi'd as goods, and a fatlier can realize for each, if tlicy are

moderately pretty and strong, from ten to twenty oxen. Thus it happens that among

the Kafirs, old, broken-down men have the youngest and most beautiful women. Thus,

too, the family often seeks out the husbands for their daughters. The marriage festi-

vals vary greatly, according to the rank of the jjarties participating. The Zulu women,

accoi-ding to their rank, wear rings of gold, iron, copper, and other material on their

neck, arms, hands, and feet ; also strings of coral and beads, as well as porcupine

quills in their ears and hair. At festivals, dances, marriages, and the like, they carry

little reed boxes full of fine powder of fragrant wood as perfume. A chief must have

at least four wives to insure respect and obedience to his position. The female sex,

though in no wise weak, is somewhat smaller than the male. AVith our mode of dress

they have acquired also the evils of our social life. When scarcely born, the child,

after its first bath in the river, is put on the straw matting or a soft skin, and

left to itself. Here it rolls about till it learns to walk, and then grows up in complete

freedom. Only in cold weather does it have a kaross, or mantle for protection. The

mother carries it on her hips or bound to lier back till it can run.

In family life, the father and eldest son are the counsellors and protectors of the

family. The father does notliing without the advice of the son, who also acts as a medi-

ator between the other children and the head of the family. In case of an inheritance,

he gives the younger sisters what he chooses. If the father has several wives and a

host of children, still he has power over them all. This son usually lives in a separate

hut, has his own servants, and also his own responsibilities, for he is held accounta-

ble for the misfortunes and transgressions of his sisters.

The main tribe of the Kafirs is divided into a number of smaller tribes, that have

their own chiefs. One hereditary chieftain is recognized for the whole, who is an

absolute prince. Every transgression is punishable with a fine in cattle. Still the

rod of chastisement is popular. Indeed, popular education consists in the rod. King

Pauda had a warrior killed on the spot because his hair was too long to suit liim.

The chiefs are usually young, since the youngest son succeeds his father as ])rince. It

happens thus that the later wives of a man are chosen from the wealthier families.

The youngest son of a chief, therefore, belongs to more prominent and wealthier fam-

ilies than his elder brothers.

The Katir is a herdsman .and warrior, and his thoughts centre about these occupa-

tions. His ideal, the object for which he strives and which he extols in his songs, is

his oxen. lie gives oxen to his children at birth ; for oxen he sells his daughters ; for

oxen he buys his wives. His cattle, then, are the special objects of his care and glory.

The Zulus are often, and not unjustly, extolled as heroes, inteJligent, brave, and patri-

otic. Before England and Germany sent colonies to their land, they received strangers

in a friendly way, and never sent them away without a gift ; but now they have be-

come mistrustful and stingy. Personal advantage is the absorbing interest of the

Zulu. To kee]) this in mind is his greatest virtue ; in this his character is most devel-

oped, his understanding the shai-]iest; everything is subordinated to material gain.

There is nothing for which the Kafir would not ask under circumstances, so soon as

he saw the prospect of success, and the tone in which he does it depends entirely

upon the circumstances. Open robbery, though frequent enough, is still more rare
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than stealing. Cattle-stealing is so common as to have acquired a jiolitical significance.

Hypocrisy, too, in connection with thieving, is strongly developed. Still, the Kafir is

not destitute of the sense of right ; indeed, he possesses a reniarkahle abiHty in judg-

ing of questions of right. As a rule he does not trouble himself about anything,

exccjit what lies in the circle of his needs and desires. lie is content to enjoy to-day,

an<I let tij-nuin-<i\v take care of itself. "When not occujiied with his cattle cir in the

chase, he spen<ls his time in doing nothing, gossiping, taking snuff, and smoking.

These last two habits amount to a passion. The Kafir always carries a quantity of

smd'f in a hollow reed ma<le fast to the lolie of his ear. In these harndess moods he

is accessible, hospitable, and ojien ; he seeks company, and, while gossiping and snuff-

taking in a circle of his friends, seems the most good-natured man in the world. The

wildness of his character then slumbers. When, however, his passion is aroused, the

Kafir is transjjorted into a state of fury, in which he

takes pleasure in the greatest barbarities.

The Zulu music, with its strange wildness, is often

very impressive. To give the words to which it is set

would be almost impossible. Their songs are of slight

range, and consist, as a rule, of a single thought, ex-

pressed in many variations. On the other hand, many
songs composed in honor of their ancestors, their dead

chiefs, breathe a deep poetic spirit, and show a sense

for poetic form. Besides songs, they have fables, rid-

dles, fairy-tales, and jiieces of a narrative sort. Tliey

have also, like most nations, nurse-songs. Tiie thought

uinlerlying their fables is similar to that underlying

the ' lieineke Fuchs." Whether, in the corjiposition

of their cradle-songs and fables, the Zulus were really

free from the influence of German missionaries and

Dutch settlers, it is difficidt to tell. Certainly, it is a

surprising fact that there are many points of agreement

and similarity between them. The thoughtlessness of

the Kafirs is a considerable liindrance to their ability

for culture. They lack elasticity of spirit. The re-

ligious ideas of the Kafirs therefore are of a very low

order. They all have misty views of a future life ; and they worship the spirits of their

dead ancestors. Formerly many human sacrifices were made in their worshiji. Chaca
sacrificed over a thousand oxen on the death of his mother. Young women were buried

alive, and the warriors were obliged to carry out a general massacre of several thousand

men in honor of the dead and her condition beyond the grave. Besides this belief in

ancestor worship and in the migration of souls, they wish to be changed after death

into a yellow snake, which are considered highly useful in houses. The Kafir peojile

on the coast have no word for one highest being. This concejition, and a name there-

for (from the ITi>ttento1 language), the missionaries have suiiplied them with. The
Kafirs have no idols and no real jiriests, but have magicians and rain-producers.

With the worship of ancestors is joined a boundless superstition, among which the

belief in witchcraft has a wide spread. The sorcerer finds suddenly, in malignant

cases of sickness which nobody can cure, that the disease has been produced by some-

body's witchcraft. The somebody is always a well-to-do man, who is sometimes

Klt>. 14o.— Ivalir maidens.
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deprived of the greatest part of tis possessions in cattle, and sometimes submitted to

the most cruel tortures, under which he not unfrequcntly dies. The sorcerer, whose

specialty is the " festive marches " of the warriors, has a dangei-ous position ; for in

war he must lead the troops, and thus frequently falls at the first blow.

When any one dies, the friends and relatives begin to chant, and run around,

wringing their hands, and beating the breast and head. The deceased is buried on

the same day. A grave is dug within or near the enclosure, and the corpse is put in it

in a sitting posture, with his best arms and articles of clothing. Then the grave is

covered over with stones, and, as a rule, a hedge is put about it to protect it against

wild animals. In many tribes the bodies of the poor are exposed for the hyenas to

eat up. In a few tribes it is customary to make for the sick, as soon as death is

feared, a place removed from the enclosure, that the house and its occupants may not

be made impure by a death. Here the sick person is left, either till he dies or till

hof)es are entertained of his recovery. In the latter case he is brought back to his

hut, where he is furnished with food, and then for the most part left to himself.

The Betchuana.

Most widespread and largest of all the tribes belonging to the Bantu people are

doubtless the Betchuana, or Betjuana, near relatives of the Kafirs. They have beau-

tiful eyes and teeth, short, woolly hair, and a clear copper-brown skin. It seems as if

theu- relation with the northern tribes must have been broken off in relatively late

times. All— even the most distantly removed— of the Betchuana show a certain agree-

ment with one another ; and this feeling of national coherence is the more striking as

the separate tribes live hundreds of miles apart. The present territory of the Bet^

chuana stretches from Orange River to the Zambesi, including the interior of the

continent, while on the east it is separated by the Kathlamba chain from the Zulus

and Suasi, and on the west by the Kalahari desert from the Nama. On the northeast

the boundary is more uncertain, since here the Matabeli, a Kafir tribe, push in between

the Betchuana, while on the Avest the basin of Lake Ngami forms a territory of mixed

population. This great district, however, is peopled on the one side only very thinly,

while the whole east is in possession of the Boers. The Betchuana are divided into

twenty-three tribes, which are named either after their chiefs, or after some animal

which represents the national spirit. The want and hardship to which they are sub-

jected shows itself in their bodies— their smaller size, thin muscles, the swollen bellies

of the younger individuals— as well as in their stupid, ugly faces.

Often all the eastern Betchuana are designated as Ba-Siito ; really the tribe of the

Suto is only the most powerful among them. Strictly sjieaking, the Suto is not a tribe

at all, but only a political union of portions of different tribes. In the beginning of

the nineteenth century there was no Suto tribe. Further, it owes its origin to Cliaca.

When the Suto first became known to the Europeans (in their struggles with the

Boers), they were a pronounced hunting tribe. They indeed devoted themselves a

little to stock-raising, but despised agriculture. Thanks to their chief occu])ation,

hunting elejihants, lions, and other dangerous animals, they ac(juirod the rei)utation

of warlike men. Of culture they liad not a trace. Religion they scarcely knew.

The only belief they had was in the jiower of certain men to use magic. Whoever
])rofessed jiower in witchcraft could reckon on being feared and highly regarded. The
magicians were usually chosen as chiefs. The entire people were divided in number-

less bands, each having its chief. The chieftain's raid< was not hereditary ; th.at
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liuiitor who liiiil the most followers liccame cliief. This moclo of choice led, of course,

to constant strife among themselves, the <lifferent trilies standing opposed to one

another, and at times eating one another. Under the influence of the missionaries,

who first settled among them in 1833, cannibalism has about died out, and many of

their customs have been softened. They have rendered valuable service to the British

government, and have for years been regarded as subjects of the British crown. In

1875 their number in Cape Colony under British protection was 172,000 souls. The
Dutch settlers of the Or.ange Free State have often asserted that among the Suto

cannibalism is in full vogue. According to Cassalis, Mochech is said to have banished

cannibalism. Says he: " In the neighborhood of Moria are about ninety villages, of

which the entire |)opulation are cannibals. They make no secret of their former love

for human flesh, and would willingly revert to their former mode of life, did not the

power of the king jirevent them." In spite of this, it may be said that the eating of

Fig. 144.— Bctchuana liuuse.

human flesh, though very limited, has still its adherents among the Suto. The Suto
live in a country rich in game, but they still capture not only their enemies, but
also members of their own tribes, and even take their own women and children

for food. Heart and liver are said to be tid-bits. The cannibals are said to eat

white men, Kafirs, aiul Betchuana of other tribes, but neither Hottentots nor half-

breeds.

As is the case witli all Betchuana, agriculture and stock-raising fill out the lives of

the Suto. Their huts, however, are different from the others of South Africa, and
closely resemble the 'toknl' of Xorth Africa. They are circular in outline, and a few
feet in diameter. A wall of clay about six or seven feet high supports a pointed roof

of rushes fastened to the rafters with strips of i-awhide, and supported by juists in the

middle. On the sides it ]u-ojects beyond the main wall, and is again supported by a
few wooden props, forming a shady entrance to the main hut. An oval hole, of less
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than a man's height, leads into the hut, in whicli doors, windows, and outlet for the

smoke, are wanting. The walls of the hut are carefully plastered, or covered with a

mixture of clay and cow-dung ; the floor is smooth. The filth therein is terrible. A
mat or ox-hide serves as a bed. The huts stand in a circle, within which the cattle

are kept. All Betchuana live in large or small villages. Every house is surrounded

with a woven enclosure, and the whole village with a high thorn hedge. The children,

who are treated with much love, build around the paternal hut, and the greater the

number the prouder the fathei-. One of their average cities has from 6,0(J0 to 8,000

inhabitants. The 'kotla' consists of a circular enclosure of strong posts or tree-

trunks, w'hich answers as a council-chamber, and usually stands in the middle of the

town. On the side next to the king's house is an opening which may be closed at

pleasure. Here the king, surrounded by his relatives, chiefs, and old men, and sitting

on a stool, holds court and parliament. Often within this enclosure is built a little

hut, in which a fire is kept burning. This is for use in rainy weather. The kotla

serves also as a fort. Each circle of family huts has also its kotla. The village shows

signs of comfort, even of luxury. All chiefs, who ten years ago lived as savages,

liave to-day pretty, well-

-t.iry houses, built after tlie Euro-

pean style, of stone or lirirk. Even doe]) in the

Fio.140.— Section of a Bctchuana house interior are found, thou<^h not so fre<[uently,
aud its surroundiugs.

_ ., ,.

"

many luxurious buililnigs.

The costume of the Bctchuana is in general, for the men, a leather girdle, which

carefully covers the loins and which they are ashamed to lay aside in the presence of

strangers, and for the women a short cloak or shirt of fur. Nobody among the Bctchu-

ana is seen naked ; but with the above-named articles they deem themselves com-

pletely clad ; and only for ]irotection against the weather do both sexes wear a cloak

(kaross), usually of cowhide, which is sometimes oi-namented with colored stripes of

fur. Chiefs like to wear leopard-skin ; the wives of the wealthy, cloaks of silver jackal

or red wild-cat skin ; and the men, the skin of harte-beestcs or gnu, the tails of which

hang behind as orTiaments. The Suto, with few exceptions, have begun to clothe

themselves with European materials. The woolly liair is cut away below, and above

stands a mass of hair, recalling a cardinal's cap, bound by a string of beads, from which

hang a mass of smaller strings of beads. This ujijier hair is carefully dressed by the

girls with perfumed oil. lioth sexes go barelioaded, though the mai'ried ladies like to

wear a fur head-dress ; many tribes paint their whole bodies with red ochre or other
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jiaints. As shoes, sandals of Imffalo or giraffe skin are -u-orn. On arms and legs they

wear eojijier, lirass, or iron rings, or other honie-made ornaments, and besides this the

women wear so many and so thickly wound strings of heads, that their ornaments

must be a real burden. This, however, is a sign of opulence, and the jioor imitate,

artificially at least, the waddling gait whicli the rich, on account of the loading of their

limbs, are forced to adopt. Men wear (jnly a few beads about their necks and arms,

but they load themselves with a number of trifles, in gi-eat jiart amulets, of which each

one serves a distinct purpose. To this add the inseparable snuff-boxes, for the Beteh-

uana is a ])assionate snuff-taker. Tobacco is pvdverized between two stones, and mixed

with wood ashes; it is then rubbed in the hollow

of the hand au<l applied to the nose till the tears

come. The tol.iaeco-pipes of the Suto are made

with a receptacle for water after the oriental man-

ner, and are often artistically ]irep)ared.

The life and [mi-suits of the Betchuana slmw

the same features as those of the Kafirs. Herds

are their chief possession, and their cattle are

more highl_y regarded than anything else. Ilenl-

ing is regarded as a noble occupation, even the

king's sons having to drive the cattle to pasture.

Agrii-ultiire, which consists in tlie culture of dur-

I'a, corn, wheat, melons, jnnnpkins, black beans,

ground-nuts, and tobacco, is common work fur

men and women. Their chief food is cereals

and milk. ' 'J'heir fond is usually prepared witli-

out salt, ami preferably in a stiff nnish. Thev
have tlu'ee meal times, the evening one being the

most important, since they think they sleep better

when the}' have had a full meal. They also make
a sort of beer from the sap of the rula fruit.

Hunting is a favorite occupation ; the weapons,

whi(/h serve as well for that as for war, the axe,

dirk, lance, ' kiri ' (throwing-elul)s), maces of wood
or rhinoceros horn, are usually ornamented with

delicate carving. The Betchuana, however, can-

not be called warlike. Although they have

the most complete collection of arms of any

nf the South African tribes, still more willingly than any other have they given

them up and adopted firearms, in the use of which they have developed no great

ability.

The chief enjoyment is the dance, which is performed chiefly by moonlight. This

is a graceful, decent, and rhythmic performance, accompanied with singing and the

elap])ing of hands very rapidly, recalling the sound of a li(comoti\ i' under headway.

The gr.aceful, snake-like, quick movements of the beautifully modelled girls nwkc one

ihink that a row of elegantly carve<I ebony statues have been awakened into life— joy-

ous, electrified life— by a stroke of magic. ^\11 dancing is accompanied by song. The
few existing imisical instruments are all very rude, and the nmsic itself is of the lowest

order, although the songs are such as to give a high opinion of the nmsical talent of

-Calabashes and pipos of South
Africa.
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these peoijle. The tribe of the Ba-Toka is in possession of a peculiar instrument, the

(sansa), of which we give an illustration. It consists of steel tongues fastened iijion

a hard-wood sounding-board. The instrument is played with the two thumbs, while

the fingers are pressed against the sounding-board. It is worthy of note that not only

has this instrument great currency in Loango and Bihe, but it has been brought to

South America by negro slaves, where it is known as 'marimba.' Still the sansa is

not identical with the 'miramba' of the Belonda described by Livingstone, or that

seen in Urua by Cameron. This latter corresijonds jn-etty well with that of South

America.

Among the Suto, as among the East Betchuana in general, are a few special cus-

toms which it may be well to mention. Children who cut their upper teeth first are

killed. The family physician ushers into the world all the children of a family without

pay. But when the youngest child

is married, or, if he or she dies

before marriage, he gets liis legal

reward, a cow. And then that par-

ticular child is obliged (in case, of

course, it survives to get married)

to find a new physician. When
the boys grow up, the ' polio,' a

form of circumcision, is performed.

The ceremony being performed

by the magician, they don a sort

of shirt and are obliged to re-

main abroad in the fields for three

months. In the meanwhile they

are schooled in all that pertains

to the duties, etc., of manhood. In

this school the shoulders receive

frequent blows, which are the more

frequent and heavy as they show

qualms of pain the more. The
' })ollo ' of the female sex is of

milder form. The two sexes dur-

ing this time must not approach each other. During this time, also, the girls have to

wear male clothes and carry weapons. The end is a general festival.

Marriages are brought about by the fathers of the young men. A father enters

into negotiations with the parent of the bride, in a round-about way, and literally

buys for his son a wife. The little conventional formalities are very anuisiiig. The
groom, of course, is under the thumb of his father. If tlie father docs not fall in with

the wishes of his son, he says, " I bought a wife for you long ago." If the son says,

" But I don't want tliat one, I want this," the father quietly returns, " Oh ! it doesn't

matter. She's bought .and paid for, and if you don't want her, your lirother will get

her, that's .all." If, however, the son's choice suits the old gentleman, lie jiays the price

of the woman in cattle, and imparts to the son the satisfactory news that he has got a

wife for liim. If for any re;ison the purchase-price is not ]iaid for a wife, the children

do not belong to the father, but revert to the ]iarents-in-law. Consequently, children

come into entirely foreign hands. A king has often as many as sixty wives. In the

Fia. 147. — naKuena woman.
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western Bctcbunn.i their relations nre somewhat bettei-. Here tlie wives nro acquired

by gifts, partly to the bride's parents, and partly to the bride herself.

If a man's wife dies, the knee-joints are cut through : the hands are folded on the

breast, and the legs bent so that the knees are near the chin. Then the whole is

bound together and wrapped in a blanket. If the deceased be a noted man,— a chief,

for example,— an ox is slain, and the corpse is wrapped up in the yet soft skin. In lieu

of a shirt, the loins of the corpse are enveloped in the skin of a buck. The end of

the grave where the corpse is to sit is wetted with consecrated water, the corpse jilaced

therein, the grave filled with earth, and holy water again poured uiioii it. Then the

mourners kneel with their faces toward the grave, and weep. Then the grave is left.

The angular jiieces of the skin in which

the corpse is enveloped are cut off ; these

are then cut into thnngs and bound about

the widow's brow. If no ox is slaughtered,

she wears a band of plant-fibres. In the

evening or morning the death-chant is

sung.

Among the Betehuana, the magicians

play an important role in evei'v-day life.

The careless disjiosition of the Betehuana

impresses itself on their religious views.

They believe in witches and magic, though

fanaticism is never carried to such terrible

heights as among the Kafirs. Otherwise

their fundamental views are alike. They
have little care for what comes after death,

and have no idea of one highest being.

'Morinio,' who may lie called the Bet-

ehuana god, is nothing more th.au a sort of

kobold, who works mischief, being thought

of neither as possessed of divine power

nor as existing from the beginning. Al-

though they have no real religion, thev

have certain customs that among peo|ilc

who profess polytheism would lie regarded

as religious. For example, a certain rev-

erence is paid to certain animals; this, however, is liinite<l to .-i jirohiliilic.n to kill the

animal, eat its flesh, or use its skin. These customs are learned and exercised by cer-

tain persons appointed for the purpose and called 'Xaka.' This word does not desig-

nate a priest, but a man thought to have supernatural jxjwers, without which he would
not be a doctor. Even when the Betehuana separated in many families or tribes to

establish new kingdoms, and the im]>erial family liccnme weak and jiowerless, still the

Naka retained the prerogative to ])ractice their superstitious rites, and niemlicrs of the

imperial family wandered as Naka from tribe lo trilic in tlir exercise of this power.

To the ceremonies which are performed by the chief lieiong above all the ceremonial

eating of the consecrated first-fruits (usually ]iuin])kins), and the exercise (if Ihe heal-

ing art, the rain-making, and enchanting. Subordinate to the chief of the tribe, who
is the real Naka, and who alone can oat the first fruits, are the ' Luijaka,' who perform

Fig. 14S. — The sansa or marimba of the Betchuanas,
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the othei- ceremonies of magic, and the rain-making, witli which they unite a little

knowledge of healing.

These luijaka dress peculiarly, and wear about them many signs of tlieir profession,

such as amulets, strings of bones, pieces of horn and wood branded with certain signs,

and the like. Their rank is hereditary among the Betchuana ; still, young men may
be initiated into their ranks. The aspirant gives a cow to his instructor, and receives

his instructions. This instruction consists in showing what herbs are to be dug, where

and at what seasons, to what uses they are to be put, how the special remedies are to

be prepared ; lastly, but not least, certain words and formulas to be observed in their

preparation, as also in their application. Sweat-producing vegetables are a very com-

mon remedy. The patient is wrapped up in his best cloak, or in a woolen blanket, and

the medicine administered. Then, after the sweating, the doctor takes possession of

the cloak or blanket, and the patient is glad to see the cause of his trouble thus carried

away. The patient is never allowed to demand the article back. Besides this the

luijaka have a second office— that of conjurer, or good magician. To this belong

the manufacture, use, and sale of remedies which are carried on a string on the brow

or neck. These remedies or charms are made of numerous things— lions' claws,

tarsus and carpus bones of certain mammals, claws of certain birds of prey, snake-

skins, little tortoises, little wooden blocks, and the like. These, either alone or with

different colored beads, are worn as a protection against disease. Finally, they use

the ' dolo ' to predict the future, or to determine the place where a stolen article is to

be found ; and have methods of conjuring away evil or impure men and animals. This

is done by hanging certain articles near one's opponent, or kindling a fire in his vicinity,

and the like. Thus, as a magical means of protection, you will find hung up against

the walls of a city or a cow-pen, or near the entrance of a hut, such articles as ante-

lope horns, dishes, the heads of beasts of prey, and the like. These, too, are found

in the fields, to scare away vultures and the like. They also niake prejiarations with

which, in case of war, the soldiers smear themselves, or which they carry about with

them.

Luijaka who have a spite against any one can make their charms have an oj^posite

effect; then they are called 'moloi,'— bad magicians. Moloi are more jiowerful than

luijaka, since dund) nature obeys them without the exercise of magical means; fire

does not harm them; dogs, jackals, etc., hear them and stand still. The moloi can

blight harvests, and hence are sent out by their chiefs into neighboring states for that

purpose. The Betchuana assert that the moloi dig up corpses to remove certain

parts, and kill new-born children for the same purpose, and from these make magical

weapons. So, too, they catch animals that are not usually taken. If a man is jealous

of his neighbor, or liates him, he obtains the services of the moloi. Thus if a man

die, or an animal is killed, the misfortune is attributed to the moloi. They are even

thought to be able, by burning a branch in the fire, with certain formulte of conju-

ration, to kec]) rain away. Tlie greatest service, however, demanded of the luijaka

and their chiefs is the conjuring of rain. Since the inefficiency of these conjurations is

only too ap]iarent, this office is transferred to the luijaka of rainy districts. In cases

of drouth the luijaka are called upon. They betake themselves alone, or accompanied

by their scholars, or the owners of the fields, to high spots of ground; there they

shriek, murmur formulas, and kindle fires, intc^ wliich they throw certain ingredients.

If these means fail, the blame as a rule is shoulderi'd on the masses ; sometimes this

is charged against the laws; l)ut usually it is the widows and widowers upon mIioui
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the charge falls. Investigation begins; the guilty party is found and judged, and a

jnirifieation is instituted. Then outside of the town grass Imts are Iniilt. Here those

against "vvlioni the charge is made must resort; tliey must stay there for some time,

and submit to jiurificatioii l)y the luijaka, in which the wool is shaved frona their

heads. Then they can come home in their families. If this does not bring help, a

purification of the tii'e and hearthstones is instituted. If rain does not then come,

there is a general purification of the entire city. Both of tliese jnirific'ations are 2>cr-

fornied in a set way, and accomjianied with certain formulas to give them significance

and ])0wer.

The slow revolution which lias l)een taking place in the East Betcliuana, the Suto,

and to a less degree in the western tribes, shows itself chiefly in four directior.s; viz.,

the gradual supplacemeut of hoeing Ijy the jilough, of cattle-raising by slieep-raising,

of fur clothing l>y European costumes, and the adoption of ox-wagons, of Eurojtean

fafirics and wares. Under the influences 'of Engiisl] <lominion their condition has

greatly improved. I'liey lune shown more aptitude for culture than any otlier (if the

South African tribes. Generally when the white man is brought in contact with the

colored savages, it means death for the latter. Not so, however, for these. Ten years

ago the ratio between the whites and natives was one to two; now it is one to tlirce.

During these ten years the wilderness has been turned into cultivated fields; fruit-

trees have been planted by thousands ; the plough is everywhere found ; wheat-culture

has been introduced ; and the jiroduction of wool has been considerably increased.

Most strikingly is this progress manifested in the Betchuana themselves. Their

manners haNc been softened. The Betchuana are of greater mobility of character

tlimi the Kafirs, and to this correspond the facts that only in exceptional cases does

the warlike s]iirit manifest itself, that they have a greater liospitalily for strangers,

and less jiower to ojipose outside influences. As among the Kafirs, so amouL;' the Bet-

chuana, honesty does not exist, except where the influences of civilization have been

working. A desire for jileasure and society prevails among the Betchuana, as among
.all the Bantu people; to sit for hours together, amid shout and laugliter, is a favorite

pastime. Tlie Betchuana are in no wise wanting in understanding, and tlieir sense of

place is wonderful. The Suto have great ability to acquire ami repeat history. Tiiey

learn to read and write as easily .as we. They show little ability for reckoning. Sev-

<'ral schools have been started among them, and England has every reason to rejoice

in her black suljjeets, who always show themselves loyal, and never thankless for what
lias been done for them.

TiiK Zambesi Tribes.

All Bantu-s])eaking people fail into the Kafir ami the Congo groups. To the first

belong those tribes whom we have ah'eady considered, and, besides, the numerous

series of peoples wdio are classed together in an indefinite way as "East Africans";

the most important of which we will descrilie in what follows. They are not merely

settled on the coast, but extend far into tin- interior, even into the territory of the

great lakes. No dialect of this group is so widely known as the K'lsawaheli, the

language of the Suahili ]ieo]ile, who inhabit the Zanzibar coast, and ha\-e tlieir prin-

cipal dwelling-place on tlie island of Zanzibar. Tlie real home of the Suahili was

liroliably on the coast-dislriel near Patla; tliev were di-i\cn tlieiiee li\- the nortliern

(ialla, and have spread to the soutli, so that they at jiresent occupy tlie greatest ]iart

of the coast from Manda to beyond Kilo.a, and the islands near the main land. These
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people have become mixed with the Arabs, and under the name Arabs they are often

met by travelers in the interior of Africa. They are all Mohammedans, and not only

hold fast to this faith, but seek to spread it wherever they wander. They are an

energetic trades-people, and control almost the whole trade of the East African coast.

They have pushed their commerce in all directions. Livingstone met them among
the Makobolo, a Betchuana tribe, and in 1852 a party of Suahili merchants crossed

the entire continent to the Atlantic coast. It is no wonder, therefore, that the Suahili

were long since known by the people of Madagascar, Arabia, and India, and of a great

part of Central Africa. Capt. Burton could make himself miderstood by the natives

on the Congo and on the west coast by means of the Kisawaheli. Their language has

incorporated many Arabic words, but in its grammar and formation it is wholly Afri-

can. The uncultured neighboring tribes of course have a purer and more original

language. The number of tribes belonging to this family form a perfect legion. Of

these the Makombe, the Matuka, the Balonga, the Banijai, and the Makalaka are the

most important. Customs and superstitions show them to be the nearest relatives of

the Middle African tribes. Among the Bamjai the rank of chief docs not descend

to the son from the father. The new chief is cliosen by the freemen, and to hiin revert

the wives, children, and possessions of the former chief. The sons of freemen join

themselves at the twelfth or fifteenth year as pages to some chief. Sons are furnished

by their parents with slaves to do their work and amuse them. Among the Bamjai

the women command by right, and the men must obey. Still, this subjection of the

men prevails only when they are poor and cannot purchase the parental claims upon

their wives. If one wearies of this petticoat government, he can go, but the children

remain with the wife. The women are very careful of their good reputation. On
the slightest suspicion they willingly subject themselves to a sort of divine judgment

— the 'muawi.' On the summons of the magician the women betake themselves to

the fields ; here, after they have fasted for a long time, a potion is administered, while

they assert their innocence with ujjlifted hands. Those upon whom the potion acts

as a cathartic are judged innocent, while those upon whom it does not are deemed

guilty and condemned to death by fire. The innocent return home, and offer a cock

as a thank-offering to their protecting spirit.

The Mashona, another tribe, resemble in facial expression the Jewish type. The
lower jaw is very prominent. They are a weak, enervated race. Their clothing

consists of skins, which hang loosely down. As soon as they become slaves, they

exchange this, their regular costume, for a girdle of wild-cat skin, which is cut in

strips. The Mashona follow agriculture, and have great aljility in iron-work. Their

iron wares are often highly ornamented with carving, in which they have a ]U'eference

for the circle. They make themselves a nuisance to travelers by constantly inijiortun-

ing for a gift. They offer milk, beer, tobacco, and corn for sale, but are never satisfied

with the price.

As we pass beyond the Zambesi, we encounter, in the broad lands between the

Mosambique coast and Lake Nyassa, a considerable number of tribes, more or less

known. In their speech they differ from the tribes dwelling on the Zambesi, but

must still be classed as belonging to the great Bantu family. They are shy, and live

in constant fear of being taken as slaves. The women wear a very peculiar ornament,

wliich, however, has wide currency— viz., the ' pelele,' a ring in the ujJjH'r lip. While

still little girls their upper lip is pierced beneath the nose by a needle, which is re-

placed from time to time by a larger one, until the hole has become large. No woman
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is witliout this, except wlion slie is in mourning. Tlieir smile is horrible, since the

muscles of the cheek then ilraw the ' pelele ' upward above the eyebrows, while at

the same time the j)oint of the nose projects through the hole, and the teeth, pointed

at the ends, appear iu the great mouth like the teeth of a crocodile. Of course, in

consequence of tins defoi-mity, the Iij)-st>unds cannot ordinarily be pronounced. This

is the custom even among the men of the Mabiha tribe. .Some triljes practise tattooing.

The ]\Iakua tribe has been very carefully studied. The different jiarts of the tribe

are distinguished by different tattooing. The hair is brought together and bound so

as to stand out like a short stub. The end of this is ornamented with a bunch of

large colored l^eads. Others dress their liaii in a sort of square. The front teeth are

usually pointed ; the u]iper lip has its pelele; the dress consists merely of a girdle

with a ])ieee of skin hanging down before, and a similar piece behind. Brass rings on

the arms and legs are the distinguishing mark of the chiefs and their wives. Pearl

crosses are worn on the brow, and strings of beads about the neck, l)y the common
people. They have a very peculiar mode of greeting. When one wishes to salute

his chief, or a ])ersoii of rank, he bends himself forward, extends his arms to their full

length, and beats his hands together two, three, or four times, according to the rank

of the person. Somewhat similar is the greeting of a chief by his wives.

The Makua chief lives alone with his wives. Only a few are privileged to ap-

proach the enclosure containing his huts. The women cook his food, brew his 'pombe,'

an<l await his beck and call. If he visits a stranger, a few of his wives sometimes

accompany him. The number of wives of a chief often amounts to from one hun-

dred to two hundred.

The JIakua is a ])assionate lover of speechifying. An orator is always accompanied

by an assistant, who demands attention in a high falsetto, and during the pauses of

tlie first speaker continues with variations. When the principal speaker raises his

voice in excitement, the assistant modulates his, as if to imjjrove the first speaker's

voice, or enforce his words. Their dance is neither graceful nor delicate in character,

and is accomjianied with drums. The Makua seem to have a belief in one godhead,

Mhigu, liut do not connect him with their lives, and show him no sort of worship or

reverence. On the other hand they believe in evil spirits, to whom they attribute

evils, sickness, drouth, and even death itself. The magician is the mediator between

the people and these spirits, and his means are various preparations of bark, roots, etc.

Of an immortal soul they know nothing. The dead are buried in an extended posture,

with the exception of the chief, who is buried sitting. Often, with a powerful chief,

living men are buried, to accompany and serve him beyond the grave. The land is

governed by a number of petty despots, whose will is law. The more powerfid of

these have sub-chiefs, but the ])eople can always appeal above them. Thgy have prim-

itive courts. The number and dependence of the chiefs is a wholesome restriction

from arltitrariness and cruelty.

West of Nyassa Bay dwell millions of dark-colored men, who pass by different

names and are occupied by different pursuits. Their houses are round and have at

most a diameter of eight feet. Paterfamilias exercises des]iotio power to kill or sell

the meml)ers of his household. Polygamy is honorable, and each wife has a separate

hut. Marriages are highly simple; far more festive is the burial of a chief, with whom
formerly even his wives were immolated. More barbaric still is the burning of

witches. In cases of suspicion of theft, water and fire tests are used. The natives

arc very superstitious ; amulets, especially antelopes' tails, are in high repute. Their
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relif^ious ideas, in wliich a tolerably definite conception of a liigli, invisible being dis-

closes itself, seem limited to the worsliii) of 'Musimos,' the spirits of the departed.

To describe these separate tribes would be useless. In speech, in mode of life, in

occupations, in morals and religion, there is much in common among them. Of course

there are local differences, but scarcely such as to merit a separate treatment. As a

rule they live in polygamy, and thrive by agriculture and stock-raising. Among the

Mano-andsha, women may attain to the rank of chief. Their sense of i-ight gives a

favorable impression, but the art of poisoning is in vogue among them. Sometimes

they have recourse to magic. They believe in one highest being, 'Mjamba,' and also,

as it seems, it the immortality of the soul. As for the rest, they are dirty, passion-

ate beer drinkers, and incorrigible slave-dealers. Chiefs often sell their own people.

The Ajawa, with whom they deal, are the lords of the land, being much given to war.

Among these northern Bantu, the state is inseparable from the king. With this per-

son empires and cities spring

into being, grow, decline, and

fall to pieces. Xative history

furnishes us more than one e.Y-

ample illustrative of this fact,

notably the fall of the Mako-

lolo kingdom. Of the tribes

flourishing to-day on the ruins

of the Makololo kingdom, the

most important is the Marutse.

These Marutse have a high

degree of intelligence and en-

ergy, and a special gift for

artistic work. Morally they

stand very low. Still, ujion the

whole. Dr. Hohib extols their

friendliness, modesty, love, loy-

alty, and honesty. He noticed,

however, a certain arrogance

(especially to white traders),

falseness, a tendency toward

stealing and cruelty, and a less degree of sympathy and parental and filial affection

than elsewhere in South Africa. The evil qualities of their nature are being much

improved by careful instruction and good example. One great liindrance to progress

in culture is the universal superstition. It is found everywhere ; at the beginning of

a war, the founding of a city, the ploughing of land, etc. Certain portions of the

human body are offered as sacrifice, being cut off while the person is alive. The chief

is the grand magician, keeping a store of amulets in his row of painted clay \essels

and gourds. He has a hut for his medicinal preparations. This superstition produces

distrust of everything unusual, and more or less influences every phase of their daily

lives. So far as religion goes, they believe in one invisible, all-wise being, who

observes men's deeds, and deals with each according to his desire. As a rule the

natives do not pronounce his name, but, like the Jews, use circumlocutions. This

T)eing is thought to inhabit the blue of heaven. If anyone dies he is but taken by

Mjamba from his i)eople. Some districts have a belief hi immortality. The king
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(or queen) st;nuls at tlie head of the state. T<-i Iiiiu belong the cattle of the land;

he has absolute power, can take life wlien and how he chooses, can make slaves of

whom and of as many as he chooses, can put his hands on the wife of any man, and

take other people's children when needed for purposes of magic. The king's resi-

dence is surrounded by numerous houses,— those of his queens (from ten to thirty in

number, each having five to ten serving-women), of his children, servants, spies, mes-

sengers, and the like. Immediately about his palace dwell a number of his most

loyal chiefs, while farther renio\ed are those chiefs from whom the king might expect

attacks. This is so tliat in moments of danger the king may have about him his

most loyal subjects, and may have farthest removed the most e.xcitablfe element of

his j)e(iple. Tliey have two council houses, a smaller and a larger.

Wlien a man is accused, justly or unjustly, of any crime, he is summoned to trial.

If the king feels no personal interest in the matter, the discussion of tlio matter by

the counsellors is abandoneil, and the accused is submitted to the judgment of the

poison goblet. Accompanied by his friends and accusers, he goes to the skull ])laces

in the woods. Hero his own ojuthing is removed, and a rush girdle put on. His arm

rings are l.iroken, and other ornaments removed; then he is put in a yoke, and the

potion administered. If he vomits, he is innocent; if not, his guilt is evident and

he is killed by fire.

Their industries are quite numerous. Many varieties of earthen and wooden
cooking utensils, jjlates, vessels for the preservation of food, spoons, woven work of

grass, sacks, baskets of straw, and knives, are the chief articles of manufacture.

They have numerous throwing, cutting, pounding, and shooting weajsons. A consid-

erable degree of completeness is shown by the instruments of the natives for the

jireparation of clothing-material, weapons, implements for metallurgy, canoe-making;

also in the preparation of remedies for sickness and charms, and in the manufacture

of drums and musical instruments that are used in the elephant dance.

For smoking, l)eautifully carved pijies are used. The construction of these is

shown by our illustration. Moreover, ornamented toilet and playing articles, partly

of metal, jjartly of ivory ,'ind other material, are not wanting. The shell of the

water tortoise is turned into a head ornament, and sometimes the body is fantastically

tattooed. Hunting is followed, both by individuals and by companies, in about the

same way as in Europe. Fishing, too, is a favorite occupati^)n. The chief occupation

of the natives is agriculture, which affords a rich return on account of soil and cli-

nuile. Famine is unknown. In working the fields, both sexes participate, the men
performing the heavier, the women the lighter, work. The fields are carefully tilled,

watered, and weeded.

THE PEOPLE OF THE INTERIOR.

Passing further to the nortli, we comi' upon the territory of a wide circle of lan-

guages, which exten(\s northward, beyond the Nile lakes, into the interior of the Galla

land, eastward to the coast, and westward to still undetermined limits. In East

Central Africa exist empires and kingdoms whose population may be estimated liy

millions. lu West Central Africa, from Lake Tanganyika to the moutii of the Congo,

the population is divided into a number of nnim]jortant tribes. All stand under the

despotic regime of monarchy. All are <|uickene(l with an intense sjiirit of trade; and

their luost important features are idolatry, hustiHiy to one another, and pridi^ I\Iost

of them are eaimibals, though by some tribes Slaidey was received in a friendly way.
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Those who live on the east liave been brought into contact with the Arabs, and have

become bad and dangerous ; on the west they seem of better disposition. Stanley's

travels have shown that the tribes of the interior are linguistically related to one

another, and are connected Avith the Kafirs. They all therefore belong to the great

Bantu family. We must satisfy ourselves with mentioning only the most important

of these many tribes.

Among the eastern representatives of this group we may take the Wa-X'gwana,

who in character and attainments resemble the black tribes. Stanley found them

capable of strong attachment, thankful, honest, diligent, teachable, interesting, honor-

able, and intellectual ; in short, they are equal to any other tribe. Though superstitious

and given to foolish fears, they may easily be made to laugh at their own folly. Under

the influence of stirring, helpful words, they suffer pain like stoics, and fight like

heroes. The men are of great strength and endurance. Being great warriors, stub-

born in pursuit of their purposes, and loyal to their chiefs, they ha\e rich material for

their songs.

The Wakerewe are an interesting, trading, extremely friendly and peaceable tribe,

settled on numerous islands in the lake that bears their name. Their canoes are seen

far and near, and their trading qualities have made them known far into the interioi".

They are of manly beauty and of noble proportions, and go mostly naked. The

Waruma are similarly characterized. The Waganda stand under a ' kabaka,' or king,

who rules an extensive territory, and has five million subjects, a court, prime minister,

and an army of 150,000 warriors. They paint themselves with ochre and clay. The

army has no organization, except tliat it is divided into detachments, each one of

which is recognizable by the beat of its drums. The kabaka is an absolute ruler,

but not so mighty and absolute as often represented, since he has little land or goods

in his possession, and his chiefs make large claims on his power. When a king dies,

the choice (which is conducted by three chiefs) falls on one of the king's children.

Council meetings are held every day. The present kabaka adopted Islam, then Chris-

tianity, but in 1879 proclaimed that they should cling by the customs and beliefs

of their forefathers. The people are mild, child-like, superstitious, timorous, and

in no wise warlike. They work as little as possible. Tanning hides is their chief

industry; tilling the ground falls ujion the women. Elephant-hunting is much

followed.

The inhabitants of Ukereva stand lower. In the east the men go entirely naked,

wear shell-ornaments, and are armed with spears, bows, and clubs. In Unyoro the

the structure of the huts is different, and, in place of the banana, the sweet potato

forms the i)rincipal food. On the mountain of Gambaragara, lying almost on the

equator, a tribe with a European complexion is said to live— a beautiful race, with

lovely women, whose hair is crisp but almost brown, features regular, nose well-formed

but thick at the point. Stanley saw several individuals of this race. Farther south

lives a brave and much feared tribe that possess large herds. Scattered about this

district are numerous tribes, each of which has its local coloring, but which we cannot

mention.

Those who dwell near the Lualaba may be taken in personal ai)pearance as a strong

contrast with the typical ugly negroes of the west coast. Livingstone praises their

beauty. The women have warm, clear complexion, straight noses, beautifully formed

heads, and small hands and feet, and complete bodily form. They might be more

Iteautiful if they would not point the teeth and distend the nostrils by piercing the
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sejitum and inserting a plug. Witli tlu'ir charming eyes, beautiful brows, delicate

limbs, and jicrfect forms, many a one of these natives would pass for a beauty in Lon-

don, Paris, or New York. These peoj)le are diligent, honest, and given to agriculture.

They hold market at stated times, whore the women go in great numljers, dressed in

their best, clad from the waist down to the knee in their richest cloaks. There is no

common State life, no one great chief in all Manynenia ; each chief is independent

;

there is no political union. The good spirit they call 'is'gulu,' the great one; the

sjiirit of evil, who lives in the deptljs, 'Mulambu.'

The Manynema, Livingstone relates, are really cannibals, but they eat only enemies

killed in war, and seem to be imjjelled by re\ enge. Women do not participate in

these oi'gies. Farther north, however, is the territory of the regular cannibals. The
Waregga live entirely secluded in villages, the houses of which are joined together

in rows. Among tliem there seems to be more social life tlian among the East Afri-

cans. They are also more artistic than other triljcs. Livingstone was obli<i-ed, with

manifest reluctance, to admit the absence of all religious ideas among them. More-
over all this moral dearth is not improved by the sl.ive-de.alers, for slave-stealing and

traffic, with all its cruelty and atrocities, exists among them. Livingstone frequently

found corpses Ijound to trees by the neck. They could n't keep up with the rest of

the ban<l, and their owners were unwilling that they should fall into the liands of

some one else.

With regard to the tribes on the lower Lualaba, or the Congo, Stanley's account

is our only source. The villages resemble those of the Wenva at Stanley Falls; far-

ther inland they are jirotected by a double ditch, and each lias a separate court. Li

the middle of the village is the idol-temple on an elevated spot, whose ))ointed roof

is supported on eleplumt-tusks. A drum made from a single block of wood, which,

together with the sounding of horns, gives the alarm to weapon-bearin;]; warriors,

stands on the spot. F'or war the men are painted hurrilily, have heavy sj)ears, and

light sliields which are imiienetrable for spear and knife. All these cannibals are

excellent sailors, and liave fine lioats. Those on the Aruwinu, a branch of the Congo,

have rudders. The heads of the natives are adorned with feathers, and their arms
with rings of ivory. They tattoo all sorts of figures in the skin, and also ])roduce

swellings, so that many have unnatural features. The natives of Chumbiri are friendly

— in no wise savages. The women there wear a jieculiar neck-ornaineiit — a brass ring,

which almost reaches to the shoulders. They also we.ar arm and leg rings. A striking

peculiarity of the middle Congo district is the market-pl.ace, which is neutral ground,

to which all come, from lake and river and forest, to exchange their goods. The cities

on a stream are a mere row of housi's. The inhal)itants of Ikengo are a jieaceable,

wise, and friendly tribe. The Marundsha and Bateka, near Stanley I'ool, are the

opposite. Tlieir face is painted. A loose .garment h.angs from their slioulders, fas-

tened by a cord, to which are fastened snuff-box, amulets, etc. All these natives are

good sailors. A row of jiowerful forms, with their long oars, bending forward at the

sound of a drum, is an exciting scene. Stanley also found a trilie of dwarfs. 'I'he

representative of the Watwa was fifty-four inches tall, had a large head, fringe-like

beard, and bright cliocolate comjilexion. At first he was regarded as a deformity;

but investig.ations showed that he was a good representative of his trihe. lie was
armed with bow and jtoisoned arrows. This description agrees with that of Schwein-
furth. These Watwa live in separate huts or .small villages, are despised, are a small,

ugly, dirty, wild-looking people. They cultivate nothing, liave only a few hens, no
vol.. VI. — 20
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cows or swine, and live by hunting and on wild fruits. They have a separate speech,

and their weapons are of the lowest order.

South of the Dwarf tribe, and extending far east of the Sankuru Kiver, are the

Baluba, who are divided into several sub-tribes. To these belong the wild painted

Basliilange on the Lubi. They live in clean, pretty villages of spacious huts, sur-

rounded by gardens. The streets are perfectly straight, and shaded by oil-j)alins and

bananas. They are a beautiful race, powerful, and not affected by contact from with-

out ; rich in the needs of life, and quite high in artistic work in iron, cojiper, clay,

wood, leather, and basket-making. The Molua are somewhat larger than the blacks

on the coast, tlieir color is somewhat brighter, and their lips, as a rule, less thick.

Tins tribe is good-natured, sociable, and peaceable, has mild laws, and among them a

stranger may travel safely. Tlie Kalunda, close by, have been converted by traders

into jjeddlers, and lie and steal. Beyond the Kalangi, however, they have not felt

the influence of the traders, and do not peddle and steal. They are characterized by
dirt and cowardice. They do not hunt and fish, their chief occujiation being trade,

since their articles of barter are gotten for them by slaves. They drive trade chiefly

for bodily ornament. Prominent Molua clothe themselves not in furs or domestic

weaving, but in a jiiece of imported woolen cloth, which is fastened to the waist and

hangs down below the knee. This cloth, in women, does not hang down to the knee.

The women like to wrap a piece of calico about the waist, and let it hang down
between the legs to the ground ; this is often carried by a slave. The breast is often

covered with a piece of woolen cloth or a small leojjard-skin. Tlie poorer women
often are clothed- merely in skins or rude material of domestic weaving. They file the

two upper incisors round and knock out the two lower, and tattoo the arms, breast,

and stomach. Prominent men alone wear artistic hair curls ; the women and slaves

wear the hair cut short, the former often shaving a spot in form of a point on the

forehead. In all the Kalunda land there are certain primitive industries, rude weav-

ing, basket-making, iron and copper works. With the exception of iron and copper

no metals are known.

Muskets, which are obtained on the coast, are used as weapons. They use as bul-

lets bits of stone and iron, and sometimes iron balls. In war and hunting they com-

monly use iron lances, with narrow points. Light wooden darts, with iron barbed

points, are also used. They also use bows and arrows. Poisoned arrows are known
among the Molua. For shaving they use a thin piece of steel ; for tilling the ground

a hoe, and for felling trees an iron wcdsre stuck in the knot of a branch. Of course

large trees are safe against the attacks of such an instrument. Wood and ivory carv-

ing is common. The natives make many things, — keys, spoons, pillows, ornaments,

amulets, etc. Wooden jiillows are used by the great. The poor ]K'oj)le have, instead

of these richly-carved blocks, simply round sticks of w'ood for pillows. Chairs, tables,

and the like, are not used. Brass wire, the noblest metal in the eyes of the IMolua, is

worn by the men as arm-bands. Arm-bands are also made of the skin of the elephant.

In Miissumba, artists make beautiful wigs from the long hair of the slaves, and also

bead ornaments. Their pipes consist of a hollow gourd into which a reed is inserted;

on top of the reed is a pipe-bowl. The go\ird is usually filled with water, so that the

smoke passes through it. Both men and women smoke (tobacco and hem]) are

used); ami it is the usual custom to inhale the smoke and thus cause into.xication.

The 'marimba,' tlie 'gingura,' tlie drum, and the usual Negro guitar are tlie common
musical instruments. The two former consist of sounding-boards mounted in different
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ways, and beaten with sticks as a kettle-drum is beaten ; the other consists of a wooden

case, to wliich a number of metal tongues are fastened ; these are jiressed down with

the tluunbs of the jierformer, and give out a musical sound. This last instrument

everybody plays. The music is of a clattering, imi>erfect sort. The huts are oven-

shaped, the roof sloping to the ground. The round entrance is so small that the per-

son entering has to stoop, and a corpulent person has difficulty in entering. The

richer surround their huts with an enclosure ; the poorer do not. The Kalunda,

like all the other tribes, live in polygamy. The children belong to the man, provided

he is not a slave. The women deem it an honor to have many children. The children

of j)rominent parents frequently have their heads pressed so that they project enor-

mously behind. The Molua bur}^ their dead ; the corpses of slaves are sunk in the

water. They believe in and worship a good sjiirit, 'Zambi,' who ijruduces their good

fortune. Tlie fear of magic and fetiches is common. Everybody has his charms and

fetich figures, made mostly from antelojie horn. Of course soothsaying is common.

They have also a special fear of the spirits of the dead, which are thought to ha\e the

power of magic. Among the Lunda the women are said to go into the field also and

fight.

The nearest neighbors of the Lunda people are the well-known Quioco, a hunting

tribe that wanders about in the central j^ortion of Africa, and indeed press close upon

the Lualaba. The Quioco are passionate hunters. Large game they capture with

fire-arms ; smaller game with saco and with pits. They are almost as bold as the

neighboring Bangula, whom they resemble neither in type nor in bodily build. They
are small, spare, very .slim, and very well built, and seem as if put together of sinew

and bone. Their color is dark brown. Their wool is kept clean and oiled ; they wear
it long, without roll, and plaited in four broad braids. The women are simply horri-

ble, and go naked with the excej)tion of a little apron. The Quioco are interesting

on account of their iron industrv, in which they show considerable ingenuity and
skill.

A jiart of the great Kuango basin is in the possession of the mi<,'hty tribe Ban-
gala, who live inider a jirince with the title 'Kassandslii,' or 'Gaga.' The Portuguese
have erroneously transferred this name to the whole land. The Bangala are of bold,

self-conscious conduct, Init are not uncourtly. Tlie women are not pretty, though not

unpleasing of features, and above all not decidedly ugly. In spite of the flattened

nose, many an interesting face can lie found, to which the flashing eyes give sometliing

of a wild exjiression. They paint their bodies with the extract of a root which pro-

duces on their dark skins a dirty carmine. Their huts are built in a rectangular form,

with saddle roof, and are about seven feet high. The dimensions are thirteen by
twenty feet, the interior consisting of an ante-room, and a main room sei)aratecl by a

partition. In the middle of the front room is the main entrance; on the side a

second, leading into the main room. Before the door are mats, and over it always
a sort of artistic work. The mercantile spirit of the Bangala is limited to trade in

s.alt.

The i)opulation of West Central Africa is small, with the exce|ition of the Cas-

saiige and Congo land. The form of government is of a patriarchal character ; every
village has its chief ' soba ;

' a community of villages belongs to a greater prince;

among the Sunda and Bangala a king rules over the whole nation. Such a king rules

absolutely; still there are in every coui-t a numlier of prominent peo)iIe who exjiress

their views on everything, and thus influence the king. Tlirough them commands are
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sent out in the king's name. The village or district must support the king, give him
'garaj)a' (a distilled drink), wives, and many other things. Of all game captured, he

gets the right leg, the shooter the left, and the rest is divided among the other

hunters. In elephant hunting he demands one tusk ; and he claims all lion and leo-

pard skins, since only a king can own these. In lands where there is palm wine, he

appoints those of his own people who are to look after and protect it. These dwell

always close by the grove and watch it, their only pay being that they can drink of

the wine. All the rest is left for the king, who often lives for months at a time on it

alone. The soba, or chiefs, pass in different tribes under different names. When a

king dies, his successor is chosen, and initiated or installed by cm-ious though senseless

rites, wliich presumably have a symbolical significance. In S2)ite of the absolute

dominion of the chiefs over property and even the lives of his subjects, there are

still people who exercise still greater influence ; these are the magicians, doctors, or

medicine men, so that the chief who has the reputation of being also a medicine man
has really unlimited power.

The magician knows the effect of different roots and curatives. He prepares amu-

lets and fetiches of all sorts for protection against sicknesses, enemies, lions, snakes,

etc. One is especially poi)ular, viz., that by which a person can drive away rain-

clouds, or at least postpone rain. In all these charms and amulets, antelope horn

plays an important role. Faith in the power of magic is deeply impressed on all the

natives. Even those born in cities, and who in early youth were converted to Chris-

tianity, cannot break away from it, and when they come to an age in which to decide

for themselves in which religion they shall put their trust, they will not be in doubt

for a moment. There are three kinds of witch-masters. First, the ' quimbanda,' a

harmless doctor who acquaints himself with sicknesses, and prepares drinks from roots

and herbs. Then comes the ' Devinador,' ' Mucua N'combo,' whose action likewise is

a harmless one, and who has nothing to do with the ' juramento.' This is cared for

by the third, the ' cassange ka m'bambu,' the sorcerer with bamboo. If a ])erson is

suffering and has jjains in the night, he goes to the n'combo, who does what he can to

relieve him. If he, however, fails, the sufferer takes his case to the m'bambu, who

exercises his superior j)0wer.

In the courts the third sort of magicians, whose power never appears united in the

person of one of the other two, play the important role of judge and executioner.

How important this role is may be seen from the fact that the strength of the potion

administered, and even the preparation of it, is given entirely into his hands, and is

his secret. Bamboo conjuring is in high repute, and is even favored by the children

and grandchildren of the whites. In spite of the prohibition of the government,

cases frequently occur even in Loana and Ambaca. The ])oor ignorant natives are

willing to submit to it in cases of accusation, because they think only the guilty can

die in consequence of its action.

The natives are fond of lawsuits and the like. These arc undertaken partly from

cupidity and partly for entertainment. The following will illustrate native logic as

well as the way in which they work up a case. Some one says to another :
" You look

like a ])crson whom I formerly knew." The other replies: " Where is the man whom
I look like? He is not here, say you? Bring him. Impossible, you say? Therefore

he is dead, and you wish that I were dead. For this you must jiay me so and so

much." If the ])erson concerned doesn't pay, his relatives are called in, tlie ease

comes to open discussion, the demand increases more and more, and often ends in the
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slavery of the " guilty." The best of it is, liowever, that tlie person who has to pay-

says to his prosecutor: "You have taken so and so much from me. Now you must

pay me double, for you liavo wished to make me hunger, and have therefore wished

my death." And thus the ease liegins over again.

Girls, when nurslings, are often betrothed. The real lords of the children are the

imcles on the nuitcrnal side. From him the husband receives his bride for the usual

price ; there is no marriage ceremony, and the two live together as long as it is pleas-

ing to both. In case of a falling out, the girl is sent l)ack to her uncle, who rejoices

that he can sell her over again. The girl has no choice in her first husljand, l;)ut in

case of a divorce an early suitor comes into play, and the uncle soon has a customer

for the girl. These separations are very common. Children inherit neither rank nor

possessions nor name from their parents. All these must come from the uncle. Sons

who are not content with the treatment of their fathers simply go to the uncle, whom
they call "tatu," which means alike father and lord. Tlie more sons, and especially

such voluntary sons, a man has in his house, the richer and lietter off he is. They

don't [lay him for his trouble, nor does lie give them much ; but they are his servants,

they hunt for him, form Iiis court, and go to war with him. If a girl dies in marriage,

the uncle claims from the husband an indemnification, which is computed according to

the purchase jirice, the husband being held in a certain measure accountable for her

death.

The inhabitants of the sparsely settled Minungo are poorly clad. Two little

pieocs of skin, a few beads, and a little stick in the nose is their entire outfit. They
wear the hah' in coarse or fine braids, which hang down after the Egyptian fashion,

are smeared with oil and clay, and ornamented at the lower ends with little balls.

Over the brow is a row of liraids, also ornamented with beads. The figure and

physiognomy of the Minungo are commonplace and characterless ; the nose is of a

.Tewish caste, the nostrils being distended by a little stick. Their houses are distin-

guished from those of other tribes by being circular, are w.ater-tight, and very neat on

the outside. Inside they are dirty, lack room, convenience, and ventilation. The
Minungos are very superstitious about the merits of red and white clay. In cases of

common sickness they smear one side of a drinking vessel with oil, and the other with

clay, and then drink from the clay side. Little bullets of cla\' insure luck in trade,

])revent theft, etc. Little fetiches are made from wood and cojiper, sometimes in the

form of a crucifix, sometimes in form of an eagle, or an ox with a rider ; these are

much used.

Among the Minungo, the Chinge, and the Quioco, the mode of disposing of the

corpses of princes is curious. The corpses are left exposed in the house, all the inhab-

itants abandon the village and go to or with the successor. Only three slaves

remain with the dead, live in the same house, and collect carefully day by day the

worms that drop from the flesh. This pleasant occupation they follow for three years,

until only a skeleton remains. Then the worms, preserved in a vessel, the representa-

tives of the flesh of the dead, together with the Iiones, are cast into some thick l)ush.

In all jiarts of West Africa, at the death of a [n-ince, tlie time till he is buried and

re])laced is occupied in ])lundcring passing travelers. More honorable are the burial

customs of the Bangala.

In Kassandshe, Schiitt saw several burial-places which had hedges and well laid-

out ji.aths around the graves, which were built of clay. To a grave of this sort the

corpse is brought entire, not merely the nails, etc., as among the Lunda, who throw
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the l)ocIy into the river. The grave is luxuriously filled out with fozenda, but alas!

among the mighty of the Lunda, two slaves, a male and a female, with broken legs

and often broken arms, are put in alive and immolated ; and on the grave from forty

to fifty slaves are slaughtered. The Bangala gave up this custom long ago. As a

watcher of the grave, a prince i-elated to the deceased is appointed, and this is consid-

ered so great an honor as to give a smaller Loba or prince the Maquita rank. The

Bondo bury their dead by the wayside.

The only earnest occupations of the Bondo are the ceremonies of greeting, eating

and sleeping. If a man comes into a company of his own rank, he bows down, touches

the earth, then his right breast with the flat of his hands, and then all clap their hands

a tempo nine times. The first blow is the leading one, then follow five more decre-

scendo ; the last three are slower and scarcely audible. If a superior person be pres-

ent, the new comer must kiss the ground. If it be a very great chief, he must turn

so as to rub the ground with his right shoulder-blade. The dirtier he gets, the more

highly honored is the person greeted. This ceremony is never omitted. There are

no k'a\e-takings or farewell speeches. A person simply gets up and goes. Women
do not perform the greeting ceremony. The Bondo women wear a square piece of

Euroj^ean material, fastened at the hips with a string or band, and rarely over the

breasts a piece of cotton cloth. Finger-rings of brass (the thicker the better), all

sorts of fetichistic ornaments, and strings of beads about the neck, complete the

toilet. Men wear strings of small blue, red, and white beads in a peculiar way over

one shoulder and under both arms. The thickness of these strings denote the strength

of a man's love for his wife. Women as well as men wear the hair wound about the

entire back of the . head in small thick or close plaits, interwoven with beads, and

sometimes fastened one to another with strings of beads.

The hair-dressing of the Bantu of West Central Africa may be taken as the measure

of the civilization of a tribe. Those tribes who have come into contact with the

whites wear the hair cut uniformly, without head-dress ; in some tribes in the neigh-

borhood of civilization, the women alone wear head-dresses ; the men go with hair

cut short.

The Tribes on the Southern Guinea Coast.

North of the Nama land, which is occupied by the Hottentots, along the coast as

far as the Cunene, but landward to an unknown limit stretches the land of the Dama,

wrongly called also Damara and Damras. This tribe is divided into western and east-

ern portions. The Dama are a powerful, warlike, and very dirty tribe, usually armed

with bows and arrows, and are shepherds or herdsmen without fi.ved abode. They

live in constant war with their neighbors. Their language is allied to the Cctchuana.

By their legends and customs they are also related to them. Once a jjowerful nation,

they have been reduced and driven southward by the Nama. To-day the Dama have

again become the dominant people, have greatly increased their herds, have fire-

arms,— even breech-loaders, — ride horses, and travel with wagons. They number

110,000 souls.

The Dama are large, lean, well-built, though not muscular; have dark eyes, slightly

prominent cheek bones, large moiith and lips, round chin, reddish or black-brown skin,

and wear their hair in braids down the back. The women are small, and soon become

ugly. All the Dama wear a small a])ron, and in bad weather a skin mantle. In good

weather the ujiper body is uncovered, but the noble Dama is adorned with all sorts of
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ornaments. lie wears strinc^s of ivnry bells (sometimes reuehing to the knees), strings

of cojuier bullets ami glass beads. The feet are clad in sandals pointed before and

behind. The women wear a sort of head-dress which they never take off in the ])res-

cnee of strangers. They, too, wear neek-bands and strings of copper balls, and the

like. The Dama carry shields and sjiears, and their darts and dirks are not dangerous.

Their arrows are poisoned. Polygamy prevails. ' The women are the laborers, though

the men assist them. They live in families or small companies, and have little alle-

giance to their chief. Tiieir chief characteristics a're constant gaiety, fickleness, and

falseness, much talent for accpiiring foreign languages, and mechanical capabilities; at

the same time want of endurance, nnstableness, extraordinary loquaciousness, and a

love for smoking, dancing, and music. The Dama have an established ceremonial

according to which all families are brought uj). Youths, on growing up, knock out the

lower incisors. Superstition flourishes in every form. Spirits, witches, and magic are

feared, so that the jnagician makes a good business. On the death of a rich man the

mourners set up a howl. The corpse is rolled up in a cloth of dark color, and buried

with his Titensils. A couple of ox-horns arc hung over the grave ; the sign of mourn-

ing is a dark skin caj) or head-dress.

The space between the Cuneue and the Congo is inhabited by a number of tribes.

These tribes in their physical de^-elo])ment are more a<lvanced the farther we go from

the coast. Their clothing is the simplest imaginable,— a single bit of cloth or skin.

Manioc and millet form the chief food; only on festive occasions cattle are slaugh-

tered. Field-labor is performed by women alone ; the men do nothing.

The Ainbuella form a sort of federation, well ruled by chiefs. Though theft is

tolerably common, murder is urd^nown. Major Serpa Pinto, while among them,

became acquainted with the remarkable albino people, the Mukassequeres. These,

together with the Ambuella, occupy the land between the Kubango and the Kuando.

Pinto was astonislied at their ugliness. Their eyes .are small, and not in a straight

line, cheek-bones far a|)art and prominent, nose fiat to the face and nostrils dispropor-

tionately large, hair coarse, and thickest on top. While the Ambuella are black,

the others are white and have the Hottentot type. Thej- do not till the ground

;

agricultural implements are unknown. Their only weapons are bows and arrows. In

many respects they appear to stand still among the savages of the district, for they

have not even a cave in which to seek refuge. Pinto believed that they belnuged

ethnologically to the Hottentots; I)ut it is scarcely possible to assign them a place.

Most of these tribes live under chiefs (Doha) ; are industrious, especially good iron-

workers, cultivate peanuts, maniot beans, and cotton, raise bees, but also deal in slaves.

In general, one can only lie made a slave as prisoner of war, or as jiaynient for the clcl)t

of his parents.

The land from the moutli of the Kuansa to somewhere .about Doudo is oc<'U]iied

by the Kissama. They have strikingly ugly features, are below medium si/e, and of

a dark-brown com]ilexiou, which, however, is usually buried under an ash-colored crast

of dirt. They are a lai-ge tribe, Itut, from tlieir mistrust of whites, they have not

allnwi'il the Portuguese to establish stations in their territory. In contrast with them,

not oidy in body but in intclK'ct and character, stand their eastern neighbors, the

Libolo, a large, well-formed race of men, with good-natured and intelligent faces.

The Lil)olo anoint the whole body with palm-oil, and wind about their h^ins a light

band of dark-colored plant fibres; their long hair is worn in thin plaits down tlu;

shoulders, intcrsi)crsed with beads, blocks of wood, and coral ; on the head is worn
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a circular disk like a halo ; among several tribes a head-dress is in vogue. The

M'Balundu are likewise a better tribe, because they have had little contact with the

whites. Their slaves are loyal and industrious. Both the men and women of tliis

tribe are passionately given to the ' batuk,'— the can-can of the blacks. This is

accompanied with the music of the wooden 'marimba,' the drum, and a sort of ]irini-

itive fiddle.

The natives of Loango, the Bafiote, are sharply distinguished from the Mus-

serongo, living further south on the banks of the Congo, are generally of stately,

often imjiosing, figure, frequently recalling the physical type of the Eurojjeans. The

hands and feet .are mostly small and well formed. The face (in which only in rare

cases the jaws are very prominent) is generally disfigured by a flat nose. The mouth

is usually sharnlv cut, the lips full, but not projecting in the usual degree. The teeth

Fins. 150 aud 1.11.— Man ami woman from the Loaugo coast.

white and small. The eye is dark, large, and fiery. The brow tolerably well arched

;

cheek bones seldom prominent ; the ears small and delicate. The black crisp hair is

worn short or twisted into a small coil. The skin is a pleasing brown, and delicate

enough to make noticeable a blush or ))allor. In individuals well nourished and well

to do, it seems some degrees lighter. The beard is weak, growing only on the cheeks,

though old men may be seen with moustache and chin whiskers.

Mutilations of the body for the sake of ornament are not common. They consist

in knocking out the npj>er incisors, and in tattooing about the bi-east
;
piercing of the

ears is common.

The Bafiote are joyous and childish, know not the value of time. Being easily

influenced for good or bad, they go from one extreme to another, and often into gross

sensuality. In eating and drinking they are moderate. Drunkenness is not known

among them. They love cleanliness, bathe frequently, and rinse out the mouth after
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every meal. Though cbildliko they are in no wise harmless. Contact with the whites

has produced treachery and cujjidity. Among them the law is, " an eye for an eye,

and a tooth for a tooth." Filled with constant mistrust of the views of the whites,

but frightened by his su])eriority, they know how to conceal their thoughts under

an indifferent demean-

or. Still, as servants or

slaves, when once con-

vinced of the honorable-

ness and well-wishing of

their white master, they

show true attachment

and thankfulness for ben-

efits received. Lack of

enei'gy makes them lazy,

even foul, in the strict

sense of the word. They
work jierseveringl}- for

the attainment of a near

object, but, so far as the

rest goes, work is an evil.

They are carried away

by suj^erstition and I'c-

ligious fantasy into the

most bloodthirsty and

inhuman cruelty. They
are very loquacious.
They are hasty and hot

in a war of words, but

fearactual warandblood-

shed, and do not show

Spartan liravcry. In

cases of difference, con-

flict is averted by a long

' palaver,' in which the

natives show i-cmarkable

ability and force as speak-

ers, and considerable in-

telligence and elasticity

of thought. Girls choose

their husbands according

to tlieir affection ; filial

and ]iarental love is cjuite

marked.

The religion of the

]!:iti<ite is not a genuine

polytheism, but a sort of monotheism. They believe in a good god who has created

man and the world, and ojjposes the evil principle. Still this purer representation is

corrupted with an inconceivable amount of the coarsest superstitions. These find ex-

FlG. 152 — Jlagjciau from the Loango cuast.
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pression in many fetiches,— lifeless, nsually portable objects, to which divine powers

have been imparted by the priests. When the fetich does not perform the service

required, the savage beats it, as though it were an embodiment of a ])art of God, or

God himself. A curious. religious usage is the 'china,' i. e., the observance of certain

acts ; for instance, to approach the Quilu Ri^•er with fire or lighted torches, to smoke

during a storm, to eat certain food, say cei-tain words, touch certain jilaces or objects.

Slaves do not observe the ' china.'

Fishing and agriculture are the chief occupations of the natives of the Loango coast.

The certainty of a good catch of fish induces laziness, and the productiveness of the

ground has called forth little intellectual power in devising implements. It may be

doubted whether trade has improved the Baiiote. The selling of the cattle, and the

products thus acquired, are the concern of the men. The field products are usually

brought to market by the women. The habits of trade have tended to kill the nobler

emotions of the natives' souls, and teach them cuf)idity and the like. Cotton cloth is

the usual article for which field products are exchanged. Men and women both wear

an apron reaching to or below the knees, and often a large toga-like piece of cloth,

which is fastened at the hips with a string or pin. The head is usually bare, but is

frequently covered with a cajj of very artistic s\'ork of imported cloth or domestic

manufacture. A certain form is an attribute and title to a certain rank. Children go

entirely naked, but have a string tied about the hijjs. Three months after birth, a

child is baptized, sprinkled by one of the family, when a name is given, usually a

family name, or that of an animal or plant. The mother educates and brings up the

children. The marriage ceremony is very original. The bride cooks a couple of trial

meals for her husband, and ho eats of them. If the jiarents of the bride oppose lier

choice, she performs the simple ceremony in secret, and the marriage is regarded as

fully performed. In spite of the polygamy allowed, woman has an independent posi-

tion. She takes care of her own property, and all possessions are inherited in the

female line. All female descendants of the noble families are princesses, but the

children of princes are only noble. A princess may take to husband a free man or a

slave, a rich man or a poor man, but not a prince. A poor man usually has l)ut one

wife. Slaves enjoy mild treatment, being regarded as members of the family, and

called 'son' and 'daughter.' At death the corpse is washed and dried by the fire,

or rubbed with rum, and then buried in the common court. The burial of ))rinces and

princesses, for which a separate ceremony is prepared, takes place e.vclusivcly in

another court.

A tribe of entirely different ly])(' than the other natives of the Loango coast are

the Mawumba, who live in INIakaja and its surroundings. From their cliaracteristic

features and from being skilful traders they have been called 'black Jews.' Being

earnest, intelligent, and skilful in work, they make a good impression. The complex-

ion of the Bafiote, as also that of the Mawumba, varies ))etwecn great extremes. In

the majority black brown, darker than among the other Loango tribes, it is in some

individuals almost as bright as the copper-colored Indians of America. Frequently,

es]iocially among the women, mutilation of the upjier teeth is seen.

Besides the Baiiote we meet as inhabitants of the Loango coast the Bawili and tlie

Bajombe. The tyi^e of face of the inaccessible, mistrustful, stolid Bajombe shows

in many individuals an almost Eurojx'an cast of nose, and scarcely noticeable or

almost no prognathism. English or Kuro]>ean wares are found here. The clothing

is of domestic make. Only a few of the \m11 to do and especially young maidens
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clothe themselves in liriglit cotton ; the latter paint their faces also. Over the fore-

head, a little above the eyes, to the ears, is drawn a red streak two inches wide; across

the nose to the ears a yellow streak ; tlie chin is jiainted snow white. About the head

are "vvound strings of beads. On the back of the head the strong hair is shaved off

into artistic figures. From these Bajombe the two tribes Siniilakunja and LJakunja,

in the land Yangela, are distinguished in that their foreliead is more prominent, and

the nose apparently flatter; the hair is coarser and stronger, and the complexion

darker. The facial expression has something peculiarly wild from the fact that they

knock out the four upjier incisors.

The characteristic Bayaka village is the same as that of the neighboring Balumba.

It consists of a few straight streets, in the midst of which are two spots reserved for

definite fetiches. On the average, a village has not more than fifteen or sixteen huts.

The essential features of these huts are the square outline, and covered porch, and the

exit for smoke in the roof. The widely-spread bead-cushion, made of three branches,

is found here. A few firearms have been introduced by trade. Every Bayaka carries

a large knife. Small bows, with correspondingly small jioisoned arrows, are used;

with these some of the natives are very skilful. Lances of various forms, usually

without barbs, are carried. Musical instruments are to be found only in small num-

ber. Bananas, manioc, maize, sugar-cane, cotton, cocoanut, and tobacco are the chief

productions of the natives. A sort of whiskey is made from ])alm. Tobacco is

smoked in pipes, which consist of a very small bowl of burnt clay, with a iiollow stalk

of a banana leaf for a stem. As a rule, a pipe circles around among from three to

five blacks, and then the enjoyment comes to an end. The smoker is wont to blow

through the pipe, then to suck in as much smoke as possible. This he forcibly blows

out and then hands over the pi])e to Ins neighbor.

The clothing is a plain, unadorned apron of flax, except where trade has introduced

cotton cloth. The characteristic arrangement of the woolly hair is a fantastic feature.

The hair is usually bound together into two spikes, which stand out behind and below.

The custom is to point or knock out the upper incisors. The men rub the body with

a red powder, which imparts to it a reddish-brown color. Tattooing is common among
the men, but is limited to rings around arms and legs. Women tattoo the forehead

and cheeks. Besides the apron they wear a sort of head-cloth. Children art; cari-ied

by a sti'ap passing over the mother's shoulder and reaching to the opposite hi]). On
this strap the child sits, with its knees against the mother's side. Of course the women
have their beads, rings, and brass s]iangles. The trans])ortation baskets, mdike those

of other tril>es, are carried on the back.

The Bayaka are given to fetichism, in whidi animal skulls play a large role. The
fetich 'nuieri' gives the male sex complete dominion over the female. To this fetich,

which women must not see, and from which they flee terrified, the women owe matiy a

privation :uid much of the laljor they have to perform. The liurial customs arc strange.

The corpse of a poor man is wrapped up, carried into the woods, and there bounil fast

to the limb of some tree. In the case of a rich man, the knees of the corjise are bent

u]) against the breast; it is then brought into the woods and placed in a shallow hole

and covered with dry wood. The language of the Bayaka is musical ; and one is favor-

ably impressed with it because one would naturally expect that to this soft speech belong

mild men. The complexion of the Bayaka is not very dark. They are of average size,

and their faces are characterized by jirominent cheek-bones.

Near and west of eqmitorial Africa are numerous tribes of which we know but
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little. They of course have much in common, both in apjieiirance and customs.

Among these principal tribes are numerous groups of the primitive population of the

land. These speak no one language, but each speaks that of the district in which it

lives. Tlie square form of hut prevails in the tribes visited ; but these primitive peo-

ple liave the round form. The structure is very simple. A number of poles of palm

wood are bejit, and both ends are firmly planted in the gi'ound. Thus a hemispherical

hut is formed, which is covered with leaves. These huts are only five feet high, and

the entrance is so low that one has to lie on the ground to crawl in. On the inside is

nothing but a fire and a bed of leaves. The Abongo are a tribe of diminutive people

of poorly developed physique.

Of the many tribes of west equatorial Africa the wide-spread M'Pongwe are the

most impoi'tant and most interesting. There is among them not the slightest trace of

historical tradition, and we have not learned very much of them that is praiseworthy.

As soon as a M'Pongwe gets a little money, he buys a bunch of keys and thinks he has

a coffer, as he hangs them about his nock. If he is richer he does really get one, puts

it in his house, and this signifies he has enormous possessions. The ambition of every

man is to have many wives, much rum, a stove-pipe hat, and credit at a white mer-

chant's. But if this ambition be realized, the native is in danger, for he incurs the ill-

will of his less fortunate comrades, and poison plays a dangerous role in Africa.

Hence he will partake of no food that has not been prepared by his first wife and ]iar-

taken of by the rest of his wives some time before. Jealousy in domestic matters,

however, is not known. The lot of the slave is hard ; her master can kill her without

exciting protest. A man's rank is determined by the number of his wives, and herein

lies a great obstacle to the spread of Christianity, for the man who takes but one wife

becomes an object of ridicule and contemj^t. Here prevails the terrible belief or cus-

tom that nobody can die a natural death without othei's being accused of it. Those

accused must submit to the poison test ; and this is doing more for the depopulation

of Africa than all the wars.

The household is the central point in the existence of the M'Pongwe. The father

exercises sujjremc power over wives, children, and serfs. Though the power of the

paterfamilias is strictly unlimited, still, restrained by custom and censure, the M-Pongwe
makes no misuse of it : as he iiunishes his children so also ho ]nmishcs his serfs ; but

brutality is not in his being, and a genuine M'Pongwe exerts his authority without

having recourse to bodily chastisement. He demands from his serfs or bondsmen

nothing that in the interest of the household ho would not demand from his sons, or

brotlu rs, or nephews. The subjects thus have rights of their own, and as nuich lib-

erty as they need. This relation of serfdom can be brought about in numerous ways,

as, for example, by insolvency ; but usually this relation is established by birth, since

the children follow the mother. As a rule, the rights of a M'Pongwe over his subjects

are less than the duties he owes them.

The family is of course polygamic. But this works in the interest of the women,

and hence they are the zealous supporters of this form of life. Since the more wives

a man has the higher his rank is, the more fellow-wives a wife has the more exalted

her social rank is. Again, the more wives a man has the loss each one has to do. In

matters of inheritance the father's possessions pass to the oldest son, who settles with

the others. The king is chosen, in accordance with old customs, by the people, who

assemble for this pur|)o8e. The mode of choice is by acclamation. They have no

real courts. Right is not based on law, but on each one's sense of right as it finds
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expression in the manners and customs of tlie tribe. Thus only in extreme cases is

the counsel of tlie king eallcil uiion. In agricultui-al and social questions they have

two secret unions, — tlie 'N'da' among the men, and the 'N'shambe' among the

women.

The Okota are a poor, wreti-heil tribe, Iiotli men and women btang ugly, false, and

base. They suffer much from hunger, live mostly on a sort of green fruit that grows

in the woods. Their houses are made of bark, and everything about these savages

looks sorrowful and dirty. Slave trade is their only l^isiness.

t)n the right bank of the River Ogowe is a tribe whose characteristics we may give

as furnished by Lenz. These are the Fan, a tribe of cannibals whoso very name is a

terror to their neighl)ors. They are well-built, slim, and jinwerful; their com])Iexion

is light, often verging strongly into yellow; hair and beard are very strong ; their

glance is bold, an<l has a wildness that is heightened by the custom of i>ulling out the

lashes. 'J'hey are cruel, but sjiirited and ojien, as are all their neighl)ors. Their vd

lages are built in the tlackest of the wood ; are neat and regular, consisting of two

often very long streets of small houses placed close together. The clothing is very

simple. The men wear a short garment of liark aljout the loins; the women still

less,— an ape-skin behind, and a piece of cloth or a wisp of grass in front. Tattoo-

ing is common. The front teeth are jiointed. They love copper and brass rings.

Their weapons are spears, fire-arms, and shields. Polygamy is common, but still women
arc more highly honored than in some places where monogamy prevails. To be sure

they have to do the work. The Fan rejoice in their love of human flesh, and will

permit no stranger to be jiresent at their orgies. These meals are a religious service—
a sort of sacrifice.

As the most northern Bantu tribe, we must mention the Qualla, who inhabit the

Cameroon Mountains. Their sjieech is a branch of the Kafir language. .Still the

Qualla immigr.ated from the northwest, and are descendants of the Bakwiri, who even

now inhabit the mountains. The Qualla are, on the average, large and powerfully

built, but have only a little beard. The skin is dark brown, like burnt coffee, not

rarely even clearer. There are also some comj)lete albinos. The women are much
smaller and ugliei- than the men. Both sexes go quite naked, except a small stri]) of

cloth aljout the loins. Like most natives, they adorn themselves for dances and

festivities with beads, rings, etc. All tattoo the face and breast, and pluck out the

ej'elashes. Their domestic industries are few. They scarcely plant yams and bananas

enough for food. The men consider it a disgrace to pei-form field labor; this de-

volves upon the women and slaves. Women, as wives, are bought from their parents.

Poor men can pay for them in service. Wives are therefore the property of their

husbands, and their lot is little better than that of beasts of burden. Theft and

adultery are severely punished. Government is almost entirely wanting. Their

intellectual ca])al)ilitics are of a rather low order ; and missionaries have made little

progress among them.

The neighboring Bakwiri a]ipear related to the Qualla, but are <lisf inguishcil from

them in many ways. They occupy the whole district between the Cameroon River

and the Cameroon Mountains. They are a harmless, good-natured, well-formed race,

who have scarcely come in contact with European culture. Thieving and falseness are

not so common ;unong them as among other tribes. They go almost entirely naked.

Their huts, which are very wretched, are surrounded by enclosures. Though they

have considerable flocks, the animals are slaughtered chiefly on festive occasions. Re-
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ligious festivals, with dance and song, are held at the full moon. On the death of a

person the women set up a wail, and go from house to house at night ; the men fire

off powder. On the ninth day a great festi\al begins. The dead are buiied in their

huts, which for a time are left empty. Witchcraft often appears in both tribes. The
accused have to submit to the poison-test. The blacks are very superstitious, dealing

much in amulets, magical drinks, and the like. They believe writing, on account of

its power to tell stories, to be a fetich.

THE PEOPLE OF THE SUDAN.

That part of western and middle Africa which extends from Senegal to Timbuktu,

from there to Lake Tchad, thence north as far as Fezzan, and stretching eastward into

the territory of the Nde, is commonly designated as the Sudan. The men who in-

habit this V)road territory belong to different races. We have, as the main stock of

the population, the real negro, then the Fulah in the west, the Nuba in the east, and

the Berber in the north. The real aborigines, however, are the negroes, whose terri-

tory stretches along the Nile to tikerewe Lake (Victoria Nyanza), from whence a line

drawn in a more or less straight line to the Bight of Biafra forms their southern

boundary. The genuine negroes have been driven by other tribes from the north and

cast ; and on the boundary lines between the different tribes race-mixtures are unmis-

takable.

The negro type, in comparison with that of the white, has been very differently

judged. The negro is, upon the whole, strongly and muscularly built ; his ueck is

thick, short, and powerful ; the upper leg and calf ai-e poorly developed ; the foot,

long and broad. The skin is thicker than in the white race ; it -shows little tendency

to hair, and is characterized by a strong odor ; on the palms of the hands it is thicker

and less sensitive than in the white race.

The bones of the skull arc heavy, thick, and hard. The back part of the skull is

prolonged. The brain is smaller than in the midland races, and its folds are less

developed. On account of the narrowTiess of the brow and the length of the jaw,

the head seems as if 23ressed together from both sides, and the face consequently long

and narrow. Its prognathism is pronounced. The eyes are black and narrow. The

nose, thick and flat, has a broad base, and large nostrils. The mouth, large and broad,

has white teeth, which project forward. The lips are full, and colored a dark red

;

the chin plump, but small. The complexion varies from jet black to brown, or even

a dirty yellow. The hair, which, as a rule, grows only on the head, is crisp, black,

and short. A negro's age is difficult to deteriniiie ; the average is probably about

sixty. This type applies only to the individuals who have not suffered from race

mixtures. Indeed the 'typical negro' is a rarity.

The character of the negro resembles in many points that of an undevclo]ied child ;

he is characterized by receptivity and spontaneity. The negro, upon the whole, is a

sensuous man, in whom fancy prevails. The fundamental feature of his temperament,

therefore, is geniality; still, by suddenly-acting causes from without, he can be easily

drawn to the opposite disposition. Thus in festivities and dances he can forget cares

and sorrows, and in hardships forget his lot. External matters never fail to make a

deep impression on the negro's spirit. He is, further, a man of the moment ; he never

thinks of the future, but lives, so to speak, from day to day. Only hunger and the
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desire of self-gratification can rouse hiiii from his ijiiict. This slight intellectual energy

of the negro has a certain natural good-nature as its result. To his comrades and

guests he always shows an open hand and an open heart. lie shares everything he

has, on the supposition that they will do tlie same. This fickleness and tendency to

communism is a great hindrance to the development of the sense of property, acqui-

sition, and labor. This, too, has been a great obstacle to the work of missionaries

;

and its evil effects crop out in various ways.

Good-natured and friendly as are the negroes to their friends, their conduct toward

enemies is just as regardless and cruel. The life of the negro thus moves in the

Fig. 153. — Pure Negro type.

greatest opposites, and in his heart the most o]>i)osite feelings and thoughts find place.

Foolish mirth exchanges with gloomy despair, excessive hope with shrinking fear,

senseless, gay i)rodigality with the meanest avarice.

To the ])ronounced recejitive foundation of the negro's character corresjjonds

also his intellectual endowment. In that which requires imitation he is well devel-

oped, but in that which requires indeiiendent thought he stands on a low stage. The
negro child in its first years is superior to the white child. At the age of puberty,

however, he stops, thougli the white child advances constantly. In the acquisition of

language the negro is excellent, but he has no sense for numbers. This goes so far
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that he can scarcely compute or tell his own age. The limitation of the intellectual

powers evinces itself in a sense of mistrust, and this breeds great cunning, especially

in commerce with other and strange people. Again, whatever the negro does not see

in daily life with his own eyes, he believes to be independent of -what he does see.

Therefore the most senseless and amusing faith is found, and the deceiver who knows
how to captivate his fancy may make him the shuttlecock of his will.

As with the individual so with the race. Independent culture has never flourished

among them. Their forms of culture are the bare result of imitation, and they are

thus dependent upon a superior race to give them the needed impulse. They must

be guided by others, like undeveloped children. In comparison with other varieties

of the human race, we may say that they are of a much lower intellectual ability.

This inferiority is seen not less strikingly in the position the negroes take with regard

to other races than in their use of the treasures which nature offers them. From the

oldest time, Egj-ptian pictures have represented the negroes as slaves and servants of

the white tribes. Upon the whole, the often-made remark must be conceded to be

true : " The negro may be trained, but only rarely really educated." On the other

hand it should be mentioned that there are warm champions of the culture-capabilities

of the negro. One of them, Hermann Soyaux, asserts that the negro race is not

specially worse or more poorly organized than the white race, and that the negroes

are not merely trained, but really educated. He cites numerous examples, and, to the

objection that these are the excei)tions, says that such exceptions are the best proof

that only more favorable circumstances are needed for the better development of the

negro race.

The Xegroes of Upper Guinea.

We begin the enumeration of the negro tribes with those on the Bight of Biafra.

Here the transition from the Bantu to the genuine negro may be most clearly observed,

but only on the continent,— not on the islands, whose inliabitants have been isolated

from close contact with neighboring peoples. The most remarkable and interesting

of these islanders are doubtless the Aduja, on Fernando Po, better known by the

name Bubi, which has been given to them by the Europeans because they address

every stranger with ' bubi,' i. e., friend. The Aduja were driven from the interior by

the conquering M'Pongwe. They are settled only in the woods, for in s])ite of their

mildness they have not been attracted by the Europeans and their modes of life.

Living ill small villages in the forests, they only come to the factories and towns of

the whites to barter the products of their land, which are the same as in all west

Africa. They go entirely naked, except a narrow apron, and never fail to wear a

wide-brimmed hat, usually woven from the fibres of jialm-leaves. The thick hair,

usually bound into large bunches, is commonly smeared with a yellow, ochre-like earth.

About the neck and finger-joints are worn strings of bones, stones, or Euri>peaii beads.

Their weapons are sometimes a flint-lock, sometimes a spear, and rarely a club. Be-

sides this, each man has a large knife slung to his left forearm, and stuck in a wood or

leather shield. The women have in the same place a tobacco-pipe. The Adija are a

large, powerfully-built race, of dark-brown comjiU'xion, and with ugly features. Their

gentle and quiet nature forms a pleasant contrast to the excitability found among

most other negroes.

Returning now to the continent, we meet the Tbo language on the lower course of

the Niger, and the Nupe from the Beune up. Of these, the former, at least in Ian-
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guage, resembles the Bantu. What the i-elatioii is hetwcen tliese two we must wait

for further investinntions to decide. Wiietlier tlie Nujie are tlie original inhabitants

of the lanil, or ininiigrants, is diiiieult to determine. Tlie type of the Nuj)c still

remains entirely unmixed. They are genuine negroes in eomplexion and form of face,

anil indisputably one of the best-formed tribes of Africa. Tlie men tattoo their faces

and other parts of the body, shave the head, and let the beard stand only in a narrow

strip on the chin and cheeks. On the upper arni they wear a thick ring of blue or

white glass. The women, on the other hand, let the hair fall loose about the head,

and adorn themselves with'corals, beads, eolorecl stones, and arm and h'g rings. The

boys, till they have reached the age of manhood, have the hair of the he.ad cut away

only in part, so as to form figures. Nobody aii])ears without clothing.

The natives of the neighboring Yoruba are distinguished from the Nube by a

clearer complexion, and a more regulai- form of face. Their lijis are said to be not so

thick, and their nose is more aquiline

than among the other negroes. The

men are well formed, and have an in-

dependent bearing. They are more

slavishly suliject to their jirinces tlian

are other tribes. The clothing of the

men consists of a shirt without sleeves,

and hose reaching to the knee,— a cos-

tume well ada])ted for passing through

the jirimeval forests, and for work. Tlie

houses are a long oblong, in which many
families, usually related, live together.

These, as a rule, are surrounded by a

sijuare court. The front of the house is

closed with clay walls ; the rear runs into

ail open gallery. A space lietweeii the

walls of the house and the roof is left for

the admission of air. They ply numerous

industries, such as leather-work, wood-

carviug, mat-making, emliroidery, pot-

tery, etc. They are idolaters, having

numerous fetiches of wood and clay.

Quite different from the Nupe and Ibo are said to be the languages of a series of

tribes who live in and about the delta_of the Niger. Of these we know scarcely more
than the names. The tribes living on the lower course of the Niger are idolaters,

who offer sacrifices of domestic animals, and sometimes, though rarely, of men. Islam-

ism has done a good work among them in abolishing human sacrifice. The most
important of these tribes is that of the Dahomey negroes, whose real name is Ffous.

They form a real kingdom, whose ruler is an absolute despot. He is the real owner
of the land and its jK-oplc, and 'he life and pi'operty of his subjects are subject to liis

beck. He can even sell his subjects' daughters into marriage, and put the money in

his treasury. To him as the 'father' of the land falls the greatest ])art of everytliing.

In spite of the gross desjiotism, the palriaichal foumlatiim of the govenmieut luMrays

itsi'lf in several points. The king reigns in accordance with the customs .and traili-

tions of his tribe. The throne descends to the eldest son. Each jirovince has a vice-

voi,. VI. — 21

Fig. 154. — Xegro from tlio Niger Delta.
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king. The king being the personification of riglit, tlieie is on his death a reign of

anarcliy till his successor is installed.

The festivals and dances arc a marked feature. Like King David before the ark

of the covenant, the king of Dahomey dances before his jteojile on all public occasions.

On the death of the king, jjart of his harem (which numbers about three thousand

women) are slaughtered in his honor. Every year the king sprinkles the graves of

his forefathers with human blood. Every January there is a feast in which from forty

to fifty prisoners are slain. The walls of the king's palace are adorned with human

skulls. Happily, however, under the influence of missionaries, these atrocities are •

being done away with.

In j)eculiar contrast to the general coarseness of the people is the high respect

]iMid to women. Every state ofKce is open to women as well to men. Indeed the

kinsi's bodv-truard consists of women. The kinsr has a larcre armv. Ilellwald says

of the people of Dahomey: "All men are slaves, and nearly all women wives, of

the king." The army is well-officered and well-disciplined. Between the parade-

grounds of the women and the men is a barrier of canes stuck in the ground. Over

this the members of either troop cannot pass. All the female soldiers are nominally

the wives of the king; in reality they live in celibacy. These female warriors are

said to make a very jiretty appearance. Their clothes are decent and comely. A
narrow strip of blue or white cotton binds the hair. An armless vest covers the

bosom, and a skirt of blue, red, or yellow material, fastened at the waist with a white

girdle, reaches to the ankle. Their weapons are also variously ornamented.

The Ffona in general unite very opposite qualities. Over against their bloody

despotism stands a horrible animal worship. They reverence especially snakes and

panthers. The most important temple is consecrated to the snakes. In the temples

and processions, young priestesses, who are beautifully adorned, jilay the chief role,

and dance almost all day long before the fetiches. The Catholic church, however, lias

been established among them, and is exerting its influence. The Ffons, moreover, are

civilized to a certain extent, are magnanimous, hospitable, honorable in their behavior,

of a warm temperament, but thievish. They climb like ajics to the top of palm-trees^

drink moderately of palm wine, and are addicted to whiskey. They are jjassionately

fond of music and the dance. The Ffons are one of the most industrious tribes of

Africa; they build good houses, are skilful in weaving cotton, mats, and the like.

The jiojiulation is sparse, and is decreasing.

In Whydah, the Wegbe or Crepe language is spoken. Fetich worship is in full

l)loom, and in the fetich ])rocessi()ns the fetich drum plays a chief part. The costume

of the negroes, who throng the narrow streets in l)right crowds, consists, in the men,

of a large piece of cotton cloth, which is cast over the left shoulder, after the fashion

of a toga. In hijrd labor this is laid aside, so that always many may be seen walking

about quite naked, except about the loins. In the color of this clothing the greatest

variety ])revails, so that a favorite street presents a gay appearance. The women

wear a skirt fastened above the hips, and I'caching to the knee. The hair .stands

directly nj), is twisted together, and bound in a thick spike, and is usually covered

with a piece of cloth. Another ]ieculiarity of the female attire is that the hulies wear

a bustle; but this they turn to a practical use, as it serves the little I'hilil with which

almost every woman is encumbered, as a cushion on which to sit. In s]>ite of tlie

contact between whites and natives, in spite of the laboi's of missionaries, little or no

moral influence has been brought to bear on the natives and their social relations.
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Linguistically relatfd to these negroes arc those who speak the Oilchi, or Utchi,

and live on the Gokl Coast. Tliis group comprehends the Ashanti, the Faiiti, the

Akim, the Akwapini, and the Akwamba, among whom the two first mentioned are the

most imi^ortant. The Ashanti belong to the most perfectly formed negroes, and are

of a deep black complexion. The face is oval ; the eyes are brilliant ; the ears small

;

the nose not very broad; the mouth moderate, with bright red, moderate h' thick lips.

The women are often very handsome, with almost Grecian cut of face. The Ashanti

are said to ))e verj' quick, and to have a good understanding. Those in the interior

are only agriculturists; those on the coast, tishers. They are well known as skilful

carjiet weavers; they make durable and very prettily patterned cotton, make fine

pottery, prepare leather, smelt iron, and the like. Their houses are built of clay, and

covered with grass, the walls being plastered with a sort of lime. Many of the

Ashanti enjoy a high degree of luxury. The Ashanti never eat with strangers or

on the street. White is for them the sacred color. For moui-ning they let the hair

grow. Two hundred yeai's ago the Ashanti formed a small tribe who paid triljute for

a long time to Denkera. In consequence of bad treatment they revolted, gained their

freedom, founded Kumassi, and conquered several neighboring nations. These con-

quered nations they let retain their own princes, but from them they required tribute,

so that to-day tlie kingdom of Ashanti consists of several small principalities that are

bound together only by fear, and are always ready for a good opportunity to desert

the Ashanti.

Some features of Ashanti life are very interesting. The ])0wer of the king is

unlimited. He usually passes judgment and sentence in person. One curious cus-

tom is that when a person maintains his innocence, he is obliged to swallow a

piece of wood, and drink a large vessel of water. If he is sick in consequence, his

innocence is proved, and his accuser is ])ut to death. If, however, he keeps well, lie

is punished the more severely. The law is fi'ightfully severe. In cast's of jmblii^ exe-

cution, if the condemned utters a certain word or phrase, he cannot be killed, but can

claim protection. To prevent this, however, the executioner falls u|iou the victim

suddenly from l.iehind, and begins his work. The thrcinc jiasses to the lirotlu'rs of the

king. The king's mother has the liighest rank. The king has over a thousand wivesj

and except on festive occasions these are not allowed to be seen on the streets by day.

By night they can go out accompanied by euinichs. When they pass througli the

street, deathlike stillness prevails. Other women, however, v.m go abde.t as they

please. Slavery prevails in an extensive way. The king has a thousand guards.

When he dies they are killed; hence they take good care of him. At this time, too,

a bloody saturnalia is celebrated, and hundreds of men are sacrificed. KNcrybody is a

slave to tlie king; his name is a word of terror; his jiower is maintained by an orga-

nized system of sjiies. Of course tlie king and chiefs lia\e many prixileges which

the commoners have not. The Ashanti army is the whole natiun. In liattle the gene-

rals take the rear, and cut down all retreating soldiers. It' tin- battle is List they slay

themselves. The Ashanti are heathens, having a highest, being who dwells in

heavt'ti, but also many evil sjiirits, e.f/., snakes, crocodiles, etc They believe in a life

after deatii ; their ha<les is suliterraneaii. There the king remains a king, the slave a

slave. Death is therefore only an emigration, ami tlu'y d'w with e(juanimity. War is

the noblest occupation, and in this they arc brave. The missionaries are doing good
work, but most of the negroes cling to the old nidde of thinking. Unbelief is

unknown among them. A man may doubt the power of his gods, but never their
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existence. He ascribes to them a human temperament, and regards them as tyranni-

cal chiefs. Some are good, but not all good ; others are bad, but not thoroughly bad.

Just as more deference is paid to an evil chief, so more reverence is paid to the evil

gods. The cardinal virtue of the savages is family coherence. The members of the

same family, even of the same tribe, are firmly bound togetlier. Toward strangers

they may be treacherous and dishonorable, but to one another they are affectionate

and true. The dead are often buried in the house in which tliey lived. Often food

and drink are placed for the departed spirits. Tell a negro that tlie spirits of the

dead are far away, and he will smile and ask what spirits he saw by night, and what

voices he heard. The negro feels no loneliness, for, if he has no human companions,

the sjjirits of the dead are about him. Each day of the week has two names, a femi-

nine and a masculine. To all girls born on a particular day the feminine name of that

day is given. To all boys born on the same d.ay the masculine name is given. Thus

the number of real names is very small,— fourteen in all,— and the natives have

recourse to nicknames. An original custom is that of mortgaging human beings.

Parents mortgage the children, husbands their wives, wives their husbands. If a

mortgaged person dies, the corpse is hung to the limb of a tree, where animals can-

not climb to it. The notion is that the soul cannot go to the eternal regions till the

body has been buried, and the relatives have done all they could to discharge the

mortgage.

The Fanti rejoice in the possession of two devils. The Akwapim, neighbors of

the Fanti, are also fetichists ; their fetiches being rude figures, an ear of corn, a bird,

a tortoise, etc. With them, drumming and the sound of various musical instruments

is accompanied with tlie rhythmic clapjiing of hands. The feast of the new moon is

celebrated with great pomp. On this coast slave relations prevail. The life of these

unfortunates is very severe. Their corpses are not buried, but cast out for food for

beast and bird. If in the eyes of their owners they are worthless, they may under

certain conditions be bound to a tree, and literally torn to i^ieces by the whole com-

pany. The participants in these barbarities then contribute, so that the owner of the

slave thus treated can buy a bettor one. Human sacrifices are common. With their

belief in life after death is connected a number of sujjerstitious usages.

On the right bank of the Assini we come ujjon the Arekoom, the inhabitants of

the Ivory Coast, who e.vlend from the Assini to the dwelling-place of the Kru, and

must stand in ethnological connection with the latter. The Kru, Basa, and Grebo are

said to have been driven into their present district by the conquering tribes of tlie

Mandingo and Fulah, from the interior. Their territory extends from Caj)e Mosurado

to Cajte Palmas, and is commonly called the Pej)jier Coast. Among tlic tribes living

here are the Kru, best known from their herculean size and their maritime ability. Lin-

guistically they stand closer to the Ashanti and Fanti than to the Mandingo, from

whom, however, they liave borrowed many words. Tlie Kru (or more connnonly, in

English, Krooboys, or Kroomen) are of gigantic proportions and dark-brown com-

plexion. They have broad shoulders, short, strong neck, angular but pleasant-looking

face, and frequently something of a beard. All are distinguislied by a broad black

stripe drawn from the hair on the forehead to the base or even to the point of the

nose. Besides this many have a l)lack angle drawn on the tem])les; some a black

mark on the inside of the left upjx'r arm. They wear bands of beads on their arms,

and a string between tlie knee and tlic calf, to which various ornaments are fastened.

They have a passion for travel. They take csjiecial pains to lit themselves for the
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work of sailors, nnd are known far and wide in this capacity. They arc intelligent,

crafty, industrious, energetic, and of warm teniperament. They accompany their

work with their monotonous songs. They are very superstitious, and have deep faith

in their superstitious rites. The Kru send fuel to their idol-crowned pyramids; walk

about(,them quite naked, singing and murmuring; then set fire to the whole. They go

home with the conviction that their first sleep will he full uf significant dreams. On

awakening from this sleep they comjiare notes, and thus determine on wars, internal

matters, and the like. On the Pepper Coast lies the only state in Africa modelled

after a European fashion. The history of this State of Liberia we cannot recount. Suf-

fice it to say that it took its rise from the well-meant endeavors of pliilanthrojiic Amer-

icans, who sought to establish a government in which cmancip.ated negroes from

America might find a home. Tlie constitution is formed after that of t!ie United

States. The original purpose has, however, been poorly realized ; few American ne-

groes came thitlier ; little progi-ess has been made, and little civilizing influence has

been exerted. Out of a pojjulation of l,40lt,(H)0, only 18,000 maybe called 'ci\ilized.'

In point of morals, as in point of material prosperity, the inhabitants are in a poor

condition. Men sell their wives and cliildren for a couple of tobacco-leaves, and still

resort to their superstitinus practices. Christianity, in the form of the American

Episcopal Church, has some spread. The culture remains limited to the chief inhab-

itants of tlie chief town, Monrovia. Scarcely different is the state of matters in the

British colony of Sierra Leone. The English Church Missionary Society lias for a

long time had a theological seminary there, with quite an extensive curriculum. But

what the i-esult of this high school is we cannot tell.

For the sake of acquiring slaves, the Gallina are wont to offer tiieir services to neigh-

boring tribes for war purjioses. Having determined on an exjiedition, they resort to

divination to find the favorable time. Then tliey go to Avar in their ruthless way, each

warrior capturing as his own slaves all the men, women, and children he can. If ap-

prised of the attack, the parties assailed make a successful defence. The attacking

party returns to repeat their divinations. The Gallina, as well as their neighbors, show
great skill in the construction of their fortifications, which are usually scjuare, with an

armed tower on each corner. These are surrounded with a double hedge, which is

constructed of living stakes. On the top of the hedges is wicker-work, whicli offers

great resistance to people seeking to get over. Where wood cuimot easily be had,

earthworks are built in such a way that between the walls is a. ditch.

The Gallina negroes still use bows and arrows, an<l ret;iiu many customs and usa-

ges of their forefathers. These negroes for many years have lived by the slave-trade.

They have a few minor occupations, but these do not anmunt to much. As a rule

they are great gamblers. They have many games, at wliicli they jJay till they have

lost all their possessions, their wives, and even their freedom. The (ialliua hold more

or less to Mohammedanism. They are exceedingly superstitious, and have boundless

faith.

The Negeoes op SEXEfiAstr.iA.

On the extreme west of the negro territory, especially that part where the negro

type has maintained itself the purest (between the rivers Senegal and Niger), we find

the tribe of the Wolof (tlie blacks, in opposition to tlie Fulah, tlie yellows). They
form the oldest jnipulation in these districts. The Wolof language seems to have

spread and influenced the neighboring tribes, several of which retain the borrowed
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expressions. The Wolof are the most beautiful of all the negro tribes, with very

black complexion. They are larger, slimmer, and of more handsome shajje than the

other tribes of west Africa. They might be called liandsome except for the imde-

velojsed calf and the flat foot. The face is pleasing, with regular, pretty features;

warm, open eyes; longish, not flat nose, and full, well-formed lips. Intelligence,

honor, and reliability speak from their faces. They are powerful, active, and of very

]ileasins Ijehnvior. By many travelers, however, these features are reversed. Accord-

ingly they have been described as proud, suj)crsti-

tious, lazy, and given to thieving, robbei-y, and mur-

der; as lying, worthless, revengeful, shameless, and

given to gluttony and drunkenness. They have a

small number of oxen, horses, and slaves; nothing

more. The chief is chosen from certain families.

Soil is common property. Only here and there a

man is found who owns private land, which is tilled

by slaves. The Wolof must, as Moslems, have four

wives. The man who wishes to found a family

must make his enclosure, build huts for himself,

wives, and servants, and stalls for his cattle. Slaves

are well treated ; can hold their own property ; but

they must bring the same within the enclosure of

their masters, who, in times of want, can ajiproj)riate

what he needs. Care is taken to keep the different

ranks of the people tolerably free from mixture.

They are zealous Mohammedans, and strictly ob-

serve the rites of their faith, though they lay great

weight on magic and divination.

Southwest of the Wolof, and enclosed by them,

dwell a long series of tribes and bands, a few of

which need a passing mention.

The Sarrar, without doubt the largest negroes

of Senegambia, with decj) black comjilexion .and

hard features, .ai-e a mild, diligent, agricultural

peoj^le, and dwell chiefly on the fl.at wood districts

on the coast. Formerly they were considered very

ignorant. Their neighl)ors regard them as wild and

revengeful. Thej' are said to have some concejition

of a supernatural being, and to offer a good field

for the work of Christian teaching. They still re-

main mostly in their old fetichism. There are

among them two mighty idols,— ' Takar,' and ' Teurack.' The former exercises strict

justice ; the latter is tender-hearted, and is the source of all good. The jiriesthood is

liereilitary in certain families. INIagicians are sidijccted to fire and poison tests. One
great source of the priests' power is the 'baute,' which has the power of atoning for

wrongs. If a man wishes to revenge himself for injuries received, lie seeks tlie priest,

with ])resents. This ])ersonage, with certain ceremonies, confines the soul of the

oft'encler in a sort of red-clay vessel. The jterson whose soul is thus encased usu.ally

dies. Hence the baute is a source of terror. The person or peraons thus used hastens

Vie, 155. — Powilor-tlask (maile from a
bullalohorn), uiul pipts from Senegal.
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to make all possible concessions, and obtain freedom from the threatened danger.

According to late accounts, the Sarrar are a good, honorable, hosintable, courtly, gen-

erous peojile.

The Fulup are a lierding and agricultural race, but thievish, bold, and in constant

war with their neighbors. A chief characteristic is that they never forget a wrong or

a good deed. Their settlements are fortified. They are very black, of large stature,

well ])roportioned, witli flat faces, flat noses, and with weak growth of hair. They

jioint the teeth, especially in the upper jaw, for the sake of beauty. Families do not

I'eallv exist
;
promiscuitj' prevails. Children are bought and sold, and drunkenness

passes all bounds. They are cruel, deceiving, tliievish. Their religion is the grossest

fetichism. Their chief idol is 'emit,' which term expresses sun, raocui, and all natural

forces. Conjurers are sulmiitted to the poison test. The king's huts, surrounded by

a palisa<le, stan<l in the middle of the village. The jiriests play a large role in civic

life. They are often gcxxl ^entriloijuists, and their magical processes dominate every-

thing. If a person dies, the great village drum is sounded. Each family has its own
signal, so that all the villagers know to what family the dead belongs; and all jiartici-

jiate in the moiirniiiu. The corjise is anointe(l, and held in an ujiright position liy

means of a ])ost. P^very conjecture is now made as to why he died, and numerous

muskets are discharged. The inourning lasts three days. The mourning women
dance on the ground, and, amid howling, strew themselves with ashes. Then the

corpse is wrai)ped in its l)t'st clothes, numerous gifts are brought, and the corpse is

laid to rest. On the eighth day the whole family offers sacrifice, whicli is intended to

usher the soul of the dead into a new body. King fights are common and often dis-

astrous. The assertion that the Fulup are cannibals has been denied.

The Biafade .are brave, passionate, and desperate warriors, who have no conception

of peace. Still, their wars ai-e seldom long, lasting only five or six days. The Papel

tattoo the body, and wear jieculiar rings on the thumbs and middle fingers, by which

they have a secret langu.age, unintelligible to the uninitiated. Tliey .are excellent sail-

ors. Their goils are assigned as dwellings sacred trees; dogs, hens, and oxen are

sacrificed, having first Ijeen carefully prepared. The flesh is divided, and of the oxen

the Godhead gets only the horns.

The B.alantin are a pupulous, coarse, and ugly negro tribe,— according to all

accounts, a race of thieves and rol)bers. They cultivate but little ; war is their noblest

oecu]iation. Thieving among themselves is severely jmnislied. They live in inde-

))endent, dirty villages. Their whole a|>pear.ance is wild. The clothing of the men is

a sort of trousers of home-made cotton ; of the women, the common apron. Belly

and breasts are tattooed. Their food is simple. Tlie position of women is sorrowful.

The marriage contract is sealed by putting an apron on the woman, and the marriage

stands as long as the apron lasts. Then the wonnm is free, and must marry again

after two years. Of course the a]>ron lasts according to the good will of the women.
The Balantin are fond of music, and make many rude instruments. They believe in

a life after di'alh, and ari' given to fetichism and m.agic.

Toward the coast oi Sierra Leone we find the I5anyan, divided into numerous

groups, living in separate towns, often hostile to one another, under their own chiefs.

They are very peaceable, .and more gentle than their neighbors. Energetic and lirave,

they are very much attached to their fruitful home, where they till the soil, ami carry

on numerous oecu])ations. 1'hey are not robbers, and their towns are never enclosed.

They are, however, giv(>n to <lrunkenness, which often leads them to murder. The
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murderer flees, enters into negotiations with the relatives of the murdered person, and

always obtains forgiveness. Although small of stature, they are still larger than the

Fulup. They plait the hair, and pierce the ears with several holes. The clothing is

the short negro a])ron. Sometimes a horribly dirty head-dress of calico is worn. Men
ornament their aprons with brass rings. The women have a higher position than in

the Fnlup
;
])olygamy prevails ; the maidens are betrothed at six or eight years of age.

The dead are buried in a sort of vault. The Banyan believe in a good and an evil

principle, but likewise ha\e thousands of superstitions, belief in magicians and witches,

and the like.

The oldest tribe in the district, situated northeast of the Wolof, are the Serechule.

The name signifies ' white men,' and indeed their complexion is much clearer than that

which characterizes the negro peo-

ple in general. This gives ground

for the assumption that they are not

really a negro tribe, but a cross be-

tween the negroes and the Berbers.

Other circumstances su)>]>ort this hy-

jiothesis. At present the Serechule,

who are also called Gaugan, have

lieen for the most jiart absorbed by

the Mandingo. Their language is

related to that of the Mandingo.

They are the most intelligent in-

habitants of Senegambia, and have

a sense of order and frugality ; and

comprehend the advantages of com-

merce. This characteristic has given

them the name, 'the Jews of the

Sudan.' The kings are j)roud of

their historical succession. In many

places the Serechule are divided into

castes. The princely families form

one caste; the 'free ])e<)ple' an-

other ; those of the Marabulin a

third ; the prisoners a fourth. Fi-

nally, there is a cas'tc of 'Griot,'

a lower class of peojdc, who have

no definite religion. The corpse of

a Griot is laid on a mat; the girls of the caste, lance in hand, must keej) watch during

the whole night, in order to oppose, for the spirit of the depai'ted, the evil sj)irit to

whom it j)ro])erly belongs. The dead Griot must not be buried, but is jmt up in a

high tree. Tlu' Serechide have mixed considerably with the neighboring tribes, and

also with the whites.

Tiie land beliind Sierra Leone, especially tin- territory at the source of the Niger,

is inhabited by the linguistic group of the Mande, who are divided into four closely

related branches.

The ]\[amlingo, before the conquest of the Blohainmedan l''ulah, was the most

powerful tribe of west Africa. The Mandingo have assimilated many tribes, and

KiG. 150. — Griot.
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liave in the west pressed f.av into the territory of the Wolof and Fehip. Although

tlie greatest differences prevail among the different ])ortions of these peo]ile, the negro

type is in-ediiminant. They are a handsome race, capable of a high degree of culture

and intelligence. They are very skilful in trade, and travel, and political organiza-

tion. They are characterized by goodness of heart and impulsiveness. The women

are tender-hearted and gentle mothers. Education is based on truth and loyalty. In

trade they stand near the Serechule. They are hospitable, and their treatment of the

poor and sick is i)hilanthropic. They are great lovers of music and have various

kinds of instruments. As for the i-est, their

virtues vary according to the districts they

occu]n". In IJambidv tliey are warlike; on

the upjicr Senegal they are more peaceful,

but deceiving and thievish; on the Kasa-

manza and Gambia they are swaggering and

foul. Their own \illages differ in size, but

are always surrounded by a more or less

strong palisade. Their go\-ei'nment consists

of a number of small repuljlics, which ha\i'

310 strong or close connection. The usual

punishment is the bastinado, and for murder,

execution. In war they rarely kill their

enemies, excL']it in a regular battle. The
Mandingo Avere the ilrst to accept the Mos-

lem faitli. Large numbers, however, are

still heathens, among \vhom fetichism and

belief in magic plays a large role. Among
the Mohammedan negroes, the priests stand

second only to the king. The people are

divideil into numerous classes or castes. The
slave works for his master, to whom he Ije-

longs, but in other matters they stand as the

e(|ual of one another. The family is not ver\-

strongly develojied. Each man l)uys lumself

from two to four wives. The men wear the

white or blue hubn, a large blouse reaching

.almost to the feet. The women wear only

a narrow strip of cloth about the loins ; other-

wise they are naked, with tlu' excejition of

the ornaments they ])ut on. All eight-day

celebration is held over a corpse.

The Basunka, Gabundva, and Woyuid^a are distinguisheil from the real jMandingo

only by the fact that they ai-e not ]\Iohammedaus. Tlu-y arc likc\\-ise great thieves

.and (h'unk.ards. The color of .all these trifles is oli\c-bvowii. and less brilliant than

that of the AVolof. The ]\[andingo is lank and tall, the muscles well de\-elope(l ; the

lower limbs, however, are weaker than in the whites. The face is regularly o\al, but

with hai-il expression, lightly rt'ceiling bn.w, and broad, ll.iL nose, strong chin, and

marked ])rogiiathisni. Bodily deformities art^ not rare. The JMandiiigo fre.iuently

cross with the Fulah, the Serecliule, and the Wolof. These lialf-breeds are called

.AUislcal iiisti'uiiii-nt. hiii, unit leatlier
s:iLcliel Iruiu Scucgiil.
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Djalouke, and differ more or less, according as the amount of blood of different tribes

varies.

Besides the above-mentioned tribes, the Susu or Soso are to be regarded as more
distant relatives of the Miaulingo. Tliey dwell from the liio Nunez to tlie Scarcias,

and in the interior. They live in smaller or larger villages, under almost independent

chiefs, and are united only by a common hate toward the Fulah. They have shown
little inclination to accept Islam, but cling strongly to the old fetichism. They have

numerous industries. The possession of a few hundred slaves makes a prince. The

Susu of the interior are said to be very wild, but those living near the whites liave

felt the English influence.

One of the most powerful and populous branches of the Mande tribes in the soutii-

west of Senegambia is the people of the Bambarra, on the upper Niger. They num-

ber about two million souls, of which about two thirds are slaves. Their type is mucli

mixed. The complexion is dee]i black, hair very woolly, the growth of hair on the

body more profuse than in other negroes. In childhood, cuts are made in the

skin, from the temples to the corners of the mouth. Intellectually they are not gifted.

They are brave, warlike, and Ijloodthirsty ; but fat, lazy, stupid, and at the same time

impulsive and good-natured. They iily agriculture and trade, bartering their own pro-

ductions for the necessaries of life. The Bambarra live in towns of one-story, win-

dowless houses, rarely of straw lints. They have quite an interesting history.

Originally they rejected Islam, but later adopted it in large pait. The power of

the king is absolute. Here, as elsewhere, we find different grades of rank, from prince

to slave. The slave relations are intricate ; domestic slavery in a mild form is com-

mon ; likewise jiolygamy. The women live in complete dependence upon their hus-

bands. Both sexes wear the 'buliu,' a sort of pantaloons, sandals or boots, and a straw

hat or red head-dress. All freemen carry a dh'k in a leather girdle. The chief weapon

of the Bamljarra is a very long bow.

It is not unimportant to mention that from the Senegal to the Niger everything

centres about the enjoyment of sjiirituous liquors. The negro who drinks— be it

wine, beer, or whiskey— easily yields to Europeans, and is an enemy of the Moham-
medan. On the other hand, those who drink not are followers of the prophet. The

latter shave their heads, except a small tuft that is left ; they are then called ' sub,'

i. e., converted to Mohammedanism. The drinkers wear their woolly hair, and, if

forced by circumstances to sacrifice it to the razor, they are careful to leave not a tuft,

but a cross, of hair. Often the drinkers and those who do not drink are sworn enemies

of one another.

The Idacks of Senegambia are a race of children; they have all the failings of

childhood. Of inanly honor the negro has no conception. Of gratefuhiess he knows
nothing ; he rejoices if a good deed is done him, but soon forgets it. Providence and

care arc unknown to him. So long as he has a little money, he desjtises woi-k. He is

good-natured and willing, divides wliat he has with the needy, but only with those

of his own color. He lets to-monow lake care of itself. A child of caprice, his

greatest faults are that he has neitln'r loyally nor faith, and the keejjing of his word
is unknown to him. P"'ear and selfishness are his chief motives.

TiiK ]"Yi,An.

"We come now to tlie laml of i]\c Niger, and Ihid an enigmatical race, whom we
must consider uku'c carefully. This tril)e is the Eulah or Fulbe. The word Fulah
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comes from the Maiidingo, and signifies bright brown, or red, in opposition to the

black characteristic of otlier natives. They are thus distinctly marked off from the

real negroes, upon whom they look down proudly as a race born into slavery. They

put themselves on a level with the whites. The territory within which the Fulbe are

found reaches from the lower Senegal in the west to Darfur in the east, and from Tim-

buktu and Ilaufa in the north to Sulimano, Wassula, the Yoruba lands, and Adamana

in the south. Nowhere are they the sole occupants ; but as conquering inv.aders tliey

are scattered among and mixed more or less with the original inhabitants. They are

found in the greatest numbers iu the west, whither they have wandered as conquerors

and s])readers of Islam.

Who and what this con<piering jicople were is a puzzle. Most evidence goes to

show that they came from the western Sudan ami spread over the eastern ]i(irtion.

Dr. Barth, however, regarded them as coming from

the east, while General Faidherbe believes that at

least the Fulah came from the east, perhaps from

the Nile region, to the w-estern Sudan. Xothin;;-

as yet known will settle the (juestion. IJiit while

we remain in ignorance of their origin, all agree in

pronouncing them to lie no negroes. When un-

mixed, their comj)lexi()n is a yellow bronze, the

physi(iue good, and the features ajtproaching the

Caucasian type. The maidens are also describeil

as contrasting strongly with the true negro women,

but tlieir beauty does not last long, and at twenty-

five their face has an ape-like exjiression. Yet the

Fulah are the best-looking people in central Africa.

Ilartmann regards them as of Nubia-Berber stock.

Mental differences between the negroes and the

Fulah are noticeable. The latter :n-e industrious,

working at stock-raising, agriculture, and various

handicrafts. They have also deep religious con-

victions, which make them fanatical followers of

Islam, while they are praised for their honesty.

Travelers tell of the great security of ])roperty,

especially th.at of strangers, among the Fulah, and also speak of their honor, ]»ilish,

taste for art, and the like.

In some districts the purity of thi- Fulah has suffered by mixture with the negroes,

and it is predicted that in a few generations they will be alisorbed in the latter nice.

This mixture, however, has its benefits, for it has given rise to a ]ieo]ile possessed of

practical sense, the ]iowcr of self-government, and other features, which during the

last century en.abled them to fouml a great ein])ire.

The history of the Fulah is interesting, but it adds but little to our ctlinologicnl

knowledge of theiu. Titles arc unknown; even the chiefs are callc(l liy their own
names. Among the Marabut (who, however, are not true Fulah) the title 'cerno'

(teacher) is used. The officers of the j)alace are women, ami are chosen with great

cai-e, since they exert considerable influence over the jirinces. Facli ]irincc is waite<l

upon by eight or ten women, while a musician twangs the strings of a guitar. 'J'he

Fulah are not great traders, but they have numerous horses, oxen, and asses. The

L'lG. 15S. — Atric'uii slii'll- ley. liorod
cuwries siranj^ on iKirk cords.
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medium of exchange is usually cotton elotli, but in some places cowry shells are still

used. Slaves are also a imit of value. Slavery is common, but freemen, shoemakers,

and smiths can never be made slaves.

The Fulah kingdom consists of a number of smaller sultanates. The Fulah proper

does not form the bulk of the population, but rather the aristocracy. Their entire

numbers will not exceed eight millions. Their speech is the prevailing one in central

Africa, and is understood everywhere. They are all Mohammedans, and have schools

where reading, writing, arithmetic, and Ar.ibic are taught. Their notation is peculiar.

Instead of ten times ten make a hundred, eight times ten make a hundred w ith them,

and so on.

Stock-raising is principally followed in the west, agriculture in the east. Butter

and cheese are made. The labor is more evenly divided among the sexes than among

other Africans. The men tend the flocks, till the ground, and weave the cloth ; the

women do the spinning and attend to domestic affairs. The pottery, mats, and woven

fabrics show considerable skill and a due regard for color. The position of the slave

is not so bad as it mi^ht be. Ho goes to war with the freemen, and on the death of

his master becomes free himself.

Morally the Fulah are described as an estimable people. Though hospitality is

not prescribed, as among other Mohammedans, they are not wanting in this respect.

They care for the sick and aged, and in times of famine assist the negroes. Not\>ith-

standing this mildness, in war they are as brave as .any Africans. Gaming is one of

their vices.

The men wear a white cotton shirt ; the women a bit of cloth about the loins ; chil-

dren go entirely naked. The wealthier Fulah live in stone houses with flat roofs.

Inside are two rooms— one for storage, the other for a dwelling and sleeping-room.

They sleep on a bed of jioles covered with m.ats, and, in cooler weather, with woollen

blankets. The poorer classes live in clay huts Avith thatched roofs.

The Negroes of the Middle Sudan.

East of Sego on the Niger occurs the Kissur language. The Kissur negroes, or

N'Kissur, are a handsome peoi^le, descril)ed as a relatively intellectual people. They

are Mohammedans, but not so strict in their observances as are the Fulah. Together

with the native language, Arabic is spoken. Agriculture is the chief occupation;

stock-raising comes next. Most of the common trades are represented among them.

The king is but little better than his subjects. He makes no disjilay, and levies no

tax, b>it is satisfied by the voluntary gifts of his people and of foreign traders. Ilice

is the stajjle of food, and meat is common. The women eat apart from the nun. The

towns are not regularly laid out, but the streets are wide enough for a jilace wliere

villages are unknown. Each town is surrounded by a wall ten or twelve feet in thick-

ness. The houses, one story high, have flat roofs, and the street side is jierforated

with small windows. The rooms are long and narrow, and each house has steps lead-

in"- to the roof, but no chimney, cooking being done in the open air. The costume is

Moorish; furniture is unknown— mats supjtlyiug the place of beds and chairs. As

a medium of exchange they use beads, coral, dried fish, slaves, pottery and ivory.

On the Niger they have vow-boats, but no sails. Schools, like those of the Fulah,

exist.

Northeast of the ilandingo are tlie Songhay, who, like them, liuve phased an

important part in the history of the region. They haAC established the most iinpor-
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tant state in the so-called Sudan. Their language is now spoken from Timbuktu to

Agades. Earth describes them as having noble features, Hartmanu as doll-faces.

Their complexion ranges from black to brown ; their hair is crisp, but grows long and

can be braided. Their chief town on the lower Niger is Gagho. They have married

freely with other tribes, and as a result a mized people, the liuma, has grown up in

their midst, which at present forms a large element in the Songhay towns. The Song-

hay are very iidiospitable. For clothing they wear a leather apron. Tlieir huts are

of clay, and have very steep roofs, thatched with reeds.

South of the Songhay are the Hausa, a widely-scattered and intelligent tribe.

Little is known of their history; but from the wide s]iread of their language, we con-

clude that they formerly were very important. The Ilausa are genuine, flat-faced

negroes, with In'oad noses and thick lips. Many of the women are pretty, and are

procured for the harems of Morocco ; their hair, liauds, feet, eyebrows, etc., are fre-

quently colored blue, while both sexes color the lips and teeth. By their activity and

intelligence the Hausa have exerted a considerable influence on the surroundinu; ]ieo-

ples. They are j)artly free, partly subject to the Fulah. All are Mohammedans.
They follow agriculture, stock-raising, manufacture, and trade, and many of their pro-

ducts show considerable taste. Their towns are like those of the Kissur. It is

noticeable that the artisans hold a high place in the state. Tlie well-to-do wear white

or blue stockings and a long-sleeved shirt, and a sword at the side. The poor go with-

out the sword, and sometimes without the shirt. The hair and beard are shaved. In

the country, both sexes go naked. The women wear spangles on arms and toes ; their

hair is cut short, and unornamented, while the men wear theirs in a coil. The men
are always armed with bows, arrows, and a sword.

Their dances are a matter of some importance. Dressed in their best ajijiarel, they

dance face to face until they fall down from sheer exhaustion. Their religion is a

fetichism, but still they stand relatively rather high in the intellectual scale. Their

houses are well built, and tlu'ir household implements show considerable artistic skill.

Their bed shows a cunsiileral)le regard for comfort. It is made of clay, and beneath

has a place where a lire can be built. On cold nights they kindle the fire, and allow

it to burn until the bed is warmed, when it is ready for occupancy. Some travelers

regard the Ilausa and their innuediate neighbors as the highest of the central Afri-

cans. Many of them have jireserved the typical negro features, and even when
mixed with Berber .and Fulah the black element predominates.

South of the Hausa are a number of more or less related tribes, of which Init lit-

tle is known beside their names. The Bolo are lighter than their neighbors ; the men
are large and strong, the women short and corpulent. The latter bind their hair in a

long roll. The Kado are almost sooty-black, but not ugly-featured. They wear little

or no clothing. A certain politeness characterizes their reception of sti-angers. The
men make a low bow, while the women kneel and avert the face, a custom common to

all northern and central Africa. The Kado dwellings consist of two huts joined by a

passage-way, thus affording three separate rooms. The Bassa are well built, and,

unlike most negroes, have well-developed calves. They point the teeth, and tattoo

the cheeks. Until the age of fifteen, both sexes go naked. All these tribi's believe in

fetiches, but Islam has been proclaimeil liy the sword.

The basin of Lake Tchad is inhabited by numerous more or less related tribes, of

which but little is known. The Kanuri, the chief tribe of Bornu, inimber abnut a

million and a half. According to Dr. Nachtigal — one of the few Europeans who
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liave visitetl tlic-m— their name means ' peo])le of light,' and refers to their devotion

to Islam. They are the lords of the land, which is also inhabited by people of a dif-

ferent stock. Bornu is a despotically-governed but comparatively well-ordered state,

which, separated by the Sahara from the civilization around the Mediterranean, and

flourishing under negroes, shows the capabilities of the black race. No matter where

they obtained their imj^ulse, the existence of this state is a proof of their intellectual

powers. The Kanuri are described as good-natured, timid, and indolent, but not over

cleanly. They make war for variety, but still are not warlike. Trade and agriculture

are their favorite pursuits.

Their earthen houses need constant repair ; the hot weather cracks them, and wet

weather washes down the walls. They are, ho^^•cvcr, roomy and cool. Besides, they

also build dwellings of reeds and straw. Inside, an earthen bank follows the walls,

and takes the place of tables and chairs. Gourds furnish ves-

sels for holding liquids, and besides they have baskets and

wooden jilatcs, as well as iron pots and crockery of Eurojiean

manufacture. A large water-tank always stands outside the

door. The numerous trees planted in the streets give the

villages and towns an attractive appearance.

Although many go almost or quite naked, the regulation

costume consists of a folded blanket, or ' tobe,' a pair of

trousers, and leather shoes. The tobe is usually blue. All

shave part of the head, and braid the rest of the hair in plaits.

The apparel of the women is also striking. It consists of

numerous shawls for the shoulders, and under-garments em-

broidered all over with silk. No matter how warm it is,

man and woman heap on the shawls and tobes, merely to

make a disjjlay. Silver ornaments for the arms, legs, and

hair are the common jewelry. Strange to say, the Kanuri do

not use tobacco or distilled liquor, but their place is taken

by the insidious goro-nut, for which a Kainiri will sell horses

or slaves.

The streets of Kuka (the chief town of Bornu) present

a motley scene. Many of the occupations of civilized life are

rejiresented. Music is heard, and here and there are parties

of young dancers, the older peo])le looking on. A sadder

feature is the gi-eat number of blind people, while the begging students present another

phase. The Monday market also deserves mention. Bornu has an active trade, ex-

porting slaves, ostrich feathers, and ivory.

Ostensibly the government rests in a council, a heritage from olden time ; but

really it is a despotism,— the king, sultan, or some favorite being the true head.

The king possesses all jiower, both temporal and s]iiritual. The fighting force of the

Kanin-i amounts to about 30,000, armed with bows and arrows, lances, shields, and

a huge knife, something like a butcher's cleaver, which is used for slashing, and also

for throwing. The king's body-guard wear an im]icrfect armor, and their horses are

protected by thick cotton blankets. Mohannnedanisni is the state religion, but it has

no firm roots among the Kanuri. It took away their fetichism, but left them almost

nothing instead. Jlonutheism is beyond their range. Their own language has no term

for Allah. Then- jirayers are all made in Arabic. Formerly they worshipped a forest

Fig. 159. —Child's doU
Central Africa.
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devil and a w.ater-(lcvil ; but now they pay reverence to no godhead. They have
nothing exeejit a mass of superstitions, and some very vague coneeptions of the Mos-
lem hereafter. Iteiigious festivals are connected with the recurrence of the seasons,

and with nothing else.

The Kanuri is a mixed trihe, in which the original elements can still be traced.

These are principally Tubu and Kanem, from the northeast of Lake Tchad, the latter

forming about a third of the population of Bornu to-day, while the Tulm elenieiit

must formerly have been nearly as large. „ --.j^.^.

The other elements need not be enumer-
=««»=»-«

ated here.

South of Lake Tchad are tlie K"-

toko, or Makari, who doubtless came
from the east, though their mn( i d t \ pe

inclines more to the negio than docs ;S\-i>c*i-
that of the neighboring tubes

houses are mostly built of (. 1 i

ered with hemispherical -ti

Since Lake Tchad often

overflows, the houses are I

set on terraces, to ])revent ;

inundation. Besides thesi

clay huts, occasionally om
sees castle-likt' buildings

with massive walls, turrets,

and towers, and squan

houses with gable roof>

foi-nied of straw. Unlik<'

most Africans, the Kotoko
prefer ilark and sombn
colors to those of lightci

or brighter hue. All theii

work is characterized by
solidity. The Kotoko an

not especially liked by the

Bornu i)e()]ile, for it is (to

them) an established fact

that every Kotoko is given

to magic, and at lught

transforms Idmself into a

hyena and feeds on the bodies of the <lead. The Kotuko
monarchy.

Passing by numbers of the trilies in the basin of Lake Tchad, we must recur to the
Kanem, mentioned a few lines above. The bulk of this peojile still remain to the
north of the lake, but show unmistakable traces of udrtlicrn mtlucnce. Iinh-cd tliey

are to-day a much mixed people. The Kanem proper ai-e apjian^ntly iminigi-ants froni

the north, who still retain, in features and form, an appearance superior to their neigh-
bors. They care but little for clothes, the leather apron and a string of cowry shells

being all that comfort or custom demands. The men work the hair into a hidi head-

Flc. 160. — Negress from Uie iiiiJJle SuJ:tu.

overnment is a limited
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dross, wliilo tlio girls shnvo the teinplos ami the back of tlie liead. The Kaiiem nnn
themselves with sjieais, lanees, ami a small shield of light wood. The stateiueut is

made that they are not acquainted with liorses, bows, or arrows, which is, however, to

be doubted.

The eastern part of Lake Tcb.id contains numerous islands, on which a group of

twelve tribes, known collectively as Budduma, or Yadima, exist. They number about

twenty tliousand. and live jirineipally by fishing and grazing. They are large, grayish

or dead-blaek jieople, outwardly Moslems, but still retaining many of their heathen

ctistoms, and only accepting a few external observances of Islam, such as prayers,

fasts, etc. They make boats with broad sterns and pointed bow.«, and the seats run-

ning along the sides. A stone is useil for an anchor, and paddles for pro]>ulsion.

Every man must have four wives; marriage is easy, and divorces few. Burial takes

place according to Moslem precepts, the head to the south and the face toward ^leeca.

Peojtle who die away from home arc carried home, but strangei-s dying on the island

are sunk in the lake. IMiese Yadima are great robbei-s, plundering not only cara\ans,

but ravaging whole districts.

South of Lake Tchad (south and southeast of the Kokoto mentioned above) is the

kingdom of Bagirmi, which to a certain extent is dependent on the state of Wadai, to

the east. The population is of a mixed character, consisting of Arabs, negroes, Tubu,

Fulah, and mixtures of all these. About four centuries ago, the Bongo, Dor, and

Denka tribes, living to the west of the White Nile, made a descent on this territory,

driving out the Kotoko, and conquering the Arab nomads who lived here with their

herds. Wadai and Darfur also suffered from them, and the i-esnlt was an amalgama-

tion of Arabs and their conquerors. The jiresent Bagirmi are among the bravest peo-

ples in centr.al Africa. They have subjected many of their neighbors, and reduced

them to slavery. The government is on the true eastern tyj^e. The various districts

ai-e farmed out to favorites of the court. In war the Bagirmi can muster ten thousand

infantry and three thousand cavalry. The usual weapons are the spear and the hatchet

;

the cavalry wear a sort of armor, and protect their horses with thick cotton blankets.

It is interesting to note that in spite of the mixed origin of the Bagirmi, the gen-

uine negro type j>revails among them to-day. They are large and muscular, and the

women are pictured as very good-looking. The clothing of the men consists of blan-

kets and trousers; the women wear a dress fastened in front and hanging down to or

below the knees. The men wear the hair short, or even have the head clean shaven

;

the women do their hair up in a high coil. The Bagirmi are, of course, Moslems in

name, but not in other respects.

The Bagirmi are surrounded by lionles of blacks (the Gaberi) whom they have

conquered, but these are even poorer convei-ts to Islam than are their mastei-s. They

have a highest god, whose existence is proved by thunder, and to whom one species of

tree is s.icred. They also have lesser divinities and evil spirits, and a belief in magic,

of course, is common. No prominent person, or even a line horse, can die without its

being considered the result of witchcraft ; lience magicians have a givat inlluence.

The burial customs are interpreted as indicating a belief in a future life. The corpse

is enveloped in all the clothes he possessed, and at his head is jilaeed a slaughtered

goat, and a few j>ots of honey and beer, while a spoon is inserted in the mouth. When
a chief dies, a child of twelve or fourteen is buried alive with him, " to keep otf the

flies." Polygamy is common, ami marriage is a mere matter of trade. -\ m ife is

worth a horse, or a dozen fat dogs.
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A i)icturc of the horrors of tin! shivo-tradc is l)cyoii<l our scope, but one of its

results in tlie case of the Gahcri di'scrvcs ineiitioii. 'I'liis ]ico]ilo are 0])|)resseil l>y

tlieir corKjueroi's, llic JJauirini, wlio make oi-casinual inroails im jirociiiM' .sla\es. 'I'o

avoiil their i-avages tiiey liuihl jieeuliar houses. 'I'lie .silk-coltou tree (Jlonthdx) tljrows

its ))raMches out at i-i<>lit au'jjles to the trunk, ami on these \.\n- (ialieri huild their war-

iiiiuses, and |iro\i(h' llieni willi liaskets (if jirovision and jai's of water. When tlie

enemy comes, the houses on tlu' ground ai-e ijest roved, anil thi- |ieo]ile take to the vil-

lage in the trees. Here they are safr, for the liagirini cannot cut or burn down the

huge trunks which su|i|i<irt llu'ir aei'i.al aliodcs.

Kast of J\ani'm ami JJagirmi lies Waday or Wadai, the best organi/.eil kingdom in

central Africa. Still, in cullure, the Wadawa stand below both of their neighbors to

the west, 'j'liry ai'c nnu'e coarse in their nalurr, more vioh'iit, hostile, and cruel, and

are lacking iji skill and industry. Tiiough ostensibly .Moli:innned:nis, tliey li.ave a

j)assionale love for their natix'e intoxicating drink, ' merissa,' and when under the

influence of it tlieir native ugliness is increased. Quarrils and murders are common,

and tlieir h.atred of I'oicigners does not m;ike them any more ])leasing. 'J'heir govern-

ment is a nioiiarchieal tyranm. As was stated above, the AV'adawa, like the Bagirmi,

are a comjiosile ]ieo]ile; but, like them, the different elemenls are well amalgamated.

S(juth of them dwell the Kuti ami itiinga,— black, warlike hunters of the eleiihanl

and lii|i|io]potamus. Still further south are cannibalistic Handa, who have long

liair, )ioint the tc-elh, and ]iierce the ears, nose and lijis, inserting rings of metal

in the o|ienings. Evei-y family has, beside the house, two small liiits for the i-e-

cejition of the male and female dixinilies resjiectively. The female (iod is regai'iled

as the higher.

The IxiiAiiiTANTS OF THE Eastickn Sudan.

1'lie eastern or Egyptian Sud;in posesses more of an interest than do the western

and central jiortions. 'J'his district extends from \Va<l:ii and l]agirmi on the west to

the Nile lands and Kassa on the east, and south to the tei-ritory of the IJantu family

already mentioned ; in otlu^r words, it is the region of the White Nile. Xegroe.s foi'ia

the great bulk of the inhabitants, and the popidation is most dense near the centre

of the feri'itory embraced. In the cities the Arabic language is used, but in other ]iarts

till' x'.arious African tongues ai-e mixed with it,— this being especially the case

with the l'"ui:nii, the language of the iiati\e inli.ibitants of Darfnr.

In 1<S74 this whole region was conciuered by the Egy]itians, but the revolt of the

natives in 1SS4, under the lead of the so-called M.ahdi, has thrown the whole counti'y

back into its former condition. The "war in the Sudan " is of too recent occurrence

to demand notice here. Its most striking events took place further east, in the valley

of the Nile.

'l"he l-'nrani are eciiuine negroes, .•illho\iL;h their hair is lon<j, coarse, and straight,

the li|is thin, and the face oval and intelligent. In the mountainous ilisti'icts they are

somewhat coarser, but thev are well-to-do, have larger ]ier<ls, and to a certain extent

till the tlelds. Still they .-ire lazy and dirty. Ivich house, built of cl.-iy, is siirroun<1ed

by a hedge. Tlie wealthier inhabitants wear clothing of cotton or muslin, while the

poorer have but a single garment. 'J'hey have numerous industries, and their inland

commerce and system of trade is well develojieil. Fn marriage the princi]ial ceremony

is the payment for the wife. Of course, Islam lias an extensive sjiread.

Kordofan and Sennaar, lying to the cast of Darfur, are inhabited jn-incipi.-dly by
vol,. VI. — 22
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three Nubian tribes, though there is a considerable negro element, and a sj)rink]ing of

many other tribes and races. Their clothing varies from the sim])lest possible to the

com]ilete Egyptian costume ; sandals are all but universally worn. Before the troub-

les with the Egyptians, hospitality was the rule, but since the conquest they have been

sullen and morose. Besides these the more prominent people, there are other smaller

tribes in the south, the remnants of the aboriginal inhabitants. These differ much
among themselves, some being little better than wild animals, others standing at a

much higher level. With most of these we can have nothing to do, but a few of them

demand a moment's attention.

The Shiluk, on the left bank of the White Nile, number about 1,200,U00, occupy-

ing some three thousand so-called villages. These villages are little groups of huts

half a mile or a mile apart, and though compact are laid out with groat regularity.

In the centre of each is an open square, where the inhabitants assemble nightly and

smoke their enormous pipes. In the centre of the square is a large post, to which is

attached a drum to alarm the inhabitants. The huts are small, aiul have conical roofs,

and each village is surrounded with a wall of straw matting.

Personally the Shiluk are not pleasing, aiul many of their customs are disgusting.

Those living farthest to the south invariably extract the lower inciscr teeth in youth.

Before marriage both sexes go entirely naked ; after that ceremony tlie women wear

a leathern apron reaching from the waist to the knee, ornamented on its free edge with

iron rings and other ornaments. The women wear the hair short, but the men plait

it and coil it carefully, so that it answers the purpose of a hat. Everywhere else the

hair is plucked out. Clubs and long, iron-pointed spears are their only weapons. They

raise numerous cereals and vegetables, and spear the fish in the river. They know
nothing of nets or hooks. Poljgamy is the rule ; the wives are acquired by purchase,

and each has a separate hut. Their worship consists in reverence for ' Nikani,' who
is regarded as the founder of the tribe. In case of need, or to jiroduce rain, or good

harvests, his aid is invoked. They believe tliat the spirits of the dead are always

around them. Besides they have a worship of the sun aiuI of the Nile. From some

reason, not understood, hens are regarded as sacred. Murder is punishable with death.

If a person be detected by the stranger whom he robs, lie and his whole family are

enslaved ; if not so detected, the theft is jiraiseworthy.

The richest tribe of this region ai-e the Nuer, who own large liei-ds, for which they

show a stronger attachment than for their families. The steer which leads the lienl

enjoys almost divine reverence. Tlu'ir villages are back from the river, and are pro-

tected by embankments against inundation. The government is jiatriarchal ; each

village constitutes a great family, and what is outside does not concern tlieni. They

have more pleasing features than the Shiluk, are tall and slim, and have long, spindling

extremities. The wonu'n wear an apron; the men go naked. The giils ]iierce the

upjier lip and insert a stick bearing a bead at either extremity through the ojjening;

the men tattoo the cheeks and forehead. They are pictured by travelers as clean and

hosi)itable, but as having religious conceptions of a very low order, magic and stijier-

stition prevailing. Some find traces of a belief in a >piiitual divinity, but later

observers can recognize nothing of the kind.

The Denka, living on the Jour, ha\e been deciTuated by slave-hunting. They have

long legs, short body, bony frame, ami a deep lirownish-black comjilexion. Tlu' face

has an ape-like expression ; the hair of the head is sparse and cut short, the beard

undeveloped. The front teeth arc usually extracted ; both sexes pierce the ear, while
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the women ornament the upper lip in tlie same manner, and the men tattoo themselves.

Their dress is much like that of the two trilies already mentioned. The men are

especially fond of a large iron ring on the upjier arm, and they also wear a head-dress,

frequently composed of ostrich feathers. A string- around the neck is the conven-

tional sign of mourning. Cattle-raising is the principal occupation, and their skill as

cooks is highly s})okeu of. Snakes they regard in a peculiar maimer; they call them

lirothers, and the killing of one is severely punished.

Their huts are scattered— there are no true villages. The huts are built around a

post, and are thatched with straw. Although an ethnical unity is visible among all

the Denka, yet they have no common head, but are broken up in many bands. They
are strongly conservative, love freedom, are cruel and luuuerciful in war, but still are

sometimes more tender. Polygamy rules, and wives are purchased. Their relii;ion

largely consists in a belief in magic, but they also have good and bad spirits. Sorcer-

ers of either sex are in great demand, esjiecially in time of sickness. The popular

amusement is dancing to the music of drums.

The Berri, on the east side of the White Xile, are closely related to tlie Denka.

Comjiaratively little is known of them, and that little comes mostly through Catholic

missionaries, who paint them in bright colors. Besides the little of Mohammedanism
that has reached them, they know nothing of God, but have a boundless realm of

magic and fetichism. They also worshiji the steer, the leader of the herd. His horns,

legs, etc., are ornamented, songs are composed in his hcinor, and his aid is invoked in

cases of sickness. When he dies ho is luiried with great ecrenicmv.

The Berri liold .an im])ortant ])osition through numliers ;uid tlirongh their intellec-

tual development. They are warlike, false, and thievish. Tlu'v are large, well-built

negroes, with woolly hair, dark black skin, broad noses, and ]iri)truding jaws. In dress

ami customs they agree with the oilier tribes of the region. They have good black-

smiths, who make the arms they cari'y. A few wear sand.-ils, and make use of poisoned

arrows; but the majority go barefoot, and are armed with swords and limces. They

are so imjirovident and so wastefid that frequently the liai'vest is succeeded b\' a

famine. All (juestions are decided in council, where the majority rules. Polygamy

])revails, and the more wives a m.an has, the greater is his influence. The dead are

buri<'d in a giMve <big near the house, and a couple of oxen are always slaughtered at

the time of the intennent.

The Latuk.'i, a beautiful naked tribe on the Xik', must lie dismissi'd with a woi'd.

They have no conception of immortality, an<l all efforts of missionaries and others to

instruct them in this respect are met with ii.ative logic. To every analogy they have

a ready re]ily. Tell them of the seed which has ]iower to produce a plant, and they

say that so it is with us. The seed perishes, and that is the end of it. We die, and

that is the end of ns, except as we live in our children. They believe in good and

bad, l)ut believe that the go(.)d are so only because they are too weak to be bad. In

every other respect they are the same, and the labors of the missionaries are jiroiluc-

tive of but little good.

South of the ISerri are the INIadi, distinguish<'(l from their northern neighliors bv

language, form, and lighter complexion. In their customs, the <lifferences, howi'vei',

are l)ut slightly marked. West of them are the Jour, a name given by the Denka,

and meaning woodmen, or savages. This latter tribe spi'ak a sliglillv modified Shiluk,

and this fact, together with other similar ones, leads some to think that a Shiluk in-

cursion to the south took jjlace at a not very remote period. Their skin is brownish
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black ; tattooing is never practised ; they wear no clothing in front, and only a leatlier

apron behind. Their hair is short, and the favorite ornaments ai"e massive iron, brass,

and ivory rings upon tlie arms and legs, the ivory ones being also worn in the septum

of the nose. Just before planting time (in March), they abandon their huts, and part

engage in fishing, and part in reducing ore and making swords and lance-points.

They have brought iron working to a high state. They raise their own tobacco, and

smoke it in large pipes. In their smoking they practise an economy not noticed else-

where. In the mouthpiece of the pipe a wad of cotton or hemp is placed, and wlien

this is fully impregnated with nicotine from the smoke, it is chewed. Their huts are

wedge-shaped ; in the centre is a large hollow for storing grain, and in front of tlie

house is the mortar for pounding or rubbing the grain into meal. As soon as a man
begins to accjnire wealth, his thoughts turn to love, and soon a wife is bought. Among
the Jour all domestic ties are far stronger than among any other natives of central

Africa. A wife is but rarely abused ; her weakness is respected.

About a hundred thousand Bongo live scattered on a broad plain to the southwest

of the Jour, where they fish, till the soil, and raise cattle and sheep. Their houses,

usually placed under the shade of some large tree, are firmly built, so that the roof

forms a lookout over the cornfields. The door is low, so that one enters only by

stooping. Inside is the granary. The Bongo are reddish-brown, with short woolly

hail'. The men wear only an apron of cloth or leather, the women a bunch of leaves

or grass about the hips. The usual oi-naraents of savage man— beads, shells, rings,

and the like— are highly prized. A wife is usually bought for ten two-pound iron

plates and twenty lance-])oints. Inmiediately after the betrothal her lower lip is

pierced, and, by the use of gradually increasing blocks of wood, is so distended tiiat

it is five or six times the usual size. The upper lip at the same time receives a ring,

and tbe arms and breast are tattooed. The richest Bongo can have but three wives,

the poorest can liave only one. When a Bongo dies, the corjise is buried in a sitting

posture, the face of a man Ijeing turned toward the north, of a wnman to the south.

Over the grave is raised a mound of stones, on top of which a vessel of water is

placed. The Bongo have no religious practices, no knowledge of immortality. In

many respects, in language and customs, they are like the Bagirmi,— facts which give

countenance to the view that they originally lived further north.

The ISIittu, who live in tlio angle between the Denka and the Bongo, are described

as very musical. Around them are a series of tribes of whom but little is known.

Indeed, but little is really known of any part of this region, either as to ethnical rela-

tionships or geographical boundaries, and with our limited space we cannot discuss

them. Those in Dar Fertit show a luarkod transition to the Niam-Niam, wiiom we

will now take up.

The great kingdom of Niam-Niam, whose jtopnlation is reckoned by millions, is

composed of nmnerous originally distinct but now well amalgamated tribes. Some

of these have lost all their individuality, but others still retain tattooed tribe-marks

on various parts of the body. All wear clothing of skins, and pay great attention to

dressing the hair. Some train it so that it stands straight u]), but others make it

stand out in rays around the head like a halo. Their weapons are chiefly lances, dirks,

and hui'ling weapons; bows and arrows are rare. Tlu' nun liuut ; the wdmen till the

soil. They raise tobacco, and smoke Init do not chew it. 'I'heir domestic animals are

only hens and dogs.

Villages and cities are unknown. The wedge-shaped houses are high, and around
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each are smaller liuts for the half-grown ehildreii. Wives are not ]mrchase(l, liut the

jirhiee gives them to his subjects acconling to their necessities anil desires. The rank

of chief goes from the father to the elilest son, and carries with it the right to all the

ek'iihaut-tlesh and ivory. The chief also leads the warriors in lialtle (ir im tlu- hunt,

and passes sentence of death upon the guUty. Religious views are not developjed

among the Xiam-Xiam. They stand on the same level with the Bongo. In case of

death, the head of the corpse is shaved. The lio<ly is rulihed w ith a reil wood, and

clothed with furs and feathers, as well as the usual aprou, and buried with tlie face toward

the east or the west, according as the deceased was a man or a wom.au. Music takes a

high rank here. They h.avo numerous native instruments, an<I e\en professional singers.

In their character they have little to recommend them. They will make the

most jirofuse promises, without the slightest idea of fultilling them. They ai-e alscj

cannibals. They eat not only prisoners but those dying sudden deaths; even buried

corpses are exhumeil. In war, their war-cry is, 'Flesh! flesh!'

Next south are the Moubuttu, who number about a million. Tliey are not so dark,

even, as the Nianr-Niam, and occasionally lightdiaired individuals are seen, although

the majority have long, dark, crisp hair. In their features they are like the Semitic

type, and have nothing in C'lmmciu with the negro. Their clothing is made of bark,

•and tliey dress the hair into a tall cylindrical shape. Two kings rule over them, and

divide between them the ivory and cojiper, as \\ell as .a large proportion of the prod-

ucts of the field. Ileus au<l dogs are the only domestic animals. Nothing is known
of weaving, but in the working of iron and ivory they really excel. The palaces of

tiie kings are well built and spacious, and really have an elegance which one would

not ex])ect amon'4 such a ])eople. The dwellings of the jieople are like those of tlie

western coast, not like those of the Nile region. Of their religious views nothing

definite is known. I'olygamy prevails, but still woman occa]>ies an independent and

important position.

Tlie Akka, or Tikkitikki, are regarded by Schweinfnrth as an aboriginal people.

They are a race of dwarfs, the average heiglit of the men Ix'iiig between fifty-seven

aiul fifty-eight inches. Their country lies a two-days' journey south of the Moubuttu.

They liave a large head, but otherwise are well-proportioned. Their skin is chocolate-

brown, the hands and feet being a shade lighter. '^Fhev are a hunting tribe, and use

bows and arrows. Nothing is known of their language or religion.

EASTERN AFRICA.

In the territory south of tlie first catarac-t of the Nile and east of that already

discussed, are, liesides Aralis, two groups of dark-skinned men, distinct friun the ne-

groes, and divisible into numerous tribes.

First to be considered are the Nubians. In the broad<'r sense the Nubians extend

south to the lakes of i-cpiatorial Africa; but the tvw Xuliiaiis, or, as they call them-

selves, I5ar.abra, extend along the valley of the Nile between the first and second

cataracts, though some wander as far as the Blue and the White Nile, or go to Egypt
atid become servants or sailors. Physically they stand t-lose to the negroes, though

they have many points of agreenuait with the Fellahin. They are reddish-brown in

color, the liair black and crisp but not woolly. They have the reputation of being

itulustrious .and trustwortliy. Until eight or ten years old both sexes go entirely

nake<l ; then the Vioys put on a shirt or a strip of cloth arouu<l the loins, and the girls
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a iiirdlc of strips of clotli of different lengtlis. After marriaije tlic women put on a

sort of pantaloons, tliough many, of course, wear the Egyptian costume. Tlie men
shave all the head, only leaving a little hair on the crown ; the richer wear a white

!*liirt, girdle, knee-hose, and a shawl ; the ]ioorer only pants. The women daub the

hair with a resinous oil, and plait it in thin braids.

The Barabra huts ai-e miserable structures of branches and straw. They contnin a

cane bedstead, and a few pots, baskets, and mats. Their food is almost entirely vege-

table. From I'lcal they brew a sour beer, and they chew tobacco mixed with soda,

but do not smoke it. As with .all Mohammedans, polygamy is allowed, but only the

rich avail themselves of their right. Girls are married at the .age of ten or eleven, but

they age prematurely. The Barabra, though loving money, are honorable; theft,

so common among negroes, is unknown,

—

though this, possibly, is to be attributed as

much to lack of spirit as to moral rectitude.

Intellectually they are about on the same

level as the rest of the dark races. They

make rapid advance at first, but that is the

end.

Proceeding south, we meet with changes

in language, but the transitions arc slight.

Thus the inhabitants of Dongola sjieak a

dialect but slightly differing

from that of the gemiine

Xubian, and so on until we
meet the Nuba in the south

of Kordofan, and from this

oast and over Darfur, and

])osslbly over Sennaar. Only

a few of these jieoplcs can

be mentioned here. The
Nuba, just mentioned, live

u n d e r a polivico-rel igious

government, the head being

the 'kudjur-kaijkum,' who
plays the role of chief and

j)rophet, and who also confirms or performs all marriages, receiving a considerable

revenue from the fees. He acts as judge, and receives the booty of war or the results

of the chase. The Nuba believe in immortality, but have no prayers or definite reli-

gious observances. The fertile land supports numbers of domestic animals, and the

peojjle are stock-raisers rather than agriculturists.

The inhabitants of Sennaar are jirobably related to the Nuba. They are divided

in some five groups of tribes; the llammej (containing the Funje, the Tabi, and the

true llammej) ; the Bertat, the Gumus, the Burum, and the Denka already described.

The first of these groups is strongly mixed with Arab blood, and they have also

adopted the Arabic dress and Arabic laziness. They cultivate only the bottom-lands

of the Nile; they raise a little stock, do considerable weaving, while in iron-work

they only make ]anoe-]Hiints. The Funje are a little jniror, and, although tliey are

nominally Mohammedans, are still believers in magic. If one imagines himself in-

i'K.. IGl. — >\ul-'i;ui utlicLT 'ji Lii, I__,j i'liaii :irmy.
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juied l)y magic, he employs a fakir to write some versos of the Koran on a bit of

pajier. This lie burns, aiul breathes the smoke. So far, they believe in the efficacy

of Islam.

The Bertat, living on the Blue Nile, arc mentioned by Ptolemy. In appearance

they are intermediate between the Hanmiej and the negroes. Tliey usually cut away

all the liair except a small tojjknot, which is colored with ochre and adorned with feath-

ers. Both sexes tattoo themselves. Their villages are regular and clean, and are

composed of small conical huts of ree<ls and grass. One family will occujiy two or

more huts, and in front of each is a verandah fur use in dry weather. Polygamy

prevails. The only cro]) is durra ; the live-stock consists of goats, sheep, and asses,

lieligion is poorly developed,

and largely consists in the at-

triljution of supernatural [low-

ers to certain roots, jilants, and

parts <if animals.

Tlie ]iertiueuceof the Slian-

g.alla or Dalla to the XuViiaus

has not been made out. They
live on the jVtbara and Takaz-

ze rivers, and lead the life of

hunters, fishers, aud roliliers.

They live in swamjis, aud in

clefts of the rocks, and are .-it

constant war with their neigh-

bors. The Wakufi, on the

other hand, ai'c a jia.-toral jieo-

])le, but still they are not free

from war, since their constant

plundering of the herds of

their neighbors invites retalia-

tion. They change theirnliode

every little wiiile, in oi-drr to

obtain new pasturage. Their

government is a jtatriarchal

one. They go armed with

spears and very large shields ; their clothing consists of a leather cloak reacliing from
tlu^ shoulder to the knee and ]iainted red or yellow. Polygamy prevails, .and the

wives are bought. They Ijelievc in magic and, it is s.aid, in a supreme god and a lesser

divinity to whom alone they pray. Meat and millet are the j.rincipal articles of food,

and tobacco is also used.

Of the warlike i\[asai Init little is known. They we.ar feathers in their hair, zebr.a-

skius on their shoidders, and carry large shields, lances, and clubs. They are nomads,
and are constantly fighting. No marriage ceremony occurs. They have smooth hair

and a light coin])lcxion.

Our next Xubiau tribe takes us far south. The Kavaroudo live between Lake
Baringo and Mount Kilma-Ndjaro. They are an agricultural ])eo]ile, and also have
large herds. Though all this savors of ])eace, they are warlike, aiul arc one of the

obstacles to exploration in that quarter. They build double houses of clay and wood,
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and thatch thoin Avith grass. In their larger villages there are about three hundred

houses, and each village is surrounded by palisades. They go entirely naked, wear

the hair long, and extract the upjier incisors. Xorth of them live a tribe of dwarfs,

the Suku, who, though small, are adversaries not to be despised.

In the eastern point of Africa, as far south as the Dana River and ]\[iiunt Kilma-

Ndjaro, are five tribes. Of these, the Somali are by far the most important. Tliey

liave spread south of the Webi Jub, and have subjected all that they liave met. The

Galla were their principal opponents, and these are now reduced from their former

jiroud condition to that of porters, herdsmen, and day-laborers. In both tribes are

remmuits of other tribes who were formerly subjected by the Galla, just as they in

turn have been brought under the yoke.

The Somali are not negroes; some are very light, others much darker; all have

crisp hair and sparse beard. They may be divided into two groups, and tliese again

into several tribes, each speaking a distinct dialect. They have no tribal marks, no

tattooing, and do not mutilate the teeth. Usually the hair is worn long, and parted

in the middle, but the Mohanimedan Somali

shave the head and wear a turban. The women
have rnaiiy styles of head-dress, and at night a

most uncomfortable wooden pillow is used to

jirotect the hair. The clothing is made of slieeji-

skin ; the men wearing a girdle about the hips,

the women a cloak reaching from the neck to

below the knee. Wooden sandals are fre<|uent,

though not in universal use. When traveling,

a man carries, besides his weapons, a red goat-

skin til kneel upon when jiraying, aflask of water

for drinking aiul religious ceremonials, and sticks

for producing tire. Their weapons are lances,

spears, dirks, and bows and poisoned arrows.

The Somali are described as friendly, quiet,

industrious, though lacking spirit,— a characterization which their history belies.

Others picture them as murderous, thievish, faithless, and as hating Europeans. Only

a few arc strict Moslems, the majority being very lax in their observances. Their

chief is a sultan. Their houses are round, and each is enclosed with a thorn hedge to

keep in the sheep and goats. Inside the house are a bed, a few seats and mats, and

vessels for holding water, grain, and milk. There exist three castes among them

:

the iron-workers, tlie common people, and the jugglers and magic doctors.

The (Jalla, Wa-Galla, or Ornia (liome-seekers), as they call themselves, arose in

the mountains of Abyssinia, where some of them still dwell, aiul ha\e spread thence

in all directions except north. Physically they take a high rank, and have nothing in

common with the negroes excejit a d.'irk skin. Their clothing consists of a double

apron of cotton cloth, with the usual African accom])aninient of iron and brass rings,

beads, etc. Their oTdy weapons are spears, but the iron rings on the hands of a

man render a blow witli the fist ahnost always fatal. The jiosition of wonum is an

honorable one; although she I)e;ns llie burden of domestic labor, she has nuich

authority, especially within the house. Monogamy is the rule. The govermnent

is ])atriarchal, a sultan standing at the head, who, Jiowever, has not unlimited

power. The uorthern Galla are Mohamnu'dans, but in the south they worsliip a

Fig. 1G3. — Somali piUow.
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highest beiiiLf, ' TVakn,' wlio corresjimids tolerulily ^vtIl to the con(epti<in of (Joil of

civilized ])eo|ik'.

The D;iiiakil dwell on the i^liore of the \lrd Sea. frciiii the Ray of Ziilla t^i that of

Tajurrah. Cndei- this e<Jinmon head are einhraeed o\ci- a hiiiidfed iiide]ieiident trilies,

who unite only in times of extreme danu'er. Tliey are iiumads, and their chief pos-

sessions are camels, slieej), goats, and oxen. Tlie pasluraue of each tribe is strictly

defined. The Danakil are dirty, tliievisli iloslenis. To this a partial exception

should be made in tlie case of the Bmai. Thcv ai'c liood saihjrs, and have lai-yc herds.

Aiiioul;' llic l)an:ikil

lie is at <jnce cliief,

Their jirincipal industries are pearl fishing and tanning hides.

each tribe has ;i chief, whose rank clescends to the eldest son.

rjeneral judye, hin'li priest, and ]u-o])het.

Xo marriage can be consununated before

he consults the stars, and the story g-oes,

if one should mari'y without tliis form-

ality he is sure to come to an e\il end.

To the line of descent just mentioned

an exce}ition nnist lie made. The eldest

son of a chief, befiu-e succeedinir to his

father's office, must submit to a rigorous

examination; and if the slightest physi-

cal defect l)e found, the office passes

him. Aftei- the examination is conclud-

ed, he is ]iut in a sack and asked nu-

merous questions, and made to swear

certain oaths, and then the ceremony

is concluded.

The jiossession of herds makes the

Danakil a nomad jieople, and their dwell-

ings are mere tempcn-ary affairs, made
(if jiosts covered with hides or mats.

They are inclined to boast, and, if not

seriously affronted, arc easily placafecl.

If, liowever, one excites their ill will,

their native jiassions are aroused, anil

they then take their jilace among the

most dangerous people of East Africa.

In religion they are Mohammedans, but they still retain many heathen notions. 'I"he

sycamore is sacred, and under its liranches they still offer sacrifices to their former gods.

The Ethiojiian f.amily is divided into numerous tribes. Of these the Alijow form

nearly a lialf of the population (if Abyssinia. 3Iost of them are nomads, but in their

houses a ]ieculiar featnre is foun<l,— tlie entrance is always like that to the ancient

Egypti.an temple, 'i'lie ]''alasha, the so-calleil Abyssinian Jews, number alxiut 2(I0,()0((,

and ha\e tlieir centre to the nortliwest of I.ake Tzana. Thev are mostly an airri-

cultural ]ieople, th<iugli they have numerous other industries. Thoutrli in no wav
related to the Semitic Jews, they follow the 3Iosaic laws, even more strictly than do
these. The Bogos, to the northwest of Massorrah, are a jioor tribe of nomads, li\--

ing on their herds. The Bidja, the last of these tribes to l)e mentioned, live in the

mountain ranges west of the Red Sea, extending norlii to about 20° X. By Lepsius, they

Fit;. 104. — Vc-ssil> lor lii.Wiiig liiiuids (S'>in:ili).
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are believed to bo direct descendants from the ancient state of Jleroo. Others regard

them as pure Arabs, but neither views are probable.

The Bidja are a strong, dark brown people, devoted followers of Islam, though

apparently not understanding much of its teachings. Though not true Arabs, tliey

on every hand show traces of Arabic inlluence. They plait and profusely oil their

woolly hair; carry broad, iron-pointed spears, and shields covered with elephant or

rhinoceros hide, and use straight, two-edged swords. Their agriculture is primitive.

The women when young are pretty, but with age their beauty disapjiears. Marriage

occurs at twelve or fifteen. They wear leather garments, often beautifully embroid-

ered, and numerous amulets as protection against harm and disease. The dwellings

are made by covering a wooden frame with mats, and are grouped together like a

South African krall. They speak, besides Arabic, the native Bidja.

Closely allied to the Bidja are a large series of tribes which recent events have

rendered familiar to us, at least by name. Among these we may mention the Bislia-

recn and Iladdendowa Arabs, the Ababileli, Ilr.lenga, Bagarra, Bcni Amir, and a

number of other bands, usually united under the name of Taka tribes. These vary

much among themselves, the Iladdendowa having the reputation of tu'lng the bravest

and the worst of all. All are more or less nomailic, the principal occupations being

the brecdinEf of camels, and the raising of a small amount of durrah and tobacco.

One of these nomad tribes deserves more notice than those so summarily dismissed.

This is the Mensa, a tribe of dark lirown ]teople of European cast of countenance.

They wear the common shawl of Abyssinia. They obtain most of their living from

their herds. Their houses, from the nature of their life, are mere temporary struc-

tures, but their graves are circular (occasionally ])yramidal) mounds of stone. Most

of them are Copts in their religion, but Islam is making rapiil inroads among them.

They, like all Co])ts, dislike other Christians even more than they do Moslems.

The Bagarra are much mixed with Xuba, but when ])ure they have a copper-colored

complexion. Those who live in villages are hospitable, bnt the others are far from

friendly to strangers. Tliey live by robbery, and they breed horses oidy to have ani-

mals to ride on their plundering expeditions. This constant life in the saddle makes

them excellent hunters, and besides pursuing the large mammalian game for food,

tliey follow the ostrich for its feathers.

The ethnological position of the Barra, and the neighboring Knnama of northern

Abyssinia, is uncertain. In language they differ greatly from their neighbors, but in

mode of life they show much similarity to them. They are an agricultural peojjle.

and hence are at constant war with the surrounding nomad tribes, who constantly seek

to plunder them. Thev are nominally dejiendent on the Abyssinian government, but

practically they enjoy great liberty, and govern themselves in a j>ure democratic man-

ner. All ai'e equal, and even strangers enjoy the s.ame rights as the native born. Oi

their origin they retain not the slightest tradition. Some are ^Moslems, at least in

name, but most still hold to the old religion, the most lu-ominent feature of which is a

reverence for the aged. It recognizes no god, has no temples, and teaches that 'the

dead are dead.' Like many others they believe in the efficacy of talismans, and com-

paratively lately, an idea of the transformation of men into animals. Some, like the

ancient Egyptians, show a superstitious reverence for certain animals, but nothing has

been discovered which would indicate a belief in ghosts.

Inside the circle of Ethiopian tribes which we have now outlined occurs a group

very distinct, inhabiting the highlands of Abys.sinia. These are clearly not of Afri-
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can but of Asiatic orijjin, ami facts art.' not wanting to show that tlioy came from

Arabia. To-day these Abyssinians are not a homogeneous jjcople, l)ut are diviilcd into

three tribes, cacli characterized by certain peeuliai-ities. Of tliese, tlio first live in tlie

Tigre district, tlie second in eastern Abyssinia, wliile the third f(jrni tlie bulk of the

)io|iulation of Amhara, Slioa, and Gnragne. 'Hie liistory of all is mixed with fable.

Tliey received Christianity in

the fourtli century, ami to-day

C'liristinnity forms tlie basis

of tlieir l)elief. The s|)iritual

head of tlie clinrch,— the Ab-

ulia, or arclibislioji, — is or-

dained liy the head of the

Coptic cliui-cli in Alexandria.

lli^ ])o\ver is second to thai

of tlie king. The land is over-

run with clergy, and religion

is ceremonial, the sjiiritual part

being at a low stage. The
theologians run to subtleties,

while the common peojile have

their Sorcerers and rain-makers,

and regard tlie cries of jackals

and ravens as omens.

The form of government i^

an unlimited hereditary mon-

archy, which claims to trace il>

origin in King Solomon. PJacli

district li;id its own go\ernor.

Init under King Theodore all

Avere reduce<l to vassalage.

The king, or ' negus ' (king of

kings), is the chief leader and

teacher. The various provin-

ces liave to pay tribute and

furnish soldiers. There is nn

standing army, but in time of

war a levy is m.ade. The en-

deavor is to m.ake the war ])av

its expenses, the jiluiidcr ob-

tained being used for that pui-

])ose. The army is arniecl with

lances, swords, and guns, and

is divided into infantry and

cavah-y. The women perform the culinary work for the army, and when going into

camp each warrior ]>itches his own tent.

Education results in ])roducing a spirited and indomitable ]ieop]e. "While yountr,

children of both sexes i)lay together, but marriage j.roduces different relations.

I5etn)th,-il takes jdaee early, sometimes even before the; birth of one of the parties

Fig. 165. — Ahyssiuian liisj|;;nja of roy.'ilty, mostly owiumI by King
Theoilore. Above is shown the tiara of the Abuua.
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most interested. If the woman die before iiiarriage, lier sister takes Iter place; in

case of the death of the groom, his brother or his fatlier supplies the deficiency.

Marriages usually occur at or near Christmas. Girls are married on Sat-

urday, widows on Sunday. The wedding of a widow is unaccomjtanied

by festivities, but when a maiden weds there is great rejoicing. The
father, or the nearest male relative of the groom, accorajjanicd by all the

other male relatives, march to the home of the bride, a white cow head-

ing the procession. They are met with a sham resistance, but finally the

bride is given into their charge, and they carry her in a horizontal posi-

tion on their arms to the house of the groom. Here, com]>letely en-

veloped in a mantle, she is laid on a mat before the door. The groom
now comes out, washes himself, then puts his foot lightly on her neck,

8teps over her body into the house, and she follows him. The festivities

last from Saturday to Monday, the hajipy groom bearing the expense.

This ceremony is common among the Moslems, Jews, Christians, and

heathen of the country, but the Christians follow it, usually after an

interval of four months, by a religious ceremony. These four months

are for a trial, and at any time during it either party can leave the

other. The groom can send his wife home without further ado, while

she can escape the bonds of matrimony by fleeing three times to her

jiarents. Marriage is usually a business transaction, the details of which

are arranged by relatives and friends. A curious custom prevails here.

The son-in-law must avoid the mother-in-law, and may neither address

her or look at her.

Woman has no rights among the Abyssinians, but this is not without

its advantages. If she connnits a murder she cannot be tried for it. Siie

enjoys social liberty, and has merely to attend to domestic duties and

care for her children. The man who has his wife work in the field is an

object of scorn. In Abyssinia it is a fundamental law that ' the husband

is the head of the house, hence he must do as his wife wishes.' ^fany

old women devote themselves to prophecy, and no marriage is contracted,

no business transacted, and no journey undertaken without consulting

these prophetesses. They are believed to possess supernatural knowl-

edge, and even to be able to transform themselves into vampyres and

hyenas.

Since the government affords but little i>roteetion, self-defence is

justified, and blood-revenge is legalized, and the liabilities and duties

extend to the seventh generation. Offences are divided into two cate-

gories,— whole blood, and half blood. The first are murder and sale

into slavery, and from tlie revenge only the king is exemjit. The law

reads, " Only God and the king have no blood." Half-blood offences

embrace all minor injuries, and can be atoned for in money or its equiv-

alent.

In case of death a grave is dug, the corpse is washed and anointed,

^shnlmTavairy wra])i)ed in a bit of cotton cloth, and caniid to the grave. Three times
lance.

^^ ^j^^ ^^.,|,^. ^j^^, y^^^^. j^ ^^^ clown and the corpse sin-inkled with water.

At. the grave it is sprinkled again, and a stone is jilaced under the head for a jiillow.

The grave is stoned up, and covered with flat stones. The mourning dress of widows
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is made of red woollen, and the licad is covered willi ashes. Tlie laws of inheritance

are detailed. Xo man makes a will, for his rights to his jirojiei'ty cease with his death.

Ilis widow goes to his brother or his brother's son. Ilis eldest son gx-ts the lion's

share of his worldly goods, and is bound to provide for his sistei's. The rest is equally

divided among the other sons.

The houses of the wealthier class are built of wood or stone, ihe ]ioorer of mats.

A guest is placed at the table between two women, who feed him, ]uilting the food in

his mouth. After the meal is over the women withdraw, anil then the men drink tlieir

beer or liquor, exactly as in civilized ^communities.

The ]\lohammedans and Jews of Abyssinia stanil much higher, morally, than the

Christians. 0[ien hi^liwav robberv is :\ \irtue, secret theft a crime. A promise is

strictly fulfilled. Filial affection is the rule, the huspitality proveibial. Suicide is

unknown among the men, but fre(piently the women n^fusc {•> sin-vive their husbands.

The trades and industries are almost as <liversified as in civilized countries.

Tilt: SAIIAIiA AND THE XORTHERX CX)AST.

rieeent travels have somewhat changecl our ideas of the gr<'at desert of iVfrica.

It is not so large, while the fertile spots,— oases they are calle<l,— are more numerous

than was formerly supposed. I'hese oases are much more fertile in the east than in

the west, but all are ca])al)Ie of supjiorting life, and are inhabited by nomad triljes

behin^ing to tlie Lybian or I]erber family, but so mixed with Arabs as to 1)0 arranged

with difficulty. Islam rules and modifies manners and customs, while tribal bounda-

ries, even lietween them and tlie negroes, are indistinct.

One of these transition gnnips between Xegro and Berber is the Tebu, divisible in

turn into the Teda and Dasa, the forinei- living in Tibesti, the latter in the northern

]iarts of Bornu, Kanem, and Wadai. Their physical endurance is remarkable. Tlii'ir

life on the desert calls for frecpient jirivations, and exposure to a torrid heat. Willi

tlieir camels they travel ra.pidly at night, but during the day they rest, if jiossible under

tlie shadow of a rock. They are merchants and thieves. Their intelligences is directed

as much to robbery as to traffic. An aristocracy has arisen among them. All are

fanatical Moslems, even believing that the extracts of the Koran which they carry

with them liave supernatural powers. As a rule ;i man has but one wife, Ijut hers is

not an easy lot.

Xear the southern Tebu are the thievish nomad tribe of Auhiil Solim.an, manv of

whom live with the Kanem, already described. They have no idea of anything con-

nected with a fixed abode. Nachtigal tried to show them the benefits accruing from

a change in their mode of life. The answer was, " We live, indeed, exclusively by
wrong-doing, but how else could we live without working. Our fathers never worked,
and it would be a disgrace to l)reak the old custom. Besides, what are the lu'athen

good for except to work for the su|)erior people?"

Fezzan, or better Fcssan, is under the control nf Tripoli. Though s]iarsely popu-

lated, its inhabitants are very diverse. In the south are jmre Tebu, in the southwest
pure Tuaric, in the north and east Berbers and Arabs. The native race, Fezzani, is

not pure; trade with the south, conquest from the north, lia\-e modified evei-ytirnm-.

The native towns, surrounded witli walls, recall the villages of Bornu. The inhab-

itants of Fezzan are ^fohammcdans, though not fanatical. One sect has recently

taken to proselyting, neglecting the eilucated, but trying to si)re;id tlie faith among
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the tribes of the oases. They establish scliools and stations at every avaihible spot,

and labor earnestly at their self-inijiosed task.

Most of the Tuarics, or Berbers (nioi-e properly Iraoshagh), live to the west of

Fezzan, and are divided into two groups,— the so-ealled free (Ihaggaren), and the

vassal (Inirhad) tribes. They are widely sjtread, inhabiting the oases between the

Arab states of the north and the country of the negroes. Where they came from is

a question. Some think them related to the old Egy2)tians, and that thoy originally

came from Asia; otiiers that they are really African. Along the coast, wlien we
consider the sncccssive dominion of

Pluenicians, Carthagenians,luinians,

Vandals, Arabs, and Turks, we must

see that things ethnical are some-

what mixed. In the interior the

conditions are much more sinijile.

The Tuaric are large and well-

formed, the handsomest race in Af-

rica. Their clothing varies with

locality. Usually the ch)thes are

made of blue cotton ; in the west

the trousers are short and tight, in

the east long and loose. All wear

a face veil (litham), which is wound

twice around the face, so that only

the middle portion is exposed. The

hair is worn short or braide<h The

arms are a long, straight sword, a

long spear, and frequently a flint

lock and a shiehl. Originally they

were Christians, but now they are

fanatical Moslems, tliough they

know bnt little of the real teach-

ings of Mohammed. Supei-stition

rules them, and great reliance is

l)laced in amulets. A ruling featm-e

is their spirit of indeiteudence, and

this prevents the numerous tribes

from uniting, and causes a constant

war between the different bands.

All have negro slaves, but these are

well treated, and frequently are regarded as members of the family. The govern-

ment is despotic. The nobles have absolute authority over their subjects. The

women go imveiled, and mingle freely with the men. Monogamy prevails, and

the women hold their own jiroperty. ^Marriage is said to be a matter of love, the

girl usuallv makin<r her own choice. Parental authoritv is onlv exerted to prevent

improper matches. The Tuaric are jnire nomads. Only on the oases do they practise

agricultine, and then only to a slight extent. In other occ\ipations they stand com-

paratively high. The smiths rank next to the nobles, then come the saddlers and

tannere, then the basket-plaiters and the wood-workers. It is to be noticed that the

Pig. lev.— Praying Mollali from Ftzz;m.
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Tnaric alone, of all Africans (Egyptians and Abyssinians excepted), have a script of

their own, which, however, is used only to a limited extent, Arabic havnig to a lar^e

degree sujiplanted it.

The Berber shepherds who roam over the western Sahara differ considerably from
the Tuaric. The men have the n2)por i)art of the body bare ; the women do not wear
a veil, but clothe themselves in a single garment, which reaches from the shoulders to

the heels. These sheplierds are of a mild disposition, among whom monogamy is the

rule. Their wealth consists in

herds. Still farther west, es])eci-

ally in the oasis of Adrar, agri-

culture ajipears. In some of these

bands the type would ajipear tn

be almost Caucasian, the wcimeri

ha\-ing regular features and al-

most white complexions ; the men,

however, being tanned a reddish

brown by the sun. In other in-

stances mixture with the negroes

of the south has extensively mod-
iKed the color and jiliysiognomy.

Neither Phtt'uician, Uoman, or

Vandal settlements, in times past,

appear t(i have modified the au-

tochthonous Berber of the north-

ern coast of Africa as much as

the later Arab invasion, which oc-

cin-red in the eighth century. The
result istlKit on the Mediterranean

shores of Africa, except in Maroc-

co, pure Berbers caimot be said

to exist. All are clumged bv
Arab blood, Arab customs, and
the Mohammedan religion. This

mixture has hardly been an im-

provement. It has not raised the

Berber, but, on the other hand,

it has degraded the Arab nearly,

if not quite, to the Berber level.

Tliey retain all the bad Beduin
characteristics, ami also those of

the Berber. In Marocco, as we have just said, the Berber remains imre : in the cities
intermarriages take place, but in the country they are rare, ireie, in b<iih races,
monogamy is the rule, though, as is wt'll knuwn. the wealtlii.r Arabs have harems.
The Berljcrs never practise polygamy. As a ride, nuii-riages are arranged l>y the rela-

tives of the ].arties concerned, but love malclies fre(iuently occur. Th.> women do
not go veiled, as in other parts of the Mohannne,lau reahn, an.l limcc the man has
a better opportunity to make a choice for himself. AVives are never bought. The
nearest approach is when the husl)and pays to his future father-in-law the money nec-

FiG. 1C8. — North Africau camel saddle.
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cssary to provide the -vvediling outfit. If tlie wife is afterward returned, through fault

of her own, the money is repaid.

Among all the coast Berbers and Moors, Islam rules ; but its precepts are not so

strictly observed as in ttie east. Thus in Marocco the eating of pork is permitted, and

ciicunicision is not regarded as indispensible. The family life is patriarchal; family

names, as such, are unknown. Each takes the name of his father, and couples with it

tlie names of his grandfather and other ancestors. Real education does not exist; the

girl early begins to assist the mother in lier household duties, while the son goes to

work with the father. As in the time of Abraham the people ate sitting on the

ground, so do the Moors to-day. Knives and forks are instruments unknown in their

table economy. The men eat alone, the women and children being accommodated at

a second meal. Meat is rarely eaten ; tobacco and hashish are in common use ; opium

is smoked less frequently. Making due allowance for their innate antipathy for for-

eigners, one must praise the hospitality of the Moors. In almost every village there

are houses or tents for the entertainment of travelers, all without any demands for

money.

The people of Mai-occo have no nobility, in our sense of the word. Its place is

taken by the sherifa, the descendants of Mohammed. These liave so increased that

whole districts are inhabited by them alone. A sherif may marry a woman from with-

out his class, and all his children will be sherifa; but in the case of a slicrif woman

marrving a man outside the caste, the children would not be .sherifa. This class, who

are necessarily of Arab origin, are privileged. They have' certain rights and immuni-

ties denied to the common people, and the grand sherif has even more influence than

the sultan.

Of the intellectual endowment of the inhabitants of iMarocco but little can be said.

There is less immorality in the country than in the cities, but everywhere thieving,

robbery, and murder prevails. The sultanate of Marocco is an independent state of

the most worthless sort. There is no civil law. What is not found in the Koran is

of no value, and tliis is a bar to all jn-ogress. Contact with civilization means death

to the prevailing order of things, and hence the shei-ifa,— the incarnation of Islam,

—

repel any and all attempts at change. Where the Berbers have remained most nearly

pure we find the greatest contrasts with the Arab. The Kaliyle, or Bei'ber, prefers a

settled life. The Arab is a Beduin, and these differences influence all their lives.

The Showiah dialect occurs in Algiers, the Kabyle, much mixed with Arabic, in

other parts. In Tunis the Berbers have adopted many European ex|)re.ssions. Besides,

there exists a slang language, in character much like the thieves' jargon, and, like it,

understood by all the robber liordes.

The Berbers treat their women well ; the men perform all the heavy work, while

the women liave less to do, and hold a higher position than among the Arabs. In

some the inheritance i)asses not to the eldest son but to tlie eldest sister or daughter.

Whether this is a lelic of that former condition which Morg.an has shown to be uni-

versal, and of whidi we have already sjiokcn (]>. Kil), is uncertain. In Tunis and

Algiers, the Berbers, wliili' ndiuinally siil)ji'ct lo tlic ruling powers, rc.-illy ha\e a

rejiublican form of governnient of tlieir own, each village having its senate, courts,

judges, etc. The details are, of course, crude. It is also to be noticed that they alone,

of all Mohammedans, do not accept the Koran as containing everything essential, for

they havi' also a code of civil laws. Again, they arc not fanatical in their religious

observances, and are tolerant of other sects.
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Tlie niiiuc'i'dus I'.erber tribes cannot be luenticmed here, but flic Kabjles slimild be

noticed as imnicrically tlie stroni;'est in Algiers. They place tlieir villages ou the tops

of the hills. Theii- houses are substantial structures of brick or stone. Several houses

will be surrounded by a high wall, through which there is liut a single entrance, the

houses in such a court usually being occupied by related families. Each house has

a single door, and some very small openings for winih^ws. Inside, the tinishings

and furniture are simple. Usually there are but two rooms, one for the men, the

other for the women and cliil-

dren. Each village contains two

jjublic buildings, one for worship,

the other for courts and jjublic

meetings.

Another tribe, tlie Beni-Mzab,

are noticeable from the fact that

tln'v countenance no commen-
tary on and will not listen to

the interpretations of the Ko-

ran by the Marabut. Though
strong Moslems, they still have

many customs evidently derived

fi'oni the Christian ami .Jewish

churches. Among these may be

mentioned excomnnniication and

confession. Their priesthood is

organized much like that of the

lioman Catholic church. Their

])olitical power extends only to

the village, but there they act as

judges, register births and deatlis,

presi<le over public meetings, and

j)erform such otlier duties as

might be expected of a sujierior

or better-educated class. For
greater sins the ]iunishment is

excommunication, for minor ones

the bastinado. Exconnnunication

is a serious affair, for the nnfortu-

iialc one becomes henceforth u

stranger. The priesthood have
large possessions, and all must jiay ihem tribute. Each town is walled, and is under
a special officer. He looks after the streets, and sees that arnu-d men are in the watch-
towers, for no one knows when the Tuaric may make a descent.

Physically the 15eni-3Izab ar<> rather small. The education of children is carefully

attended I,,. For several years they are kept at school, where they are taught to read,

write, an.l reckon, and also the jiriiici])les of their faith and the elements of the laws.

Like all Berbers they li\-e iu monogamy; the wives are never knight. Their ruling
business is trade, and this brings them in contact, with jieople from all directions.

First a pers.m serves an aiipreuticcship of several years in the shops of Tunis, Algiers,
VOL. VI. —23

Fig. 169. — Kabyle woman.
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or some other city, and, when fully conversant with the details of business, he begins

for himself. This commercial life has given the tribe a position such as is enjoyed by

no other tribe in the region. They occupy an intermediate position between the civ-

ilization of Europe and

the barbarism of the south.

The articles of trade are

many, but possibly the

most important is salt.

Indeed, many of the most
tlourisliing cities of the

Sahara owe their existence

to mines of this article.

The way in which Europe-

an wares reach central Af-

rica is complicated. They
are carried from the shore,

and sold at the first town.

Then another carriage is

made, and they are sold

again, and so on. As each

person makes his profit, it

is needless to say that

eventually our cheapest ar-

ticles become high-priced.

Our account of the Ber-

bers has incidentally intro-

duced some account of the

Ar.ib population, but this

we must supplement with

some further remarks. The

Berbers are sedentary, the

Arabs nomadic. There

are of course numerous

towns on the north coast,

l)ut these are not of Arab

origin. Most of these

date from Punic orRouiau

times. Indeed, there is

but one city (Kairwan)

founded by the Arabs.

They were and are not

city builders. Desjiite the

brilliancy of their civiliza-

tion in times past, cxce]>t

as mi.xed with other blood,

they made no jirogress in this line. Tlie Jluors of North Africa are far from being

j)ure Anibs. They are a mixture of Aral) and Berber, together with every other blood

which has occupied Africa since the times of the Argonauts (if indeed these early

Flu. ITO. — Anibiun iK-dillt
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voyagers -went to Africa). They are a composite of Ilamitic an<l Semitic,— Pba?ni-

cian, Roman, Grecian, Vandal, Jew, Arab, and what not.

As miglit bo expected, we find no one salient type here, but a varying one, accord-

ing to tlie predominance of one element or another As traders they cannot be com-

pared with the Berbers. They have imposed their religion, their language, and their

customs upon the native race ; they are the conquerors, and hence the stronger, yet at

the same time they are the inferior people. In their nomadic habits lies their strength

and their weakness. This explains their wide distribution, their endurance, and their

acuteness, and at the same time their fickleness, their disinclination to do anything

which requires stability or permanence, and their laziness. The absence of true civil

government is anotlier result.

They are held together not T)y

community of interest liut by

religious belief. It is not that

they have no capacity for civiliza-

tion ; they do not want it. They
need nothing better than what

they have, and what they had

centuries ago. Wliat we prize,

they despise. All the attempts

of tlie French in Algiers to change

the existing order of thinsrs liave

been fruitless.

They spend tjieir lives in tents

made of a cloth woven from cam-

el's hair, or from palm-fibre. A
j)ost at either end supjiorts a ridge-

jiole, and over this the cloth is

hung. In summer the sides are

held up on sticks to admit the

breeze ; in winter they are fasten-

ed down to exclude the wind and

rain. Inside, the tent is divided

into two rooms by a curtain, one

for the adults and the other for

the cliildrcn and servants. The
common dress of the men is a turban of different colors, an embroidered jacket, a pair

of wide and flowing trowsers, and a belt or sash around the waist. The iirincijiid

garment of tlie women is ma.le of fine linen, and over this a sack or cloak of cloth

embroidered with gold, the jiattcrn and detail varying with the wealth and taste of

tlie wearer.

As a result of this tent life the head of the family becomes an absolute lord. The
sons can look forward to the time when they will occu]iy .a similar i)osition, but tlie

daughter has no vision of anything except a life-long sulijection. A man is half divine,

a woman a mere thing. The Koran itself teaches that woman is .-in inconi]ilet(! crea-

tion, and treats her accordingly. The Aral) tribe is i.njy a larger family, the chief

only a more influential father. Ilis tent becomes the centre of a circle of tents, all

iiih.ibite.l by more or less closely related families. In this way bands of hundreds and

j{/'Ij I

Fui. 171. — Arabsboik.
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even of thousands arise. From this patriarchal system, war with another band of

Arabs is not regarded as a civil war, but as one against foreigners. They are outside

the family, and hence outside the tribe. The same system also produced a certain

aristocracy. Tlie power of tbc jiatriarehs became absolute and hereditary, and hence

a nobility which is not excelled in power by that of any nation. The descendants of

a saint hold the highest place, even though they themselves liave no reputation for

sanctity ; next come the military nobility, descendants of Mohammed's warriors, and

lastly the real nobility descended from the jsrophet's daughter, and from his uncle.

The tent of a chief is over-run with suppliants who claim or crave an audience.

Gravely seated on a carpet, the chief hears all

demands and complaints. His greatest virtue is

patience, and after this, justice. Besides acting as

judge, he must see that no one about him hungere,

and must above all be brave, or else his jxjwer is

gone. Show is nothing ; it is no disgrace to retire

before superior numbers, or even from a weaker

foe, if there is nothing to be gained by the conflict.

Every battle must be for some practical gain.

Let us now glance at the life of the Arab noble-

man. When a son is born there is great festivity.

Congratulations are tendered, and presents brought,

and tlie hospitality of the happy parents often lasts

twenty days. As the youth grows up he receives an

education, is taught to read and write. "F'ormerly,"

say they, "we could live in ignorance, but in these

troubled times we have to bring knowledge to our as-

sistance."' Nor is riding and the use of arms neglected.

At sixteen or eighteen years old, when he has studied

the Koran, he is married. Up to this time his habits

are carefully watched. lie is never left alone, but is

always accompanied by teacher or servant. The bride

is carefully chosen for him,— good family, good repu-

tation, and, if possible, great beauty being recjuisites.

The law allows a man four wives, but convenient in-

terpretation often increases tlie number to twelve or

fifteen. After marriage the man begins a new life.

He is not entirely free until his father dies, but still

he has rights which ho had not before. He is classed

among the men of arms, and of council. At first he is gay, but years make him more

sedate. Family cares and tribal duties make more demands on his time. If his band

goes to battle he goes with them, and deems it a privilege to die before the enemy.

Certain families are highly esteemed because within recollection no male member lias

died in his tent.

One of the most important Arab tribes in northern Africa is the robber band of

Beni Ilassen in Marocco. Among them a son is i)rized in accordance with his ability

to steal. Stealing is even reduced to a science, and its various departments classified.

There are cattle thieves, grain thieves, horse thieves, and so on to the end of the list.

The tribe of Sidi Ilassam, also in Marocco, has a purely military organization. Every

Fig. 172. — North African amulets.
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male is obligetl to become a soldier. In Algiers tlie iiuiiilier <if Arab tribes is large,

as is also the case in Tunis.

Everywhere in northern Africa one tinds Jews, Ijut wltliout those race character-

istics so ])romineut in the Israelites of Europe. Their immigration into Marocco took

place before our era. They speak the Berber language, and are independent of the

Marocco government. Tiiey are said to know nothing of the books of Moses, and to

have left Palestine before the Babylonian cajitivity. Besides these, there are other

Jews who have entered the country at a later date. All are desj^ised by the other

inhabitants, and many are the laws for tljeir repression. They can neither own nortill

the land ; cm ne\er ride a horse,

but must mount an ass. When
meeting a Musselman the Jew must

turn to the left, and, if he be mount-

ed, nmst dismount. Tlieir costume

is like that of the Moors, excejit

that the turban, and some other arti-

cles, must be black. Some have

comiiletely ailopted the customs of

their Berlier neiglibors, and, indeed,

often act as the financial agent or

trader of the tribe.

Negroes are not wanting in nortii-

ern Africa ; we find there numbers

of tiio Ilausa, Songhay, and other

tribes of tlte soutli. They inter-

marry freely with the Ar.-ibs; indeed,

the whole family of the Sultan of

Marocco, and all the best sherifa

families, have as nutch negro as jVrali

blood in their veins. The Berbia's

of the same state, on the other hand,

think an alliance with the neiiro dc-

gr.ading. In Algiers the negroes

have formed themselves into a secret

order. The men are tlie same care-

less people that they are the world

over ; the women do most or all of

the work, and support their loi'ds by
acting as servants, washerwomen, and bakers. ]\Iany profess a knowledge of the heab
ing art, and are patronized by the Arabs, who place great faith in their charms
and herbs. Should the sickness prove refractory to treatment, certain mystic rites

are ]ierfonned, which are supposed to strengthen the medicine. These rites consist

]irincipally in w ild dances, followed by tlie slaughter of a hen, a cock, and a calf.

The more slowly these victims die, and the more they suffer, the better it is for the

sick person.

When we entia- the \ alley of the lower Kile, we have to do with a ])eo]ile of whom
the historical accounts are far more complett' than of .any which we have so far met
in our survey of the races of man. This very completeness, and the familiarity with

Fig. 17."!. — Kgyiitirm porter.
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which the details are known to all, renders it unnecessary for ns to even outline the

liistory of the ancient Egyptians. We shall only refer to the inhabitants of Egypt

to-day. The conti-ast between the civilization of the Ancient Egyptians and the

degradation of their modern descendants is immense, and is the result of a comple.x

series of circumstances. Without much.doubt the Ancient Egyptians were a distinct

branch of the Ilamitic group, but the immigration of the so-called shepherd kings

introduced a' Semitic element. Later, with the Persians, Aryan blood came in, then

Grecian, next Roman, and, still later, Ar.ab conquest still further eom])lieated ethno-

logical relationships, while within more recent

times the Turk has jilayed his ])art in influ-

encing the character of the jiojiulation. Still,

notwithstanding all these various immigra-

tions, there is a close connection between the

ancient and modern Egyjitians. In the first

])lace, the Cojits have kept themselves toler-

ably pure. They are lineal descendants of

illustrious ancestors, and still use their lang-

uage, of course in a modified condition, in

their religious ceremonies. Then
again, descendants of the Ancient

Egyptians may be found in the long-

suffering Fellahiu. In the cities

their blood has been polluted with
.' Arab, but in the country it is more

:

j)ure, and there to-day the traveler

can trace features strikingly resem-

bling those carved in rock so many
centuries ago. Still, language, cus-

toms, religion, and the like, are all

Arabic. The Arabs of Egyi)t are

nuich like those we have already

met farthi'r west, and also like those

whom we are soon io meet in ^Vrabia,

and hence we may dismiss them here.

The Copts and the Fellahin deserve

some attention.

Fio. 174.— Nile iiciatnian. No doubts e.\ist as to the ances-

try of the Copts. Until the jMoslem

conquest they kept tlieniselves ])ure, and even since th.at time their Christianity, and

their detestation of Islam, has kei)t them from any extensive amalgamation with foreign

elements. The Coptic language, though written in old Greek characters, is very like

that of the builders of the pyramids, and esjiecially the Bashmuric dialect, formerly

used in the Delta, ))reseuted many points in common with the language of the hiero-

gly])hics. This langiuige is not used at the ])resent time excejit in the churches. There

certain portions are read in Co])tic, but immediately after follows a translation and ex-

j)lanation in Arabic. Their type of face recalls that of the Ancient Egyjitian even more

strongly thaTi does that of the Eillahiii. Broad, low foi'chead ; black, slightly crin-

kled hair; straiglit, shar])ly-cut nose, and black eyes, arc the prevailing features.
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]\Iaiiv of tlu'ir ceremonies are the same as tliose of their forefathers. They number

in all about "200,000, being most numerous in Cairo and Alexandria. In middle Egypt

there are many, but in upper Egypt there are eom])aratively few. Their religion is

largely formal. They have many strict observances with but little true religious spirit,

but an abundance of fanaticism. Though nominally Christians, ami regarding St.

]\Iark as the founder of their churdi, the Coj)ts are sinister, mistrustful, and exclu-

sive, grasping and avaricious in a high degree, false and knavish, harsli and domineer-

ing. They are merchants, laborers, and artisans, and have

usually greater skill, and are more well-to-do, than the

Arabs. They are usually distinguished by their love

for dark or Ijlack cloth-

ing. jMonogamy prevails

anu)ng them.

Modern Egypt affords

a rare example,— a mix-

ture of Euroj)ean and Ori-

ental culture. Close be-

side' the elegant Euro]H'an

jiortious of Alexandri.-i or

Cairo is the dirty, oiic-

storied, [loorly-lniilt Arab

portion. Of course such

a city presents (juite a mot-

ley appearance. Here are

all nationalities, dresses,

lano'unges, ami customs;

Europeans with modern

fashions; Aral)s with their

peculiar turlxms, j.-u-kels,

and flowing trt>usi'rs :nid

mantles (the Copts dnss

much as the Arabs), and

negroes with inharmoni-

ous colors. Inmates ot

the harem are nu't with

long dominoes, and other women with blue or black clothing and white veils. Egyp-

tians of the u]iper circles usually wear o\or their skirts an ample cU)ak of Euro]jean cut.

All wear a fez or a tui-ban. Espcchallv noti'wortln' arc tin' porters, the boatmen, the

water-carriers, the <lirty Fellah, the ]iowerful " Kavass," the blind beggars, the unveiled

women, and the naked children, .lugiilers and scribes arc also seen aljout the streets

and alleys, and help to diversify the stranm' a|ipearance of one of these e:istern cities.

Esjiecially interesting .'ire thi' bazaars, in which evevvthing— from hardware to em-

broidery, from fancy ornanu'uts to fruits— .-n-e offered foj- sale, an<l which present the

liveliest scenes of trade and barter from morning to uiirht.

With sundown the d.ay emls in Egypt ; and with darkness all life ceases in the

streets until the nnie/./.in call the hour of prayer (^n the following morning. Then

eacli one returns to tlie task of the day bcfoi-e. Five times a day these blind servants

of the Koran call from the minarets, demanding the faithful to offer i)rayer, "There

is but one God, and Mohammed is his ]>i-o|)liet."

-Lemonade vender in Cairo.
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The Egyi"itiaiis have two kinds of festivals. The first is purely religious (ancl

therefore Mohammedan), and celebrates a i)rophet's birthday, or some similar thing.

The second is of national importance, like

the rising of the Nile, and is enjoyed by

all elements of the population.

In Egypt extremes meet. Under the

external culture of Europe slumbers bar-

barism. Islam and civilization are not

compatible. The ' civilized ' government

of Egypt is no exception. Its officers

are not good Mohammedans ; they are

materialists and fatalists. Tlic liighest

positions are held by for-

eigners,—Tui'ks, Armenians,

French, English, and Itali-

ans,— but how feeble is their

hold has been shown by re-

cent events. This govern-

ment is something ajiart from

the common people, and is

and can be supported only

by foreign jiower.

Away down at the bot-

tom of the social structure

of Egypt stand theFellahin.

Their condition is indescrib-

ably sorrowful and hopeless,

and one cannot regard them

without a feeling of melan-

choly. Their villages are

wretched groups of thick-

walled clay huts, about which

camels' dung is piled up to

dry for fuel. Poorly dressed

men and women, naked chil-

dren, and yellow dogs, swarm about. Here are found men jiloughing with the same

rude plough that was in vogue centuries ago.

Along the banks of the Nile are found innumerable waterwheels, with their wooden

buckets or earthen jars bringing up the water, which is conducted over the land.

Men, women, and chiidren make hollows for their gardens, and i)lant their seeds. Then

the water is conducted into them to ensure a crop. To-day the Egyjitians do and suffer

what they did and suffered centuries ago. They stand with stoical indiffereiu'e up to

the knees in water, w^orking at their irrigating, clad, perhaps, in but a single garment.

The women come down ^o the banks of the Nile with their water-jugs, to do

their washing, with their naked children at their heels, or on their shoulders. It

is no uncommon sight to see a mother thus come to tlic river with a child at

the breast, another <m the right shoulder, a heavy vessel on her head, a smaller vessel

in the left hand, and leading a child by the right, apparently devoid of the com-

Fio. 176. — Muezzin calling to prayers.
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mon comforts of life, aiul ignorniil of wliat other peoples have done to enrich their

lives.

Lone; vears.of oppression, sorrow, and need seenr to have made the Fellaliin cow-

ards. Loaded with chains they will welcome acquaintances with a laniili. Everyone

knows that he has committed no particnhir

transgression, but a transgression has lieen com-

mitted, and everyone has to be piniished for it.

A Fedah will take a bastinado, and tlu'U boust

of the number of blows he recei\ed, and how

long it was liefore he could put his fei't to the

ground. He despises the govermucnt as his

natural enemy, and the Khedive ;is a descend-

ant of the freeliooters who opj)ressed

his forefathers. He has no

voice in tlie matter <if taxa-

tion, and no course l>ut to suli-

mit. He is liosjiitable, ami, in

his way, generous. His wants

are few. .Alusic he loves. He
sinsi's e\cr\'where, — at work

and at Jilay, in the field and

at home, at weddings and at

funerals. His musical scale is

different from oni's, and Euro-

]ieans find it a ditlicult matter

to make liarm')ny when play-

ing Egyptian nuisic.

Tlu' Fellah suffers much

from cold in winter, as he has

but one oarnient .and no lire.

He lives on the jioorest of food,

often sulisisting for weeks on

dried dates. His house is with-

(.)ut a roof, or « ith one of rei'ds.

At the door is a mat and .a

divan. E.xceptiug her \'eil,

his wife is as simply clad ; his

children go naked, liefore the

seventh year the mortality

of the children is <'iiornious.

^[edieal aid is scarc-ely known.

The position of the women is

far below that of tin' men.
r"l(j. 1... - IVllali Uuluai].

They say no ]irayers, .as do tiieir liu-b;mds ; their faces are e\-pr(>ssionless, and contrast

Strangely with the intellectual aii<l noble faci'S of their husbiuids. Their higjiest ideal

of life is to do nothing. They kee]) their daughters in the f.amily as long as pt>ssible,

as they think it a m.ark of respectability if this can be done till the fifteenth year. In

Nubia, wouu'u have a better position. Their (dothing, i>erliaps, is ^till more sc-anty
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but they have some idea of emhioideiy, ancl basket and mat making ; their houses
are kept in better order, and the floor strewn with yellow sand. The sad lot of the

Fellaliin is scarcely imaginable.

Their part is work and jirivation

till death ends their troubles, and

they are rowed across the Nile,

as their mummied forefathers

were rowed across while the

ferryman sang a hymu to Osiris,

tlie judge of the dead.

MADAGASCAR.

The miniature eontinent,whioli,

as we liavc seen in tlie preceding

volumes, is so ]ieculiar in its

fauna, has also interesting ethno-

logical relationships. Though
separated from Africa by the

Mozambique channel, only two
Inmdred and fifty miles wide, its

hunuin j»opulation differs greatly

from that of the continent. In-

deed, when we seek the origin of

its inhabitants, we must turn to

the far east. Language, customs,

and ])hysical structure all point

to the fact that the Malagassy are

<iffshoots from the Malavo-Polv-
1(6 — \i il 1 in luU'^ici 111 lioia Cairo.

nesian group of people. Of course some ^Vtrican elements e.xist, but these are of very

inconsiderable anumnt. The same race of sailors that peopled the isles of the South

Seas furnished the colonists of JMadagascar.

Several tribes exist, but only three demand incution,— the Betsiniisaraka, on the

cast coast, numbering about 300,000; the Sakalava, on the west coast, 500,000; and

the Hova, the dominant ])eople, jirincijially occu])\ ing the interior, and embracing some

l,7U0,0OO souls. All speak essentially the same language, with only dialectical differ-

ences. Before the advent of missionaries this had not been reduced to writing, but

now a Malagassy monthly and a quarterly magazine arc jiublished. There are names

for numbei's up to one million, a fact which speaks for their intellectual ability. The

language is rich in proverbial expressions derived from daily life. Thus the term for

divorce is ' thank j'bu ' ; the husband thanks the wife for the past, and lets her go.

IIy])Ocrisy is intended when the ex])ressioii, ' his goodness has a mat over it,' is used.

Tlie custom is not to clean their mats, but, when dirty, to ])ut a fresh one over them.

The outside is clean, but below is filth ; hence the force of the expression. The whole

tendency is to bury everything in euphemisms .and clouds of words. The grammatical

construction is siini)le, and the language is easily learned.

The three chief tribes seem to correspond to tliree separate immigrations, the

Betsiniisaraka retaining, more than the others, features in common with the Polync-
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The Bet.simisaraka are the Hghtest colored,

179. — Malagassy toilet utensils.

sian In-anch. Their traditions as yet Iiave shown nothing relative to the times or eir-

ciunstances of their immigration. The natives of the east coast are best known, and

are also the most modified by foreign blood. Even the Ilova have not kept themselves

pure from Arab and African mixture,

the Sakalava the darkest. The darker

the complexion the belter the form, is

tlie rule in all tribes. Many have good

moustaches, but the other hair on the

face is jioorly developed.

James Mullens, an English mis-

sionary, describes the Hova as capable,

hospitable, honest, and religious. The

dominant religion is Presbyterianism.

The missionaries began tlieir labors in

1820, but their fortunes have varied.

At first they were on the high road

tt) success, but in 183') they wei-e ex-

jielled. For a time the island was

closed to Europeans, and tlie native

Christians were jiersecuteil, but later

(18G!)) the queen was converti'd, and

t'hristianity was again in favur. At

the death of (^ueen Ranavalona IT., in 188;>, even further advances were made. With

their conversion their jirogress in civilization has been rapid. Schools exist in every

_ community, an<l tliere is a theological seminary at

Taiiaiiai'ivo. Their printing-offices are well-ecjuijiped,

mil turn out good work. Still their ailvance is not

so marke(l as it would seem. Roads and bridges are

unknown, and as yet three fourths of the people are

heathens.

The eoveriimeiit is simjile. '^I'lie Ilova .ai-e the domi-

nant people, and the other tribes are more

less .subject to them. 'J'lie

kini;- h:is a cabinet to assist him,

and all the machinery necessary

to carry on the government.

The laws have be<'n codilie<l

and ]iriiiteil, taxes are carefully

i
levieil, and in IST'J slavery was

abol islie(L School-teachers,

and all tlu' State ollicei-s, are

]iaid foi- their serxiees. A
iioliilily exists, composed of

the descendants of I'ormer

chiefs. They are accorded cei-lain |privile'^-es, but the saying, ' as pool- as a nobh',' would

seem to indicate that tliey d<i not pvcjsper in wurhlly affairs. Si.mie whole villages are

composeil solely of the nobility and their servants. Besides this, a nobility of actual

worth has been recent Iv established.

Ylii. ISO. — Wooden spoons, neelil.ace oriianientetl wUh silver claws, antl

plaited straw amulet from Madagascar.
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Kings and queens are crowned, and the installation of high officers is accompanied

by ceremonious proceedings. Scarlet is the iin}ierial color. One ceremony — the

'blood brotherhood ' — is worthy of notice. This is an alliance by which two people

pledge themselves to -an eternal friendship. The essential part consists in drawing a

little blood from each of the contracting parties, and mixing it in a shell with certain

ingredients. Each then drinks a portion of the mi.xture. A poison test, to detect

crime, is also in vogue. The suspected person drinks a poison draught, and if he be

unharmed he is innocent. In minor affairs the potion is administered not to him, but to

his dog. Another test is as follows : The accused person is made to eat a large quantity

of rice, and then to swallow three pieces of hen's skin. An emetic is now administered,

and if all three pieces of skin appear in the rejectamenta his innocence is proved.

"With Christianity the condition of the Malagassy has been much improved. Ter-

ribly cruel punishments are no longer in vogue

;

lolygamy is abolished, immorality is lessened, and

;he sanctity of marriage and the worth of chastity

ire recognized. Both se.ves are regarded as e(|ual

;

but infanticide still prevails, about a fourth of the

born children being sacrificed. Among
le different tribes some one day is regarded

as unlucky, and every child born on that

day is taken to the woods, and left to

its fate. If born at midnight, be-

;g:^ tween a lucky and an unlucky day,

^^ its fate is settled by leaving it in a

cow-path. If the oxen turn aside

to pass it, well and good ; but if they

touch It, or step over it, it is killed.

Christianity has not yet become

i* sufficiently established to root out

these and other superstitions. The

old heathen religion was never

reduced to a system. There were neither temples, priests, or religious services. Every

man was the i)ricst of his own family, and possessed his own idols. Their views of

immortality were rather shadowy. A man, they say, ' vanishes in air,' '
becomes a god-

head,'— an expression implying a pantheistic tendency. Still they give the dead cloth-

intt, ornaments, and utensils, and perform certain ceremonies at the grave that seem to

indicate a life beyond.

Rice, potatoes, and meat are the stajile food ; liquor is almost unknown, except in

the coast towns. The dress is simjile, and is woven by the women from fibres of

plants. Their houses have walls of earth and roofs of grass; the floors are covered

with mats. Recently houses of European pattern have been introilueed. In manufac-

tures, especially in liietal work, they show considerable skill. As a musical instrument

they have the sesando, the construction of which can be seen from our illustration.

Fig. 181.— Sesando.
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Ix Asia, tlie lai-gx>t of the coii-

tiiH nts, and probably the cradle of

oiii 1 let, are a miniberof different [ico-

s, showni^ t n greater contrasts among tlieni-

-thcs til ni ni \m instance so far met. Here we
find the most different customs, and language in

ever}' stage of development, and no broad gen-

eralizations can be made. Our best course is to

proceed at once to an enumeration of the peo-

ples, and let their relationshi]) appear incident-

ally.

THE ASIATIC ARABS.

The Arabs of Arabia -.wr usually pictured as

.iinong the worst of the earth's inhabitants, but

II reality we know but little about them. The

European explorers have but I'arely entered

the Arabian ])cninsula. Still, .as would nat-

tirally be su]i|)osed, there is much simihirity

between the inhabitants and those of ^\ral»

descent in northern Afri<'.-i. In Arabia the

lojnilation is not homogeneous, but falls into

two groups,— the central and the southern

Arabs.

These differ in many respeclr-,— language, customs, ajipi-aranee, .aiid the like,— but,

owing to the inthience of the Koran, the northern grou|i havi^ liecome the more promi-

nent, and its languau'c has an extremely wide spread. Still, there are even in Arabia

several dialects, while it should be mentioned that the language of Alalt.a is a itioiigre!

of Arabic and Italian. The southern .\rabi:ni tongue, the Ilimyarilic, is still jire-
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served in some names. It differs much from that of the north, and shows more
affinity with some of the African languages.

Tlie southern Arabs are as dark as the Abj'ssinians, but in bodily iuvxa they are

seldom surpassed. Though they go nearly or quite naked, and lead the roughest lives,

both fat people and thin are rare. They have nothing that we would consider luxu-

ries, exeejit in the line of weapons. Their richly oi-namentcd guns, often inlaid with

gold, and their carved dirks, are their pri<le. Many an' Arab has the most beautiful

arms, but that embraces the whole schedule of his property. His food is simple

:

durrah bread and sesame oil compose his bill of fare; wheat bread and meat are for

the sultan alone. The headquarters of the southern Arabs is in Yemen and Aden,

near the shore.

Behind them are independent tribes, under the rule of petty sultans or chiefs. In

eastern Arabia we miss the roving Beduins of the north, and find in their place a set-

tled people and real cities. Where they occur in the southern part of the jieninsula,

the Beduins are less nomadic than elsewhere ; but still they are the real lords of the

land.

The Arab has often been described, and the accounts agree well. He is a dark

brown, muscular man, with long black hair, sparse beard, bright eyes, and a mouth

and nose which express his contempt for everything which ai)])roaches civilization.

His clothing consists of a sort of apron about the hips, reaching barely to the knees.

His girdle suj^ports a crooked dirk and his powder-flask, while his gun is always ready

for use. His plighted word is inviolable, not on religious or moral grounds, but

because the honor of the tribe demands it. He can be trusted as the guide of a party

of traders ; but he acts as guide, not as ser\ant. The contract is completed by the

following ceremony: The em])loyer dijis his finger in saliva, and, writing his name on

the brow of the guide, says, "My name is written on your brow; may you never

more be seen among your tribe if you prove false to your trust." The guide then

replies, " If this occui's, may my brow never more be seen." Tribes also form alliances

with somewhat similar ceremonies. A fire is kindled, and a branch of a tree is held

ovei- it and dried; prayers are repeated, and the words "As this l>ranch is dried u]),

so may our enemies be dried up " are used. Then the brancli is sprinkled with blood,

with the forunda, "Whoever holds back in the hour of danger, and deserts this

branch, our banner, may he be withered as this branch is withered." Similar formuhe

bind every transaction.

The customs of marriage are 2)eculiar. Accomjianied by his fellows, the groom

goes to the lionse of the girl and demands her. The reply is to the effect that she has

fled. Then the men seize their arms and search the premises. They finally find the

girl secreted in .some corner, and ])roteeted by a band of her comijanions. The girls

greet the wedding party with a volley of stones, but at last surrender the girl to her

lover.

The women in the country wear a sim])le costume, consisting of a brown woolen

dress, reaching to the aid<les behind .-md to the knees in front, and gathered around

the waist \vith a belt. The arms and legs are ornamented with brass rings, arountl the

neck are strings of beads, and the nose and ears are ])unctured for rings. The feet

.are bare. In the towns the clothuig is essentially similar, but of a better i|uality.

The color of the dress is usually bright blue, with a green border, often richly

embroidered. Considerable attention is ]>aid to the hair, ami the exposed portions of

the body are stained yellow or red, the eyelids blackened.
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The soutliern Arabs have some rom]ilieate<l burial ceremonies. The corpse is laid

on a cloth, witli a vase of incense beside it. Two 2>i'iests sit at the foot and read

from tlie Koran, wiiile others cross the liunds and tie tlie toes together. Little wads

of cotton are [iIuccmI in tlie eyes, ears, nostrils and numth, and Ix'tween the lingers and

toes. Next, the cloth is wrapped over the liody, and tied, and then the whole is ready

for biuial. It is carried to the mosque ami there place<l iu a niche, and branches and

a mat placed before it. Then each of the mourners throws in a handful of sand, and

the grave-digger tills u\> the rest. The Beduins have a different jirocedure. The

corpse is strijipe(l and washed. Then the body is so bent that the knees touch the

chin, and it is buried in the

sand, with the face toward the

east,— ])0ssibly a relic of some

former religion, as the Mussul-

mans turn the face of the dead

toward Mecca.

In settlements of disputes

two methods are in vogue.

Where a sultan or ]ietty chief

rules, the law, as detailed in

the Koran, is meted out in

the most impai'tial manner.

Amongthe nomad trilies,which,

though nondnally imder a sul-

tanate, are really indeijendent,

each man takes the law into his

own hands, and proceeds on

the doctrine that might makes

right. Sometimes both e.xist

side l)y side, and endless diffi-

culties result. In even the best

governed regions, the law " an

eye for an eye, and a tooth for

a tooth," is found. Murder is

a capital crime, and the mur-

derer is killed by stabbing.

Theft is ])unished by cutting

off the lumd. To stop the bleeiling, tlie >lump is dipped iu bnijing tar, a procedure

which is nut always etlicacious. A I'epetilinn of the crime causes a loss of the other

hand, and fur .a third offtaice the jiuiushmeiit is death.

The sense of freedom is always spoken of as characteristic of the .\rabs, and yet

we find anionn' tlieni three (lass<'s, or castes, existing without anv dilTei'ences in

religions bi'lirf. r>nally where all are ' "ilhudox ' th<'re is eijualit \ , but nut here.

The southern Aralis accepteil Islam, but with it thev became subserx lent to tlieir con-

((iierors fivnn tli<> nurtli. The name Aehilam means servants, :nnl characterizes their

position. Occupations whieli the liiuher cl.'iss despise, — washiiii:', slaui^hleriiig, pot-

tery-making, etc.,— .are turned o\er to them. 'I'liev ma\- enter the mos(ju<'S but not

the houses of the Arabs. 'I'hey largely lack the pri<]e of tribes i-omnu)n to nuist ^Vrabs,

Init they have not lost it all. They usually pass tiiemselves off as Beduins, and in

Fk;. 1S3. — Aral) nirl f loiii .\den.
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turn look down on the Slunur. This hist caste only exists in Yemen, and its meinbers
usually follow some musical calling, playing in the streets for their livelihood. The
Achdam are a lower caste by virtue of occujjation, not from birth ; the Shniur, on
the otlier liand, are subordinate by birth, not by profession. Both, however, liave a

certain com])ensation for the social stigma placed upon them. They are exempt from
taxation and tribute ; and while an Arab of the higher class deems it a disf'race to

receive anything from one of the lower, he considers it a matter of lionor to five them
alms and gratuities.

Besides these divisions of free and servile castes, there also exist well marked social

ranks. Of these, among the Hadramaut, there are five. The highest is the Sherifa,

the descendants of the prophet; next the Amudi, the descendants of Isa ben

Amud ; third the Beduins ; fourth the settled population, the j^easants, and lastly the

Zabih. In other places the divisions are different and the number varies. Every-

where the Sherifa hold the first rank ; and in some places, as in Nejd, the sultan and

his family rank below them. The Sherifa are, or claim to be, lineal descendants of

Mohammed ; their numbers are considerable and their influence great. In southern

Arabia we notice, however, a striking difference from what obtains in Africa and

farther north in the Arabian peninsula. Fanaticism is not so exalted, and, outside of

the larger towns, the mass of the people know almost nothing of the Koran, and

neglect the duties, prayers, etc., required by Islam. Even the Beduins, elsewhere so

strict, are here lax in their observances. One would expect to find in Arabia, if any-

Avhere, a pure Mohammedanism ; but such is not always the case. Among the disci-

ples of Islam there are almost as many sects as among Christians. Some are very

strict, while others are mere formalists, obeying a few connnands a.s to outward observ-

ance, but utterly neglecting the real essentials of the Koran.

From this laxness resulted the Wahabi, a tribe of Central Arabia. They recog-

nized the low condition of the Moslem religion, and began a crusade whieli brought

all the surrounding country back to the true faith. So fanatical or so strict were they,

that they deemed none but themselves worthy to make the pilgrimage to Mecca.

Many an expedition has lieen sent to crush them, but they remain to-day the dominant

people in Arabia. An enumeration of tlie artit'les of their belief would be but the

statement of the tenets of the Koran. Tliey object to fine clothing and gaudy

apparel. Smoking is an abomination in their eyes, while the worship of djinn or

genii, which has so wide a spread in the birtlqilace of Islam, rouses them to tlie gieat-

est fury. In short, they me an exponent of pure Mohammedanism and a protest

against the innovations and heresies which have cre])t in. It is needless to say that

they are a great obstacle to what we regard as civilization.

These Wahabi, as well as all the Arab inhabitants of central and nortliera Arabia,

offer a marked contrast to tliQse of the south. They are almost all nomads, settled life

being almost wholly confined to the west coast and to the cities of the mountainous

regions of Niged or Nejd. Even 3Iedina and Mecca can liardly be regarded as cities.

Xever has a more unpromising country given birth to a great religion. Deserts of sand,

mountains of bare rock, an absence of streams are the prevailing characters,— fea-

tures whicli render oidy a nomad existence jiossible ; and yet liere arose a religion

wliich only a few centuries .ago threatened to dominate the whole world. Whde we

mention the religious.views of many savage people, we caniiol here describe the fea-

tures of a religion which, like IMobammcdanisin, is so well known, and which has

played such an important i)art in the history of the world. As we have .said, Iiowever,
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tlicre fire a large number of sects amoni;' tlie 3Iosleins even in Arabia; and we also

tiuil that here the people differ much in customs. Some are settled ; others are Bedii-

ins, or nomads. It is certain that tlie settled people were originally Ueduins, and that

mixture with Abyssinians and with negro blood has had much to do with their

adoi)ting a sedentary life.

The Beduins (the word Bedawi means dwellers in the desert) are divided into

luauberless bands, and in northern and central Arabia number, according to Palgrave's

estimate, exclusive of the Anese tril»i', about li!O,()0O. The Anese alone are estimated

at about 300,000. A free life has given the Beduin a tine j)liysique. His com-

plexion varies from white to chocolate, the latter prevailing in the coast districts.

The face is strong, the features regular, the hair l)lack, and the beanl sparse. Tliey

are, as we have so often said, nomads; and yet it must not be inferred that tliey

roam about constantly without aim or object. They really have their summer and

their winter camping-places. When on their travels they never use their lents, bul

simiily roll themselves uji in their Iilankets, under the o])en sky. The romiuice wliicli

surrounds them vanislies upon closer acquaintance. They have, indecil, many excel-

lent (jualities which are lacking in the Arabs of the towns. They are nujderate in

eating, indejiendent and courageous, qualities which are increased liy their mode of

life. Yet they never attack a caravan tndess from a superior position or encouraged

by superior numbers. They are not sinqjje robbers; they are loyal to those wIkj

intrust their interests to them. Their hos]]itality is largely a fiction; they never gi\e

without expecting a return ; cujiidity forms a large element in their cliaracter ; they

are never satisfied with the recompense for their work. Their uncleanliness is j)ro-

vei-liial ; clotliing is usually worn until it falls in ])ieees from the body. (Jf education

they know nothing. Though in many respects blind followers of the projihet, in

others they neglect without scrujiles the religious oljservances of their creed.

^J'heir general characteristic is lightheartedness.' They l>ear ]iaia and pri\afion

witliout a murmur. Their language is carefully selected and their mannt'rs courtly.

Thieving and lying among themselves are almost unkncjwn. Their worst side is seen

in their treatment of their jiarents. As soon as the youth is arrived at the age when

he may marry, he goes his own wav, and never trouliles himself about his father or

his nu>ther, even though they be in destitution.

The general type of clothing is somewhat as follows: A long, originally white,

shirt, with open sleeves, covers the upper jiart of the body, and is fastened about the

waist with a girdle. Over this is a cloak of goat or camel hair, while on (ln' lu'ad is

the fez or turban. Sandals protect the feet. The women tattoo the chin, and eo\-er the

face with a veil. A piece of wide blue elotli, a string of l)ea<ls, and one or two bits ot

bright metal, complete the costume. Children go entirely naked except in l>ad

weather, when a bit of goatskin protects them.

The sheik is a most important personage among the Arabs. He is the judge who

settles all disputes ; but among the Beduins he is shorn of a ]>art of his power. They

have no criminal law except in case of murder. Then the nearest relative takes the

law into his own liand and kills the nnirderer, uidess, of course, the dei'il has been

exj)iated by a jiecuuiary method.

At the age of seventeen the Beduin begins life for himself. Then he takes his

wife, and from that time forth, no matter how nnich other matters (daim liis attention,

his faraily and his freedom are the dearest things on earth. For his wife .-md his

horse he has the fondest terms, while the unfettered life is better adapted to de\-e]op

vol.. VI. — -^4
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the noblest affections between man and wife than is the restricted life of the harem

He realizes what love is and what matrimonial loyalty is; and this forms the corner-

stone of the family, and on family depends the tribe. It is the family which keeps

them togetiier. Among the different bands of Beduins different marriage ceremonies

are in vogue, in most an essential part being the payment of money to the father of

the bride.

In the cities the position of woman is far from happy. The Oriental cannot con-

ceive of an equality between the sexes. He repeats' the old ' thanksgivin<j, ' Lord, I

thank thee that I am not a woman,' and desjnses a person who will even mention his

own wife or inquire after the wife of another. The peculiar social conditions arc, of

course, at the bottom of all this, but the current views of the life in the harem are

said to be far from true. The oft-described luxury does not exist. All the wives,

mistresses and slaves live in one large room, out of which open a number of small

sleej)ing-rooms. In this large room they eat, drink, play— do everything. The man
is lord of all. If one momentarily find favor in his eyes, jealousy bands all the rest

into the closest intimacy. On the favorite the master bestows jewels and costly

robes, but here the luxury ends. While her neck is luing with jewels, and her shoul-

ders are covered with costly Persian shawls, the rest of her body is clad in rags.

Her food is poor, she is constantly watched, she knows nothing. A moment's pleasure,

heightened or embittered by the jealousy of her companions, and a long life of neg-

lect,— this is Oriental luxury.

A curious anomaly is noticeal)le in Arab life. Woman is degraded almost to the

level of a thing, and yet the family is regarded as the bulwark of social life, and the

death of a wife or a child is deeply mourned.

In Aral)ia there are some Jews, but these share the lot of the lowest caste, and

are hardly more than chattels of the noble, to whom they attach themselves. Disease

has decimated them, and their life of subjection has broken their spirit. The house

which a Jew builds is not his own, but becomes the property of his lord. Between

Jew and Arab there is the bitterest hate, arising partly from a difference in faith, and

partly from the fact that for many of the necessities and all of the luxuries of life

the Arab is indebted to the Jew. The most miserable Jew can read and write, but

the Arab who has similar ability is a phenomenon.

SYRIA AND MESOPOTAMIA.

That portion of Asiatic Turkey embraced in the region rather vaguely included

under the names Syria and Mesopotamia formerly possessed one language, the Ara-

maic, with various local dialectical differences. All these peoj^les called themselves

Avama'aus, while the Greeks called them Syrians. Since the advent of Christianity,

the latter name was first applied to the whole, and later restricted to the western

division. It was the language of these latter which was all but universal in Syria at

the time of Ciirist. To-d.iy the Aramaic language is all but extinct. Around Lake

Urumiah, in the remote mountain districts of Kurdistan, and in two or three villages
_

of Syria near Dain.ascus, dialects of the old Syriac still persist. To-day Arabic is

universal, but still it is written with Syriac characters.

There is, strictly speaking, no Syriac nationality. The old AranKvans, like the

Arabs, were of Semitic stock, but belonged to its northern branch. To-day the term

Syrian embraces all (except Jews) who have descended from those who sjioke Ara-
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tnaic :it the beginning of our era. Tliese Syrians fovui tlie bulk of tlie Christian

element to-day, tliougli many early accepted tlie Moslem religion. Some are now

Nestorians, some Monojiliysites, while otliers belong to the (ireek cliur<-h.

'i'lie Syrian Christians are very intelligent, and capable of culture. They are enter-

prising, make good merchants, and have a peculiar fondness for travel. Their life is

a patriai-chnl one. The women are Jirctty, and, though without much of what we call

education, they make good housewives and kind mothers. The Syrians have good

schools, and devote much time to educational affairs. The peasantry, on the other

liand, resembles in several points the Fellahin of Egypt. Their condition is not much

better ; they are Init tools in the hands of the officials. Their language is Arabic,

their religion 3Iohamniedanism, a few only being Christians or Jews. Their villages

are misei'able collections of

clay huts, each furnished

with a few mats and cook-

ing-utensils, but with iiiith-

ing else. Outside the vil-

lages are the gardens and

fields. The men till the

soil, the boys tend the cat-

tle, while the women jjer-

form the domestic labors.

Their food is all but e.\e]u-

sively of vegetable origin,

meat being a rare luxury.

The jieasant wears a tui--

lian, which is never laid

aside in jmblic, but at home
it is taken off, exposing the

clean-shaven hea<l. A long

sack hangs from the shoul-

ders nearly to the ground,

and is girt about the mid-

dle with a sash, and over it

is thrown a mantle. Tlie

feet are encased in shoes
Fi.i. 184. - Syri.u,.

with pointed toes. The
women add beads and jewelry to tlu> costume. Local ilil'fereiices in th<' pattern of the

dress occur, but this general account co\ers all. As a sign of joy, the nails, linger-

tijis, and palms of tlie hands are stained with henna, a practice which seems to have

laste<l from rt'inoti- .uiti(|uity. The ( 'hrislians are distinguished by bi-ighter-colored

clothing and the absence of the turban.

Til tlie midst of the Syrians are found the remnants of a curious people, tlie Sa-

maritans. In their relieinus cibserv.niices they present manv points of similarity to

the rabbinical .b'WS, aiul hence have been subjected to the same jiersecution. Their

numbi'rs to-day are i|uite inconsiderable.

In the l.ebauiin I'ange there exist a number of religious sects, each linliliiej; its own
views as to heaven, the perfect life, and the like, and each hating its neighbors in the

most unchristian manner. Of them we may mention the fifty thousand (ireek Chri.s-
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tians, divided into two portions, one recognizing tlie jiati-iarcli of Constantinople, the

other the Pope, as the head of tlie church. Tlie ^laronites, who accej>ted Ciiristianity

in the days of the Apostles, and who, although greatly reduced in numbers, still em-

brace nearly 300,000 -souls, are the largest. The Druses number about 80,000. It is

not in our province to detail the tenets of tliese various faiths, but still a few words

must be said.

The Druses are the most interesting. Their history and their religion are sur-

rounded with a certain mystery. To-dny they are spread over the soutlicrn portion

of the Lebanon range from Beirut to

Damascus. Their origin is probably

somewiiat as follows: The basis is

formed of Kurds (Cuthitcsof the Bible)

who were introduced into Samaria and

the mountains to the north after -the

second captivity. A tliousand years

later, the Mardi, a tribe of Persian

descent, were brought in to withstand

the Arab invasion ; while later, Arabic

elements were introduced, and also, it

is thought by some, considerable blood

of the crusaders flows in their veins.

Still others think that another branch

of the great Aryan family wandered

here. From this comjilex origin has

descended the modern Druse. They

are a lini' race, differing greatly from

all the other Arab-speaking tribes of

Syria. Blue eye^ and reddish blond

hair are frequently seen, and the tyjie

of face is very unlike that of their neigh-

bors. They sjjeak Arabic, but have a

most composite religion, which a2)par-

ently is most like that of Islam, but

with evident extracts from the Penta-

teuch, the Christian Gospels, and the

mysteries of the Sufi. On this point,

however, information is difficult to ob-

tain, on account of their religious or-

ganization. This divides tln'm into

two groups, the Acals or the initiatcc!,

and the Djahils or the ignoi'ant. The

former, embracing about a foui'th of

the ])co]ile, are alone initiated int" llie mysteries of the faith, and form a sort of

secret order. There are no j)riests, the whole of the Acals fulfilling their functions.

EveiT Wednesday they unite in a religious conference, guards being jtlaced to keej)

out the iilher caste. The Acals do not adorn themselves, live moral lives, but

arc said to liave neither ]irayers, ciremiicisiuM, nor fasts. Tiiey drink wine and eat

pork. One feature of their belief demands notice, 'i'iiey believe that tlie number of

Fig. 185. — Syrian mcicliaiit.
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souls i.s ahvMys tlio same, ami that wlieii a man dies Iiis soul will enter smiie other hu-

man beinn', occupying a rank corresjiondiug to the behavior of its former owner.

But while they believe in transmigi-ation to this extent, they also think that after the

]a])se of ages the soul will become jiurilie<l, ami then will enter on a period of endless

rest. The Djahils have no religious duties.

The Druses are hospitable, and in their greetings are very courtly and formal.

Tliough they have many schools, they are not well educated. With incredible toil

they have carried soil up tlie momitaius and laid out terraces where they jdant the

mulberry (as food for silkworms), tlie olive and the vine. Their principal export is

silk. English missionaries

have made many attempts

to Christianize them, but

too fiften the conxersious

are mere mo<'keries. They
readily accejit tlie Bibles

given them, only to dispose

of them at the first ojipor-

tunity to the Jewish ped-

lers. Tlie gift of u gun or

a shawl will lead them to

the true faith; but as soon

as an emissary of another

crci'd appears with his ]ires-

eiits, the new religion is

eagerly accepte<l. It needs

but a lU'W inducement, ap-

])ealing tn their lower wants

and desires, to make them
cast off the i.ld faith and

])ut on tile new. They arc

really jiious chameleons,

changing their color with

their environment.

For many years the

Druses lived at jieace with ^"'Wt^ / ''

their neighbors the Maro-
,,u 1 i • loi.T Fig. lR6.— M.ironite priest.
nites, but in 1.S40 a war
broke out betwe,.ii the two, which lasted f.-r tweiitv-seven years, aii.l which was .har-
actenzed by the greatest cruelty. In 1SU7, owing to the interference of the I'orte,
It came to an eii<l

The ^laronite

arch

are .Syrian Christians, with a hierarehal government, with ]iatri-

bislio])s, .and priests, but still recognizing the authority of the j.apal see.
Though they are thus to be regarded as a member of the IJol.niii Catholic .-liurch,
they retani many features of their own. 'I'hey hav numerous monasteries and nun-
neries. 'I'lieir clergy, if married before ordination, retain their wives; and as they
usually have large families, the revenues of the church are not sufficient to sustaiii
them, and so they are<-oni)relled to engige in manual labor. All of the pe,,ple are
very religious, and strictly obey the rules and regulati.nis ot'llie church. 'J'lieir polili-
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cal government is j)artly elective, partly hereditary, four sheiks being at the head.

In their manner of life they differ but little from their neighbors. Their villages are

usually placed on a hillside, and consist of stone houses with flat roofs.

There are, besides the Druses and Maronites, about fifteen thousand Mohammedans
and the same number of Metuoli in the Lebanon range. These latter may be termed

Swedenborgian Moslems. They are, as their name implies, ' explainers ' of the secret

allegorical meaning of the Koran, of which they accept nothing literally. One custom

is common to all creeds in this region, that of tattooing the face in various patterns.

Northern Syria, especially around Antioch and Latakia, is inhabited by the enig-

matical tribe of the Nosaii-

yer. They never quit their

native hills, where they live

an agricultural life. They
speak a dialect of Arabic and

in their religion they are a

sect of Mohammedans. By
the real Mohammedans they

are thoroughly detested, and

tliey return the feeling with

interest. They have the rej).

utation of being inveterate

robbers, and traveling in tlieir

country is a dangerous under-

taking. Like the Druses,

they shroud their religion

with mystery. They have

their own peculiar exegesis

of the Koran, their own
forms and ceremonies, all of

wliieli they strive to kee]) as

secret as jxissible. At tlie

age of eighteen the boys are

initiated into the religious

order, swearing oatlis to

keep its secrets inviolable.

In praying they face cither

the rising or the setting sun,

and every prayer ends with a

request for the destruction of the Turkish dominion. They have numerous feasts and

fasts. They have a high-priest and numerous subordinate clergy, all of whom m:iy

marry. They are very sujierstitious, and their saints are numerous. The women are

excluded from most of their religious rites.

Li clothing, white, the sacred color, jn-evails. Both sexes dress alike, except that

the women are veiled. The husband buys his wives, of whom four are allowed, but

divorce is not jiermitted. The Nosairyer are a strong, will-lmilt race, witli lighter

com])lexions than the peojile around them liave.

Tiiroughout the whole of Syria, Arabic customs and iriDile of life jirevail. Jlvery-

thing bears an 'oriental' stain)i, a result doubtless due to the lule and spread of Lslam.

Fig. 187. — Syrian woman.
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Tho streets of the towns M-e narrow. Tlio houses are built of stone, one story

liio-h, and with Hat roofs. The door is small and iron-bound, and there are no windows

on the outside. On entering a house the shoes or sandals are removed, a eustom

which doubtless had its origin in the pool- eondition of the streets and a desire to

keep the floor clean, lloads, bridges, and other conveniences of tnivel are unknown.

( )nc will toil day after day over obstacles, without any thought of removing them.

Kvcry inclination towards progress is lacking, among Christians as well as among

Moslems or Druses.

In Mesopotamia, or El Jezirah, the ten-itory between the Tigris and the Eujihrates,

conditions are about as they are in Syria. In the few towns— the few remnants

of human life in a region once so poi)ulous— races and creeds are uncommonly

mixed. Here we tiiul Chaldees, Arabs, Persians, and Turks; Moslems, Jews, and

Christians. There is much toleration for other sects, the Jews alone being fanatical,

a fact which renders them hated by the other elements of the jiopidation. The

Arabs are divided into numerous tribes. In the coast and swamp lands they serve as

boatmen and agriculturists; but on the stejipes they are Beduins, like their brothers

in Arabia.

The Kurds.

Kurdistan, the land of the Kurds, is an ill-defined region lying to the north and

east of Mesopotamia. Here is the principal body of the family, but from this central

point they stretch north to the Caucasus and south to the Persian gulf, thus coming

under the dominion of Persia, Turkey, and Russia. Their language, closely related

in its grammar to the Persian, shows them to belong without doubt to the great

Aryan stock, and the probabilities are that they are the descendants of the old Medeo-

Persian ]ieoples. Still, various admixtures liave entered their composition ; their lan-

guage shows many foreign words, and is broken up into several dialects. On account

of its abundant gutturals it is far from jileasant to the ear, and is lacking in that har-

mony and music characteristic of the Persian. The literature is limited to ]>opular

songs, biographies of the saints, and a few religious works.

The Kurds are a well-built people with light hair, gray or blue eyes, and frequently

a clear rosy complexion. Among them, however, we find two castes, whicli possibly

may represent two distinct stocks. The iirst of these is the warrior noliility, with

strong features and deep-set eyes. Tlie other is the pitiable agricultural caste, which

in every lineament betray a softer spirit and often have what might be regarded as

(-irccian features. It may be that the warriors are of Arab origin and have become

Kurds after coni|uering them.

The warriors are robliers; they have herds, but their chief means of existence is

\>y ])lunder. In religion they are Mohamme<lans, but still they hate their Turkisli

brethren of the faith as much as they do Christians. Even among themselves sects

.are numerous and here the feuds rayc, and combats with their own flesh and blood

are numerous. In their social relations a communistic (endeiicy is mark<'il. They

live u half iKunadic life, living durini;' the warm season in tents and during the winti'r

in quickly ei'ectecl huts; sonu-, however, have llat-roofed stone houses for cold weather.

When going from one place to another their huts or tents are trans])orted.

The Kurds are bold riders. Thi'y are rarely seen on foot, ami never unarmed.

They are, i-ather, armed to the teeth; a long, strong lance, a p.air of pistols, a sabre,

and a rouuil shirld, are the ordinaiy e(|uipment ; guns arc rarely seen. Their cos-
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tiiiiic, witli its lu'iglit colors and almost universal gold cmliroidcry, and the cnonuous

paiti-t'olorc'd turbans, is docidedly ]iiftures(jue.

As to tlic'ir character there is niiicli dift'erenee of opinion. All agree tlial they are

a thievish lot; some regard them as the most warlike people under the dominion of

tlie I'orte, while tlie Russians, wlio have come in frequent contact with them, set them

down as cowards. A hand-to-hand conflict they avoid ; they only fall ujjon peaceful

inhabitants or small bands where they incur no danger. An aggi-essive movement on

the part of a much smaller body puts them to flight. All, even the rich, are noted

for their uncleanliness. The women have more freedom than their neighbors east or

west. They move about freely among the men, and know nothing of the restrictions

of the harem. They marry between the tenth and twelfth years, the husband always

buying his bride. Polygamy is allowed, but only the rich indulge in a plurality of

wives.

Their weak side lies in their division into bands and religious sects, which prevents

any tribal unity. Only a fraction are strict Moslems, the majority have incorporated

many heathen jiractices in their belief. A peculiarity is that many of their religious

ceremonies take j^lace at night, and are so wild in character that they fall little short

of Bacchanalia.

The Armenians.

Armenia, the table-lands on the southern slojie of the Caucasus mountains, is now
divided between Russia, Turkey, and Persia. The Armenians, like tlio Kurds, belong

to tlie Iranic class of the Aryan family, and their language, though better than that of

the Kurds, is still far from agreeable. The old Armenian, the language in « liicli tln'ir

books are written, is no longer spoken. The new Armenian, of course from the same

base, has incorjiorated in it many words and granunatical constructions from the

Turkish and some from other languages. The old literature was written with thirty-

six letters, and on account of the multiplication of consonants has a harsh sound.

Physically the Armenians, when jnire, are among the finest of the Aryans; and

intellectually they take a high rank. But centuries of oppression, and mixture with

Greek, Turk, Jew, and Kurd, have not had an elevating effect. They are strong, tall,

and well built, with black hair, and a complexion inclining to copper color. They are

moderate and diligent, and in their daily lives they show those features which we call

practical, and a concentration of the energies to accomplish a definite end, in a marked

degree. Agriculture and trade are their principal occupations, and throughout

the east they are noted for tlu'ir thrift and sharpness at a bargain. They know wlien

to domineer and when to yield, and this pliancy of character, this suborilination of

self to the end sought, shows itself in many proverbs, such as ' When you see the

water docs not follow you, follow it,' and 'Bt'gin with the little and thus attain the great.'

Generally sjjeaking, the common Armenian is an honest man, well (lis)>osed toward

the world; but woe to him who falls into the hands <if one of the educated cl.iss. He
will not esca]ie until he has lost his all. The lower classes are the liest, owing, doubt-

less, to their religious training. From the fourth century the ^\i-nienians liave been

Christians. They Jire Monophysites, believing that Christ has but one nature, and that

the S]iirit jiroeeeds from tlie Father alone. To this day they observe the rites of the

eaily Christians, together with others of diuditful :uitlienticity. In all religious affairs

they are strict, and, although often tempted, they have never luin led to acknowledge

the authority of the Cliurch of Rome.
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They love ediicatioii, ami wherevci- there ;ire a handful of Armenians one can find

both scliool and church. It is said that no other iieojile send pn>iiortio:::itely so many

students to the universities of Germany and France as they. Still, wht'n educate<l,

they show no inclination to develop new lines of tliought, Tint rather evince a con-

servative spirit. They excel, however, in the journalistic world.

Their domestic life is simple. Immorality they detest. In the lai-ger towns tliey

live comfortably; but the jieasant class, scattered over the country, lead an unenviable

life. Tiiev live tooether with their herds in miseralile stone or nn;d houses, and stand

in constant fear of bands of plundering Kurds. The family is stri>ngly jialriarclial
;

father and mother are honored, the fatlier lieing frequently almost a deity in the eyes

of the rest. Woman here hohls a high position, ami her treatment presents a marked

contrast with that seen among other eastern [icnples.

Various elements have consjiired to l)reak up the Armenian nationality, though the

natiou.al sjiirit is strong. The Armenian is always an Armenian, and never denies his

race or faith. They are, however, scattered <.i\-er the world. Kussia contains many

of them (about half a milliim); Persia contains a full hundred thousand; while in

Asia Minor, near Constantinople, tliere are two hmidred thousand. Here fiiey have

great business houses, and li\-e in true oriental style. The Turks hate them, but still

cannot get along without them.

THE PERSIAXS AXD THEIR NEIGHBORS.

Witli reuard to tlie p(.i]iulatiMn of I'ersia the wildest estimates have been given.

About the beginning of this century Sir Jolm Malcolm quotes a native estimate of two

hundred millions. In 1 SOS, Roland Thompson, who was familiar with every part of

the country, set the nundier of inhaltitants at lietween foin- and five millions. Tliat

this is within reason is shown by many facts,— the inhospitable character of many
parts of the country, its despotic government, and the insecurity of life and ]"iro]>erty.

The settled ])opulation are ehiefiy Tajiks, descendants of the ancient Persi.ans, a

peojile who are also scattered over much of the surrounding countrv to the north and

east as far as Calml and Bokiiara. These, like tlieir ancestors, speak a language (jf the

Iranian l)i-ancli of tlie great ^Vryan family of langu.age. Those in the jireseut limits of

Persia bear the old imme of Farsi, i.e., I'ersians, or, as they call themsidves, Ir.ani.

They are much mixed, and it is language chiefly Avhich shows them to be members

of tlu' Aryan family. Tiu're is, however, a small remnant, numbering only .about five

thousand souls, settled in two connnunities at Ye/.d and Kerman, a\ lii.> retain a pure

blood and the old faith. These are the P.arsees or Guebres.

Tlie Guebres or Ghebres (the nanu' is vai'iouslv spelleil) are jihvsically a flue race,

but intellectually they are l)elow tlie other Persians. In morality and honesty they

far surpass their neighbors, and the sanu' is true uf those fif the same faith wlio,

un« illing to stand the oppression of the cniiqueriiiL;- Arabs, emigrated to India. They
still hold to the old religion, — the so-calleil worship of fire. Time lias nuMlified llu'ir

creed, ami the jmre monotheistic religion of Zoroaster has almost been lost. 'I'lie "id

creed is, li(iwe\(r, noticeable from the evident intluenee which it has had on Judaism,

and tliri)U'4li it on the 3Ioslem and Clirisliau reliuions. To-dav the ceremonies are

]ierforiiied l>y jjriests who Cdmliiiu^ jiidici.al with riliu'ious functions. The temples of

fire are simple courts in one corner of which is tlie fire, the object of adoration. Six

times a day the people assemble and rei)eat jirayers from the Avesla, each being girt
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about the loins with a belt of seventy-two strands, with whicli are connected certain

observances and ceremonies.

Among tlie practices is that of never eating anything cooked by a jierson of

another religion, and that of never marrying outside of the creed. The dead are not

buried, but are placed in the ' towers of silence.' Here, high up in the air, the bodies

rest upon iron gratings, exposed to the atmosphere and to the birds of the air. As
the bones, cleaned and bleached, fall down through the bai's, they are carried and

placed in some subterranean cavern.

The bulk of the Persian people are also a beautiful race, with dark complexion,

smooth, dark-brown hair, and interesting faces of almost perfect Caucasian ty])e.

Of their character as they ex-

ist in their native land, no

very flattering account can be

given ; but when they leave

their country, and come, for

instance, under Russian in-

fluence, their good qualities

ai)pear. Vambory, who has

traveled extensively in Cen-

tral Asia, regards them as the

Japanese of the region, and

thinks that they may become

the means of introducing the

civilization of the west into

the interior of Asia. No mat-

ter how we look at the exten-

sion of the Russian rule into

Central Asia, the fact remains

that they there do much good.

Next to the Chinese, the Per-

sians are the most courtly

people of tlie east. Tlieir

language .abounds in poetic e.x-

)ire.ssions, but at the same time

is full of exaggerations and

untruth. Actions belie the

words. Their langu.age con-

tains no words for thankful-

ness, honor, conscience, or re])entance. 'I"he face betrays nothing. A Persian readily

conceals his emotions tintil the time for his revenge arrives.

They are poetical and musical, but in their songs thought is often sacrificed to

rhythm. They learn quickly, but have not the mental capacity to originate ; imitation

is their forte. A lack of ])erseverance is also noticeable, while a sensual nature is

highly develo]icil. The love of money is prominenl. They are fond of theatricals,

dances, and the lii^c, aiul it may be that this desire for s])ectaclcs and festivity has led

them to place the great religious holidays a month earlier than the rest of tlie Moslem

world.

They rise with the sun, sleep away the midday hours, and only live again in the

Fig. 168. — Persian.
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evening. Fur this i-e:ison tlieii- visits, or cills, nro only ni.'i<lc in the cooler hours of

the dfiy. At these titnes host and guests sit in a circle, drink black coffee, and

smoke, the pipe being passed from mouth to mouth. Their uncleanliness is incredi-

ble ; knife, fork, ami spoon are unnecessary at the table, while combs and soap are

refinements of which tliey have not the slightest conception. Dirt has no terrors for

them ; but no matter how foul they be, they cover everything up with gay clothing.

Most important of the articles of dress is the turban, for to receive a guest bareheaded

would be a great impropriety. This, like the trousers, vest, cloak, and coat, must be

of some bright color, Ijlue and jnirple being especial favorites. The women are

especially foml of ornament, and love to fill the hair with gold, silver, and gems.

In family affairs Mohammedan models are followed. Wives are purchased, and

are kejit in a liarem. Polygamy is the rule, even the poorer classes having several

wives as a matter of policy. The more wives a man has the more w'ork will be done,

and so he can more nearly approach his ideal of a life without work. After the ninth

year no girl must be seen out of doors un\cilod, for now she is ready for marriage.

The reason for this haste in matrimonial affairs is that the girl is so much capital, and

lier marriage brings lier father the money he loves so much. By Moslem law a Per-

sian can have but four wives; but marriages are easily nuide, and as easily set aside.

Besides, there is a peculiar custom of marriage on time. On accoiuit of the hardships

of travel, a Persian cannot take his harem with him on a journey, and so the law

allows liim to contract a temjiorary marriage where\-er he may sto]). A woman, too,

has certain similar jirivileges. If she desire to go on a pilgrimage to Mecca, and her

husband cannot accompany her, she may lawfully take a tem])orarv husliand who is

willing to go.

The government of Persia is despotic; the Shah, or ' P.-idishah,' holds all Ills sub-

jects, from prime minister to the lowest ]ieasant, under iiis absolute power. It is

indeed true that he has a cabinet, modeled after those of the west, but all the ofiicers

are mere puppets in his hands. The only restricting infiuence is the fear of an insur-

rection (a not unknown circumstance) if too harsh measui-es lie adopted. The gov-

ermnent is in the hands of foreigners, all from the Shah down l)eing Turkomans. In

the cities society is divideil into various classes— priests, officers, warriors, merchants,

artizans, and luti ( 'loiterers' ).

The clergy staml at the head, and have great influence. They teach the law',

both civil and religious, .-is it is laid down in the Koran. Anujug them are to bo

numbered the dervishes, or wandering jireaehers. In main' ri'sjiects thev corresjHinil

to the monks of the lioinan Catholit' cliureh ; but they are most shameless beggars;

imieed, poverty is oni^ of their vows. In their enstmns many differences exist, each

order having its own rules. While I'i'rsian custom <lenianils that the head b(> shave(l,

the dervish lets his bail- grow .as long as it will, liut eai'efully plurks out his beard.

Some, from their jierformances, .are commonly known as -howling dervishes,' others

.as ' whirling' or ' ilaneing dervishes.' They travel about from place to ]ilace, nar-

rating their sacred legends, with gestures, ccnitortions, .and howlings which to us seem
but tile vagaries of madmen.

The official class may always lie recognized by thi' writing materials which they

carry stuck in their gii-dles. They fill the most \ arious offi(a_'s ; .and as they are well

educated and keen, all their transactions an- infiuenced with a due regard Wtv nundier

one. They are consunnn.ate intriguers, and woe to the man who falls in their clutches.

To their su[)eriors they are as worms, but to those below them they are tyrants.
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The merchants, mostly of Tajik orii;ln, form a markecl contrast, for tliey are

mostly honest. The artizans live in eonimunities, and have then- own quarters. Silk-

raising is the great industry of tlie country, but large quantities of cotton and woolen

goods, carpets, shawls, felt, and the like are manufactured, and have a reputation

known to all. Their machines are primitive, hut the skill and the patience of

the operatives produce fabrics

which demand the highest

prices in the civilized world.

The Persian army nomi-

nally consists of 200,000 men,

but reallj' it is very much
smaller. The irregular cav-

alry is highly jjraised, and is

said to excel the Tui-kish

Bashi-Bazouks, and to equal

)ssacks in the Russian service,

my officers are ignorant and in-

; the soldiers are obedient, sober

clligent. The luti correspond nearly

criminal classes. They live by theft

ler crimes ; and when it is desired to

enemy out of the way, they are hired.

side of the cities about half of the peo-

settled. The villages always lie near

eel, while right and left run irri-

gating canals. Each village consists

of clay huts, and is surrounded by a

high wall, for protection is needed

against the numerous nomad liands.

These villages have in some resjiects

a feudal aspect, each having its pro-

tecting lord. The villagers as well

ns the nomads belong to the Shiite

sect of Mohammedans, and are firm

though not fanatical in their faith,

riieir mosques are but humble affairs,

uid they celebrate the festivals of their

leligion each in his own house. Their

New Year's day (March 21) is the most

unjiortant. Even ]>ublic funerals do not

txist. The mourners do not go out of

'
' " "'"^ doors, and the dead are buried in silence.

Jn I lie centre of each village is the cemetery, a field covered with triangular hea|is of

stone, each showing the resting-])lace of a former villager.

Pilgrimages are one of the most important features in a Persian's life. Their

religion makes it a duty to visit some holy sjiot. Mecca, if possible, is tlu' objecdve

jioiiit, but those who cannot make so long a journey go to some nearer holy city, the

grave of a saint, or the like. Not only do the living make these pilgrimages, but

i.4S
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even tiic (k':i<l are cinlialmed and jiaekeil in tlie most costly sjiiecs, and carried I(niy;

journeys, so that they may rest in saered ground. Large caravans of camels, each

bearinu: a body on its last journey, cross the plains ami deserts, and while we fail to

see the utility of tlie practice we cannot but recognize and respect the spirit which

prompts it.

A love for mvsterv, enigma, and speculation is characteristic of the Persian mind.

Every secret society has its special interest, and every new religious dogma soon finds

numerous followers. Among the Persians of to-day no sect is more jiowerful than

that of the Bab, which, between 1847 and 1852, spread all over Persia. Its founder,

fl learneil seiil (descendant from a prophet) called himself Bab ed Din, the Gate of

Faith. He denied the Koran, advocated communism of goods and the ematicipatiou

of woman, and taught that whoever dies to lu-omidgato the faith he proclaimed would

be immortal, and in the moment of death would live again in another placs.

The nomad inhabitants of Persia belong to four distinct races ^Turkomans,

Kurds, Arabs, and Luurs. They are divided into tribes, or eylats, each with a Iiered-

itary cliief ami an organization very much like that whicli formerly existed among the

Scottish clans. The Liuirs are of nearly pure Persian blood. The native Xcstorian

Christians, about twenty-Hve thousand in all, are agriculturists.

The name Tajik is most usually useil to indicate the peo])le of Persian descent

and language who live in Turkestan. Many of them are now greatly mixed with

Turkish blood, and have incorporated many Turkish words in their language. Tliese

mongrels are called Sarten, a name meaning settled. Tajik and Sarten together num-

ber about a million, and have their centre on the Sea of ^Vral and its affluents. Here

they live, sometimes in small villages, sometimes in larger towns. In religion they

are Sunnite Mohammedans, a fact which is jiroductive of no little trouble with the

Shiite Moslems of Persia. They are good natured, and at tiie same time treacherous

and a\ai-ieioiis. JMany of them are engaged in agriculture, \yhile others follow trade,

in which as a peo])Ie they have scarcely an eiptal. Their manufactures are also nu-

merous.

Another Iranian tiibe is the little known Gattcha of the central Asiatic highlands,

divided into several bands, each speaking a dialect of the Persian, and being either

Sunnite or Shiile Mohammedans. Farther west are the agricultural (iuraii and Tat.

They are mixed with the Kurds, but sj^eak a modified Persian.

Tlie Afghans as a nation and the Afghans as a race are not identii'al. ^Afghan-

istan is inhabited Iiy a numbei- of people of diverse origins. Of the total population

of abo\it six millions, three and a half are Afghans jiroper and Path.ans; a million

are Tajiks; the remainder is made u]> of Ilindkis, Ilazaras, Kataghans, Kizlbashes,

Baloches, Badikshis, Koliistaiiis, and Siah-jxish. The last three of tliis list are of

Aryan origin ; tlie Kizlbashes .and Kataghans are Turks ; the Ilazaras, ^NIongolo-Tartar

;

the Ilindkis, iriiidii ; and the rest are Iranian.

With this diversity of origin, diversity in religion .and a lack of common inti'rest

go hand in hand, making the government far from stable, except as it is upheld by

British j)Ower and British gold. At the head is the Amir, or Emir par exccUcnce,

with his residence at Cabul, while each tribe lias its own .amir, whose jwwer de])ends

merely on his favor at I'ourt. A strongly democratic s])iril exists, and the amir is an

absolute ruler only so far as circmnstances will allow. Just so long as England thinks

it necessary to kie|) .M'uh.aiiistan out of the hands of the IJussians, just so long will

the amir hold his power.
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The Afghnn Tajik fire known under the name Parsiwan. They still speak the

mother tongue, and preserve the genuine Persian type. They are Sunnile Moslems,

and are diligent, well-to-do people, living a settled life. Most of them occur north of

a line drawn from Cabul to Herat, but there are many in Cabul itself. The Kohistani

are a bold, warlike jieoplc, speaking a dialect

of the Persian which contains a number of

words not occurring in the modern language

of Iran.

The Afghans proper, or, as they call them-

selves, the Pushtun (plural, Pushtanah), sj)eak

an indeijcndent language, of the Iranian

stock. Their home is south of the Parsi-

wan, but some of them extend over the

Soliman mountains, and live onBritisli

soil, especially about Peshawur and

farther south, west of the Indus.

Linguistically they may be divided

into two groups, an eastern and a

western, but the differences are

not so considerable that the mem-
bers of one cannot understand

the other. They use characters

/x. of Arab-Persian origin. Physi-

cally they are a fine race of

men, with Aryan features, a

dark skin, tliiek black hair,

^ and large black eyes. Each

tribe has its peculiarities

of dress,— all, however,

based on the Persian

model. Possibly the tur-

ban is the most pictur-

esque article of their

clothing.

In legal matters a dem-

ocratic feature apjiears.

Instead of an amir acting

as judge, they have a jury

of graybcards, who base

,,, their decisions upon tlie

Koran. In educational

matters they stand low;

only priests and merchants can read mid w rite. Faith in magic, witches, astrology, and

the like is widesi)read. Agriculture or grazing is the nu)st imjiortaiit busmess, but

from the unsettled condition of the country every Afghan is accustomed from youth

up to horses and the use of arms,— a fact whidi makes him a good soldier, as the

English have often learned to their cost. Polygamy prevails, esjiecially among tlic

wealthy. The wives are purchased, and from that day their prison-life begins.

Afghan in the Russian service.
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The lowland tribes of Beluchistan are also of Iranian descent, but in the hio-Jilands

we come ujion members of tiie Indian races, mostly Brahoes. The Iranian element

are the Beluehes, si>eaking a language related to the modern Persian, Imt still a dia-

lect of the Kurd is widely distributed. The Brahoes are a]i])arently related lo the

Dravidian races of southern India, whom we sliall shortly mention— a fact which

would indii'ate that they are tlie oldest inhabitants of the region, and the Beluehes

are new comers. The Brahoes are the ruling j)e<ij)le, the desjjotic khan being of their

nundaer. All of the inhabitants— Brahoe, Beluche, or Luri (a pariah tribe of Luris-

tan)— are Sunnite JMohanimedans.

TIIE PEOPLE OF INDIA.

In no jiart of the world of equal extent can one lind such a diversity of peoples as

in India. They range from the coarsest savages to a cultivated race but little inferior

to the best that Europe can show. Among the lowest we have every sort of super-

stition, while among them oidy recently has human sacrifice been partially suppressed.

In the hill country are numerous tribes, each speaking its own idiom, and each dis-

tinct from the other equally numerous tribes of the jJains. Three distinct grou])s of

peoples may fee recognized. The Mongol branch embraces those speaking the Thi-

betan, Birman, and Tai or Siamese tongues ; the Dravidian branch includes tlie

Kola, the Dravida proper, and the Singhalese ; while the Aryan may bo divided into

two groups— first, the rude tribes of Dardistan, and, second, the Hindus, embracing

the more cultivated people of the Indian jieniusula. The more prominent subdivisions

of these great groups will be mentioned more at length in the subsequent pages.

The Dardu Peoples.

Immediately north and south of the great mountain range of the Hindu Kush are

a number of settled tribes of the Aryan family, which are grou]ied together under the

name of the Daivlu Pet)ples. i\Iany <>i these tribes are but little known, and may be

dismissed without even mentioning their names; others are more ira])ortant. In this

group two distinct divisions may be made, an Iranian and an Indian, according to

their present tendencies; Imt ])r(ibably in the Dardu i)roper we may recognize the

modern representatives of the stock from which all sprang. The Dardu, in this nar-

rower sense, are inhabitants of the mountain lands of Shinaki.

The two groujjs indicated above are distinguished physically, as well as by lan-

guage. The Indian division have the bo<ly hairy, the head small, and the hands and

feet delicate ; while in the Iranian division the hair is less developed, and the limbs and

features are large and coarse. Among some of the Indian tribes red hair occasionally

occurs. In religion great diversity is found. In some places the Mohammedan relig-

ion has obtained a foothold ; in others the doctrines of the Rig-Veda and tlic oilier

Vedas reign ; while iti others the (.ild heathen sujierstitions and rites still hold their

own.

Among the Indian tribes (of which, on the whole, we know more than of the

others), may be mentioned the Siah-posh Kafirs of Kafiristan, who, Iiowever, are not

to be confoun<Ied with the people of the same name occupying the southern jiortion

of Africa. The Kafirs are not a tribe, l)ut rather an assemblage of tribes, among
whom great diversity exists. Each tribe is distinct, and does not interfere with its

neighbors. It is governed by its elders, and has its own laws and ceremonies. Among
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them womnn occuiaies a low position. While the man spends liis time in hunting, the

woman has to perform the hard labor in the fields. When a person dies, the body is

carried to the centre of the village, and around it a dance is held for several days

before it is buried.

Along both banks of the Indus, on its course between the Himmalehs and the

Kuen-Lun mountains, are a series of tribes, perhaps the lowest of all the Dardu. In

appearance they are far from prepossessing, and their agriculture only gains them a

scanty subsistence. They are nominally Sunnite Mohammedans, but through the new
religion traces of the old heathen customs and beliefs frequently crop out. Fire is

believed to have a purifying influence, and is used on every possible occasion. Poly-

gamy prevails, and every child has a formal christening. The women enjoy greater pri v-

. ... ;,:. I a.-Uiiier« carpet ileiilor.

ileges than among most Moslems, or among the Hindus. Contrary to Oriental custom,

they eat with the men. Marriage is performed as follows:— The father of the bride-

groom gives the father of the bride a woolen cloth and a (piantity of wine. If the

gift be accejited, the marriage is complete. The husband alone has power to dissolve

the marriage.

East of the Dardu are the Rulti, a tribe speaking a Tliibetan dialect, and professing

the Moslem creed. They belong to the Aryan stock, liut are mixed to some extent

with Mongol blood. They are fond of sports, and are the inventors of the game of

' polo.'

The Indian Peninsula.

The Cashmeri, the inhabitants of the celebrated Vale of Cashmere, have a jiosition

interinedi;ite between the Dardu and the Hindus of the lower countries. Indeed,

among the million and a half of inhabitants, two distinct groups may be seen. Tlie

first are the ^lohanunediui Cashmeri, i)art Sunnites, part Shiitcs, who are a mixed
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raeu, the Aryan stock still prevailing over the introduced Mongol blood. They ai-e

strong and muscuhu-, with dark eyes and straight nose, and a face which shows intelli-

gence. Though the whole apjiearancc is pleasing, the moral qualities which are joined

to it are the reverse. The Cashmeri are cowardly, cringing, indolent, false, and thiev-

ish ; hut these bad qualities are partially offset by their skill in various handicrafts.

Their carpets and shawls, their gold work, papier-mache, paintings, carvings, and the

like, are among the finest which the world produces.

The other groiqi are pure Hindus, preserving the Aryan tyjie unmixed, and still

worshipping after the maimer of their fathers. Like the others, they are a fine race •

but, uidike them, are morally much better. They are almost without exception edu-

cated, and gain a livelihood by trade, or by actini;-

is stulius, or the like. None condosceiul to a<;-ri-

(ulluie or manual labor.

'1 hi.' isolated position of Cashmere has had an
II fhi( nee on the people. None of the passes to

n mountainous valley are accessible in winter,

the best of them, the Barannila, througli

\i 1 II h the .Jelum drains its waters, will not admit
a wheeled carriage. The country is very

fertile, and produces great quantities of

^ i-ice, as well as a profusion of fruits. Yet

i^JS.^\^ oerasionally famines occur, while earth-

quakes also (let raet from

what is said to be the

most beautiful valley on

earth. The Caslnueri

are exeelleiit iniilaliirs,

ami are very fond of

nmsic.

In Hindustan, all

the people lielongelther

to the Dravi<lian or the

Aryan race. The former were doubtless the original inhabitants of the country, but
were subjected and driven south by the Hindus fifteen hundred or two thousand vears

before the Christian era. The immigrant jieople apparently settled first near Delhi

;

but they rapidly grew, s]ireadiug in all directions, and absorl)ing th(' T)i-a\'ida in the

central portions, while in the south the Dravida, forming a comjjact body, have per-

sisted less altered, as has their language, to this dav.

The real Aryan Hindu has a slim form, oval face, and features much after the

Euro]iean type. The color ranges from a dark olive to a golden Ijrowu. 'I'o-day

the Hindus occupy the northern )ilain of India in <listinction from the soullirrn Dec-
can, which, together with the mountains, are occu)iied by the Di-avida. Neither
Hindus nor Dravida are honu)gcneous, but eacli is divided into a number of tribes, as

well as social classes or castes.

Of the castes, the old Hindus name only three,— the jiriests, the warriors, an<l the
peasants; the latter including also the merrhants and arti/.ans. These social distinc-

tions were imposed on the conquered people ; but, since the conquest, so many changes
have occurred, — each district following its own type,— that in many respects the

A-oi„ VI. —'2.5
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people of the lower Ganges diifer greatly from those farther uj> the river. Near the

mouths of the Ganges the priests have less rank and purity of caste than in the north-

west ; and those of the latter region will not marry, or even eat, with their lowland

brethren. Here, also, have the two lower castes so mingled with eacli other, and with

the remnant of the Dravida, that a pure Hindu is a rarity. To this statement the

Rajplit, the oldest and proudest tribe of India, form an exception. With the

exception of the Jews,

no peoj)le is so old and

so pure as they. With
this intermingling and

breaking down of the

old castes, new castes

have been formed,

so tliat now, in the

northwestern provin-

ces, tliere are no less

than tliree hundred

and seven of these so-

cial divisions, each

with its name, while

in Bengal the number

is about a thousand.

This subject of

caste plays such an

important ]iart in all

Indian affairs that a

word or two may not

be out of j)lace. To-

day the Hindus ni.ay

be divided into four

great classes, — the

Brahmins, or priestly

class ; the Chuttree,

or military class ; the

Vaisya, or mercantile

'^ class ; and the Sudr.as,

or servile class. Be-

sides these there are

large numbers of Pa-

riahs, or Cliandalas,—
outcasts. These latter are either descendants from the aboriginal peojtle, or those who

bad forfeited their position in one of the four classes n.amed. To touch one is to be

defiled, and even their shadow passing over certain kinds of food pollutes it. Inside

of these four great castes are minor divisions, mostly of the n.iture of trade guilds, or

originating in some similar way. More recently our opinions of the regulations of caste

have changed. Caste to-day does not bind a man to follow his father's business; it

does not prevent his rising to power. A Brahmin may serve as soldier or cook, while a

Sudra may hold high positions in state. The loss of caste is, too, not so terrible as has

Fig. 11)3. ~- Brabniiii from Cashmere.
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been pictured. The unfortunate can iu certain ways regain ids position, or he may join

another caste, and be received witli the welcome tlue a new convert. Marriage outside

the caste, however, entails disadvantages on tlie children.

Most important are the Brahmins, wlio sprang from the moutli of Brahma. They
have jireserved their purity more than the others. They read and teacii the Vedas,

and have a respect and an immunity corresponding to their sacred office. In the first

])art of their life, they must assiduously study the Vedas,—-those oldest of religious

works,— and live a servile life, begging from door to door. Next they become

teachers, living with their wives, and assisting at the sacrifices. In the third <piarter

they become reehises, sjiending their life in the woods, preserving silence, and living on

fruits and berries. Lastly, they are released from all ceremonies and mortifications, and

spend their time in ivligious meditation, until death ends all. In reality, the Brahmins

are not the good people they pretend to be. They are rather a corrupt and morally

degenerate class, who m.ake their religious pretensions the

means of gaining a livelihood.

The Chuttree, the military class, sprang

Brahma. They are to give alms, make saeri

fend the people. Wliile the Bralnnins make
and interpret the laws, the Chuttree .are

execute them. They are the executive

well as the military class. The Vaisya had

their origin in the thigh of

Brahma. They are the traders

and the manufacturers, and

are to keep themseh-es in-

formed on all practicrd sub-

jects ; while the Sudras, the

servile class, springing from

the foot of the divinity, are

to ser\-e tlie others, and especi-

ally the Brahmins. Their con-

dition is not to be improved,

and they are not to accunudate

property.

The Hindus are divided into a nundier of tribes, each speaking its own L-miiuage,
and having certain eiistiuns and tenihaicies ](eculiar to it. Of these lan<4-ua^es, or <lia-

lects, some twenty-si.v are known, tlie list of whicli would prove dry readinu'. Of
these dialects, the Hindustani, spoken by sixty millions, is the most important, and is

used in all government affairs. Its basis is Aryan, but at and since the time of the
:\rohanimedan conquest, large numl)ers of Arabic and Persian words were introduced.
It had its development at the ^rohamniedan e.Hirt at Delhi. Side by side with this

popular language grew up a, written oru', the Sanserif, the 'complete' tongue, and
later, as outgrowths, the I'rakrit languages.

To-day (^ueeii Victoria is the Empress of India, ami llirougli a vicerov, governors.
and the like, rules tlie greater part of the jieninsiila. Besides this there are several

native states, wliich, like Xcpaul and Bhotan, may be entirely independent, or like

Cashmere, Sikh, the l;:ij],ut states, etc., may be partially under the control .>( the

Indian government, but still retain their iialivo rulers,— rajahs, nawabs, khans, l)egums,

mahai-ajahs, nabobs, etc.

Fig. 194. — Leather iv.iter-bottles (India).
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Of the history of India, its legends, its antiquities, and the details of its govei-n-

ment, it is beyond our province to speak. All are so well known, and accounts are so

readily accessible to all, that the space they would take here will be much better

employed in treating of peoples not so well

known. Volumes might be written ; a few pages

is all we can afford.

In religion, the great majority of the people, 3B^^^^ 7

both Hindu and Dravida, are believers in Brali-

minism. This, with its hundi'ed and fifty million

Fig. 195. — Kulu women from ludia.

followers, is one of the great religions of the world, and we refer the reader to any of

the many accessible works for an account of its teachings. "We must, however, say

that at j)resent it has but little to d<i a\ ith the old Aryan religion. The jn-iests still

recite the songs and verses of the Vedas, ])ut without understanding them. ]>uddhisni,

an offshoot from ]5rahminism, although it originated in the Indian Peninsula, from

causes utterly uidcnown became extinct there in the eleventh or twelfth century. In

order to understand either religion, and also many of the jieculiarities of the eastern
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niinil, one must reineiulii.-r tliat the basis is tlie doctrine of the transniii^ration of souls.

Of the followers of liralinia there are many sects, but the two most imjiortant are those

wliich pay reverence to ^Siva and to Vishnu. These two typify the two ]ioles of relioious

belief ; one looks to a god, the other regards man and his deeds as the producer of all

good.

Urahminism is not merely an expression of high moral truths; it is .1 system of phi-

losophy. It has taken the coarse superstitions of the common ])eo2ile and moulded them
into a Ix'tter form, and supjiorted tliem on a vhilosophical basis. Oldei- than the Chris-

tian era, it still con-

tains many of the

main features of our

own religion. Relig-

ious duties and cere-

monies surround the

Hindu from the cra-

dle to the grave. On
the fortieth day after

birth the ]iriest chris-

tens the child ; at the

fifth year his hair is

cut; at from eight

to twelve his head

is shaved ; at twelve

or fourteen he mar-

ries ; and every stage

of this ])rogress is

invested with a re-

ligious significance.

Marriage is perform-

ed with mystic and

symbolical ceremo-

nies, and, once per-

formed, it is but rare-

ly dissolved. After

the marriage follows

an expensive feast,

which often lasts a

week, and whicli of-

ten ruins a poor
family. J^or this reason the l)irth of a girl is regarded as a misfortune. Custom rules
here as strongly as elsewhere. The family cannot afford the feast, they dare not
defy ].ul>lic o],ini.>n, and hejice are driven to infanticide. In some districts this is

carried so far that marriage guilds exist, who buy up cliildren, and supj.lv wives for
the men.

Necessity makes tlie common Ifiudu frugal. I Ms house is economically managed.
The husband, as a rule, lirings his wife to his father's, and here her lot is unenviable.
She iriust not even speak to her husband in the ].rescnce of her mother-indaw. The
wonu'n cannot eat with the men, but must cn)uch on the lluor until thev are through.

Ph.. IJO. — .Sipalu.
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Polygamy is allowed, and every wife lives in the fear tlmt unotlur will be l)rouy;ht

home to share the husband's affections. In former times, when the husband died, the

suttee was the widow's fute. Now, this burning of the living with the dead is abol-

ished ; but it does not always ameliorate the condition of the bereaved wife, for, if

her husband's parents are alive, she must continue to live with them, the slave of all.

To elevate w'oman, many (two thousand) girls' schools have been established under

the British rule ; and when we think that the Hindus number hundreds of millions of

souls, and occupy a territory

as large as the United States

east of the gi-eat plains, we
can only wish this good work

Godspeed.

Next in importance to

Brahminism in India is Mo-
hammedanism, which there

enrolls some fifty millions of

followers. These are not

gathered together in a mass,

but are scattered through all

parts of the empire, there

being twenty millions in Ben-

gal, and nine in the Punjab.

Islam entered India at the

point of the sword in the

eleventh century, but so few,

proportionately, were the in-

vaders, that their influence

ciiily remains in the religion,

not in the race. The present

Mohammedans are not of for-

eign blood, but are Indians of

the lower caste. In their re-

ligion they are far from pure.

' The sects are numerous and

hostile, the Sunnites, however,

greatly prednminating. In

Bengal, both Brahmin and

Moslem meet at the same shrine, and pray to the same object, only calling it different

names. The Mohammedans are more ignorant than the devotees of Brahma, and

readily yield to them in all e.vcept religion. The English government still continues

the subsidies to the mosques, as well as to the Brahmin temples.

The Mohammedan, like the Hindu, marries at twelve or foin-teen years of age, and

at thirty is an old man. He can have four wives, but usually he is too poor for such

a lu.\ury. As a rule, he is dirty and his wife is immoral. When be dies, he is wrapped

in a cloth and buried the same day, with his face toward I\[ecca.

Tiie Sikhs, of the Punjab, differ cliietly from the Hindus in religion, but between

the two there exists a cordial liatre<l. In their creed they try to reconcile two utterly

unreconcilable things, — jrohaminedanisin, a theistie, and Brahmhiism, a pantheistic,

-Fakir.
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religion. Owing to their Iati>r marriage tliey are stronger than tlio Hindus, and their

warlilve nature has niadi' trouble for all with whom they have had dealings.

Among Moslems, Hindus, and Sikhs are mimbers of 'Fakirs,' who lead a religious

life at the expense of the lal)i)riiig classes. Most of these mendicants are Mohammed-

ans, hut still Braliminism contriliutes its quota. They jiretend to be jjeojile to whom
jiiety is not enough; they must be sanctified; and this end can only be attained

by self-abasement, torture, and the

like. Their apjiearanee is disgust-

ing. Clothed in rags, aud smeared

with the dung of the holy animal,

the zebu, they go begging from town

to town, or ex])ose themselves to self-

inflicted tortures. Some will stand

holding both hands aloft for so long

a time that the cords contract so that

tbey cannot be taken down ; some

keep the hands clenched until the

nails grow tlirough the palms; some

hang themselves by hooks inserted

through the muscles, while others tie

tlieir bauds an<l feet togethci', and roll

head over heels for hundi'ecls of miles.

And this is religion !

Though the Hindu intellectually takes

a high rank, in many resjieets his charac-

ter is far from ]iraiseworthy. Centuries

of degradation have done their work.

The love of truth and the sense of honor

are lacking; falsehood and treachery

take their place. The great solicitude

for animal life (a part of their religion)

contrasts strangely with their cruelty to

their fellow-inan.

Among the Aryan population of India

must be enumerated the Parsees, who,

fleeing before Islam, centuries ago found

here an asylum. To-day they stand at

the head of the iidiabitauts of India.

They have the best of reputations, and

are the soul of all luereautile transac-

tions. In fart, they staml next to, and

but little below, the iMiropeans. Here they still retain their old worship of fire, and
of the sun, and expose tlu.' dead, as did their fathers in Persia, to the birds of the air,

in the towers of silence. They are stremious op|ioiu'nts of Christianity, ami some of

tile most caustic criticisms of our cncd liave come from Parsee jiens.

.\s with the Hindu, so with the Dravida, juirity of race is exce]itional. The ]iuro

Aryan Indian must be sought outside of India, and tlie ]>ure Dravida is found only in

the mountains of the interior. Ethnologicaih-, the I)ravi(hl falls into tliree tribes.

Fig. 198. — One ot the r»-lii 'I ihc Fakirs.
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In the north is the Muncla, or Kolarian branch ; in the south the 'Dravida proper;

while the Singhalese of Ceylon foi'in the third. Their languages contrast strongly

with the Aryan, for, while these are inflectional, they have only reached the aggluti-

nate stage, and hence stand on the same level with the tongues of the American

Indians, and of savages in other parts of the world.

Each of these divisions embraces a number of tribes. Of the Munda, the Kol, to

the southwest of Calcutta, are noticeable. In face, the greatest diversity exists among
them, yet the Mongol type is still recognizable. They are mostly agriculturists, and

have no books or written language. This fact has caused numbers of different dia-

lects within a small distance, a fact productive of no little trouble to missionaries.

They believe in a god, and in a future life, and a judgment day, and as a concomitant

they are more truthful than the Hindus ; but drunkenness, lack of thrift, and dirtiness

Fig. 109. — Fishormeu of the west coast of Iiulia.

prevail. They are credulous and superstitious, and have a number of evil spirits, and

to these worship is accorded. This is probably a remnant of the old religion of India

which preceded Br.ahminism.

The Bheel are another imjiortant Munda tribe who have now largely adopted the

language and customs of their more cultivated neighbors. They live largely by liunt-

ing and fishing, and are very warlike. In former times, their bloodthirsty spirit made

no little trouble for the English ; but at last the exiK'riment was made of enlisting

them in the Indian army, and thus giving them all the war they desired. The plan

was effective, for in the earlier part of the century the condition of the country was

far from settled, and war was the normal condition. Castes are foreign to the Bheel,

and their religion is scarcely more modilicd from that of their ancestors than is that

of the Kol, but a few have adopted some jiraetices from the Hindus.

The Dravida, in the narrower sense, form ten linguistic grou]is. One of these,

the Brahoes of Uclucliistan, have already been mentioned. Of tlie others, the lan-

guages of the Tamil, Telinga, Canarese, Malayala, .-unl Tulara, are spoken by culti-

vated tribes; the others by the ru<le jicoples of the hill country.
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The Tamil of the Carnatic number ciLjht or nine millions of strong, energetic peo-

ple, without doubt the best of the Dravida tribes, though they have the reputation of

cruelty and dishonesty. Here caste rules as strong as among the Hindus. Their

native religion recognized a god and numerous devils, but their worshiji followed (as

does that of many other tribes) a thoroughly logical course : God could and would do

nothing but good ; the devils were therefore to be worshijiped and ]ir(ipitiate<l. Later

a modified form of Brahminisni was introduced. The Tamil are, however, not vun-

fined to the Carnatic. Tlie laborers in the coffee ]ilantations of Ceylon are Tamil,

and in the same island they occupy

almost every position of profit and

trust, to the exclusion of the native

Singhalese. Farther east, at Pegu,

Penang, and Singapore, representa-

tives of this pushing tribe are fre-

(pient, and they also form the bulk

of the servants in the employ of

Europeans in the east.

Even more important are the

Telinga orTelegu, who have recently

come into prominence from tlie num-

bers of them which have embraced

Christianity. Their home is on tlii'

shore and inlanil,from JIadras north-

ward. Formerly they ai)parently

extended to the Sunderbunds, but

Were drivt'n snuth by the Hindus.

They number aliout twenty millions,

and speak the Telinga, a dialect (.>f

tlie Tamil, and bearing to it about

the same relatinuship as Spanish does

to Portuguese. Caste is not so

strongly developed, while the doc-

trines of Islam have acquired con-

siderable acceptance.

The Telegu loves to go armed,

and carries five (five is their sacreil

numl)er) weapons,— a flint-lock, two

pistols, a sabre, and a dirk, all ready

for use. Among them, as among
many of their neighbors, j)olyandrj- is in vogue, but is confined to the lower classes.

A girl of sixteen or twenty is married to a lioy of five or six, but in reality becomes

the wife of all of lier husband's grown-up relations, while he has to assume the pater-

nity of all the chililren. One cause of this doubtless lies in the fact that only one girl

in a family is allowed to live. A result of this life is that descent and pruperty follow

the female line.

The Canarese, and their linguistio allies of the hills, are mostly agriculturists,

dwelling in ^lysore. Closely related to them are the Tuda, or Toda, of the Neilgherry

hills, who h.ave retained the race more jmre th.an most of their neighbors. Though

IHji. JUO. — iainii wuiiKiu.
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clearly not autochthonons, tlieii- iioiLrlibors recognize them as the owners of the soil,

and jiay them an annual tribute. With this, and their sheep-raising, they sui)port

themselves. Though living in a country abounding in game, they have no hunting

Aveajions
;
though themselves wild, they are not cruel. The marriage ceremony con-

sists only in a symbol of the subjection of the wife, who thenceforth is the jn-operty

of all the brothers. The religion is crude. The priests do not offer sacrifices, but

have for their duties the milking of the sacred cows. Belief in evil spirits, magic,

ghosts, and the like, prevails.

In Ceylon we find the Singhalese, the third Dravida family, but they are apparently

not the aboriginal inhabitants of the 'Cinnamon Isle.' These must be sought in the

Yeddahs, the modern descendants of tlie Yakkhos, one of the lowest races on the face

of the earth. The Veddahs live in the eastern

part of the island, and have preserved their

ancient customs unaltered for two thousand

years ; but their language, if we can so call

the few words they possess, is evidently re-

lated to the Dravida tongues, and especially

to the Singhalese. There are two groups of

Veddahs, called, according to their mode of

life, the Rock Veddahs and the Village Ved-

dahs. Tlie former hide themselves in the

jungle. They know notliing of agriculture,

but live entirely on what nature provides.

They cannot count, and have not the instinct

I
of worship, or the idea of a God. They cook

tlieir meat in the crudest manner. Poly-

;amy is ludcnown among them, and the sanc-

tity of marriage is recognized, but the fav-

orite choice of a wife is a younger sister.

Castes ai'c unknown among them. The Vil-

lage Veddahs stand on a slightly higher plane,

for they live in rude huts of bark and mud,

but their intellectual endowment is very

small. The 'N'eddahs are darker than the

Singhalese, and are very active and muscular. Their face is regular, the nose a little

inclined to be flat; the hair is straight, the beard short. The only article of clothing

is the cloth about the loins.

The Singhalese, on the other liand, are a cultivated people, with a richly developed

language, abounding in tn)j)es and meta])h()rs. They emigrated from the region of

the Ganges, and settled in Ceylon about five hundred years before the Christian era.

Later immigrations have destroyed their race ])urity. They are a well formed race,

with however a tendency toward corpulency. The eomjtlexion is of every shade of

brown, and the oval feminine face has something Tini)leasant, even sinister, about it ; and

this is liorne out by the character, for they arc cowardly and false. They have, how-

ever, a reverence for old age, and a strong affection for their relatives.

The costume is ])eculiar; tlir men wear the ' coinboy,' or waist-cloth, very much

like a jjctticoat, wliich barely covers the loins, and nothing else, e.\ce]it when they go

to the towns, when they wind red cloth .-xbout the legs. The women add to the

Fiii. liUl. — rriucc ui Orissa.
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coinboy a muslin jacket, and quantities of jewelry. ChiUlren have simply a shirt, or

"o entirely naked. The religion is Bu<ldhism, Init in this they are not so strict as are

their co-religionists of the continent. As a rule they follow agriculture, but their lazy

disposition makes them far less valu-

able than the Tamil. Their huts

'consist of bark or clay, and are fur-

nished in the most simple manner.

Their aim is to do as little as possi-

lile, and a most bountiful nature as-

sists them much in this.

The Kandyans or Highlanders

are a nnu'h more sturdy race than

the Singlialese. They for a long

time withstood the efforts of Eum-
jienns to gain the centre of the

island. The so-called Moormen,

who sliare with the Tamil the repu-

tation of lieing the best natives in

Ceylon, are of jiroblematieal origin.

Some regard tliem of Arabic, others

of Persian origin. Of the Tamil

wc have already si)oken.

The Singhalese of to-day are a

degenerate race. ISTo one would

sus]iect them of being able to con-

struct the cities and the temph's

which are scattered, in ruins, through

the ishmd, and yet there is abundant

t'videuce that these were built liv

their immediate ancestors. One of

the ruined relic-shrines, or dagobas, ir,G. 202. - ihimIu truiupcts.

is still three Imndred and sixty feet

in diameter, and two hundred and fifty feet high ; while the ruined tanks, some of

them colossal, are not paralleled elsewhere in the world. The details of the ancient

history of Ceylon are far more accurately known than are those of India. One

chroiucle details the events of twentv-three centuries.

THE PEOPLE OF TIBET.

I'xjdyul, the l:nid of Pxid, is the native name (if wli.-it Europeans call Tibet, or

Thibrt. Tlie country is a high table-land, cut up by complicated rangi's of moun-

tains. The climate is cold and dry, an<l tlie vegetation is scanty. Here li\t> a peo]ile

of ^longoliaii origin, who speak a language of the so-called isolating grou]i, tin' lowest

stage of linguistic development. In many rcsixH-ts they <liffer from tlie Cliincsc^ and

tlu^ real Mongolians, liut still they have much in common with them. Small black

eyes, jirominent cheek-boiu's, tint noses, thin li|.s, aw all conimou to 'i'ibrian and Chi-

nese. A larger frame in the former is however a distinction btawcen the two.

The rcliffion of the land is a modified Buddhism, known as Lamaisin. Its basis
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rests ujion the sacred Buddhist writings, but numbers of other forms and doctrines

have been introduced. Like ancient Buddhism it Icnows no worship of God, but has

instead an adoration of saints. At the head of the ecclesiastical hierarchy stand two
pojies, of theoretically- equal rank, the Dalai-lama and the Pan-chhenn, but jiracti-

cally the former is much the more powerful ; next come a number of officials who
may be compared to the bishops and cardinals of the Roman Catholic church, and

lastly are the priests. All these together form the saints to whom worship is directed,

and here is, from the Buddhistic point of view, the most heterodox element in the

faith.

Fig. 203.— Tibetan.

Even within itself, Lamaism is not homogeneous. There are two sects, one far

more strict th.an the other, and as a consequence the whole people are divided into

two factions, the yellow church being the strict one, and the red the more lax. This

choice of colors affects the clothing and various other affairs. The yellow church pre-

dominates in Tibet. The priestly caste dominate the land. If one of them die, his

soul immediately takes its way into a new-born child, who is immediately taken in

charge, and brought up in accordance with the position of his predecessor. The

decision of who it is that is inhabited by the soul of the departed varies according

to rank, or in other respects. Sometimes, before death, he indicates the family in
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which he is to reappear, or astrologers and the sacred books are consulted for

guidance ; but when one of the jjopes dies, all the circumstances of the child claim-

ing to be the new-born lama are examined with great minuteness, and within the

present century the Emperor of China exercises an important influence in discovering

the direction of the metempsychosis. The re-born lama is questioned regarding his

former life, and is made to recognize his former j^ossessions before he is acknowledged

as the head of the church.

Just as Mohammedans make pilgrimages to Mecca, so do the Tibetans to Potola,

the residence of the Dalai-lama, to partake of liis blessing. Priests are numerous:

indeed it is estimated that

two thirds of the total popu-

lation of Tibet belong to the

sacerdotal class. It is easy to

become a priest. A father

shaves the head of his son,

gives him a suitable outfit,

and he enters a monastery,

to emerge in a few months a

priest. He now has to pray

constantly, but this is an easy

task, for he has a praying-

machine. This is a wheel,

to which the prayers are at-

tached, and by turning the

crank they gain their efficacy.

Another style is shown in our

illustration. The prayers are

placed in the box, which is

turned by means of the cord.

But this grinding out jjrayers

by hand is tiresome work, and

so the priest of the wealthier

class runs his praying-wheel

by water-power. This cus-

tom, senseless as it ajjj)ears,

has its origin in the fact that

Buddha preached his gospel,

or, as the somewhat obscure language has it, 'turned the wheel of the law'
literal interpretation of this lias led to these machine-made prayers.

No layman in Tibet thinks of owning land ; all belongs to the priests. A man
hires a little plot, and erects on it his dwelling, which serves at once as house and
stable. Its walls are of mud, or sun-dried brick, and the windows are co\-ered with
wooden shutters. If the house has two stories, the family live upstairs ; but if only
one, they share that with the cattle. The fireplace is in the middle of the floor, the

chimney a mere hole in the roof. Chairs and the like are unknown. A mattress is at

once seat and bed. In each house is an image of Buddha. Others, who wander about
raising stock, have tents made of black cloth, woven from the hair of the herds.

The clothing is either red or yellow, according to the sect. It consists of a toga-like

Fig. 2U4.— Lama i^riest with his mask.

and a too
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garment, which leaves the right breast aiul arm bare. Arms are universal, swords
being the most usual.

The Tibetans are brave warriors, and very suspicious of strangers ; but when one
gains their confidence, they are good-natured and frank, just so far as it docs not affect

their religion. Each one has the ambition to own tlie best house in the place. The
dead are either cast into the rivers ov.exposed to the fowls of the air; the rich, how-
ever, are burned. Lamaism does not allow burial. The Tibetans have a script of

their own, and even know of printing ; but, like the Chinese, have no concejjtion of

movable types. The words are written, like ours, from left to right. When spoken,

the language is far from pleasant; witness the name of

the convent in which the Pan-chhenn lives : bKra Shiss

Lhun po, near gShiss Ka rTse ; and the 'three most

precious jewels' of their faith, "dKon mChhog gSsune."

From Tibet as a centre allied peoples radiate in all

directions; but while some of these are well known,

others exist whom no European has ever seen. The ex-

plorer, standing at some village in the mountains of north-

eastern India, can see with a telescope villages in the

distance ; but on asking the j^eople around him about

their neighbors, he finds that they know absolutely no-

thing of them. Many of these tribes, or bands, are ex-

trcTiicly liostile, esjiecially to Europeans. In fact, all

that we know of a large part of Tibet itself is through

the aid of educated Hindus (pundits), who, disguised

as merchants, were sent by the Indian government to ex-

]
ilore the country.

First to be mentioned of these Tibetan offshoots are

the peoples of Nepaul and Bhotan. Here Buddhism

irevails, but in other respects the mixture of both Tibe-

tan and Hindu is very evident. In Nepaul there are

many tribes, each distinguished by its own dialect or lan-

guage, of which thirteen are already known. The most

prominent tribe is the warlike Gliurka, which, however,

inclines most strongly to the Hindu side, and traces its

origin to the Rajput of the lowlands. In character they

stand high. The Butija are nomad shepherds, while the

small, half-savage Terai, who live in the thickets, are re-

garded as remnants of the jiriinitive jieople. The Xewars,

second in numbers to the Ghurka, contain the most Tibetan blood, and are famed as

artizans.

The Butija of ISTopauI extend to Bhotan, another indejiendent state. They are

large, strong, dai-k-complexioned people, who wear an apron and a mantle. The

country is overrun with Buddhist priests, and the government is almost wholly eccle-

siastical, the Dherma Raj, the nominal head of the state, being treated almost as a

god. Both polygamy and polyandry are in vogue. All the brothers share the same

wife, the eldest being regarded as the father of the children, the others as uncles.

For weapons they largely use bows and poisoned arrows, and for protection they wear

an armor and cany shields.

Fig. 205.— J i yjiig-uiachine.
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In Northern Assam are a series of wild tribes wlio have made no little trouble for

the British, and the natives of the louver country, for their forests and mountains

afford them a safe asylum from pursuit.

Of the many tribes existing here, only

one, the Angami-Naga, are of special im-

jjortance. They are very warlike and

have often descended to the jjlains, kill-

ing hundreds of people. War is their

delight, and their customs encourage the

sjjirit. Each baud and caste has its own
tattooing, but not until the youth brings

home the head of an enemy can his face

be thus ornamented. A head is a sine

qua non. It is immaterial how it is se-

cured, whether by treachery or in open

warfare ; whether it be the head of a man,

woman, or child. After this the youth is

entitled to sit in the council. The religion

consists in the worship of a legion of de-

mons. Every tree, every rock, everything

his Its particular devil, who spends all his time

in contiivnig methods of harassing man, and man
on his side must employ counter magic to avert the

dangeis to which he is thus exposed.

THE INHABITANTS OF FARTHER INDIA.

i IG .iUO — s mil U {^vut 11)

and double drum ol Tibet.
We know much less of the great peninsula of Farther India

tlian we do of Hindustan. Some 2>arts of it have never been

e.xplored, while others are well known. Among the inhabitants, howe\'er, we find the

same contrasts as in India proper. Some are savage, some cultivated, while all the

intermediate conditions are also found. Who were the primitive inliabitants is un-

known, but various facts render it probable that they were a black, negro-like race.

Further, nothing so far known shows any evidence of Aryan colonization. The peo-

ple which we find as soon as we cross the mountain boundary of Assam are entirely

distinct from those on the Hindustan side, and no transitional tribes occur. On the

other hand, if we consider the evidence of language and of various customs, we shall

come to the conclusion that the aflinities of at least the greater part of the people are

with the Mongolians.

In Burmah, the first of the states of Farther India to be taken up, we find several

very distinct tribes or races. In the north, just across the boundary from Assam, we
meet the Shan, or, as they call themselves, Pa-Yii. In appearance and in customs the

Shan of the north are much like the Chinese, but as we go south we find them chang-

ing in character, but still, even as far south as Bangkok, being recognizable as Shans.

In the north we also find the Shingpos and the wild Kyhens, and a number of other

tribes, which need not be mentioned.

The Shan is rather small and delicate and his head better formed than that of the

Chinese ; his nose is straight, his dark eyes nearly horizontal ; the complexion a light
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brown, and as a rule the higher the family the lighter the skin. The men wear a

jacket, and breeches reaching to the knees, cotton shoes with leather soles, and in

summer a wide-brimmed straw hat, in winter a blue turban. The dress of the woman
is much the same except that the jacket is longer and the head is covered with a baud

wrapped around it like a turban. Blue predominates in all the clothing. The Shans

are earnest and quiet, they work at weaving, agriculture, and as silversmiths, their fila-

gree work being of a high character. In religion they are Buddhists, but they have

not the pure form of worship occurring farther south, but have mingled with it much
sujjerstition, apparently of Chinese origin. Monogamy is the rule, and the marri.age

ceremony is remarkably simple, consisting only in obtaining the consent of the bride's

father. The dead are buried as among the Chinese, a mound and memorial tablet

being erected. The great hostility to Eui'opeaus has prevented much exploration

among the northern Shans, but the southern are better known. Recently a few

Catholic missionaries have tried to enter the northern Shan states, but have not yet

been very successful.

The Kyhen form quite a contrast to the Shan. They are small peo])Ie with good

faces, disfigured however by the practice of staining the teeth black. Their clothing

is much like that of the Shan, but the hair differs in being cut into a 'bang.' Intel-

lectually they are below the Shans, and also, it would appear, in morals. The men
are lazy, thrusting the bulk of the work on the women, while they sit around and

smoke. Their religion has nothing in common with Buddhism, but consists in a belief

in a creator, in a heaven and a hell ; worship is directed not to God, but to a protect-

ing spirit. A Kj'hen village presents a jieculiar appearance, and consists of from

three to ten wretched bamboo huts supported on piles.

The Lu-tseu are very rude and barbaric, except the few Christian converts, who
have adopted Chinese costume and follow agriculture. The majority of the tribe

are pure nomads, and wholly uncivilized. They build no houses, cultivate no fruits,

but depend for their existence on plunder and the chase. Their religion is wholly

heathen. They seem darker than the other natives, tattoo their bodies and faces in

dark blue, and wear their hair long. Their costume is a simple girdle about the waist.

Their arms are bows, poisoned arrows, dirks, and lances. The Moso are evidently

the remnant of a once mighty tribe. To all appearance they are wholly Chinese.

The men wear the blue woolen jacket and the short, loose trousers of the Chinese.

The costume of the women is fantastic but graceful, essentially Chinese in cut and

fashion. Huge silver earrings and other jewelry are highly prized. Their religion is

a mixture of Buddhism and Chinese ancestor-worship. They have a language of their

own, but Chinese is more taught and used than the native language. Their houses

are mostly built of wood, and look like Chinese houses. The Ya-tseu, also, are distin-

guished in outer appearance from the Chinese only by the costume of the women.

Religion, customs and the like are identical ; and most of the people speak Chinese

readily.

The chief people of the western part of Farther India, the rulers of the Irawaddy

Valley, are the Burmans, who in the desjiotically ruled kingdom of Burmah have at-

tained to no inconsiderable degree of civilization. In bodily appearance they are of

short, compact but powerful build, with peculiarly formed legs and thiglis, covered

over and over with blue liieroglyphic tattooing. Many have figures on breast and

shoulders as a sign that they Ijelong to a high caste. A broad face with strong cheek-

bones, a flat nose, full lips, small gray slanting eyes, and a yellowish complexion like
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^n unripe citron, are cliaracteristic, and make no very pleasing picture. There is sen-

erally an exjjression of indejjendent manhood about tlie old, and an air of joyous,

careless jollity in the young. The women are of similar type to the men, only smaller

and more delicate. Their dress is generally simple. The men wear the ' potgo,' a

large cotton, woolen, or silk shawl, wrapped about the loins, with one end thrown

over the shoulder. The head is covered with a colored silk cloth or head-dress. The
women wear a single article, a large, square cloth of silk or wool wound round the

body so as to fall from the waist to the ankles. Both sexes wash carefully their hair;

the men bind it in a bunch on the head, the women wear it in a queue. The beard is

poorly developed. All go barefooted. Their food is simjale and healthy. Both sexes

«moke cigars.

Concubinage is unlimited, but still the law forbids polygamy. Concubines who
live in the house with a regular wife are bound by law to serve her as servants. Di-

vorces are obtainable, but with difficulty. The Burmese woman is free to go about,

to buy and sell, and take part in all the occujiations of life. In the eyes of the law

she is in no wise inferior to her husband. And re])orts agree that the conduct of the

Burmese women compares favorably with that of the female sex in most countries.

The Burmans are an open-hearted, hospitable, pleasure-loving though indolent people.

Their great vice is lying. They enjoy a quiet, comfortable life, smoking, gossiping,

sleeping away the day, singing and listening to music half the night. Bright and
lively, they easily forget trouble. If they do show little patriotism, they yet show
attachment to their home and family. Though ignorant, they will investigate things

so long as it requires no great exertion. Moderation, toughness, and endurance are

characteristic of them. In trade they have developed much sharpness. With wea]i-

ons they are not skilful, and in battle they are not brave and determined. Still they

have a sort of indifference to death. The Buddhistic teaching of the migration of

souls breeds an indifference to the destruction of human life. The Burmans have a

system of education according to which every boy is obliged by law to spend three

years in a religious house under the instruction of priests. Thus all male children

can read and write, and often show marked proficiency in other branches of learning.

The usual time of a scholar in the cloisters is ten to thirteen years. After this it is

•determined whether he shall become a priest or go into active life. Girls, on the other

hand, receive no education. As a rule the Burmans are extremely tolerant or indiffer-

ent to religious convictions. In their character they have much in common with the

Chinese. They are sharp and enterprising, but lazy. Free from caste distinction

and race prejudice, they recognize the supremacy of the Europeans, and are anxious

to learn from them. Indeed, they willingly give their daughters in marriage to the

Europeans, that they may enjoy superior advantages. Most authorities class the

Burmans with the Mongolo-Chinese tribes. Like the Chinese their lan<ruao:e is

monosyllabic, but it is much richer in word-roots, if the term roots may be employed.

Their writing runs from left to right, and their alphabet has forty-four letters, com-
posed of circles and parts of circles. Printing is unknown among them except as

introduced by Europeans. Their books are inscribed on long strips of palm-leaf and
the literature is chiefly of a religious nature.

Closely related to the Burmans are the inhabitants of the coast district of Aracan.

These principally belong to the Mugh, the natives of the country. Besides these, we
may mention the Little Bramma and the immigrant Mohammedan Mugh. All of

these speak a language allied to, but coarser than the Burman. A little back from the

VOL. VI. — 26
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coast are a series of mountain tribes grouped by ethnologists under the name Lohita

tribes, Lohita being another name for the Brahmaputra. They are also allied to the

Burmans in language and customs. Most of these Lohita tribes are in a savao-e or

semi-savage state. They go nearly or quite naked, but the males from childhood up
carry a wooden shield covered with metal, the size increasing with the growth of the

person. They use spears, and bows and arrows, and are good marksmen. Some of

them are very hostile not only to the whites but to the neighboring tribes. Feuds are

handed down from generation to generation, the original dispute being frequently lost

in a remote antiquity.

One Lohita tribe, the Karen, living in eastern Burmah, south to Pegu, are worthy
of mention. The name Karen is of Burman origin ; they call themselves Kaya.

They are divided into a number of bands, which from similarity of appearance and
identity of language are seen to be of common origin. The labors of missionaries

have resulted in converting large numbers of them to Christianity. The native reli-

gion is mostly of a negative character. They are very sujierstitious, believing in

magic and demons, but having no regular form of worship. Regarding immortality,

they take an agnostic position— 'regarding it we know nothing; we only know we
came into the world and must depart from it.' The Karens are well built, though not

so strong as the Burmans. Their faces have a Mongolian east, but their cheek-bones

are less prominent, the eyes less oblique, and the com2:ile.xion less yellow than in the

typical Mongol. They tattoo themselves. Each village has its ' Zokay,' or chief,

whose rank is hereditary, and all of these are under a ' Zokay-Hyuk,' or chief of chiefs

;

but the Zokays derive but little advantage from the office. A Karen village consists

of a long house with a passage through the middle and rooms on either side, a condi-

tion which reminds one of the similar arrangement among the North American

Indians (vide p. 16G). The men spend their days in farming, the women in domestic

duties, and in weaving, at which they are very skilful. All, however, are rather lazy,

and very dirty, wearing their clothes for months without a change. The clothing is

simple, consisting merely of a couple of cloaks. In all pleasures— smoking, chewing

betel, drinking, and the like— there is no distinction in sex.

In Pegu, we meet the Moans or Telaings, who, when Europeans first visited the

coiintry, were the prevailing jjeople, but who are now confined to southeastern

Burmah, and south into Tenasserim. In appearance and dress they are nmch like the

Burmans, but they are strongly distinguished by their language. The two races now
intermarry to such an extent that the time is not far distant when the Telaing race

and language will be swallowed up in the Burmese. The Telaings are Buddhists, and

follow much the same educational system as their northern neighbors.

In Burmah, as we have said, the Buddhist i-eligion prevails, and in great purity.

Temples and shrines are innumerable, and the monastic system is well developed.

The pon-gyees, the members of the monastic order, are monks rather than juiests,

preaching, but not interfering with the worship of the jieople, and subsisting on

charity. One of their religious festivals has been described as follows:—
"Arrived at the shrines and temples, the people suddenly turn from pleasure to

devotion. Men bearing ornamental pajier umbrellas, fruits, flowers, and other offer-

ings, crowd the image-houses, present their gifts, make their shek-ho, and say their

prayers with all dispatch. Others are gluing more gold-leaf on the face of the image,

or saluting him with crackers, the noise of which in nowise interferes with the serenity

of the worshippers." Again : " The umbrellas brought as offerings were so numerous
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that one could with difficulty thread a passage through them. Some were pure white,

others wliite and gold, while many boasted all the colors of the rainbow. They were

made of paper, beautifully cut into various patterns. There were numerous altars

and images, and numberless little Gautamas; but a deep niche or cave, at the far end

of which was a fat idol, with a yellow cloth wrapped around him, seemed a place of

peculiar sanctity. This recess would have been quite dark had it not been for the

numberless tapers of yellow wax that were burning before the image. The closeness

of the place, the smoke from the candles, and the fumes from the quantity of crackers

constantly being let off, rendered resjsiration almost impossible. An old pon-gyee,

however, the only one I ever saw in a temple, seemed quite in his element. His

shaven, bristly head, and coarse features, looking ugly enough to serve for some

favorite idol, and he seemed a fitting embodiment of so senseless and degrading a

worship. Offerings of flowers, paper ornaments, flags, and candles, were scattered

about in profusion. The beating a bell with a deer's horn, the explosion of crackei-s.

FiCi. 207. — Captives in transport (Sium).

and the rapid muttering of prayers, made up a din of sounds, the suitable accompani-

ment of so misdirected a devotion."

We find in the east of Burmah, and extending thence over the greater part of the

peninsula, a number of tribes grouped under the name of the Tai people. One of

the divisions we have already mentioned under the name of Shans ; the others now
demand a moment's attention. They are the Tai proper, or Siamese, the Laos and

the Aliom.

The Siamese form about a third of the population of Siam. They are a race of

slender, but strong people, with homely and expressionless faces, and a sluggish bear-

ing. "They are gentle, timid, careless, and almost passionless." The children alone

are pretty. At first the stranger has difficulty' in distinguishing the sexes, for men
and women wear the same costume,— a cloth wound around the hips and brought

between the legs, while the shoulders are covered by a jacket. Both sexes chew betel

nut until the lips and teeth are black. Slavery exists among them, three classes of

slaves being known. First are those captured in war; second, those who lose their
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freedom by getting in debt ; and lastly, those who were sold by the parents. A man
has a jjerfect right to sell his children, and among the lower classes they are regarded

as mere goods and chattels. Still, tlie domestic relations are good, and the women
are well treated and enjoy much freedom.

The Siamese show considerable intellectual ability, and are favorably disposed

toward European culture. Still, they stand at present about where Eurojjeans did in

the middle ages, before the reformation. Their culture has its origin in Buddhism,

and their books pertain largely to religious subjects. The labors of missionaries have

been almost, if not entirely, fruitless among them. They love music, and have num-

bers of native instruments as well as those

of European manufactui-e. The government

of Siam is thoroughly despotic, and is admin-

istered by two kings, one of whom, however,

has not much except the title. Everywhere

there are nunneries and cloisters ; but these

here, as in Burmah, do an immense good in

educating the people. Every boy has to

enter them, and later he can, if he wishes,

return to civil life. Buddhism recognizes no

caste, and in Siam any one, even a slave,

may become a priest. The religion here is

not as pure as in Burmah, but has incorpo-

rated with it many superstitious beliefs and

usages from India and China. The Siamese

pantheon is crowded with all the crooked-

legged, horned, and hairy idols, sirens, giants,

spirits, and what not of Brahmin and Chinese

mythology.

The Chinese foi'm a second third of tlie

]>opulation of Siam; but as they here differ

but little from their brothers farther north,

we dismiss them with this mention. In

northern Siam, and extending into the Shan

states, are the Lao, who seem to have origin-

ated in the eastern highlands' of Tibet. In

language they differ but little from the Siam-

ese. With the Siamese, the land of the Lao

is a sort of holy land of religious wonders, and to it they love to point, in their traditions,

as the place whence they derived their birth. At present the territory of the Lao is

divided into a great number of provinces, and the government has something of a patri-

archal cast. The Lao have made much progress, and show considerable capabilities.

In religious matters they are very tolerant. The northern Lao, distinguished from the

Burmans by their lighter complexion, h.ave a proud bearing, and are more quiet and in-

dustrious than their sonthern brethren. The northern Lao are very mistrustful toward

strangers, but are very industrious and enterprising. They have a passion, however, for

gambling. Their music is harmonious and sentimental. The houses are usually sur-

rounded by gardens. Rice is the staple of food. As in Siam, the houses are built on

piles, as a protection against dampness, snakes, scorpions, etc. The household utensils

^m^ ^oC~'

Fig. 2U6. — biamese actress.
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are simple, mats and pillows predominating. Weapons, such as lances and flintlock

muskets, stand in the entrance. The dress is the same as that of the Siamese. The
Lao are well formed and powerful, often hercnlean. The expression of face is a mix-

ture of fierceness and indifference. The hair is cut away, only a tuft remaining on

the crown. Bright colors are usually chosen for dress. They are very fond of jew-

elry, which is worn as protecting amulets. A cigarette is always stuck back of the

ear. The Lao tattoo the belly and the thighs, though this custom is not so common
in the south. The women are sparingly clad, a sort of shawl being wound about the

Fig. 209. —Lao from the interior of Siam.

waist, and falling to the knees, and a piece of cloth being cast over the shoulders.

Their magnificent black h.air is carefully tended, and even a European could find

many a really handsome girl and woman among them. Polygamy ajipears only among
the rich, monogamy being the rule. Slavery is common, the majority of slaves being
savages who are brought from the mountains. The Lao is lazy, and when he has no
slaves his wife has to do the work.

The land of the Lao extends south as far as Korat. There we find a number of

tribes, of whom we can tell little save their names. The Cambodians, the inhabi-

tants of the swamp districts about Lake Tuli-Sap, have the body disproportionately

long, the short legs being thick and crooked ; the mouth is wide, the forehead promi-
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nent, the nose flat and stumpy. In personal appearance there is, of course, a wide

variation. Their religious faith is Buddhism. All these wild mountain tribes are

named differently by different peoples, and it is an endlessly difficult task to classify

them, and point out their ethnic affinity. Among the Annamites they are called Moi,

and this is the name we shall adopt for them. There is an uncertainty about them

that makes it next to impossible to give them any definite ethnic position. It is clear

that the Moi are not the same people as the Lao, and perhaps it is best for us to take

this fact, without further conjectures as to their origin. The Moi, so far as we can

learn, live in villages, and in the southern districts are little more than slaves of the

settled Annamites. In morals they are comparatively liigh, and in religion super-

stitious. The separate tribes of

the Moi are differently character-

ized. Many of them are highly

^ upright, diligent, family-loving,

/^^^'~/ ^ ^"^^K- ^-^ and right-respecting people ; and
'^

' '*-'
- \ others are quite the reverse. Be-

tween the language of the Annam-

ites and that of the Moi there is

a wide difference. We know that

the Moi divide the day into hours,

and make use of the decimal nota-

tion. To designate the time re-

quired to do anything, they point

to the sun, and trace its course

down the lieavens. The dwell-

ings of the Moi are simply and

luiifonnly built on piles, and ac-

commodate fifteen to twenty per-

sons. In the family, the men have

their work, and the women, who

are highly respected, theirs. Poly-

gamy is very rare, and ])olyandry

rarely appears. The child, who

is lovingly cared for, is the true

lord of the house. Slavery in a

mild form exists, the slaves being

usually bought in childhood and

brought up in the family. The slave can marry, even the daughter of his owner. In

fact, the slave is scarcely regarded as a chattel, but as a helper in the family. When

a daughter man-ies, her husband must enter her father's family, unless he is rich

enough to furnish a slave in pay for his bride. Thus a man wlio has a number of

daughters has a very good projierty. ]\Icn and women go almost naked.

North of the Moi extends tlft country of the already described Lao. On the east,

the nameless mountain chain which separates Annam proper from tlie interior of the

peninsula foi-ms the boundary of the Lao lands toward that i)art of the Annamite king-

dom which is specially called Tonkin. The wliole territory is very mountainous.

Here alongside of the Lao we find a few villages of Meo. These Meo shave the

head, leaving only a queue, marry only among themselves, and have an ancestor-wor-

FlG. 210.— Annamite child.
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ship. They live in complete independence, and are distinguished from all their neigh-

bors by their customs. They are very strong and very intelligent; they devote

themselves chiefly to agricultm'e. Still, they are skilful tradespeople. Their language

is to be classed with the Miao-tse of Southern China.

The different peoples of Tonkin ofit'r physically and morally great differences.

The population is not homogeneous. In the plains are settled the Annamites, who
are tlie rulers of the land, and the Tonkinese, who form the mass of the population.

These Tonkinese are a different people from the Annamites. They have high

business talent, love gain, but are prodigal— great careless children, fond of spectacles,

festivities, ceremonies, and the like. Otherwise their character resembles that of the

Chinese. They are of sociable, warm, and impulsive nature. All this makes them

sympathetic and pleasant with the Eu-

ropeans. Christianity has had a wide

spread among them. As regards outer

appearance, the nose is less flat tlian in

the Chinese, and the cheek-bones less

prominent. The limbs are weak, the

beard sparse, the complexion olive. The
men are somewhat angular, but the

women are plump and round. Their

stature is rather small. A peculiarity

of the people is to exchange gifts on

every occasion. In opposition to Chinese,

the Tonkinese desire foreign improve-

ments. They live in villages constructed

chiefly of bamboo, follow numerous pro-

fessions, and are all full of hate toward

the Annamites. In the mountains live

tribes of larger natives, of lighter com-

plexion and simpler character than the

Tonkinese. Many are nomads, living

chiefly by stock-raising. They move
about from place to place, stopping bare-

ly long enough at one time to grow a

little rice. At the head of the different

tribes stands a chief, whose rank is heredi-

tary. Their language is almost identical with that of the Annamites. Many regard
these people as aboriginal races from whom the Annamites descended, the latter hav-
ing been modified by the acceptance of Chinese blood and culture. This, howevei-, is

oidy a conjecture.

The real Annamites (Chinese Nyan-nan) are closely related with the Tonkinese,
but they are strongly distinguished from their western neighbors, and attach them-
selves in religion and customs to the Chinese. Their faith is not Confucianism, but
Chinese Buddhism. The Annamites are small, spare men, with tolerably brown skin,

straight smooth liair, tliin beard, a piping voice, and a stupid appearance. Both sexes,

in short, are described as being very dirty and very ugly. Their morals are bad, the

women being as shameless as ugly. Their dress is essentially after the Chinese cut

;

Children run naked till the fifth year. The hair is cut from the head witli the exccp-

FiG. 211. — Hand of Aunaniite noble.
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tion of a tuft on top. The Annamite is fickle, weak, cowai'dly and cruel, given t»

thieving and piracy. A couple of European soldiers could put a whole village-full to

flight. They can do nothing in the open field. They are dangerous only when they

can strike in the rear with overwhelming numbers. Among their virtues ai-e tender-

ness and sympathy in misfortunes, thankfulness for kindness, teachableness, and obe-

dience if well treated. They are iutelligent and comprehend easily. Though fickle,

they are rarely conceited. As artizans they are very skilful, learning most trades

even without masters. Though avaricious, they are often generous to prodigality.

As merchants they are very sharp and capable, but their trade is limited to the inte-

rior. In spite of their ancient culture, the Annamites are behind most nations. Their

language is so different from that of the Chinese, that the two nations cannot under-

stand each other, but tliey use the

same script. Still, from China they

have borrowed almost everything.

Buddhism is widely spread, but

does not form such a hierarchy as

in China, India, and Tibet. It ex-

erts no great influence, and is not

fanatically followed. In fact, there

is a sort of indifference to the

faith. The cult most observed is

that of protecting sjjirits. Every

village has its spirit and every spirit

its temple. Of course with this

worship there is no unity. Final-

ly, magicians, witches, soothsayers,

jugglers abound, and do the most

astounding things. The people live

in villages which are surrounded

with bamboo hedges as protection ;

and every village forms, so to speak,

a little republic. The greatest part

of the people are farmers. Great

villages built on rafts are often seen

by the banks of lakes, and the inhabitants of these live by fishing. Villages are seen

whose inhabitants are all devoted to the same pursuit. Certain classes show great

honor and simplicity ; others show the reverse. The best class are the farmers ;
the

worst, the mandarins. Of course thei-e are exceptions, but the higher classes are

given chiefly to wine, gaming, opium, the theatre, and the like.

Fig. 212.— Annamite children.

MALAYS AND NEGRITOS.

Under the name Malays we include tlie light-colored, straight-haired population of

the islands of the Indian Archipelago, and the South Sea, from Sumatra on the west

to Easter Island on the east, and from Formosa and the Sandwich Islands on the

north to New Zealand on the south. With them also must be classed the inhabit-

ants of the coast of the M.alacca peninsula, at least in part. The Malays fall into two

great divisions, the eastern and the western, or tl],e Polynesians and the Malays in
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the narrower sense of the words. We have to do here with the western division of

the Malay people only, their chief abode being the Malacca peninsula. Nowhere are

the speech and manners of the Malays purer than here, where they have founded

several independent states and developed their own culture and literature. With the

Malays are to be classed the interior tribes, whom the Malays call Orang-Benua.

These are evidently Malayan tribes still uncultured and speaking a language free from

foreign elements. Whether these immigrated earlier than the others, or are a mere

segregated branch of them, it is difficult to say. Next to Malacca we find Malays in

all the islands of the East Indian Archipelago, in India itself, and in Ceylon.

The Malay tribe, so far as Ave have here to do with it, is thus described : The skull

is of equal length and breadth, the back being short and angular. The cheek-bones

are prominent, the lower jaw heavy. Tlie nose is flat, the

nostrils large. The eyes are a medium between the Aryan

and the Mongolian. The eye is black ; the mouth large,

with thick lips; the complexion a co]iper brown. The

beard is almost entirely wanting, the hair straight and coarse,

the color being black with a tinge of brown ; the legs are

poorly developed, as are also the breasts of the women. In

character the Malays are exclusive, stern, and deeply earnest,

and very jealous of their liberty. They abound in ceremonial

observances. They have always been characterized as born

sailors. They are very observant and readily adopt strange

customs and usages. The feelings and virtues of domestic

life are tolerably loose. Infanticide is jJrevalent and old peo-

ple are ill-treated. Parents have but little authority over

their children. The love of gain is with them a- passion.

For pay they will do anything, even to murder. This, too,

makes highway robbery and piracy so common. As warriors

they are brave and daring. Silent and reserved before supe-

riors, harsh toward inferiors, generally stern and cruel, the

]\Ialay is always tender toward children. The deep religious

spirit of the people appears in usages and legends. Their

intellectual ability is not inconsider.able. The continental

Malays differ considerably from the island inhabitants in

intellectual and moral qualities. The clothing of the men x"~-'?Cl'^"i^
•

consists of short trousers reaching to the knee, a sort of tight

vest, and an ojjen kamisol ; on the feet sandals, and on the

head a turban or a straw hat. Among the richer, yellow

silk, and among the poorer, blue cotton is' used. The women's costume is not essen-

tially different. Ear-rings, finger-rings, and arm-bands are highly prized. At the

age of puberty both sexes file the teeth, stain them black, and often insert little

pieces of gold. The houses are built of wood and on piles, the space under the

house being used for a stable. The furniture is of the most meagre sort. The foofl of

the 3Ialays is chiefly vegetable ; meat is used only on festive occasions. Salt for

cooking is not generally known. Tobacco is used only here and there. There are

two meal-times, about 10 a. m. and 7 p. m. Fishing and trade are tjie chief occupa-

tions. Agriculture also engages many. The industries are numerous and skilfully

carried on. Their boats, constructed with no other implements than a hammer, an

f5
i:.

Fig. 213.— Malay auohor.
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axe, and a handful of nails, are quite reiuarkaLIe. The foundation of the Malay gov-

ei-nment is the family. At the head stands the " Panghulu," or chief, whose rank is

not hereditary. In his hands is practically the whole power of the government. In

the matter of inheritance, a woman's ])roperty passes to her own children, but a man's

property passes not to his own children, but to his sister's, or in the second line to his

brother's. In marriage, if the bride's family is rich, the groom need jiay nothing for

his wife, but he forfeits thereby all rights to the children ; if he gives a gift for his

wife, which goes for the marriage expenses, each jjareut has equal right over children

and property; but if a man buys his wife, children and property belong to him alone.

Polygamy is allowed by law. Malay wives, as a rule, enjoy a higli reputation for

loyalty and thrift. The national weapons are the sword, the kris or dirk, of which

there are several forms, the lance, the club, and the blow-pipe, with little pointed

Most Malays are Mohammedans; few-

traces of the old religious ideas remain. They seem to

have believed that the spirits of the dead passed into tigers, which were regarded as

sacred. Brahminism and Buddhism have both dee])ly influenced them and left their

traces; but since the advent of Islam nearly all traces of the old faiths have been

destroyed.

Another step east brings us to the East Indian Archipelago and the Philippines.

Here we find two great Malay tribes, the Sundanese and the Javanese. The former,

living in western Java, form a sort of intermediate member between tlie continental

Malays, the Javanese, and the Battak in Sumatra. The Javanese, on the other hand,

live about the centre of the thickly peopled island. They are the most cultured

tribe of the whole M.alay race. To the Javanese belong the Balincse and the Madu-

rese, the inhabitants respectively of the islands of Bali and Madura.

The Javanese are lighter than the other islanders, though their complexion varies

from liixht to dark brown. Their dross is similar to that just described. All but the

hiohest officers go barefooted. About the head a cloth is wound so that the knot is not
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seen. In working they go almost naked. The court dress of the J.avanese princes of

course is much more elaborate, very costly material being used. The general cut and

appearance cannot be better described than by fig. 216. The women love to decorate

themselves with flowers and jewelry. The Javanese houses are built of bamboo and cov-

,

ered with palm-leaves or grass, the projecting roof forming a sort of veranda. Often a

ladder is needed to enter ; in this case, the space beneatli the house forms the stable.

A sort of bedstead, cooking utensils, a mortar for grinding rice, a spinning-wlieel and

a loom for weaving are always found within. Rice, maize, and sweet potatoes are the

chief articles of food. Flesh is reservoil for festive occasions. Several liquors are

Fia. 215. — Javanese dancing girl.

made by them. Betel-chewing is common, and lately tobacco and ojtium are much
used. Agriculture stands high, and agricultural implements are excellent. Many
articles of European comfort and luxury may now be seen. The Javanese villages

are all more or less alike. In the middle is a free spot, on which stand a few trees, a

mosque, and a schoolliouse. About the village is a thick bamboo hedge as ])rotection

against sudden attacks. The cities show about the same characteristics as the

villages. The palaces of the princes are often large enougli to accommodate fifteen

thousand persons. The heavy work is ])erfoi-mcd exclusively by men. The Javanese

women are not rarely well formed. They walk freely and naturally, perhaps because
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from youth up they carry their burdens on their hends. The people spend more of

their time on the street than in their h.ilf-open houses. The people are quiet and

reserved, and their daily life partakes of the same features. Polygamy is allowed,

but rarely appears, because divorces are more
easily and conveniently obtained. A divorce

costs merely half a gulden. Girls are com-
monly betrothed before they come to matu-

rity. Women and children often powder
themselves white, the better to bear the sun's

heat. Children run naked till the fifth year.

Marriage customs differ according to the dis-

trict, but on the whole are very ceremonious.

According to the old Malay family constitu-

tion, above mentioned, the Javanese fall into

definite families, with a chief at the head. The
family live together on a tract of land, till it

in common, and pay one-fifth to the prince as

tribute. Javanese society falls into two ranks,

viz., nobles and commoners. The former is a

blood nobility, founded on relation.ship with

princely families. From this rank all officers

are chosen. Between these two ranks definite

rules of intercourse exist. The government

is ])urely despotic. Old custom rcjquires the

young to meet the old, the lower the higher,

with certain marks of deference. Every weap-

on-bearing man is bound to military service.

Their industries are numerous, and very skil-

fully carried on. The trade of the Javanese,

with the exception of the inland trade, is incon-

siderable. Since the fifteenth century Islam

has been the dominant religion of the Java-

nese. Still, they h.ave incorporated a large

number of forms from the Brahminic and Bud-

dhistic religions, as well as many Indian cul-

ture elements.

A peculiar Javanese musical instrument

shown in our illustration needs no further ex-

planation. One very original invention of the

Javanese is the dove whistle. From a very

light wood they cai've whistles similar in prin-

cij)le to the faniiliar willow whistles of our

boyhood. These they fasten to the tail feathers

of their pigeons, which are then set free to

make music as they flj-. The dances and the ruined temjjles scattered through the

land sliow many evidences of Indian influence.

The Batta or Battak in the interior of Sumatra stand very low. There are thi'ee

dialects of their language. The name Batta is really a nickname of contempt, given

7^^J} ^i^IJ^k^i^^:
J

Fig. 216.— Maliiy courtier.
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them originally by their enemies and ojjpressors, the Mohammeclan Malays. Related, to

the Batta are several tribes who inhabit neighboring islands. The Batta are smaller

and more delicate than the Malays of Sumatra,

but in no wise weaker. Well proportioned,

broad-shouldered, with small hands and feet,

they are not only very strong, but agile and

tough. The face differs from that of the

Malays still more than the body. The eyes are

rounder, the distance between them greater,

tlie nose broader and more stumpy, the com-

plexion darker,— in short, the whole appear-

ance, even though the woolly hair is wanting,

recalls the negro. Some are free and some

subject to the Dutch. They are subject not

as serfs, but in the sense that they fight under

the Dutch in war times if the Dutch will only

let their religion alone. This religion is a

highly developed fetich-worship, and has a

powerful priesthood. All the Batta can read

and write, since this comes in as a part of their

religious education. Indeed, they have native

books carefully inscribed on bark, and bound
in a peculiar way so as to form a volume. The
writing looks like Chinese, the last page of the

book being the title page. They have also great skill in metal work, especially articles

of ornament and arms. Their weapons are purely a result of their own ingenuity. Their

Fig. 21T. - Anklong, Javanese muaical iustru-
meut of bamboo.

Fig. 218. — Dove whistles from Java.

swords are short, with broad, rounded points, and are particularly a thrusting instrument.

Their guns consist of a long barrel with a heavy ironwood stock and a firepan. No
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wad is used ; the bullet comes in direct contact with the jjowder ; and it is necessary

to carry the muzzle higher than the breech, to prevent the bullet from rolling out. In

hunting the elephant, tiger or rhinoceros, they use, liowever, a bolt two or three

inches long instead of a- bullet. In aiming, the Batta grasps the gun firmly in his left

hand, without jjutting the gun to his shoulder, as this would probably break his collar-

bone, lights the powder with his right hand, and then, to neutralize the effect of the

recoil, turns around a couple of times on his left foot. This requires no little skill,

but will excite a laugh from a stranger. Some tribes of the interior carry bows and

poisoned arrows, which, though not so highly pi'ized, are more terrible weapons than

their guns. Their pijjes, too, are often beautifully and skilfully made. Hunting and

agriculture divide their time. The free Batta live in little villages. With the excep-

tion of their princes, they live iu monogamy. Family feuds and blood revenge often

extirpate whole families. In some tribes cannibalism is met, and this practice is

based on the religious ideas that have come down to them. In fact, their whole state

Fig. "1:'. — ' ''!>pur vessels from Java.

life is dominated by laws of reputed divine origin. In case a person is accused of

misconduct, he is judged by a sort of council, and exculpated or condemned, the judge

drinking a glass of palm wine or some other drink as a sign that nothing further is to be

done. After a few days the condemned man is brouglit out and tied to a stake. The ag-

grieved party chooses a tidbit from his body, which is cut off with a sharp knife, treated

with salt, pepper, and betel, and eaten. If no artery has been severed so that the victim

bleeds to death, he remains there till lie dies of sunstroke. The body is then buried;

the i)riest takes the post into the woods, and there cuts from it a fantastic spear, which

he carries in war. A piece of the victim's liair is tied to the spear. In some districts

the finale of tlie ghastly tragedy is more humane ; the presiding judge cuts off tlie-

victim's head, thus ending his sufferings .at once. The head is hung u\\ the brain

removed, and the remainder is cured by smoking it. This is preserved as a magical

means. The terrible ghastliness and cruelty orf these cannibal practices are almost too

revolting to mention. The flesh is eaten either cooked or raw, and the blood is

drunk cither clear or mixed with jialm wine. It is worthy of notice that the

heathen population of the island of Nias liave much in common, not only as to

weapons, usages, and customs, but in character, with the Batta. There is also a great

similarity between the Batta and the Dyak of Borneo, whom wo shall now consider.
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These Dyak of Borneo, or, as they call themselves, Olo-Ngaju, arc divided into the
Biaju of the south coast, between the mouth of the Berito Kiver and the Kota-War-
ingin Mountains, and the Ot-Danom in the interior, and the Dyak-Pare on the east

side. In stature the Dyak
are small, though lai-ger

than the Malays. The
body is well and strongly

built, muscular, and of good

proportions. Dwarfs, crip-

ples, and deformed jjeople

are met among them. Al-

binos are frequently seen.

Their hair is light bi'own,

the eyes gray, the complex-

ion a light brown, the

women being lighter than

the men. Old people be-

come gray, but never bald.

The hair is black or dark

brown ; the sparse beard is

plucked out ; the eyes dark

brown or black. The cheek-

li<mes are high and the nostrils large.

The dress of the men is simply a strip

of cloth drawn between the legs and

wound several times about the body.

The women wear a sort of short skirt.

Arm, leg, and ear rings of various ma-
terials are used. Against sun and rain

they wear a large hat. Every warrior

carries a talisman for protection.

The Dyak dwellings are little huts built

on piles. In southern and eastern Borneo

the houses are often quite large, and in this

case are divided in two. In every village

there are houses in which the cajjtured skulls

of enemies are kept, and in which the young
unmarried men sleejj. These houses are

considerably larger than the others. In some

tribes they have a sort of agriculture. Their

domestic animals are hogs, dogs, and hens.

Morally, the Dyak stand tolerably high. Rob-
bery and thieving are unknown among them. In-

tellectually, they are equal to the Malays. They are cleanly, diligent, and open,
respect their wives (of whom they have but one), and love their children. But these

elements of civilization are darkened by the custom of head-hunting, to which they
are all devoted. No festivity, birth, marriage, death, but must have its quota of

heads. Foreign influence has tended to lessen this evil, but the practice will not be

Fig. liiiO.— Javanese manulactures.
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abolished till the Dyak are extirpated. These heads are not obtained in open conflict,

but by sly, foul means. The head, no matter whether of man, woman, or child, is cut

off and carried home with rejoicing, and then

either mummified and painted, or stripped of the

flesh and engraved. Often the skin of the fore-

head and the heart are given to the boys to eat,

that they may be brave and bold. Bathing,

smoking, and gaming are passionate amusements.

The passions of these people are often so aroused

that they run " amuck " in the streets, cutting and

slashing at random.

The usages, legends, religious ideas, and ritual

of the Dyak are of a sensuous nature, l)ut are not

so simple that tlieir culture stage must be deemed
low. Their physical agility is very great, and their

skilfulness and inventiveness evince themselves in

many ways. In the corner of every house, beside

the fireplace, are found handsome porcelain vases,

which are regarded as sacred, insomuch that they

protect the house from evil. The government of

the people is identical with that of the Malays.

The independent villages are under a general chief.

Still, this chief s power is nominal, in that all im-

portant matters come before a council of the peo-

])Ie. liight with them is traditional right. The
Dyak are a warlike and brave people. Their wea-

pons are numerous : shields of wood, swords, spears

with barbs, bow and arrows, and blow-guns. Their

arrows are poisoned. As smiths the Dyak are

quite noted. Formerly the dead were often

burned and the ashes preserved in vases. Now
they are usually buried ; sometimes, however, kept

above ground, in the woods, in wooden boxes.

To their religious ideas belongs the belief in the

spirits of the dead. Little food offerings are made

to them. The abode of these spirits is tlie

mountain district ; and on weighty occasions the people are wont to fast three days

and nights, calling upon these spirits. Many tribes of the east worship the sun, moon,

and stars. In general, different godheads jjrevail among different tribes.

Besides the Dyak there are in Borneo a mass of smaller tribes, whose ethnologic

position is undetermined. In part at least, they belong to the Malay circle of tribes.

In the great island of Celebes we find two chief tribes, the Mankassares in the

southwest, and the Bugi in the southeast. The languages of these two are scarcely dia-

lects of the same language; yet they have a strong connection. To the Bugi probably

belong also the inhabitants of the neighboring islands on the south. The Bugi are proud,

warlike, and revengeful. They never forget an injury, and will avenge themselves

after years. Still, they are hospitable, trusty under good treatment, and willing.

They are the most enterprising people of the archipelago. With them, too, gaming

Fig. 221. — Sliield and weapons from Nias.
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and smoking opium are passions. Thoy often run "amuck." The Bugi are perhaps

the boldest riders on earth ; they spring on the wildest horse and guide him with a

Figs. 223 and 223. — Ear-ring, ornament for the hair, and tobacco-pipe from Mentawey Island.

light rein of reeds. They capture these animals with a sort of lassoo, which is fast-

ened to the lowest part of the lance. They are also bold, brave sailors. Their di-ess

is similar to that of the rest of the Malays. The
Bugi are seldom seen without arms. The women
are not excluded from social intercourse. They are

handsomer than the Javanese, having black hair and

eyes, and brown complexion. In youth the teeth

are partly filed off, and the rest are stained black

with betel. Men buy their wives from their parents.

The houses, mo.stly built of bamboo, stand on piles.

Trade and agriculture are the chief occupations.

The Bugi are very moderate, upon the whole ; they

are powerfully and well built, and of clear complex-

ion. Their faith is Islam.

With the Malays, F. Midler classes the Alfures

of the north of Celebes and the neighboring islands.

Their language has many dialects. Many Dutch

scholars think that the name ' Alfures' has no further

significance than that it designates a social condi-

tion, i. e., coarse, uncivilized, heathen tribes. Moham-
medans and Christians are never so designated.

There are, therefore, different grades of Alfures,

.according as they stand higher or lower in the stages

of barbarism. In Ceram the Alfures represent probably a mixed race of Papuans and

Malays. While they resemble the former in appearance and character, they belong

VOL. VI. — 27

Fig. 224.
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Bamboo box and comb (Menta-
wey Islandj.
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by language to the Malay race. A similar mixed race peoples the northern peninsula
of Gilolo, the islands of Buro, and Timor, and many otliers. All these tribes have

been differently designated as Malays
and Papuans. They have the Pap-
uan features and hair, are large, slim,

and strongly haired, but of lighter

complexion than the Malays. In

Ceram, on the coast, the Malay type
jirevails. Here Islam has obtained a

footing, but Christianity has gained

little entrance. In the interior the

natives live free and untranimeled.

The Alfures are divided into two

great confederations, the eastern and

the western. Each tribe chooses its

chief, vv'ho is also high-priest. In

personal appearance the men are often

of blameless form, and the women, a

little smaller, are often exceedingly

pretty. The hair, which in children

is brown, grows to a great length ; it

is carefully dressed and bound in a

mass on the left side, which gives the

people an interesting look. The hair

in grown persons is black and wavy,

never crinkly like the negro's. The
eyes are large, brown or black. Most

grown men have full, heavy beards.

The complexion is dark brown, the

cheek-bones are prominent, the mouth

broad, the lips thick, the teeth stained

with betel, the nose prominent and of

Jewish type. Frequent use of coco

oil cives them a strong odor. On
reaching maturity a tendency to cor-

jiulency is often manifested. The

most essential article of clothing is a

King strijD of cloth brought between

the legs and wound about the waist.

Both sexes wear such a mass of beads,

rings, and the like, that the impression

of nakedness is removed. These per-

sonal ornaments, of which they are

very fond, are often quite rich and

beautiful, mother-of-pearl, birds of

paradise, and the like being used.

The Alfures build their villages in the neighborhood of a brook or a sngo grove in the

forest, their houses being frameworks of bamboo covered with mats, and without win-

FiG. Ii25. — Watch-tower in Borueo.
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dows. A sort of bedstead of sago-palm branches is the only article of furniture. All

young people sleep together in the large public buildings, which often contain hun-

dreds of berths. Among the Alfures also prevails the custom of head-hunting, this

being done in the same sly, unmanly way as among the Dyak. Before reaching the vil-

FiG. 226. — Heads as prepared and ornamented by the Dyaks.

lage, the warrior bringing the head announces the facl by blowing on his bamboo reed

;

and young and old, men, women, and children, assemble to celebrate the occasion with

song and dance. Then follows a feast. The warrior keeps the hair or the lower jaw

iiP«»sfe

), .
'. I, * 'i (

'i

Fig. 227. — lilade of Dyak sword, with holes bored in the blade, which are to be filled, one
for each head taken. Two holes remain untilled.

as his private trophy ; the rest goes to the public areliives. At fifteen years of age the

youth puts on his girdle with certain formalities, and his business henceforth is to obtain

a head. Their weapons are bow and arrows, lances, light darts, and, above all, a

knife. A narrow shield is carried for protection; the braver the warrior, the smaller
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tlie shield. Besides war expeditions the men devote themselves to hunting, fishing,

and obtaining sago. Sago is the chief diet of the Alfures, and its acquisition is their

chief occui^ation. Morning, noon, and night this article is eaten in some form or

other.

Slavery no longer exists. The functions of tlie priests are limited chiefly to

projihesying, driving away sicknesses, and conducting ceremonies. Mystery enters as

a large element into their doings. The Alfures believe firmly in the devil and in evil

spirits, and as protection wear little amulets of stone. The dead are wrapped up in

mats, carried into the woods, and put in a tree to dry up, or they are buried without

ceremony. Their character seems to be good, open, honorable. They are fond of

hunting, music and dancing. As musical in-

struments they have horns, a sort of jiriiuitive

fiddle, gongs, and triangles. Tlieir songs,

mostly choruses, are pleasing.

The Alfures of the coast who have been

converted to Christianity seem not essentially

different in appearance from the savages in

the interior. Wliat difference there is, is

chiefly a difference of dress. Of course in

their villages we miss the skull repository or

' baileo,' but in none do we miss the church.

The conversion of these people has done mucli

good in removing the fierceness and cruelty

^# from their character, and eliminating many
objectionable practices. But with it has also

come in the grossest immorality. Free-love exists

among them; indeed, the parents do not like to have

a daughter marry, for they then lose her assistance. One

traveler declares that the best feature of these Christian

Alfures is that they are good shipbuilders and sailors.

In the Philiji])ine islands there are many tribes of Malay

origin, one author enumerating no less than fifty-one. These

tribes are political rather than ethnological, for the differ-

ences in language and customs are very slight. Such being

the case, we select the most prominent as the type of all.

This is the Tagala tribe, the members of which have a well-

proportioned body, but are somewhat smaller than the Euro-

peans, though larger and stockier than the Javanese and Sundanese. Tlie complexion

is never darker than coi)])er red, and is often a straw yellow. The hair is black, smooth,

glossy, and luxuriant. The beard is weak. The brow is low, the eyes are large and

mild. The nose is flat, the mouth large and furnished with dazzling white teeth,

which, liowever, they file and stain with betel. In delicacy of hands and feet, beauty

of outline, the young women may be called almost classical. Tiiey are the mildest,

tenderest, and truest of companions. But they age very fast, and corjjulency destroys

the beauty of their forms. Uncleanliness and the chewing of betel often makes them

offensive to the nose. The dress of the women is simjile and attractive, and almost

of transparent texture ; a sort of chemise, and a skirt reaching from the waist down,

both of j^ure white. Narrow sandals are bound on the feet. A hat, a shirt, a pair of

Fig. 228. — Dyak swords.
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trousers, and sometimes a jacket over the shirt, constitute the male costume. The
people have a passion for gambling. Thieving, highway robbery, and piracy are per-

petrated by the gamblers. Another national vice is opium-smoking. They are mild,

reserved, retreating, but in no wise cowardly. As sailors they are not so good as the

Chinese. They never exhibit surprise or wonder, but bury all behind a jilacid exte-

rior. As a whole they are a good-natured fieople, having certain evil tendencies, but

when rightly treated are among the most true-hearted people in the world. They
have in their deportment something

prepossessing and fine ; a certain natu-

ral inborn culture. In all their subor-

dination to a higher society they show
a large degree of pride and nobility,

observing carefully the rules of eti-

quette and taste. The chief occupa-

tions of tlie Tagala are handicrafts

that require little bodily exertion.

Still, tliey are good hunters, fishers,

and farmers. They have great ability

in acquiring arts. In wood and ivor}-

carving they are excellent. Their

gold and silver works could scarcely

be equalled in Europe. Their copper

and iron works too are fine. The
women are especially good in weav-
ing and embroidery. The Tag.ala are

especially fond of music, and have
many simple, melodious songs. The
song is accompanied with beating on

a flat metallic drum. The dance, per-

formed by one or two persons, consists

of graceful inclinations and turns of

the bod}', accompanied by correspond-

ing movements of the arms and the

head. Nearly all tlie Tagala can read,

Avrite and reckon, show great aptness

for art and handiwork, and have
marked ability in abstract intellectual

science. Their language is very musi-

cal and pliant, and has a simple gram-
mar.

With the Tagala are to be joined the inhabitants of Formosa ; at least, they are
very closely related. Even the inhabitants of the Sulu Islands seem to be of the
same race with the Philippine Islanders, though apparently at an early day mixtures
with the Dyak, and later with the Malays, took place. They are incorrigible pirates,

and fanatical Mohammedans, and are distinguished from the Malay tribes by the
feudal system that jirevails among them. Polygamy is .allowed by Islam, but rarely
appears, though the sensuality of these pirates is boundless.

Not much better are the peojile of Formosa, who enjoy the reputation of being

Fig. 229. - Hat, mask and weapons from the Jlalay
Archipelago.
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robbers and cannibals. The eastern half of Formosa is in possession of the natives

but the western part has been settled by Chinese. Intermarriage between these has

developed a half-breed tribe. The real natives live chiefly by hunting and fishino-,

but are in endless feuds. Every tribe has its own name and speaks its own language;

and since there is no one name for them, Dr. Schetelig has adojJted the Chinese divis-

ion of them into Shekwan and Chinwau. The former are the natives of the coast,

who are frequently in intercourse with the Chinese. The latter are the barbaric in-

habitants of the woods and mountains of the interior. Their hair is straight and not

so stiff as the Malays'. The men have fine slim figures, dark brown or black eyes,

tliin lashes and brows, thin lips, beautiful teeth, and well formed noses. The com-

plexion is reddish brown, that of

the women being lighter, often a

yellow. In spite of the high

cheek-bones, the face is not un-

pleasant. Many girls are de-

cidedly 23retty. Both sexes

strongly resemble the Japanese.

They are strong and healthy.

The beard is exceedingly weak

;

cliildieu's hail is cut away in the

Fig. 230. — Preparation of sago.

nape of the neck and on the brow, but allowed to grow later. Both sexes let the hair

fall over the shoulders, and tie it with different colored ribbons. Both sexes are tat-

tooed, tlie men chiefly on the forehead, the women on almost the whole face, and the

girls have two n]i]xn- teeth knocked out. In summer the only clothing is simply a

strip about the waist. In wet weather they wear a sleeveless jacket, and often a sort

of toga. Their weapons are bows and arrows, long lances, and Chinese flintlocks.

They .also carry a sort of bag in which are kept pi])es, tobacco, flint, and the like.

Both sexes love ornaments, strings of beads, shells, pieces of metal, etc. They have

a few musical instruments, love to sing in chorus, but know nothing of dancing.

Their villages are built on hills in the woods. Their houses are usually of bamboo,

with high, broad doors and straw roofs. In the middle of the floor is the fireplace.

A bamboo framework covered with mats serves as a bed. The sexes share the work,

the men hunting, fishing, making weapons, etc.; the women gardening, weaving, and

tending to household duties. The food is generally divided equally between women
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and men. Both sexes smoke almost incessantly. All unmarried men and women
sleep together in the public buildings which serve as the skull repository. They live

in almost perpetual war, their special delight being head-hunting— no sly course

Fit;. 2yl. — Malay plough (Celebes).

being considered dishonorable in this. Monogamy prevails, but divorces are easily

obtained. Blood I'evenge is in full vogue. Their religious views are very primitive.

There are neithei- gods nor temples ; but totemisin prevails, as in North America.

Every village lias its protecting animal.

Old women t.ake the place of priests, and

e,\;ert a great influence. Their character

is described as good-natured.

Turning back to the Philippines, we
meet scattered over the whole archipel-

ago, chiefly on the northern coast of

Luzon, among the JNIalays, a dark, prob-

ably autochthonous race, called Negritos.

They belong to the Papuan race and have

j)reserved their race characteristics. Still,

this is strictly true only of the numerous

bands of Luzon. The Negritos are also

called ^tas or Itas ; they have a lan-

guage of their own, which, however, has

been greatly influenced b}' the Malay dia-

lects. The ^tas are small and weak,

with poorly develojied legs. The head is negro-like, the jaws being prominent, the lips

slightly prominent, the nose flat, the hair woolly, thick, and black, and always lustre-

less. The beard is poorly developed. As a rule, their bellies are very large. Their

temperament is active, and their mental gifts not slight. Some have settlements and

follow agriculture, and others wander about the woods as nomads, having no protoc-

~lr^

Fig J32 — \oung man fiom Timor.
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tion against the weather but a sloping screen of woven pahn-leaves. To the age of

puberty they go naked ; tlien they don a strip about the loins. Ear, arm, leg, and

neck bands abound. Tattooing is practised, and some tribes stain the teeth. Mar-

riages are contracted immediately on attaining to puberty. Monogamy is the rule.

The wife has to bear the burdens of life ; the husband, who has unlimited power, devot-

ing himself only to the chase. Bows, ar-

rows, and knives are their weapons. Of
their religion we know nothing.

The Semang of Malacca are doubtless

I

lure Negritos, having all the characteristics

just described. They all live by hunting,

make huts of branches, and make their

scanty clothing from bark. Apj)arently,

they worship the sun. The Malays say

that they eat their dead, burying only the

head, and hold their women in common.

As little known as the Semang are the

Jnkuns. Small in stature and wild in

character, they have neither huts, religion,

laws, nor government. Their language is

unknown. They are charged with canni-

balism. They go almost naked, and carry

bows and poisoned arrows.

Different from these, but still related to

the Papuans, are the Mincopies, of the Ada-

man Islands. These are a race of dwarfs,

well proportioned, with black, shiny skin,

well-formed forehead, lips and nose, and

delicate ears. They have great strength.

Men and women wear scarcely a shred of

clothing. No trace of a beard can be

found. Parents show the greatest affec-

tion for their children. They wander about

in bands of ten to three hundred, building

the sini])lest kind of huts for protection.

Still, they are so skilful that even the Chi-

nese can learn of them. As bowmen they

are very accurate. The dead are buried

in a sitting posture ; and after the flesh has decomposed, the bones are dug up and

distributed among the mourners, the widow receiving the skull.

The ethnological position of the Nicobar Islanders is doubtful, though they pre-

sent many similarities to the hill tribes of Formosa. Tlieir language seems exceed-

ingly harsh and xmpleasant. We need not, however, tarry with them; for to give

their physical characteristics, character, state of culture, and the like, would be but

to repeat what has already been said about the aboriginal inhabitants of the islands

of the east. Both Mincopies and Nicobarese are, however, liiglily interesting from one

jioint of view, already hinted at iu the introduction to this volume (p. 8). The supposi-

tion that here may be found the least altered descendants of jirimitive man, has con-

Fit;. 'SX\. — Wooden sliielils (one ornaim'iiteil \\ilh
human liair) anil a straw liat from tUe Malay Ai-cUi-
pelago.
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siderable probability. If we accept the former existence of a continent in wliat is now

the Indian Ocean, and assume that there was a centre of distribution not only of

many of the higher animals but of man as

well, it will explain many problems otherwise

dmost inex]ilicable.

THE CHINESE.

We employ the term Chinese to include the

settled agricultural people of China in general,

at the same time I'ecognizing the fact that this

embraces in reality a ])eopIe having its origin

from many distinct bands ; in other words,

that the Chinese people do not form a pure, un-

mixed race, but rather a composite one, wliich by

long residence has become more or less homoge-

neous. The Chinese, with their high culture,

second only to the Japanese in Asia, have been

described so often that we can give the reader

nothing new. We content ourselves, therefore,

giving a general sketch of these people, leav-

ing the reader to consult the special de-

tailed works on China for the minor points.

The present Chinese belong to the Mon-

golian, or more properly the high Asiatic,

race, and, according to tradition, immi-

grated in primeval times from the \vest or

nortliwest into the basin of the Hoang-Ho

and the Yang-tse-Kiang, where they proba-

bly overcame their relatives, the Miao-tse. Miao-tse is the generic name for the

numerous tribes which occupy the mountains in the northwestern angle of the prov-

ince Yunnan, extend through the southern part of the jsrovince Kwei-Chow and a

part of Quang-Se, then gradually lose themselves in the plains of Quang-Tung. On
the islands of Formosa and Hainan also live numerous tribes of the former primitive

population. In outer appearance, the mountain classes differ little; but between their

general physiognomy and that of the Chinese there is a wide gap. They are smaller,

darker, and have sharper features than their neighbors. In their ways they are set

and immovable. The men, as a rule, wear a turban, and always carry a knife, which is

deemed indispensable. Marriage ceremonies are unknown. The young man chooses

according to his taste. At New Year's the young people visit the fair or market

together, the youth proposes, they go into the temple and pray, and go straightway

to the bride's parents, where the necessary documents are drawn up piivately. The

husband dwells with his wife's parents seven to ten years, and is then at liberty to

return to his own father's. The first child is formally presented to the husband's

parents as a gift, the second to the wife's. Of course, these rules are not without

exceptions; and in different clans there are slight variations. Most tribes decorate

the dead with flowers, and carry it through tlie ]irincipal street of the village where

the deceased lived to the place of burial. In winter, this takes place after three days;

FjG. 234. — Swortl, hat, comb, bamboo box and cup from
Timor.
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in summer, after one. After a time the corpse is exhumed, that the relatives may
see the face. If it is well ])reserveil, they think tlie lot of tlie dead is hajipy; if not,

they think it sad. There are little local differences among the different clans. Four

of these, whose names are unspeakable, do not bury, but Imrn, their dead. One
tribe, the Shnrri-Kia-Mian, one of the wealthiest of the ]>rimitive tribes, has a

remarkable religious ceremony. They have a great temi)le in which is kept an idol

of a dog. Only once a year is the temple opened, when a man is sacrificed to the

dog-godhead. This is done with the man's consent, in consequence of a considerable

sum of money to be paid to his family. The people, as a rule, are very superstitious,

and have various means— such as smearing the face with paint, going through a

•>'.,- X.,

Fig. 235. — Girl from Shaiigliiii.

hocus-jiocus of hand movements— to protect themselves from evil. Most tribes

celebrate in the third month a great festival, the destruction of all the sorrows and

misfortunes of the past twelve months. A large vessel is filled with powder, stones,

and bits of iron. It is then buried; a fuse is attached and ignited, and a great explo-

sion follows. The scattered stones symbolize the dissipated troubles of the past, and

the explosion the inauguration of a better time. This celebration is usually united

with drinking and feasting. Most primitive tribes in China have the rejiutation of

being good farmers and stock-raisers. Witli these few remarks we pass from the

autochthonous tribes, of which our knowledge is limited, to the real Chinese.

The real Chinese are doubtless a mixed people. They have grown up from the

fundamental stock whii'h immigrated in ]irimeval times into this land, by the gradual
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incorporation and assimilation of a mass of foreign elements. Although they have an

ethnological unity in a certain sense, they fall linguistically into several divisions,

which, even in daily life, have little or no immediate intercourse with one another.

Still, in spite of local differences, we may draw an essentially simple and complete

race type.

The Chinese are small and undersized, but still well built. The face is round, the

eyes are small and widely separated, deep-set and oblique, black and glittering. The
lids are without lashes, but the brows are thick. The cheek-bones are prominent, the

brow low, the nose small, the lips thick, the hair black and coarse. The beard is

poorly developed and the complexion yellow, often in the south dark brown. The

"y

''...,"-

Fig. 236. —Woman of the Liglier class (Shanghai).

expression of the face is empty and lacking nobility. To a nobleman belong, accord-

ing to the Chinese conception, a thick body, long nails, and small feet. The ideal of

beauty requires a large head, thick cheeks, small eyes, a compact form, and especially

small feet. In tlie custom of crippling the feet by encasing them in small shoes, the

Chinese stand alone. This custom is supposed to have been adopted in the tenth cen-

tury of our era; but of this we are not certain. This encasing of the feet is common,
not only among the noble, but among the commonest people. Morally, the Chinese

are diligent, skilful, crafty, provident, in general very moderate, but at the same time

unreliable, avaricious, cowardly, and very immoderate in the use of opium. They
are very courtly, and proud both of their old culture and of their land. Chinese

history begins with a well-ordered state of aifairs; of a state of barbarism there is no
mention in the oldest legends. Their state life is well organized, and on it they have
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developed a high degree of culture. From antiquity we find them in possession of a

highly complex system of writing and a rich literature. Tlie people are highly prac-

tical, and strive for facts rather than to cultivate the poetic. Hence, we find great

inventions and discoveries dating from the highest antiquity. Indeed, their culture is

something remarkable. Cut off from tlie rest of the world for centuries, their won-

derful civilization has been an outcome of their own inventiveness. From of old to

the present time, the bitterest of hate has been manifested toward strangers. Indeed,

it is even now dangerous in some districts for a European to travel. The Chinese

culture is very exclusive ; and wherever the Chinese go, it is only gradually and M'ith

Fig. 237. — Cantonese cobbler.

great difficulty that they can be induced to give up the stereotyped form of Chinese

civilization, and to adopt something more modern.

The clothing of the Chinese is too well known to need description, being essen-

tially a shirt, loose trousers, and a kamisol or cloak, with all the variations in the way
of material and trimming and minor points of cut that so advanced a nation would

naturally adopt. In the summer a wide funnel-like hat, and in winter a close spherical

h.at, is worn. The dress is often magnificent. Yellow is the imperial color. Change

in style of dress, except in the most unimportant detail, is unknown. One point in

the dress deserves mention, and that is the economy of material which it calls for.

It covers the body perfectly, and yet the dress of a Chinese woman requires but eight
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yards of cloth. Since 1644, the head hair has been carefully cut away, except only the

queue, which is carefully plaited and lengthened out with silk. Till marriage the girls

wear the hair hanging loose ; afterwards they bind it in a coil at the back of the head.

The dwellings are peculiar, looking like great tents, of durable material, almost

never over one story high, with little rooms and paper windows. Among the rich, of

course, are seen great luxuries of equipment, and tasteful gardens. The appearance of

the villages is about the same,— a few unpaved streets, no high buildings, and about

the whole a high wall. The Chinese eat everything, from rats up. Tea is the great

drink, but spirituous drinks are largely used. In the large cities are found numerous

cheap eating-houses, that have only a vegetable diet, and on this the Chinese seem to

thrive. We must notice here a difference between the Caucasian constitution and

that of the Chinese. The Chinese do well without a seventh day of i-est; but to sup-

ply the place of this, they have numerous pauses in

their work, and fewer exertions. They seem to have

a passion for eating fruit before it is ripe, and filth

seems to have a charm for them. To these causes

may be attributed mucli of the sickness by which

they are afflicted. As a rule, their nourishment

is poor, yet their physical constitution seems

to remain good. The Chinese is a farmer

par excellence. Almost every inch of

land is carefully manured and tilled.

Pig. 238. — Chinese shoe.

In silk culture, cotton-growing, and

fishing, too, he is excellent, but of

stock-raising he knows nothing.

The family life is simple. A
man has but one wife, but may

;

have concubines, whose cliildren "

are legitimate. Betrothals take \

place in early youth, but the hour

and day of wedding must be accu-

rately determined by the horoscope.

Both p.arties must be as nearly equal in rank and wealth as possible. Marriages with
foreigners are prohibited by law, and the causes permitting divorce are also thus de-

termined. The Chinese family is a state in miniature, and the father a sort of absolute

chief. The birth of a son is a joyous event, Imt that of a daughter a misfortune.

Therefore, .among the poorer, exposure of infants and infanticide are in full vogue.

Much attention is given to education, and cheap schools al)ound. In life the two sexes

are strongly separated, the women being excluded from the public and limited to the

house, but still not degraded.

Just as the family is a miniature state, so the state is an overgrown family. The
people regard the emperor just as a father who has a deep interest in liis family.

Especial reverence is paid to experience and .age, and, above all, to wisdom. The
scholars always form an aristocracy. The citizens fall into four classes, viz., scholars,

farmers, artizans, and merchants. All in tlie first rank are free, and from them are

chosen the candidates for office. The emperor rules absolutely, according to the

precepts of the s.ages, and under him is a graduated series of officers. Public matters

and the administration of the law are bad. Nowhere are there so many secret orders,
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nowhere so many acts of absolute violation of law, as in China. The relatively insig-

nificant military power has, under European influence, been improved, European arms

also having been introduced. They have an active trade, but it is chiefly inland.

Mortality in case of sickness is with them very high, since they have poor physicians.

In case of death, mourning lasts twenty-seven months, and in the spring and fall

sacrifice is made to the dead, on the grave. Several religions are distinguished : the

old popular religion, based on a worship of natural powers, and without priests or

temples; Confucianism, a relig-

ion for the learned ; Buddhism
;

Islam, especially in the south
;

and besides these, numerous phil-

osophies of a religious nature.

The people are quite supersti-

tious, and have many practices,

such as divination, soothsaying,

etc. Finally, French Catholics

have founded many flourishing

colonies of native Christians, the

Protestants being not so success-

ful in their labors.

The language of China, a

monosyllabic speech, falls into

two parts, the poj^ular language

and the written language ; the

language of intercourse with the

cultured (the Mandarin dialect)

may form a third. The popular

language, of which there are sev-

eral dialects, differing consider-

ably in pronunciation, is less

polished than the written lan-

guage or that of ]iolite inter-

course, and stands nearer to the

original whence all three sprang.

How many people speak Chinese

we cannot accurately say, since

we do not accurately know the

population of China. The ag-

gregate varies in estimation from

two hundred to five hundred and thirty-seven million souls. Certainly, China is

more densely populated than the most thickly peopled part of Europe. There is,

furthermore, a constant tendency to over-population. This breeds a certain indiffer-

ence to life, which explains some of their barbaric customs, and also a constant

stream of emigration into neighboring and distant ])laces. They are easily acclimatized,

and wherever they go are characterized by industry and diligence. Of course, in countries

like California, where Europeans or their descendants predominate, they are oppressed

and looked down upon, but in other places they represent the best element of the

population. It is a notable fact that they never go out to found a new China
;

it

is always with the expectation of coming back, living or dead, to their old home.
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THE COREANS.

The inhabitants of Corea are less known than the Chinese and Japanese. Like

the Chinese, they are a mixed race,— descendants on the one side of the Sien-pi, who
often ajipear in the history of Central Asia, and on the other of the San-pan, who are

settled in the south of Corea. Their nationality and language date from the conquest

of the Kao-li, who came from the north in the second century B. C. and conquered

the whole jieninsula. Their language is polysyllabic, and is distantly related to the

Japanese. The Coreans have a Mongolian type, but resemble the Japanese rather

than the Chinese. They are of medium size and tolerably powerful. Those in the

north are the most robust, and are

almost wild. Tiie cheek-bones ai'e

prominent ; the nose somewhat flat-

tened, with broad nostrils; the eyes

black and oblique. The figure is slim

and far more jjowerful than that of

their neighbors.

At present Corea is ruled by a

native dynasty, but pays tribute to

China. The domestic king, who
must not wear the royal color of

China or have a throne that would

be like the Chinese throne, is yet

among his own people absolute des-

pot, having jiower over life and

death. In fact, while he is really a

rascal, stujsid and incapable, brought

up from his twelfth year in a harem,

he enjoys divine reverence. Am-
bitious princes rule in his stead, and

bleed the people to their hearts' con-

tent. Of the liigher nobility there

are two kinds, the military and the

civil, the civil being the most import-

ant. Then follows a weak caste, the

so-called half-nobles, who have the

right to fill certain offices from their

ranks. After these is the citizens'

caste, to which the merchants, arti-

zans, and hand-workers belong. And lastly comes the lowest caste, which comprises

the mass of the peoi>le,— the farmers, shepherds, hunters, fishermen, etc. One institu-

tion of the country not to be omitted is the system of bond-service, similar, though of

milder form, to that of Russia. In general, the condition of the government is

wretched.

The official religion of Corea is Buddhism, which gradually spread hither from
China. Still, we can scarcely speak of an oflicial religion, for there is a general indif-

ference to religious usages and formalities. The priesthood are low and corrupt.

Fig. 240. — Se.imsticss (llyng-Kong).
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We might, from the existing state of things, not expect to find a temple, an idol,

or a joss-house in Corea, and, as a matter of fact, we do find in the best cases scarcely

more than a wretched shrine. The character of the people is generally regarded as

superior to their neighbors'. In conduct they are frank and open. They are thor-

oughly honorable, loyal, and good-natured. In intercourse with one another, and

even with strangers, they show an almost childlike trust. In size and strength they

are superior to Chinese and Japanese, and tlieir free, unimpeded gait gives them an

air of indejjendence. Still, it is undeniable that, despite their superiorities of physique

and character, they ai'e behind these in culture. Polygamy prevails, and the lot of

women differs little from that of the Chinese women. The wealth of a man deter-

mines the number of his wives. There are no special marriage ceremonies or formali-

ties. A man simply takes to himself

a wife, and does by her as he would

do by the rest of his property. The
women are usually confined to their

rooms ; in the country, where they

take part in the field work, they have

greater freedom ; but in the city it is

contrary to the good custom to have

a woman's look on the street. At
nine o'clock in summer, and at an

earlier hour in winter, every man
leaves the street and shuts his doors

;

then the women enjoy the privilege

of a few hours' walk in the open air.

And it is an offence for a man then to

be found out of doors.

Tliere are no funeral ceremonies.

The corpse is simply put in a coffin

i)r wrajiped in a shroud and quietly

buried. Houses are usually one story

high, built of clay, and covered with

straw. Of course, in the larger cities

better houses are seen. The house-

hold appointments are similar to those

of the Japanese, but they lack the

elements of tidiness and cleanliness. The Coreans always sit cross-legged on the

fiooi-; hence mats take the place of ordinary furniture. Even in the palaces of

the great there seems to be a lack of taste and comfort. Tlie people are simple and

moderate in everything. Their diet is plain, rice being the staple of food. For

music and dancing they have a passion ; but of theatrical representations they know

nothuiof.

Fig. 241.— Chinese actress.

THE JAPANESE.

As of the Chinese, so of the Japanese, we give but a short sketch. In a certain

sense they are a more cultured people than the Chinese, and are mucli less exclusive.

They have opened their doors willingly to foreign influences, and this has made a radi-
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cal chano-e in theii- social relations. Old Japan is now chiefly seen in the districts

whither European influence has not found its way. The Japanese fall into two tribes,

the real Japanese and the Aino. The former is a mixed people of immigrant Mongo-

lian races and the autochthonous population, whom Japanese history calls Emishi.

These latter, though not identical with the Aino, are related to them. The primitive

population of the south were probably partly exterminated and partly assimilated,

just as the Emishi of the north were. Long after the mixing process in the south of

Japan was completed, Jimmu-Tenno appeared. Under him and his successors, by the

partial conquering of Corea, the Mikado's cnij)ire was established. Immigrants came

over from Corea ; later, though in fewer nundiers, from China. This was continued

from the third to the tenth cen-

tury, and these foreign elements

gradually formed the Japanese

people, the essential characteris-

tics gradually disappearing. Thus

we find three ethnic elements: 1.

The Aino, the original inhabitants

of central and northern Jap.an

;

2. A Mongolian tribe, like the

better classes of Chinese and Core-

ans, who settled in the southwest-

ern part of the island; 3. A Malay-

like tribe, who first settled in the

south, and then gradually spread

over the whole island, and con-

quered it. These last two ele-

ments can still be found in com-

parative purity. Thus, marked

differences of form and growth

may be seen. While the major-

ity are called very muscular, and

even stalwart, some are thin and

poorly built. Indeed, we may say

there are different types. A dark-

er complexion, compact forms,

strong bony structure, flat, broad

faces, with low brow, nearly

straight eyes, prominent cheek-bones, stumpy

istic features of the northern population

complexion— often a yellowish white

Fn, 2-12 —Coolie

nose, and large mouth, are the character-

The other types are characterized by lighter

a slimmer form, and more delicate limbs.

The face is oval, the brow high, the eyes large and deeply veiled and more or less oblique,

the cheek-bones not so jirominent as in the northern type, the mouth well formed,

the nose slightly arched. In fact, in Japan there is a groat difference or variation in

the faces of the Japanese. At times they compare favorably with the Europeans. As
a rule, the immigrant elements present the most pleasing appearance. The Japanese

cannot be called a handsome race ; but their faces betray great intelligence and expres-

sion. They are smaller than the Chinese and Coreans, and the female sex are much
smaller than the male. In half-breeds the Mongolian type predominates.

VOL. vr. — 28
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The Japanese people are cliaracterized by many praiseworthy qualities little met
in other Orientals. The peojjle are marked by their cleanliness, their friendly,

humane life, their honor and self-consciousness, their intelligence, their susceptibility

to the beauties of nature, and their reception of the advantages of civilization. The
Japanese are industrious, careful, hardy, and truthful. Paternal and filial love are

especially strong. Their love of flowers, landscape beauties, and objects of art is

proverbial. With a warm patriotism and a certain justice we find much corruption

and nepotism in politics. With an aptness and quickness in learning, we note a lack

of persistence and skilfulness, in so far as they have to deal with anything except

imitation. Withal, there is among them a certain superficiality and incoherence in

knowledge. Not only in the education of

youth, but in the training of animals, there

is manifested a cold, heartless cruelty.

The Japanese nation is in many respects

a people of children,— harmlessly trustful,

impulsive, given to childish sports, easily

interested in novelties, but restless under

everything. This is especially true of the

higher classes. They are in general intel-

ligent, provident, open, courtly, diligent,

frugal, good-natured, and friendly. They

are upright, honorable, loyal, and at the

same time superstitious and sensual. Their

natural impulsiveness makes heavy work

especially bui-densome, and often develops-

a lucky-go-easy spirit.

In Japan everything is gay enough : the

heavens, the vegetation, the men, every-

thing, laugh. In times of ease, old and

young enter with an earnest zest into their

sports, flying kites, setting off fireworks,

etc. Peddlers and traveling merchants

thread the streets, balancing their goods

on a sort of yoke over their shoulders.

Men go along thus peddling food, a sort of

traveling i-estaurant. Rice is the great

staple of food. At mid-day there is always a pause in the busy, restless scene. The even-

ing scene is especially charming, the sti-eets being lit up, the bazaars being open, and

the well-lighted goods spread temptingly to view. Every village has its especial object

of interest, such as the stands where jugglers, comedians, gymnasts, etc., give their

exhibitions. The baths and coffee-houses, too, afford great amusement. The baths

are used in common by both sexes, neither being shocked by the nudity of the other,

since wh.at we call shame is wholly unknown to the Japanese. Still, though there is

a certain looseness of morals, this is no worse than in other jilaces where great mod-

esty is practised. The law against marriage infidelity is of the strictest character.

The position of woman is a medium between Oriental degradation and European

freedom. She goes about as she pleases, even to the public baths, alone. One curious

custom we must mention, namely, that every wife is obliged to admit into her nouse

Fig. 243.— Corean.
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oil the wish of her husband a mistress who has not the rights of a wife, but who may
share the affections of the Imsband. Theoretically, she is a servant, and her children

are taught to call and regard the regular wife as their mother. Marriage in Japan

was formerly a civil contract merely, especially among the lower class. People

troubled themselves neither about state nor church. Usually, the p.arents of the bride

and groom met at a coffee-house, exchanged gifts, and then the bride went home with

the groom. Since 1870 it is necessary to have a legal union. Man and wife have no

meal in common, yet they move in society together. A married woman can always be

told by the fact that she stains her beautiful white teeth black, and pulls out her

eyebrows. By this she shows tliat she has renounced the desire to please outside her

Fig. 244. — Coreau warrior.

own family. In this, however, she is queen. It is a notable fact that among the

Japanese neither kissing nor shaking of hands is known.

Alcock calls Japan the paradise of children. They are nourished and cared for

with great tenderness. Children are regarded as divine blessings
;
yet the average

number of children for a family is three. On the seventh day the child receives its

name ; on the thirtieth its head is shaved. The child is then washed and ornamented,

and carried by its mother to the temple, where a few coins and the thanks of the

family are offered to the god of the household. At the age of four months a new
jieriod begins. The child is now dressed like a grown person, and so nourished. At
fifteen the boy becomes a man, and is now marriageable. Among the lowest classes

may be found cases of parents selling their daughters in marriage ; but this old custom

is entirely banished from the best society. The Japanese woman is very desirous of
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pleasing, and her jjleasantest hours are spent in preparing a costume for the next gala

day. The Japanese costume is sufficiently known from pictures, consisting chiefly of

a long frock-like garment, fastened about the waist, and similar in men and women.

Shoes, in our sense of the word, are only worn by Eurojjeanized Japanese ; straw

sandals are commonly worn. Wooden shoes like sandals are sometimes worn, but

are taken off at the door, so that the ordinary Japanese goes barefoot or in his stock-

ing-foot in the house.

Nothing could be simpler and neater than the houses of Japan, strongly built

structures with steep roofs and neat partitions. The whole family collect about the

hearth, in which a bright charcoal tire is kept burning. Here they sit, watching the

fire and pointing out the arabesques in the ashes. Along the walls are seen two cup-

boards of whitewood, one in which the household treasures are stored, the other in

Fig. 243.— Japanese warriors.

which cooking utensils, blankets (woollen nnd silk), and small jiillows, are kept. On the

walls hang guitars and other articles, a few little birds or flowers. Mats and cushions

in a large measure take the ])lace of our furniture, and everything is of the simplest

kmd ; and the luxury of tlie rich consists only in the freshness and purity of tlie mats

and the fineness of finish of these simple ap])ointments. The mats which cover a

floor are always of a certain size, and the dimensions of a room ai'e spoken of not in

terms of feet and inches, but in mats; this being a twelve-m.at, that a ten-mat room,

ten and twelve mats respectively being required to cover the floor.

Among the Japanese all forms of courtliness and politeness are scrupulously

observed. Further, the closest intimacy does not banish this observance, in M^hich

there is nothing ostentatious or forced. The same scruiiulous observance of their

rules of etiquette is found at their me.als, for which there is no regular hour. The

Japanese are very sociable, loving picnic ]iarties, evening entertainments, con-

certs, balls, and the like. Music they especially like. As .a rule their songs liave a
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melancholy cast. Cards and dice are prohibited. As in the rest of the Orient, song,

instrumental music, and dancing are practised only by girls. In reputation there are

three especially low classes— the actresses, the dancing girls, and the pi-ostitutes.

Still, these are demanded and upheld ; they are even employed at the feasts of the

great men, to serve as waiters and give amusement. Not to be confused with

these are the girls of the despised Pariah caste. These are especially noted for their

charms, but still they are regarded as a sort of impure thing, and no delicate relations

Fig. 246.— Girl from Osaka.

between them and the rest of the people are found. Both se.ves smoke tobacco in

little steel pipes. Ojiium smoking is not one of the vices of the natives. Tea, cotton,

and fruit are grown in .abundance. Rice, fish, and vegetables are the staple of food.

Their cooking is of a high order, and their best meals cost but a trifle.

The Japanese teiii]iles are of peculiar structure, and often of colossal proportions,

and filled witli all sorts of idols and foolish fancies, made r.ather to e.xcite fear than

love and trust. On gala days the people go en masse not to worsliip but to amuse

themselves. Here are found theatrical representations, panoramas, lotteries of all
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sorts. There are about thirty different religious sects, which seem to exist side by

side in peace and harmony. The real state religion is the Shintoism, or sun-worship.

This is held chiefly by the middle classes. The lower classes follow Buddhism, and

the highest classes a sort of pure deism. Belief in immortality with eternal bliss or

torment prevails. Every family has its private chapel. Cloisters with monks and

nuns are common. The dead are washed and enveloped in a white cloth, on which

the priest writes a jirayer. Their corpses are doubled up in a sort of sitting posture,

put in a cylindrical cothn, which, in turn, is placed in a large earthern urn.

The old primitive population of Japan, the Aino, now foi"m numerically a weak

_
element of the population. Their chief abode

, " ,; jls is now the island of Jesso, though they are

;J :^ spread over the Kuriles and the southern part

Fig. 247. iifoctioner (Tokioj.

of Saghalin. The ethnic position of these is doubtful. Donitz and Hilgendorf call them

Mongolians. F. Miiller thinks them Hyperboreans. Tlie Japanese call them Jebi, which

means simplv savages. Originallv thev belonged, undoubtedly, to the Asiatic conti-

nent. A remnant of the old stock is still found under the name Giljaks, on the lower

Amur, of the continent. In growth the Aino are small, but more powerful and broad-

shouldered than the Japanese. The complexion is of a dark brown tint, the head is

disproportionately large, the face is flat, angular, with prominent cheek-bones, full lips,

flat, stumpy, broad nose, and somowliat oblique eyes. The brow is high, flat, and re-

treating. Especially noteworthy is the excessive growth of hair. The long, thick,

wavy hair and the full beard give an ajipearance of manly worth, that is not sustained
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by their general characteristics. The Aino is reserved and shy by nature; his goodness

and mildness have become proverbial in all Japan. Their longevity is great, and their

physical powers endure to the last. Their clothing consists

cliiefly of a large blouse crossed in front and rudely orna-

mented with a blue pattern. In winter a fur robe is thrown

over this; but even in the bitterest weather they go bare-

headed and barefooted.

They live in low rush houses of a nest-like character.

The entrance forms at once door and window ; the interior

is a single room ; a hole in the roof serves as a chimney.

Mats laid on tlie bare ground form the floor. The hearth

is in the middle of the room, and around the sides of the

room are found the various utensils of the house, the

hunting apparatus, the fishing tackle, etc. Dogs are tlie

constant companions and defenders of the men. The
women are well grown, but disfigure themselves by color-

ing the region about the mouth blue, and tattooing hands,

aims, and feet with various

figures. They are fond of

\\ earing strings of red berries

ibout their necks and through

their ears. Their long hair is

liound in a knot. On the

« omen fall not only the house-

hold duties, but the tilling of

the soil where this is possible.

The Aino are polj'gamists, and

no nearness of consanguinity is

lindrance to marriage. Rice

IS their only cereal ; it is eaten

not cooked, but only soaked in water. This and fish are

their chief nourishment, and are always prepared in the

1 udest way.

The men are almost exclusively devoted to hunting and

fishing. Accustomed from childhood to running and leap-

uig;, they pursue their game with great skill, and seldom

fail in procuring it. In fishing, too, tliey are es-

pecially skilful. Their weapons consist of bows
and obsidian or flint pointed arrows, a hatchet,

and a lance. Often they poison the points of

their arrows, and a wound inflicted by one of

these is usually fatal. In their way they are

exceedingly polite, rubbing their foreheads and

stroking their beards every time they meet any

one. Friendliness seems to be the fundamental

feature of their character. Tliey are grossly ignorant, have no written language,

no money, scarcely know their own age. Their religion is tliat of their forefathers,

a boundless reverence and worship of the dead. They are very superstitious ; sun,

Fig. 248. — Peddler of food (Tokio).

Fig. 249.— Japanese gold, silver, bronze, and
paper money.
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moon, witches, and the like, and especially bears, claim their attention and reverence.

The nmnber of the Aino in Jesso is variously given from 17,000 to 80,000, though per-

haps 17,000 is nearest correct. They are found chiefly in little villages on the coast,

Fig. 250. — Aino.

and along the rivers, but not in the mountainous interior. The pure Aino have only

a short existence before them, for at no distant period they will be. swallowed uj)

among their neighbors.
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THE INHABITANTS OF ARCTIC ASIA.

The geograpliical position of the Aino, as well as their ethnological coherence, leads

us by a single step to the Arctic tribes. To these belong the Giljaks, who have a

close relationship with the Aino. The other tribes of this group, with whom the

Inuit and the Aleuts of North America are to be classed, are the Chukchees, with

the Koriakes and Kamtschadales, the Jukagires and the Jenissei Ostiaks with the

Kottes. With the Giljaks,— wild, bloodthirsty, given to shamanism,— since they re-

semble so closely the Aino, we will not delay. We simply sny that they inliabit the

districts on the lower Amur and the coast of the Gulf of Tartary, and number from

three to eight thousand. Their monosyllabic language is distinguished especially from

that of the Aino and the neighboring tribes. The Giljaks have oblique eyes, prominent

cheek-bones, thin beard, thick black hair, flat nose, and pointed chin. Their features

are coarse and heavy, and their glance shows a certain fierceness. Blood revenge

occurs.

The chief tribe of eastern Siberia are the Chukchees. Tlieir name means simply

people. This tribe, which numbers 10,000 souls, inhabits the extreme northeastern

corner of the Asiatic continent, their southern boundary being the Anadir River, and

Fig. 251. —Siberian boat.

their western limit being Cape Shelagskoi. They are so essentially similar in language,

cvistoms,- and manner of life with the Koriakes (or Koriaks) that they may be taken

as one people. The Chukchees are partly nomad and partly settled. Among the

former are those who have reindeer, are well to do, and visit the coast only rarely.

The harsh climate and the unproductive soil make them nomads. Their only posses-

sions are reindeer, and it is necessary to move from one place to another to furnish the

animals with moss, on which they feed. They have, therefore, no stable houses, but

only easily moved tents of skin. To possess a few reindeer is the highest aim of the

people, since they furnish everything necessary for sustenance and comfort— flesh for

food, furs for clothing and tents, fat for tire and lights, etc. Even the bones are not

lost, since they are worked up into utensils. The poorer class, who cannot acquire

reindeer, h.ave to live on the coast, where they depend on fishing for .sustenance.

Among them are found vai-ious stone utensils. Frequent exchanges of abode are

necessitated, but not so as to give the people a nomad character. They live in settle-

ments of tents, each tent accommodating several families. The tents consist of a

framework of whale or walrus bones covered with bits of hide. For fuel they use fat,

wood and coal being scarcely known. tlpoii the whole, the life of all these

people is sorrowful enough. All coast Chukchees are excellent seamen. Their boats,

about twenty-five feet long, consist of a framework of wood covered with walrus or

seal-skin, sewed tight. They are uncommonly light, dr.aw little water, and will

carry as many as twenty-eight persons. To increase the cari-ying power without

lessening the speed they fasten to the sides skins filled with air, and tliese do excellent
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service. In these boats the Chukehees are very venturesome and brave, making long

journeys, attacking wah-uses, seals, and whales with their short harpoons, and that, too,

with a skill and coolness that are admirable.

All Chukehees are passionately fond of whiskey and tobacco. In smoking they use

small pipes that hold only enough tobacco for live or si.v whiffs. In the matter of cloth-

ing the Chukehees have adopted much from the Russians. Otherwise they wear only

furs, a jacket, a pair of trousers, and a pair of boots. Men and women are only dis-

tinguished by the cut of the hair. The men cut the hair short ; the women let it

grow long and braid it. The head is not generally covered. Beads and tattooing

are much prized as ornaments. The character of the women is not generally mild,

and often the husband is under his wife's control. The mass of the work falls on the

women ; the men chiefly look after the herds. Often the grossest cruelty prevails,

such as cutting off a wife's ears or a portion of her arm in a fit of passion. As a

rule, they are very excitable, often even violating the sanctity of hosi)itality. They

show great respect for their chiefs. In case of personal injury, they quietly wait an

opportunity for i-evenge. Often revenge passes from generation to generation.

Fig. 252. — Siberian sledge.

There are no special marriage cereTUonies. A young man of fifteen years, desiring

to marr)% simply goes to a family known to him, makes known his wishes, and chooses

his bride. He is taken into the house ; he herds his bride's father's reindeer for four

or five years, living with hsr as husband all the time. In case he proves thrifty, the

parents of the bride and his own make him a gift of reindeer, and the matter is ended.

Tlie Chukehees do not wish to die natural deaths; they think it base; they do not

want to become a burden to their family. It thus becomes a solemn duty for the

nearest relative, or, in default of relatives, the nearest friend, to kill the aged. The

candidate for death puts on his best clothes; the friends and relatives gather about

his tent ; wife and children stand about without the least sign of sorrow. The deci-

sive moment comes. The person to bo killed goes into the tent, removes the outer

garment from the body, presses the side firmly against the side of the tent, and cries

in a loud voice, "Kill me quick." The ])erson deputed to give the fatal blow stands

on the outside, and plunges his liarpoon with .ill his might through the tent and into

the chest of the person. A loud shriek follows. Death has come. If the deceased

so wished, the corpse is burned ; otherwise, it is taken into the mountains and buried.
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a couple of reindeer being slaugliterod and buried with tlie body. The Koriaks live

south of the River Anadir, and are in all essential points similar to the people just

described.

The Kanitschadales live in tlie southern part of the peninsula of Kamtschatka.

In outer appearance they resemble the other northern Asiatics, but have longer

faces and less prominent cheek-bones, a large mouth set with large teeth, and

especially strong shoulders. In character they are mild, hospitable, and a little

sly and tricky. They live in great friendship with one another, and are mutually

helpful. To drink and to do nothing are their highest desires. Their dwellings are

uncommonly dirty. In winter they live

in underground houses, poorly lighted

and ventilated, and in sunnuer in light

huts, a framework covered with leaves

and grass. The household equipment

is of the simplest sort. The chief char-

acteristic of the people is their gluttony.

Fish, roots, and berries are the staple of

food. Their clothes are of wild animals'

skin. As elsewhere, the greatest part of

the work falls on the women. Polygamy
is the rule, each man having two or three

wives. The purity of either sex is little

prized by the other. Tlieir religious

\i(\\^ aie unique, differing very much
tiom those of every other nation

ol Xorthern Asia. Shamanism
pic vails among them. They

1 hrow their dead to the dogs

for food, because tliey think

this helps them in the fu-

ture world. They number
to-day about 2000 souls.

The Jukalii-es live east

of the Yakuts and the

Tungus on the Rivers

Yana, Indigurka, Alassja,

Kolyma, and Anadir. They
are the small remnant of

the once powerful tribe who occupied almost tlie whole northeastern part of Siberia,

Most of these people to-day speak Russian. The tribe of the Jukalires formerly wan-
dered as nomads along the Kolyma, but later wandered into their present abode.

Only a small part remains. The rest, by wars with their neighbors, the Chukchees, the

Koriaks, and the Russians, have dwindled away and disappeared. Their intellectual

abilities are comparatively high, and tiiey are characterized by cleanliness, thrift, and
openness. Old accounts make them a warlike tribe of fine physique and energetic

movements, of medium size and light complexion. The face is rather long than
round, with high cheek-bones, large eyes, mild glance, rather long, fine, somewhat
arched nose, and high forehead. The hair is dark brown, rarely black, and usually

Fig. 263. — Kamtscliadale.
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thin. The licard is poorly developed. They have no characteristic clothing; this

varies greatly, but is generally cut after the Russian style. In summer they live in

little tents, in winter in little houses of hollow logs. Fish is their chief article of food,

though game is much used. The Jukalires are honorable, of mild habits, and happy
character. The dead are biiried in coffins. Superstition is little prevalent.

Of the other two branches of the Arctic peojile we have little to say. The
Jeuissei-Ostiaks, on the uj^per Jenissei, fall into two clearly different tribes, the

Symish and the Imbazish, the one living mostly on the Sym, the other on the Bachta.

The Arines, or Arinzes, live in the Saganish steppes, and the Kottes, or Kotts, on the

Agul. All these tribes live wretched lives, wandering about with their miserable

tents, and living by fishing, hunting, and raising reindeer. They are all more or less

useful to the Ilussian government in the pelt trade.

THE TRIBES OF NORTH AND EAST SIBERIA.

According to Siberian conceptions there is a great difference between the regular

nomad tribes and the roving tribes. To the former belong the Burjiits, Kirgises, Kal-

muks, etc. ; to tlie latter the Tungus, Samoyedes, Ostiaks, etc. The difference is that

the nomad tribes have definite winter and summer pastures, and wander from one to

the other, according to the season ; hence some of them follow agriculture. The

roving tribes wander incessantly from one place to another, year in and year out.

As the nearest neighbors of the Arctic tribes, or Hyperboreans, we have already

mentioned the Tungus, who occupy the eastern part of Siberia, bounded on the

north by the Arctic Ocean, on the east by the land of the Chukchees, on the west by

the Jenissei, a great district of mountains, moors, and forests. They number 70,000.

They form one division of the old northern Turanian family, the Mongols, Turks,

Finns, and Samoyedes, being the other four. This In'aneh is considerably divided,

the tribes in different divisions having distinct names, though a common type is

readily recognizable. In form and features they closely resemble the Mongols. They
have broad foreheads, high cheek-bones, large eye-sockets, prominent bones, promi-

nent, heavy eyebrows; the eyes are narrow, and slightly inclined to the nose, and

the jaw massive. In the Amur districts their faces have a Chinese cast. The ex-

pression of the face is intelligent. The eyes are black, the nose well formed and

prominent, the mouth large, but the lips not projecting. The upper lip is usually very

long. The ears are neither large nor projecting, and the teeth are of great beanty.

The complexion is of a yellowish tinge, the exposed parts being much darker than that

covered by the clothing. The hair is coarse and black. Tlie beard in men is very

slight. The form is usually of medium size, and of great symmetry, elasticity and

firmness. Corpulency is rare. Physical strength and endurance are characteristic of

the ])eople. Their movements are quick and firm. From childhood they are used to

hardship; frost and heat, hunger and thirst, have little effect upon them. These

physical characteristics are seconded by scarcely less excellent endowments of spirit

and intellect. Great personal courage and bravery, both in the chase and in battle,

are evinced l)v tlicsc jieople. And their intellect is unusually sharp, though, to be

sure, they have a certain superficiality of judgment and instability of will. They arc

at once joyous and careless and trusting. Their hospitality is rightl}' extolled.

Lying and stealing are little known among them, and a reflection against one's honor

often leads to hostilities and even murder. A tribe which lives exclusivelv bv hunting
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and fishing must necessarily move every day or two. In winter they gladly return to

the deep valleys of the mountains. The men care only for hunting, fishing, and look-

ing after the herds ; the rest of the work falls on the women. Their sense of locality

is wonderfully developed. In the morn-

ing the liusband simply tells his wife

where she will find him in the evening.

She packs up children, utensils, etc.,

and goes there, and without difficulty

the two parties go their different ways

over trackless plains, over hills, through

forests, to the appointed place. It is

wrong to suppose that the men'.s woi'k

is light in comjiarison with the wom-
en's. Hunting and fishing are followed

as a business, and are hard work.

Hunting laws prevail, and are strictly

observed. If one or several families

have the right to a ravine, and the

game pursued by anotherfamily crosses

its boundary line, the latter family

must cease to jiursue it, except it be a

ravenous animal, like a wolf or bear.

As said before, their food is almost

purely animal, and the meat is all

carefully cooked. Salt is never used,

vegetables are luxuries, and bread is

rarely seen. Formerly water was the

only beverage used ; but lately tea and

whiskey have been adopted, and the

use of tobacco is widespread.

The second branch of the Tungusic

peojDle, the Mantchus, inhabit the so-

called Mantchuria. They are a bold,

warlike, energetic race. In 1644 they

obtained possession of the throne of

China, and the old annals of China

mention several tribes of Tungus who
took an important part in the history

of the empire. To them belong the

Laniutes on the Sea of Okhotsk, and

the Schebil in the Hi valley. Tlie

Mantchus are noted for their fine,

powerful figures. They are coarse and

dirty, but still honorable, open, and brave. Formerly Shamanism prevailed, but Buddh-
ism has supplanted this. They are mostly shepherds, hunters, and fishers, but many fol-

low farming and gardening. The Laniutes (about 2000 in number) are quite interesting.

They are characterized by order, honor, and agility. They are excellent hunters, and

a few are good fishermen. They are complete nomads, riding about without map or

Fig. 254.— Cliief of the uoiuadic Tungus.
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chaft, on reindeer. Their physiognomy has a special character. Tlie brow is straitrht,

the lips thill, mouth and nose of medium size, the chin round, the hair straight and

dark brown in color. The Lamutes are small and spare, but extremely agile and
tough. They live in conical tents, each tent accommodating two families, who keep

it blamelessly clean and orderly. They are courtly, accessible, and hospitable. Rein-

deer flesh is the chief food. Men and women dress in fur clothing of the same cut.

In religion they are Greek Catholic Christians, though many heathen superstitions

survive. Here prevails the 'half-marriage' custom— i. e., a couple live together from
one to three years before marriage.

In the midst of the Tungusic districts live the Yakuts (about 200,000 strong), a

northeastern member of the great Turkish family. Their abode stretches from the

Anabara on the west to the Yana, Jndigurka, and Kolyma on the east, and on both sides

of the Lena to the sea in one direction, and the Aldan and the upper Maia in the

Fig. 255.— Mantcliu belt together with the implements it supports.

Other. Their language is distinguished from the Turkish idioms by great antiquity,

their language being the Sanskrit of the Turkish language. The Yakuts are mostly

nomads, and have in late times adopted Christianity. They fall into several divis-

ions and sub-divisions. Each tribe has its sages, a number of whom govern it. The

villages are found in such jilaces as afford pasturage for cattle and horses, their chief

possession. They follow hunting with great skill and endurance. In face they resem-

ble the Mongolian race. The jaws are greatly developed, so that between the upper

and the lower incisors there is quite ,an empty space ; the mouth is usually as wide as

the jaw is long, the ears are unusually large, the brow low. A vast head of coarse,

black hair covers the skull ; small, deep-set eyes glitter over prominent cheek-bones
;

and a yellow, parclunent-like skin covers the spare, weak body. In sliort, theirs is the

Mongolian type in caricature. Accustomed to all sorts of privations, they can endure

any amount of cold, hunger, and hardship. Their food consists of curdled milk and

flesh. Of bread they have no conception. Fat in any form is a delicacy ; on gala

days each guest drinks a pound of warm melted butter. In the matter of diet they are
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not at all choice. They even pound uii the bark of trees, and cook it with fish. Both

sexes are passionate smokers of toliacco. They sleep and eat to an incredible extent,

but in this line are capable of great deprivations. They live in tents, whicli they

sliare with their cattle. They dress wholly in reindeer skin, with the hair side hi,

the men and women being scarcely distinguishable. Polygamy prevails, the wives

being bought of their parents. With them jealousy is unknown. In summer they

live usually on the open plains, but in winter go to the mountain valleys. Of agricul-

ture, stock-raising, and industries we
can scarcely find a trace. As a rule

they are uncommonly hospitable ; they

always help the poor of their tribe in

times of need. The results of the chase

are divided among the members of the

tribe, the unskilful hunters excepted.

Hence, great cai-e is taken not to lose

one's reputation as a hunter. The
people are honorable, useful, and sub-

missive, but at the s.ame time incredibly

dirty, careless, and superstitious. Sha-

mans play a great role among them.

Hostilities are rare, and criminal trans-

gressions scarcely known.

The western neighbors of the Ya-

kuts and Tungus are the Samoyedes,

who are scattered over a small part of

Siberia and a lai-ge part of European

Russia. Formerly they occupied the

Saganish mountains, but from there

spread along the mountain rivers, es-

pecially the Jenissei and Obi. Later

they were scattered and driven north

by the eastern tribes. Once a pojnilous

tribe, they now number scarcely sixteen

thousand souls. At present they live

along the Arctic Ocean, from the White
Sea to the Bay of Chatanga, and extend

a considerable distance inland. They
are divided into four tribes or subdivi-

sions, which differ liut slightly from one

another. Indeed, the Samoyedes are called by various names. In the summer they

occupy the districts immediately along the coast, but in September they go south into

the mountains, where the heavy timber lands afford them protection against the bitter

climate. Here, under the trees, the shamans perfonn their savage rites. The reindeer

are choked to death with cords
; the skin removed, and the warm flesh eaten raw by the

people. The tongue and heart of the anim.als are especially prized. The antlers are

fastened to the top of the tree under which the ceremony took place. The grossest super-

stitions prevail. Every evil the people believe can be averted by some form of sacrifice

or magic. If a person is sick, the shamans seek to transfer the trouble to a reindeer,

Fig. 256.— Yakut woman in full dress.
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by inflicting torture upon it, under the belief that the jjains inflicted on the animal are

so much removed from the human sufferer. If the ijersou gets well, the tortured ani-

mal is buried alive, to j^revent the possibility of the trouble returning. In case of

death, the corpse is carried out feet foremost, not by the usual way, but through

an opening made in the side of the tent for the purpose. The face is covered with a

woollen cloth and put in a coflin with the dead's possessions, gun, axe, knife, pipe, etc.,

buried in a shallow grave, and a mound raised over it. Finally, a favorite reindeer

is driven to the grave and slaughtered, the flesh being eaten in honor of the dead,

and the horns being placed on the mound. If the survivor be a husband or wife, he
or she must mourn a whole year. A large figure is made and clothed in the garments
of the deceased, and the surviving husband or wife does by it as by the living, bringing

it to the meals, furnishing it with food, undressing it and taking it to bed. Upon the

whole, the life of these people is sorrowful enough, plodding from one place to an-

other through the deep snow, in the bitter cold, and seeking their scanty sustenance

by hunting, fishing, berrying, etc. The wife is the slave of her husband ; the daughter

a i^ossession of her father, which he can sell at pleasure. Even a brother can sell a

sister. On moving to a new camp the wife has to pitch the tent, cut wood, make the

fire, fetch water, etc. The men simply slaughter a reindeer, eat the best portions

themselves, and leave the rest for the women. Then they lie down to sleep, and leave

the women to do everything else. A man desiring to marry goes to a tent where

daughters are to be had, makes his choice, and pays the price. The conditions of the

contract are cut on a piece of wood in signs ; this piece is split in two, one part being

held by the groom, the other by the bride's father. In cases of dispute these parts

must be produced, that the conditions may be read. A father must not marry his

own daughter, or a brother his own sister ; otherwise there are no restrictions in re-

gard to marriage. Suicide is not regarded as a sin, but as something pleasing to the

gods, since it is a voluntary sacrifice. To the Samoyedes belong numerous other tribes

or divisions, variously scattered and known by different names. They have inter-

married much with the Ostiaks, who are intellectually very low. These Ostiaks num-

ber about twenty-five thousand soul's.

THE MONGOLIAN TRIBES.

Under this designation we include those peojsles who to-day are settled in the

Asiatic inlands, in the district named after them Mongolia. They fall into three fami-

lies. First the Burjiits, or Buriites, in the southern j^art of the Irkutsk government

and the lands along Lake Baikal from the Chinese boundary to the Lena, and from

Onon to the Oka ; second, the East Mongolians, who inhabit Mongolia, from Siberia

on the north to China on the south, from Mantchuria on the east to East Turkestan on

the west; and third, the West Mongolians, or Kalmuks, whose original home was

Dzungaria. They seem to have wandered from the east and settled in various

districts during the seventeenth century. In 1771 a large part of them went back to

China. The remaining jiart became permanently settled on the ste]i])es between the

Volga and the L^ral, where they are known as Black Kalmuks in distinction from the

White Kalmuks, or the inhabitants of tlio government of Tomsk. A few Mongolian

tribes live in northeastern Persia, where they sj^eak a Mongolian dialect strongly

mixed with Persian.

The Mongolians, though warlike and brutal, are, on the whole, a lazy, i)hlegmatie,
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nomad people, and are infei'ior to the Tungus in energy and quickness. These

circumstances, together with the fact that they are strict followers of Buddhism,

make tliese terrible people less dangerous to the surrounding tribes. They are

indisputably the bravest and toughest people of Central Asia, and could undoubtedly

make themselves masters of China, and jDerhaps all Asia, if but they were led by a

talented man of their own race.

The Burjats live to-day on Russian soil, under self-chosen princes and sages, who
are yet under Russian dominion. Their religion is a mixture of Shamanism, Bud-

dhism, and orthodox Christianity. Their religious cult is simjile. Prophet, priest,

poet, teachei', physician, and judge are united in one person. The people are very

superstitious, believing not only in

God but in other mighty beings. The
acceptance of Buddhism has changed

greatly their habits and softened their

character. Laziness seems inborn
;

often only hunger will drive them

to conquest. They are exclusive,

morose, and taciturn, but still hos-

pitable, sober, and sim]ile in method

of life. The Russians have lately in-

troduced tobacco and whiskey, and to

these they are now passionately given.

Murder and plundering are very rare,

but they are prone to petty thefts.

They are really cowardly, being bold

only when they are supported by a

majority. Abstract conceptions are

wholly wanting. Lately a primitive

agriculture has been followed. For
handiwork and music they have a

natural proclivity. The most civilized

tribes can read and write. The less

civilized live in poor huts and tents,

and thrive by hunting and stock-rais-

ing. Furniture is scarcely known

;

men and women sit cross-legged on
carpets, after the Oriental fashion.

They dress in leather and furs ; but east of Baikal the dress, especially of the girls, is rich

and brilliant. Women lengthen out their queue with horsehair, and the men wear their

thick, raven-black hair in a tuft or bush on the head. Gold and silver pieces are worn
frequently, partly for ornament and partly as talismans. In point of morals, the
people are very depraved, and the grossest diseases prevail among them. The Burjiit

buys his wife of her parents, and at the wedding the shamans perform the chief part.

The people have many religious festivities, which are celebrated with great zest. The
Burjats number about 230,000. Tliese fall into a number of tribes, but in reference
to dress, dwellings, manner of life, etc., there prevails little difference. In physical
a]>pearance, the Burjats resemble the rest of the Mongolians. A bulldog-likc'faee,
high cheek-bones, massive jaws, low brow, small s-shaped eyes, thick black hair,
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Fig. 257.— Burjat woman.
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prominent nose, dark yellowish-brown complexion, form the general type. The upper

lip is short and bent. They are very light and weak. Their language is a dialect of

the Mongolian. In writing they use the Tibetan scrijit.

The real East Mongolians fall into two great tribes, the Kalka and Shara. The
former (about 4,000,000 souls) stand partly under Russian dominion, and are the

most populous and well-to-do of the Mongolian tribes. The Mongolian is of medium
sized, powerfully built stature. His angular skull is proportionate to his broad

shoulders, but his broad, flat face, with small dark eyes, high cheek-bones, short, flat

nose, large mouth, thin beard, and prominent ears, can lay no claims to beauty. The
hair is black, the complexion a brownish color. It is more easy to see the dark side

of their character than their virtues. Gluttony, foulness, cowardice, and laziness seem

inborn. According to their notions a skilful flight in battle is the finest victory.

F. Mtiller makes them childlike, mild and peaceable, a proof of this being their occu-

pations— stock-raising and farming, and only rarely hunting and fishing. For this

mildness of disjjosition probably Buddhism is to be thanked. This mild, phlegmatic

character in no wise excludes a warlike disposition. As we said above, personal

bravery is not a characteristic of the Mongolians, but under the influence of example

they become fanatical, and are then the bravest and boldest of warriors. Under a

few brave leaders then, a band of Mongolians becomes a band of conquerors.

The government is patriarchal in the strictest sense of the word. The chief is as

a father, to whom obedience, piety, even sacrifice, is due. This spirit of obedience

and submission is a fault in the Mongolians ; a voluntary movement is something

unknown; they will act only when a definite way is marked out for them. This, too,

breeds an allegiance to and reverence for all that their forefathers did and thought,

and makes them ratlier a retrograding than a progressive people. In all this we see a

strong resemblance to the Chinese. They are eminently practical, cold, calculating.

The world of facts is all they can find time to consider. Their poetry is inconsiderable

;

love, affection, friendship, are sentiments almost unknown. These characteristics

are true not merely of the East Mongolians, of whom we are now treating, but of the

West Mongolians or Kalmuks, and in the following ethnological description we will

treat the two together, only pointing out the differences.

The dress of the men is essentially the same as that of the Chinese, and the

women's clothing is almost identical with that of the men. The cloak, however, is

subject to certain variations, which the stereotyped cut of China would scarcely admit.

The women wear their hair in two plaited braids. The Kalmuk's dress differs in no

respect from the Mongolian's. Children run about almost naked till the seventh year,

except in cold weather, when a sheepskin is thrown about them and shoes are drawn

on. Like the Chinese, the Slongolians and Kalmuks know nothing of bathing. From
childhood to old age they have a holy horror of the bath, and often die without once

washing the face. In saying that the dress of these people is like that of the Chinese,

we do not include the Chinese shoes. The Mongolians and Kalmuks live in little

round wooden huts. On the side is a small door, and in the roof a hole which serves

as window and chimney. The interior appointments are very simple— a bed, mats,

carpets, packsacks, hunting and cooking utensils ; in the centre a fireplace, around it

four or five pieces of skin, on which the inhabitants sit. The huts are built and

equipped the same without exception. Not only is cooking done in these huts, but

in winter calves, lambs, dogs, etc., must be brought in to share the apartment, and

the resulting uncleanliness may be imagined. Besides the filth, for the mats, etc., are
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never cleaned, the whole place is overrun with vermin. The food of these people is

chiefly derived from their herds. Their culinary art is not of a high order. The
Mongolians are excessive gormands. Bread is scarcely known, milk in various forms

and meat being the great staple. Dishes are never washed, but merely wijsed out

with the finger. Forks and spoons are unknown; the Mongolian puts all victuals

into his mouth with his fingers. Having finished his coarse, rude meal, he lies back

at his ease and smokes his pipe. Smoking plays a large i"61e in the daily life of

the Mongolians. Men, women, and children all smoke ; even sucklings have a pipe

in their mouths. Their domesticated animals are camels, horses, cattle, sheep, and

goats ; these they raise with considerable skill. Hunting is also followed to a con-

siderable extent. Their industries are limited to the preparation of household utensils

and articles. The women devote themselves to household duties and the rearing of

their children. Mongolians and Kalmuks have only one lawful wife, though they are

allowed to take a number of associate wives. The children of the real wife have full

rights in the way of inheritance, those of the other wives no rights. The position oi

women is not enviable. Completely dependent on the husbands, they spend their

time wholly in the house, in domestic duties. Morally they are good wives and

mothers, and faithful to their marriage vows. Prostitution is common, and is not

regarded as a disgrace. The Mongolian is a good father, and loves his children

dearly. Their education is the simplest possible. So soon as the child can run, it is

left to itself. The aged are highly honored. The dead are simply wraj)ped up and

covered with a little heap of stones, from which wild animals soon dig them.

Eating, drinking, sleeping, smoking, and doing nothing is the ideal of Mongolians and

Kalmuks. The women, however, can never realize the ideal.

A village is really but a large family. The highest type of communism prevails

among them. As a rule, each tribe has its place. Thus, though they roam about, it is

but from one definite point to another. They rarely stay longer than three or four

weeks in one place, being guided by the water supply, seeking the dry places in

winter, the wet in summer. Having packed up their goods, they move along as easily

and pleasantly as possible. Their form of government, as said before, is purely

patriarchal, a sort of hierarchy with regularly descending steps. Mongolian society

is divided into three estates,— nobles, priests, and warriors. From the nobles, who
are distinguishable by their blue Iiead-dresses, the ruler chooses his ministers. In

comparison with the nobles and priests, the common people have a low position. No
common man would venture to sit on a noble's blanket, and no noble would con-

descend to drink from the same skull as a common man. The popular religion is

Buddhism. Here we find the vast hierarchy of the Dalai-Lama, the immortal

saints whose souls but shed the old body to enter into the body of a new-born babe,

as heretofore described in connection with another j^eople. The literary products of

the people are principally narratives. Their heroic songs and fables are especially

interesting.

In all Mongolia one language prevails, which, however, lias different dialects, that

differ not inconsiderably in pronunciation. Thus one district often has words that

are wholly unintelligible in another. This language is becoming much mixed with

Tungusic and Chinese elements. The writing resembles Chinese.

> In the circle of Mongolian tribes belong the Teleutes, or White Kalmuks, who live

on Lake Telezk and in the neighboring districts. Also the Karagases, a wild hunting

tribe, whose physiognomy betrays their near relation with the Burjats. Geographi-
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cally, we must class with the population of Mongolia the tribe of the Tangutes, who
inhabit the mountainous districts east of Province Kan-su, the settlements on the

Koko-Nor, and near the source of the Hoang-Ho.

THE TURKS.

As the primitive home of this family of tribes, which at present extend from the

green coasts of the Mediterranean Sea to the icy banks of the Lena in Siberia, we must

regard Turkestan, where in the gray antiquity Turkish nomads wandered about and

threatened Iranian culture. From liere, probably at the beginning of our era, several

tribes set out in different directions, and have effected the conques.t of several Asi-

atic peoples. The Turks are the first people of Mongolian race we meet in western

history. They have founded a great kingdom on what was once part of the Roman
Empire, and have successively taken possession of the throne of China, Persia, India,

Syria, and Egypt. With the exception of the Yakuts, their northern branch, they

are all devout followers of the Prophet Mohammed. They liave remained, in spite of

their conquests, almost exclusively nomad sliepherds. Only the Osmanli, the Turks

of Turkej', who have settled in southeastern Eui-ope, and partly also in Asia Minor

and Africa, have adopted agriculture. All middle Asia west of the Gobi is in the

hands of Turkish people who have subjected the primitive population in part and

in part driven them to the mountains. Indeed, from Kamul to the coast of the

Adriatic Sea the Turks are stretched in unbroken line.

They may be divided into two groups. East and West Turks. And by dialectic

chano-es we can trace the language of the Turks from west to east back to its old

home, perhaps in western valleys of the Tliian-Schan Mountains. The East Turkish

branch falls into three dialects; the Chinese-Tartar, the Oezbeg, and the language of

the Turcomans. Of these three the first belongs to the districts of East Turkestan.

It is divided into two parts, the difference between the parts being inconsiderable,

based on the degree in which they have incorporated foreign words.

Among the Turkish people of the northern dialect the Karakirgises deserve especial

mention. They are known under various names. They occupy various districts of a

mountainous character about the River Syr, and speak a pure Turkish dialect. The

whole people are divided into two great divisions, the Rights (On), and the Lefts

(Sol), and these again into various families and tribes. North of the Syr their lands

have their greatest extension from cast to west, but south of the Syr they extend

rather from north to south. There is no unity whatever between the tribes and fami-

lies; their strength is wasted in internecine wars, and thus, despite their wildness and

ferocity, they are easily kept in subjection by the Chinese and Chokanzes ; thus, too,

they willingly recognize Russian supremacy. They are essentially disoi-ganized bands

of robbers. At early dawn they betake themselves to some mountain gorge, and issue

forth at evening armed and equipped for their merciless plundering expeditions.

They swoop down on defenceless caravans, robbing and murdering, and thus they

become a sort of terror in the land. Superstition plays a great role among them.

The relations of the southern Karakirgises are not essentially different. They too

are merely hordes of robbers, being divided into two groups and these into tribes

and families. We have nothing to offer in regard to their customs, manners, etc.

Tlie Oezbegs, or Usbcks, are indisputably the dominant tribe of Turkestan.

Their abode extends from Eastern Turkestan, Bokhara, Balkh, China, Ferghana, to
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the Caspian Sea and the Oxiis. Their type is purest in and about Khokand. They
have a larger stature and less ugly face than the Kirgises. Their complexion is rather

brown than yellow, the nose broad and flat, the eyes wide and sunken, the brow prom-

inent but retreating, the body muscular, the form fine and large. Their language,

too, differs from that of the Kirgises as also from those of the other Turkish tribes.

The name Oezbegs dates from the 15th century, and seems to be not an ethnographi-

cal but a political name. The Oezbegs are, therefore, not a real nation or tribe, but

a mass of Turkish-Mongolian elements having no further unity than a historical and

political union,— no blood relationship.

FiO. 258.— Oezbeg.

They are in part settled, in part nomad. In a large measure they are pure chil-

dren of nature, giving free course to their passions and inclinations. Of a plundering

disposition, they make the way unsafe for caravans. They are cowardly, revengeful,

uncultured. Only the higher classes can read and write. For dogs they have the

greatest respect. Ask an Oezbeg whether he will sell his wife and he is not offended.

Ask the same question with regard to his dog, and this is the greatest insult. Per-

haps one sixth of them are pure nomads. Yet those who have adopted a settled

life see little advantage in it and have little love for home. The Oezbegs fall

into many divisions. Some of thera seem to enjoy quite a reputation as good war-

riors. Pride in descent is everywhere manifested. In religion they are fanatical

Mohammedans.
Closely related to the Oezbegs are the plundering nomad Turcomans, who occupy
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sterile lands from the Caspian Sea to Balkli, and from the Oxus south to Herat and

Asterabad in Persia. They offer the purest Turkish type. The deserts in which

they have lived for ages have helped them to keep free from foreign blood and man-

ners. They are divided into numerous tribes, each occupying a toler.ably definite

territory, and all being strongly related in language, religion, usages, and views.

Some are settled, devoted to agriculture and fishing, and others are nomads. In the

west the procuring of salt and naphtha engages many. Most are under Russian domin-

FiG. 259.— Kasak raotlier and daughter.

ion; one tribe only, tlie Goklan, being under the Persian sway. With an enumeration

of the subordinate divisions we will not weary the readers. Suffice it to say that the

gross number of the Turcoman ])eojile is about one million souls. The struggle for

existence in tlie deserts lias made them wild and savage, given to plundering, man-

hunting and man-slaughtering. 'With them cruelties are the order of the day. In

robbery they know no limits. It is an old proverb, "For a horse the Turcoman

knows neither father nor mother." Still they have their virtues. Heroic bravery,

honor, and respect for women, love for their children, truthfulness, and hospitality

cannot be denied to them. Their love of horses is proverbial. The Turcoman's
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outer appearance corresponds with his wandering life. A thin, tough body, daric

bronze face, prominent cheelv-bones, small, deep-set, glittering eyes, a noble bearing,

and a proud step, characterize them. Beard and hair are black, and teeth dazzling

white. The national costume is a long, loose garment like a nightdress, and a lamb-

skin cap, which serves also as a pillow. The women's costume is like the men's, ex-

cept that they have a shawl instead of a cap. The women love jewelry dearly.

Love for fine arms and fine horses amounts to a passion. Of industries there is

scarcely a trace, except the making of saddles, bridles, and such articles. Agriculture,

gardening, stock-raising, and fishing are also followed. The Turcomans recognize no

chief ; every one is independent. All interests are individual, not social, interests ; hence

hostilities are endless. These qualities, if not bred by, are at least fostered by their

roving life. Absolutely free and independent, "the Turcoman needs neither the

shadow of the tree nor the protection of the chief." To be sure, certain individuals

enjoy sjiecial regard and exert great influence, but this is never the result of any arro-

gated power. They recognize no chief's power. In religion they are all Sunnites,

but the priesthood claim no special respect. If the Mollah or priest is a wise

man and knows when to speak and when not, what to speak and what not, he may
claim respect and exert influence ; but it all depends on the individual rather than

on the office.

The Cossacks, or Kasaks, i. e., freebooters, often improperly called Kirgises, may be

regjirded as a transitional people. The latter name they received from the Russians
;

but they always call themselves Kasaks. In physical appearance they resemble the

Mongolians ; in language they rank with the Turks. They are very white, and of

medium size, and well proportioned, elegant forms. Their face is pleasant, the eyes

being long and deep-set, the cheek-bones thick and broad, the facial angle quite

European. The women are more pretty and delicate. The Kasak.s, like all Mos-

lems, shave the upper lip, but let the beard, which is always liglit, grow. They attain

usually a high age ; hair and beard seldom turn white. Tliey are now in a large

measure subject to Russia, and are divided into thi-ee great hordes : the great horde

(Ulu Dschus), south of Balkhash, as far as Issekul ; the middle horde (Orta Dschus),

between Balkhash and the city of Omsk ; and the little horde (Kiitschuk Dschus), in

the western part of the steppes to Tashkent and the Chui. They have always

remained a body of nomad shepherds. Agriculture, in the most favorable circum-

stances, can only be followed in a limited degree. A settled life seems contrary to the

very nature of the people. Only in the summer do they roam the plains ; in autumn
they betake themselves to the mountain valleys. In customs, usages, and state of

culture there is no difference between the Kasaks and the Kirgises already described.

The striking costume of the women, of which we give an illustration, deserves notice.

They have no dances, but many songs, which are mostly monotonous and mournful.

The voice of the women is usually a contralto ; and quite pleasant singing is usually

accompanied by a three-string guitar. The spirit of their nmsic seems to be that of

a phlegmatic, gloomy dreamer.

Besides the tribes here enumerated, the Turkish people comprehend several others

of less importance, some even extending into eastern Europe. To these smaller Turk-

ish tribes belong the Siberian Tartars, who of old wandered into the districts originally

settled by the Samoyedes and Finns, and became greatly mixed in blood with these

peoples. These Tartars, who are partly nomad and partly settled, are divided into three

groups : the Tartars of Tobolsk and Tomsk (40,000 souls), the Tartars of Jenisseisk,
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(22,000 souls), and tlic Wbitc Kahiiiiks, or Teleiites, of the government Tomsk (4000

souls). Of tlie other smaller Turkish tribes— to mention most of which would be

but to give the names of tribes and places— we mention only the Osmanli, the pre-

vailing race in European Turkey, who, however, are also spread over Asia Minor and

northern Africa.

Tlie Osmanli are doubtless the most cultured of the Turks. This culture, however,

is not a native product, but a result of frequent contact with Europeans. Still, their

culture is low enougii. Of this ])eople we have little to offer of a praiseworthy char-

acter. They create nothing, but have a natural bent for destroying. Withal, they

are ignorant, superstitious, and fanatical. Tiieir religion, Islam, is intimately con-

nected with the State, and is inseparable from Turkish history, the ])ride of Islam

being the pride of the Turks. As
ii a people they are taciturn, dirty,

knowing neither the value of time

nor labor. Slow speech, a slipshod

gait, an indifferent, courtly mien,

are inseparable from them. A sort

of natural apathy finds expression

in every detail of life. Children

grow up indifferent and laz}', so

that the detestation of work is in-

born. And this bringing up ne-

cessitates the burden of all work

fallino: on the women. Augnste

Choisi once saw a woman carrying

an infant, and laden with a great

amount of crockery, etc., while the

husband was riding unencumbered

on an ass. In response to ques-

tions, the man said that his wife

carried the goods " so as not

to overburden the ass." This is

wholly typical. Tlie jioorer classes

are wretchedly clad, a dirty black

cloak often forming their only ar-

ticle of clothing. Their physical

needs seem to be few, and their ambition correspondingly small. Everywhere people

are importuned for 'bakshish.' Dwellings are rarely surrounded by gardens. In

short, hunger is the great impulse to make them do anything. They are simply

great, improvident, shameless children. Their jiroverbs evince a large degree of sus-

ceptibility to refinement, but tlie iico]ile seem to be wholly lacking in spirit. There is

practically no difference between pacha and peasant except in clothing, and there is,

therefoi'c, no sense of respect except for superior ])hysical strength. The Turkish

government is an absolute despotism; yet everybody does as he pleases, and there is

nowhere greater personal freedom than in Turkey. The Turk never lets his thoughts

and feelings become manifest. He believes in fatalism, and this affords a panacea for

all his sufferings. It is all foreordained— ' Kismet.' Burial is a matter of small account.

The corjise is washed, the nostrils, mouth and ears filled -with cotton ; the body is

Fig. 2C0.
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then wnipped up in linen, put in an open coffin, of which n shawl serves as the lid, and

burled, a short prayer being pronounced over it. In disposition tlio I'nrks are indif-

ferent, stagnant, morose; still, in their wa}', they have good qualities. They arc often

open-hearted, loyal, religious, hospitable, and mild ; but these are rather exce|itional

cases. They are good-natured in a certain sense, and make promises easily, but never

keep them. Their whole life is a life of indifference, abandon. The Turk lays store

by nothing from his mosque to his clothing. The whole life is based on the assump-

tion that what is, is foreordained and inevitable. All these peculiarities are becoming
more and more modified by contact with western culture, and must inevitably disap-

j)ear. Indeed, it is manifest to the eye of every observer that the Osmanli tribe must
pass away from the earth.

THE PEOPLE OF THE CAUCASUS.

The people of the Caucasus demand attention. We usually look upon the Caucas-

ians as a beautiful, chivalrous people, the men burning with hate toward Russian

oppressors, and yielding with bad grace to their yoke, the women of exceptional

beauty, who are carried off into the harems of the Turks. This ideal, however, never

did exist, mucli less exists to-day. The much-used expression " Caucusian race"

deserves then a closer scrutiny. When we use this phrase as an expression for

our ideal of human beauty, we must think of this ideal as limited to tlie coast region

in the southeast angle of the Black Sea. When wo speak of race iu the real sense of

the v^ord, i. e., as the constant repetition of a definite type for centuries, we must

admit great variations in our conception. There are really two fundamental types :

one, a blond-haired, blue-eyed, high-browed type, and the other, black-haired, black-

eyed, low-browed. The east coast of the Blade Sea has always been tlie scene of

repeated invasions and visits by foreign peoples. In later times Turks and negroes

have frequently settled here, and intermarried with the native women, and begotten a

beautiful type of mulatto. The people called the " Caucasian race " is, therefore,

really a mixed race of various elements ; and it is this mixture which accounts for the

beauty of the population. As a rule, where the renewal of blood from outside sources

is most frequent, there are the finest men. It is, then, fundamentally wrong to speak

of the Caucasian type. The people of the plains of the Caucasus fall into four distinct

grou])R; and the number of different mountain tribes is legion. All ethnographical

description, then, of the Caucasus, limits itself to a description of different types,'

having no common character. F. Miillcr thinks these people the remnant of a

once mighty family, which arose from the amalgamation of numerous Semitic, Indo-

Germanic, and Ural-Asiatic tribes, who have appropriated to themselves the moun-
tain terraces, and later became influenced by other elements. The old i<lca, also, of

a mass of different Caucasian languages rests on a mistake. It has been proved that

the Caucasian languages fall into only three groups, whose sub-divisions are more
or less closely related. These three are the Kartvelian, or Kartalinian, the East

Caucasian and the West Caucasian. In the following we follow the natural division

into mountain tribes and plain tribes. Among the inhabitants of the plains are the

Kartveli family, the oldest culture tribe in the Caucasus. This comprehends a number
of tribes, tlie successors of the old Iberians, who speak one and the same,

though dialectically different language, the Kartli. The fundamental stock of this

group are the Gensians, or, as they are commonly called by Europeans, Georgians.
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They occupy the territory east of the Suram Mountains, between the chief chain and

the water-shed of the Aras.

The Georgians have dark hair ; black, widely separated eyes, of medium size ; a

long, pointed nose, sometimes rounded at the point; slender form, small feet, and

beautiful hands. They are full of independence, honor, and love of glory; are brave,

teachable, hospitable, and have excellent abilities; but are still very ignorant, and have

low morals. In religion, some belong to the Orthodox Christian faith, and others are

followers of Islam. The men dress in an ample cloak with slashed sleeves, an under

cloak reaching to the knee, and wide trousers. Various materials are used. Except

Fig. 261. — Georgiau.

when in the house, they wear high boots. The head is covered with a fur or fur-

trimmed cap. The women's costume is not dissimilar, but they wear only a single

cloak, fastened at the waist. Their ]>antaloons, or bloomers, are usually red. About

the head they wear a broad band; behind hangs a veil, and in front a large white

cloth with apertures for the nose and eyes. The hair is worn in little braids. Socially

they are divided into five castes. Their chief occupations are silk and wine culture.

In late times they have been much influenced by the Russians, especially in buildiug

houses and in education. The people are quite su])crstitious, and have many supersti-

tious practices.

N<!ar relatives of the Georgians are the Imerians, Snanes, Mingrelians, Lazes and

Adjares. The Imerians (that is, people of Imeritia) are closely related to the Geor-
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gians, with wliom they number about 700,000 souls. The Suanes inhabit the district

of Suanethi, and are described as a free j)eople. Among tliem is tiie curious custom

of moneyed indemnification for personal injury. A lost eye, for example, is equal to

twelve cows ; a finger cut off, one cow ; and so every lost member has its worth in

cattle, sheep, etc. Though nominally subjects of the Russian Tzar, they are still the

most untamable tribe in the whole Caucasus, and it is dangerous, even under escort,

for Russians to cross their territory. They lay the least possible worth on life. Man-

hood in the form of brutal strength and wild will is the Suanes' ideal. The birth of

a daughter is regarded not only as a misfortune but as a disgrace. Hence infanticide

often makes a scarcity of women.

The Mingrelians are less wild. They li%'e between the rivers Rion and Ingur.

The Lazes and Ajares are a chivalrous race, not because they are mounted and armed,

but because they hold their word sacred and inviolable. For family life and purity

they have so high a regard that every tr.ansgression of virtue is punishable with death.

For two centuries they have been Mohammedans. Thy are mostly handsome, even

elegant, of medium size and fine form, witli long light hair, and a pleasing expression.

They are friendly, affable, social, though coarse in social forms, and careless. Their

dress is higlily characteristic : a pair of pantaloons, loose aljove and very close fitting

below the knee, a light embroidered jacket, and a cloth hat or cap of the same mate-

rial as the jacket. About the waist is a leatlier belt, with powderhorn, flask, dirk or

knives, and a brace of pistols. Over the shoulder is carried a long flintlock gun.

Without these weapons they never go out of the house. Their villages are not com-

pactly built, but the houses are surrounded by larger or smaller patches of tilled

ground. The dwellings are tolerably uniform in appearance, being built with over-

hanging roofs and open galleries. The Lazes in general are not averse to agriculture,

and liave developed much skill in certain maimfactures, especially tlie manufacture of

arms and other branches of metal work. For trade they have little talent, and as

little for shepherd life. Of ornaments, fine clothes, dancing, singing, even drinking

and gaming, they are esjjecially fond. In religious matters they are tolerably indif-

ferent.

All the tribes of the Kartveli formed, in former ages, a powerful kingdom, wliose

seat was Tiflis. By internal division and unfortunate wars, the kingdom lost its

power and became subject to Russia. Now tliese people, 900,000 in number, with the

exception of the Lazes and Ajares, are Greek Christians under the Russian sceptre,

and can see in no way their course back to independence. The noble was chivalrous,

but ignorant and incajiable ; the common man was dirty and treacherous. N"ow the

noble is beginning to learn, and the common man to work. As a national vice may be

mentioned their love of wine. Their language is strong, though somewliat coarse.

The dress of different tribes differs considerably, but the better class wear the Euro]>ean

costume.

The second main group comprises the people of the Turkish-Tartar tribes. They are

scattered over almost the entire Caucasus land, and pass under the collective name,

Tartars. The districts most exclusively belonging to them are the lowlands of tlie Kur
and the Aras, but besides this they live mixed with other tribes in the eastern part of

Tiflis, in Erivan, and in Karabagh. They also wander as nomads over the steppes of

the Caspian Sea; numerous colonies are found on tlie east coast of the Daghestan

;

and even a brancli is found in the valleys of tlie Flburz. Their entire number, exclu-

sive of the nomads, is over 1,100,000. Tlieir language is closely related to the Turkish
,
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it sounds rather coarser than the elegant Osmanli, and is tolerably well understood in

the whole Caucasus. Their dress is, with slight variations, the Persian. Only on the

borders of Turkey are tlie people clad like Turks. Tiie lower classes have chiefly the

characteristics of the Turks,— endurance, moderation, indifference ; and in the higher

classes former Persian dominion has scarcely worked for advantage.

The mountain tribes may be divided in a superficial way into three groups— the

eastern, the western, and the central. The eastern group is the most populous as well

as the most interesting. Two types may
here be detected, the Tehetehes and the

Daghestani. Tlie former inhabit Tchet-

china, and fall into a great number of

tribes differing in language and customs.

In general their character is not favor-

ably described, since they are rejiresent-

ed as thievish, faithless, and malicious.

They number about 140,000. Their dress

and arms are essentially the same as those

just described of the Lazes. Their move-

ments are graceful ; their faces generally

l^leasant. Their shaved heads and trim-

med beards recall Islam, but still they

are poor Mohammedans. With them

Christians are infidels. They have neither

mosques nor mollah, but still eat no pork,

have several wives, and marry their wid-

ows to their brothers. In every band

there is some one who passes as chief;

l)ut his power is only nominal. All

weighty matters require a sort of coun-

cil of the old men. Among them prevails

the custom of ' Brotherhood Unions.'

Two acquaintances make a compact to be

brothers and help each other in every

extremity. They fill a glass with wine

or beer, and the older or richer puts tliere-

in a coin. Then each drinks three times,

kissing each other after each time. This

ends the compact, which is often adhered

to in the strictest measure in blood re-

venge. Their hospitality is scrupulously carried out. The host waits on his guests,

and not before they are through does he sit down to swallow his meal in haste. Then

girls clad in red and yellow come in, who sing, dance and play for the entertainment

of the party. To enumerate and describe the different tribes of the Tclietches would

be but to weary the reader with much that is unimportant and uninteresting.

Tlie birth of a son is celebrated by the sacrifice of a sheep or the payment of money

to the clergy; a daughter isn't worth it. If a cliild dies during the first seven weeks

after birth, in accordance witli the olil custom, it is rubbed with a mi.xture of ashes

and water ; if it lives, it is christened later by the Russian clergy. Man-iages are not

Fig. 2G2.— Tchetche.
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prolific, but the love of parents for their children is very strong. Betrothals are

made while the children are still in the cradle. Marriages, however, are not cele-

brated till the girl is twenty years of age. Though betrothals are made so early, the

real ceremony of marriage necessitates a sliani stealing of the girl and cari-ying luu-off

by force, as heretofore described in these pages. The whole ends with festivities.

Marriages thus contracted are not especially firm. On the slightest provocation the

husband can send the wife back to her father; and, on the other hand, if the wife bo

not satisfied, she can leave her husband ; but then he can claim damages. A widower

can marry again, but the widow must retain her weeds for the rest of her life. If a,

wife lapses from a proper marital conduct her ears and nose are cut off.

The second chief group of the east mountain tribes, the inhabitants of Daghestan,

the Lesghians, are a spirited, half-savage people, diffciring much from one another in

outward appearance, but toleraljly similar in their character, and especially in their

love of freedom. They number about 400,000, and speak twenty-seven languages.

Most important among these Lesghians are the Avares. They occupy the most

northern part of Daghestan. Their language has several dialects. They have also a

written language, and have always been leaders in great movements. Next to them

are the Kasi-Kumilks, who also live in the north. They are also called Lak and

Tumal. Other tribes are also found in this district. Before the Russian ooncpiest

these Lesghian tribes lived in free communities, little republics with jiopular assem-

blies. In the absence of wood, the houses are always built of rough stone, two or

three stoi'ies high, with flat roofs and little doors and windows. Their food is derived

chiefly from sheep and goats ; but besides this, in separate valleys, a jirimitive agri-

culture is followed. Wild as are the Lesghians, they have two systems of law .'md

right— the traditional and the written. All questions of religion, marriage, inherit-

ance, are judged by the precepts of the Koran ; all personal injuries, violations of

property rights, etc., are judged by the ])0j)ular traditions. A sort of court is held by

the eminent villagers, to which witnesses are summoned and heard. Of course it is

inevitable that the traditional law differs in different villages. Generally, however,

blood revenge prevails. Still, in spite of many bloody and coarse usages, the Les-

ghians are in no wise a body of robbers and murderers. They are rather noble and

high-spirited, even to fanaticism. Tiiey are great lovers of music and poetry, and

undoubtedly stand, intellectually, the highest among the mountain peojiles. Numerous

industries are followed amorg them, their manufacture of arms being especially

worthy of mention. In religion they are Mohammedans. In general they are extolled

for bravery, loyalty, and honor. Their hospitality needs scarcely mentioning. Their

morals are especially pure. The men all wear fur caps and sheepskin cloaks, whose

arms reach to the ground.

The central group of the Caucasian people is formed by the single tribe of the

Ossetes. Their language is a branch of the Medo-Persian. They are not especially

numerous, their territory extending along the mountains from Adai Choch to Kasbek

Pass. In religion they are partly Blohammedans and partly Christians, and some are

even heathen. Their features have no especial type. The eye is brown, and has a

sluggish appearance. The upper classes arc sharply distinguished from the lower.

Their faces are more manly and noble, their forms tall and slender. Many shave the

head, and let the beard grow. It is difficult to observe the female sex, since they

never enjoy male society. In general, the southern Caucasus is much richer in hand-

some women than the northern. Their eyes arc fiery and passionate, yet meet one
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with a sort of apathetic expression. The women of tlie lowlands are more delicate

and snialler than in the mountains. In general, we may say that the majority of

women are not handsome or even pretty; they have little that is winsome. They are

usually dirty, and their features are coarse and wear a rej^ellant expressjion of dulness.

Among the poorer, coarse material or sheepskin is used for clothing. Shirt, hose,

cloak, and laced sandals are the essential articles, the dress of the wealthier differing

only in a larger pretension to decoration. The state clothing differs greatly from the

ordinary costume, having definite colors and special cut. In a belt are usually carried

a dirk and a number of pistols. The sabre is worn on a band over the shoulder, and

a gun is usually carried in the hand. The Ossetes usually wear a sheepskin cap,

which in traveling serves as a pillow. Skill with

weapons passes as one of the chief of manly virtues.

The women wear a sort of nightgown rea

the knees, and over this a long skirt or gov

ing to the ankles; on the limbs aie «<

pantaloons, and on the feet sindils.

festive days the clothing is veiy bii

Head and shoulders are often coveied

a thin veil. The hair is worn in biaids

summer the children go naked,

the female children often weai

ing, however, a sort of diapei

The houses are liuilt, according

to locality, of woven willows

plastered with clay, wood, oi

stone. On the plains, the first

story is built usually of stone,

and serves as a stable, the man-

ure being carefully preserved foi

fuel. Besides this there are abovt

a store-room, a living-room with

a hearth in the middle, both en-

tirely dark, and a guest's room,

into which a little light is admit-

ted. The furniture is of tliL

simplest sort — mats, pillows,

benches, low tables, etc.

Their fii-st duty on rising is

always to see to the cattle. The
men take ])art in the work only in seed-time and harvest ; at other times the women

must care for this. As a rule, the people are regular in their habits, and simple in their

diet. The lot of the women is not enviable, it bemg work from morning to night.

They are not merely the family mothers, but husbandmen, tailors, weavers, shoemakers,

and followers of a thousand other callings. In short, almost everything devolves upon

them. With the Ossetes hospitality is a duty, and is sacredly kept. The courtesies

between guest and host are fine and cultured, even among the simplest peasants. At

an early age children are sent to another's house to be brought up, and do not see their

own mothers before the seventh year. In the seventh year, on the day the boy re-

FIG. 263.— Caucasian Jew.
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turns, a festival is held. He must then begin liis work at herding and farming under

his father's instruction. When he has attained the age of sixteen or seventeen, his

father buys him a twelve or thirteen year old girl for a wife. Marriage and burial

customs are interesting, but very complex.

The western group of the mountain people comprehends numerous tribes on both

sides of the Caucasus toward the west. Independent of numerous sub-divisions,

they fall into two great tribes, the Adighe and the Asega. The Adighe is really a col-

lective name for a number of tribes having no common bond, and living with different

manners and customs, in constant strife. Into their history we cannot enter. Their

customs are differently described. Some have been described as heroes and patriots,

and others the reverse. With a great lust for plunder they seem to unite a certain

(•hivalry and loyalty. Some are Christians, and some are Mohammedans.
The second tribe, the Asega, are described as lazy and indifferent. They number

about 125,000, settled chiefly on the coast. They, too, are divided into a number of

tribes or divisions. They are said to be Ciiristians; but their real religion is a mixture

of heathenism, Mohammedanism and Christianity. They were originally converted to

Christianity, but on the Turkish conquest were brought over to Islam. Thus we find

a curious mixture of the two faiths together with relics of the old primitive religion.

The Asega are characterized by their narrow faces and laterally compressed heads,

prominent noses, and dark brown hair. They are of an active temperament, but not

spirited or warlike. They will attack an enemy only in superior numbers. They are

given to robbing and thieving. The women, as everywhere in the Orient, play a sub-

ordinate part,'being little more than slaves of the household. In the slave markets

they rank liigh for beauty.

Of the inhabitants of the Caucasus in general we must say that the Caucasian

tribes have too mucli natui-al intelligence to remTiin blind religious fanatics. In sjjite

of ijreaching and missions, Islam has obtained little footing. Many tribes in the

interior are still heathen, though Christianity is slowly making its way among them.

From the oldest times the Caucasus has been a path of migration from Asia to Europe,

and each of the nomad tribes has left a part of its numbers in these regions. Gradu-

ally, almost imperceptibly, these traces have vanished, but still the influence which

they have left on the people of the Caucasus is very marked.

CONCLUSION.

Our wanderings, beginning at Australia and the South Seas, extending thence over

both Americas, next through the Dark Continent, and lastly over Asia, have at length

brought us to Europe, the home of the most cultured jieoples, and here we must stoji.

We must stop, not because of a lack of interesting facts to discuss, but because we
are considering, not the history of culture, but the natural history of man. Again,

so much has been told of the region, its history, customs, antiquities, and the like, that

it would be threshing old straw to attempt to give an abstract of them here.

There are, however, certain facts and certain peoples which need just a moment's

attention. We must, besides, remember one thing, that there is no distinct line be-

tween cultured tribes and those without culture ; and also that on crossing the boundary

from Asia into Europe we have not left behind us all people standing on a lower level.

Just as the Tundra extends this side of the Ural Mountains, so do the Samoyedes

stretch over the northern part of Russia.
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What was the jjrimitive population of Europe we cannot tell, yet the evidence is

ample to prove that ages before the civilization of Greece, Europe had its inhabitants.

In the gravels of the rivers of France are found the implements of ' Paleolithic Man,'

strikingly like those (except in material) which Dr. Abbott has described in this volume

The same is true of all Europeas coming from the gravels of the Delaware river.

This aboriginal man stood at the lowest stage of

culture, was scarcely beyond a brute, but still he

was a man. His implements were of the \eij

rudest, being merely stones with the angles

knocked off so that they could be more readily

held.

How many thousand years ago he lived we

have no means of knowing. Geology gives only

relative, not absolute, amounts of time ; but it is

certain that it was at a period when the chanctci

of the European fauna was far dif-

erent from that now existing or that

which has existed within the historic

era. To-day it seems strange to

speak of elephants, mammoths,

hyenas, and rhinoceroses in Eng-

land or even in Europe, but they

all existed there at the same time

with man. Not only are his bones

found together in the same strata

with them, but we also find traces

of his handiwork of such a charac-

ter as to show that he had made a

great advance over his ancestors

of the rude stone weapons. His work in stone is much smoother and shows progress,

for he has invented spears and arrows, while the existence of needles made from the

bones on which he fed shows that, occasionally at least, he had recognized his naked-

ness and had made clothes. A further proof of his mental advancement is shown by

a piece of ivory from the tusk of the now extinct mammoth, on which some artist

had traced the outlines of that huge benst, and in such a manner as to have no doubt

that he had seen the animal which he delineated.

Were it within our scope, it would prove interesting to trace the de-\-elopment of

the prehistoric man of Europe, and to describe his remains, which show that he has

passed from a stage loTver than that of any race now existing, up through the levels of

the Fuegians, the Australlniis, etc., to a barbaric stage. How here he evolved the

same weapons that his brothers have in other parts of the world ; how in the lakes of

Switzerland and Ireland he built his house on piles, just as does the Dyak and the

Papuan to-day (pp. 48 and 410), and how he discovered the art of making pottery and

the art of working metals.

To-day the great proportion of the inhabitants of Europe belong to the great

Aryan or Indo-Gcrmanic family. This term has been used several times in the course

of this volume, and now that we arc arrived at the place where this race has acquired

its highest development, a few words concerning it may be pardoned.

Fig. 261. — Bulgarian.
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Philologists, studying the various languages of mankind, find that all can be
groujied in three categories. The first, the so-called monosyllabic or isolating group,

has its best exemplification in the Chinese tongue. In it -words are used in their

simplest form, their position in the sentence, and their relation to other words, beino-

employed to change their meaning. There is no union of I'oots or change of termina-

.tion to express different ideas. This isihe lowest stage of language, and to it belong,

besides the Chinese, some languages in the Siamese peninsula, and possibly the Jap-

anese and Corean. The hioroglyjjhics of ancient Egypt may also have belonged here.

Second in order is the agglutinate group, the character of which is well expressed

in its name. Here the meaning of the word is changed by uniting to it other roots.

These affixes and suffixes wore or-

iginally words each with their own
signification, but gradually most of

them have lost their independence

and have become mere signs of

cause and relation. Under this

heading come all of the African

tongues and all of those of Asia

not included above, and also ex-

cepting those to be mentioned in

the next group.

The agglutinate tongues of the

Old World are divided into two
groups, the African, or Hamitic,

and the Asiatic and Oceanic, or

Turanian, the differences between

which need not be detailed. There

are two groups of the Turanian

tongue, a northern or Mongolian,

and a southern, which includes

the Dravidian languages of India,

Tibetan, Bhotanese, many lan-

guages of Farther India, and the

Malayo-Polynesian tongues. The
northern half embraces the Turk-

ish, Finnic, Tungusic, Mongolic,

and Samoyede groups of languages, and is frequently called Mongolian or Tartar.

The languages of the American Indians also belong to the agglutinative group, but
a further development has carried them beyond those of the Old World, and caused

them to be made a distinct subdivision of the group, known as the incorporative,

from the fact that they run a whole sentence together into one word. The language
of the Basques, that problematical people of the Pyrenees, is similar in character.

The third great division includes the inflectional languages, or those which have
arrived at the highest stage of development. In these the root is variously modified

by the termination, the two being inseparably united ; the word is inflected. Of the

inflectional languages two main divisions occur, the Semitic and the Aryan or Indo-

Germanic, the former embracing the Arabic, the Hebraic, and the Aramaic tongues,

the latter most of the languages of Europe.

VOL. VI. — 30

Fig. 265. — Tartars from the Crimea.
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Of tlie Aryan languages, as of the Turanian, a northern and a southern division

may be recognized, the one almost wholly contiued to Europe, the other to Asia, the

latter containing an Indian and an Iranian or Persian class. The northern division is

divided into six classes : the Celtic, including the old languages of Ireland, Wales,

Scotland, and Brittany; the Italic, including the Latin and its modern derivations,

French, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, etc. ; the Illyric ; the Hellenic or Greek ; the

Slavonic, including Russian, IJohemian, Polish, Bulgarian, and the like; and the Teu-

tonic, including German, Dutch,

the Scandinavian languages, and

our own English tongue.

The philologist, studying all

these Aryan tongues, is forced

to the conclusion that vs^hatevci

be the case with the other groups,

these must have had a common
origin ; and that here, as else

where, the laws of evolution have

been at work. As is the case

with the evolution of animal

forms, none of the present exist

ing languages can be regarded

as the stock from which the

others sprang, but we must sup-

pose that in a dim antiquity a

people existed speaking a lan-

guage the general character of

which may be inferred from noting

the correspondences of the deiivative

tongues.

Both language and ethnology ponit

to the fact that this Aryan family lu td

in the highlands of Central Asn, some-

where east of the Caspian Sea and noith

of the Hindu-Kush and the Paiopa-

misan mountains. We can even infci

the character of these our remote an-

cestors; and, to illustrate the mtthod in

which the philologist works, we can do

no better than to quote from Max Mill-

ler, the eminent scholar of Oxford. He
says : " It should be observed that most of the terms connected with chase and war-

fare differ in each of the Aryan dialects, ;vhile words connected with more peaceful

occupations belong to the common heirloom of the Aryan language. The proper ap-

preciation of this fact in its general bearing, Avill show . . . that all the Aryan nations

had led a long life of peace before they separated, and tliat their language acquired indi-

viduality and nationality as each colony started in search of new homes— new gener-

ations forming new terms connected with the warlike and adventurous life of their

onward migrations. Hence it is that not only Greek and Latin, but all Aryan lan-

26t).— Peasant girl from Ihe government of Cbeison,
Kussia.
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guages have their peaceful words in common; and hence it is that they all differ so

strangely in their warlike expressions. Thus the domestic animals are generally

known by the same name in England and in India, while the wild beasts have differ-

ent names, even in Greek and Latin."

Thus we know that our remote Aryan ancestors were a pastoral and agricultural

people. They tilled the earth, and sowed grain. They ground their corn to meal

and baked their bread. They knew how to weave and liow to sew. They had passed

beyond the ' stone age ' and knew of iron. They could count to an hundred but had

no name for a thousand.

From this eastern home the Celts were first to depart for the west, and after these

followed Greek, and Latin, and Teuton, and later the Slavs. All of these except the

last, appear to have passed south

of the Caspian, some going by

way of the Hellespont, some

through the Caucasus, to found

new empu'es and new peoples in

Euro23e. At a period after the

last westward migration, the old

Central Asian home was broken

u]i, and some pushed down
through the mountains to the

Punjab, there to form the Hindu

])eople, while others poured into

Persia, and become the Medes

and Persians and their descend-

ants. All this is known from

language, for of history or tradi-

tion til ere is not a trace.

While the great majority of

the people of Europe belong to

the Aryan family, there are

others who do not. Some of

these probably antedate those

great invasions which succes-

sively brought in the Greeks

and Latins, the Celts, the Germans (in the broad sense), and the Slavs. Others ap-

parently have entei'cd European territory at a much later date than some of these.

Both groups present many differences from the Aryan family. Some we can assign

to their proper place in the classification of languages ; others, as yet, fail to show any

relationships to any other existing group. The Finns, the Lapps, the Magyars, the

Basques, and some of the Slavs, deserve a notice.

Far to the east we met four branches of the Mongolian or northern Turanian lan-

guages ; in northern and eastern Europe we find the fifth, the Finnic division. Unlike

all of the other languages of Europe, the Finnic, together with its allies in the east,

is not inflected, but the sense of both nouns and verbs is modified by using other words

in connection with them. To this Finnic group belong, among others, the Finns, the

Lapps, the Magyars, and the Permians. Long before the arrival of the Teutonic and

Slavic families in Europe it was peopled in the north by the Ugrians. Ancient history

Flu. - Kutlieiiiaii.
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teems with descriptions of tliein, painting them as the m6st hideous, horrible creatures

imaginable. In fact, our word ' ogre ' gives a faint conception of what the Ugri, or

Ogri, were supposed to be.. With the advent of the Teutons and the Slavs the Ugriau

people was broken up, some flying north, others south. Of the northern branch the

Finns are the first to be noticed.

This i-ace, now living under the Russian Government in Finnland, forms a com-

pact body of very jsraiseworthy people. Hei'e they liave left their nomad life and have

adojjted agriculture and encouraged educa-

tion. They have their schools, and a uni-

vei'sity wliieh compares favorably with

many of those better known. Their per-

sonal appearance has been described as

follows : They have " high cheek-bones,

square, strong jaws, full yet fiini lips, \ov,
,

broad foreheads, dark eyes and h;ii, an<l

a deeper, warmer red on the cheeks than

on those of the rosy

Swedes. The average

height is, perhaps, not

quite equal to that of the

latter race, but in jihysi-

cal vigor there is no in-

feriority, and there are

among them many men of

splendid stature, strength,

and proportion."

It is but recently, com-

paratively speaking, that

any one realized that there

was a Finnish literature.

In 1840 attention was

drawn to the 'Kalewala,'

an epic poem which had

been handed down from

father to son for genera-

tions by word of mouth.

It consists of thirty-two

parts, each of from two

hundred to seven hun-

dred verses, and is characterized by an almost Oriental imagery. Its date is uncertain,

but it must have been written before the fourteenth century. Tliere is a dispute about

it, some considering the incidents it relates as historical, others as allegorical in their

origin. Most of the Finnish literature of to-day is moral and religious, and the poets

of to-day have the same melancholy tone as their predecessors centuries ago. To-day

twenty papers and magazines regularly appear in the Finnish tongue, one of them

being illustrated.

The Lapps, now numbering about twenty thousand, are half in northern Sweden

and Norway and half in Russian territory. Though they have made far less progress

Fig. : 8.— Russiitn teamster.
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than the Finns, they are still far from stationary, and now are divided into the Soe-

lappen and Boelappen, or the seafaring and the agricultural Lapps. Their own name
for the ])eople is Sami, or Sahnielads. Physically (doubtless due in a large measure to

their inhospitable clime) the Lapps are poorly developed, but mentally they stand

high. In religion they belong, according to locality, to the Lutheran or to the Greek

Church. Towns are almost unknown among them. Their houses, either of clay (and

so tight as to keep out light and air) or of hides, are scattered about wherever it may
please the builder. Their main source of subsistence is in their herds of reindeer, but

Fio. 269. — Gitanas from Andalusia.

they also do considerable fishing. South of 66° N". they can raise many cereals, while

barley can be grown as far as70°!N'. Their neighbors give them a reputation for

deceitfulness, but travelers from less prejudiced regions consider them honest, and

praise their family feelings.

Passing by the Permians and the Livoni.ans, who also belong to the Finnic family,

we find others of the same grou]) in Austria and southern Pussia. First of these, and

largest in numbers of all of the Finnic peoples, are the Magyars (the Hungarians of com-

mon speech) and the Bulgarians. The latter have lost their original tongue, and have

replaced it with a Slavonic language. The Magyars, on the other hand, have retained

their old speech, and this is to-day assured them by the constitution of the Austro-

Hungarian empire. Contact for a thousand years with the more civilized people of
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Europe has made them a fine race, and to-day little except language shows their

origin. Others of the southern Finns have made less progress. The Bulgares on the

Balkan peninsula are an industrious, intelligent people.

Another group of jJeople in eastern Europe belong to the Turkic group, though

distinct from the Osmanli, the Turks of Turkey. In Southern Kussia there exists

the remnant of a once mighty Tartar kingdom, and Tartars to the number of a million

still remain here. Most prominent of these are the far-famed Cossacks, who have long

formed a bulwark against the ' unspeakable Turk,' and who to-day furnish a lai-ge and

valuable element in the Ilussian army. They
are divided into two groujis— the Cossacks

of the Dnieper and the Cossacks of the Don.

The former embrace the Tschernoracrian

Cossacks, the latter those of the Volga,

Astrakhan, Ural, Orenburg, and Siberia.

All dislike a settled existence, agriculture,

and the like, preferring a life of freedom,

and living on their herds, or, when near the

water, on the fishes they can catch. Tliey

are usually regarded as fierce and half sav-

age, but those who have lived among them

have received a very favorable impression

of them.

Turning now to the west, we find in the

mountains of northern Spain a people of

whose ancestry we know nothing. Their

language is well known, but all attempts to

intercalate it in any philological scheme

have proved in v.ain. To-day the Basques

i-cujiy chiefly three small provinces on tlie

I Jay of Biscay, and form a large element in

Xavarre, as well as extending into France,

and though of course extensively modified

by other people, they yet retain their own

language. Aided by the nature of their

home, they have never been conquered.

They are a simple, brave, and indej)endent

people, yet prouder even than a Spaniard.

Their own name for themselves is Euscaldunac. Barrow, who lived long among them,

regards them of Tartar origin, but others do not agree in this. All, however, point to

the fact that they have long been separated from the parent stock.

In southern Spain the native Aryan population has been extensively modified by

another foreign element,— the Moors, who in the beginning of the eighth century

invaded the peninsula, and for nearly seven hundred years maintained an intellectual

development which i)ut the rest of Euro])e to shame. Besides this, Spain contains

many Gypsies (Gitanas) and Jews, while in the north the traces of the old Gothic inva-

sions are still apjiarent.

The last great immigration from Asia to Europe was that of the Slavs ; though as

far back as history extends they occupied Eastern Europe, and were known as

Fig. 270. — Greek maiilen.
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Scythians and Sarmatians. They are divided into two groups : the eastern, typified

by the Russians, and the western, inchiding, among others, the Poles and Bohemians.

Culture is foreign to the Slav. All that they have in that line has been introduced

from the west. For a long time they stood at the foot of the European peoples, but

gradually they have worked out their destiny. They have adopted and adapted the

civilization of the west, and bid fair to rival the older nations. Their languages,

though so different from those of the Roman and Teutonic peoples, show marked
resemblances to the Sanskrit. They are esijccially characterized by the com2:>leteness

of the inflections, the absence of articles, and by a peculiar unpronounceabilityinmany

of the letters.

Fig. 271. — Jew from the government of Chei-son, Russia.

The culture people of Europe belong to the Teutonic and Roman branches of the

Aryan family, and with them we have nothing to do. It is, however, to be noticed

that no nation, no race of them is pure. Everywhere mixture has taken place, and

everywhere the results of this amalgamation are- apparent. From a union of different

elements have sprung in historical times such nations as the Italians, French, Span-

iards, and English. Even the Greeks, whose beauty has become j)roverbial, were

a mixed race. It would Ije difficult, nay, even impossible, to trace the various links

of relationshij) which bind the peoples of Euro]>e together. The links exist; but to

draw the line and say that here one race leaves off and another begins, is impossible.

But while this amalgamation ]n'oduces difficulties fur the anthropologist, it is pro-

ductive of much good to mankind. Our travels among the peoples of the world have

amply illustrated the fact that j)ur)ty of blood does not give the highest culture, but
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that to produce that result requires a harmonious mingling of different elements. The
principle is the same as that followed in breeding cattle or any other domestic animals.

The breeder recognizes the fact that cross fertilization improves the race ; and though

the intermingling of different peoples has occurred, and does occur, without a thought

of its benefiting posterity, the result is nevertheless the same. Purity of blood means

isolation, and is only found in connection with a low stage of culture, no matter with

what degree of mental endowment they started. The most striking example of the

fact that purity of race results in a low state of culture, or rather is opjDosed to the

highest culture, is exhibited by the Gyjisies. The Gyjjsies proper (not our miserable

American imitators) are genuine Arj'ans ; and the purity with which they have pre-

served their blood and their language is remarkable, and, notwithstanding the many

interesting features they present, we must admit that a low stage of culture is con-

comitant with their purity of blood. The Jews, again, illustrate the same law.

Excejit where they have been brought in intimate contact with other peoples, they are

ignorant, fanatical, and superstitious. A Jew, it is true, can rise to be the premier of

the British empire, but this is the exception noted ; here there was contact with

other people. To see the Jew in all his jnirity apd the accompanying degradation,

we must visit those places, like southern Russia, where they form whole communities.

Instance after instance could be cited, were it desirable, to show that intercourse

between nation and nation, mixture of blood between race and race, lies at the root of

growth, development, progress, and eidture ; that offered by our own country is all

that need be mentioned. Here there has been mixture almost beyond precedent ; here

the most different elements have been amalgamated, and the result is one which fully

confirms the law.
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Sunda, 307
Sundanese, 410
Susquehaniiocks, 151
Siisu, 330
Suto, 292
Syria, 370
Syrians, 370
Symisli, 444

Tabi, 342
Taboo, 77
Tabu, 77, 90
Tagala, 420
Tahiti, 80
Tai, 403
Tailskins, 143
Tajiks. 377, 382
Taka Tribes, 346
Takulli, 136
Talatin, 175
Talepoosas, 157
Tamaronas, 151
Tamil, 393
Tanca, 206
Tangutes, 452
Tanna, (il

Taotl, 192
Tapa, 84
Tapeguana, 189
Tapuja, 251
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Tarasc, 197
Tarlmmara, 190
Taro, 74
Tartars, 455, 459, 470
Tasmanians, :iM

Tchetclies, 4G0
Tebu, 349
Tecmia, 246
Teda, o49
Telmaiitejiec, 198
Tehuelts, 259
Telaings, 402
Teleg-u', 393
Teleutes, 451, 456
Telinga, 393
Tenocliitlan. 193
Tepaiiecs, 191
Tepehuana, 190
Tepoka, 186
Tute de boule, 149
Tetons, 169
Teutonic Family, 466
Terran. 183
Tli.ii, 403
Tliibet, 395
Tlilinkit, 131, 133
Tin-owing stick, 32
Tibet, .395

Tikkitikki, 273, 341
Tila, 01
Timor, 418
Tinian, 74
Tiiineb, 129, 142, 174, 181
Tioiiontates. 154
Tlapanecs, 191
TIascaltecs, 191
Tlatskanai, 142
Toaca, 206
Tobosa, 186
Toda, 393
Toka, 296
Toltecs, 191
Toncuahas, 186
Tonga Islands, 80
Tonkaways, 186
Tonkinese, 407
Totem, 132, 161
Totonacas, 199
Totonaci, 196
Tribe, 162
Tscliischlkbathkhoan, 132
Tsliglit, 122
Tsonecas, 259
Tuarics, 350
Tubar, 190
Tubu, 335
Tuda, 393
Tulara, 392
Tumal, 461
Tungus, 444
Tnn.ia. 215
Tupi, 245, 248
Tupi-Guarani, 245
Tupinamba, 248

Tupuai, 80
Turanian Family, 444, 465
Turiero, 215
Turcomans, 453
Turkish-Tartar tribes, 459
Turks, 452, 456
Tusayan, 187
Tuscaroras, 154
Tutelos, 154
Twightwees, 152
Tzendal, 201, 205

Uaupe, 246
Uchees,159
Ucbitis, 179
Ugina, 251
Ugrians. 467
Uirina, 245
Ukereva, 304
Ulna, 206
Ulu-Dsehus, 455
Umkoa, 142
Unaleet, 122
Unaligmut, 122
Unkpapas, 11)9

Union Islands, 80
Upper Guinea, 320
Upsarokas, 171
Usbeks, 452
Utalis, 187
UtoUi, 323
Utes, 187
Uxmal, 203

Viasya, 386
Van Diemans Land, 39
Vanikoro, 61
Veddahs, 394
Viti Islanders, 66

Wadai, 337
Wadawa, 337
Waday, 337
Wa^Galla, 344
Waganda, 304

I Wahabi, 368
Waicuri, 179
Wakerewe, .304

Wakufl, .343

Wallawalla. 140
AValpahpe, 186
Wamera, 32
Wampanoags, 150
Wangno, 33
Wa-N'gwana, 304
Wapishiana, 238
Warcgga, 305
Warrau, 242
Waruma, 304
"VVascoes, 140
Washo, 175, 187
Waterees, 1,56

Watwa, 305

Waukum, 37
Waxsaws, 156
Weapons, 7
Wegbe, 322
Wenya, 305
Westoes, 1.56

White Kalmuks, 448, 451, 456
White Race, 4
Wichitas. 173
Wild Island, 56
Windigoes, 153
Wininast, 186
Winuebagoes, 152, 168
Wintun, 175
Wishosk, 174
Woccons, 156
Wolof, 325
WojTinka, 329
Writing, 15
Wulwa, 205, 206
Wy.andottes, 154
Wynsaws, 156

Xavantes, 252
Xicaque, 205
Xicarillas, 181
Xique, 205

Yadima, 336
Yahooskins, 186
Yakima, 140
Yakkhos, 394
Yakon. 141
Yakutat, 131
Yakuts, 448
Yamasses, 151
Yamco, 227
Yanktons, 169
Yap, 72
Ya-tseu, 400
Yauyo, 227
Yellow Races, 3 .

,

Yendots, 1.54

Yokuts, 175
Yona, 61
Yonac, 258
Yoruba, 321
Yucatan, 201
Yugtiarzongo, 227
Yuki, 174
Yuma, ISO
Yunnan, 425
Yurok, 174

Zambesi tribes, 299
Zapotecs, 198
Zaporo, 227, 228
Zayi, 203
Zokay, 402
Zoqu'e, 200
Zulus, 285
Zuni. 183
Zutuhil, 205


















